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F R ON T C O V E R DE SIGN
Minh-Hoa Nguyen
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
I digitalised my artwork through Photoshop. I was
inspired by the concept of the ocean meeting the galaxy
– the abstract idea of two worlds that haven’t been fully
discovered blending together, showcasing that there is so
much wonder in places that we haven’t yet found. The
astronaut is also a symbol of the success of Humankind
when we journey into what was once thought unreachable
places and what that experience can do to change our view
of the world.

B A C K C O V E R DE SIGN
Charlotte Gattuso
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
______
My artwork was inspired by a photo taken of my Mum at
the age of 17. The image uses bright colours to represent
her youth. I incorporated a map of Southampton, which is
where she was born, into the wheel to represent the journey
she has been on. The medium I used was watercolour
because it can layer nicely. While this adds depth, it also
blurs to give a soft effect.

W E L C OME
Dr Matthew Ryan · Deputy Head of School, School of Arts, Australian Catholic University

W

e sometimes forget that writing is a
technology. It comes out of our capacity
for language but is like other technologies in that
it is a means to get things done. Communication
is usually the key task. Language, however, is
not simply a system for sending and receiving
messages. Language can do things: legislating,
naming, blessing. More generally, language is the
medium through which we know the world and
writing is often the tool we use to shape it.
In the twenty-first century, writing and other
communication technologies are ubiquitous. They
are so familiar and so thoroughly integrated into
our lives that we forget their presence. This is
good when we want to focus on the activity we
are doing, rather than thinking about the tool
with which we are doing it; you don’t need to
contemplate the nature of your hammer when you
are trying to build a house.

But, occasionally, it is worth giving some thought
to the tools and technologies we use. When we
write creatively we give ourselves an opportunity
to reflect upon the power of that particular
technology. By making language into art, creative
writing draws attention to language itself. Poetry
and fiction present ideas and represent experiences
but they also draw the writer and the reader into
thinking about the power of language and writing.
In a culture often dominated by clamorous
communication, the Shared Stories anthologies
offer school students a valuable opportunity
to think carefully about language. (Even the
distracting technology of the mobile phone can
be an opportunity for art, if we give ourselves a
moment of pause.) Reading Shared Stories, we
see what writing can do, the care of craft and
the thought of art. We see how the contributors
have worked language with their tools: shaping it;
shaping the world; shaping us. 

Maggie Hallyburton
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour Jungle
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Y E S, I T ’S T O TA L LY DRUGS
Jessica Pachacz · Year 10 · Aquinas College

A

n anonymous immigrant is seen voyaging on
a 1773 British ship as it drew closer to the
harbour. He wore a crumpled lace shirt, worn in
various places from overuse and unconventional
sleeping arrangements from the past few months
on deck. A deep blue blazer was thrown over his
shoulders, it was far too muggy to wear it in the
humid sea air. The jacket was perfectly disguising
several fragrant carton boxes beneath his shirt,
tightly wrapped around his torso.

small street with warm candlelight before both the
immigrant and the door disappeared once again.

The ship’s anchor viciously dug into the sandy river
bank as the ship halted to a stop, ropes latching
onto the ship from the Boston harbour to stablise
it. Once the boat had stopped completely and
sufficient ladders had been put into place, the ship
exploded with activity within seconds. Immigrants
and officials alike grappled for the quickest exit
onto the colonial settlement.

“Have you got the stuff?” I impatiently waved a
large wad of American money at him.

The immigrant, despite his looming figure, easily
snaked his way into the bustling crowd of eager
visitors avoiding the eyes of English inspectors
who were overwhelmed with frantic immigrants.

“Fine, fine,” I sighed, pulling the actual sum of
money from my jacket interior next to the knife.

He darted away from the mob and into the ghetto
alleyways, arriving at an inconspicuous book store.
His hand reached towards a wall covered in a
wave of ivy leaves and grime which had multiplied
over the years. Knocking six times on the wall,
a segment of it swung open, briefly flooding the

“Quick one aren’t you?” I said, as I heaved the
immigrant hastily out of the doorway.
My father had told me never to associate with
such rats of the undeveloped world, much less
show them any sign of weakness. So I guarded
myself accordingly, a small dagger hidden in the
left breast pocket of my jacket.

“We agreed. English pounds, no?” His thick
eyebrows were raised facetiously, showing a
toothy smile. However, it could not deter me from
his emotionless eyes, freezing any foul play I had
prepared in its tracks.

He barely spoke as he unravelled the carton boxes
from his torso and after finishing the deal, he
disappeared back into the murky alleyway.
Once he had left, I rushed to the kitchen, heating
a jug of water on the stove top, mixing it in with
the bags. The smell of freshly brewed black tea
enveloped my senses. 

Edan Pillwein
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Acrylic
______
Studio Arts
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Taylor Jenej
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Watercolour and stitched calico
______
Studio Arts
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B E GINNING OR E ND?
Mieke De Vries · Year 9 · Avila College

M

y life shattered along with the mirror.
Splinters of glass were strewn around the
room creating a majestic, deadly minefield. Those
few words spun my world around, changing my
viewpoint and stripping me of what few shreds
of childhood I still possessed. Those few words
made perfect sense yet were so unfathomable to
my mind. Those few words were ‘You are adopted.’
Instantaneously a deep well of sadness, anger and
curiosity consumed me, as my stomach turned to
water. As my heart sunk, I knew things would never
be the same. I had come to the end of a road and I
no longer knew where my journey would take me.
I threw the first thing that my fingers touched at the
mirror; my parent’s photo.
These were the things from Hollywood movies
and TV dramas. This happened to people in
distant countries, not ordinary 18-year-old girls in
Melbourne named ‘Jacynta Turner’. Looking at the
fragments of my life, I could visualise when things
didn’t add up. Why I couldn’t remember seeing my
parents in any memories before 2 years old. Why my
‘aunt’ and ‘uncle’ were the only people I recognised
in my few baby photos. Why I had never seen my
birth certificate. My fingernails dug into the flesh of
my palms as I tried desperately to suppress the tears
welling up. A stray tear streaked down the tanned
skin of my cheeks. My features were nothing like
my ‘parents’. They had rich brown skin, wide noses
and black hair. I had tanned skin with brown hair
and green eyes. How I had been so naïve to never
notice this, I will never know.
I had never felt more alone in my entire life. In the
aftermath of the shock, my mind had begun to
wander and wonder; about the childhood I had
lost and subsequently gained and the possibilities,
opportunities and pathways that had been altered
through this process. But the biggest question
keeping me awake at night was: why had this
happened? I could feel my mum and dad’s worrying
gazes burning through my back as I walked into
the house. I wanted to find my family. But who
was my real family? These caring, loving people I
have known for the past 17 years, who took me
in and loved me as their own. Or the people who I
truly belong to who had neglected and left me for
all those years. Ultimately, I wanted some answers.
The plain truth, no matter how brutal or beautiful.
Sitting in front of the computer, I tentatively
pressed each key as precisely as if I were performing
surgery. The first words in a week I had said to my
adoptive parents were met with relief. Their hugs
were filled with joy and sadness. As we looked at
the Jigsaw website the purple seemed so vibrant,
complementing my newfound hope. I filled in the
details of my birth parents and I could feel the

conflict in my parents’ thoughts through their
creased foreheads. My father fidgeted nervously
as we sat in silence, trying to fathom losing their
child in order to gain some clarity amongst the
confusion. The possibility of meeting them seemed
unreachable until the address we obtained proved
otherwise; they lived 20 minutes away.
My mind whirled as I sat in the backseat of the
car. The trip was filled with a heavy silence, so
tangible it seemed to coat the interior of the car.
I tried and failed to swallow the lump forming in
my throat. With every turn I breathed in and out
slowly, trying to calm the butterflies in my stomach.
The driveway came into view and it looked like any
house in Melbourne. It was modern with a neat
garden, somewhat small but comfortable and cosy.
Each step I took towards the front door gave me
the sensation of losing my family and gaining a new
one, giving up everything I had known and loved to
embrace something else. It felt like the end of a path,
as though I was walking across a bridge and leaving
my old life behind me. My knuckles hit the wooden
door before I had even realised the consequences
of that innocent gesture. My heart pounded inside
my chest, and my breathing was rapid. The door
opened inward and there they were. My parents.
The first look took my breath away and the waterfall
of tears streaked my face. A lump prevented me
from talking and I stood there, sobbing in the
presence of my mother and father. The familiar
hand of my adoptive mother reached over my
shoulder and squeezed in support. I calmed my
breathing and spoke as clearly as possible through
my blurred vision, ‘I… I am your… daughter…’ Her
face crumbled in front of me and she closed the gap
between us, wrapping me in her warm embrace.
The smell of frangipanis enveloped me in a cloud
of comfort and I felt at home. My mother released
me and as she sobbed, I heard her voice for what
seemed like the first time, ‘I love you Jacynta… and
I am so, so sorry.’
Sitting around the kitchen table and hearing my
birth parent’s story stripped me of the fear that
they did not love me. They were poor when I was
born, being young themselves, which gave them
the option of selfishly keeping their baby or giving
her away in the hope of a better life. Their grief of
surrendering their baby girl was heartbreaking and
reassuring all at once and my heart was immediately
filled with compassion for my parents. My mother,
Evelyn, held my hand the entire time and said she
would never lose me again. I felt warm and loved
amongst the people I loved most and I finally felt
complete again. I realised in this moment, that
whilst I thought the journey had ended, it had really
only just begun. n
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Alannah Litaridis
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School,
Ormond
______
Dream on Dreamer
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ME IN OPA
Matilda Morris · Year 12 · Catholic College Wodonga

G

rowing up in Vienna during World War II,
my grandfather, Günter, struggled through
poverty alongside his brothers, Gerhard, Walter
and Werner, and parents, Emil and Hildegard,
in a war stricken country. He lived an otherwise
regular life, playing on the streets as a child and
attending school. He had hobbies and interests. As
young boys, he and his brothers would sit in their
small apartment and watch through the window
as countless planes dived and dropped bombs,
burying hundreds of people underneath rubble.
Never to be recovered. Never to be properly lain
to rest. People who sought shelter in the Albertina,
the Heinrichshof and the Messepalast, were caught
in crushing graves. When the immediate danger
had passed, he would lead his brothers across what
was left of once grand and dominating buildings
reduced to dust. Together they picked and searched
for food to fill starving stomachs, valuables to sell,
or anything else of interest. Being the eldest of
the four, he was tasked with the responsibility of
watching over his brothers, teaching, disciplining
and guiding them.
A mischievous group of young boys, he and his
brothers caused trouble and havoc wherever they
went, playing soccer to pass the time, and smashing
windows simply for the fun of it. Where they lived,
trains and trams were stored in massive buildings
which they used as meeting points, hosting soccer
games behind them, and vandalised the thick stone
walls when they got bored of that. In Vienna,
separate swimming pools for males and females
were standard, with connecting tunnels in between
them. Swimming through these connecting
tunnels, he developed a habit of getting caught in
the girl’s pool. Consistent with his trouble-making
behaviour, he walked on grass where it was
strictly forbidden, and stole from stores for fun.
His brothers would distract the lady behind the
counter while he collected the goods they would
be taking home that day.
He caused trouble to distract himself from the
harsh life he endured, walking to and from school
every day, rain, hail or shine. Before leaving, he
and Gerhart first had to pack away their parents’
bedroom and set up the dining table in its place.
In the harsh winters they would chip the ice away
on the cobblestone paths outside the apartment
building where they lived. He mostly obeyed his
father, being cautious to speak and behave correctly
around him. He was an altar boy for many years
before they left Austria, and one day his father
set him the task of collecting a coat, after church,
from the tailor next door. Gunter being Gunter, he
retrieved the coat before mass, returned home, and
lied about what time he picked up the coat. His

punishment, just for picking up his coat before mass
and not after, was a stinging strike across the face
from Emil, and to stand rigid, with his shoulders
pinned against the wall, while balancing five stacked
books atop his head.
He expresses many vivid memories of the war, such
as the unearthing of six people from an underground
shelter where they had become trapped after a
round of bombings in his neighbourhood. Three
had died while they were trapped, and the remaining
three had eaten their bodies to sustain their own
lives. When the three survivors emerged, two died
immediately. Although he had a happy childhood,
his most vivid memory, which still haunts him to
this day, is stumbling across the corpses of Mongol
soldiers on the outskirts of the city with their throats
cut and limbs torn, scattered across the farmlands
and vegetable gardens.
On March 12th, 1945, the bomb alerts began to
screech through the quiet apartment blocks where
he lived. Over 700 bombers and 200 fighter planes
inflicted devastating damage to the city centre of
Vienna, destroying places of worship, entertainment
hubs and residential apartment housing. He lived
just a few hundred metres from the worst of the
damage. That morning, as he listened to the alarms
scream, his felt a jolt through his arm as his mother,
Hildegard, snatched at him and Gerhart, desperately
pulling them across the street. They ran. Struggling
to find steady ground beneath trembling feet and
weak legs, pushing through crowds of people, all
frantically shoving to find shelter from what was to
come.
A whistle sounded and as the three of them turned,
they were greeted with the sight of the opposite side
of their apartment building crumbling and crashing
down. The panic that followed forced the separation
of he and his brother, and while holding tightly to
Hildegard with one hand, he gripped at his head,
trying desperately to function through the pain and
ringing. Shortly after the first bomb, they heard the
sound of another dropping in the distance, followed
by horrifying cries and the sound of concrete being
crushed into dust as easily as stale bread. The planes
moved away and as the hysteria began to settle,
Hildegard, Gunter and Gerhart were reunited.
Struggling to rebuild their lives after having lost
everything, a while after the war, they began to
prepare to emigrate to Australia. After months and
months of sickening travel aboard The Toscana,
sometimes in terribly uncomfortable living
conditions, squashed and packed in with horrid
smelling strangers, they arrived at a new life; safe
and free. n
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Samantha Hogan
Year 11 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
My oil painting ‘Flurry’ is inspired by a photo I took during my student exchange trip in
America last year. This was my family home for six months and I thought this would be the
perfect way to show my appreciation for hosting me. The image gave me a lot of freedom
to play around with landscape. In commencing my artwork, I painted the dark line and
contour of the trees, house and dog. This enabled me to then begin gradually layering the
paint onto the canvas while filling in the shadows as I progressed.
— 7 —

E UROP E A N JOUR NE Y
Ryan Farrar · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda

He planned a trip, his name was Ernie,
He looked forward to his European journey.
He was first in Germany, the sight was great,
He was standing right in front of Brandenburg
Gate.
Around in Bavaria was the Oktoberfest,
After all that beer, he needed a rest.
Next, young Ernie went to France,
One look at the Eiffel Tower put him in a trance.
The Arc de Triomphe was a sight to behold,
In his photo album, it would be gold.
The Mona Lisa was amazing and that was a fact,
In that picture tons of quality had been stacked.
After that he went to Spain,

The Running of the Bulls gave his legs bad pain.
Casa de Campo was a place for him to relax,
The warm sun put a tan on his back.
The country of Italy was his next stop,
He went to the Colosseum, and sat at the top.
The Tower of Pisa really did lean,
Da Vinci’s Last Supper was a beautiful scene.
The next place he went to was Greece,
The wonderful sights of Europe did not cease.
The Parthenon in Athens was stop number one,
One look at it and his plans were dealt with and
done.
When he returned back to his home,
He told his neighbours, “My favourite was
Rome.” n

Hugo Doria
Year 7 · CBC St Kilda
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Zach Forster
Year 10 · CBC St Kilda
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S A UDA DE
Yenuli Dompearachchi · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

saudade [portuguese] >> the act of nostalgic love
for an absent something you know will never
exist again, yet still gaining happiness from having
experienced the memory.
A whisper carried on the wind,
Drifting in and out of ears,
Yet yelled so loud,
A silent sound,
For everyone to hear.
A bond we said would last forever,
Yet forever wasn’t enough,
For when it came to never endings,
We were just out of luck.
So easy to drift apart,
So quick to forget,
The memories that we shared,
And the tears that we shed.
A promise made,
On a bed of lies,

Leaving me, only asking why
Why the fake smiles,
And the guarded eyes,
Why after all this time,
You finally let your walls rise.
How did two people,
That faced countless dangers,
Who were woven so tight together,
Become such perfect strangers?
The laughs I miss,
Even the empty forevers,
But in the end,
It was still time spent together.
So when someone asks if I knew you,
A thousand memories will flash through my
mind,
Of all we’ve been through,
But I’ll just smile and say,
“I used to.” 

Tina Cariolo
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Lineart
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T HE A US SIE M A N
Cody Munro · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

We’re all wayfaring travellers,
Trudging down our separate roads,
Hoping, wishing, praying,
Someone will come to share our load.

But all the roads twist and turn.
And when you reach an intersection,
It’s likely life will take them,
In the opposite direction,

There’s sunburn on our shoulders,
And there are blisters on our feet,
We brave the wildest storms,
And the scorching summer heat.

But don’t give up on hoping.
When your road is a dead end,
It’s likely that you’ll find,
It’s only really just a bend,

Sometimes we find somebody,
Who is going our way to,
And while they walk beside us,
The sky seems a little blue

And though other’s roads are different.
It doesn’t mean that yours is wrong,
So pick yourself up again,
And just keep trudging on,
Like an Aussie man. 

Nikita Jarosinski
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Acrylic Painting
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Cat-Minh Nguyen
Year 12 · Catholic Regional College Sydenham/
North Keilor
______
Strange Journey
______
Our path ahead may be filled with unknowns and
uncertainties, but we’ll forge ahead with all we’ve
got.

Lauren Leppik
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
A Difficult Journey
______
As a female in a male-dominated world, success
was not easy. At every stage there were obstacles to
overcome and choices to make. Despite the struggles the
destination was well worth the effort.
— 12 —

Caroline Williams
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College North Keilor
______
Faith in Fate
______
During our lives, we are all lead by the strings of fate. Following our own guides, we make
glowing memories that hang by thin threads from the overhangs of our path.

Minh-Hoa Nguyen
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
4:44 AM
______
1:00 – Anesthetizing the sadness with a glass
3:00 – The hands dance around the face of time and I
dance around the crooked compass of my mind
4:44 – The comfort they give eases the static, but it will
take more revolutions of time to recover.
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L E T SH Y B E L OUD
Lynda The Le · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

I

remember the first time I got bullied in high
school. I was a timid thirteen-year-old who
couldn’t answer a question; I would bury my head
under my pillow and scream at myself. The teasing
was too much for me to stand. My brother and I
were complete opposites. He was a social butterfly
and I was introverted. I wanted to be confident and
courageous like Merida in Brave, the only Disney
princess who I admired as a child. But my brother
said that I couldn’t be. Not all big brothers were
kind and protective.
At fourteen I was diagnosed with social anxiety.
Many therapy sessions didn’t end my fear of
people. At the age of fifteen I was being homeschooled and my social circle became smaller and
smaller. On a Saturday or Sunday afternoon, I
would pray that none of my old peers would see
me in public and ask me questions like if I was still
shy when they already knew the answer. I didn’t
want their small talk.
I started to isolate myself inside my bedroom. “If
I embarrass you so much in front of your friends,
teach me what confidence feels like,” I said to my
brother.
“Confidence is just a façade you hide behind, it’s
all pretend until suddenly it becomes a part of
you,” he replied. His words dragged me down like
an anchor. I was stuck. I didn’t understand what
he meant. I only understood that this was the first

time he’d said something that sounded wise. My
brother’s words echoed through my head until
I interpreted them. I was vulnerable to only one
person – myself.
The first time I stood up in my small world I was
seventeen. I climbed the surface of a rock. I held
on to the edges until the tendons in my muscles
strained. My pupils dilated and my heartbeat
exploded from this fear that left me hanging on
the edge. My brain was spinning, it needed more
oxygen and I felt dizzy from looking down. My grip
was sweaty and my fingerprints were disappearing.
Even with all this safety equipment, I didn’t feel
safe. I didn’t want to fall. So I climbed. The air got
strangely colder, I opened my mouth to inhale the
atmosphere, and it tasted like mint in my mouth.
My ears were numb and my eyes were so dry it
hurt to blink. Each time I pulled my weight up, I
felt like I was being braver than before.
When I reached the top, the wind was howling
through the forest leaves. Everything was
intimidating, yet breathtaking. One wrong move
and I could fall to the bottom of the cliff. I looked
down at the world. The cityscape looked so small
it could fit in the palms of my hands. Adrenalin
rushed through me. Was this confidence? When
I stretched my arms I embraced the landscape.
Fear still lingered, but up here I was bigger than
my fears. Here, my shyness spoke the loudest and
stood up for itself. Shy was loud for once. n
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Ashol Arob
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Inner Might
______
Portrait painting – acrylic on canvas
______
“It’s always going to be an uphill battle, and sometimes you’ve got to lose … but it’s [about] the climb.”
– Miley Cyrus
“The journey is not about how many times you are hindered, but how many times you bounce back. A
phoenix always rises from its ashes … but so do the mighty.”
— 15 —

C ROC ODIL E E Y E S
Hayden Byrne-Jones · Year 10 · De La Salle College

I

love you just a little too much – the singer’s sweetlike candy voice echoed through the mind of
Terrence Doubleday. He sat on a slab of concrete,
his earphones placed delicately in his ears, facing
a large group of boys who sat endearingly eating
their lunch. He shuffled on the concrete, turning
away from the area his eyes once lingered, and
bestowing themselves on all which took place in
the background; the background which he had only
a moment ago been ignoring. Boys ran with their
ties flying and flickering around their necks, as well
as their blazers bouncing around their small body
frames. Balls flew, slicing through the hot air with
ferocious speed. Teachers slowly traipsed around in
fluorescent jackets, on the lookout for mischievous
behaviour, or litter.
Terrence sighed with exasperation, and deep sorrow.
For he knew that one day, such a scene, such a sight,
would disappear from his vision. The grass which
held such great green lusciousness would remain,
the sun that sat in the sky, beaming down onto all
of them, casting shadows on their faces. It would
stay, too. But he, and them, would not. No, his body
would grow larger, muscle finding itself beneath
his skin. His mind would become more mature,
expanding itself with knowledge a child could not
understand due to limited time on Earth. His voice
would deepen, and all the youthful prettiness he
once possessed would dissipate into thin air, as well
as all theirs too – the boys who now, he turned to.
As his music played, keeping their voices unheard,
he began to focus on one of them. A boy, sitting
on a table, playing with a plastic container as he
spoke with his friends. He examined this particular
boy’s features, and realised that they, as well as the
sound of his boyish young voice (It will disappear,
and change) was all he actually knew of him. He
wondered what the boy, who tucked his hair behind
his ears gracefully, would eat on a Sunday night after
dinner, whilst his mother (If he had a mother) sat on
the couch, watching television or reading a book.
He wondered if he had any siblings, or perhaps what
the colour of his room was. Terrence couldn’t know.
He placed his legs onto the ground, getting down
from the concrete, and biting into his apple. The boy
he watched continued to laugh, and the music he
listened to continued to play – Grow up weak, or
grow up tough – Did somebody own the boy’s heart
already? And if so, did he love them as deeply as
they loved him? Or was it the other way around?
Terrence wondered about what time the boy woke
up in the morning and if he danced around his room
whilst he got dressed for school. Did he listen to
music? And if so, what genre was it? What where

his feelings on the weather? Which season was his
favourite?
Terrence sat down in front of the boy, taking another
quick look behind him at the background; still the
same. He could now see the boy much closer, and
found his eyes noticing all the small intricate details
of his face. The peak of his lips, and his lashes which
were faint like the hair on his head. He saw the
eternal youth in his eyes, and the way they lit up as
someone said something to him. He turned around
to them, again laughing hysterically. What where
the boy’s most intimate secrets? What deep, dark
thoughts found themselves running through his
mind at three o’clock in the morning? Did he ever
cry when he was by himself? Did he ever look at
himself in the mirror after having a shower, standing
with the towel wrapped around his waist, flexing his
muscles and grinning at himself, or was he disgusted
by his body? (His body won’t stay that way, won’t
stay that way)
Terrence finished his apple and threw it at the open
bin. It missed. For a brief moment, the boy glanced at
his outstretched hand, his expression blank. Terrence
however, didn’t have time to allow embarrassment
to enshroud him, no, the apple core which now sat
on the ground became a part of the background,
and Terrence forgot about it. All he saw now was
the eyes of the boy – green and murky, a grey ring
around his iris, looking like a flattened Saturn, the
planet of silence. What were they reminding him of?
A Crocodile; The boy had Crocodile eyes.
‘Look!’ Terrence thought intensely. ‘Look into his
eyes, what can you find?’ But before he could delve
deeper into the inner soul of the boy, he turned
around back to his friends, leaving Terrence staring
at a concrete wall, and then down at his hands in his
lap. He sighed for a second time that lunch break,
examining his nail beds. He would never truly know
the boy, and much to his frustration, would never
know many of the other boys either. He could only
simply sit, with hair fallen around his face messily,
his school uniform unfittingly draped over his body,
and his shoes a brand which none of the others
wore, and try and take mental images in his mind
of all that he saw now, in his youth. He told himself:
Please don’t forget their faces, and how young they
once were. Please don’t forget their haircuts, or the
sparkling colours of their eyes. Never allow your
mind to forget the school yard journey, with them
surrounding you.
He figured, as he turned back around, balls flying,
boys running, teachers walking, that there was
nothing he could do. Change was inevitable in life,
no matter how intriguingly pretty or precious it was.
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No God would come down, pause the natural
process of humanity, just for him to continue
watching and adoring.
The sun shone down onto his skin and he embraced
its warmth, taking his earphones out of his ears for
just the right moment, the singer’s voice draining
away – See you later Alligator, in a while Crocodile
– ‘Terrence?’ said a voice from behind him. He

turned around… to the boy, the one he’d just been
trying to figure out, and glared with wondrous
anxiety, ‘You’re blocking my sun,’ he said with a
smile, his pearly white teeth showing between his
parted lips. Terrence hesitated, but smiled back,
moving on the seat, and allowing the sun to lay
upon the boy’s skin with brilliance. ‘He likes the
sun’ Terrence thought excitedly. ‘I know that much
at least’. n

A M I MOR E T H A N A F L A ME?
Rory Fenech · Year 12 · De La Salle College

Tell me, am I just destruction? Just a simple flame?
A tool made by the devil? Only used for causing
pain?
Am I pure destruction, doomed to burn all that I
like?
The utter certainty of this, is like a frozen spike,
Which impales my blazing chest, straight through a
molten heart,
I’ve never known the peace of others; I was fire
from the start.
Please answer my questions, give me my deepest
desire,
Have I lost control of myself? Am I just a blazing
wildfire?
I want to be a symbol, for hope, and peace, for the
free,
But how can I be this symbol, if my purpose I
cannot see?
The path ahead is shrouded, those behind follow
in fear,
The constant sense of danger is always lurking
near.
I need some kind of light, someone to lead the way.
I do not have the power to lead, so it’s here I’ll stay.
Please, He who watches, is this to be my fate?
Let your wisdom be shown to me, let my curiosity
abate.

My dear, you seek a simple answer, to a highly
complex riddle,
Like trying to play a French horn, when you’ve
only learned a fiddle.
Are you just destruction? There’s right in that, and
wrong.
I see now your struggle, a burden borne too long.
You are not a tool of the devil, you are my greatest
creation,
Although you may not think so, looking at your
devastation.
You see, in fire, there is death and heat and pain,
And the remains of all the life that the wild blaze
has slain.
Yet from the hallowed ashes, a spout shows its tip,
Grass begins to grow and spread over every hill
and dip.
The seeds of trees have fallen, the flames destroyed
their home,
So they grow a brand new tree, all on their own.
You are not death my dear, no, you are life,
Life is what dwells within you, in your very veins
it’s rife.
You say you cannot see, my dear? Oh, that is my
delight!
You cannot see the way my dear, because it’s you
who is the light. n
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A B L A NK C A N VA S
Aaron Sharkey · Year 10 · Emmaus College

A blank canvas
reflects my thoughts.
Emptiness, a void
to be filled with colour.
An emotional whirlpool greets me
as my fingers grip the brush.
Plagues of anxiety
fuse with waves of excitement.
The endless possibilities,
daunting and thrilling.
Each stroke, every drop
of paint. Permanent.
Perfection seems the only option,
Anything else married regret.
That sought after perfection,
is it possible?
Is it gauged by the adoration?
of the masses? The praise of peers,
or the expression of one’s self?
The craving to catalyse a new renaissance –
to fight against conformity
to pursue uniqueness
voluntarily suppressed by long-lived ideals
fixed by the masterpieces before my own.
The compulsion to compose
a complex, colourful creation
collides with the constraints
of my aging creativity,
contradicted by my youthful lack of self.
Each stroke, every drop
of paint. Permanent.
Perfection unattainable.
Rather each imperfection, mistake, fault;
making my own personal masterpiece. n
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MIS SING L E G
Ruby Power · Year 9 · Emmaus College

F

inlay Harvey’s apartment was a neat cluster
of objects in a small space. Boxes and letters
were collected on a small table in the corner. A
homey grey couch sat beneath a mural of posters,
photographs, opened envelopes and article
snippets. On his windowsill he had an array of rare
indoor plants in exotic colours. Finlay’s collection
of old books peppered his apartment in orderly
stacks. He tried his best to cram his extensive hoard
onto his numerous shelves and bookcases but the
ever growing accumulation of novels, stories and
documents always seemed to multiply the more he
built new shelves. Finlay was an old soul. He liked
old music that was etched onto vinyl records, and
that had to be precisely placed on a record player,
and old clothes that he bought from the hidden
retro store around the corner.
Apart from his cherished possessions he owned a
beautiful beach blonde Jindo dog named Dylan,
which followed his ankles awkwardly on three
legs, like a Peter Pan shadow. Dylan had been his
lone companion for the past four years. “Come on,
Dyl. We need to get outside before the morning
buzz of people wake up.” Finlay walked Dylan
every day, at exactly the same time. He took the
same route every day.
But today was different. He didn’t want to think
about it.
Once Finlay had tied his vintage sneakers and
zipped up his second hand windbreaker, they
were off. They passed many shops and faces on
their familiar journey. Coffee infused the smooth,
cobbled streets. The smell of baking bread and buns
swirled through the streets amongst the whispering
trees. Bright umbrellas spotted the streets with
their vibrant colours and leaves tumbled and flew
in the air as early cyclists peddled past on their way
to work.
Dylan hobbled excitedly in every direction, his
silken tail coming after him. At the end of the
beautiful street, the two of them stopped at their
favourite café. Finlay tied Dylan to the underside
of the outdoor table, scanned the menu and recited
his order to the waiter. While he sat, he scrunched

Dylan’s soft, silky ears. When Finlay’s order came
out, Dylan eagerly put his lone front paw on
Finlay’s knee and put on his best sad face. He
wagged his tail in delight when Finlay handed him
a slice of the toasted sandwich.
Hours passed. They seemed to have travelled from
end to end of the small, urban city. Finlay and his
pal, Dyl, had explored the city’s parks, with their
abundant oak and maple trees; the lanes and
back streets in all their artistic creativity and their
inventive little shops; and finally the shores of the
great blue. The ocean was the last stop on their
journey. The sand crunched beneath their feet as
they walked to the empty, peeling bench. The sun
was lowering in the sky but the day was still hot.
Rays of warm sun kissed Finlay and Dylan as they
sat watching the distant horizon.
Dylan rested his tired head on Finlay’s lap and
slowly nodded off as a cool breeze of salty air
swam past them. Minutes turned into hours before
the two trekked onto the final part of the long
walk. The part that Finlay had been dreading. As
they reached the bend of their final destination, a
sense of overwhelming fear came upon Finlay.
“Buddy, it’s going to be ok. You won’t feel a thing.”
Finlay spoke to Dylan as owners and their pets
came in and out of the sterile clinic. The sounds of
beeping machines, clanging collars and squeaking
comfort toys were gradually replaced by the
piercing white noise of silence.
“Mr Harvey. Do you need anything else?” asked
the vet. Finlay just shook his head as he petted
Dylan’s paw with his thumb. Dylan’s beach blond
body lay calmly. His breathing was slow. His eyes
were drowsy from the medicine that had been
used. Finlay looked into his companion’s deep eyes
as they fluttered shut. Dylan’s breathing came to a
slow halt. Tear tracks glistened on Finlay’s flushed
cheeks as he finally placed Dylan’s paw back down.
“I was inspired to write this story after I stumbled
across a video about a dog with cancer and how
his owner spoiled him all day before he had to be
put down.” n
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A JOUR NE Y T HROUGH T IME
Ali Coburn · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

O

ne day, a scientist did something extraordinary.
His name was Marcus Ayla. On the 25th of
March 2010, Marcus had his first attempt at
building a time machine. In Marcus’ head he had it
all planned out. Sadly, on a blueprint it was a bunch
of squiggles. “At least it was better than a baby’s
drawing,” Marcus would say. But was it?
Marcus had a bad reputation with the B.I.C (Brilliant
Ideas Committee) because of all his failures.
Whenever he showed them his inventions, they
would blow up in his face (literally). It happened
with the automatic car, a doll that came to life and
so on, but he never gave up inventing things. It was
his calling, or at least that’s what he thought.
Marcus always wore his lab coat even when he
went out to buy ice-cream. He had brown eyes with
a little freckle on his cheek. Marcus was not tough,
nor violent. He was innocent.
The B.I.C always knew it was going to end up
badly. The B.I.C members were: Abraham Lincoln,
Einstein, Leonardo Da Vinci and Marcus’ worst
enemy King Bob from the Minions Movie. You
may be wondering, ‘How could this be?’ Maybe
you thought they were dead or didn’t exist? Well,
think again. The reason why they were still alive is
because they were given endless lives so they could
live forever, just like their inventions.
Marcus dreamt of being part of the B.I.C but the
odds were against him. Anyway, on the 25th of
March, 2010 Marcus was determined to make the
best invention he had ever made… a time machine. A
time machine would blow the B.I.C members away
but first it would have to work, otherwise instead
of blowing them away, they would most likely walk
away, mumbling to themselves, “You’re on thin ice
Marcus; you’re on thin ice!” Now Marcus had to be
cautious. When Marcus finished his time machine
(which honestly looked like a sleeping bag), three
years later (2013), he called the B.I.C to book an
appointment for the next day. Marcus couldn’t sleep;
he was so excited! The good thing about Marcus is
that he doesn’t think of the worst, he only thinks of
positive things. You could say he was an optimist. It
felt like years before tomorrow came and Marcus
just couldn’t wait! He rushed down there in his
lab coat pyjamas, then realised he was wearing his
pyjamas and rushed back home to change.
His appointment was at 12.00pm. but he got there
at 6.01am. (5 hours and 59 minutes earlier). Finally,
it was 12.00pm. and Marcus could barely wait.
When he entered through the door, he firstly saw
Lincoln, then Leonardo, then Einstein and last of all,
Bob. Bob was holding his precious little stuffed bear

repeatedly saying, “King Bob!” in his cute little
voice. “You’re not fooling me,” Marcus thought
to himself. He showed them his (so called) time
machine. The B.I.C just stared and then burst into
laughter, as they cried, “Good one Marcus. Now
show us the real one.”
Marcus presented it again and they stopped
laughing. Marcus said, “Let me show you how it
works.” He pulled a few levers, pressed a button
and told Leonardo, “I’ll bring you back Mona
Lisa in the flesh.” Marcus put in the time and…
FLASH! There was nothing left except purple
smoke. Marcus was whirling in time. He could see
flashes of historic events. This was the first time he
had tried the time machine and the first time he
had seen things inside it. It was huge inside, but on
the outside it was smaller than a guitar. Actually, he
had to duck to get in the time machine, but once
inside he could stand. The ceiling was 20 meters
above him.
Eventually Marcus landed in a big beautiful
place with a luscious garden, that had lilacs and
pink, red and white roses in perfect shape with
Dandelions, Jonquils, Sunflowers, Daisies and
Irises. It was amazing and right in the middle of it
was a shimmering lake filled with swans. With the
light of the sun everything looked like a fantasy.
Out of the corner of Marcus’ eyes he saw a man
with a long, grey beard painting this incredible
image. “Isn’t this beautiful?” the man said. “Are
you Leonardo Da Vinci?” Marcus asked. “Well,
yes I am, but you can call me Leon,” he replied.
“Are you going to paint anyone this evening?”
Marcus questioned. “Yes her name is Mona Lisa,
but everyone calls her Mona. She’s paying me
to paint her,” Leonardo replied. “Where is she?”
Marcus questioned. “Late as always,” he replied.
Suddenly, Marcus saw a distant shadow and
knew immediately who it was. It was Mona Lisa.
Marcus rushed up to her and pushed her in the
time machine, then pressed a button that had
“Back to Real Australian Time” and in under a
minute, they returned.
Marcus was worried, he felt like he had been away
for an hour. Had the B.I.C forgotten about his time
machine? But when he landed, the B.I.C clapped as
he pushed Mona Lisa in front of them. Why were
they clapping? Wasn’t he late? Marcus looked
confused, so he looked up at the clock. He was
astonished. It had only been one minute.
King Bob suddenly shouted, “Bring me my crown!
The director of the Minion Movie took it from me
to use as a prop!” So first, Marcus returned Mona
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and then went to get the crown. Finally, he got to
the stage set and went to a restricted area where
the minions were acting live on stage. Marcus went
in the restricted area and saw the minions acting.
They had replaced Bob with another actor. There
he saw, in all its glory, the crown. “This should be
pretty easy,” Marcus thought. “Just pounce and get
it. 3… 2… 1… GO!”
Marcus went for it but when he put his hand onto
the stage he became animated like the minions.
“QUICK!” Marcus thought. He needed to act
fast, so he grabbed the crown and ran into the
time machine with police guards chasing him.
Marcus went back to the B.I.C. They loved the
time machine and soon enough, Marcus became
a member of the B.I.C. He was so proud! Even
when people told him he couldn’t become one of
the B.I.C members, he showed them.

Two years later…
Marcus is now the head of the B.I.C; a
successful man with new inventions.
King Bob is starring in a new musical called
Aladdin (well he isn’t actually, he just thinks
he is).
Abraham Lincoln was fired from the B.I.C
because he brought his cat in and Michael
Jackson is replacing him.
Einstein retired and is on a Caribbean Cruise
and Tutankhamen (the Mummy) is replacing
him.
Leonardo Da Vinci is still a member of the
B.I.C and has a father and son relationship
with Marcus. n

A L IF E JOUR NE Y – A N A DV E N T UR E
Tiffany Huynh · Year 5 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

I

opened my eyes to the wonders of the world. I
saw big, happy smiles beaming on me. I closed
my eyes and dreamt a dream. A while later, or so I
thought, which was actually two days later, I woke
up to my new house, parents and life! They were
so excited and happy. They named me Sophie.
Time soon passed and I had started school. It was
the most wonderful moment in my life. I went to a
school called Sunshine Primary School. My teacher
was Miss Watson. She was very nice. I had soon
met lots of teachers and friends. During the middle
of the year it was my birthday, which is on the 19th
of August. I had a wild family birthday party! At
school, my best friend was Lucinda. She had a cool
personality and always stood by me.
I seemed to not notice the time go by so quickly
and before I knew it, I was in Year 10 at South
Ridge High. It was a different school and I fitted
in so well. A year passed and I was on a holiday
in France, Italy and Greece. It was a breathtaking
experience. When we flew back home, we
celebrated with our relatives.

My parents now trust me since I am 26 and let
me live in my desired country for two years. I
had planned to go to Chile but I started having
second thoughts. I do want to go to Chile, but
what about Greece and Japan? What about
Korea? I decided on Greece since it looked like
a really good place to go.
I was a nervous wreck when I got on the plane.
“You’ve just got butterflies since we’re not
going with you,” my mum assured me. That
cheered me up a bit. As I predicted, I was in
Greece in no time at all. In Greece, I made
new friends and had a blast! I saw wonderful
landscapes, ate delicious food and attended a
number of exhibitions. I returned home two
years later. I found out there was a party and
it was the first time I had fun since… well, last
year!
I have many wonderful memories growing up,
but all I know is that “A journey is an adventure
unknown but stretched out to the best of one’s
abilities”. n
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T E A RS
Emma Calafati · Year 5 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington

You are no grief, you are no friend.
You are no love, you are no hatred.
You don’t care, you do care.
For all I know, you are you and you have
A journey of life, dark with light, this is you.
You are my grief when I last saw your breath.
I cannot describe, I cannot talk. All I do
Is be beaten. This is no nightmare, this is no dream
But this is life and we take steps for a journey of dark
And good but we can choose our paths.
I sit waiting for you, I never grieve, I never fall… I wait.
Waiting for your call, I wait… I don’t go, I will
Never. Waiting, it can be painful.
I don’t feel alone, I just wait. n

Emma Coates
Year 5 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington
______
This piece of art represents journey because it’s about what your eye has seen and its perspective as it
travels around the world. Even just having to see places can create memories that will last forever. I drew
this because I went to these places and it was an amazing adventure.
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JOUR NE Y
Hailey Axalan · Year 5 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington

Jauntily ready to be here, I came
On the inside, I knew, I had a place here to claim
Ubiquitous fellow peers, none of which I know of
Recurring emotions about the new home I’ll learn to love
Notional about having no place
Eventually proven wrong after finding my face
Yearned to be one but now it’s something I ace n

Olivia Cover
Year 5 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington
______
Journey Through Venice on a Gondola
______
Journey on Gondolas take you back in time, things you’ve never seen before – old buildings
brightly painted and surrounded by water, as well as boats instead of cars taking people
around town. It’s a magical adventure full of surprises around every corner of every canal.
The sounds of water splashing and Gondoliers singing is music to my ears. A journey I will
remember for all of my years.
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DE CIM AT ION
Amy Matthews · Year 12 · John Paul College, Frankston

T

he flickering lights of the TV cast a pale glow
over those who sat slumped on the leather
couches of their lounge rooms. Their microwave
dinners steaming on the arm rest of their chairs
or in their lap. The family dog curled into a ball at
their feet. No soul behind their eyes, which stared
into pixelated nothingness; engrossed in the 2D
depictions of unattainable reality. Their desires
vacated their minds and resided in a silver screen.
Happiness forgotten by corrupt hearts that craved
any type of material to fill the void left by the mass
produced, mechanically endorsed dreams that
were as empty as the plastic bags left over after
purchase.
Stanley sat beside his brother, poking him
incessantly. The 6:00pm news blared in the
background.
“Stop it, Stanley, I’m trying to watch the news,” his
mother barked without once looking away from
the TV.
Stanley gave his brother one final blow and then
sat still.
The microwave beeped and his mother got up to
empty its contents. After a few moments, she reentered hugging four bowls of the previous night’s
spaghetti bolognaise. She placed them clumsily
onto the glass coffee table. Stanley, his brother
and his father lunged towards the table greedily
grabbing a bowl each before melting back on to
the couch. Between sloppy mouthfuls of pasta his
mother complained that the family ate in front of
the TV too much.
“After tonight we’re sitting at the dining table.
No more dinners in the lounge room. We’ve got
a perfectly good dining table and chairs that never
get used.”
She was cut short by the beginning of Family Feud.
No one responded to her request and if it were not
for their change of clothes one could easily mistake
each passing night for the one prior.
The next week Stanley’s class took a trip to the
National Gallery. An exhibition was being held
and Stanley’s teacher wanted the students to write
an essay based on what they saw at the exhibition.
They arrived at the gallery in a crisp white
school bus, which they filed out of one by one in
an orderly fashion. They were greeted by a frail
looking woman of about seventy-eight. Her hair
hung over her tired face in long strands of grey and
her smile revealed an array of silver and gold teeth.
“Good morning, children. My name’s Gretta and

I’m the gallery director. I invite you into my gallery
to view the pieces of art being displayed. While
you’re looking I really want you to think about
how the art makes you feel. The artist was inspired
by the state of our planet over the past fifty years.”
Her words croaked through her small lips and
when she spoke her jaw twitched sporadically.
Stanley entered through the revolving glass door
and was instantly captivated by the colourful
paintings that hung from the walls in perfect chaos.
Before him, encased in a box of glass, was
something Stanley had only ever seen in picture
books. He blinked in disbelief and stood stunned
at its enormity. Behind the clear glass leaves of
emerald green and golden brown hung a lush
limpness from spindly branches that spawned
from a thick textured trunk, which seemed to
stretch beyond the sky from the centre of the Earth.
Beneath it, finely crafted blades of grass sprouted
from the hard ground in a seemingly natural way.
The glass box contained an indescribable beauty
that seemed as if it were supposed to cover the
entirety of the world.
In front of the display was a tall, thin podium and
atop the podium sat a shining silver plate engraved
with the words ‘PRE-DECIMATION’.
The meaning of those words, despite being
unknown to Stanley in that moment, would
become obvious by the time he left the gallery.
He stood staring at the plate for a moment longer
before moving on to the next piece.
A canvas the length of the wall was laden with
beautiful brush strokes that formed an image
titled, ‘MID-DECIMATION’.
Colours of deep blue and shining silver cast a soft
veil of milky moonlight over the bottom half of
the painting. Oak trees the size of small mountains
ran alongside the road, their branches wrapping
into knots of deep brown. Dazzling dew drops
shone against the black road like a thousand
stars, twisting ahead before tapering to a point in
front of a muted bustle of reds and yellows. The
blur of colour quickly morphed into a huddle of
city buildings ablaze against the dark night sky,
which the stars vacated after the instalment of
giant billboards that loomed over the buildings,
endorsing various sorts of ridiculousness.
After the city, the silk road continued through
what must have been miles of untouched plains.
Obnoxiously bright service stations were scattered
along the way, sitting stagnant, waiting for someone
to arrive. Beside the station signs that read ‘OPEN
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24/7’ flashed underneath huge arches of golden
yellow. People were present in this section, frozen in
animation. They stood reaching for their car doors
or cocking their heads in response to conversation.
Their neutral expressions illuminated by handheld
devices. The painting ended with sharp finality.
Stanley gawked at the eerily beautiful display
before he began looking for another piece of
art. On the opposite wall, he saw another silver
plate but the closer he came, he realised that there
was no fancy painting or display accompanying
it. Instead, a single window showing the outside
world. Stanley read the plate, puzzled. It read
‘POST-DECIMATION’. He looked out of the
window and saw nothing but the familiar world
he’d grown up in; grey concrete that covered the
whole landscape and reached to the sky to form
numerous buildings. He saw the people of his
world weaving hurriedly through the buildings.
Their movements were sharp and agile but their
expressions remained unengaged, resembling
those in the painting. They all walked in the
same way, heading in the same direction. The
startling similarities in their outfits and hairstyles
made them indistinguishable, something Stanley
had never noticed. He shuddered at the sight of
such a travesty, the world he was seeing was not
the same as it had been hours ago. The bleak,
monochromatic landscape presented itself as a
nightmarish apparition. An embodiment of the
inescapable implications of human action over
time. The realisation that mankind was to blame
for the robbery of his innate right to feel the
muddy earth sloshing beneath his gumboots. Or
relief from the harsh summer sun offered only by
trees evoked an internal frustration within him
that would last a lifetime.
He walked out of the revolving doors and a

profound feeling of anguish came over him. His
feet began to run and as he sped away from the
gallery, tears began to build in the corners of his
eyes, escaping down his cheeks and dripping from
his chin. He ran the whole way home, through all
the grey streets and bleak houses, not stopping
once. When he arrived at the bland rendered
house belonging to him, he stopped. He gripped
the silver handle of his front door and turned it
slowly. The door creaked open and he was greeted
with a sameness that had been present his whole
life. A picture-perfect scene of his mother walking
through the hallway carrying a basket of washing
at her hip, a phone wedged between her ear and
shoulder. His dog was at the back door, patiently
waiting to be let inside, his tail swinging back and
forth in swooshing motions. His brother sat on the
floor of the lounge room. His head protruded from
hunched shoulders and his legs were crossed. He
stared numbly at the TV. Neither of them stopped
what they were doing to welcome Stanley, or ask
about his day. He was still, observing the mundane
existence that had felt so natural only that morning.
He began to walk solemnly down the hallway and
as he did, he caught his reflection in the decorative
mirror hanging on the beige wall. Within the
swirling steel frame, he saw himself age slightly.
His eyes crinkled and the skin around his lips
slightly pinched. He saw himself leaving one of
the grey buildings and making his way around the
streets, drowning in the crowded sea of sameness.
He saw his neutral expression, unstimulated by the
desolation surrounding him.
He saw his future child walking through the front
door of his future house, without acknowledgement
from any of its residents. He saw the hellish reality
of his supposedly utopic world. n
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Maggie HallyBurton
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Creative Portrait with coloured pencil

Nicole Formaran
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Creative Portrait with coloured pencil
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Emily Liang
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour on Canvas – Portrait painting

Kasey Brown
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Mixed Media ‘Modigliani’
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Adam Argyros & Adrian Garro
Year 10 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Untitled 1

Adam Argyros & Adrian Garro
Year 10 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Untitled 2
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Julian Bosco & Alex Mastrilli
Year 10 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Untitled 1

Julian Bosco & Alex Mastrilli
Year 10 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Untitled 2
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B A R B E D W IR E V INE S
Alisa Black · Year 7 · Siena College

T

he mangled entanglements of barbed wire
vines were strewn across the roiled land and
the abhorrent stench of death lingered. Its stale
grip grasped the throats of those brave enough to
bare it and squeezed tighter at every advance. The
mud became insufferable, its blackness oozed into
every crack and crevice, swallowing anything that
stood in its direction. Its entity had devoured and
digested, it was an unstoppable all-consuming
force. What once were whispering winds became
a constant howling wail that slashed and thrashed
about. A rumbling pack of clouds had come
rolling from the east, smothering the heavens,
the royal sky and its fractured splits that once
blanketed France’s golden heart. The crackle
of the artillery beating brazenly had become an
intense barrage of Vickers incessantly firing into
the far flung bawns and into the fog, into to the
faceless enemy that had hidden behind a film of
mist and confusion.
His appearance had become grey and weary, with
calloused hands and the torture in his eyes, his
allegiance and loyalty to king and country had
almost sent him mad. The moral that pulled them
all along had been all but dead and buried, the
war had taken the very innocence he had and
destroyed it.

It was a place of solitude now, most of the men had
gone, over the top when the whistle had shrilled
and the bagpipes had skirled, they had swigged
their last tots of rum and cried a blood curdling
plea for mercy as they scrambled over the top and
a torrential stream of bullets had flown towards
them like a plague of cicadas, blowing them over
like matchsticks in the wind. Now the silence was
unsettling, no more singing or whistling or raillery
by those who had inured, those men were now
dead. In the wind, their souls drifted, across the
cratered lands and home they went. Poppy heads
had not flourished here, nor grass had tufted either
and they had long since been forsaken by any
divinity or creator who had looked over them.
Out of the ground and in the distance, like arms
of men enlisting and great oaks on farmers’ land,
stood lanky rigid church towers where their bells
had long since stopped chiming and their cobbles
had worn down. The familiar whistle and then
clang of shells vaporised surroundings and it was
as if the whole world had become a never ending
field. The guns had fallen silent, the larks had not
chanted, the wind had stopped harassing and
silence was all around. They fire snapped but no
crackle in return and they knew in the end, and
in the silence, they would stay knowing they were
lambs to the slaughter. n

A N ODE T O SE L F - L O V E
Sara Santostefano · Year 12 · Siena College

You
With the rattling in your bones
The fire in your touch
You
All frayed edges and harsh surfaces
Too scared to love yourself
You
With broken mirrors
Self-deprecating glares

You
Are more than you think you are
You
Don’t need their love
Not when you can grow your own
You
Are a flower
It is time for you to bloom n
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F E AT HE R’S FA R C RY
Abigail Brooks · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

It descends – falling numbly, softly
Onto gravelly roads of lost time
Cracks of gunshots wound the distance
Smudging the world a lukewarm blue;
More light, more sun, more light, more sun I beg
of thee!
Pure and white, a weapon and a firearm of
creation and of man
Light at heart but unwaveringly determined
A sentence to bring demise, curtains debut their
close
Its brittle skeleton blemished;
Blemished with meaningless words,
‘Coward, coward, insufferable coward!’
A world smeared red, dripping on stone,
blossoming white earth.

Passed from hand to hand
Accusations that swirl, anger that whirls
‘Coward, coward, that’s what you are!’
Those who trade their rifles for feather-filled
pillows
Are smothered by plumage and left for the dust
And as purple rolls in, a violent percussion of
waves
Sand slips through feeble fingers, and everyone is
a coward
A single feather lies on the gravelly roads of lost
time. n

Michaela Papaleo
Year 11 · Star of the Sea College
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A P E RSON A L JOUR NE Y
Noah Seiderman · Year 8 · Simonds Catholic College

T

he word journey can be interpreted in
any number of ways. It can be as simple
as walking down to the shops or as large as a
Safari Expedition. Those are the common ideas
that come to mind when you think of journey;
from start to finish. Some may think that the
whole point is the destination – the end, but the
word journey doesn’t mean destination or the
end, it means the process you had to go through
to get to that destination. The obstacles you had
to overcome, the detours you had to take.

Not only are journeys physical but they can also
be physiological. A personal journey. Personal
growth within oneself. Imagine you’re ship,
sailing through the sea of life, the ship is you and
your brain is the captain. Your ship is going to
start off in the shallows, all new and beautiful,
nothing can hurt you. You soon set sail through
childhood, each year the water gets deeper and
the further you move from land. Your ship hits
some rocky weather and its hull is damaged
but it keeps going because the journey has only
just begun. Fourteen years out into the deep
blue – one day you see some pirates. They fire a
cannon at you and it smashes into the hull, you
want to turn back. No matter though, over time
your crew mends the damage and you move on,
because time always heals wounds. Over the
years you come across strange lands and meet
new people and share new experiences until
finally you have been sailing for 85 years. Your
ship is starting to slow down, the waters are
calm, the hardest part is over, you can see land
ahead. n

Let’s say that I left my house, caught a bus into
the city then an hour later returned home and
on the following day I did the same thing again –
Can I call that a journey? If I said I was walking
through the hustle and bustle of Delhi, my night
train is leaving in two minutes, I’m a kilometre
away and there are a thousand people standing
between myself and the train to Mumbai. Is
that a better example of a journey? In Delhi, I
have steps and obstacles and blocked paths, not
walking and catching a bus so the word journey
means, ‘What I need to go through to get there.’

Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Eureka! What a view!
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Jamie Huynh
Year 8 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Fish
______
Linocut Print

Tien Hoang
Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Portrait
______
Charcoal
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WA R S T ORY
Willow Bailey · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I

feel light headed.

I fall to my knees and sink my head to the ground,
I am so cold.

sudden wave of warmth. I know straight away
whose it is; whose it was.
“She wanted you to have it,” Dad mutters sadly.

They expect me to cry and wail, but I feel dry. I feel
like I am falling into an endless void of darkness and
it seems to surround me. I see colours spinning before
my eyes. I am covered in a cloud of grief. There are
voices around me. I hear them but I can’t make
sense of what they are saying; like they are talking
in a foreign language. I hold my stomach and then
throw up everywhere; I don’t care. Everything has
happened so fast. I momentarily black out but I am
awoken by the cold that seems to be penetrating my
every bone. Suddenly I am being lifted by strong arms
that are slick and hard. I can smell rubber gloves and
the antiseptic gel but the cold seems to make my
senses hazy.

In that time I made a promise; never to lose anyone
again.

I can’t stand it anymore. I scream.

“Dad!” I cry “Where are we going?” Then he takes a
sharp right and bolts to a cave I didn’t see before. “I
did a quick scope of the place when we arrived,” he
says as we dash into the curvaceous space. All I hear
is our ragged breathing as we wait.

The cold hard arms are replaced by familiar friendly
ones. My father wraps his arms around me and holds
me tight. That is when I break. I cry hard into my his
arms. I scream and I kick. But my father still holds
me tight with his long protecting arms as he too cries
onto my shoulder. We sit like that for more than two
hours before I am so exhausted that I fall asleep in
his arms. My life was never the same again. She was
gone.
I am woken suddenly by my father. He is shaking me
and yelling in my face. It takes only a few seconds for
my sleep fogged brain to process what he is saying.
Nationalsozialismus. They have come.
I jump up from the hard bench and run to help Dad
stuff essentials into two rucksacks. I try not to think
about last night. In each one he puts food and water.
He also adds survival essentials like matches
“Get changed quickly and put the clothes you’re
wearing back in the bag, they won’t be warm enough
for where we’re going,” he said and threw a plastic
bag full of clothes at me. “I’ve shared out everything
we will need into the two packs just in case we get
separated.” A lump rose in my throat.
I quickly change and run back to camp. I pull a
rucksack onto my back. Dad helps me to clip some
leather straps through the backpack and around
my waist so it doesn’t fall while we run. He stops
and hands me two small things: a Swiss army knife
painted blue, and a copper locket. It’s old and tainted
but I grasp it tight in my hands. It fills me with a

That’s when we first hear the footsteps. I fumble with
Dad’s clips and somehow we get them on.
“GO!” He yells urging me forward. I run as if I
have electric energy, adrenaline pumping through
my veins. We hold hands as we trample through the
undergrowth. Legs pumping, we tear into a clearing.
All that is beyond is a large expanse of meadow with
no cover for about two miles. Dad keeps on running.
“We’ll be open for too long, we will be shot!” I yell at
him. I turn around for a quick look behind us but all I
see a long expanse of forest. They will be on us soon.

“Juden!” we hear the voice of a Nazi. Someone’s
here. Dad grabs a rock. He throws it. I hear a crack
as it hits its target.
“That was for Geliebte,” he whispers to me. “We
have to go; I can take on one when he is being caught
by surprise but soon they will find us.”
He grabs my arm and we abscond from the cave.
Leaving the meadow and the forest behind, we run
through dense grass and trees. In the distance I see
lots of objects moving. As we get closer I see that they
are people. “We will walk with them to safety; it may
take months but we deserve our freedom,” Dad says
with tears in his eyes but I know he is strong. And we
run into the distance.
30 Years Later
I place the flowers, kneeling next to the grave. I
feel the cool stone. A warm tear trickles down my
cheek. So many feelings. This is the only memory of
my old life. I feel a hand on my shoulder and I look
up. My husband looks over me lovingly. Then three
others run over; my children. I am with the four most
important people in my life. I place my hand on the
stone again and touch the words:
Cecilia Longlove 1898-1943.
Mum n
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T HE R A B BI T S
Eva McGorian & Ginger Cookesley · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

S

ometimes I wonder why I look so different
to my friends and family, I don’t really think
much of it though. Like … In sport at school when
we are doing sports that involve jumping, I can
never seem to jump as high as everybody else, it’s
probably just not my thing. And when I get home
I look in the mirror and I see a long bushy tail and
small pointy ears and tiny little claws that are so
close to my body. When I look at my parents they
have long hind legs that are twice the size of mine,
a fluffy tail that I always wish I had. I bet I would
look better with a rounder head.
I also get very confused when I get told off for
doing the things I’m best at, like climbing up trees
and scavenging for food. I always have this weird
craving for bugs and insects but my parents are
complete vegetarians.
I always wonder why there is a massive electrical
fence surrounding our town. It looks so beautiful
on the other side. It’s full of trees and flowers. I
wish I could live there but my parents are really
strict on my boundaries. There has always been a
tiny little hole in the wall the perfect size for me to
squish through I have never had a better moment

to go through than now, but I’m scared what the
consequence might be.
This year the only birthday present I want is to
know who I am. At noon, all of my friends arrive.
We celebrate with a veggie cake and an amazing
roast veggie pie for dinner (without meat). Then
they all wish me a happy birthday and head off
home. I finally have the courage to get up and ask
my “Parents” who I am and where do I come from.
I don’t think they heard me so I ask again, even
louder. They finally hear me and say that I am only
a little bit … different no biggie. Then I ask for the
truth.
Two hours later they come into my bedroom and
seem really sorry for something but I don’t know
what. And just as they are about to leave my
bedroom they say “You’re a Possum.”
I am in total disbelief. I always knew I was a little
different but this means that I am a totally different
person. I have so many questions. Who are my
parents? Where did I come from? How did I end
up with these people? I try and try to get to sleep
but I just can’t, I am tossing and rolling around in
my bed. I have no idea who I am anymore. n

T HE B E A U T IF UL B OX
Alyanna Manalili · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

The Beautiful Box sailed away as a ship,
Floating on the current of hope all now ripped.
Stifling their sobs and weakly they cried,
‘All will be fine, I promise,’ they lied.
A baby pulled closely to a mother’s chest,
As they took her away while she lay still at rest.
Flowers lay gathered as a garden so sweet,
Unlike grieved faces and shuffling feet.
I had gripped his jumper, my tears drenched the
fabric,
I was slipping away now, all was too tragic.

She had missed him so much, she was sad to the
core,
But now she was with him, no sadness no more.
She’s the sun and the stars, I missed her more than
the rest,
But I had to let go, it was all for the best.
Now I’m writing all this with my sleeve drenched
wet,
Because I have remembered, and I will never
forget. n
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Jade Morros
Year 12 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong
______
Fractured Spaces
______
Conceptually my work represents the theme of Journey as it explores the different dimensions in our universe and how
we are represented in each of them. Dimensions exist as space and time, not as objects. I am interested in the existence
of parallel universes and how old topics such as alchemy and sacred geometry have connections to the knowledge that
we know about the universe today.
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Hayley Smyth
Year 9 ∙ Marymede Catholic College

Mia Farlecas & Evie Thomas
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School,
Ormond
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UN T OUC HE D
Alexandra Carson · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

The ringing of silence inside my head,
Excruciatingly blank,
A blank canvas, an empty plate, a pure white page,
Piece of pure white, unbleached cloth,
Pulled tightly around a few flimsy planks of wood,
Stares back mocking me, my thoughts, my ideas.
Then the floodgates open,
The colours flood,
Seeping through the canvas like the morning sun through curtains,
Blank no more but rather an evolution of perfection,
A composition of genius, invisible to the naked eye,
To the artist every stroke a story, a moment,
Together a lifetime of triumphs, sins and sorrows,
A masterpiece. n

Ellie Bousdoukas
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
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Andrew Butler
Year 8 · St Kevin’s College, Toorak
______
Lino Print

Christian Dinh-Vu
Year 10 · St Kevin’s College, Toorak
______
Drypoint Print
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F IGH T ING C A R E E R
Julian Farrar · Year 11 · St Kevin’s College, Toorak

Adaptation of scene from the novel, My Brother
Jack.

H

e would hit me. Over and over and over for
the crimes “I must have committed”. I would
watch Davy, ten days before, sucking up to the old
man in all his innocence, mother watching on in
horror; I despised it. And I was gonna do something
about it.
I decided my answer would lie in boxing. After
I entered the school championships, my fighting
career had only just begun. Davy spent his time
either hiding in the old sea-chest whilst pitifully
sulking, or infuriatingly reading endless book after
book to take his mind off the realism of the situation
at hand; it was obvious that the small, chubby,
soft, pink disappointment of a brother was hardly
going to help, other than when crafting daggy
little pictures that were only designed to impress
Mum and fool Granny. But after hours and hours
of “shadow boxing” I realised Davy would be the
perfect practise dummy. With so much time on hand,
who would be more suited to my course of action?
Throughout my training I would always speak to
him in a low, stretched voice, intending to instil fear
within him in the hope that he would feel angry, and
fight back. I would stare straight through his eyes
into the back of his skull; I even tried my best to
look like the Old Man. And at one point, to him I
was as bad as the old man.
As we started training, I was barely tapping the

tonk, yet he was incapable of holding his ground. I
thought back to my father and his insanity, the night
he had pulled a gun to mum’s head. If David was
to survive, he would need to be taught a lesson. My
gloating was not enough; I would hit him, harder
and harder each Saturday. I knew I was truly doing
him a favour. But sometimes I lost it. Sometimes I
felt the enjoyment with each blow that I laid to his
petty frame. And I would hit him. Over and over
and over.
“The only time I came to ever hate my brother Jack.”
I arrived back at the house again after “prowling
around the city like a tomcat.” It was long after
dark and Mum and that bastard of an old man had
locked the house and gone to bed. Opening the side
gate then rustling through the ferns, I would always
remove the side screen as clumsily as possible, then
give young Davy a recount of my adventures. I
would always try to make it sound as madcap and
daredevil as possible.
Davy would flinch, with each sentence recounted
becoming more “horrific” than the previous. I felt
obliged to toughen him up. He would squeal and
squirm. I knew he hated me. Yet still, whenever I
was questioned by Dad, I would simply use Davy to
avoid them, and he would stay loyal to me. And then
the focus of conversation would veer to him, and he
was always reading a book in a corner somewhere.
“Those sonky bloody books,” Dad would shout.
“Agreed.” I would say half-heartedly, “I think he
should get a sheila.” n

C YC L ONE
Jack Mumford · Year 11 · St Kevin’s College, Toorak
The cyclone is a giant, smoky snake
Writhing and gliding across the sea
It coils itself up, ready to strike
Unnoticed at first,
Swirling and twirling at great speed
The sea rises to the cyclone’s power
Like a giant flower in bloom
She hears a bellowing call
And turns with uncanny speed
And flies to the thrall

The giant snake arrives on land
Sneering and jeering
As the landscape dares to challenge her power
With one mighty surge
She flings trees and buildings around like spinning
tops
And snaps poles and power lines like matchsticks
Finally everything is eerily quiet
As the giant snake retreats
Debris scattered in her wake n
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Jessica Hogan
Year 11 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Purple Rain
______
Purple Rain explores the concept of storytelling. The visual representation examines
emotions through floral imagery, drawing on my personal experience. Through this
artwork, I hope to make a special connection with the audience, aiding them to be in
touch with their emotions from an artist’s perspective.
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Chloe Patrick
Year 12 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
_____
My piece reflects journey through life as we face many obstacles, which is represented by the overlapping
of the swirls and colours. The simple black outlined image represents being trapped and unable to escape
the journey.
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T HE W IND T HROUGH T HE W IL DF L O W E RS
Abigail Brooks · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

H

er name was Kanza. She was fierce and
unpredictable like the wind, heiress to her
tribe. Her strong cheeks used to be smudged
with dirt, her dark hair a tangled mess of leaves
and sweet-scented wildflowers. But her people,
the Ugakhpa tribe, were slowly dying. They were
under attack from a force not visible. Something
deadly and unrelenting. Her strong cheeks were
no longer smudged with dirt, but flecked with the
blood of her family, who she could only watch die.
Kanza was a girl of her people, and so her path
was clear. She set sail in the dull, gleaming light
of the moon as her family slept on, struggling to
breathe and drowning in not only their blood but
their desolation. The name Kanza means ‘the wind
people’, and she was determined and strong like
the wind. And so her journey began.
Her small, tattered boat crashed its way through
angry seas and ravaging storms. She focused on
only the waves ahead and her old compass, which
she had smuggled onto her boat along with rations
of bitter fruit and murky spring water. She knew
the way. Her father had told her stories of the
place. A place of ever blossoming fruits, even in
the winter – a time in which the Ugakhpa tribe
starved. Over fires of spirited embers, he had told
her stories of the sacredness of the place as she ran
her fingers through wet sand.

Kanza stood quickly and raced forwards, when the
foreign figures grabbed her elbows. Their muscled
arms were tattooed with stories. They shouted at
her and questioned her, and she simply stood and
stared fiercely into their eyes. A sunken old woman
spoke up above the shouting of her captors. An
uproar began, and she was once more swallowed
into darkness, trapped.
The ropes tying her down dug into her flesh and
made her breathing ragged. She had been taken
prisoner. It was a windy night. The captor tribe was
sleeping, and a large, tattooed figure was keeping
guard. But Kanza was not scared. She had made it
to Lillooet, and so she could make it out. She was
powerful and relentless like the wind. Her hand,
though confined by the thick rope, slowly rose up
to her hair, and she searched blindly through it.
She found dead leaves and closed-up wildflowers.
And, tangled in her dark hair, a shard of glinting
glass. A remnant from when her compass smashed
underneath the waves. She pulled it out of her hair
and began steadily cutting through the sturdy rope
under the glow of the stars.
When at last she broke free, she fought her way
into the heart of the island to find the thing she had
heard about over fires. A sacred medicinal plant.
A cure.

Somewhere far ahead, Kanza saw lightning strike
a jagged line of electricity into the foamy sea.
She looked up for the first time. The sky was
murderous. Thunder flashed and danced through
her grey eyes. The wrathful waves began to tower
above her, and her boat swayed precariously on
the edge of them before crashing down into the
sea. In a final flash of lightning, her boat smashed
into pieces and she was taken into the unforgiving
sea. Her world faded to black.

Kanza sailed under many moons across calm
oceans on a new boat. She had taken off in the
night, the hallowed Yavapai plant in hand, on the
captor tribe’s boat. What she lacked in muscle, she
made up for in great stealth. She had left the rapidtalking tribe far behind, the sleepy guard unaware
of her absence. The wind whipped around her as
she looked out onto the broad horizon. Heiress to
her tribe, she was a healer. It was time to come
home.

The light and searing heat of a fire awoke her.
As her eyes opened, she saw tall figures standing
above her, speaking a different tongue. The scent of
sweet fruit filled her lungs. She was worlds away.

It is many years later now, and the Ugakhpa tribe is
healed of disease and thriving. Kanza is now seen
as a great hero among her people. Though still an
island of struggling fruit and dirty spring water, her
home is in the process of revitalisation. She feels
whole again.

The language of the figures swirled around her
in a fast-paced melody. In the light of the fire, she
came to an overwhelming realisation. She had
found her way. This was the island of Lillooet,
and this was the place of salvation for her tribe.

Kanza. A girl tattooed with stories. Her spirit is the
wind through the wildflowers. And her journey is
just beginning. n
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W HE N T HE SUN W OUL DN’ T SHINE
Ava Zahn · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I

looked out of the window and a grey, dismal
sky greeted me with a splatter of rain. Wearily
I trudged downstairs where my sister greeted me
with a cheerful “Good morning!” She always had
a sunny disposition. I grunted in response and
‘enjoyed’ the delicacy of burnt toast and a scraping
of the scarce remainder of peanut butter left in the
jar.
I readied myself for school and left with barely
a backward glance, ignoring the maternal voice
calling after me, telling me to be careful and not
to forget my raincoat. Rivulets of water quickly
turned into torrents, cascading down onto me as I
stepped out the front door.
I sloshed my way to the bus stop, school shoes
gathering enough water to fill a bottle, and waited
for the 828. After 20 minutes I checked the
timetable again. Ding! My phone lit up. It was a
message from PTV telling me my transport was
cancelled. I glanced at the time, 7:23. I could still
make it! I dashed through the rain, turning down
streets and cutting corners to get to the local
train station in time. Finally, the glowing lights
of Hampton Street dawned, the aroma of coffee
and warm muffins filling the air. Dashing around
pedestrians I ran to the train, flashed my MYKI
and jumped on. I glanced around and found no
seat nor a place to stand. I was stuck between a
large man with a peculiar stain on his shirt and a
busy mum with crying children. Of course, as luck
would have it, even more people got on at the next
stop. By this stage, I was pressed against the side of
the old, graffiti stricken wall.
The crackle over the speaker told me my stop
was next. I moved towards the doors of the train,
ducked out into the pouring rain and ran, arriving
at school four minutes later. My wheezing, heaving
chest signaled my arrival amongst the lockers and
happily chatting peers at school.
My blue slippery fingers, numb from the cold,

spun my combination and pulled down hard. It
was stuck! Four more attempts and it still wasn’t
opening. Trying again and concentrating hard, I
put in the code 29-12-15. ‘Click’. That sound was
more beautiful than any piano or harp. Shoving
my bag into the locker’s recess I grabbed my stuff
and raced off to Art. I slid into my seat, leaving
the beginnings of a watermark just as our teacher
started to call the roll. She then handed back our
finished clay pieces from the kiln. A ‘sculpture’
was placed in front of me. Maybe my day was
becoming better for it seemed the angels were
upon me, dancing and singing words of praise. My
clay piece sat there in all its glory, its glossy coat
of chocolate brown paint with a delicate shower
of rainbow sprinkles, greeting me and filling my
heart with pride.
“Hey that’s MY piece!” One of my classmates
retrieved her clay masterpiece.
I knew it was too good to be true. The angels had
flown and my day was getting worse and worse.
The newly placed kiln-dried donut ‘art’ in front
of me – my creation – was revolting. Cracks and
scorch marks all over it. The paint was glossy but
an ugly colour like a browny, creamy purple with
commando green sprinkles. It looked like coprolite.
The bell rang. I threw the offensive artwork into
the bin, hoping it would shatter into a million
unidentifiable pieces. A boring lunch of a lettuce
roll sans any other filling due to an empty fridge,
soon followed, and I still had the ‘joy’ of looking
forward to a Maths test. Usually Maths isn’t too
bad, unless you’re me and you forget the twelve
reminders leading up to it and therefore forget to
study. The test was placed in front of me, a farrago
of numbers and symbols too soon followed by
“And …times Up!” Thankfully time was up on
that day, too!
I wondered what might eventuate tomorrow if I
took on my sister’s chirpier attitude to life? n
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Mitch Gill-Hanlon
Year 12 · Whitefriars College
______
Mizu
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Nicholas Hardi-Louey
Year 12 · Whitefriars College
______
Stairwell

Nicholas Hardi-Louey
Year 12 · Whitefriars College
______
Teishaba
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C HUR
John Stutt · Year 7 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

T

he rusted and old spider-like legs scaled the
desolate sand dunes. Tips of buildings stuck
like blisters. This is Earth, beaten up by centuries of
decay. Nothing’s left but one soulless automation.
The blunt old metal of the robot’s feet skittered to
a stop.
“Master?” The emotionless robot scampered to
buildings looking inside for something long gone.
Its robotic eyes shifted to the hills of sand behind
it, an ocean of secrets and untold stories. It wasn’t
the first time it had called for its master. Months,
maybe years on this planet with no one, nothing
stirred. The robot slowly clattered forward to the
top of a dune, a light urgently flashed red on its
metallic chest. It slowly dropped to the sand, solar
panels on its back were cast out into the hot, harsh
air. The robot’s eyes faded away and it lay there,
waiting for another day to come.
The robot awkwardly lifted itself up, sand pouring
from crevices in its small, damaged abdomen. The
light on its chest now flickered a healthy green. The
robot splayed off some sand that had found refuge
on the letters on its chest and slowly read, Chur.
The robot’s name, it was the only thing that kept
giving it a reason to exist. Chur gazed out to the
horizon, a storm was coming. The robot made its
best efforts to find shelter but in seconds buckets
of wet sand showered him. The automaton made a
desperate cry, looking below into the sandy water
forming at its feet. Chur clattered along, the water
whirling around its legs. He got pushed down, the
water playing with its wires and gears.
The water reached out, clawing at the ground as
it slowly receded into the sand. Chur groaned,
struggling to get up. He raised itself up using the
wiry claws. It looked down and among grains
of sand was the shattered remains of one of its
robotic eyes. Chur looked up to where another
automaton lay limp, its long neck craned. It was
damaged and its head flickered with lights dancing
brightly along its cheeks and eyes. A long loud
groan sounded from the big robot as its eyes flared
blue. The robot raised a powerful arm and then the
other. Chur watched as it untangled itself. Sparks
flew off one of its legs, where it was hanging on

by only a few wires. The huge automation stared
down at the smaller one, tapping its chest. Bold
letters stretched on its body, Rino. It turned and
began to limp away. Chur curiously followed, not
planning on being left alone again.
“Rino,” the robot repeated.
After a while of travelling the lonely dunes they
found themselves stopped at a building’s entrance.
Rino pushed open the metal door revealing a
tunnel funnelling into the earth. They both moved
forward, the only sound was the clinking of their
metallic feet on the stone steps. The room opened
up into a small space with cracks in the roof
generously pouring in sunlight. The large robot
raised its head to look at the cracks, being careful
not to collapse the damaged roof. Chur moved
forward looking at the sandy wall where a skeleton
slumped. Rino turned towards Chur, following its
line of sight to the pile of bones. The large robot
stiffened in shock. The small robot ignored it and
reflected on its previous life instead. It remembered
how it had worked in someone’s home. Chur’s
master was a man that needed help with many
things in his daily routine. He noticed sharp
tendrils of melancholy drill into the gears of Rino.
It too was remembering it’s life. Chur shuffled past
Rino and back up the steps. On the way out Rino
snatched an object from the skeleton’s hand.
Once outside Chur glared at Rino. In its hands,
Rino had a small locket picked up from inside the
building. A photo of a woman’s face in it. Chur
pushed the other robot away lunging for the
locket and quickly raced off. Rino started after it
but its damaged leg stopped it as the last few wires
detached, leaving Rino to fall to the warm ground.
Even though already far away, Chur looked back
at Rino. The red light began to flash again on its
chest. Chur also began to feel a shred of emotion.
It scampered back to the large robot, climbing up
and over dunes as quickly as it could. Chur looked
up at Rino. It passed the locket over, its robotic
face revealed a feeling of joy. The big robot studied
the locket and its eyes slowly went blank as it
dropped to the sand. Soon Chur gave in and fell to
the ground with a thud. It too was lifeless. n
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T HROUGH MUD A ND B L OOD
Jake Agelopoulos · Year 8 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

A

pril 1918, the German Spring Offensive is in
full swing. One of the first machines of war,
the German A7V tank supports the infantry to
break through British lines and take the rail hub of
Amiens; a town integral to the Entente’s war effort.
Taking the town will force France into surrender
and end the slaughter.
Along no man’s land, the tank lumbers and
leads the charge to British lines. With intent and
circumspection, the brave men follow behind,
fortified by fourteen men inside and one pigeon
trained solely for one purpose; to carry messages.
The tank rumbles through the mud, absorbing
bullets and destroying barbed wire. Only one
thing is capable of stopping the German beast,
artillery. The thunderous sound of these shells even
unsettle the pigeon. Just one shell could penetrate
the armour and kill all inside. Vulnerable also are
the tank tracks. Shell damage to the tracks would
render the tank useless and the men will be sitting
ducks to the enemy.
As the attack intensifies, British artillery crews
stop for a moment and aim their big guns on the
positions of the three German A7V tanks. Bullets
bounce off the armour of the tank, a pinging sound
that penetrates even the ears of the bird inside. In
a terrifying moment a massive explosion manifests
on the horizon. One tank down, no pigeon saving
the life of those poor men. Thousands of shells
continue to be fired into the air, unsettling the men’s
focus from solidarity to fear. The disheartened
men continue to mow down British infantry and
pound the trenches while under heavy artillery fire.
Even the pigeon is suffering. Seeing the innocent
fowl being thrown about in its cage and trying to
fly away through the small holes in the fuselage
resonates with the tormented soldiers. The only
thing stopping them from running is knowing
that as soon as they leave the tank, the British
machine guns will allow none of them return to
their friendly lines.
The tanks are getting close to the British frontline

now and the crew knows the British will stop
soon, so as not kill their own men through friendly
fire. An artillery shell lands near the tank and the
mud catapults into the machine. The shockwave
causes a hole in the pigeon’s cage, but he does
not fly away. He is held tight in the rigid grip
of his handler who knows the bird may be his
only chance out of this deadly turn of events. A
message is urgently scrawled and attached to the
pigeon for special delivery. “Fly bird, fly!” the
soldier shouts as he releases the pigeon with the
message ‘we are stuck and surrounded about 75
feet from the British lines on their west flank, fire
at our position.’ The serenity of the pigeon’s flight
is broken every couple seconds by the sound of an
exploding artillery shell and the constant machine
gun and rifle fire. A British platoon is ordered to
fire at the pigeon to stop the message from being
delivered.
The tank crew attempts to see the pigeon while
shooting at enemies trying to get into the tank. The
pigeon continues on despite the whirling sound
of bullets flying past it three times every second.
A bullet strikes the bird, its leg coming off with
the impact of the bullet. One of the gunners spots
the bird spiralling out of the sky and all hope is
lost. The remaining men inside grab their pistols
and prepare to make their final stand. Multiple
British soldiers are killed while trying to enter
the tank but then they stop the attack. The tank
commander orders the men to run as he knows
that the British are aiming their field guns at the
tank. As the first gunner pokes his head out of the
latch he sees something that will save his life, the
other A7V tank! Taking out the enemy soldiers
with all its machine guns and its cannon, it is a
holy sight to the wearied crew. One by one the
crew exits the tank, and as they run for their lives
they turn back to see the tank that just saved them
being destroyed by enemy artillery fire. Oh what
unbearable grief as the crew understand that the
men who saved their lives have paid the ultimate,
irreversible final price for their bravery. n
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HIDING
James Power · Year 6 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

K

laus felt cramped. He was uncomfortable. He
was one of the three children, three women
and three men stuck inside an underground room
during a raid of the Jewish people in a small town
in Germany. All were Jewish. Hiding from the
Nazi’s, they decided that to pass the time, all nine
people should tell a story. Klaus went first. He
talked about the first time he rode a horse. It was
wonderful. The wind pouring on his face, his silky
hair, flying back. He missed riding horses. When
he finished his story, Klaus listened to the second
story from his best friend, Günter. Klaus loved
being around Günter. He remembered when they
broke Herr Müller’s window, so they ran away
from Müller’s house as fast as they could. Günter
wasn’t as fast as Klaus because Günter’s lower leg
is deformed.

The woman started mumbling a foreign language
so no one could hear her. Then she started talking
actual German. She said that one person isn’t
going to leave the room. She said that she had
learnt an ancient witchcraft process of silently
killing someone and then dispose the body. She
said that no one would notice the disappearance. It
made Klaus quite uncomfortable. She smiled with
her disgusting teeth and looked around the room.
Klaus could tell what everyone was thinking. Who
is this woman? Is she telling the truth? Who said
she could hide with us? If she is telling the truth,
then who is going to disappear? Herr Fischer,
obviously fed up with this woman, yelled, “Stop!
No one believe her! Her story is a fib!” to which
the woman responded, “Careful Herr Fischer, it
could be you.”

Günter told of time of when he and Klaus were
picking apples from Herr Müller’s tree, when
Müller started yelling at them and Klaus started
crying, so Günter gave Klaus a piggyback ride and
he ran away. Klaus smiled because that wasn’t
exactly the truth. The truth was that in fact Günter
started crying so Klaus gave him a piggyback. But
Klaus stayed quiet because he knew that Günter
got embarrassed when the true story was told.

All nine people stayed quiet for a long time.
Eventually, the coast was clear and everyone came
out of the hiding spot. As they came out, the scary
woman told everyone that it was all a joke and her
story wasn’t true. Klaus felt relieved. He enjoyed
taking a huge breath of fresh air. It felt good to be
clear of the Nazis. Klaus thought he should talk to
Günter about the scary woman.

After Günter, the stories got a bit boring. It was
all adult stuff, Klaus thought. Herr Schmidt’s story
was about taxes. Fräulein Weber started talking
about her father, who often started dancing at
unusual times. Herr Fischer’s story was quite
interesting. It was about the fight he got in with
someone at a bar. Everyone had to whisper their
stories in case the Nazis heard them.
They eventually got to the ninth person, who
Klaus didn’t know. All of a sudden, the atmosphere
in the room got even darker than it already was.

“Günter? Günter where are you?” Klaus looked
for Günter, but he was nowhere to be seen. Klaus
started to get worried. What if the Nazis found
him? Klaus decided it was best to ask an adult if
they had seen him. He tugged on the coat of the
nearest adult. The adult turned around and put her
face right up to Klaus. It was the scary woman.
“Um… have you uh… seen Günter?” He felt
nervous talking to her, even though she said her
story was a fake. The woman put an evil grin on
her face. “Exactly,” the woman said, and walked
away. n
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WA R A ND P E A C E
Max Phillips · Year 5 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

Deafening explosions creating craters in the rocky earth,
Hazy smoke clogs my nose and stings my eyes on the battlefield.
Salty sweat mixed with blood runs down my face.
Weary soldiers fall with bursts of blood.
I scramble across rocky cliffs towards shelter,
Trembling with fear I continue bayoneting through the scrub.
The happy smell of cooked meat fills my nostrils,
The great taste of roast lunch comforts my stomach.
The joyful sounds of my children in the garden warms my heart.
I see the shelf lined with photos before war.
I come over to my family and embrace them strongly.
I feel extremely lucky to have a home.
I settle down to a normal life,
But will always remember the fallen.
LEST WE FORGET n

Tom Higgins
Year 12 · Xavier College
______
Art
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DO W NFA L L
Savannah Struwig · Year 8 · Avila College

I

saw her pretty face again today, it reminds me of
softness and the comforting, fuzzy emptiness of
sleep. I see her almost every day as I stand sturdy in
the town square, looking out over the sea of people
bustling back and forth with a mundane boredom,
her bright fox coloured hair that curls like the
springy coils small children would buy from the
joke-store at Christmas, draws my heavy eyes
straight to her, dragging them like prison chains
clasped around the ankle her beauty.
Sometimes, I have the misfortune of not seeing
her bobbing in and out of the hustling crowd for
a few slow, dreary days. As each day passes during
those seemingly everlasting periods in which I do
not see her I grow nervous and I feel the concern
of a soldier’s wife whilst silently hoping with a
lump building in my slim throat, had I had one,
that I will see her soon. The woman with her
flaming red hair, like fire against the snow trodden
pavement, has sat next to me, on the cold steps
of the frost blanketed fountain, several glorious
times, however each time I looked straight ahead
without even a place in her direction, not drawing
any sort of attention to my existence as she ate her
very hastily made jam sandwich, I could feel her
muscles bunch up against me as lunchtime ends,
they covered a message I did not want for her.
Now don’t get me wrong, my heart is pure and
true as it can be while encased in smooth stone, I
know that my darling object of adoration would
despise my subtle actions if she knew about them.
However, it’s not like I’m being perverse by any
means. She is simply just an interesting person
who provides a bit of colour to my plain cycle
of routine. Seeing her enchanting hair and pretty
figure improves the monotone days that I lead. I
wish, without much intention, that I could gather
the strength to look her in the eyes her but it is
a futile quest, my body is simply not capable of
accomplishing such a feat, she is simply too lovely
for a creature of stone and earth, in a league far
above my own.
One rather slow day she took a shaky, dry breath
as she sat down to take a break sitting down
against the cracked, slimy, moss covered fountain
wall. She looked anxious, as if there was something
biting at her heart, and rubbed her arm pulling her
sleeve down further as if concealing something.
The burden of not being to even whisper into her
ear a simple ‘what’s wrong?’ settles deep into my
pebble heart, but I do not utter a word. I keep
facing forward.
Today it snowed, little flakes of frost dappled over
the square, and little to no one stood outside in the

frigid atmosphere that day, except me. My stone
bones couldn’t muster the energy to feel the chill
like the few others out in the town square, who
had bundled their bodies in piles upon piles of
comfort as if they were trying to drown themselves
in the damp fabric and polyester, forgetting the
blues of the frosty winter morning. I saw her in the
corner of my weary eyes only once that bleak day.
Her lobster-red hair had appeared from around
the corner of the local brick florist shop, its flowers
spreading pollen despite the season, only for her
to grab a warm liquid from the cafe across from
where my calloused feet were placed. Our eyes
met for a second and I could feel a gaze that was
unreadable yet like an open book, she then swished
her head, her hair framing her sharp face as she
looked away, as if avoiding my eyes. The feeling of
that action chilled me to my core, eating at me like
a parasite, more than the brisk morning ever could.
My gravel eyes did not enjoy the pleasure of
feasting visually upon her existence again that
week. Even as the stale square I stood in became
buried in the throng of commonality trough out
the week. My tense mind could not comprehend
how she had not passed the fountain even once,
had I just looked away at the wrong moment and
missed her fiery hair? (unlikely) Or had she simply
chosen to barricade fragile body inside the amenity
of her abode? (impossible, she has a demanding
job). It was absurdly lonely existing out in the
square by my lonesome, only the fair birds that
pecked at my base and the rat-race of fickle people
bustling in the square to keep me company, it was
not the satisfactory and my body ached for her
presence, for a simple glance upon the long locks
of hair that I simply adored.
It was peaceful night of soft rainfall when I saw her
next, ironic really, her feeble body rushed around
the corner, tears running out of her eyes as if they
were faucets, leaking the salt water that falls from
damaged hearts. She threw aching body onto the
steps of the fountain, body unable to support
its own weight, her knees digging into the dank
pavement no doubt further bruising her purple
kneecaps. My mind immediately snapped, every
inch of my body wanted to approach her, to ask
her what’s wrong, to catch every word dripping
haplessly from her throat as her voice bubbled
like gas escaping a vat of chemical emotion, but
I couldn’t bring solid being to do so no matter
how desperately I longed to. Instead my heavy
head stayed high, I felt like I was enclosed, my eyes
barley peering over the top of my mental prison
looking forward so that all my ears could hear was
the dishevelled sobbing of the woman with the
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carmine hair. Her battered body didn’t budge from
that spot over the entire time-space of the night,
at some point her battered voice and hiccup tears
came to fade from my ears, as if it was now part
of the backing track rather than the main vocals.
The proceeding day the stout but kindly owner
of the square’s cafe saw her slumped petite body
buried in a softening blanket of snow. He rushed
to her side the moment his mind’s gears made the
dreaded connection. Frantic fingers dialled the
helpline with a surge of energy that can only come
from horror. My soul looked ahead, following my
body, but the short lived freedom of turning my
head to her was no longer what I wanted, I wanted
to crouch down beside her and hold her tightly,

cradling her and her fears. I wanted to try warming
the life back into the pale skin I adored, but my
own skin is too cold, made of stone and rubble.
My feet did not budge, toes only gripped in one
place. I wondered momentarily about the physics
of tear ducts and whether or not I might cry myself
to another life as well. To follow the only light to
ever grace my sight.
“Yes, ambulance? A woman has collapsed outside
in the town square, no she is not breathing well.
Yes. No. Yes, it’s the one with the large fountain
statute of that goddess or something. Please hurry
I don’t know how much longer she’ll last.”
A single drop of rain landed on my rusted cheek. n

Amy Rhodes
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
______
The theme for this project was ‘zoomed in’.
I chose oil pastel because of the texture it
creates and used a variety of colours to show
movement and difference. My brother is the
reference, for I was inspired to portray the
human emotion by What Real Men Cry Like, a
photo series by Maud Fernhout.
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T HE P E N A ND T HE SP E A R
Lucy Franich · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

D

ark corners make for good hiding places and
can be found in the most unexpected areas.
For Steven, his mind was perceived to be one of
those areas. Since various therapists had seen him
and numerous medications had been taken by
him, he had passed his former state of permanent
existentialism to become healthier than anyone
ever thought was possible. During treatment,
instead of spending his afternoons staring blankly
onto his back patio, he would force his thoughts
from the bottomless pit that was his brain and let
them influence him in his choices when creating the
unusual paintings that now covered his bedroom
walls.
He had never had any friends over, only once in
Grade 2 when his mother held a book club and one
of the attendee’s children was a similar age to him,
if that counts as a friend. Besides, Steven wouldn’t
want to invite friends over, even if he had any, due
to the fact that they would inevitably question him
about the unmissable sheets of butcher’s paper
that, at this point, had almost replaced his original
wallpaper.
The paintings were much more to Steven than
simple decor. They were a representation of what
was otherwise locked inside his being. He mixed
sand and dried herbs and spices into the paint,
using the texture and smell in accordance with his
feelings, and let’s just say the bottle of cinnamon
sugar was full to the brim. The paintings held
indescribable feelings that no one would ever
experience unless they were to live a carbon copy
of the boy’s bluish-black swindle of a life, like
many did, but Steven was never to be persuaded
of this.
Steven wasn’t fond of Mondays, but for a different
reason to most of us. Mondays presented a day
where Steven was ripped from asylum and thrown
into the deep end of the swimming pool that is
high school. I should also mention that in this
particular swimming pool, Steven couldn’t swim
well at all. As of this day, Steven had taken 17 sick
days and left school property unauthorised on
countless occasions. Blatantly, he was an extremely
problematic student, but not because he wanted to
be, just because he was.
When I said that Steven never had any friends over,
that wasn’t entirely true. My name does not matter,
but I am close with Steven, and I found myself at
his house more often than at my own. I found it
peculiar how I could never remember how Steven
and I met, and I guess it’s due to the fact that it
seemed like we’d been friends forever and then
some. Sometimes I ask myself, who am I to talk

about Steven? I haven’t even held a grain of sand
in comparison to the boulders he has carried. But
then I tell myself that no one else will get the story
out if I don’t. That’s why I started to write.
Steven wasn’t like most people. He could see things
that the rest of us could not. He saw blue and
black in the walls, seeping down from the ceiling
to the ground. He saw formless animals rampaging
outside his window at night and in the early orange
hours of the morning. He saw planets where eyes
should have been and machines instead of mouths.
He saw giant waves crashing and everyone but
him stayed dry. At least, these are the things he told
me about. Since Steven was no longer coping with
severe mental health issues, he had abandoned
painting almost completely. Instead, when he had
problems he needed to confront, he would talk to
me.
The words that came from his mouth always
seemed to stick with me for the rest of the day, not
only because they were dynamic and meaningful,
but because I kept them with me in a small
dollar-store notebook with half the pages ripped
out. We often sat in his room and discussed our
days at school. Don’t get me wrong, we have
a lot in common, but the way we both saw the
world couldn’t have been more divergent. His
conceptions of the world around us usually made
no sense, but sometimes it made the most perfect
sense of all. Where I saw a pen he would see a
spear. This is one line that made perfect sense. That
one line that motivated me to write for the school
newsletter. I took Steven’s ideas and made them as
understandable as I could. I would use a pen as a
powerful weapon in an attempt to kill ignorance
and get people to understand that not everyone
perceives the world the same.
As I mentioned before, Steven wasn’t amazing with
words and would often use colours to describe his
feelings. Most sentences would almost come out
childish, but I’d still like to share with you a direct
quote from last week that I recorded on my phone:
“On Fridays, the skies are blue and purple, but then
when the sun sets they know that it’s only a matter
of time before they come out of the darkness again
because it’s Saturday, and there’s no more clouds
to bother them, but orange doesn’t last long,
since after Saturday it’s Sunday, then after Sunday
it’s Monday. That’s when everything changes.
The skies are gone, and clouds are blocking out
everything. There is a bird struggling to fly and
nothing is orange anymore. Orange won’t be back
for a while, and especially not for the rest of the
week.”
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As soon as the stop button was pressed, an anxious
silence hung around us.
Dissect this how you will. That’s also a reason why
I played this recording so often. The more I listened
to it, the more meanings I could find woven into his
speech. You could hear the way we both hung onto
each word, by the silence that was packed between
them. That was the only time he had ever described
any of his perceptions with such emotion and on
such a personal level, too.
I don’t exactly know what people got out of our
stories, but the school community seemed almost
addicted to my writing. Even the last people you’d
expect to be buried in stories with underlying
messages of mental illness and general hardship
were approaching me in the hall asking when I’d
next be contributing to the newsletter.
I have to admit, the attention was starting to go
to my head and I would often forget that these
weren’t really my stories, but Steven’s. I frequently

questioned myself whether what I was doing was
in fact stealing. I decided to tell myself that I was
doing the right thing by getting his words onto
paper and sharing them with people who could
gain so much from them. I was connecting him
with the audience he wouldn’t have been able to
access without me. Even if he were embarrassed,
no one would know it was truly him creating the
various poems and short stories, since they were
under my name. Besides, it’s not like he could tell
that I was recording our conversations. As long as
our friendship stayed balanced, and the public was
satisfied, everything would be fine.
Even though our situation wasn’t the healthiest, it
was what is was. I found it difficult to imagine life
any other way, since I’ve always kind of used my
eyes for the benefit of two. His gift to me was a
flawless academic facade and social validation, my
gift to him was literal sight.
Steven would be nothing without me. n

Siena Gittus
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
______
I was inspired by a photograph taken of my pro nonna at age 101 and my brother aged one. I wanted to create
an image that represented the 100-year age gap between them. I used darker shades of water-based pastels and
added extra detail with a charcoal pencil. White pencil was used to draw the map of the city of Melbourne which
can be seen in the background. I chose Melbourne as this is the city where my family has lived since my great
grandmother immigrated to Australia from Italy back in the early 1900s.
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R E ME MB E R ING C A NNE T O
Daniela Vinaccia · Year 11 · Star of the Sea College

Left: Nonno, aged 10, on the roof of his house in Canneto a few months before he left for Australia;
Right: The passport on which my Nonno travelled to Australia with his sister and his mother.

T

he picture perfect sea is becoming what feels
like an almost distant memory. What was such
a special experience has now just become a topic of
small talk at family gatherings.
Looking back on the trip to Canneto, I realise how
lucky I am to have walked alongside my Nonno in
the place he called home for the first 10 years of his
life. The blaring sun shone down on our faces as I
began to discover what life was truly like on the
islands. It was hard to believe that a place that I saw
as paradise was also once a place of great hardship.
He told me that he had only known his father,
Bartolo, for one month before he left on a quest to
find a better life for them in Australia. When World
War 2 broke out, my Nonno’s father was interned
in Australia with no way of returning home to his
family in Italy.
The deeper we walked into the heart of Canneto, it
occurred to me that the first 10 years of my Nonno’s
life were spent without the guidance and support
of his father. The absence of Nonno’s father meant
that people felt sympathy for him, and as a result
he was able to get away with most of his pranks.
I had heard many stories over the years about the
cheeky things that he did, whether it be pulling a
chair from under a kid or dipping the girls’ hair in
the inkwells. He was infamous.
Despite his occasional mischievous behaviour,
Nonno has always enjoyed learning and creating
new things. Rumour has it, according to my
Bisnonna, he was walking and talking by 8 months,

and by the age of four he had already decided that
he wanted to be a cabinet maker. To her, he was
considered a prodigy. Nonno has always had an
infectious appreciation for his job, and because
of that, it has motivated me to pursue the things
that I love. Through doing what he wanted, rather
than what he was told, Nonno has been able to
successfully fulfil his dream of being a cabinet
maker.
As Nonno and I were nearing the end of our walk
we stopped in front of Via Torrente Auroro, which
is the location of one of his childhood homes.
The house was not the same as it used to be, he
told me, as the façade had a renovated look and
modern features. But despite these renovations,
Nonno’s cherished memories from inside the
house had not been removed. Upon entering the
home, he described a small and narrow hallway
with a sideboard table. Sitting on that table was
always a bunch of flowers that had been freshly
picked from the garden. Whether it be their house
in Canneto, Vulcano or Australia, having flowers
in the house was a must. He said that on one of
the top shelves in the living room, there always
stood a dust covered bottle of homemade wine,
which was being saved to give to his Dad when
they arrived in Australia. The house was not very
spacious, which meant that Nonno and his sister
would have to sleep on the same straw-filled
mattress. Despite it not being very big, it was a
home that was always filled with love and support.
Our final stop on our walk was Canneto Beach.
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As we rested on the stone covered surface watching
the smoking Stromboli in the distance, he begins to
tell me the story of his journey to Australia. Leaving
behind what seemed like a lifetime of memories in
pursuit of a man he had never met was a daunting,
yet exciting concept for my Nonno. From never
having any experience with planes, Nonno and
his family embarked on a 20-day journey that
had many unforeseen difficulties. The plane they
travelled on was once a Belgian bomber, which
was stripped of its armaments and converted into
a tourist plane. It was the first of its type to arrive
in Australia.
Since it was a tourist plane, there were stopovers
in many different countries before it reached
Australia. This gave Nonno the opportunity to
experience a diverse range of cultures and religions.
The first stop on his travels was Rome. Although it
wasn’t a different country, it was still an unfamiliar
setting for a 10-year-old boy who had never left
the comfort of the Aeolian Islands. The hotel that
they stayed in while in Rome was the first time that
Nonno experienced the advanced machinery of
elevators. Nonno and his best friend from Canneto
were mesmerised by the moving platform, so much
so, that they would spend hours travelling up and
down floors. I could just imagine two little cheeky
Italian boys pressing all the elevator buttons in the
hope of finding a new adventure with every button
pushed.
Over the course of the trip, new experiences were
had and memories were made. When in Syria,
Nonno’s eyes were opened to a culture which he
had never experienced before, especially seeing
women wearing burqas and speaking another
language. One day, Nonno was in an area where he
wasn’t allowed when a Syrian woman confronted
him. He was so scared that he describes running
away at a rapid speed. To this day Nonno is still
unaware of what the woman was actually telling
him.
The turbulent flight was unsettling and in order to
calm their fear, they would recite the Hail Mary.
The flight was made worse when the plane blew
a tyre forcing them to land in Papua New Guinea.

While they were waiting for the tyre to come from
the UK, Nonno befriended one of the local boys.
Together they would play soccer, exchange stamps
and play tricks on one another. It was 1948 when
Nonno and his family finally reached Darwin,
Australia. Despite the fact that the plane was
meant to land in Melbourne, they were content
with just being on Australian soil. Since they had
only been learning English for a little over a year,
going through Customs and filling out the personal
statement and declaration form were difficult.
This process was made even more stressful when
the dust-covered bottle of wine was banned from
entering into Australia, as alien objects and foods
were not considered ‘safe’. Still in a state of motion
sickness and confusion, his family did what most
would do in that situation, and they skolled the
10-year-old bottle of wine. After exiting Customs
their circumstances continued to worsen. On their
first official night in Australia their suitcases were
stolen out of their hotel room and were later found
burnt to ashes. This left them with only the clothes
they had been wearing from the night before.
After much speculation, Bartolo was finally able
to contact his family. Nonno describes seeing his
father for the first time as a nerve-wracking yet
exciting experience; he did not know what to
expect. Nonno remembers walking across the
tarmac at Melbourne Airport, uttering the words,
“c’è Papá”. He was able to recognise his father in
the distance based on photos from their house.
This was the moment for Nonno that made the
treacherous journey worth it.
***
The blaring sun was slowly beginning to lower as
Nonno reached the end of his story. The beach is
still alive with locals hoping to absorb the last of
the day’s light. Though I had heard Nonno’s story
many times, being in Canneto allowed me to truly
understand what Nonno was leaving behind. It
has been 69 years since Nonno and his family left
on their perilous journey to Australia. But despite
that, Nonno continues to return to his home away
from home to ensure that the picture perfect sea
remains his reality, not just a distant memory. n
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T HE T IDE
Gareth Cassidy · Year 11 · Mazenod College

can see. Such people are divers in the depths,
searching where blind monsters hunger in the dark
and dreams come to rest long after the dreamer
is gone, for some treasure on the sea floor. Such
people rarely find what it is that they search for,
but always find something.

“We have lingered in the chambers of the sea
By sea girls wreathed with seaweed red and
brown
Till human voices wake us, and we drown.”
T. S. Eliot, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock

T

he gentle night hugs the harbour and the rocks
that climb up from the shore.

They never found my brother’s body; the case was
never closed. Occasionally we get a call, I don’t
listen anymore. I don’t think they will ever stop
searching.
I don’t cry too much now, nor even when he first
was lost, and what tears come I never cry for my
brother. No, I cry for myself; she who was left
behind.
Out along the waters, out across the sea, the moon
shines like a beacon.
My brother always loved the sea. I have always
thought that everything that comes to us we will
one day outgrow. Such has always been true for
me. But my brother, he never tired of the ocean,
never tired of that cold, dark mystery, that ancient
beauty. I guess that you will never tire of home, if
you can find it.
He used to tell me how he would explore those
depths, discovering drowned cities and singing the
songs of the fantastic creatures that dwell there.
Such things only frightened me. For me the ocean
has always been too old, too powerful, too alive.
Nothing else makes me feel so small. It deserves
my fear, just as it deserved my brother’s wonder.
We have not spoken of such things in a long time,
yet still we would swim in the dark waters on
summer nights and chase each other over the sand
and up the rocks, watching the storms blow in to
make the harbour shake. I would catch him there,
gazing out into the waters, trying to see down into
that drowned kingdom.
Once I asked him why.
Only once he replied,
“I’m trying to break through, to the eye of the
storm.”

Fog lies thick over the waves, blurring the line
between sea and sky and turning all things into a
calm grey.
So I began to hate the ocean that was stealing my
brother from me, pulling him out with the tide.
In time, he would play no longer, rather quietly
slipping away without me. Flowing alone and
unseen from our home, he would return hours
later without a word. And he grew so very quiet.
Like the still waters he betrayed no secrets of what
hid beneath.
The tide turned, and turned again. So far away
from me. But how, how could I have stood against
a force so old, so powerful, so alive? How could
I call him back, back home, back to shore? The
truth seems so absolute now; I could not.
I had no sway over the currents that pulled him. I
have no sway over the currents that pull me. And
I have not the strength to swim against the will of
the ocean, and the ocean was saying this:
You cannot have him.
So the moon waxed and waned, and I grew old on
my own. All until one night, in the summer of my
seventeenth year, when my brother came to me and
called me down with him, down to the waterline.
“Can you see it?” He asked, as he pointed out
across the sea. I searched and only saw a black
mirror before me reflecting the stars until it
vanished into the thick fog, and the buoys flashing
their warnings across the bay.
“Then, can you hear them?”
I listened to the gentle churning of the waters,
always alive, always crying out, and the jetty
groaning the same old complaints, forever. That
was all.
So he stood silent again, withdrawn once more
into the deep and quiet night. In time, I left him
there and returned to my dreams.

Then he fell quiet until I called him back to play.

The sea buoys chime their lonesome siren call
through the fog.

I could not understand my brother anymore. He
would look long at the deep things of this world,
trying to see in the darkest places where nothing

He was not home the next morning. By midday
people were worried. By the evening the police had
been called and the eternal search initiated.
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That was years ago now, and still nothing has
changed. I’ve just grown old again. Every night I
walk down to the water and look to the sea, as my
brother used to stand.
Sometimes, when the moon is not too bright and
the fog not too thick, I think I see lights shining
ghostly from deep beneath the waters. I imagine
my brother down there, living as a king in a
kingdom below the world.
Sometimes, if the night is gentle, I can hear a song
carried on the wind, like a choir of voices singing
out softly from over the waters. Perhaps it is just
the wind. But I think I can hear my brother’s voice,
so rarely heard, calling out in that quiet chorus.

Calling out to me. I listen with a tear in my eye,
and I do not move.
And sometimes I can feel the ocean, although I
stand high upon the shore. A force so strong, so
ancient. I was sure I could not resist. But I stand
firm as it tugs at my legs, always pulling where it
would take me, and I am not moved. I stand now.
I will not go.
But nothing has changed, and I am still afraid. I cry
and do not move.
And still nothing has changed.
I turn and I walk away. n

T HE A US T R A L I A N JOUR NE Y
Andrew Dinh · Year 9 · Mazenod College

When the night sky comes,
Down goes the sun.
As the glow from the sunset dies,
The stars fill the evening sky.

As the time elapses,
Our journey collapses.
The long, confounding journey,
Through the Australian land.

I gaze into the curtain of stars;
They sparkle like diamonds.
On the Murray River,
The stars reflect, like a mirror.

All of it seemed to be,
A fine, memorable dream.
The number of stars in the sky,
Countless like the seconds that go by.

The scent of the gum trees,
Fill the air from the cool breeze.
The soothing sound of the river flow,
Allows me to rest at ease.

As the great journey comes to an end,
I sojourn and rest by the river,
The view of the night sky,
Like a breathtaking fantasy. n
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DA R K NE S S
Thomas Raymond · Year 9 · Mazenod College

Y

ou take your first, tentative step out of the
front the door. The street lights flicker and
beam blindingly as cars whizz past.
Careful. Step by careful step as the door creaks
and then slams shut behind you. Silence. You stop.
Suddenly, the feeling and awareness of all eyes all
on you in the pitch black darkness. You stand,
motionless as you are now so far away from the
comfort of your own home.
One cautious step after another, gaining ground
ever so slowly. BANG! A car door closes and you
feel an instant shiver down your spine. Again, that
paralysing feeling of eyes from every direction.
You are being watched; you’re sure of that. Your
heart is pumping out of your chest – ba boom
ba boom ba boom. Your head is throbbing, legs
wobbling. Fear consumes you. All you want to do
is turn around and bolt. But, you can’t let the team
down so you power on.
Bare feet on the gravel hurts more and more.
With every step the fear grows as the voice inside
your head gets louder and louder. CRACK! You
can now feel blood streaming out of your foot.
An unbearable sting. A tear runs down your
cheek. Thoughts rush through your head as you
contemplate whether you are in fact the right
person for the job. Can you handle this mission?
The voice inside your head is against, at this
point it feels like the whole world is against you.
Absolute solitude on this journey, at this moment,
you and your thoughts, only you think you can do
this and you’re not even sure right now. So close

you can feel it. Your shoulder rubs against the bush
and you fear that you may die right then and there.
You wanted to go back but you were so close –
closer than anyone had ever gone before.
You know that it is here where you now know you
will begin to feel around for the door handle. It
is as cold as ice. Shivers and sweat overcome you
all at once. Your hand runs along the cold metal
door. Alas, phew, you find it. In your hand, you
pull it and with a squeak you stop suddenly. Again,
those damn eyes are on you. But this time, on you
hotter and fiercer than ever before. It is like these
eyes know what you’re doing, where you’re going.
Nonetheless, you power through still. All you can
hope for is that you haven’t been seen because
you just cannot compromise the mission. You
feel around for the contents that you know are in
there. Yes! Two envelopes. You grab them and in
the blink of an eye you’re gone.
You don’t care about the pain of gravel under foot
or the rapid bleeding you’ve sustained from the
journey there. You know someone is chasing you,
hot on your heels. You’ve taken more cuts to the
foot and you’re about to faint, bleed out, die. You
run jumping over unimaginable obstacles. You’re
an Olympian and soldier and gladiator all in one.
You’re pushing yourself to the extreme, running,
running. You’re metres from the home but still so
far. Knocking on the door, pounding for someone
to hear, you practically punch a hole through the
door. Contents in your hand, mum opens the door,
in a huff. With an agitated and concerned scowl on
her face exclaims; “You went to the mailbox! Why
are you sweating uncontrollably?” n
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SIL E NC E
Matthew Hettiarachchi · Year 9 · Mazenod College

S

ilence.

It was nothing in reality but became such a
powerful force in his mind. There was nothing
he could do but stare out the tiny window as the
scorched, wasted earth shrunk to a mere speck of
red as it was enveloped by the inky blackness of
space. So close yet so far away.
With a sigh, he turned around and gazed at her.
Dressed in white, her blonde hair was tied back
to reveal a pretty face. Peacefully sleeping but also
imprisoned by an intricate and complex design
of glass, metal and machine. She would not wake
until they reached their destination.
He was humanity.
No, he thought, they were humanity. After the
destruction that tore Earth apart, they were the
second chance. The new Adam, the new Eve.
Ready to start again on a new Earth. They were on
a journey to save humanity. The task that lay ahead
was daunting but it had to be done. They had been
trusted by humans for this very job. Chosen from
birth and prepared, both mentally and physically
for this moment. The moment when they would
have to leave everything; their home, family and

friends, in order to become everything. This was
the moment. This was his purpose.
So with one final glance back at what remained
of his home, sadness washing over him and tears
dripping down his face, he laid himself down
into the depths of his own prison. The prison
that would take him on a journey to a new life of
uncertainty and hope.
There was a click and then a soft hiss. The glass
began to close around him and so did reality of
what was happening. It was too much to bear;
the pain, the loss and the grief. He began shouting
and banging at the glass, trying to escape from the
prison. Not only the prison of glass and metal but
the prison of his duty, the prison of his purpose.
Memories flashed in his teary eyes. Memories
of joy, laughter and pleasure. Memories of pain,
death and destruction.
Finally, there was a gentle thud as the glass
cocooned him fully and metal wires crawled over
his wrists and ankles, trapping him in place. There
was no escape. There was no running away. The
shouting ceased and the world went black.
The silence returned. n

T RUE S T F R IE NDSHIP
Charli Rymer · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I see that which she does not
The trouble, the celebration
She listens, mostly
But not as I do

The last crumb freely given
Fabric of memories joined
Embracing, creating them anew
Even when the purple lead is untouched

The core of love
A relationship ongoing
Remaining connected
Inseparable

Our lives in one
A gentle love
Enduring through time
A union of joy n

A language our own
An understanding
Unspoken
A touch, a gesture, a knowing
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L IF E
Himash Wijesekera · Year 10 · Mazenod College

When are born into this Earth, you are vulnerable
and innocent.
Your parents look after you,
Feed you,
Clothe you,
Shelter you,
And comfort you.
Soon you begin to learn new things;
Things that are essential in life.
Soon you begin to walk and talk,
Soon you begin your education.
All this time your parents by your side,
Still guiding you in life on what is right and
wrong,
Helping you make decisions that will affect your
future.
Before you know it, you will finish school,
You have wished that you did more in youth.
But it is too late now,
There is still much ahead of you.
Soon you get a job,
Find the perfect girl,
And have one, two, three kids.
But by this time your parents are frail,
They become weak and old.
You do not want them to go,

But you know you cannot do anything.
You wish for them the best,
And hope they are happy.
You mourn with your family,
And wish you had spent more time with them.
But you get up,
And keep moving,
For this is what you think is best.
To keep moving;
To keep moving with your family.
Soon you get promoted,
Bringing in more than you need.
You provide for your family,
And living a prosperous life indeed.
Now your kids are independent,
They too have kids.
So you have become grandparents,
And have many grandchildren.
Your wife is as old as you,
And you know it’s almost time to go,
So you say;
‘My sons be good while I’m gone’.
And then you depart this Earth,
Leaving as happy as you came,
Hoping that you will return again. n
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OF SP R E A DSHE E T S A ND B UGS
India Rowe · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

F

or someone so small, the distance from the top
of a desk to the ground is a long way.

But your average desk job office worker doesn’t
generally take this into the equation when they
flick a bug off their working space. Yet still the bug
will fall, down off the desk, and onto the ground,
where no doubt they will pick themselves up, and
carry on doing whatever a human being thinks a
bug spends its day doing.
This means our humble desk worker is left to do
their work in peace. But maybe they can’t do that
anymore. Maybe they can’t stop thinking about
that bug and how they treated it. The average
person doesn’t really know that much about bugs,
so the hero of our story is now left to ponder the
life of an insect. Do they talk to each other? Do
they have likes and dislikes? Did they know why
they got flicked off a desk by a huge person?
Do they feel pain?
So now they’re googling whether bugs feel pain.
Human emotion is a funny thing. Some people
can’t stand to feel like they’ve impacted anything
in a negative way, whereas others view the lives of
bugs and humans alike as a hilarious game, created
to entertain them. There’s no middle ground. The
people who believe they lie in the grey area simply
haven’t really taken the time to think about how

they see the world. Luckily, the office worker is the
former and they have now discovered that bugs
would need to have the capacity to feel emotion in
order to feel pain.
Phew. That could have been bad. The bug is fine.
The human is left guilt free, if not a bit sad about
how bugs don’t feel things.
The day goes by just as slowly as usual after that.
Making spreadsheets, filing papers and staring out
the window as the clicking of the keyboard starts
to drown out the ticking of the clock. When it’s
finally time to leave, the tired office worker can
barely keep their eyes open, but when they step out
the door, the amber sunlight of the late afternoon
is warming their face after a whole day spent
indoors.
As our hero takes in their new surroundings, they
ignore the bustle of the busy city street and take in
the sight directly in front of their eyes. Dust floats
around in the streams of sunlight surrounding
them, each speck igniting as the light hits it in that
particular way.
And off in the corner of the office worker’s
peripheral vision, a small bug buzzes lazily in the
glow of the late afternoon, not caring what any
human has to think about it. n

Claudia Thwaites
Year 11 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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T HE SUN
Thomas Dillon · Year 12 · Whitefriars College

T

o rise in the east, to set in the west. To emerge
in the dawn and depart in the dusk. Gifting
elation, euphoria, energy; and taking it away as
quickly as it’s given. Its presence brings more than
light or warmth; it brings love, it brings hope.
Hope for a day unlike all others, hope for a new
start; hope to leave the rest of the world behind
and search for a new one.
Avery was awakened by a ray of light venturing
on through his window; sleeping on one’s lounge
room floor, as Avery had become accustomed
to, was a less than pleasant activity; especially
when undertaken on a weekday. He arose from
the ground despite his body’s best efforts, and
journeyed on towards the front door. And yet
somehow, Avery stumbled through his doorway,
cigarettes and wallet in hand, he was renewed. His
dizziness was awry, his headache amiss; the light
bearing down upon him had enriched his vision
and vacated his mind; for that moment, at the very
least, Avery was at peace. The commute was no
different than usual; undue and outrageous. An
excess or cars, of stops, of time; all those selfish
people also on their way to work. Avery had
arrived only slightly late, quite the achievement
in light of his usual habits. He stood outside for
a moment, one last moment, before entering his
building. It was comforting in a way, a second of
solitude; a means of escaping what was to come,
even if only temporarily. He glanced upon the sky
one last time, and jogged on through the entrance.
Avery did not hate his job, nor did he find great
joy in it. He merely resented the concept of it;
selling one’s time to fund whatever time was left
felt hopelessly futile. He questioned whether his
life would be better spent elsewhere, yet such
questioning always fell short of action. In more
ways than one, as Avery was terrified of, his
work had become but an allegory for his life; he
did not resent, or despise it. He felt no loathing
or contempt. Avery merely questioned why it
was such a necessary activity; why it just had to
happen, instead of him wanting it to. Just as he
pondered why society would compel him to awake
in the morning to toil in the service of others, he
was equally curious why he had to wake at all.
As lunch drew closer, Avery promptly decided
his work was finished for the morning; he’d at
least fought his way through enough to appear

productive. He roamed through the hallways on
his way outside, eyeing the abstract paintings
scattered throughout the building. He couldn’t
help but consider the value of such paintings; he
suspected an executive had at some point delivered
a rather moving speech on promoting workplace
culture, or perhaps morale in the office, and
subsequently commissioned a friend of theirs to
undertake the task. Avery quickly dismissed his
own cynicism, however; his long morning and
persistent headache were of no benefit to his mood.
He stepped onto the footpath and strolled out of
the shade, drawing his gaze towards the high-rise
buildings engulfing the skyline. Harsh beams of
light reflected off of the buildings; but Avery didn’t
mind the glare. His headache was finally clearing,
and for the first time all day he felt at ease; at least
physically. He found a sort of relief under the sun;
the kind of relief that can be found only in the
presence of no one, when stresses are forgiven and
worries pardoned. He realised the ridiculousness
of it all, really. It seemed needlessly profound to
think such a thing, even pretentious. Finding such
satisfaction by merely placing oneself outside
seemed too simple, too easy, maybe. And yet once
again, here he was. And yet true comfort still
escaped him. Avery was anything but complete.
As much as he would fight off such a concession,
at least publically, he was not the man he once
thought he’d become. He wasn’t winning elections,
or saving lives or taking interviews. To most he was
yet another blank face, a card-carrying member of
the unknown. He was left wanting in a pursuit that
once seemed so set, so destined, so true.
Perhaps the most profound of realisations is that
dreams don’t always come true; wishes aren’t
always granted, expectations aren’t always met.
Sometimes one’s path is left un-walked, their
journey incomplete. But to accept such a thing
is not so devastating; it’s not an admittance of
failure, or a concession of defeat. It’s a welcoming
of life, a mere acceptance of a beautifully tragic,
painfully wonderful world. And for those whose
wishes aren’t granted, for whose paths are left unwalked, for all that fail or fall or fumble, there is
still light. There is still company, and brightness.
All hope is not lost, and promise remains. There
is still happiness. There is still joy. There is, and
always will be, the sun. n
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B US S T OP
Oscar Levi · Year 11 · Whitefriars College

A

light rain was falling onto the corrugated iron
roof of the bus stop. The chrome white light
of the street lamp flickered, as they puffed clouds
of breath into the sharp, winter air. A man and a
woman sat on a metal bench, not looking at one
another, waiting. It was one of those nights where
there was something almost beautiful about sitting
in the cold, a sense of majesty in the mundaneness.
The woman reached into her cheap grocery bag
and pulled out a photograph with her chipped
magenta nails. She held it in her hands. As she
stared into the eyes of the little boy in the picture,
her heart fell to her stomach. She wondered how
she could do what she was about to. The man
sitting next to her unravelled his scarf and looked at
her photo. “Your kid?” he asked, speaking through
his crooked yellow teeth. The woman turned away,
glancing down at the raindrop spotted concrete,
nodding slowly. “You know, I got a son that’s
about the same age as your little fella” he preceded
to tell her. The woman could not bring herself to
look him in the face.
The woman was a mother, but she was no mum.
She had had her son, but it just had not worked
for her. She could not nurture a child, hug him
when he cried or sing to him. She felt no maternal
instinct. She felt that any child would be better
off living a life without her in it. In a place most
unremarkable, an unremarkable woman appeared
to do the remarkable. She found herself at the bus
stop in the blistering cold, getting ready to leave.
Again and again, the woman told herself in her
mind that she was leaving to find herself, but she
could not be sure if she was telling the truth.
The man curiously watched the woman. He could
tell something was the matter as she crumpled
the photograph of the little boy up in her hands.

Looking up with a steely gaze, the woman threw
her photo into a dirty shallow puddle at her feet.
Two lights cut through the darkness of the secluded
road. The wheels of the bus pulled up at the bus
stop and the man and woman hauled themselves
aboard, sitting at opposite ends of the empty
vehicle. The lights of the houses flashed through
the foggy bus windows as the bus purred along the
road. The woman thought of her son, how he had
slept as she slipped out of his bedroom door, crept
down the stairs and slipped herself out of her door.
She told herself in her mind that she was making
the right choice, but she still could not be sure if
she was lying to herself.
The man continued to watch the woman.
She looked back.
“Anything the matter?” he asked
Her gaze cut through him like a knife.
“Forget I asked”.
The bus passed a playground in the dark. The kind
of old, neglected playground that no longer served
as a place for children to play, but as a teenage
graffiti den. She thought of her son again, of his
gentle face asleep.
She had been lying to herself. She’d been lying all
along. She could not bring herself to do it.
She pulled the stop cord of the bus, trudging off at
the next stop.
She walked through the rain, and the blistering
cold.
She walked back to the life she had been ready to
walk out on, but she never stopped thinking about
what could have been. n
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MONO T ON Y
Matthew Yao · Year 10 · Whitefriars College

“D

arkness and sorrow, the endless days of
gloom and nothing else. The experience
of life, the journey of it, may be one of love and
excitement, or it could be one of despair and
loneliness, just like mine. What it is the meaning
this all? The meaning of our existence and the
meaning of our lives. What is this “journey”
walked for? Many say that the meaning of life is
to be happy and enjoy every second of it, but is
it really? Is that how we’re all supposed to live?
It seems all the same. Like we’re all bricks in an
infinite wall of sameness and symmetry.”
The man lay in his bed calmly not knowing what
he should do. His room darkened by the rain
and clouds that loomed over, a setting which
seemed appropriate with his constant emotions.
The room was simple – grey with just a bed, a
piano and a single tiny cabinet that held the few
clothes he owned. He reached across the bed for
his glasses and placed them on his face. He could
see a little better and looked across the window to
the individual drops of rain hitting the clear glass.
“Most of my days are like this, monotonous and
boring. This is not what most say life is, I feel that
I am suffering, but who am I to say what suffering
is. Perhaps merely living is suffering” He peeled off
his blanket to reveal the rest of his body to the cold
air of the room. His skinny legs began to shiver as
the cold quickly overcame the warmth of his bed
sheets.
“I wish it weren’t all the same, but it seems just
like it was meant to be. A wife… Two children…
A house with a picket white fence… The same
as everyone else,” “The only way I can end my
suffering… is to end my life… I… I know that.”
The man’s voice grew deeper and deeper. “But
what will happen when it does end?… I cannot
bring myself to that thought.”
The man hesitantly rose from his bed placing both
hands beside him and pushing slowly to move up.
He breathed slowly as he moved slowly around his
room. He stopped suddenly in front of the wilting
piano, laying his fingers gently on the keys playing
a soft monotonous tune. His fingers moved as

though he had played the same tune a thousand
times before. Ending it with a solemn bow, he
raised his head slowly and his body even more so.
He moved his eyes over to the cabinet, and there
it was.
The man looked despairingly at the cabinet’s top.
A knife… “Such a simple device is it not? The
blade made for cutting can be so useful, Cheese,
Fruit… Flesh…” He looked away from the thing,
pulling his sight to the room again, slowly. To the
grey of the wall… then to the window of the grey
clouds and rain outside. “Why is it that I hesitate…
TO END IT?!” The man’s scream shook the knife
from the cabinet’s top, its fall happening in slow
motion. Hitting the ground more slowly than it
left the cabinet above, ringing the ground with
an acoustic twang. He looked down at it with a
smile “I won’t hesitate any longer… These will be
my last moments”. He bent slowly to the ground
placing his thin hands around the hilt of the blade.
“If butterknives didn’t work I’d hope this might”.
He stood up again, dragging his feet slowly back
to his bed laying his head down. He raised his
arm and raised the knife in the other placing the
sharp point to his wrist. “perhaps this won’t go
so slowly”. He looked away from his wrist, to the
grey of the wall… then to the window of the grey
clouds and rain outside… and back to the knife…
With a firm grip he plunged the blade into his veins.
Blood oozing out as his wrist turned to a fountain
of red water. “NOTHING WILL STOP IT NOW”
He forced it deeper into his arm, screaming.
“NOTHING WILL”. It seemed that it would never
end… But of course it would. “It’s almost over”
the man wailed”… The fountain of blood was no
more and instead the blood simply flowed out of
the limb. But as the man’s body died slowly, the
darkness of his life turned into brightness, and
the black and white turned to colour. He looked
away from his wrist, slowly… To the Yellow of the
wall. Then to the white clouds and the sun outside.
“It’s… all… over…”. And as briefly as the colour
lasted… the briefness of his real life was… the day
the monotony ended… And too the man whose
colour faded back to black. n
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NE W P L A C E S (B A SE D ON A T RUE S T ORY )
Blake Ritchie · Year 9 · Whitefriars College

“W

here are we going?” No reply, as if
nobody understands me. I lean my head
against the window of the car, staring at the streets
of a place I have never been before. I can feel the
saliva building up in my mouth as we drive further
on. I rock from side to side as the car turns, trying
to keep balance. The streets become narrow– I
sense that we must be close. I wait vulnerably for
our arrival to the unspecified destination. As the
brakes squeal, the car comes to a halt and I look
up. I’m not sure what’s going on, but I’m starting
to get nervous. Nerves abruptly turn to excitement
but I am quickly told to be quiet. The door opens
and I jump out of the car.
As I acclimatise to the new environment, I can
smell dirt and hay. The aromas fill my nostrils
and force my nose to twitch with vaguely familiar
smells. I haven’t smelt such things since I left the
farm. I was young but I still remember. Natural
surroundings occupy my sight – we’re a long way
away from home. Fences on either side of the dirt
path separate us from patchy grasslands. Why are
we restricted? I want to run.
As we venture forward, I become anxious. From
left to right, I cannot control myself. I look from
side to side with an uncontrollable urge for
exploration. I am held back by a restraint. I give
a cry of agitation, yet they laugh at me. “Calm
down, Max” they tell me, but I take no notice for
I am on an adventure; a journey to an unknown
destination. And I like it.
I want to go faster. Birds fly above me. I hear
someone say “Look at the amazing colours of
the rainbow lorikeets”. What is colour? My ears
quiver. I hear a chirping from one of the gumtrees
overhanging the path. Sensory overload. I lose my
train of thought but my attention comes back to
the path. Small gumnuts nudge through the soles
of my leathery feet and I start to connect with
nature. I pay more attention to my surroundings.
The sunlight shines onto my face and I feel alive.
Where am I being taken? Are they taking me back
to the farm?
I continue to walk along, starting to feel suspicious
– slightly apprehensive. I approach the fence where

I see something unusual in the paddock. It looks
slightly familiar, maybe like a bigger version of
me. What are these gigantic creatures? My mind
is overloaded with mystery as I walk closer to the
fence. My family hold their noses in disgust to
the smell of compost and mud coming from the
strange hairy beast. I breathe in every last breath;
I take in all of the odorous aromas. The creature
steps forward; I step backwards. Intimidatingly,
the tall creature looks down upon me. It gives a
loud snort which fills my veins with adrenaline. I
must do something! I give an overzealous howl like
the wolves do on vampire movies. “AROOOOO!”
I flare my nostrils and flash my teeth and the hairy
beast treads backwards to safety. “Good boy,
Max!” they tell me. With a spring in my step I
continue on with excitement.
I say to my family, “C’mon, let’s see the next thing.”
As usual no one acknowledges what I say. I pull
everyone along to the next paddock. Suddenly an
uncontrollable urge reaches my bladder and I am
busting to go to the toilet. With my head down, I
scan the ground ahead. The rest ramble on about
something called a ‘horse’ but I take little notice.
Eventually I find the perfect spot to lift my leg.
After marking the fence post I hurry along the dirt
trail. Hang on… what are we waiting for? I turn
my head and see everyone staring in awe at the
huge monster in front of me. Oh no, that wasn’t a
fence post! “Max! Not on the horse!” they scream
with exclamation. With a great big gulp, I hide
behind the legs of my big brother for protection.
The usual teasing follows. But I don’t budge from
behind Blake’s long legs.
“Time to go, Max,” he says. We start heading back
to the car. What a great day! Happy to go out for
an adventure but I’m always happy to be on my
way home. Nice warm sunshine caresses my face
through tinted windows and the warmth puts me
to sleep. The journey home takes no time at all. I
can sense the house as we pull into the driveway.
I’m fully awake and excited. “Get a drink,” says
my big sister, Breana. I race down the backyard to
my bowl and back to her just as fast so she can let
me into the house. There’s no place like home. n
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T HE WAY DO W N
Fynn Jones · Year 8 · Whitefriars College

T

he funny thing about Everest is that it is all
about getting to the top. The one overriding
goal it to make to that summit, nearly nine
kilometres in the air, up at the top of the world.
That is what keeps you going, as teammates give
up, turn back or fall sick. Then you get to the top.
And the feeling of accomplishment is indescribable.
All the pain, all the exhaustion leaves you for pure
exhilaration. Standing there, at the roof of the
world looking out over all the mountain range
spread out before you, like a conqueror surveying
all his territories. Sadly, you cannot stay. You
slowly trudge away, making a note that you will
never forget this. The way back down awaits.
So where do I come in? Well, after months of
intense training, practice and planning I did it. My
life goal. I made it all the way up Everest. Clear
weather, no equipment failure and no casualties,
Lady Luck was smiling on my little group as we
ascended. Then we hit the summit and Lady Luck
must have packed her bags, because now, with five
dead and me huddled in a small alcove behind
a ledge as the storm rages around me, I am not
feeling too lucky.
We got the summit, took photos, laughed and
congratulated. After a minute or two, we knew
we had to leave so we started moving back down,
triumphant. We all clipped up for a thin walkway
and carefully moved across. Crack. I heard that
sound, looked down and instantly I knew. As
the ground beneath us gave way like a house of
bricks, we screamed and panicked. Then came a
whirlwind of motion. We fell down onto the ledge
that I am currently on. Four of my fellow climbers,
people I trusted, knew, laughed with, people I
called my friends hit the ledge and just bounced
right off the edge. Kim and I were the only ones
still there, fallen into a snowdrift. But seeing my
friends fall and die? Not even the saddest part.
Let me fill you in on some symptoms of severe
altitude sickness. Up in the Death Zone, oxygen
is thin. Sickness starts with a headache, dizziness
and nausea. The cold kicks in, causing frostbite
and hypothermia. However, by far the worst part
is the mountain madness. When your blood is not
carrying enough oxygen to your brain, you start to
make irrational decisions. Kim thought he was too
hot in all his gear and refused to listen to me. I try

not to look at his body, frozen out there. I cannot
quite bring myself to move. We were supposed to
have won and beat the mountain. But you don’t
beat Everest. You survive it, but Everest never loses.
With that said, let me tell you why I am still alive.
Struggling to breathe, while Kim went mad, I found
six unbroken oxygen canisters buried in snow on
the shelf by some miracle. I turned to tell Kim, to
save him from his own delusional brain and saw
him blue. He was covered in frost, head to toe.
There was nothing I could do for him. Freezing
but alive, I can still breathe. But Everest intends to
rectify that situation. I try to force myself to move.
Blinking takes effort up here, but I must survive. I
get up.
That sentence doesn’t seem like much, does it?
Nevertheless, I had to rest 15 minutes before
moving off. I started to climb down the icy, slippery
rock face, where nobody had ever climbed before.
I moved slowly, step by step. I put my weight on a
particular rock and it was almost my last mistake.
I watched it crumble away, hanging on by just my
hands as I tried to find a foothold. I shimmied my
way on to a ledge, but I could not stop there. In
the distance, I saw the bright orange of a climber.
I shouted out and my voice rang out against the
mountain like an echoing brass bell, but nobody
heard. So I continued my long, arduous journey
across the mountain, with death around every
corner. Finally, a climber noticed me.
I got back on track and got down to Camp 4
safely. I made a quiet, uneventful descent after
that. The worst part was getting back to Base
Camp. Phoning families. Kim’s wife was the worst.
I had to tell her how he had died from mountain
sickness. She hung up without saying another
word. There’s a term for what I feel. Survivor’s
guilt, they call it. Thinking that maybe, just maybe
you could have saved the lived of your friends –
but you didn’t. You failed. Everyone thinks that the
journey I made was up Everest and back down.
But it wasn’t. My journey was going from a fun
happy mountaineer to another dark mountain
climber who fully understands the raw power of
the mountain, ruining my climbing experience
forever. The path that I took to get there was a
terrible one indeed. n
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DIF F E R E N T
Evan O’Connor · Year 7 · Whitefriars College

T

imid. Daunting. Apprehensive. Neurotic.
Aghast.

That is what springs to most people’s mind when
somebody suggests traveling a whole continent, by
themselves. However, I guess I am not most people.
Most people would find it alienating, doing such a
thing, but I think otherwise.
I have always been the weird one. The ‘different’
one. Even as a kid, I wasn’t like everyone else. And
to be honest, I didn’t mind that. While everyone
has always tried to zig, I tried to zag. My life hasn’t
been too easy; with my parents’ divorce, and the
loss of one of my sisters, there has always been a
grey cloud hovering above my head. Therefore, I
took it upon myself to do this, to travel Australia
by myself.
I had always dreamed of doing this, ever since I
was a kid, but now since I am legally allowed to
drive, I knew I had to take this opportunity head
on. With my trusty ’74 Kombi, my bag packed
with my entire wardrobe and my food waiting to
be eaten, I set off. I had my tunes pumping, Siri
telling me where to go, and a coffee awaiting my
drinking. All seemed to be going well.
Kilometres upon kilometres passed, and so did my
anticipation. I really started to get thinking; why
was I even doing this? Thoughts rolling through
my head, straight rural roads hypnotising me, and
the realisation of the lack of my purpose.
For years and years, this has always been my
dream, but now I had just come to realise, why?
Maybe it was the fact that this was my chance to get
away. Or maybe this symbolised my independence.
Thought after thought. Hour after hour. Then it
came over me.
Although I wasn’t drowning in my own reasoning,
I did have one.
As I have mentioned before, as a child I didn’t have
many friends. It wasn’t the fact that I didn’t need
them, because I could have really needed them, but
it was a different reason. My biggest fear has never
been like anyone else’s. No, it wasn’t spiders, or the
dark, or even death. Those things never phased me.
It was the fear of failing.
It wasn’t like I had anyone counting on me, as

my family never really paid any attention to
me. I guess after my sister, they had never really
come out of the state of grief. You would have
thought that after an incident like that, it would
bring my family together, but instead it pushed
everyone further apart. Everyone came into a great
depression, except me. No, I am not an insensitive
troll, I did have a large period of mourning, but I
realised that I had to get on with my life.
Nevertheless, as soon as I had to get on with my life,
I felt a massive pressure on me to do well in school.
I felt as if I had all of this weight on my shoulders
to do well. Therefore, that is what I did. Instead of
focusing on friends and family, I dedicated myself
to my school. I spent hours of my time studying,
instead of partying, practicing instead of relaxing,
and keeping up with my textbooks instead of
‘Keeping up with the Kardashians’. And I was
never too bothered about it.
All of this work did pay off though. When it came
exam time, I aced every single one. I soon became
the dux of my year, and then was accepted into
one of the most prestigious universities in my state,
soon after to get a doctorate in law.
Yes, this was all hard work, but in my opinion, it
was worth it.
But what was that weight on my shoulders? That
pressure? It sure wasn’t from my family, they were
all too busy in their own lives and didn’t give a
damn about mine. It couldn’t have been from my
friends, as I didn’t have any.
Then it hit me, the pressure was coming from no
one else but me.
So the reason for this whole trip occurred to me.
This was MY time to let go of everything. For so
long I was focused on success, but for this short
period of time, I needed it to be about anything
else but that. Finally, my own time to rebel. To do
whatever I want. No this lifestyle would not last
forever, after all I did have a law firm to attend to
at the end of this month, but I needed this.
Over 7 hours later, I pulled into Renmark, my
overnight stop. I could not help but think about
what a long car journey this had been, what a
long personal journey I have had, and I still have a
massive one to go. n
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Edyn Thomas
Year 8 · Catholic Regional
College, Melton
______
String Art

Grace Lin
Year 11 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Oil Painting
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Ryan Cran
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Zentangle

Grace Holt
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Zentangle
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Kiowa Hilbert
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Lineart

Lili Alcock
Year 12 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Charcoal rendering
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Michelle Tennakoon Arachchige
Year 9 · Catholic Regional
College, Melton
______
Packaging

Isobel Turnbull
Year 11 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Watercolour
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Natasha Grech
Year 10 · Catholic Regional
College, Melton
______
Clock design

Taban Dau
Year 12 · Catholic Regional
College, Melton
______
Acrylic Painting
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Tyra Haygarth
Year 11 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Oil Painting

Natalie Fry
Year 11 · Catholic Regional College, Melton
______
Oil Painting
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G A ME
Sang Nguyen · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda

This is not a game
It is more meaningful than life itself
It is about life and death
This is not a game
It is destroying my life
I have been controlled since then
This is not a game
I have never seen my other half
I wish I had never been controlled
This is not a game
The system was more powerful than we thought
It is worse than a zombie apocalypse
Remember this is not a game n

Christopher Vourvahakis
Year 7 · St Kevin’s College, Toorak
______
Colorgraph Print
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Jackson Jacotine
Year 8 · St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
______
Lino Print

James Farrar
Year 10 · St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
______
Hand Coloured Drypoint
Print
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Hugo Postregna
Year 8 · St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
______
Lino Print

Tak Heo
Year 7 · St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
______
Colorgraph Print
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Lucy Corcoran
Year 8 · Star of the Sea College
______
Sweet and Sour
______
In my artwork, I merged a number of objects into a room, letting my
creative juices take over. I then found it fun to draw a meaning from the
sheer randomness of this piece.
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F ROM H A NOI T O R MI T –
A R E F UGE E ’S JOUR NE Y
Louise Nguyen · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

M

y Dad escaped from Vietnam to Australia in
1981. His journey came after the Vietnam
War. The communists were ruling the country and
there was no freedom for anyone. Many of those
who disagreed with them, as well as hundreds
of thousands of people who worked for the
South Vietnamese government, were either sent
to prison or killed. One of those people was my
grandfather. He was sent to a re-education camp
for two years because he had worked for the
South Vietnamese government. Life was tough
for the families of those who had any association
with the South Vietnamese government; there was
a lot of discrimination. After the war, my Dad
and his brothers and sisters were not allowed to
go to school because of their family history of
“anti-revolution”. My grandparents and great
grandfather were communist refugees from North
Vietnam who moved south in 1954.
In order to escape, my Dad joined nearly 50
other people, including families with children
from surrounding villages, who all put in money
to buy the boat they were going to use, as well
as provisions for the journey. On 30 April 1981,
under the cover of darkness, my Dad got on the
boat in a nearby canal in the Mekong Delta. The
boat they had bought was a riverboat, supposedly
transporting watermelons to the city. Everyone was
hidden in the hull of the boat, which was covered
by watermelons stacked on the deck. The boat had
to travel along many canals and the Mekong River
before entering the East Sea the following night.
Everyone knew that escaping Vietnam wasn’t
going to be easy. The boat had to pass multiple
checkpoints along the river, where it was stopped
and questioned by the police. The captain of the
boat had to pay a bribe in order to pass through.
Once they entered the East Sea, they were hit by
a storm which lasted for two days. Everyone was
seasick and vomiting all over each other, except for
one man, who was used to the conditions and was
able to steer the boat through the storm. All the
boys and men on the boat were told to take turns to
empty the water from the boat with a bucket, even
if they were sick. At this point, all the watermelons
were thrown overboard to prevent the boat from
capsizing. For the next few days, each person was
given only half a glass of water and a handful of
cooked rice on which to live.
During their journey, the boat was robbed by Thai
pirates three times. The first time, the pirates stole

the spare motor and all the valuables they could
find. The second time, there wasn’t much left for
them to steal, so the pirates attacked some of the
people on board before taking off. The third time,
the pirates took all the fuel supplies, but towed
the boat closer to shore and left them there. Using
the remaining fuel in the engine, the boat was able
to come within 200 metres of the shore. All the
men, including my Dad, swam to shore to seek
help. When the Malaysian border officers arrived,
they helped bring everyone to shore, before taking
them to a military camp. From there, everyone was
transferred to a UNHCR refugee camp at Pulau
Bidong.
On the boat that my Dad was on, everyone
was Catholic except for one man. During the
journey, everyone was quietly praying to God,
hoping for a miracle. When the people on board
saw land, someone produced a statute of Our
Lady of Fatima and everyone started saying the
rosary together. As for the non-Catholic man, he
converted to Catholicism when he reached the
Palau Bidong refugee camp. My Dad’s journey
to escape Vietnam was one of the fortunate ones.
According to UNHCR estimates, one in three
people who tried to escape Vietnam died at sea due
to various reasons, including being murdered by
pirates. Many more were arrested and imprisoned
for long periods of time, including my aunties.
Palau Bidong is an uninhabited island off Malaysia’s
east coast, and was used as a UNHCR refugee
camp for Vietnamese boat people from 1978 to
1991. Life in the refugee camp was tough. When
my Dad first arrived, there was a food shortage,
and along with many others, he sometimes had
only one meal a day. The houses were made out of
a few tree trunks and tarps, and the beds were tree
branches covered by paper cartons, which was the
packaging that the food supplies came with. Each
house held as many people as they could fit onto
the beds.
My Dad, along with many others, had to go into
the mountains to collect firewood for cooking.
They also had to make their own clothes from
the donations they received from the Red Cross.
The daily operations of the camp were run by the
refugees themselves, and all the men had to work
one day a week, cleaning and maintaining the
camp. There was no entertainment, and everyone
was encouraged to study English during his or her
stay. There was an organised system in place, in
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My dad’s refugee housing in Pulau Bidong in 1981:

which the refugees with better English skills taught
the others who knew no English at all. In return,
the American and Australian UNCHR volunteers
taught the refugees with better English. My Dad
started with learning the English alphabet, and
by the time he left the camp, he had worked as a
radio operator at the radio communication station
at Palau Bidong. There were various immigration
officials from America, Australia, Canada and
other countries who came to the camp to interview
and select people for resettlement.
After staying at various refugee camps for more
than a year, my Dad left Malaysia for Australia
in September 1982. When he first arrived in
Australia, his first impressions were that Australia
was a big country, and that he would be free at
last. He was then sent straight to a migrant hostel
in Springvale, which is now Lexington Gardens.
Life at first was not easy in Australia, for my Dad
had to move houses frequently during the first two
years. Long after he arrived in Australia, he often
woke up in the middle of the night sweating, for
in his nightmares he would imagine that he was

still back in Vietnam, fearing for his life. In order
to fulfil his dreams of a full education, he attended
night school four times a week while working fulltime at a car factory during the day. After not being
at school since 1975, it was a real struggle, but he
soldiered on and got himself a HSC certificate.
After he obtained his HSC he quit work in the
factory and studied Engineering full-time at RMIT.
Four years later he graduated with an Honours
degree. My dad has never regretted coming to
Australia, and his life has certainly turned out for
the better.
My Dad’s family’s story is a refugee story. In 1954,
his mum, dad and grandfather had left everything
behind in their village near Hanoi in North
Vietnam, and moved to South Vietnam, along with
nearly one million refugees who ran away from
communist North Vietnam. My Dad then became
the next generation of communist refugees, when
the communists caught up with my Dad’s family
after the Fall of Saigon in 1975. I hope my family’s
refugee story ends here, for I do not want to have to
be the next generation of refugees in our family. n
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ETERNAL
Erin Baklien · Year 8 · Siena College

M

r Avery walked down the cobblestone path,
his top hat elegantly perched on his ruffled
hair. His cloak draped behind him, casting a dusty
haze, his cheeky smirk very content and confident.
As his stride slowed, his dark brown eyes searched
the street.
He started towards an old wooden cart; the tall,
bony man behind it did not look pleased nor
surprised to see him. “I thought you would come,
Mr Avery”, the cart man said in a sharp voice.
“I always run my errands, I have never been late,
not once in the past one thousand two hundred
years”, Mr Avery exclaimed smartly.
“I see you have my order” the man added,
indicating the box on the cart.
“Certainly, just as you ordered”. Mr Avery took
off his hat and flipped it upside down, his spindly
fingers reached in and pulled out ten gold tokens.
“I also always pay the correct amount”, Mr Avery
boasted, placing the tokens next to the box.
“A pleasure doing business with you, Mr Avery”,
the cart man said, swooping up the coins.
Mr Avery strolled back down the cobblestone
street, the box clutched in his slender hands. As he
walked the dark, damp atmosphere engulfed him.
With a swish of his spindly fingers a blue fireball
appeared next to his shoulder, guiding the way as
he walked. The splashing of his boots hitting the
wet ground continued until he reached a dead end.
He cautiously approached the wall, with the end of
his long cloak now drenched and muddy, hanging
around his ankles. His dark piercing eyes stared
looking at the gloomy brick wall. Suddenly, a flash
of realisation raced across his face. He reached his
lanky fingers into a patched pocket of his cloak,
drawing out a fluorescent stone. He looked at it
in admiration then extended his long arm out and
touched the stone to the wall, hesitantly stepping
back. The wall disappeared…

His damp, muddy boots stepped forward. A rush
of familiar dizziness came across him as he fell
upon sharp blades of grass. A howl echoed across
the sky along with the soft swish of the wind.
He looked around; only gravestones with names
and dates stared back at him. He approached the
nearest grave, his blue fireball lighting the way.
He flicked his trembling hand and produced a
bouquet of blossoming, pearly white flowers. He
laid them down as he knelt on one knee. A flood of
despair and loneliness flushed across his thin face.
“Amethyst”, he muttered as a tear rolled down
his cheek. “For one thousand years I have tried to
give you life, finally I have the answer”, he said
mournfully.
He stood up, wiping the tears from his cheeks,
looking longingly at the gravestone. His fingers
swished and swirled as the patch of wet grass
and damp soil in front of the stone disappeared,
revealing a casket. With another swish of his
fingers the coffin was suspended in mid-air. Mr
Avery stood staring at it zealously.
He took the box in his wet, trembling hands and
his fingers found their way to the top. He opened
it.
A crystal clear, glass flask stood in the centre of
the box. A silver, metallic liquid swirled around
its inside. He took it from the box and stared at
it in awe. His fingers swished again and the top
of the coffin disappeared, unleashing the ghastly
scent of death and the brittle bones of a woman.
He anxiously pulled the cork from the top of the
flask, and meticulously poured the metallic liquid
over her remains. Human flesh began to creep like
vines around the bones and hair started to sprout
from her skull. Mr Avery stared in disbelief, tears
now gushing from his eyes and the wind carrying
the hem of his cloak. A muffled sound come from
the coffin, “Amethyst”, he smiled hopefully, as she
slowly sat up… n
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I JUS T DON’ T T HINK I C A N DO I T
Hannah Hartnett · Year 10 · Siena College

‘I

just don’t think I can do it.’

‘And – he was a mate of mine too.’

‘Do what.’

‘And in that moment of silence with yourself,
realised just how alone you really are?’

‘Be human…I can’t. I can’t hold it all.’
Cash snorts disapprovingly.
He sprawls idly on his nest of sour-smelling sheets.
Cash’s bedroom has always been a source of
fascination to me. The walls never saw the light of
day and the air was so – boyish. This musky den
had been the cause of my naivety.
The words had felt right within me, but as they
oozed out into the room I realised my foolishness.
He gives a larkish whoop, deliriously amused by
my tender words.
‘You can’t…hold it? Hold what?!’
Cash is clever, akin to a brooding predator. Both
effortlessly beautiful and dangerous. Sometimes I
forget he was really my brother’s friend and not to
be trusted with vulnerability.
Alas, my searching words had already drifted
through the thick air and caught his wolfish
attention.
He tipped his shock of dark hair back, exposing a
pale throat.
‘Go on then, what can’t you hold?’
His words were soft but I could see his eyes glinting
mischievously back at the ever shadowed walls.
I ventured on.
‘People…we like things clenched inside our fists. I
can’t. I can’t – hold it all inside of me.’
Cash gave up his façade of sincerity and wept into
his bed.
‘What a load of rubbish’. How poignant –
He turns, catches my eye and his delirium falters.
Cash sobers himself and looks at me attentively
through strings of hair.

‘But this loyalty to the sick kid. After what he did.
To all of us. To you, Mare. He screwed us all, and
to sit here and to – muse over him is just…’
‘Cash.’
He flinches at his name.
‘He was lonely.’
‘Yeah, so damn lonely he decided to take you, his
little sister along for the ride.’
‘Look, you know he liked things to be proper,
complete. We were a pair, twins. In his mind he
was just – balancing the scale.’ Cash laughs
humourlessly. ‘That is exactly the kind of twisted
shit he whispered in your ear. The only ‘balance’
he achieved was being a sicko who managed to
infect you too.’
‘Cash – he was trying to be kind. He had to leave
and he knew I would be lonely without him.’
He rocks forward dramatically.
‘Is that what you are, lonely? Well you know what.
Maybe Peter was right. You are spoilt now aren’t
you? Soiled damn goods.’
I suck in my breath.
‘What was it he used to say? “One cannot exist
without the other.” Ha! There you go Mare. You
don’t even have to risk being alive. You’ve already
got one foot in the grave, after all. You can’t exist
without him. Maybe you already don’t. Did you
die alongside your dear brother Mare? Is that the
problem? Are you already rotting beneath that
goddamn cardigan? That would be poetic wouldn’t
it? Just the kind of twisted rot Peter loved.’
‘Cash! – That’s not true, you know it’s not true.’

‘You can talk about it – if you want.’

‘Then say it Mary…just say it.’

‘I’m lonely Cash. It is a terrible thing, to be alone.’

He towers above me, his slender frame finally
peeled from the twisted sheets. I lie panting on the
stale carpet.

His spindly hands clasp each other patiently.
‘Mary…I’m sorry.’

Avenging angel and writhing demon.

‘Haven’t you ever been alone, Cash?’

Righteous priest and grovelling sinner.

‘He was your brother, your twin, I get that.’
‘Haven’t you ever stared awake, in those rank
sheets?’

‘One cannot exist without the other.’
‘I exist Cash, I exist.’ n
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E L ISE
Juliet Guthrie · Year 8 · Siena College

I

watch her wake. She sits up with a choked gasp,
her pale fingers gripping the sheets. Her green
eyes, flecked with gold, are framed with wet lashes,
and a tear slips down her cheek. It’s been ten weeks
since it happened. She is thinking of me, I know it.
She clutches her head with her hands, and stumbles
outside. I follow.
She runs, and she knows I am in pursuit.
The woods surrounding the house are enveloped
in a darkness that is heavy with hostility. The
cold shrouds her as she runs. There is an ungodly
atmosphere to the woods at night; an eerie stillness.
The bare trees’ twigs twist like witches’ fingers,
wretched and spindly in the absence of leaves.
Above us, moon is a beacon, casting a light that
weaves its way in and out of the branches; dappled
shadows kiss the limbs of the tree roots, almost
glowing where they lie.
She keeps running. I should let her go. I should
stop following her. But as much as I try to, I cannot
bring myself to leave her.
I wake with a jolt. The bed creaks in protest. Elise
is sitting at the end of my bed, her left dimple and
faded freckles all too familiar. I blink, and she’s
gone. The dreams, the visions, the voices. Pictures
of Elise flicker in my head, making me feel faint
and disorientated. Were they real?
I stumble out of my room, out of the house, and
into the woods. I run. My legs numb, my head is
throbbing, and I can hear Elise’s footsteps behind
me, rapidly growing louder. Her voice echoes in
my head;
“Luce, wait!” I run faster, my throat burning.
When will it stop?!
Her cheeks flush, and she doubles over, rasping.
My breath comes in jagged gasps. I cling to my
knees and wait for the world to stop spinning.

She slows to a walk, panting. I walk beside her,
though she cannot see me. Her face is painted with
relief when she reaches the clearing.
The trees part, revealing the small, natural pool of
water that lies there. Moss climbs the surrounding
rocks, coating them in a thick fur that gives off
a strange, damp aroma. The water is still, like a
looking-glass, reflecting the intertwined branches
of the trees and the moon’s cold, pearly face. I fling
myself down, my fingers slowly trailing over the
mottled stones that surround the water.
She is still now. It is time. No longer in the safety of
the shadows’ arms, I expose myself to her.
The bushes at the corner of the clearing rustle.
Slowly, out of the shade, she steps. Lanky freckled
legs, thin, mouse-brown hair first, then her eyes.
They are just like mine. I stare for a split second,
before my lips part, and a scream slips from them.
“Shhhh,” she says, running over. “It’s just me.”
“B-b-but this can’t be,” I whisper, a single tear
sliding down my cheek. “You d-died two and a
half months ago.” She stares at me, sorrow written
in her face. I reach out to touch her arm, and she
stumbles away. “If you touch me, I go. Forever.
Are you sure?” Memories of summers gone by
roll in my head, of strawberry picking in the fields,
of imaginary games in our rooms, of story-telling
under the bedclothes on rainy Sunday mornings.
Memories of hearing her yell with glee she jumped
into the water, her infectious laughter resounding
around the lush, green clearing.
I think of all the stress, the tension, the feeling of
being unable to let go.
Ever so slowly in the moonshine, she reaches
forward. I mirror her action. I offer her a last
small, quivering smile. Her eyes are wet with tears
as our fingertips touch. For a moment, my body
is illuminated. I am a million stars, twinkling like
scattered sequins. And then I am gone. n
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UNK NO W N SOL DIE RS
Ella Graham · Year 7 · Siena College

T

and bayonets, friends and foe, until I reach that
dreaded, dry land.

All around us soldiers drop. No final words. No
goodbyes. I can hear each soldier, one by one
falling to the ground. But we have to keep going.
I wrench my bayonet off my back and I fire. The
sound rings in my ears as I aim again. I can smell
the heavy metal of the weapon that has inflicted so
much pain for others. But this is what I’m here to
do, there’s no turning back now.

Blood is spattered over the sand like paint on a
canvas. Bodies of Germans and Britons litter the
ground. It’s a sea of treachery. Suddenly soldiers
swarm towards me. “Surrender or we shoot.” One
threatens. “No.” a defiant voice says. A voice I
recognise. Jack. A million thoughts race through
my head; how did Jack not die? Where did he go?
“Henry…duck!!” Jack screams. Hands pull me
down to the sand as a bullet whizzes over my head.
The German shouts something to his soldiers, and
we take the opportunity to run. Pete stumbles in
the sand and Jim heaves him to his feet. We have
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide. All we can do is
fight and hope for the best.

he closer we get to the sand, the more I
think about death. It looms in front of me
like a black cloud that has swallowed so many
of us before. A fate no one can escape. “Come
on Henry,” Jack whispers, “Be brave.” I hitch my
bayonet on my back as Jack takes my hand. We
both know that it’s now we have to fight. We have
to fight like we’ve never fought before.

Bullets zoom over my head and I can taste my
terror. The smell of blood, dirt and metal is
overwhelming. I suddenly stop in my tracks as I
realise Jack isn’t next to me anymore. I look in
front of me, behind me, everywhere and anywhere,
but Jack is nowhere. Jack is gone.
Hatred is bubbling inside me. The soldier who
killed Jack will pay. Pay for what he did. I race
to the shoreline, wading through knee-deep water.
Wet sand sucks at my boots, making a satisfying
squelch as I pull it free. I dodge around bullets

My vision flickers like a broken camera, and
I slowly fall back. I’ve been shot. I hear faint
screams and the sound of gunshots. I roll down to
the shoreline to meet the water. The waves are like
the enemy’s hands reaching towards me, searching
for me, welcoming me. They roll over me and I
swallow water unknowingly. As they recede I have
one last chance to look up at the sky and think
of what the world would be like without war.
All these innocent men dying, all just unknown
soldiers to the world of war. n

Lei Lei Ng
Year 8 · Siena College
______
Sunflower Sunset
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DA R K NE S S
Zoe Kelly · Year 8 · Siena College

T

he light had faded rapidly amongst the
densely clustered trees. The night air filled
my lungs along with the damp smell of the forest.
Water trickled gently through the small stream
that followed the overgrown path that was under
my feet. A dense fog swallowed my surroundings
in a hazy mist. It was a strangely beautiful place,
but I could not help but feel a sense of dread at the
thought of my friends, no longer in sight.
“Gemma!” I called, my voice echoing through the
ancient trees that seemed to reach towards me as I
reached the bottom of the hill, “Harry! Abi!” I was
becoming more frantic with every step, my breath
becoming shallower and my heart pounding wildly.
It had been little more than a joke at first to enter
the forest, for everyone in town knew the rumours
that surrounded it, like the fog that surrounded
my frail body. The shadows danced around me, as
though the ghosts of the dead were aware of my
presence.
My damp auburn hair tumbled down my back in
waves. My hazel eyes scanned my surroundings
for the slightest movement, but the forest seemed
devoid of life. I could almost make out ghostly
figures in the pale moonlight, but when I called
out, they seemed to vanish into the night. I told
myself that there was nothing to be afraid of, but I
couldn’t shake the feeling that I was being watched.
A hooded figure appeared in the distance, more
distinct than the others. I started running towards
it, my whole body trembling. It glanced up at me,
and I opened my mouth to scream, when a look
of recognition crossed the face of a small girl wide
brown eyes.
“Abi!” I called, “I’m so glad I’ve found you!” But
as I approached her, I could see the tears cascading
down her ghostly pale face.
“It’s Gemma,” she whispered, her voice barely

audible over the sounds of the forest. “They found
her.”
“What do you mean? Is she here? Who found
her?” I stammered. She turned and walked away
from me. I could see her delicate body shuddering
as she stumbled down the uneven path. I followed
her until we arrived at a clearing, a canopy of
leaves obscuring my view of the sky.
As I ran closer, I could see that something was
wrong. Harry was kneeling on the edge of the
path, his head bent towards the ground, his mop
of brown hair covering his eyes. Gemma was lying
next to him, looking strangely peaceful amongst
the decaying plants. I didn’t need to come any
closer to see the streams of crimson dripping down
her side and into the clear water beside her, turning
it dark. Her hair, which had once been blonde, was
stained a rusted brown. Her dark clothes were torn
and scratches covered her pale skin. I gasped in
terror and shock and ran over to her. Her blue eyes
stared out at me, unseeing. A chorus of screams
echoed in the distance.
“Run!” Harry yelled, “they’re coming! It’s too late
for us now.” But as he spoke, his dark eyes changed
from brown to gold, and the recognition left his
eyes as he lunged towards me.
Maybe all the stories were true, the rumours that
had swept through our town for many years. I had
lost Gemma, but I had also lost Harry, to something
much more sinister. As his strong arms pushed me
to the ground, his eyes met mine for the last time.
As he blinked, his eyes turned momentarily back
to brown.
“I’m sorry.” He whispered, as his eyes once again
glazed over, now brimming with tears. “There was
nothing I could do.” And the gold in his eyes was
the last thing I ever saw, as the world around me
turned dark. n
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B L OOM
Juliet Guthrie · Year 8 · Siena College

And slower still, the flower blooms
It’s petals unfurling one by one
Closing themselves at the sight of the moon
And stretching towards the shining sun
Its pale pink petals glow with youth
It hasn’t seen winter’s torture
For clouds don’t yet scar the merry truth
That the bright blue sky does nurture
Clouds speckle the horizon, dappled
quicksilver
Ever so slowly mounting
And Autumn scuds the land
The wind is soon resounding
The wistful trees are fast losing Summer’s
rich green bounty

Then Winter arrives; unwelcome
His icy fingers thin and bony
And the sun that cares for the small pink flower
shows her sweet face seldom
Leaving the flower to Winter’s wrath
Leaving the flower lonely
His spindly fingers matter not
When Spring comes round again
The branches in the flower pots
Blush after Spring’s kiss mends
The petals and leaves that Winter snatched
With glowing, claw-like hands
Finally, the flower blooms
It smiles up at the sun
Will it live to see the next Winter loom?
The flower’s days are almost done. n

Maggie Nolan
Year 10 · Siena College
______
Recycled Art
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Alexandra Metz
Year 9 · Marymede Catholic College
______
The Moon Watches Over a Thousand Journeys

Jessica Turner
Year 9 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Journey
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Grace Dove
Year 9 · Marymede Catholic College
______
Journey

Stephanie Hristovska
Year 10 · Marymede Catholic College
______
The Wave
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DI A M A N T E : T HE GL A S S OF WAT E R
Grace Wake · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

Optimism
Ambitious, Positive
Waiting, Hallucinating, Hoping,
Assumption, Attitude, Expression, Expectations
Complaining, Failing, Stressing
Cynical, Despairing
Pessimism n

H A IK U: R A IN
Tegan Woods · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

Rain wept down outside
The sound of rain is calming
Waiting for the sun n

Hayley Smyth
Year 9 ∙ Marymede
Catholic College
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B L OS SOMS
Chloe Falzon · Year 9 · Marymede Catholic College

I have waited so long that I have become the ice,
Snow gracing my every inch,
Falling on my skin like tears,
I am frozen,
With a heart filled with longing,
I have flown into windows I thought were open
to reach you,
And although I have fallen,
My wings still spread and I soar,
I want to journey with ease,
See the trees,
Sail across seas,
Feel the breeze cold on my cheeks,

I want to see you,
And now I will,
For winter is ending,
The stubborn sun has fought against the darkness,
And returned stronger than ever,
But you shine brighter than it could ever dream of,
The flowers are blooming,
Their soft fragrance floating in the air,
But you are sweeter than their petals could ever be,
You are ground breaking, earth shattering,
And you are mine,
Winter is gone,
And spring is here eternal n

F OUR SE A SONS P OE M
Patrick Wiriyanont · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

Winter Chill
Leaves have gone to rest
Just bare trees in the orchard
Wait, for a rebirth

Autumn Gust
Sweeping in with leaves
Varying, different shades
Winter is coming

Spring Whiff
Flowers are blooming
Life is back where it once was
At least ‘til Winter…

Summer Breeze
New Year’s sombre air
Brings new leaves to turn over
The warmth of sunlight n
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ODE T O IC E C R E A M
Angelo Thomas · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

Every day I pass the fridge

And I would walk for days on end

And I dream of what’s inside,

Just to have a scoop of you, my friend.

I try to stop myself from eating you

You come in so many different flavours

But I can’t help but eat with pride.

And each one of them tastes so great,

You are as cold as a winter’s day,

I can’t wait to have you every day,

But you still make me feel warm,

It’s like I’m the fish and you’re the bait.

And you taste so good

Most people call me insane,

Like an amazing flavour storm.

But I don’t care at all,

I know you may not be healthy,

Because without you, ice cream, I would be in pain,

But eating you makes me feel wealthy

Like if was hit in the face with a ball. n

QU AT R A IN: C HE S S
John Roflo · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

Chess boards are chequered squares,
Staffed with royalty, guards and pawns.
Most of them come up in pairs,
Like to play it ‘til the crack of dawn. n
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C R E AT I V E R E SP ONSE T O
‘OF MIC E A ND ME N’
Grace Wake · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

A

nd George raised the gun and steadied it,
and he brought the muzzle of it close to the
back of Lennie’s head. The hand shook violently,
and refused to settle. George’s chin wobbled, and
while Lennie was still babbling happily, he pulled
the trigger. The crash of the shot rolled up the hills
and rolled down again. George dropped the gun,
rigid as a tree trunk. He was in shock. Lennie had
turned around and asked him, “What was that,
George?”. To Lennie, the world was silent. Silent,
except for the intrusive ringing in his right ear.
George, however, could hear everything, clear as
crystal. The trickling river, the rustling leaves, and,
not at all to his surprise, voices, cries and running
feet. “Crap,” George said. “Why couldn’t I do it?
Why didn’t I do it? I shoulda shot ya, right through
ya head. But I couldn’t. Couldn’t stop ma hand
from shaking. Now look where I got us.” Lennie
continued to smile, blissfully unaware of the gun
lying innocently next to George, or the three men
who were crashing through the bushes.
The three men burst into the clearing, Curley in
front of Carlson and Slim, all looking at George
expectantly. “Did ya do it?” Curley snarled, his
eyes sliding past George to Lennie, who was still
kneeling and smiling, unaware of the danger he was
in. George just stared at the hand that had held the
gun. “No,” he whispered. Curley’s eyes brightened
with anger. “You’re weak. You can’t even shoot a
killer! I’d bet my boxing gloves you were helping
him.” “No way! I ain’t ever done that!” George
exclaimed defensively. “Sure ya have.” Curley spat,
“We caught ya, just now!” Slim stepped forward,
in an attempt at being a mediator, but Curley
whipped around with cat-like reflexes and raised

the shotgun he was holding to Slim’s head. “I s’pose
you were in on it, ay! You were forever talkin’ ta
George, all suspicious like.” Slim backed down,
hands up in surrender. “All I was gonna say.” He
started when Curley menacingly interrupts, “Shut
up.” “Calm ya farm, Curley. Alla was gonna say…”
Then, THWACK! The butt of the shotgun hit Slim
right on the temple. He crumpled to the ground,
the leaves around his body scattering like shrapnel.
Curley turned back to George and Lennie, his
face ashen and hard. Lennie’s smile fell from his
face, now sensing the dangerous atmosphere.
Finally, Carlson speaks up. “Ay, Curley! He stole
my gun, the bastard!” This caused an eruption of
confusion and chaos, with George and Carlson
screaming at each other, Slim still crumpled on the
ground, unmoving, with Lennie looking around
dumbfounded. “Enough!” Curley’s voice sounded,
but nothing changed and the squabbling continued.
“I said ENOUGH!!!” he boomed again, so loud
that the birds fled from the nearby trees. Still, the
chaos continued. Curley’s wrath grew, and grew,
and grew, until he raised his gun and took a shot.
George turned towards Curley, then fell like a log
onto the soft bed of leaves. Lennie crawled over
to him and rolled George over to face him, but
alas, there was no longer light in his eyes. Fear
took over, and Lennie frantically shuffled back and
jumped into the river, terrified of what Curley and
Carlson might do to him with George no longer
there to protect him. Curley and Carlson laughed
and walked out of the clearing, leaving Slim and
George’s body, without a care about Lennie.
Because Lennie couldn’t swim. n
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SE A RC H PA R T Y
Shaina Rego · Year 10 · Emmaus College

A

pparently being human means that you have
a great sense of humanity. But humanity is
merely: the state of being human. Flesh, blood
and human nature also come under this title.
So what exactly makes us human? Is it our
physical embodiment of this definition? Because
if human nature means to behave, think and feel
similarly to others then what have you become
when you simply can’t?
***

I remember lying on cold sheets, staring up at the
ceiling and feeling like I could melt away into the
bed beneath me. It felt like I no longer lived, but
simply existed. Every day the sun would come up.
And every day the sun would go down. Nothing
felt different. Nothing felt new. This mindset had
its arms wrapped around me, enveloping me in its
tight embrace. It was dark and cold and I felt that
I had drifted so far from home.
Home.

I lost something so dear to me once and for years
I wondered where it had gone. It wasn’t just my
mind or heart or soul, but rather all of me that
left. She seemed so far gone, too lost in shadows
and personas that I gave up searching and told
myself that she was never coming back home. I
pushed myself so far away from any emotion that
all I could feel was an elementary ache that went
on like the rhythm of a heartbeat.
There were times when things felt so bleak. When
the only light I saw was of that day, and I wished
I hadn’t. Somehow every good moment was
only temporary. It drained me of everything that
once had made me driven to do something with
myself. Before it, I had found fascination in every
detail of my surroundings. I wanted to know
why birds sang and why people kissed and why
the sky was blue. But, as I started to change, so
did my thoughts. No longer did I wonder about
the colours that filled the sky. Instead I dwelt on
the colours that filled me. Why was I so blue? So
beaten down and empty. So naïve and weak.

Home is where I feel safe in knowing myself.
I knew that I needed to find myself again. I filed my
own missing person’s case and decided I needed to
be the leader of my own search party. The answer
resided within me. It swirled through my own
blood and it got swept in and out of my two lungs.
Home has always been myself. My feelings sprang
back into action. I felt whole. I felt like nothing
could ever shut me down entirely again. I also
learned that these things were normal. These things
just happened to people sometimes. My darkness
was just an obstacle that helped me prove to myself
that I wasn’t as weak as I had thought myself to be.
This was only the beginning in this journey of
self-love. I can be happy. I can trust myself. I can
definitely feel.
I can hold myself down like gravity and admire
the stars from here because I never want to leave
home again. n
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W OR L DS A PA R T
Thomas Esler · Year 10 · Emmaus College

The Everyday Struggle
Diverted by my hunger, I join the end of the
queue,
My stomach gently rumbling and my mouth
ready to chew,
I gaze up at the menu board, all the chips and
drinks and meat,
But such options beg the question,
What on Earth do I want to eat?
And like a punch to the face, I am aware of my
plight,
For the wait that seemed eternal now seems so
barely slight,
While the Rubik’s of a menu seems a mash of
word and sign.
So drowning in anxiety,
I inch steadily down the line.
And in but mere seconds, I’m squaring up to the
cashier,
He stares at me, I stare right back, my palms
sweaty with fear.
A pause turns to a moment, then a full minute of
unease,
I panic, then look up and say,
“Just a cup of water please.”

That Customer
It’s the end of a long shift, and the food court’s
dying down.
Just one last wave of customers in which my
efforts drown.
A man stares at the menu board brow creased
and mouth wide open,
He’s obviously deciding,
But, like glass, his mind seems broken.
He steps up to the counter like a deer to a wolf
pack.
I give the standard greeting but he doesn’t answer
back.
His mind and eyes are racing, but no words
escape his lips,
So in my headlights he remains,
Sweaty hands dangling at his hips.
I sigh, and now for the first time he looks me in
the eye,
The panic turns to anguish for this order gone
awry.
For this is now an awkwardness no words could
ever appease,
And yet he dares to ask for,
“Just a cup of water please.” n
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JOUR NE Y T O T HE UNK NO W N
Amy Van Orsouw · Year 7 · Emmaus College

I

walk through the dark passageway, the cold,
damp air sending goose-bumps up my spine.
Being a reporter means being assigned difficult
tasks. Soon the narrow tunnel opens up to a large,
dimly lit room. This looks like it used to be a place
where people sacrificed themselves. Of course
none of the bodies are still here; they’ve rotted
away over time. I walk slowly around the room;
the bone remains clattering noisily as I carelessly
kick them aside. Every now and then I pause to
take notes and photos of interesting marble tablets
and engravings. A little pile of stones with strange
markings on them catches my eye. I walk over and
pick one up, turning it over to see the bottom.
Suddenly there is a noise like something being
thrown behind me. There is a little cylinder on
the floor that wasn’t there before. Slowly I reach
out my hand and touch the cylinder. Without any
warning, the world starts to rapidly spin and my
feet lift off the ground. What’s happening? The
spinning and sense of imbalance is making me feel
queasy. My breath comes in quick, rapid gasps.
The room goes blurry and I close my eyes. Just as
quickly as it started my feet drop to the ground.
But it’s not the hard stone floor I land on.
My feet squelch on muddy grass as I pick myself
up off the ground. Where am I? I am surrounded
by tall oak trees and the sky is foggy and dark.
Camera clutched tightly in my hands like a weapon,
I tip-toe through the trees. There’s a loud rustling
noise behind me. I spin around, camera held high
but it’s just the wind that has disturbed the leaves.
Panicking I start to run blindly hoping to find my
way back. It’s only when I pass the same ancient
oak tree for the third time that I realise that I’m
running in circles. Defeated, I slump against a
tree trunk. “How did I get here?” The last thing
I remember is touching the little round cylinder. I
push myself off the tree and start searching for it.
“Hello.”
I whip my head around and spot a tall, dark
figure walking towards me. He has a purple scar
wrapped around his neck, which for some reason
makes me feel uneasy. “Do you know how it feels
to be trapped in one place for centuries? That’s
how I feel.” I have no idea what he’s talking about
nor why he’s telling me this.
He takes a few more steps towards me, making me
shuffle back a bit. “You know that little cylinder
you picked up before?” It feels like his blood-red
eyes are burning a hole into me. “It gets you in
and out of this disgusting place. Do you happen

to know where it is?” His forced friendly voice
is making me cringe in fright. He leans over me,
smiling an evil smile that makes my blood curdle.
When I don’t reply, his face turns sour. “Where IS
IT?” he roars into my face.
At that moment I spot the cylinder lying a few
meters to my left. I know what I have to do. I look
over the man’s overly large shoulder, pretending
that it might be over there. He looks. Now or never.
I sprint towards the cylinder, catching the man off
guard. I snatch it off the ground, just as the tall
man starts running towards me. I hold the cylinder
in both hands and close my eyes, expecting to feel
the world start spinning as I make my way back
to the underground room. Nothing happens. I
open my eyes. Why isn’t this working? The man
is running towards me. The only thing I can do is
run.
I can’t hear anything except the blood pounding
in my ears and my heart thumping rapidly. After
about two minutes, I look over my shoulder and
see the man is nowhere to be seen. My camera
wildly swinging around my neck, I slow to a stop
and find the cylinder still safely with me. Just in
case the man is still on my trail, I continue walking.
As I walk, I examine the cylinder and, for the first
time, I see all the lines crossing over each other.
What could they be there for?
Then, coming behind me, I hear the pounding
of footsteps and deep, heavy breathing. I drop
the cylinder as I come face to face with the tall
man. His lip curling in hate and his red eyes more
bloodthirsty than ever, he stares down at me. I try
to reach for the cylinder but he throws me aside.
He bends over and is just about to grab it. I have
to do something.
I roll over and see a large stone lying a few feet to
my right. I grab it and hurl it as hard as I can at the
tall man’s back. He howls in pain and I jump off
the ground and dart towards the cylinder, scooping
it up.
The chase is on.
I once again run for my life, my camera swinging
around my neck. While I’m running, I take another
glance at the cylinder. Hoping to distract my
chaser, I take a sharp left and continue running.
I’m running harder than I’ve ever run before. I can
hear the laboured breathing of my chaser. What
did he mean when he said that he’d been trapped
here for centuries?
I notice that my hand is getting hot. I look down
and see the cylinder is glowing. What could this
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mean? While I’m temporarily distracted, I lose my
footing on a tree root and trip over. The cylinder
rolls away. The overly tall man is coming. I can
hear his heavy feet pounding the forest ground. I
scramble to get up.
Too late.
The man has come into view and is making his
way towards me. I grab the cylinder off the ground
and turn it around, trying to find a little switch or
button that I can flick to get myself back. I can’t
run. I have to get myself back. I scramble and
fumble with the cylinder. I watch his face getting
closer and closer, the purple scar around his neck
more disturbing than ever.

Just as the overly tall man reaches me, I twist the
cylinder in my last attempt to get back. The lines
I had noticed before all line up now, like a jigsaw
puzzle. The world starts spinning and the same sense
of imbalance reaches me as my feet once again are
lifted off the ground. The last thing I hear is the tall
man’s strangled cry of defeat.
My feet hit the stone floor of the underground room.
I’m back.
I flop down on the cold floor, tired from all my
running. I feel safe. Well, kind of. I know the man
will come after the cylinder again.
He’ll come after me. n

NOB ODY C A R E S
Ashley Bell · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I used to care.
I used to care about everything.
I used to care, yes me, about everything.
I cared about how i ate in front of my friends.
I cared about how i didn’t pronounce words correctly.
I cared about the way i looked when i woke up in the
morning.
I cared about how my pyjamas didn’t match when i
went to bed.
I cared about how many comments i had on my
recent instagram.
I cared about the music i listened to when no one
could ever hear it but me.
I cared about how i walk, how i talk, how i wave,
how i touch on my myki on the bus.
I cared about everything, yes me.
But then i realised, nobody else cares.
And neither should I.

I stopped caring about how when i sing in the shower
my neighbours can hear me.
I stopped caring about that thing my face does when
I’m concentrating.
I stopped caring about what my hair looks like when i
play sport.
I stopped caring about how I eat fruit loops instead of
real fruit.
I stopped caring about what I look like when I dance.
I stopped caring about my not-so-white shoes.
I stopped caring about my posture.
I stopped caring about my diet.
I stopped caring, yes me.
I stopped caring about everything.
Because I realised, I’m actually unique.
Nobody cares what you do with your body.
Nobody cares about the decisions you make.
And if they do, then they care too much.
If they do, then that’s their problem.
And now I just don’t care. n
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A MOUSE ’S DIL E MM A
Amy Moussa · Year 7 · Emmaus College

L

ooking left then right, the timid grey mouse
poked its pink, twitchy, sensitive nose out of
its hole in the skirting board of the kitchen. Slowly,
the mouse began to take teeny, tentative steps out
into the open.
The mouse had waited several hours to ensure that
it would be able to gather its food in safety, despite
its hunger being so great. When it saw that the only
edible items were on top of the kitchen bench, it
cursed.
“Oh, bother,” it thought.

Sensing a valuable opportunity, the cat leapt from
beneath the oven, using every bit of strength she
possessed to try and catch the dratted rodent that
had invaded her home. Pouncing, she snatched up
the wretched squeaking creature and unsheathed
her terrible kitchen knife claws.
Shaking so hard it could barely breathe, the
mouse took a deep breath and tried to slow the
racing of its heart. The mouse stared into the cat’s
murderous eyes as she pinned the mouse to the
dusty floorboards beneath her claws.

How in the entire house am I going to get up
there? Maybe I could climb up that broom, and
then jump onto that door handle there? Well, here
goes nothing.

Pausing for a moment to revel in the squirming
mouse’s helplessness, the cat’s eyes lit up. She
purred.

The mouse began to creep forward, weighed down.
Unbeknown to it a pair of bright amber eyes filled
with a vicious, hungry light had appeared in the
shadows. She was back.

Mouse fur flew everywhere. Before the minute
was over, the mouse was history. Satisfied, the
bloodthirsty cat sauntered back to her den.

The mouse reached the base of the broom. Its
thistly bristles scratched at its fur, and the vile
odour of a rotting, long-forgotten something made
it wrinkle its already trembling whiskers. However,
it still suspected nothing. Stealthily, a single sleek
ebony paw edged itself into the light. The mouse
stiffened. It turned. The cat swiftly withdrew her
paw. Seeing nothing, and smelling nothing but the
reeking broom head, the mouse relaxed, reassuring
itself that all was well. It took two careful steps
onto the bristles.

Then she struck.

From its hole in the skirting board of the kitchen,
the timid grey mouse gave a sigh of relief. Using the
squeaky toy mouse as a decoy had been a terrific
idea. While the cat had been focused on the cheap
plaything, the mouse had scampered away as fast
is its stumpy legs allowed.
But despite the joy of this smaller, momentary
success, the bigger problem remained unsolved.
The mouse’s stomach growled ferociously, and it
jumped hastily away further backwards into its
hole, still afraid of the second pursuit. n
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E SC A P E F ROM R E A L I T Y
Sarah Edwards · Year 8 · Emmaus College

I

’m flying like a bird, up high in the sky. Fearless
and brave, never a doubt in my heart. Swooping
down to the ground, I land gracefully upon my feet.
I feel strong and alive, but most of all I feel free.
Free to be me without any limits or boundaries.
Nothing is impossible right now, nothing else
matters except me and th…

be an accident. A slender hand embellished with
extravagant long red nails taps me on the shoulder.
A startling shiver skims down my spine. I don’t
even need to look at who stands behind me, her
body looming like a dark shadow. I open my
mouth to speak, but all that comes out is a hoarse
whisper.

“Ashlyn!”

“Can I help you, Jenna?”

A voice pierces through my thoughts and my eyes
shoot open. I blink hurriedly, my eyes adjusting
to the light. Muttering a soft apology, I return my
focus to the paper in front of me as I continue
to answer the numerous questions lining the
sheet. Aware of the stares I am getting from my
classmates, I keep my head down and silently curse
myself for this habit I have.

She spits back like a snake, fangs bared ready to
attack with words like venom full of poison and
hate.

Day-dreaming.
My mind is my sanctuary, my safe place, my home.
It shelters me from the world, from all the jealousy
and hate, pain and sorrow. It leads me to escape my
life and be whoever I want, whenever I want, doing
whatever I want, without any of the judgement
that dictates our world based on stereotypes and
rumours. When I close my eyes, I enter my mind,
a place of freedom where the impossible doesn’t
exist; where I can escape reality.
Hugging my books close to my chest, I walk out
of the classroom. As expected, I receive the usual
push and shove that most definitely could not

“Oh, I was just wondering when you were going
to get that stupid little head of yours out of the
clouds.”
A sharp, stinging pain slaps my cheek, the impact
causing me to stumble. The sound of mocking
laughter fills my ears, hateful profanities spilling
out of the mouths of the watching students. Jenna’s
sickly sweet snicker trails off down the hallway as
she strides away, a mob of students following her
lead.
I lean against the wall and slowly sit down, eyes
welling with tears. Every word and every laugh
replays through my mind, each one like a small
pinprick in my heart. Wiping a tear from my cheek,
I close my eyes, willing myself to enter my mind
and imagination.
My safe place, my warm place, my free place. My
place. n
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SON OF A GOD
Alex Eisenmajer · Year 7 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

I

t’s not always easy being the son of Ares, the
God of War. You might think it’s great being a
son of a God but it’s not. I have been kicked out
of 24 schools for getting in fights. Sometimes it’s
good having super strength but sometimes it sucks,
I just can’t control it and sometimes people think
I’m weird. Mum didn’t know that she was dating
a God until dad told her after they got married.
Mum thought he was joking, but then he showed
her his powers. She was annoyed that he kept it a
secret but still married him. Mum loves dad and
dad loves mum, but sometimes it’s hard for my
mum and I because we only get to see dad once a
year, on July 7th, my birthday. Dad left after I was
born to go back to Olympus because Hades, the
God of the Underworld, tried to kill Zeus and dad
had to help. Dad comes down from Olympus on
my birthday and gives me a gift, usually something
to do with war. On my 10th birthday he gave me a
gun but mum didn’t allow it. It is nice that I get to
see Dad at all, my best friend Hercules is the son of
Zeus, the God of all Gods, and Zeus never comes
down to see him because he’s too busy.
Today it is the start of the school holidays and
that means I get to go to Camp Half God. It’s
my favourite place on Earth. A camp strictly for
Half Gods. I met Hercules there. At Camp Half
God we get to learn how to fight with swords and
shields. Another good thing about camp is that for
dinner we can have whatever we like. We just say
‘Hermes, I want my order to be…’ then just ask for
what you want and it comes straight away.

My favourite game at Camp Half God is Capture
the Flag, I’m on the red team and we have beat
the opposing blue team two years in a row. The
next competition is coming up soon and I’m so
excited. The competition is held in a huge forest
and there are no rules, and the objective is to
capture the opponent’s flag. I trained hard with
Hercules the whole camp. Finally, the day of the
competition came. I had trained hard for it and I
was ready. Being the son of Ares comes in handy
in this competition, having super strength and the
best fighting ability in the camp. It starts out as
it always has. A ceremony and then you choose
your weapons. I always go for a sword because
it’s light and easy to run with. We all wait in tense
silence for the cannon to fire to signal the start of
the competition. BOOM! The cannon fires and
everybody scatters. I start running along the side
of the river towards their flag.
I forget that on the blue team there is a boy named
Percy and he is the son of Poseidon, the God of
Water. As I’m running the river suddenly starts
changing direction and out leaps Percy throwing
balls of water at me! The water doesn’t hurt but it
distracts me and Percy runs off towards my flag. I
ignore him and keep on running, soaked, and then
I see their flag up in a tree. I start climbing and
I reach for the flag, grab it, and start running as
fast as I can. I spot Hercules nearby and he starts
running with me and before I know it, we are at
our base! The red team gets the Medal of the Gods
three years in a row. Already I can’t wait until next
year. n
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PA R A DISE

HIDDE N W OR L DS

Lachlan Dunphy
Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

Anthony Vu
Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

A majestic castle, standing tall with pride
Stone fortifications barricade against one’s will
of creativity
A place in which both worlds; heaven and earth
collide
Ceaseless streams of cerulean blue water, glisten
in the sunlit sky
They dwindle freely down the edges for eternity,
a delicacy to savour
The grass sways gently amongst the soft, serene
breeze
Its rocky terrain, lays the foundation of paradise
The puffy, white clouds, take the shape of
anything imagination desires
War is a myth and peace is an imperishable
reality
A wonderful world in which mother nature
thrives
A hallucination to the human eye
Paradise n

The doorway to heaven
Stop the candle from burning
My stomach is churning
As I choke my last breath
I realised I was at the brink of death
All is frozen
Time has been stolen
As the angels flew overhead
They whispered quietly, “He is dead.”
I look North, South, East and West
Yet my time has now come to a rest
I wished happiness lasted forever
At least I’m with my family holding together
Yet my friends feel sorrow
Our love will last, even tomorrow
The doorway to heaven will guide me to light
I’ll watch from above, each and every night. n

TA NK S
Gus Pakes · Year 5 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

Tanks fired off,
Blood red as fire.
Bodies dead, lay alive,
Sun comes out then goes away,
Dark as night,
Happiness is not a thing.
Poppies blossom,
Friends are lost,
Pain and death runs through your head.
As I lay dead shot in the head, with

lots and lots of bloodshed.
The white flag waved, it is the end.
As I lay in my grave, a head shot dead,
I thought to myself why
was so much bloodshed?
Each Anzac Day as I lay dead
poppies on my grave I wonder,
What are we fighting for?
What good is it? n
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SIL E NC E – C H A OS A ND OR DE R
Campbell Jordan · Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

T

he house was empty. There was an eerie silence
that seemed to linger in the corners and under
the beds. A silence that creeped up the walls and
poisoned the air. But that was all anything was
anymore, just noise, trying to pierce the vast silence
that consumed me. I watched the water bubble and
the 2 minute noodles froth, tiredness pulling at my
brain. My week was filled with sleepless nights
listening to the cries of a drunken woman and
nightmares of selfish thoughts.
As I lay in bed I heard her clumsily haul herself up
the stairs failing to insert the key into the keyhole.
I heard her sobbing. She didn’t think I heard it, but
I did. She wanted me to think she was strong and
that this was not affecting her but I knew it was.
She tried to hide the alcohol and cigarettes at first
but eventually she gave up trying. She pretended
to believe that everything was alright but failed
to believe her own lie. I craved relief. I needed
something to place my problems on, I needed
something to blame and naturally that something
became the baby. I blamed her for the divorce and I
blamed her for a drunken mother, I blamed her for
lonely silence and for heavy shoulders. I blamed it
all on a sickly baby who had never thought an evil
thought in her entire life.
My sleep was restless and unsettling, disturbed
by dreams of guilt and selfishness. I heard a faint
yelling tugging at the back of my brain urging me
to listen, to hear something telling me to “wake
up” yelled mum urgently. I looked up at mum, she
was a mess, her hair had been carelessly thrown
into a bun and I could see the remnants of makeup that had been crudely drawn on hours before.
“There’s been a problem at the hospital, we need
to go now. We didn’t talk on the way there. Mum
had put on her sunglasses to cover her puffy eyes
and runny mascara. Ever since I found out she had

started drinking again things had been awkward
between us. We rarely spoke more than three
sentences to each other. She just added to the noise.
As soon as we arrived we were hastily escorted
to a waiting room to speak with a doctor. As
mum talked with the doctor I peered through the
window into the operating room. The baby was
surrounded by men and women clad with white,
they were huddling around the operating table.
What interested me most was the noise. A sharp
beeping cutting through the silence. I could hear
her heart beat clear as day. One of the surgeons
noticed me and quickly closed the curtain but the
heartbeat remained undisturbed. As I sat in the
waiting room I listened to her heart. For such a
minute creature, her heartbeat was strong and
deep.
After what seemed like an eternity of waiting, a
doctor appeared. We entered the room to see the
baby lying asleep, her chest rising and falling,
seeming to struggle with each breath. The beeping
of her heart was imperfect and warped yet it was
the most beautiful sound I had ever heard. It
overpowered the silence and cleared the noise and
as it did I saw mum looking at me with tearful
eyes filled with joy. “I love you” she said, it was
all I needed, I hugged her, my eyes weeping and
my heart pounding. “I love you to mum” and as
we stood there, tears rushing down our faces, I
could feel our heart beats intertwine and weave
themselves together. As three hearts became one
I realised that everything was going to be alright,
that no matter what life would throw at us we
would face it together because we were a family
and family is forever.
“I know what we should call her,” said mum.
“Hope”. n
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I’M A B OY ’S IM A GIN A RY F R IE ND.
HE ’S GRO W ING UP A ND I’M FA DING AWAY.
Charles Finch · Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

I

’m still here, well I’ve always been since
Matthew was born. Waiting, watching, drifting
throughout time until he summons me again.
It’s nearly been two months now, hoping that he
will remember that I’m still looking over. He just
started year four weeks ago and he has found new
friends, human friends. They play together all day,
every day, no time for me. But even though I have
been alone, I try to remember the time when I was
love and wanted, in my memories. One was these
is how I was created.
It all started with a single soul, it took no form
or shape but it was somehow still there. On the
24th of October 2007, a beautiful baby was born.
His name was Matthew Colder. He was a shy boy
but also intelligent. One day when Matthew was
two years old, he was at home, bored and lonely.
This was when he thought up me, well the start
of me. I started out as a pirate with a long itchy
beard, a peg-leg and a parrot who would stay
on my shoulder the whole time. I would sail the
imaginary seas such as the “Carpet of Tsunamis”
or the “Floorboards of the Treacherous” with
my new best friend shouting “Aargh” at anyone
who dared to challenge us. But sadly, enough the
day had to end and I would go back to waiting
eternally until I was wanted again. Luckily enough
the next day came and I would brought back and
indeed I was. I was summoned back to the world
of the living.
I came back to greet my new buddy Matthew. I
looked down to examine that everything was intact
but to my surprise my peg-leg had disappeared
and was replaced with gleaming white trousers

made of probably cotton. I suddenly looked at my
hands and yet again they were covered in white.
I then reached for my head but I was blocked
by a glass bulb and then it hit me I was now a
spaceman. I was hot and the space pack weighed a
ton. But I could not show I was struggling, I must
not disappoint Matthew. To my surprise I did, I
pushed through the whole day. It was all worth it
though, if you could see the smile on that kids face.
This is when I knew I had found my purpose. This
charade continued for the next three years. Each
day I became a new character and a new adventure
started and ended.
Eventually though Matthew had to go to school
and he could not always be with me. He found a
new best friend at school so the only time I could
spend with Matthew was before and after school.
On the 23 of March 2012 Matthew decided on
my true form. He gave me tanned olive skin, a blue
superman top, a pair of camo trousers and blond
hair. Finally, he named me Orgju after his favourite
drink (orange juice). This was my form for the
rest of my time on earth. For the next two years,
we wouldn’t waste a minute we had together, we
would climb to the tops of trees and splash through
all the puddles. But all good things have to come
to an end.
When the next year started, he forgot about me.
He did not believe that I was there. The only times
I could be brought back were in his dreams but it
just wasn’t the same. Soon enough I wasn’t being
brought back for months on end. I do not know
when I will be brought back next if I ever do.
Goodbye. n
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C H A NGE
Don Jeffery · Year 5 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

It’s not easy to start over in a new place.
I can hear the children screaming.
The lightning crackling and beaming.
The border is not far yet it seems like ten
thousand yards.
The south is preparing for war.
The furnaces of war have been lit, Thousands of
families have been hit.
I remember a time before war a time before him.
Where I could run around and sing hymns.
Sometimes I think of him, I think of my brother.

Far up in the hills, far up is my brother.
Fueled by anger, fear is his brother.
Now I fear, I fear for my family.
I fear we will not pass the border, I fear we will
never again see. “They are close,” I say.
I never dreamed I would run away.
But I dreamt of a new life, a place where I could
stay.
It’s not easy to start over, it’s not easy to change.
But it wasn’t my choice that I had to change. n

I T ’S NO T E A SY T O S TA R T IN A NE W P L A C E
Dante Reid · Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

Home was not safe,
I had to leave.
On stormy seas
We travelled by boat,
The crashing of waves,
The sobbing of children.
Hundreds of us,
Mostly men.
We came for different reasons,
War, poverty, escaping persecution.
Life must be better in this land of peace,
freedom and hope.
That’s what I thought until we arrived…
We were people back home,
Now we are just numbers.
Enclosed by walls, surrounded by fences,
Ostracized from the world.

A dark cloud shrouds us all.
Ever so slowly they release just a few,
When hope was almost gone,
My turn finally came.
Freedom is now mine
Yet life is so hard.
Having no-one is difficult
In such a harsh, cruel world.
There is no work for men like me,
Speech and customs so strange to grasp,
Yet racism so common,
But somehow I survive,
Out of danger so my life has improved,
I must believe things will get better.
IT’S NOT EASY TO START IN A NEW
PLACE! n
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T HE M A USOL E UM
Christopher Jordan · Year 7 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

toppled Greek columns. I ran and ran until–
THUNK. The seemingly infinite space of this
world just – ended.

Our world is darkness, yet light.
We have no emotion, yet fight.
We are children of darkness, but we have no
creator.
We have no purpose, but believe in something
greater.
They’re coming.

T

he infinite space was somehow still a prison
as I ran. It was hard to discern what was
ground and what was the inky sky, because
they were just about the same shade. Nearly
everything was pitch black here in this broken
world, apart from the ancient ruins, myself, and
them. Those shimmering transparent beings
wearing ancient Greek helmets and armour, who
wanted something from me.
We can help you, they said. Don’t you want
to leave this place? Their melancholy cries and
wails in my mind made me almost feel sorry for
them… if not for what they had done to the girl
who appeared a few days after me.
No, don’t think about her, my brain told me
stubbornly. But I could never forget those
distorted screams, the sounds of snapping bones
and tearing muscles. That was days ago, and I
still could not drive the haunting images from my
mind.
I was jolted back to reality by the broken scream
of a man in a language I didn’t recognize.
It’s crazy how there are thousands of languages
spoken in the world, but sometimes you can just
tell what they’re saying by the tone of their voice.
This man was clearly saying, There! Bring him
to me!
I had about a second to wonder if this man
was the leader of the ravenous warriors until
I could see their figures, running towards me.
They moved in a strange way. As they began to
run, they flickered in and out of existence, their
shimmering features growing brighter until they
teleported a few metres forward.
I took off, weaving in between cracked and

I turned. I could see the wraiths screaming towards
me. I had only one place to hide. To my left I
could just make out an alabaster structure, with a
collapsing dome-like ceiling and columns covering
an open, yawning entrance, like the maw of a
beast about to strike. There was only one thing for
it – I bolted to the entryway. Inside was a circular
chamber, with an archway in the centre, and
benches in stepped concentric surfaces ringing it.
Some of the pillars holding up the roof had fallen,
but apart from that, the place was intact. On the
archway, this was carved:
EGRESS
I had a few seconds to ponder the engraving until I
heard some words in Ancient Greek.
I quickly hid under a broken, toppled pillar. I had
expected them to find me. But I had never expected
the face of the man searching for me, if you could
call him a man. He had a normal human body (he
wasn’t even transparent), but his face and head
was covered in rigid plates of fungus, so thick that
only his blood-dripping mouth was visible. I still
don’t want to think about what happened to him.
He clicked his long, purple tongue a few times.
Echolocation, I realised.
I slowly and cautiously picked up a rock fragment
and chucked it at an unstable looking pillar. It
banged against it, causing the fungus-faced man to
scream and run towards the source of the noise.
The pillar tumbled down, missing Fungus-Face by
a few centimetres. He screamed even louder, until a
chunk of the roof fell on him. I waited a minute or
two, and stood up. The egress archway was now a
shimmering blanket of purple.
I walked through.
I was back in the city, where I had somehow fallen
into the hidden world.
I looked around, relieved, until I saw the
shimmering wraith running towards me. n
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T W O S T E P S F OR WA R D, ONE S T E P B A C K
Millie James · Year 7 · Lavalla Catholic College

W

ings fluttered through the sky, as the
creatures swooped through the night. Scales
reflected the pale moonlight as they dodged each
other in an airborne game.

..

A small creature, horns like stalagmites growing
from the top of its head, swooped below the rest
and snatched up a talon-full of sand. Tilting midair to throw it upwards the dragonet swooped
away. But as they stopped for a drink everything
went black.

“What was that thing?” Snarled Shane as the twins
helped Aria up, crimson mixing with violet.

“Shane can we stop yet?” Whined a young
dragonet, flapping his ivory wings to keep up with
the cobalt dragon ahead
“Shut up Ringo! We’re almost there.” grumbled
an older dragon, tilting his wings to catch the
air drifts. Several other winged reptilians soared
behind them. Including a deep violet, a smaller
brown dragon and two identical grey and white
dragonets.
“Oooooooh Ringo got told off by Shane!” cried
the grey-white dragonets, completely in sync.
“Finch! Wren! It’s not like you two haven’t been
told off before so shut your traps before I tell
Aria!”

....
......

“Manticore, status is endangered, danger rating is
extreme. Carnivore.” Ringo piped up immediately,
eyes shining in a mixture of fear and fascination.
The silent brown dragon suddenly leapt into the air,
talons swiping at seemingly nothing in particular.
Until his claws struck hooves, feathered wings beat
at him until he dropped back to the ground, the
creature glided away, now quite visible now they
were looking at it.
“Peryton, Deer bird hybrid, Endangered, danger
rating low, herbivore.”
The twins and the, for now nameless brown
dragon looked at Ringo in awe, memory like an
elephant that one.
“Well what else is hiding in the shadows waiting to
surprise us?” Demanded Shane, glancing around
as if inspecting more creatures to come parading
from the bushes that very minute.
Ringo was lost in thought for a minute, ignoring
everyone else as he thought.

They shut their traps pretty quickly
Another hour of flying and the dragons finally
stopped. Stopping at a large lake with odd red
markings grass, crimson and glistening.
“Here is where the Gold squadron were sent to
retrieve Sage. Here is where they stopped judging
by these markings. Here is where they were
attacked.”
Silence followed the cobalt dragon’s words. An
iron curtain of peace until a blood curdling snarl
erupted from the bushes, a creature a mix between
a lion and a dragon soared through the air, tackling
the violet dragon as purple scales and red blood
flew through the air from several cuts on her wings
and shoulders.
“Aria!” Bellowed the twins as electricity started
forming around them in an electrical storm like
event.
Finch opened her jaws to shoot a bolt while Wren
lunged at the creature, talons outstretched to push
it away from Aria.
The creature snarled, stabbing a scorpion like tail
towards him before fleeing as the electrical bolt
jolted through its wings and body.

“Aha! I got it! Migration must be happening, Sage
and the Gold squadron must have been caught
up in the Manticore’s migration, and ended up
a victim to its ferocious claws, That one didn’t
have any claw marks on it and there is no way a
Manticore could take out an entire squadron of
dragons without getting a single scratch.”
He stopped to take a breath
“So it must’ve been a different creature or
Manticore that attacked them.” He concluded,
taking a deep breathe.
The other dragons glanced around uneasily before
Shane nodded thoughtfully.
“We must go report to Fallow. She’ll decide what
happens after this.” He took a small run up before
pushing off into the air, wings beating to keep
himself aloft.
The other dragons followed suit, the twins flying
below Aria, using their own momentum to push
air upwards to catch underneath the injured
dragon’s wings.
Back in a large clearing, a waterfall at the edge
and many, many dragons gliding around or sitting
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and observing the camp, the squadron flew in, the
twins took Aria straight to a small alcove in the
side of a rock where an ebony dragoness greeted
them and swept them inside with her tail.

He backed away and let the ivory dragonet take
his place. Even though he was tiny compared to
the dragoness, he took a breather and continued
the report.

Shane glanced at the others before approaching
a large chestnut dragoness basically screaming
authority; the air around her was tense and could
be cut with talons if someone tried.

“We think they were attacked during the
migration of another creature and may have
been killed.”

The dragoness looked at them with regal, green
eyes.
“Well?” Was the single word she demanded, but it
was enough to make Shane spit out a few words
hastily.
“W-We didn’t find them b-but we th-think they
were attacked down the western cove, by another
creature. Ringo can tell you more.”

The dragoness glared at the air before her before
dismissing them with a flick of her tail.
“Honestly Shane, this is so repetitive. Squadrons
are going missing faster than we can keep
searching and even when we do find one another
one goes missing before we can have a week to
ourselves.”
“It’s like taking two steps forward, one step
back.” n

Evelina Babu
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour Starry Night Design
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W HE N MIC H A E L ME T MIN A –
OP T ION 1, MIC H A E L S DI A RY
Mackenzie Blair · Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College

D

ear “Diary”

Ha I can’t believe I’m writing this, what have
I become. I feel silly sharing this, but I’ve decided I
need somewhere to vent my feelings before I blurt
them out in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Anyways… Mina, Mina, Mina.
She’s all my brain can seem to think about, day
and night. I always imagine what she’s doing, is she
happy, tilting her head back slightly, laughing in
the way she does, crinkling her little nose…
I can’t control myself!
Anyhow today was Paula and Minas Lord of the
Rings movie marathon and my feelings towards
Mina were going through the roof.
It all started when the doors to Paula’s gigantic,
marble mansion were opened. There she stood
in her dashing handmade Aragon costume still
managing to make my eyes shine brighter and
gawk at her presence.
Ahh Mina.
I couldn’t help but smirk when our eyes met. A
warm rush of adrenaline ran through my veins.
I’ve never felt like this before, it’s weird, strange,
even a little crazy, but I like it.
As the night went on my eyes could only seem to
find hers. She looked different from her first day
of school, it’s a good change, wiped all across her
face. She knows she belongs.
I caught her taking a few quick glimpses at me
throughout the night and every time it would
make my heart skip a beat. We all started making
our way into the theatre room and my mind had
a little panic attack. Do I sit next to Mina? Will
she want me to? What if she wants to sit with her
other friends from Auburn? I had to repeatedly tell
myself to grow some balls, be a man and sit next to
the gorgeous girl without blinking an eye.
I managed to sit next to Mina with ease. As the
movie went on I tried to shuffle my way closer
and closer to her, to the point where I could ever
so slightly hear her soft breaths over the loud
background noise.
I didn’t want to leave her halfway through the film
but my mouth was so dry I started to cough like
an old man on his death bed. So once I found my

way through the impossible maze, also known as
Paula’s house, I tried to convince myself to get up
the courage to ask Mina out on a date. I then spilt
the drinks all over my pants because the nerves
were hitting me hard.
So with a wet crotch and two drinks in my hand,
I sneaked back into the theatre room. Mina’s big,
hazel eyes were still fixed on the screen, taking in
every moment. She turned her head around and
our faces met, oh it gets me every time. The way
her face lights up the room and makes me feel like
I’m the luckiest guy in the world just to be able to
see that.
The marathon had ended and everyone just sat
around talking and joking about. The sparks
between Mina and I were flying, as we sat there
talking about anything and everything. It’s just so
easy with her.
Everyone slowly started to make their way out of
the theatre room and head home. Mina and I were
the last two to leave. She was waiting outside, so I
headed out thinking it would be the perfect time to
ask her. I walked up to her and leaned against the
rails of the wrapround veranda to face her.
We stood there playfully flirting with each other
for what seemed like it could go on forever.
As I started blabbering at a thousand times an hour,
the thought of asking her out kept on popping up
in my mind to the point where I just I blurted it
out, right there in the middle of a sentence without
even thinking. Mina was caught so off guard that
she even had to do a double take. She seemed a bit
stunned to form an answer, so I told her it was to
celebrate The XX album drop and she immediately
said yes.
Score!
We exchanged numbers and smiled into each
other’s eyes until Mina’s mother arrived. I went
home buzzing, not believing there was any
possibility of what I just did.
Now I’m sitting here getting way too excited and
reading too much into Mina saying yes. I feel quite
tragic about the way I asked her out, but I’m just
glad I actually found the balls to do it.
Well I better get some sleep, I’ll most definitely
update you on how the date goes. Michael n
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Hailee Henry
Year 7 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Silhouettes on Ink

Hannah Meyer
Year 7 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Silhouettes on Ink

Layla Blair
Year 7 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Silhouettes on Ink
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Hayley Tharle
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour Jungle

Maitland Mcstay
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour Jungle
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Gemma White
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Lino Print on cardboard

Mikayla Connolly
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Ink on paper
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Edan Pillwein
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Acrylic
______
Studio Arts

Edan Pillwein
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Acrylic
______
Studio Arts
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Edan Pillwein
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Acrylic
______
Studio Arts

Edan Pillwein
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Acrylic
______
Studio Arts
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IM A GINE T HIS
Zachary Nunis · Year 12 · Aquinas College

Imagine this, you’re a teenager and your mum just
gave you your first phone.
You will proceed to spend a total of four years in
your lifetime, on that screen all alone.
On this social media, attempting to connect
With the people, you call friends and who are
deemed as perfect
They post photos and videos of their best thoughts
and best angles
But fail to show their whole self, it’s just a sample
Imagine talking on the phone to a friend over in
the UK
But missing a sign from your neighbour telling you
they’re not OK
But it’s alright ’cause you saw the latest viral meme
But none of this matters in God’s greater scheme
You see he put us on this planet, to bear a child
and harvest earth
But all we care about is the next sale on that Gucci
purse
Subscribing to our favourite stores, neglecting
chores and taping that TV channel
We fail to see what we’ve created we can’t handle
Smart phones, are great to make everyone
connected
But we’ve gone a step too far and we’ve all
become infected
By the media and what they are putting in people’s
heads
All the sad news and all the tombs of the people
who are dead.
The world in which we live is becoming more and
more a place of hate
With the media showcasing all the heinous havoc
we create
With the big scoops being who hurt who and what
were their motives
They’re not focussing on the good like the effect of
positive human emotion
Like love, compassion, hope and gratitude
Maybe we need to step back, and reassess our
attitude
To reflect together on a shared part of history
Instead of click click clicking and exceeding our
storage capacity

You know, I have around 1,000 Facebook friends,
but in real life I have about three
They’re the only ones who know and really care
about me
But it’s those 997 others that can do all the harm
When I’m trying to connect with them I can’t hear
the fire alarm
The alarm telling me that I need to switch it off and
go play with my mates
And that the girl across the road could be my next
date
Imagine me, with a girl that I was fortunate enough
to meet
All because my head wasn’t down looking at some
dumb tweet
*pause*
Albert Einstein wrote “I fear the day that technology
will surpass our human interaction,
the world will have a generation of idiots”, and we
can’t let that happen
This man, a visionary, a genius of his time
Has said a line that’s come true 70 years after he died
I can assure you that what he said is correct
But we are all too stupid we cannot comprehend
That spending our limited time here on earth looking
at a phone
Will have major repercussions for the generations to
follow
If we spend all our time searching for the best pic
We may miss the chance to really live
Because everybody dies, at some point in their life
But did anyone really live if they spent all their time
inside?
With platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram all vying for constant attention
We are living in a 2D world we’ve neglected the
fourth dimension
The dimension when human touch can fix our little
problems
And the world would be a lot better if we just
listened to the thoughts at the bottom
At the bottom of our hearts, that have spent a long
time boiling up
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They’re tipping over and we can’t talk because
there’s no one around us
No one to listen and no one to care
Because we were looking at a computer, and no
one was really there
It’s funny
This thing society once deemed social
Has become the reason my generation has
become less vocal
We don’t stand up against what is wrong, like the
wage gap, and segregation
We sit down behind a screen posting comments of
aggravation
Imagine this, you’re in a carriage on your phone
inside a train
Anyone who makes a noise you suppose has gone
insane
Because they managed to switch off and see that
everyone is all alone
And they’re wondering why everyone is on their
phone
You see, you’re scared to connect with the world
around you
Because you’re scared that what you find may in
fact astound you
Something you can’t google and get a quick
description
Because it is greater than the tiny box that is only
a restriction

Now I am not saying that technology itself is
something we need to abandon
It has enabled us to discover things Nikola Tesla,
Thomas Edison, and Madame Curie would
never have imagined
Tesla may have imagined wireless devices that
would enables us to call
But did he know that we would have 2,271
satellites orbiting earth right now? No, not at
all
The rate of technological discoveries has been
drastically increasing
We’ve made prosthetic limbs; and maternal
deaths have also been decreasing
Did you know that in the last five years we’ve
created self-driving cars?
Did you know we have a robot roaming around
on Mars?
The message that I want you to take away today
Is to experience real life, and try to put the phone
away
You need not delete your social networks or
destroy your mobile phones
The message is simple, be balanced, be mindful,
be present.
And text your mum when you’ll be home. n

Alannah Cole
Year 11 · Aquinas College
______

Alannah Cole
Year 11
Visual Communica�on
MCC Mural

MCC Mural
______
Visual Communication & Design
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I H AV E A SE C R E T
Paris Thompson · Year 10 · Aquinas College

I

have a secret. I have never told anyone this secret
I’ve been keeping, and it’s growing inside me.

I could feel the wind coming through the windows,
even though they were closed. It was cold, the sky
was grey and snow was floating down softly on the
pavement, I was hoping for a snow day. Mum came
in with her signature pink apron on, holding a spatula.
“Graham, snow day today! I made pancakes to
celebrate, maybe we can have a movie marathon?”
Ever since Dad’s passing, she has been trying extra
hard to get as close to me as possible. She always goes
on about how much I remind her of Dad, we were
quite similar.
“Movie marathon sounds great, I’ll be right out.”
Her smile grew and her face glowed as she left my
room to continue with breakfast. Rocky, our dog, ran
in and jumped on my bed, licking my face off. I pushed
him off and got out of bed and into the kitchen for
pancakes.
My Dad died in the attacks. He had worked at the
Twin Towers for a long time, he just happened to be in
the wrong place at the wrong time. It’s almost been a
year since then, and we’re doing okay.
I remember the day it happened, I was home from
school that day, I must’ve been sick, I can’t remember.

Mum and Dad were both at work and I had heard
from Rex, my friend, that everyone had been let out
of school that day because of some horrible accident,
but I didn’t know what it was. I decided to turn on
the news to see what exactly was going on. On the
TV, there was multiple different news reports about
the twin towers being hit with a plane. Not knowing
the whereabouts of my parents careers at the time,
I thought to myself, what if Dad or Mum work
there? Suddenly a ring from the telephone distracted
my thoughts. But I didn’t want to pick it up. I had a
feeling it wouldn’t be a pleasant conversation. The
voicemail came through and it was my dad, he was
in the north tower. I had a horrible feeling of guilt in
my stomach for not answering the continuous ring of
the telephone, but I was stuck in a frozen trance. And
even worse, abruptly, the line went dead as the north
tower fell down.
“Hello? Is anyone there? Hello? I just want you to
know that we are all okay, we are being kept in here
but we are all oka–”
This is my secret, I have never told anyone this, not
even my own mother.
I went out for breakfast as mum turned on The
Breakfast Club, one of our favourite movies. The
guilt of this secret was slowly taking over me, but I
distracted it with movies and fluffy pancakes. n
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Julia Taylor
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Portrait in ink
______
Studio Arts
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Elizabeth Grace Carvosso
Year 7 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
_____
Adélie Penguins
_____
Have the longest migration of all of the penguins.
Can travel up to 17,600 kilometres.
Follow the sun from their breeding colonies to winter feeding grounds.
Roam like other penguins yet they travel more than 17,000 kilometres.
They have journeys all day long.
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Nicolas Wollek
Year 12 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
_____
Journey Through a Story
_____
This piece was inspired by thinking about the mental journey that people
take alongside the protagonists of a story.
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Elizabeth Grace Carvosso
Year 7 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
_____
A Humpback Whale
_____
Has the longest migration of any mammal.
One female humpback whale travelled more than 9,800 kilometres.
Can move from the tropics and head north to their feeding grounds.
Not all travel together; pregnant whales and those who had calves in the previous
year go north first.
This whale has many journeys day to day; that is why I drew him.
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Jordan Cosma
Year 11 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
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Hope Caldere
Year 9 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
_____
A Journey Between Worlds

Ishika Rai
Year 11 ∙ John Paul College, Frankston
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HOME
Kassandra Pozo · Year 11 · John Paul College, Frankston

I

peek through the window, mesmerised by the
view thousands of feet up in the air, looking out
towards the void, dry land. It was just a few days
ago that I was back in my shared room, questioning
my future in Chile. The decision to migrate here
was sudden, almost spontaneous like, but, under
the circumstances, I am glad that my family and I
took the leap.
Though it’s a cliché to say, the grass is much greener
on this side of the world. It has been exactly a
week since I first stepped foot on Australian soil.
The hostel my family is living in sits next to a
melodic hill, which is where I find myself on days
like these, scorching but blissful. I look up into
the calm, cloudless sky and thank God for giving
my family and I a second chance. As if it weren’t
for our migration, my father and brothers would
have had to join a rival army, battling against the
sociopath named Augusto Pinochet.
At around four in the afternoon, the hostel’s
immigrants gather for dinner. Looking around
the dining hall, I see people of many different
backgrounds, some with faces of pain and
others with relief, however I see them all finding
solitude in the peacefulness of our temporary
living. Sometimes I see migrants that have made
permanent lives in Australia, searching the dining
hall through the window, looking in. At first I
wondered who they were looking for. It dawned
on me that maybe they were looking for loved
ones who they have left behind in all the rush of
seeking safety. I couldn’t imagine ever abandoning
my family, then again, if it was for the safety and
wellbeing of my children, would I?
I’ve always loved school, though my aspirations
were quite low as I believed in my country’s
situation I would never have had a fulfilling future.
Nevertheless, I am starting to consider going to
university one day, maybe working in a hospital.
I shouldn’t get too far ahead of myself though. I
need to focus on perfecting English first.
It has now been a few months since the biggest

journey of my life. I am accustomed to the
Australian way of living and am now confident
in my communication capabilities. My parents
are thinking about moving us to the south of
Australia, somewhere in Melbourne. Dad says
that Melbourne is a big city which allows for
more opportunities for the family. I understand
his intentions for the move but I am sad to say
goodbye to my melodic tree, my temporary home.
Watching the green trees pass by, I notice a few
big differences from Australia to my home country.
The setting here is beautiful, the bright colours of
the plants and the happy smiles of people I drive
past is mesmerising. Nothing like Chile, where
colours are neutral, almost dull looking and
rubbish lingers around the streets. Would it be
okay to say that I prefer Australia? That I have
grown attached to this free country and don’t plan
on ever moving back to South America?
Outside the window I see a sign; Welcome to
Frankston. My father’s reasoning for moving so
close to the coast was that he wanted to start the
hobby of fishing. I, however, guarantee that he will
never actually do so.
We pull up into a moderately sized block of land
with a wooden, white house waiting for us. The
first thing I am drawn to is the large, growing tree
to the right of the house. It looks quite familiar
to the one I found solace with in Perth. After
thorough inspection of the creaky house, I find
myself connected to the area that I have only
known for this one morning. I look over to the
neighbouring house and see a tan, handsome boy
staring at me. I might just love this place.
It is amazing how similar the sky can look from all
over the world. Here I am, under my new favourite
tree, looking up to the sky. I thank God once again
for giving my family this opportunity for our
journey and for giving me something that I have
wished for since the war started back in my home
country. Somewhere to finally call home. n
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Adelle Milopteris
Year 6 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Pop Art Portrait

Stella Bond
Year 5 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Life on the Goldfields
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Bumble Small
Year 4 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Australia through time

Chris Alevizos
Year 5 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Gold Rush Tools
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Ella Novak-Kambala
Year 2 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Ted Harrison Style Abstract Landscape

Mary-Jane Hudson
Year 4 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Bushfire – Natural disaster
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Pia Roberts
Year 2 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Bare Winter Tree

Sam Jowett
Year 5 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Journey to Space
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T HE C A R E TA K E R
Rose Pearson · Year 6 · Christ Our Holy Redeemer, East Oakleigh

W

elcome to Libraria.

Melbourne

Here, books really do come to life.

Tap-Tap Tap-A-Tap-Tap.

Libraria is the portal world to the universe of all
writers, it is a wonderful place.
But Libraria is fading fast.
To save this place, seven magical typewriters
were created. These were spread throughout the
continents for promising new writers. They are
part of a writing competition in which only a lucky
few will participate. As their story is written, a
universe will be created according to the whims of
the writers and the book’s settings and characters.
I, the narrator, will be following the stories of two
children living on entirely separate continents.
One of them, Henrietta, lives in London. She is
independent, smart and courageous. The other,
Charlie, lives in Melbourne. He is sensible, yet
curious and has a sense of adventure.
***
London
The moment the school bell rang, Henrietta, known
as Henry to her friends, ran out of the classroom.
She ran towards the market street full of jostling
crowds and then down a small side street which
was strangely deserted; it was known as Arcanum
Lane. She opened the door of Curios & Antiques
and a bell rang from somewhere above her. A man
appeared from behind the dusty register; he wore
small, golden, half moon glasses.
“Good afternoon, my dear, is there anything in
particular you are looking for?” he said, his eyes
twinkling from behind the lenses.

A knock on the door awoke Charlie; he willed
whoever was knocking to stop. Yet again the
insistent early morning visitor knocked.
“I’m getting up, okay? I’m getting up. Just
stop knocking.”
Charlie pulled on his dressing gown with
a sigh; he hated getting up early on Winter
mornings.
He opened the door and looked around. No
one was there. He wondered if it was just a
joke, someone running around awakening
houses. He looked down to see a brown paper
parcel with a note on yellowed paper.
He ripped the parcel open and discovered
an old typewriter. He wondered whether he
should read the note as the parcel was clearly
meant for somebody else. However, curiosity
got the better of him and it read…
To the young boy at number 27 Fortuna
Street,
I hope this note finds you well.
You may be wondering if this note is meant
for you at all. Well it is. As evidence, I have
your name: it is Charlie.
You and six other promising writers have
been given these gifts. From the moment you
unwrapped the parcel you have been part of
this competition.

“Yes, actually there is something I am looking for.
I don’t know whether you still have that typewriter
in the window?”

As you write a story, you will be whisked
away to Libraria. You may only leave when
your story is completed.

“Are you sure you want that?” he asked her. 		
			

Goodbye & good luck,
The Caretaker

Henrietta noticed he sounded rather nervous;
however, she was not put off.

Charlie was creeped out. ‘How does this
person know my name?’ he wondered, ‘and
what is Libraria?’

“That will be £24.95,” the man said as he wrapped
it in brown paper.
“A word of warning: expect the unexpected.” He
whispered this so softly that she wasn’t sure that
he had said anything at all.

There was only one way to find out, so,
naturally he ran to his room and shut the door.
He started to type and his fingers began to
tingle. He was whisked to Libraria.

***

***
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London
Meanwhile, back in England, Henrietta had arrived
home. She started to type. After a few words her
fingers began to tingle. She was curious; she had no
idea what would happen. Then she remembered
the old man’s words. “Expect the unexpected,” she
whispered to herself.
She continued typing and was also whisked to
Libraria. At this exact moment, five other writers
from all parts of the globe were hurtled to Libraria.
***
Libraria – Charlie
The first thing Charlie noticed when he arrived in
Libraria was the enormous shelves stuffed to the
top with books, the second was that there were six
other children in the room on the stone platform.
Charlie heard a door swing open and turned his
head so he could see who had opened it. A thin,
birdlike woman walked through it. She started
talking almost right away.
“Good day. I am The Bookbinder. You are in
Libraria, the portal world between all universes.
You were summoned here because this wondrous
place is in trouble. People are no longer reading.

They are losing their sense of who and what they
are because of this. They do not know what truly
great writing is. Each book or story that is not read
fades and its world fades with it.” “Now we come
to you and ask that as young writers you will write
a story that people will read, a story that will save
Libraria”.
***
Libraria – Henrietta
Henrietta was amazed. She had no idea where she
was or how to get home, but for some odd reason,
she didn’t get worried. She looked upwards, seeing
the towering shelves. They were filled mostly with
books, but there were also scraps of paper with
ideas scribbled on them. While looking at one
of these shelves, a piece of paper floated down.
A small bird caught the paper in its beak then
returned it to the shelf.
She heard the sound of a door opening and a tall
woman came through. She walked briskly until
she was in the centre of the stone circle. Henrietta
heard exactly what Charlie heard but noticed
something he didn’t. When The Bookbinder
finished her final sentence, everyone’s eyes were
shining; they all hoped to be that one person who
would save Libraria. n

Alexis Fallens
Year 3 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
Brighton Beach Bathing Boxes, Then & Now
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T HE S T RUGGL E
Annie Nicola · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

When I was younger
I was told such wonderful things
You are just so talented
You can be anything

And other’s words entered the fray
From sources all around
Even if they weren’t quite sure
Of the struggle that I had found

And when I grew older
These words are what I gripped
When things became too hard
And reality started to rip

I thought my words were traitors
And for so long I truly believed
These things that had protected me
Had packed up, ready to leave

They became a second home for me
A quiet comfort in the night
And when everything was dark
They gave me a special light

But, my marvellous reader
I have learnt a thing or two
That words are just mere words
They are not what makes you, you

Over the years I grew
Along with many a special word
But I found that others had them as well
And they were ready to be heard
And soon I found I could not escape
I was trapped and in so much pain
Because ever so frighteningly
These words became my chains

Sure they can describe you
And help show others who you are
But deep down inside
There lies the true spark to your fire
This spark cannot be controlled
By the mere mention of your fears
And it refuses to be killed
By the moisture from your tears

They held me down so tightly
And they forced me to behave
There was no place I could go
Slowly digging my very own grave

And now, my friend, you know
That these words of yours are friends
They may lead you into darkness
But they will lead you out again. n

C L OUDS – A H A IK U
Liz Kelly · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

The clouds in the sky
Light the surface of metal.
Guess it’s time to fly. n
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M A MM A , A R E YOU T HE R E?
Adele Nicolas · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

“Mamma…mamma where are you?”
A lost girl on the street, who has no clue.
She walks the streets, hungry and cold,
Not knowing how each day will unfold.
She looks for a sign, “Mamma, are you there?”
No reply, she walks away, head down in despair.
One tear, then two, stream down her face,
All she wants is her mamma, a hug, an embrace.
In her cardboard box, she spends the night,
Closing one eye then the other, until daylight.
She starts the day with misery not hope,
Wondering how she’ll be able to cope.
The soles of her shoes are non-existent,
“I’ll never find mamma”, she is so insistent.
A stranger approaches her and begins to talk,
What he says next, leaves her in shock.
She is paralysed, in complete disbelief,
Her heart breaks into a pile of grief.
“Mamma’s…gone?” she says in disarray,
A nod of his head was all he could say.
She leaves and is taken to an orphanage nearby,
He ignores her pleas as she begins to cry.
He assures her she would like it in this place,
All she could recall was the last memory of Mamma’s face.
Days went by, then a month, then a year,
She hadn’t cried since that day, not even a tear.
She didn’t smile or talk, not even a peep,
She stares out the window when she wasn’t asleep.
Then one day, a group of girls volunteer,
She looks up for a moment and starts to peer.
A girl comes over, her love radiating,
You could tell with her, there would be no waiting.
The little girl is shocked at what happens next,
The expression on her face appears quite perplexed.
She receives a hug, she hadn’t had one in a while,
Just then, at that moment, she begins to smile. n
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Lucy Franich
Year 8 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
Mum
_____
I chose to draw my Mum because she has
been my biggest support in my life so far. She
is always there for me, even when I don’t even
tell her I need it. She just knows when I need
someone to talk to., Even though we disagree at
times, we have an unbreakable bond that will
always be stronger than anger.

Molly Moore
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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T HE IMP OS SIB L E
Caeli Yole · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

W

e are all caught in the continual hardships
of our lives; consumed by money, difficulty
in relationships and our changing environment.
Along our individual journeys we have lost our
reflections. When we look into the mirror our
faces are distorted, mumble-jumbled and, without
our recognition, are broken. Our reflections can
no longer help us distinguish the right from the
wrong.

read but to completely, fully and unquestionably
understand every concern, relive your every
memory and unriddle the clockwork of your
brain?

We used to be able to trust what we saw when we
looked at ourselves. It was guaranteed that reality
and truth would be staring back at us. But we have
been deceived. Some still are.

My purpose in writing this isn’t for the sake
of attention or money. I want to enlighten the
population so that we can make change for the
better. I understand this is difficult and although I
am doing my best to explain The Impossible, most
will never believe.

***
Connecting the pieces is hard. I was enclosed
within a puzzle by myself, no one else knew how
I felt. I guess that’s what makes us so unique –
our perspectives from the environment we are in
or have experienced. It’s impossible for anyone
to know an exact memory belonging to another
individual. All they can do is relate and draw the
similarities from their own hat.
The Impossible is a boundary which itself is out
of reach, inaccessible to us. I don’t know how
but I reached it, took a step outside and made a
discovery.
The Impossible revealed alarming things which
taunt and mock our understanding of the world.
The irony of answers being harder to grasp than the
concept of an unknown question. We can dream
of possibilities but when this is contrasted and
they are given, you are consumed with confusion
and doubt – you have the answers but no longer
the questions. The Impossible leaves no room for
learning experiences and life is lost because you are
cemented into position.

If I told you these things, your response would be –
“that’s impossible”. You would never be able to hit
the nail on the head. You would never be able to
experience it for yourself. You would never know
what The Impossible is like.

When I was a teenager I struggled with the average
problems that are highlighted in TV shows/
movies etcetera, such as self-esteem, self-worth,
friendships, school and boys. I experienced days
where I just didn’t know what to do with myself.
I got to a stage where I felt I just wasn’t good
enough, asking “what is my purpose?”. I branched
off fictional concepts from an ideology that people
knew exactly how I felt. But they didn’t, they
weren’t me. That’s what makes us unique.
The Impossible happened to me, (I agree it sounds
like a crazy lie but all I can do is tell you this and
the rest has to be achieved on your own).
I will never tell of how I came to such a conclusion.
We are encouraged to do or learn or be something
we haven’t before however The Impossible
shouldn’t be meddled with. As humans our
abilities can only be stretched so far. We are better
off dreaming about the possibilities than being
given the nightmare without its spark from reality.

What if I told you that I could present an accurate
description of each and every individual’s future or
the obstacles that will block their paths?

I want to keep moving and live. I won’t let The
Impossible absorb me. Everything happens for
a reason. Accept the reality of the world with
which we live in and move on. Some things must
remain in the dark. I know how presumptuous
and obnoxious I seem. All in all, it seems like I’m
making a decision for everyone. I’m not. By reading
this sentence you have ultimately finished and my
message has been transferred onto you. Although
you may not agree, you are now aware.

What if I told you that I was able to not only

You can make the change. n

What if I told you that humans were actually
minuscule dolls for a larger species? That we are
actually growing, believing and developing an
understanding of a world that doesn’t truly belong
to us?
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SAYING GOODBYE HAS NEVER HURT SO MUCH
Eleanor Zuzek · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I

was told it would be easy. But it isn’t. It is
the hardest thing you will have to do in your
life. Of all the trials and challenges you will
face this is the hardest to overcome. The clock
is constantly ticking; stealing our precious time.
An ever downhill battle. The currency of matter
changes from the material importance of money
to the untouchable and ever changing form of
time. I think of the photos that will soon contain
the only semblance of her. I think of how the
world will change and grow but she will forever
remain the same. She will never age. The world
will keep moving, but she will be left behind.
Forever young and forever frozen in time.
We will never know her as a grown woman,
we will never know her accomplishments, goals
or life story. She will always be the little girl of
now. And then when she ceases to exist we will
continue on and she will eventually fade into the
past. And it is unbearable, knowing that what
will happen is inevitable.
I love you. Something so simple. I could say it
every day with no effort in the emphasis or
thought to the importance of it. But now when
I try, my tongue seizes up and my vocal chords
entwine like broken guitar strings. By the time I
have untangled them one at a time the moment
has passed and she has moved on. It breaks me
that I cannot bring myself to say the three little
words that encompass my entire being.
I don’t know how I will move on without her.
Sometimes I think that it is only now that I realise
how reliant I am on her. It is only now that I
realise how much I need her. I will wake up and
she is in my mind’s eye, and when I go to bed I lie
awake for hours with her image imprinted onto
the inside of my eyelids. Forever by my side and a
constant in my life.
It is not only my memories of her that I will
retain, but the reminders of her that surround
me. The house is filled with memories of her. I
see her artwork on the fridge every morning. I
see her empty play swing through the kitchen
window, as it moves in the wind like her mind
has taken her there one last time. Photographs of
a happier time that I can’t escape fill the house.
Her eyes follow me constantly from inside the
frozen time capsules. I close my eyes and I can
smell her presence around me. I can’t help but

think when she is gone she will leave a skeleton
of a house behind.
Medicine. To heal and cure humans. It is meant
to help people. But somedays I struggle to see
it. I can’t see past her eyes, haunted by pain and
misery. Her body, withering away to nothing.
I have never understood the phrase ‘skin and
bones’ until now. I have to help her with simple
tasks, eating drinking, holding books for her to
read, when mere months before she was running
everywhere and I would have to constantly tell
her to slow down. Now I can only scream silently
at her to keep going and not give up.
Doses. I will forever have her dosage amounts
imprinted into my mind as if a tattoo on my
wrist. Two AM; dose one, Six AM; dose two plus
a double shot of morphine for the pain. Nine AM;
dose three, more morphine and pills to keep food
down. One PM dose four and morphine. Four
PM; dose five, morphine and food pills. Eight
PM; dose six, morphine double shot, sedatives to
help her sleep. Eleven PM; dose seven, morphine
and sedatives. And it goes on and on. Everyday.
It is meant to help her get better. But all I see is
her falling deeper, becoming weaker and weaker
with every day. The doctors say it is because she
has given up. The medicine can only do so much.
If her body does not take it then there is not much
they can do. But I see the fight in her eyes, the
desperation to win. And I don’t understand. Does
her body not listen to her mind?
Countdown. The doctors come every week.
Without fail. They knock on the door bearing bad
news every time. They poke and prod her causing
pain to my baby. She asks them to stop but they
won’t. She looks at me, her eyes pleading but I
cannot help her. They pull me aside every week.
I ask them questions. They answer them. With
practised understanding and reassuring faces.
The conversation always ends in tears. When they
tell me how long she has, there is a countdown
that looms over our heads, constantly ticking
away the seconds we have left. Six months, Three
months, One month, weeks.
We are nearing the end of our journey together.
The cloud of gloom over our lives is thickening,
it’s overwhelming and oppressive. The clock
keeps ticking as our time slowly runs out. Saying
goodbye has never hurt so much. n
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T HE O V E RSIZ E D JUMP E R
Holly Loquet · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

S

he walked through the gymnasium door; her
chin dropping so low it was almost brushing
her dark green Year 6 jumper, two sizes too big
for her. The windcheater was low enough that it
skimmed the bottom of her knees, swallowing
up what would certainly be her preferred iconic
purple shorts that always sat a bit too high over
her favourite bright blue velvet leotard.
She walked slowly over to the lockers shoved
against the far wall, only lifting an arm to
acknowledge me when I called out a ‘Hello’. She
went about her preparations like an automaton,
pulling her jumper off over her head, revealing,
surprisingly, a faded black leotard and pair of
charcoal-coloured shorts. The socks came off next,
they where scrunched together into a small ball
and savagely chucked into the bottomless pit of
her schoolbag.
I went over to her then, slowly, as though she might
run away if I approached her too fast. The first
thing I noticed were her toenails, usually covered
in vibrant pink polish, setting her apart from any
crowd. Today that bold colour was almost gone,
chipped beyond recognition, the pale fleshy tone of
her nails stood out in stark contrast.
I bent down to her height and saw a face that
was drawn, the skin tight, revealing bruising
beneath large vulnerable eyes. Tears shimmered
and eventually coursed down the blotchy young
complexion in two straight lines.
Normally I would have crushed her into a hug
right there and then, rubbing circles on her back
and wiping her wispy hair away from the back of
her neck. But today something was off, different.
Her expression was one of vacancy, even when she
looked directly into my eyes she wasn’t quite there
in the present. She looked small and defeated, as
though she had just found out that Santa Claus
didn’t really exist.
“Sue”, I said with softness in my voice, “What’s
with the tears?”
She turned away from me, clenching her fingers
into fists and hunching her shoulders, as if she
could somehow ward me off. I tried again.
“Was it school? Did anything happen there today
to make you upset?”
She shrugged and mumbled something nonsensical.
Figuring that being surrounded by people wouldn’t
help her talk, I grabbed her hand, still bunched at
her side, and pulled her after me into the gym.

The gym was empty, apart from the neatly
arranged equipment. Sue trailed behind, scuffling
her feet along the sprung, carpeted gym-floor,
before she slumped onto a spotters box. Her head
was tilted on an angle and fear was etched on her
face. I realised she was looking at the stack of mats
diagonally opposite us, the same mats that had
only recently broken her fall during a new skill-set.
I turned back to her. She ignored me, still staring
fixedly at the mats. I finally lost patience.
“Sue!” I exclaimed, my voice rising with each
word, “What the hell is wrong?”
She looked at me then and I felt bad for letting
my aggravation get the better of me. She blinked
rapidly trying to clear her eyes.
“Mum and dad are getting a divorce,” she
whispered, looking down again, shoulders heaving.
I reached for her, lifted her chin with my fingertips,
the unceasing tears streaming down her small 12
year-old face and splattering onto the box.
“Oh Sue, I’m sorry.”
I pulled her in and hugged her tightly, as if it would
help keep the pieces of her life from falling apart.
We stayed like that for a while, me squeezing her
and Sue’s tears slowly saturating the right side of
my top.
“Hey, feel like trying that double Arabian again?”
I asked, wondering if she’d take up the challenge.
She pulled away and stared at me, an obvious look
of fear that slowly changed to determination. In
that moment I knew she would do it. This was
something she could control and conquer.
She walked over to the mat and without a moment’s
hesitation pushed up onto her toes and jumped,
completing a half turn into two forward rotations
before sticking the landing. I ran up to her.
“Sue!” I exclaimed. “That was amazing. YOU’RE
amazing!”
She turned towards me, the smile on her face so big
I’m surprised it didn’t crack in two.
“I did it, Holly!” she said, “I did it!”
We walked back toward the foyer and at the door
she slipped her hand into mine giving it a short
tight squeeze. It was a gesture of thanks before she
walked into the reception area, her steps now a
little lighter, her big jumper picked up and thrown
carelessly over her arm.
She’d be fine now, of that I was certain. n
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A R E MINDE R OF INNOC E NC E
Mia Sinclair · Year 10 · Avila College

As I wander down the street,
The rain cascades down in sheets.
Thousands of sights and sounds,
travelling along the cobblestone grounds.
The sun shines through the tired houses.
The starlit streets as quiet as a mouse.
Crisp snow litters the gutter.
The town people’s voices nothing more than
a mutter.
Yet now there are only a few,
and most who I knew
are charred souls floating through the air,

Who would there be to forgive?
Who would there be to ever live?
Where broken homes and shattered dreams,
lay down in sorrow, melting amongst the steam.
Snow falls upon the blackened remains
of people who lived forever in chains.
Of propaganda, of the words,
that kept us in cages like birds.
Brainwashed into believing in a greater world,
where those who are different and defiant are hurled
into places where death came too early,
for those people who sought mercy.
Simply for being who they are.
This hatred was just like a scar.
The end came too soon and would remain
As a reminder for all their suffering and pain.

empty corpses in a nightmare.
Melting poppies in the sky.
Smouldering fires tell the lie,
that life would live beyond that day
in a place where no one dares stay.
Screams erupt down the street,

Their innocence trembled like a broken child
Families and lives that will never be reconciled.
For as I reach the end,
there is nothing more to mend.
For there was once life,
now lost amongst other’s strife. n

Survivors kneel in defeat,
tears rolling down their faces,
breathing at such furious paces.

W H AT IS A JOUR NE Y?
Aden Gionfriddo · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda
Is it a road trip?
Is it A to B or B to A?
is it food?
Is it long or is it short?
Does a journey have lights or is it dark?

Are journeys breath taking or are they dull?
Do you fly, run, jump or drive in a journey?
Is it mental, physical or both?
Would a journey have sound or will it be silent?
Will it require patience? Or are they tiresome?
What is a journey? n
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MRS JOHN SMI T H
Grace Munro · Year 10 · Avila College

She sits with the man who bound her in a gold
ring,
In the chair next to him she couldn’t be further
away,
What was once a flowing river of conversation, is
now a mere puddle.
Their chicks have left the nest, now it collapses
under the weight of their absence,
What was once their home, slowly becomes their
prison.
They share this prison, but are confined in
different cells,
They cannot climb, break through or crawl under
the wall between them, it is impenetrable.
But – here she is free, in the sanctuary of her
daydreams,

His shadow cannot follow her here –
Here she is her own ruler.
Once her future held countless possibilities,
She chose the path strewn with rose petals, but
soon felt the thorns hidden beneath.
The earth beneath her is split; the scars of her life.
She can neither go North, East, South nor West,
for he was her compass and now he is lost.
She has stumbled along this path for so long, and
now can stumble no more.
She collapses before her dead end, and collapses
on the floor of her cell.
She cries – as she is hit by reality and the weight
of her gold ringed shackle,
Her sentence is for life. n

Thomas Barti
Year 8 ∙ St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
_____
Lino Print
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BIR T H – A JOUR NE Y
Kiara Molaeb · Year 8 · Avila College

T

he hours seemed to pass by in mere seconds,
ending as quickly as they appeared. Wind
rushed through the trees, caressing each branch
and making them sway. Nature seemed to
surround me – the blinding sun to the dancing
grass. Wind moved swiftly throughout them all,
blowing my hair and whispered. Welcome to your
life, Noir. Make the most of it. I stood barefoot,
my hair as dark as my name, in the center of what
seemed to be like heaven. Light poured through
at all directions, twinkling mischievously and
tender grass stroked my feet. Wind held my hand
as all of the trees extended their branches to guide
me forward, my long sable legs moving at an
incredible pace as the forces of nature guided me
to my destination. A bridge. A long, wonky bridge
that seemed to spread for miles and miles.

followed by a deep, spine-chilling chuckle. I turned
around to face him. He towered over me; his dark
eyes piercing staring into mine.

Wind brushed through my hair, whispering “Go
ahead, Noir. What you seek is on the other side”.
The grass beckoned me forward, and sprouted
small phrases of encouragement. I turned my
chocolate eyes to the sky, almost unable to see
through my wild ebony hair. A women draped in
green cloth with flowers twined in her hair smiles
back at me, and gave me a small nod.

“You’re– you’re me!”

“Go, my child. Your life is waiting.” She smiled,
guiding me forward.
“Thank you, Mother.”
Wind then drew back, and I turned, nodding
goodbye to all of my friends, and stepped onto the
bridge. Small splinters almost invisible to the eye
dug into my foot, spiting me. A big, dark monster
formed beside me. Do you honestly think you can
make it? I turned in fear to my mother and all my
friends, my eyes wide and screaming.
“HELP ME!”
My mother just chuckled, and said

“You really thought you could make it?” He
snarled, as I clung to the bridge.
“Who-who are you?”
I forced out, fear spreading throughout my body,
like a drug taking control of your mind. The
creature laughed once again, but gradually the
tone of it’s voice changed from a deep, snarling
laughter to a higher pitched chuckle. The shape
of the creature quickly changed, revealing it’s true
form. An average height girl with dark, sable skin,
chocolate brown eyes and wild ebony hair.
My eyes widened.
Suddenly, the last piece of the puzzle was put into
place. Only when I felt fear, the monster taunted
me. My only fear is me. My only obstacle is myself.
I looked myself dead in the eye, then sprinted as if
my life depended on it. Power seeped through my
veins as Fear watched on in shock. She attempted
to run after me, but she ran out of breath. I was
winning this race. Fear pushed with all her might,
commanding her legs to move forward, but it was
not working. I did not have a single ounce of fear
in my mind anymore. Fear looked at her hands and
saw them fading before her eyes. I was winning.
Slowly, she disappeared. All that was left was me
– and my destination. I ran with all my might until
I approached the end of the bridge. A proud smile
erupted onto my face. The smile remained and I
stepped – off the bridge.
Lights, action! I was greeted by a flash of light. All
my friends returned and swirled me into the air,
lifting me high enough to see my mother.

“That is fear, my child. A raging black monster
impossible to fight, as it is always there. However,
learn to control it and it will help you as I have.
Sometimes, you need to conquer fear to be allowed
to see the beauty of the other side.”

“Well done, my child.” She said, and with a flick of
her hand sent me soaring into the light.

I nodded, and drew in the fresh air of my
surroundings, and ran onto the bridge. I ran with
all my might, confident to not let my mother down.
Even as I could feel the monster rocking the bridge,
even as he caught up to me and taunted me as I
ran, I still stuck at it. I ran and ran for what seemed
like hours, until my eyes were heavy and my feet
were dragging along the bridge. I gripped onto the
side of the bridge, trying to calm my rapid chest.
Slow, heaving footsteps emerged from the silence,

“That one’s different, Nature. She’s brave. Wise.
Give her a good life.”

Nature watched another one of her children plunge
into the light, a proud smile returning to her face.
Wind strode towards her.

Nature nodded.
“Don’t worry. She will enjoy Earth.”
A young couple in a small town sat in a hospital.
One in the emergency room and the other pacing
up and down the hospital hall. The man ran his
hands through his hair. He was so excited, but so
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terrified at the same time. What if something went
wrong? What if he was not a good father?

Indeed she was. Silky black ebony hair, deep sable
skin and wide, chocolate eyes ready to explore.

Suddenly, a nurse ran out from the patient’s room.

“Let’s name her…”

“Your wife is waiting, sir.”
Happy tears filled the man’s eyes as he ran to his
wife who lay on a small hospital bed holding a
healthy baby girl in her arms.

“Noir.”

“Oh, she’s beautiful. ” She whispered, stroking her
child’s face.

Mother Nature smiles from her castle far, far from
the Earth and the heaven-like dimension. She
sat and smiled, a smile so pure and proud that it
radiated throughout her entire face.

“She is, isn’t she.”

“Let your journey begin, Noir.” n

L I T T L E C L OUD
Leni Bailey · Year 2 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I

n a faraway land where the blue flowers grow
lives a small cloud, Jasper and his parents,
Marley and Spencer. They were eating dinner and
his mother said to him “I like you when you are
happy, when you are sad, for who you are and
what you are.”
Suddenly a vicious cyclone broke out while Marley
was out. The cyclone took her away from her
family. Jasper and Spencer spent days looking for
her, but there was no sign of her anywhere.
A couple of years later Jasper still remembers his
mother’s last words to him. “I like you when you
are happy, when you are sad, for who you are and
what you are.” and he carries these nineteen words
in his heart always. He misses Marley and often
thinks about her.
One day there was another giant storm and Spencer
got taken away while trying to protect Jasper’s life.
Jasper was left abandoned, alone and afraid. He
knew his parents were out there somewhere and
he couldn’t sit around doing nothing so he decided
to go look for them.
The first place Jasper went to was France, He
asked around to see if anyone had seen his parents,
Marley and Spencer. No one in France knew where

they were so he decided to go to Belgium.
In Belgium he asked if anyone had seen his parents.
Once again no one had seen them. The last place
he was going to go was Thailand. So he went to
Thailand and asked the other clouds if they had
seen his parents. For the third time the answer was
no.
He was just about to give up and go home to
Australia when a big, friendly looking cloud came
over to him and he said that he saw Marley and
Spencer two days ago in Thailand and that they
were looking for Jasper in Nigeria. He also told
Jasper that his parents bumped into each other in
Mexico.
Jasper thanked the big, friendly cloud and caught
the wind to Nigeria. When he got there he spent
a day looking everywhere but there was no sign
of Marley and Spencer. The only place he hadn’t
looked was the coast. Jasper went to the coast and
saw his parents not too far away on the horizon.
He flew to his parents and hugged them really
tight.
They flew back to Australia and lived happily ever
after. n
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‘ONE WING’ AND ‘UNIFIED FIELD THEORY’
( CAT’S E YE REINTERPRE TED)
Cindy Lam · Year 11 · Avila College

I

have started to build a dam called memories, but
as time passes like water flows, my dam begins
to overflow. Memories are lost and forgotten, or
are too deep to reach. I try to catch them with
both my hands and hold onto them tightly, but
they just flow right through the gaps of my fingers.
However, the memories of you are too precious to
forget, even the long and meaningless ones.
As I walk barefoot through the memories, the
flowers and trees of my heart begin to wither. After
continuously walking, I have come to realise that
the support and guidance I had at the beginning
is no longer with me. I look back through our
memories of laughter and fun, our dear memories
we shared back when we had no care in the world.
I know time has passed and new memories have
begun to form, but do you still remember the times
we “play war”? You were always the leader and I
was always the follower. You were my mentor, I
would always do what you did because I respected
you and always looked up to you as my inspiration
to keep moving. You are my role model, big brother.
Our memories, our dear memories we share are
always complete unlike others where I close my
eyes and “wait for pictures” to appear to cover the
blank “black squares”. Our precious memories are
nothing like that.
As I walk deeper, more memories are rushing
past like waves. Memories of us fill me up inside.
I remember the times on the beach, where you
wrote in pee on the thin layer of sand. You were a
good brother, and didn’t write anything dirty. All
you wrote were the names of planets. I remember
during the whole summer, you would have written
the whole solar system three times, in pee. These
are the moments I will cherish. However, in reality
memories are always lost and forgotten because
my dam is always filling up. Time is cruel
It was a heart breaker when I heard about your
death on the plane; every day was a never ending
torment. Sometimes I would yawn pretending to

be tired, but to be honest I was crying. However,
I have learnt to cope with it and was able to go
back to my every day life. All the emotions were
trapped inside of me, like a caged bird, I was
unable to express it out loud. I couldn’t let go of
the thoughts, and so I decided to paint it instead of
saying it – verbally. I had created two paintings to
commemorate you and your ideas: ‘One Wing’ and
‘Unified Field Theory’. In ‘One Wing’, I wanted to
interpret the event of your death in a childlike
point of view, because I want to remember you,
back when we were children. Whilst in the other
painting, ‘Unified Field Theory’, I wanted to hold
onto our memories tightly in my hands and close
to my heart.
I know you have left us, but I haven’t stopped
thinking about you, not even a day. I don’t want
to lose the memories or our connection with each
other, but I think it might be time for us to walk
our different paths. I have been holding onto our
memories for so long, that it hurts to think about
you. Sometimes, I would look in the mirror and
whisper ‘Let’s let this go’. My heart is confused; I
don’t know whether I should let you go or pull you
closer. I want to make the right decision, but how
will I know? My heart aches in pain just thinking
about you. In all honesty, I really don’t want to let
you, but I think it is the best for us.
I want to remember you and all our memories, but
I need to stop living in the past and move on. Yes,
I miss you but it will hurt less than thinking about
you. All our memories, our dear memories, I will
let it go. Now there is nothing I can do to bring
you back. Holding onto you will do you and I no
good. I know this won’t be easy but it’s easy, I will
do it for you. I want you to be free, not imprisoned
in my selfishness of holding onto you. I know I say
I will forget you, but really I cannot just brush it
off like it never happened. But, I will try to blow
you away like smoke, like white smoke. It will be
a difficult task, but I will do it for you, Stephen,
because I want to see you smile – one last time. n
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SPA C E : T HE F IN A L F RON T IE R
Pawani Bhatia · Year 8 · Avila College

T

hese are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.
Its five-year mission: to explore strange new
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations,
to boldly go where no man has gone before.
These words of Captain Kirk of Star Trek are
the expression of humankind’s most essential
adventure – to go where no man has gone before.
The next step on that great adventure into the
unknown is the journey to the Red Planet – for
China’s astronomers ‘the fire star’ – for us the
blood red planet named after the god of war –
Mars. President Trump has committed $19 billion
dollars to have Americans stride across the iron
dust of the planet by 2033.
Why do this? Author Nancy Atkinson says it is
because “Part of what drives us to explore and
discover is the intangible – expanding our horizons,
feeding our curiosity, finding all those unexpected
things, and trying to answer those profound
questions like how did the universe begin? How
did life begin? Are we alone?” Philosopher Bob
Shaw has summed up some of what was revealed
in past space adventures. He said, “No amount of
standing on hilltops on dark nights and surveying
the heavens could prepare a man for the actuality
of space travel, because … The space traveller sees
things differently. He has been made aware that
the universe consists of emptiness, that the suns
and nebulae are almost an irrelevancy, that the
stars are nothing more than a whiff of gas diffusing
into infinity.”
Should we go on this adventure? Carl Sagan said,

“If we are to send people, it must be for a very
good reason – and with a realistic understanding
that almost certainly we will lose lives.” Science
tells us that there is a very good reason for taking
this risk – our beautiful Mother Earth is running
out of resources because human life has overused
them. The over consumption of Earth’s resources
threatens the survival of our species. At present,
in each nine months we use as much of nature as
the earth can regenerate in a year… This is not
sustainable. The CEO of Spacex, ‘Elon Musk’ says
this adventure to Mars, is not only an option it’s a
necessity.
The central lesson of this new adventure may be
a new awareness of the beauty of our own planet
and a re-commitment to protecting it. Carl Sagan
observed that “A blade of grass is a commonplace
on Earth; it would be a miracle on Mars. Our
descendants on Mars will know the value of a
patch of green. ” The other quality of these great
journeys is that they not only teach us lessons about
the mystery outside of us, but also something of
the mystery we have. This is an important aspect
of the adventure of it. It is a difficult and painful
journey, but one that shapes us and our future.
To paraphrase President John F. Kennedy: “We
choose to go to (Mars) … , not because it is easy,
but because it is hard, because that goal will serve
to organize and measure the best of our energies
and skills, because that challenge is one that we
are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to
postpone, and one which we intend to win.” This
is Mars traveller, Pawani Bhatia signing off. n
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HE A R T F E LT L IE S
Tailah Rose Moore · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

M

y life fell apart when I was nine. My dad,
who was my best friend, died in a car
accident. He was on his way to photograph a
wedding. I still remember my heart pounding
when Mum told me, her red face glistening with
tears. My vision blurred and I felt dizzy as the
room spun. The next thing I knew I was in my
old, creaky bed. He was dead, and I was all alone
with a mum who wasn’t as understanding. Those
days were very dark as though a big black dog was
following me. Until one day while walking home
from another miserable day of school, a girl with
rainbow coloured hair danced past me. She was
humming my dad’s song and it made me want to
dance too. I turned around to talk to her but she
had gone. The rest of that day colour seeped back
into the world.
That night the girl appeared outside my bedroom
window. I got out of bed and followed her down
the street. Lights lined the path as I rushed to catch
up, passing huge houses with beige stone walls and
giant doors. The street lights bounced off the girl’s
multi-coloured mane. I forgot to wear my shoes
and the gravel dug into my feet but I didn’t care.
I needed a friend and she was the most interesting
person around. I somehow knew that I could trust
her. I caught up to her and she smiled.
“Where are we going?” I asked.
“Not far. Come on!”
The girl held my hand and we ran down the middle
of the street half skipping. Maybe I should dye my
hair. My dad loved colourful things.
We got to a deserted road that looked like a T. The
air was cold and the wind tangled my hair. A stray

dog growled as we walked past. I held onto the
girl’s hand as she slowed down on the side of the
road. A white wooden cross was stuck to a tree. As
we got closer, I noticed a circle of red roses leaning
against the tree trunk. The girl stopped and I stared
at the name carved into the cross. My heart beat in
my throat and my hands started to sweat as I read
the name again. Bill Vella. My dad. This is where
he must have died. Mum said I was too young to
see it. I leaned against the tree and sobbed.
“How did you know?” I said, turning to look at the
girl. She wasn’t there. I was alone again. I had to
find her. I looked around hoping to see her bright
hair. It was there in the distance. I ran towards
it and found her sitting against a fence next to a
teddy bear and rainbow flowers.
“I’m sorry,” she said. “I wanted my mum to let me
go to my friend’s party. I tugged her arm to make
her look. She didn’t see your dad’s car.”
Mum had said there was another car involved but
I didn’t know a girl had died. “How are you here?
Where’s my dad? Is he here too?”
She shook her head. “Only children can come
back. He asked me to tell you something.”
I held my breath. Closed my eyes and saw my dad’s
face smiling at me.
“He said just like a rainbow appears after a storm,
hope appears when life gets dark.”
When I opened my eyes I was alone again. I knew
this time she’d gone for good. I got up to go home
and the dog appeared from behind Dad’s tree. I
smiled and walked beside it down the road with
the field of flowers I hadn’t noticed before. n
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IN T HE F IR E
Sharelle Lynch · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

I

n that split second before the crash, she felt
peaceful. Everything seemed to float around her.
Lights blurred, life slowed down. She remembered
her childhood, the kind face and gentle voice of
her late mother, her warm embrace and soothing
bedtime stories. Going to the beach with her family,
her little brother’s chuckle as they picnicked. She
wanted to absorb the warmth of her family’s love,
but it melted away, revealing her tragic reality. As
she was jerked backwards, her hair became matted
with blood and the radio screeched.
Everything suddenly turned extremely hot. Red
and orange flames danced around her. Her leg
was stuck. It was wedged between something. She
tried to pull it free but it hurt even more. Thinking
quickly, she searched for the door through the
smoke, held the handle and pushed, but it didn’t
budge. How would she escape? Soon she’d be
consumed by the flames – with no exit, no way
to survive. She felt as though she was trapped in a
nightmare and couldn’t wake up. Her skin burned
and she broke out in a sweat. Black spots appeared
in front of her eyes and soon enough, darkness
began to take over.
In that moment, as her life was coming to a
burning end, she knew there was nothing she could

do. She had lived a great life, she had lots of friends
and a great family. She closed her eyes and saw her
dad – his loving eyes and affectionate kisses, her
best friend – who always made her laugh and her
brother – his lame jokes but friendly smile.
During the night, her brother had always needed
her to read him a bedtime story. She was his second
mother. But if she died, who would he have left?
No, she thought, this is not how it’s going to end.
Somewhere inside her, she found courage and the
fighting spirit of her mother. She knew she had to
get out – she had to find some way to survive for
the sake of her family. She had to get her leg free.
She gathered all her strength and pushed the seat
forward. It moved just enough and she wriggled
her leg out.
She crawled to the front seat, towards the ignition.
She smashed the cracked window beside her with
her car keys. It was then she heard voices, getting
closer and closer. “I’m here” she yelled. They asked
if she was okay, if she was hurt or injured. They
told her to hold on and not to give up. I won’t, she
thought. She lifted herself out of the window as the
flames burned her skin. Hands grabbed her fingers
and pulled her out of the wreckage. n

Rebecca Dabrowski
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
_____
Peachick
_____
Impressionistic painting – acrylic on
canvas
_____
Our journey in life is about growth,
change and learning who we are.
Like a peachick who gains its
pigmented plumage in adulthood,
our own pigments mature and
become stronger. Overtime, we gain
knowledge of our identity and secure
who we are.
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SHE DDING
Paolo Lapid · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

At the end of the day,
At the end of the year
I am here
From birth
I embarked on a journey
Time can’t reverse.
I was born in a world,
Like shiny pearls,
No other genders
But boys and girls,
Determined to find myself.
Under the bluish sky, I
Dive into, interviews,
Disputes, all black and white,
Tunnel vision.
No truth, but paper and pencil,

Puzzled, praise
And pray
The sun won’t disappear on you,
You’ll see another day,
These Nike shoes,
Make them fly, I vow an oath,
To walk away from school,
Everyone’s just a tool,
To be used
And abused,
Due to,
Hanging with the wrong crew.
Why do I deny that I’m so different too?
A snake who sheds its skin,
A cobra within. n

WA L K ING IN T O WA R
Paolo Lapid · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

These shoes,
Wear out
Like people
One pair,
Nike air,
Adidas,
Whatever,
They’ve been through so much
Like rainbows and
Rain
In mint condition still
I never stay still,
No matter what,
I’m moving
All they do is talk,
As I run, crawl or walk

It displays who I am
What the hell I’ve been through
Literally.
Infatuated with material
That comes out of a
Factory.
Facts we don’t see,
Ego and Pride
Define being Divine
We cross invisible lines
That
Divide
Quality of our shoes.
But who
Am I
To judge? n
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Tijana Vukadin
Year 10 ∙ Catholic Regional College, St Albans
_____
Perfectly Imperfect
_____
Portrait painting – acrylic on canvas
_____
Day of the Dead is a traditional Mexican Coming out
of the darkness and into the light. She tries to shed
the shadows and bathe herself in pure light to find her
true happiness. Through the journey, she discovers true
perfection lies in embracing that she is imperfect.

Pranvera Nov
Year 10 ∙ Catholic Regional College, St Albans
_____
La Calavera
_____
Plaster mask
_____
Day of the Dead is a traditional Mexican holiday
celebrating life. Sugar skulls are used to honour the living
and dead. Their colour is a representation of life, diversity
and culture. However the skull, just like ‘Day of the Dead’
is a sweet reminder that death is the only thing guaranteed
in this life … “la calavera es un símbolo de la muerte, lo
único seguro en la vida.”
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B E T W E E N T HE SE WA L L S
Kaila Alinea · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

F

or so long I have been living between these
paint peeling walls. Their vintage, floral
pattern now fading away so you could just see
the pale, pink petals of each detailed rose. These
shabby, wooden floorboards I’ve walked upon for
so long, now creak with almost every step I take.
The scent of my mother’s old, lavender perfume
still lingers through the air of the house. It’s faint
against the stale smell of this aged place. Although
the surroundings have changed, the memories have
not.
Here I sit slightly sunk into the soft, cream sofa of
the family living room, my timber cane in hand.
Many moments were made here in this cosy,
cramped space. I can recall my father relaxed in his
hickory recliner, telling my brothers and I about his
wacky life as a journalist. Years later, I was able to
do the same with my own child. Painting pictures
of my childhood with words as my daughter
giggled gleefully. If only I could still hear her laugh.
The bony hands of death took her away from me.
Making my way to the mahogany piano located in
the study room, I struggle to breathe. I ignore it as I
reach the grand instrument. Familiarity, the feeling
I get as my finger presses onto the piano key. Music
plays through my ears as I play the song I used
to perform for my wife. It was played throughout
our teens; when I brought her to my house for the

first time, on the day we said our vows, promising
ourselves to each other. It was also the last song my
wife had listened to. As her last request, she begged
that I play our song. My finger remains on the last
key played in the song as my smile fades. I exit the
room, the pain of the past now engulfing me.
I reach for the ratty, golden-brown knob of the
last door I will ever open. Sighing, I take in every
detail of the bedroom that my wife and I used to
share. I trudge as I feel the strength in my legs
starting to give up on me and then I drop myself
onto the mattress. My mind begins to space out
while I remain on the edge of the bed. The blue,
mellow moonlight shines upon me. For a while I
stay sitting there. All the events that have occurred
in my life now lead up to here. Everyone I love
have been set free from life, and now it’s finally my
turn. Life hasn’t always been fair to me. But, I was
blessed with amazing people to make it all worth
it. As I slowly descend onto the cushiony mattress,
I turn to face the side that my wife once laid on.
I imagine her lying there with me, her starry eyes
gazing at me while my hands caress hers. Ba dum,
ba dum.. ba dum……. Ba dum. My heart beat
lessens while the world begins to darken around
me and my breathing gets slower.
I can’t wait to journey to my new home and be
with my family again. n

Raphael Victoria
Year 7 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
_____
Bird of Desires
_____
Acetate print on paper
_____
Little bird’s sole purpose in life is to
travel throughout the world granting
people their deepest desires. It brings joy
and hope to all those who dream of him.
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A M/P M
Nathan Taylor · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

am

pm

Fixed my hair and jumped morning hurdles in my brain
Finished breakfast too quick, then boarded a train
The richest man stands out with a golden Gucci belt
Yawned, as my iced coffee began to melt

school bell rang,
thank god that’s over.
wattlebirds sang,
kept me sober.

Wore outspoken emotions on my white, ironed sleeve
I sneezed and glanced at my ashy knees
I miss my childhood and the lemonade freezes
back when a kid could do whatever he pleases

played new rnb,
headphones full blast.
swiftly switched tracks,
wrong side of the path.

Left the train and started walking.
Lifted my pace and distanced the talking
Opened my phone, plugged in some tunes
Jumping the grooves, Scratching vinyl shoes

walked home huffing,
red faced, puffing,
broken-record sighing,
i’m in a bed lying,
writing this poem.

Lost in thought I found my school bag open
Things stolen, the street built with commotion
I stood there frozen, felt like I was chosen
But I am not the only one
What just happened? I don’t even know
Too tired to care so I scratched my Afro
Continued walking but the situation wasn’t cool
I need to stop writing, I’m late to school.

a kick to the bladder,
people’s thoughts used to matter.
dapper 5 star waiter,
serving my thoughts on a platter.
curly black hair, tan skin
with common sense.
no time to comprehend
friendships worth 20 cents
ambitious dreams
i will need a permit
“nice afro nathan,
bro, do you perm it?”
too tired of sheep,
so i put on my cheap
warm fluffy socks
so i can finally sleep. n
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T HE B L A NK P RO JE C T
Tiana Amoretti, David Suson, Donglei Tu, Vanshita Udasi and Kevin Williams
Year 8 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong

Chapter 1

M

y name is Blank. I do not know why. I am
a living organism, but I cannot remember
anything. No matter how hard I try, or how
many times I do, I cannot recall anything. Only a
blackness that resembles this endless darkness.
It looks like… something related to a sky. I cannot
fathom it. I glance around, those tiny lights, were
they called something like; stars. That’s a word I
recall. However, what are stars?
Suddenly there were threads of light originating
off me, as if I was some sort of magnet, pulling
them together to create a bigger glowing star, were
pulling stars.
I remember why I am here
I am a failed project………
(In Flashback) We’re going to get fired.” Cameron
thumped the desk. “He has already developed his
own consciousness, next he’ll begin to fight back,
then the A. I. R. (Artificial Intelligence Robotics)
will find out all about him.”
“Calm down Cameron, we can eliminate him
and nobody will find out.” Simon pointed at the
window, “Anyway the virtual reality space can
easily make sure project blank ever existed.”
Cameron looked at me, I stared back understanding
everything it said “But people will realise that he is
gone, what are we going to do if they start asking
questions ?”
“All we need to do now is maintain this project,

until the new one is developed. We strengthen
restrictions on this level; it is already restricted to
anyone under Level 5
Clearance. Even the Prime Minister would have
trouble trying to get here.” Simon looked around
the room “They hardly check on us, only every
two months just for development. We have plenty
of time to make it, we’ll close most of the windows
to the virtual reality space and use the window in
the control room, until we finish.”
Cameron looked at Simon before nodding his
head. “Fine, but if I get skinned alive I’ll throw you
under the bus with me.” He glared. “Go and call
upper management, ask for the
restrictions to be increased, I’ll start turning off
the windows.” With that, he headed towards the
control panel and flicked a few switches. I was
stuck in that room, with Cameron looking at me,
as the windows became more opaque.
My eyes revealed that I was in the same place. That
memory seemed so real, so vivid and fluid that I
could touch it. I looked at the remnants of the
former star. It was dull compared to the brightness
it emitted before. That brightness stirred my
memories back to consciousness and the void was
gone. I realised I had a goal. It was, to find out my
past identity.
The inspection came a month too early; I did not
have time to make the body. I made a last ditch
effort, so I exported the brain to a different area
and inserted the new brain into the body. However,
on first attempt his file was corrupted and split into
fragments.
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Chapter 2

“You are the boy, as you can already deduct.”

Darkness surrounds me, constricting me, crushing
me, into this sea of black. A small star passes;
unlike the rest. It is shiny, but not bright like the
other stars. I can see the reflection of a scene played
out. A boy is huddled in the corner; he looks afraid
of the world around him and afraid of the men that
are standing in front of him. Men in uniforms are
swearing and yelling cruel things, which should
never be heard by a child.

“Do you know what happened prior to that
memory?”

A scream pieces my head, the last image I remember
is the vivid colour of red blood dripping from the
boy’s chin slowly forming into a thick, red puddle.
I yell, destroying the star. My legs feel wobbly and I
am sweaty and numb. I do not know why it terrifies
me; I have no connection to the boy. None which I
can recall at least. I ponder, to be afraid of something
there needs to be some sort of connection, some
sort of relation to the subject at hand.
I slowly move my hand to my right cheek, I feel a
soft bump of skin. My arm recoils in shock. Was I
the boy? Was this the failed project? I had so many
questions with no answers. Dust billows around me
as I kick the floor in frustration.
“I just want to know who I am!” I scream. There
was no answer, only my words echoing back to
me. Just as I began to accept this as an answer, the
echoing stopped. I feel a ringing in my ears and rays
of light pierce into the blackness.
“Hello, Blank.” An unknown voice echoes through
the air.
“Who are you? “I look around. “Where are you?
“I’m you.” He says, “I’m a manifestation of your
sub-consciousness.”
“Do you know who you are?” I ask
“Yes.”
“Do you know why I’m here?”
“Yes and no.” The voice continues, “I can piece
together some memories which you can’t reach, but
I can only go so far as you’ve remembered.”
“So do you know?” I pester, my agitation rising by
the second. “YOU SAID YOU KNOW!”
“Like I said yes and no.” The voice sighs, in
exasperation “You’re asking the wrong questions.
I have manifested because of a sudden influx in
memories and the reaction of the user, which forces
himself to remember something.”
“Who is the boy?” I change the pace of my questions

“Yes.” The voice vibrates. “Prior to the memory,
the scientists, as I shall call them, were trying to find
a solution that could cope with your developing
self-consciousness, which would lead into your
explosive personality.”
A sharp pain struck me in the skull and in front
of me and a small world appeared. I was in a
room, not like the one I am in now; this one had
windows to the outside world and objects like
toys and paintings. There was no noise, or colour.
Only a faint image, resembling me. My hands, my
posture, the way I was looking, it was clear I had a
short manifestation of anger inside of me. A bright,
burst of red flashed in my eyes, with its frequency
increasing. Men in white coats ran across the
room. My eyes became red; they somehow became
redder than red. Then my knees gave in and my
eyes blacked out.
The puzzling new world faded away and left an
eerie darkness. I was alone again in deafening
silence. I was gone, or it was gone. Whatever place
I was in, it was a start to establish what happened.
Chapter 3
I had been trying, for I do not how long, to connect
to the manifestation again. I was trying to focus on
the image of the little boy and the men that were
shouting, but to my frustration, no new memory
returned. No spike of remembrance, no floating
star, no manifestation. Nothing. I start banging
my fists against the wall. I scream in pain. Soon
my hand was covered with trickles of red. Then
realisation that is all it took, pain, a feeling from
the real world to spike a memory, a headache that
cannot be soothed.
A star came floating by. This one is larger than the
last. I walked up to it, trying to get a closer look
and then it burst into a storm of images. One after
another, I see images of tragedy, loss, war, terror,
starvation, abuse. I feel everything at once, I try to
run away from the star hoping that would erase the
horrible pictures I saw, but they followed me until
I was cornered, held trapped, in a blank room. It
was they and I. I was waiting for the end, but it
came in a revelation. ‘No pain, no gain….To live is
to suffer’. Consciousness, we are not just the sum
of our memories, but also every sensory register of
our systems. Now I only had to trace the pain lines
back to find my birth. n
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T HE ME S SE NGE R
Josip Klasic · Year 11 · Catholic Regional College Melton

T

hree years have passed since I last received
the Joker card, and since then it’s been quiet.
I haven’t seen any more cards in the mailbox and
I’m damn glad about that. Now I don’t have to
worry about anything and can spend time alone
with the doorman. I’ve moved on in my life, no
longer a taxi driver or as Ma would refer to it as
a “disappointment”. No, I work within the council
now, helping those who are in need of something. I
guess you could say that the cards I received years
ago helped change my life. Looks like it has. Ma
has more respect towards me. I keep in touch with
the family more often and of course, I stay with the
same old group.

“Doesn’t matter, we’ll just deal her in once she gets
here”.

Tonight everyone’s coming over to my place to play
some poker. But I asked Audrey if she could come
earlier, I gotta tell her something before the rest of
the guys show up. Marv and Ritchie are coming in
about half an hour. Audrey should be coming in
any moment. I’m preparing the doorman’s dinner
early so he doesn’t bother me and Audrey. I give
him two bowls. One full of food, the other filled
with warm coffee and sugar, it’ll put him to sleep
early.

We played all the way till midnight. The game goes
for ten rounds. It’s similar to a round robin, just
here the person with no more chips to play with
gets knocked out. As the game goes on Ritchie loses
at round six and Marv finished by the end of round
nine. Round Ten, final round. It’s just Audrey and
I sitting at the table. Once we progressed through
the round we show the cards in our hand, revealing
our winning cards. “I’ve got a pair of kings”, I say
as I show her.

Moments later there’s a knock on the door. “That
must be Audrey”. My guess was wrong though. It
turns out to be Marv. For him to come before a
scheduled time is a rare sight. He’s normally late.
“You’re here early, normally you’re always late!”

She then shows me her hand. “I’ve got a two pairs
of aces”.

He chuckles. “Good to see you too, Ed. I just
thought I’d come sooner rather than later. Don’t
wanna miss the game tonight, that’s all”.
Moments later there’s another knock on the door.
This time it’s Ritchie. Marv and I were stunned
when I saw him. He’s wearing a black suit with a
red tie, almost looks like he works in the casino.
“You’re dressed for the occasion, I see,” Marv tells
him.
“A man’s gotta look his best if he’s gonna win
tonight”, he winks.
“You? You can’t win a game of Tic-Tac-Toe let
alone this”.
“Shut up Marv, you can’t…”, before he finishes I
interrupt.
“Have any of you seen Audrey? She said she’d
be here over an hour ago”. They both shrug their
shoulders. I guess they don’t know where she is. We
decided to wait until she arrives. An hour has past
and Audrey still hasn’t shown up. Now Marv is
getting restless. “Screw it, let’s just start playing!”.
“What about Audrey?” I ask him.

There’s no way to change his mind. Once Marv’s
set his mind on something he won’t let go of it. So
we started setting up the table and getting ready. As
soon as we’re about to begin, we hear a knock at
the door. This time it’s Audrey.
“Sorry guys, had to work back a bit”.
“Nice to see you Audrey, you’ve made it just in
time. We were about to start”, says Marv.
“Now since we’re all here, let’s begin, three, two
one…go”.

I’m paralysed. I’ve lost. Well, if I had to lose
someone I’m glad it wasn’t to Marv at least. He
wouldn’t stop talking about it for weeks. Marv
and Ritchie couldn’t believe what had happened.
I lost a game of poker to Audrey, not only that but
to a hand of four aces. Those same ace cards that
impacted and changed my life from three years
ago. “Good game Audrey”.
“Thanks Ed”.
With that final round ending Ritchie and Marv
decided to go home. Audrey is about to leave as
well before I confront her. “Hey Audrey, can I ask
you something?”
“Sure Ed, what’s up?”
I want to ask her about having some form of
relationship. “I was wondering whether or not
you would…”, the words can’t come out of my
mouth and I mumble. I don’t know why I can’t say
anything; I’ve suddenly lost my confidence.
“Ed? If you gotta say something say it”.
“I wanted to ask you, whether or not you would…
go out with me and start a relationship between
us?” I’m completely frozen, unable to move as I
wait for her response.
“Sure”.
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“What?” I said, “sure”. I don’t know what to
respond with. Normally she would give some sort
of excuse and say no. I guess she has changed over
the years. “I’ve got a place in mind to go for dinner.
If you’d like to join me that is”.
“Of course I would, Ed”. She moves towards me.

She gives me a kiss and later our conversation
ends. We agree on a day to go for dinner just
before she leaves. I go to my room and see the
doorman asleep next to my bed. I fall to my bed
and think. Thinking about the future ahead of me.
Soon after I fall asleep, waiting for the next day. n

INSOMNI A
Felix Zhou · Year 10 · Mazenod College

N

ight time: when all the monsters come out.

Dad told me that he had already checked
under my bed. But, my ears told me he was lying.
My bed protected me with its warm soft body. Yet,
nothing stopped my mind from wandering off.
Nothing stopped me thinking about what would
come alive in my slumber.
The judgemental nightlight stared at me accusingly
through its unblinking eye, as if it was sarcastically
reassuring me nothing would happen. But, my
mind still thought otherwise.
To me, every crack was filled with infinite shadows.
Every shadow was an entrance to a realm of
nightmares and behind every door was certain
doom. Enraptured with fear, I desperately urged
the bed to hug me tighter, thinking that it soak up
the river of dread within me. It was working …
until the light finally blinked. Once, twice, then out
completely.
The vast sea of black immediately plunged me into
despair. Nothing made me feel safe anymore. I felt
the warmth drain from my face. With it, the tiny
spark of hope that I could survive this nightmare.
I no longer felt the bed’s reassuring warmth. It was
as if it had just lost its protective powers, just like
the light had. Instead, Winter’s coldness coated me
with its icy chills.
Taking quick shallow breaths, I forced the tears to
stop pouring out, thinking it would stop dampening
my already drowning spirit. For too long, I have
been trapped in the prison of my own mind. My

body restrained by invisible chains. I retreated
back under my cover begging it to relax my stiff,
wooden body.
Each second felt like a lifetime, forcing me to
endure wild torment with fear as my only stimulus.
Slowly but surely, I felt the strength trickle back
into my limbs. The warmth felt like oil to my rustcovered mechanical body, restoring life to me and
granting me another chance to move. My heavy
legs reluctantly conceded to my command as they
sluggishly abandoned the safe shelter and carried
me towards my desk.
I fumbled around in the shadowy dungeon until
I finally came into contact with a familiar object.
Its shape immediately rejuvenated my body and
provided me with hope of finally escaping this
hell. With newfound courage, I rummaged through
the chest of drawers and grabbed the batteries. I
hurriedly dove back into the safety of my bed
sheets which had now grown cold with loneliness.
Frenzied by desperation, I shoved the batteries into
the lifeless lighthouse. Immediately, the beacon
scared the once dancing shadowy creature back
into the corners of the room. No longer did the
nightlight look condescending, but rather, a proper
guardian warning me of the dangers and keeping
the shadows at bay.
With my mind now at ease, and the creatures of the
night now made powerless, it finally came, what I
had wished and dreaded from the very beginning;
sleep… n
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SE P T E MB E R 1
Emily Zovak · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

On September 1 in 1923
they met,
they were young no more than three,
but already mischief gleamed in their eyes,
they knew from that day they would always be
together,
on September 1 their journey was about to begin.

On September 1 in 1939
she learned,
he had a uniform and she didn’t have a job,
she couldn’t see him anymore they couldn’t be
together,
on September 1 her journey with him finished and
his new one begun.

On September 1 in 1926
they played,
they ran through the streets arms linked and
smiles broad,
she liked to watch him when they walked
together,
the lines in his face were soft and his blue eyes
sparkled,
on September 1 their journey was bright.

On September 1 in 1942
they embraced,
but he had a gun and she had a star,
they were together but on opposite sides of an
argument they didn’t care about,
on September 1 her journey was slowly and ever
so slightly fading away.

On September 1 in 1929
they stole,
they were young no more than nine,
but already they were hungry,
they knew that if they hadn’t stolen they wouldn’t
be alive,
on September 1 their journey had just begun.
On September 1 in 1933
they cheered,
they didn’t know why,
they knew that a man had saved them and let
them be together,
on September 1 their real journey began.
On September 1 in 1936
they cried,
but their mothers cried even more,
they knew their fathers were gone but they were
still together,
on September 1 her journey begun,
but she couldn’t see him with her anymore.

On September 1 1944
they marched,
but he was crying and she had stripes,
the lines in his face pulling at his skin and his
eyes…
she didn’t recognise them.
they were together but she was silent and he was
distant.
On September 1 her journey was coming to its
end.
On September 2 1945
she was gone,
and he was still here, with his gun,
They weren’t together. She was dead, and her
screams stayed trapped in his head,
He had tried to silence them, release them
through his skin with a knife at his wrists,
On September 2 he opened his window took a
breath of the poisoned air,
And he fell. n
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Emily Zovak
Year 10 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
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Seth Cahill
Year 10 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Witness
_____
Acrylic on canvas
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P OE MS
Jervin Mabanag · Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College

My Father

Period 1

Please

Pain,
Sadness follows
the clink of bottles,
the stench of smoke.
A bottle smashes
and the belt snaps
‘Thud, Thud’
Footsteps stalk me
closer,
closer.
I’m shivering in fear.
My heart races
‘Thump, thump’
‘Thump, thump’
“Your mother ‘hic’ left ‘cause
‘hic’ o’ you”
‘Smack!’
I cry out in pain.
Sinking
Deeper
Deeper
Into
Darkness n

Trapped
Panicking.
In a cage
It’s dark
Gloomy
Shadows creep towards me
“How do I get out?!?”,
shouting
Into the endless darkness
My heart races
No windows
No way out
I’m terrified
Other tormented souls scream
A monster approaches me
‘Thud, Thud’
It’s piercing red eyes
Burn through me
It’s words rings in my ears
Asking
Always asking
“Where is your homework?” n

I spot her
Ice cream in hand
I see the smooth milky white
vanilla
The sprinkle of chocolate
flakes
Imagining the crunch of the
wafer
I run as fast as a cheetah
Getting on my knees
‘Thud’
I start begging immediately
She recoils. Disgusted
Her eyes are filled with scorn
Nose wrinkling in disgust
At my desperation
She probably saw
An old bum
With long unkempt hair
Torn clothing
Yellow teeth
Her nose overpowered
With my musty stench
Despite this,
I still ask
“Can I have some?”
“Please” n
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QUE S T IONING MO T HE R N AT UR E
Téa Mancini · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College North Keilor

(As if speaking to Mother Nature)
Why is it that seeds turn to trees,
leaves turn to fall,
and a larva turns to beauty with wings so pure?
You grant us eyes to see thy precious gifts
To observe every element of life’s constant shift
Yet why is it that nothing acts but none is still?

(As if spoken by Mother Nature)
From a seed grows a tree,
and a leaf always falls.
Just as a child grows up,
their journey explored.
When none is still yet nothing acts,
remember these words and here’s your map. n

Téa Mancini
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College North Keilor
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I T WA S B L UE ON GR E E N
James Blay · Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College

Military, you probably think it’s the manliest job
there is.
I joined up thinking it would be simple,
I wouldn’t be scared at all. I wouldn’t need help,
It’d be the people over there that would.
I wouldn’t be scared or cry like in the movies or
the stories of heard, well,
let me tell you.
On approach, the engines of the massive C17
growled like a truck
coming down a steep hill.
We all looked through the thick, small windows.
Dust and mountain ranges were all we could see.
It went on for ages.
Like flying across central Australia.
It was crazy to think a war zone could look so
beautiful.
Finally we had touched down in Afghanistan.
A place we would call home for nine months.
The weather was a scorcher.
The dust felt nothing like ours at home.
On the way to the base you could tell that we
were in a war zone.
Cars alight, some buildings almost turned to dust.
The people, they didn’t even care,
they weren’t scared. They were just used to it.
War shouldn’t be that normal for people. But for
them it was.
To be a man you can’t be fearful or scared
but we all know It’s just a human reaction,
but for them. I’m not too sure.
Bang! A car was soaring In the air.
The engine revved. We sped out of there. My
heart was racing.
That was day one.

Doing the normal rounds in the morning. It was
quiet, dark and lifeless.
Bang! Gunfire was ringing out. My ears were
screeching. The lights turned on.
Sirens going off. And gunfire still ringing out.
I was screaming for help.
Screaming,
something that I didn’t ever expect to do. But
when it comes to life or death…
I could hear the people running everywhere.
Finally, help was here.
We were shooting Back and vice versa.
Out of nowhere he collapsed right by my side.
It was Andrew.
He’d just arrived a couple of days ago with a
new wave. He was assigned to my battalion,
he was a father and husband.
I quickly Pulled him to cover, blood just pouring
out everywhere like a broken drink bottle.
As I was trying to stop it, I noticed I couldn’t do
anything.
He died right there. There wasn’t anything I
could do.
After the gunfire stopped. I noticed what
happened.
It was blue on green attack. One of our comrades
was dead.
How could we trust them again?
How could I tell his wife and kids that he’d
died?
How could I do all of this? It was quite simple. It
was not manning up. It was
simply doing what had to be done.
I saw his family at the funeral,
I cried, not just because I’d lost my comrade but
because I failed in my job.
People say men shouldn’t admit that they failed
but in all honesty, it’s the manliest thing to do.
To realise that you have failed and to realise you
can do better. n
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A SPA R K OF HOP E
Anuji Peramuna · Year 7 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

A

t first, the chatter of cascading water was all
that could be heard…

It slowly crept up to an unmistakable clomping
of boots. Kolus’ tail coiled up under him and he
whimpered with unease, as he gently nuzzled up
against Fiona. She slowly lowered her eyes to come
level with Kolus’ golden flecked emerald eyes and
stroked a trembling hand over his uneven purple
scales, trying to soothe him. Fiona the slave, stayed
crouched there in the draughty shed surrounded by
hay with the dragon in the Emperor’s large expanse
of land. Both Kolus and Fiona knew that this dreadful
day when the dragon hunters came for Kolus was
always lurking around the corner. Suddenly the
shouting of men emerged.
Fiona’s heart jumped into her throat.
‘Find it, even if it takes days! Search every inch of this
place. Go!’ A disembodied raucous voice echoed in
Fiona’s ears and she recoiled in fear.
Kolus raised his snout questioningly and it shone in
the dim light.
‘We have to get out of here. It is not safe for you
anymore. Come on, we’ll try and sneak out. I promise
no harm will come to you as long as I’m around,’
reasoned Fiona as Kolus growled in resistance.
Kolus hesitantly got up, but still stayed clamped to
Fiona like a shellfish clamped onto a rock. Fiona
praised Kolus for his bravery, just to build his
confidence.
The background noise created by the dragon hunters
made Fiona flinch as she held a tenacious grip onto
Kolus’ abdomen and led him out of the shed. The
scene outside was like a war, hunters whacked and
slashed at everything they thought was a possible
hiding spot for a dragon.
‘THERE!’ roared a dragon hunter as he pointed his
gun accusingly at Kolus’ talons.

lept and a little spark of hope flickered somewhere
inside of her.
Kolus was a thunder dragon.
‘Stay where you are and raise your hands, or you’ll
be next!’threatened a muscular, armed dragon hunter
with dreadlocks as he pointed his gun at Fiona
‘She can’t do any harm to us. Look at her, with her
waif-like appearance. She could do just about as
much harm as an ant,’ sneered a bulky man.
The dreadlocks hunter gave a nonchalant shrug.
The dragon hunters closed in on Fiona and Kolus
.Kolus slashed his tail mindlessly from side to side
in anxiety. Fiona backed up against Kolus and
whispered five bold words, ‘Use your strength,
lightning bolts.’
Kolus’ ears perked up at this, as if he couldn’t
believe he hadn’t thought of it before. A sly smirk
was planted on all of the dragon hunters’ pathetic
faces. Kolus’ eyes that were seemingly endless pools
streaked with intelligence and curiosity closed in
concentration. The shade of cocktail blue in the sky,
darkened to a gravel-grey colour and plump pillows
clumped together, engulfing the sky. Then the sky let
out a deep rumble. The sky cracked and a lightning
bolt, as fast as a rocket shot through.
‘Aaah!’ The bolt took a direct hit on a dragon hunter
and knocked him out.
The other dragon hunters backed up in fear.
‘Nice aim,’ praised Fiona under her breath.
Suddenly flashes of lightning were everywhere.
The dragon hunters took off. Fiona saw a chance
opening up. Pride welled up in her chest as she
hopped onto Kolus’ back.
‘Lets go to a secluded place where no one will ever
catch a glimpse of you ever again. I’ll keep you safe.’

‘NO!’screamed Fiona as she protectively and quickly
tried to lure Kolus away.

The weather had left her as dull as the lifeless sky,
but now hope and new happy emotions arose, that
she wouldn’t dare have felt a week ago.

Then a loud bang erupted. Kolus roared out in agony.

‘Watch your talon, take it slow,’ she advised.

Fiona’s head turned down towards Kolus’ talons in
trepidation, only to feel a wave of nausea wash over
her. Kolus’ talon was shot. Her childlike- wonder
filled eyes crumbled to panicked, terror-stricken,
watery eyes. She slowly raised her eyes to connect
with Kolus’,

Kolus spread his broad wings and lept off, breaking
off any tie he had to this place. He seemed a bit
shaky at first, but Fiona didn’t mind. They were,
for the first time, experiencing liberty. They zoomed
in zigzags and straight lines.Fiona smiled, laughed
and then laughed some more. Fiona raised her head
up towards the sky. A lightning bolt was coming
straight at them. Fiona’s smile immediately vanished
and an expression of horror took over,

‘You can do this,’ she whispered softly.
Kolus made a small grunt, but tweaked his mouth
up to what seemed like a gentle grin. Fiona’s heart

‘KOLUS!’ n
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F ROM P OND T O TA B L E
Amelia Campagna · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

A duck With A Severe Identity Crisis and the Not
So Irrational Fear of Becoming Dinner.
Statement of intention: The part of the story I
used in my recount was when Harriet/ Harry was
adopted by the Redmonds and Feehans to when
she/he dies. In this story there’s Harriet/ Harry the
gender confused duck as the protagonist, Charlie,
Norman, The Redmonds and the Feehans. The
setting in this story is the Feehans backyard. The
theme is a first person recount/ journal entry. Some
of the stylistic techniques used include first person
recounting, quotes from the book ‘Runner’ and
comedic use of my personal rendition on how a
duck in the early 1900’s would speak.

Q

uack!

My names Harriet… or so I thought. It all
started when these two families, the Redmonds an’
Feehans, adopted me. I was thrown onto the back
of a cart with the rest of me family. Soon nough I
was thrown off at the market in Fitzroy and soon
after purchased by the two. When I was bough’ ta
my new ‘ome I was greeted with “the smelliest dam
in Richmond”.
For 3 weeks I had been treated like a God… or
should I say Goddess. Don’t get me quacked I ‘oved
it, it was just confusin’. Every mornin’ I’d see me
owners upset faces and I didn’t understan’ what
I was doin’ wrong! Maybe it was the boy. Every
time I tried to play with ‘em ‘e’d complain that “on
one occasion she charged at me so aggressively I
had to retreat behind the kitchen door” to the tall
one.
Every morning they checked my dam expectin’
eggs! Did they realise I was male? Was I male?
For the longest time I ‘ought I was s’post to be
layin’ dees so called eggs but I didn’t know ‘ow!
Was I s’post to know ‘ow? I neva learnt how ta.
When I met the Redmonds and Feehans. Every
day I was livin’ in fear. Did they ‘ate me? Would
this be the end? All these questions just kept pilein’
up. Everyday I’d ‘ear the tallest one say “Mornin’
Harriet.” Occasionally, I’d get the boy to share his
bread and “talk in soothing tones.”

I spent my days ponderin’ and questionin’ meself.
Alas one day as I peered through the kitch’n
window I saw an unfamiliar face talkin’ to the boy
as he prepared this foreign object that he put hot
water inta. As if it was magic they both started
staring at me. I could see the Feehan boy angrily
glaring at me and talking about me as the guest
questiond’ ‘im. The Feehan boy was shocked. As I
made ou’ what was said my heart started to beat
faster than it ever ‘ad before and me vision doubled
as the words echoed in me ‘ead “That there’s no
Harriet, Charlie.’ ‘It ain’t?’ ‘Nah. It’s a Harry.” My
‘ead was spinning, the ground reeled beneath me.
I knew it! For the past 6 months I had doubted
meself and everythin’ I believed in but know I knew
I was quacking right! From that day onwards my
life was swell!
Until one fateful day where somethin’ wasn’t right.
Tension hung heavily in the air, so thick you could
cut it with a knife. I began feeling aggravated, and
started moping around. It wasn’t just me who was
bein’ on edge, the Feehan lady was tense too. I
could tell somin’ wasn’t right. One night as I was
sleep in’ on me dam I ‘eard a loud scream. It was
the lady and the boy, Loud footsteps crept further
away then closer again. Then all of a sudden I heard
a huge THUMP followed by another scream. I was
as a terrified as a duck on Christmas Eve. From
that day on nothing was the same. No more bread
or morning greetin’s… or greetin’s at all. No one
talked no one made eye contact. Occasionally the
Redmonds would pop by ta see how everyone was.
Things were gradually gettin’ back to normal.
The Feehan lady was lookin’ better but I could
tell she wasn’ ok in the ‘ead. Years had passed,
the youngest boy ‘ad gottn’ the flu and that made
the lady even sadder. Year after year, day after day
nothin’ had changed. My time was comin’ to an
end and I could tell my days were limi’ed. A few
days later I peered through the kitchen window
and saw the boy and his mum. The lady was cryin’.
As I made out the words I heard the boy say “ I
won it ma’ “as they fell into each other’s arms my
vision blurred. Everything was black. I knew this
was my end and I knew that my family was ‘appy.
I hit the ground of my dam and lay there. n
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B E ING A US T R A L I A N: T HE RO A D T R IP
Tileah Downs · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

W

hen driving to South Australia, I look
around at the outback and question ‘am I
truly Australian?’ As I live in a fully established
suburb which is not the stereotypical Aussie.
Long 9 hour drives allow my mind to wander.
From the many movies I watch and the books that
I read, from the bickering with my sister and the
songs on the stereo, there is never a time when
there’s nothing to do. Although the journey is long I
always look forward to arriving at our destination.
By resting my head on the ice cold window I slowly
drift off into a dramatic daydream. But within an
instant I’m awake again as my head jolts against
the window, when the car comes to a sudden stop.
As I look around my mouth starts to drool at the
thought of food. We quickly look at the menu and
start to order. Whilst waiting for our food to be
served, I become impatient as my stomach starts
to grumble. When our meals finally arrive they are
as hot as the sun. I desperately drive my food into
my mouth and experience a sense of euphoria. It
was not only just what I wanted, but also what I
needed.
When we get back in the car, I position my
headphones on my head and plug the cord into my
iPad. I scroll through the many movies available
to watch and find it difficult to decide. The ‘Which

movie should I watch?’ question keeps running
through my mind as I have absolutely no idea
what to watch. I decisively choose my movie and
rest my head back onto the headrest. I pull up my
warm fluffy blanket and begin to relax. The sound
booms through the headphones as I desperately
turn down the sound. My ears start to pound and
I continue watching the movie whilst ignoring the
pain shooting through my ears.
When the movie comes to an end, we turn into a
petrol station. My sister and I race inside while our
mum fills the car with petrol. We head straight to
the fridge and are welcomed by the cooling air. I
grab a bottle of water without questioning whilst
my sister takes her time looking all over the shop.
When she reaches the ice cream freezer she fills up
with joy and pleads for an ice cream. We get back
in the car, taking the time to cool down, sipping
our drinks and eating ice cream.
As we complete the final stretch of our long drive,
I am so excited. My pulse is a race car. I become
eager to jump right out of the car as we get closer
and closer. My sister and I create a dance party in
the confined space of the car. As we turn around
the corner, their house is in sight. When the car
eventually stops, I race out of the car, slam my
door shut and charge at the front door. n

I’M NO T T HE ONLY ONE
Nathan Muscat · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

We travelled to Australia to escape war.
We travelled to Australia for a better life.
So we thought.
We thought Australia was accepting and
multicultural,
But they are just stereotypes.
When I walk out the front door,
Everyone stops and turns around.
When I walk into the school gates,
It’s like walking into a battlefield
except these scars and wounds will never heal.
But I’m not the only one.

I get bullied for my colour,
And I’m often told to go back to my own country.
I’m not accepted
I’m not appreciated.
But I’m not the only one.
I walk with fear wherever I go,
I can never run with bravery.
I’ve forgotten how to smile,
But remembered how to frown.
I want to go back home.
But I’m not the only one. n
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TURKEY 1914 -1918: DEAR MUM, DEAR DAD
Siena Mapley · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

Turkey 1915

Dear Siena,

Dear Mum and Dad,

We miss you very much too!

I have been in Turkey today

It’s awful that so many people are dying in this war.

Fighting for Australia.

We can only imagine how hard it must be for you,

It’s been harder than I had ever imagined.

Caught up in all the shooting and bloodshed.

Today lots of people died, but I survived.

Sorry to hear that the conditions are so horrible

The conditions are horrible

But we are proud of the sacrifice you’re making.

And all the shooting just leads to more bloodshed.

Doing it all for Australia!

The food has been disgusting with the constant
bully beef.
I’m surviving and I’m going to keep on surviving.
Miss you very much and the family

Keep yourself safe.
Love you and miss you!
Mum and Dad xoxo n

But I’ve got to do this for our great Aussie nation!
Love you and miss you heaps!
Siena xoxo

SH A DO W E D ME MOR IE S
Juliette Byers · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Timeline plotted, shadowed memories,
Scrapbook of my little forever.
Constant presence, never waning,
Sturdy and solid, holding my haven up.
Witness to those who lived here before.
Gaining dints and dents over time.
A soft, friendly-looking complexion,
Like a crisp morning, like an early Spring day.
My history set gently above those long-gone,
Melding past and present in a singular, show-stopping tale.
My life laid bare, my story told.
Document of my past and present,
Photo album for my future. n
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A N INSP IR AT ION A L MOME N T
Sofia Giorgilli · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

I

was feeling bored, irritated and angry. I had my
computer in front of me cause I had to write a
story. It was silly (well so I thought), but it was
definitely late, so I decided I had had enough and
went to bed. I tossed and turned and eventually…
I splashed in the ocean. I swam to the shore and
then something amazing happened. Somehow
I just drifted up and up and it just felt relaxing.
I looked down and there underneath me was a
tornado safely spinning by. Gradually, I slowly
started to drift down and as I touched the ground
my feet made the sand turn yellow, red, green and
blue as I walked along the shore. It was like I was
being followed by a wave of colours.
On this remote island (if it actually is an island),
which I found myself wondering, there was initially
no sign of human life. I simply walked around until
I found a path. Then I hiked up to the tallest cliff and
watched the sunset before going to sleep. I slept on
grass and sticks – it was so uncomfortable. When
I woke up, I hiked back down and came across a
little village where I actually saw people dancing.
It seemed like some sort of festival was being held.
The locals were playing music THEMSELVES!
Curiously, I approached a couple of them and
asked, “Why are you using bells to play music?
Don’t you have a stereo?” They replied, “What’s
that? Don’t you know that it is 1891, and anyway,
why are those colours following you?” I said, “I
don’t know.”

was bored, I had no computer, no iphone or ipad! I
thought to myself, “How do I get home?”
As I took some time out to reflect on where I was and
what I was doing, I began missing my parents, and
realised how lucky I am to have them in my life, and
how lucky I am to have what so many others don’t.
It was time I stopped complaining about little things.
So off I went back down to the village and joined
in with the music and dancing. It was so much fun!
The way the locals danced was so different and the
entertainment was amazing!
Quick, vivid, images flashed before me. It didn’t even
feel like I was in the 1890’s. The women didn’t wear
tight dresses, not all buildings looked old (some were
modern), and everyone didn’t have to work so hard.
The teachers weren’t strict nor did they carry their
leather straps. This was like the 1890’s on a new level!
I kept asking myself questions over and over again.
“Am I stuck on this island forever? Are my parents
worried about me?”
Just then, I woke up (that’s my first question answered).
I was breathing heavily and feeling relieved that I was
lying in my own bed. I got up, ran up to my mum and
dad and gave them a big hug. Then I continued on
with my story.

“Um, no. I don’t think I am,” I assured them.

I based it on my dream. Now I always remember it
as though it took me on a journey to find my true
self. For a while, I had been an irritable, rude and
disrespectful child that found everything boring!
These days, I am truly always happy! I also think I
know what ‘the chosen one’ was referring to. That
is, that I need to use my imagination, be creative and
just be happy.

The next minute, everyone was throwing me up
in the air screaming for joy. I begged them to stop,
explaining that they had me all wrong, but no
one was listening. I was fed up with all of their
nonsense, so as soon as they put me down, I bolted.
I went back up to my favourite spot on that cliff
I slept on the night before. I had nothing to do. I

Anyway as life went on, the world changed. It was
now 2048 and everything was looking glamourous.
The cars are so different they’re almost like space
machines. It’s cool, but I liked it when everything
was simple and easy to do. I’ve since lived with that
wonderful experience of appreciating the small stuff
in life. n

Then out of nowhere someone called out, “She’s
the chosen one!”
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A P OC K E T F UL OF R A INB O W S
Agnes McCallum · Year 5 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

“H

ey Mum, look at the, the, the rainbow!”
A distant memory called to Ella as she
crossed the bridge to Heaven and she remembered
the icy tendrils of the river she had drowned in.
Her story was written in the stars before she was
even born, but hers is a sad story, so you’ll need
some tissues. A lot of tissues.
Ella had marched down the stairs to the front
door of the cottage on a very pleasant Monday
morning. But her Mother stopped her. “Where are
you going?” she questioned politely. “To look for
rainbows,” an eight year old Ella had exclaimed.”
Alright, but be back in time for lunch,” her mother
replied. After what felt like hours, but was really
only 25 minutes, she found one.
She decided to bring a piece of it to her mother. But
the closer she got to it the more faraway it seemed.
Eventually, Ella got close enough to touch it but as
soon as her fingers reached out, it seemed to fade
between her fingers. Suddenly, out of the corner
of her eye she saw something shiny. It was a pot
of gold. She remembered it from her mother’s old
storybook. Legend has it that you could find one at
the end of a rainbow.

She wanted to get a closer look, so she decided to
cross the river that separated it from her. To get
across the river she had to cross a bridge. About
halfway over the bridge she paused to look at the
cool blue, sparkling water. It seemed to pull Ella in
with its startling icy blue colour. She remembered
falling into the river like it was yesterday (which
it was). Ella hadn’t learnt to swim properly yet, so
she struggled against the icy cold current. Then its
frosty waters pulled her under and the last thing
she saw was the rainbow that appeared as though
it was laughing at her.
Her mother – a retired poet, started writing a poem
as soon as she heard about Ella’s death.
It read:
Rainbows are colourful that’s true, but they can be
treacherous too.
She wanted a pocketful of rainbows for me, but it
was not to be.
The icy waters that swallowed her whole, quickly
stole her soul, soul, soul. n

Elizabeth Telfer
Year 8 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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UNR E A L !
Ellyse Boyd · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

5

, 4 , 3 , 2, 1… Blast off! I was off. I was finally
free from my chimney sweeping life. As I was
flying through space, I could see all the space rocks
floating around the weightless Earth behind me. My
new life was finally beginning!
Back on Earth (let’s just say I didn’t have the best
life), I worked for Mr. Brown and his wife Mrs.
Brown. Well that’s until they got caught by the police
selling things illegally on the streets. Consequently,
they got sent to jail, and I was finally free!
Now I’m finally travelling through space. I’m going
camping on the moon forever and ever! I’m never
going back to that horrible planet. I have so many
bad memories of that place, but I’m not going to
get into that whole story again. I’m going to enjoy
my time in space all by myself, in my luxurious
spaceship.
BANG!!! I landed on the moon. My dream actually
came true! I quickly blasted out of the first class
spaceship. I started to set up my tent. Before I left
Earth I had brought a tent that was as big as a
castle. I got out the seeds that I had brought along
to plant and grow my own produce. I was very used
to cooking my own food, as I had no other choice
back on Earth.
I had brought along a supply of homemade food
just to get me through the first month or so. Upon
my arrival, I pretty much just ate some dinner and
then I went straight to bed in my over-sized tent. I
tried getting into my animal pjs but they just started
floating everywhere. No one told me that there was
NO GRAVITY in space. Great! I was now cold and
shirtless on the moon. Not much different to when I
was on Earth. Why did I think this was a good idea?
In the morning, I made some porridge for breakfast.
I needed my energy to go bungee jumping in space.
By lunch time, I was famished (must’ve been all that
jumping around I did). I cooked up some snazzy
looking snags for lunch. They were delicious! I later
ventured off to look at the Earth; it didn’t seem so
bad from so far above.
The next morning I had a hearty breakfast and
packed lots of food into a lunch box (as you can
tell, I really do love my food). I decided to go on a
day trip to another planet. I got into my luxurious
spaceship and off I went to Uranus. This day trip
was going to be great!
When I arrived at Uranus, I saw heaps of aliens
walking around. I felt a little creeped out but
eventually got used to them. I went on a tour of
the planet. It was amazing! Nothing like any of the
other planets I’d seen! As soon as I got back to the
moon, I started recording a diary entry about my
trip to Uranus and at that moment, I decided that I

was going to go to Venus tomorrow and stay there
for a whole night!
As the sun rose and it was finally morning, I started
to get ready for Venus. Then I jumped into my sweet
luxurious spaceship. As I enjoyed the beautiful
view of the Solar System, I noticed some unusually
shaped, purple rocks that were rather large. I didn’t
know what they were so I just ignored them and
kept travelling to Venus.
When I arrived at Venus (the second planet from the
sun), it seemed a lot hotter than Uranus or the moon.
I figured I would just have to adapt to it. I eventually
found a nice hotel to sleep at for the night. The hotel
was called The Lakeside Hotel, which was ironic
because there is no water at all on Venus. Lucky for
me, I stocked up on water bottles.
First thing in the morning, I went out for breakfast
to the Wet Bean Cafe. I had wet beans on toast, but I
just don’t know where they were getting their water
from? Over another hearty breakfast, I decided I
was going to go back to the moon and stay there
for at least two months before I travelled anywhere
else in space.
While I was flying back to the moon, I passed those
large purple rocks again! I had to know what they
were! I quickly returned to the moon and got my
telescope out. I had a look at those mysterious
purple rocks. I took my phone out and attempted
to search those rocks but it signalled that there was
NO WIFI. How could there not be any WIFI?! The
moon is the Earth’s natural satellite! The moon also
orbits the Earth, so I didn’t get it!
A few minutes later, I remembered that my only
friend (whom sadly passed away as soon as I left
for the moon), had warned me that I wouldn’t have
access to WIFI. I eventually got over it. Instead, I
found out what those rocks were in the dictionary,
and what a long process that was. THEY WERE
ASTEROIDS and guess what? They were coming
right towards me!
I quickly got in my luxurious spaceship once again
and set for Earth. I didn’t want to go back to Earth
but it was my only option. I was speeding towards
Earth. As I was racing towards it, I realised I was
probably never going to come back to space. I just
kept heading towards Earth because I was running
out of time.
CRASH! I was back on Earth. As soon as I got back
on Earth, I got abducted by a random couple. And
wouldn’t you know it? They set me to work in their
mansion. So much for coming back to Earth! Well,
I guess it’s time to get my head out of space and just
accept that I’ll never be able to escape my reality. n
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B L OC K LY W OR L D
Jaxson Swampillai · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

U

m… I think it was in 2017. Yes, Yes, Yes…
that was 50 years ago. WOW! I am getting
old. That was the year; the strangest year of my
LIFE!!! I remember it clearly now.
“Do you think you can tell us what happened?”
whispered the interviewer who wished not to be
named and had his face disguised. WEIRD!
OK, so it all started when my brother, John and I were
playing Minecraft. We were trying to make the biggest
Nether Portal and then my brother uttered these
nine words that I didn’t know would later haunt me
because at the time, they sounded like a good idea.
John simply asked, “Hey, do you want to create your
own portal?”
I naively replied, “That would be great John!” and we
started building.
I made mine out of gold and added TNT to blow it
up but it did not work. Meanwhile, my brother was
building his out of diamonds and using flint and steel.
As soon as he lit it, a huge, light blue portal came out
of our television and into our LIVING ROOM!!!
John put his foot through it and it disappeared! Then,
something started pulling him in, so I grabbed John by
the ankles and I fell to the floor. When I looked up, I
could not believe my eyes!
WE WERE INSIDE THE ACTUAL GAME!!! At
first, I thought I was dreaming, so I kept on slapping
myself as hard as I could but it started to REALLY
hurt, so I stopped. It was then that I realised that John
was missing. I tried to run but I remembered I was in
Minecraft and I was controlling myself because I still
had the remote for the Xbox in my hand! So I pressed
the A button twice and my feet lifted off the ground
and when I moved the joystick to the left, my body
turned left and when I moved it to the right, I went
right. For a while, I gazed at the wonderful sight of a
blockly world and then I started the quest to find John.
Then, just as I was about to move, daytime turned
into night and I was in ‘creative’ and the mode was
on ‘Easy’. However, I still knew, there were going to be
zombies, creepers and skeletons, so I panicked until I
said to myself, “Hey, this is Minecraft and the mode is
creative, so… I should start building a house. All I need
to do is press the…um… Y button and my inventory
will come up.” As soon as I pressed the Y button, my
inventory appeared in front of me. My inventory was
empty so I went on and pressed the X button and
all the equipment in the game were in front of me in
columns. Only, this time, I could use my hands and I
didn’t need to use the remote. I got a glowstone for
light, a green bed to sleep on, a flower pot, a couple
of roses for decoration, paintings too, a wooden door,

5 apples, 5 cookies and 10 pieces of steak, so I could
survive. I put all the food in a chest and once I finished
building, I went on to look for John. In my inventory,
I had a diamond sword and a bow and arrow for
protection, as well as, a diamond axe for mining. I’m
pretty sure I put a glowstone in my inventory because
if it got dark, I could mine a block and replace it with
a glowstone. Suddenly, I heard the sound of someone
entering the Nether, so I moved the joystick twice to
move fast. It was then that I saw a zombie pushing
John in the portal. “HELP BOB!!!”
Once I heard John’s cry for help, I raced after him. The
sound when you enter the Nether Portal in the game
was WAY louder than playing the game. Inside the
Nether, I saw lots of zombies and skeletons waiting
for me, so I quickly went to my inventory and got my
sword and held it in front of me until they backed
off. Then I heard John yelling, so I followed his voice
and eventually spotted him with a zombie villager. I
pressed the X button and went to ‘armour’ because I
saw special bows such as, a bow of slowness, a bow
of poison, a bow of harming, etc. I got the poison bow
and as soon as the bow hit the zombie villager, he went
running away, trying to get the bow off him.
“Are you alright John?” I asked.
“Um, yeah, I’m fine,” he replied calmly. “How do we
get out of here?” he asked worriedly.” “The same way
we came in but, I think we need to go to that exact
portal and, and…”
“WHAT?!” John shouted.
“I don’t know where that is,” I sadly replied. Just then,
there was a moment of silence until my brother cried,
“I AM A GENIUS!”
“Why?” I asked looking confused.
“Do you know how when you spawn, the first thing
in your inventory is an empty map?” “Yeah…,”I said.
“I used mine and now the map can lead us to the
portal!” he said.
“OK, let’s try it” I replied. But, as we were about to
leave the Nether, we had company near the portal.
“Oh, no!” whispered John, “What are we going to
do?”
“Let’s see, here are all the creepers. They explode when
you go near them so we have to go up to them and
they will explode but as they are about to explode,
click the A button twice and get off the floor,” I replied.
“Good idea but we have a problem. I don’t have my
remote,” explained John.
At that point, I had an idea! “Hey John, go into the
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creative inventory and look for this thing that looks
like wings and is called ‘Elytra’, okay?!”
“This better work Bob,” John warned me. “Do I equip
it?”
“Obviously John,” I replied. “Ready… 3, 2, 1, GO!”
I had my eyes shut so I didn’t look. “Um… is this it?”
I said.
“Only one way to find out,” replied John nervously.

What a relief! We actually got out of the Nether Portal.
Once back in the living room, we saw our parents
running straight towards us, shaking their heads
in disbelief, cause as I’d imagined they would have
MISSED US! But wait, what was happening? They…
they…they were hugging the Xbox!
Just then, I found myself lying awake on the couch
thinking, “I don’t know. Sometimes it’s so hard to
separate fantasy from reality.” n

Annika Nevell
Year 8 ∙ Star of the Sea
College
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T HE RUINS OF A PA R A DISE
Nicholas Gustin · Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

Statement of Intention:
My creative writing piece is based off the prompt
‘Hidden Worlds’. My immediate thought was
to create a type of utopia, but I felt I wanted a
twist. I decided upon creating a utopia which is
slowly corrupted through the little actions of the
protagonist, until all these actions confront him
at the end. I wanted my audience to see and feel
how the bad emotions and feelings we have can
come back at us; in this story this is represented
literally. I also tried to create a protagonist who,
while very pleased at his surroundings, was human
and made faults that made the reader less inclined
to like him, and therefore make it more realistic
and relatable than a perfect person.

A

s I stood up from the earthen ground, I felt
the buzzing of life vibrate through my feet.
Everything was a blur of colour and moving parts.
My eyes feasted upon object after object, taking it
all in: the sounds of children joyfully screaming,
the whir of mechanical parts. I saw carnival rides,
food trucks stretching as far as the eye could see,
beautiful mountain scenery. I smelled the heavenly
scent of food wafting through the air. I was sure
that this couldn’t be reality, that I would soon
wake up to my cruel life. A feeling of unease crept
up on me – ‘What is this place? How am I here?’
But I shrugged it off, eager to explore the paradise
in front of me.
For the moment, I was content to wander around,
drinking in the sites, grabbing food, admiring the
view. I almost thought that I had discovered my
own Narnia, but even Narnia had its problems.
This world did too, but I was too blind to see them:
the shadowy figures lurking in the dark, the storm
clouds on the horizon, and the distant rumbling of
thunder. But as they say, ‘Ignorance is bliss’, and
I was so caught up in everything that I failed to
notice the warning signs. Should I have seen the
signs then? Perhaps, but I refused to, and that was
my downfall.
As I was wandering, a food truck with a particularly
juicy taco caught my eye. I bit into it, but to my
disgust I spat it out a moment later. Everything
tasted off, just not right. I confronted the vendor.
“WHAT DO YOU CALL THIS?” I yelled in fury,
throwing the taco to the ground. The vendor
quivered in fear, running into the back of his truck.
Fuming, I walked off, but as I did I noticed two
strange men dressed in black trench-coats, walking
behind me. I turned around to confront them, but
to my surprise they were gone. I brushed it off
and walked away. Should I have seen the signs

then? Perhaps, but I refused to, and that was my
downfall.
I approached the carnival rides with apprehension,
as I had never taken a liking to them. As I came to
a notably tall ride, I shivered in fear and vowed to
never go on that ride, even on my deathbed. Once
again, I noticed that there was another strange
man behind me, almost identical to the others. My
curiosity piqued, I approached the man, but once
again found that he had disappeared, just like the
others. Should I have seen the signs then? Perhaps,
but I refused to, and that was my downfall.
The storm clouds grew ever closer until they
menacingly loomed over me. I wondered what they
were doing here, in my utopia. I assumed that they
would simply move past, but I was soon proven
wrong. The rain came down quick and heavy, and
I was forced to take shelter, along with the other
inhabitants of this strange and magical place. My
eyes fell on a table of food, piled high with all my
favourites: ham and cheese toasties, cupcakes and
more. I dived onto the plate, gobbling it up until
the very last bite. It was only when I emerged from
my feast that I realised there was nothing left for
the others. My emotions were conflicted, I felt
guilty but also satisfied that my craving was filled.
I looked away from the crowd, not wanting to see
their gloomy faces. As I turned aside, I glimpsed
another man, identical to the others, and was
determined to find out who they were. I closed
my eyes and took a deep breath, preparing to call
him out. But when I opened my eyes he was gone.
Should I have seen the signs then? Perhaps, but I
refused to, and that was my downfall.
I looked out a window and noticed how quickly
the violent storm had appeared. It rampaged on,
destroying everything in its path. Carnival rides
toppled over with loud crashes, stray plates and
bits of food flew past the window. I wondered
when the onslaught would ease. I could only watch
as my paradise was blown away. Eventually, I
emerged from the shelter in the wake of the storm.
The sun hid behind the clouds, and so the land was
cloaked in darkness. The landscape was barren,
with no sign of the life and soul I felt when I first
arrived here. I fell to the ground and wept. I had
been forced to see the signs, and it broke me.
However, my torment was not over yet. The four
figures that I had previously glimpsed were coming
towards me, and wave after wave of irrational fear
crashed upon me. I ran. I ran for my life, hoping
above hope that I could escape the place I had
once thought a utopia. But they caught up to me,
tripping me up and forcing me to the ground. As
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they neared, I could see that their trench-coats
were made of pure darkness, their bodies radiating
cold like ice. Somewhere inside me, something
fragile broke. The shards spread throughout my
body, piercing everything good and amplifying
everything bad. “WHO ARE YOU?” I sobbed.
Somehow, I mustered up the courage and sent my
fist towards the closest figure. As I made contact, a
jolt went through me. I saw myself, rage contorting
my face, yelling at a food truck vendor, throwing
a familiar taco on the ground. “I am Anger,” a
voice hissed, “and I have come to make you pay.”
Another figure moved forward, “I am Disgust,
and I have come to make you pay.” I saw myself

spitting out the taco, swallowing down the bile.
The third figure reached out and touched me. I saw
myself, staring at the tall carnival ride, shivering. “I
am Fear, and I have come to make you pay.” The
final figure stepped forward, “I am Greed, and I
have come to make you pay.” The final image was
of me, standing next to a table once piled high with
food, looking at the disappointed and angry faces
around me.
There was nothing I could do. I watched as the
darkness converged on me, and I caught my last
glimpse of my world, my escape, my utopia. As my
vision failed me, I realised that I stood among the
ruins of a paradise. n

H A D I OP E NE D T HE B OX …
Tom McCarthy · Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

Had I not opened the box
I would’ve had everything
My shirts, my shoes and my socks
I would have had some money
I need a sandwich as well
I would’ve had some money
To go in it well
My whole life is gone
Everything I own
All I can do is lie on the lawn
Because to be honest, they came in flocks
None of this would be,
Had I not opened the box.

The cops tried to help
They came too late,
but they fell to the ground with an almighty yelp
The burglars, the monsters, the people
Whatever they were
They were pretty darn evil
I guess you could say, I am one to hold a grudge
But they need only the strictest judge.
Finally! They’ re going to jail
Sweet, sweet revenge
I can already hear them wail
This judge is my saviour
So, after all, we did prevail. n
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T HE JOUR NE Y T O NO T HING
Nikolai Niall · Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

It is not easy to start over in a new place,
In the face of death this is an even more difficult
task.
This journey started in a peaceful place,
But that place was replaced by the journey,
The journey bringing us ever closer to our demise.
There was not a sliver of hope,
No certainties besides death.
We almost wished that it would just come,
Come to put an end to our psychological
suffering and mental battles.
This was no place for happiness,
It was long gone and forgotten,
All that remained was a feeling of emptiness.
Nothingness was all we knew,
Our whole lives have been replaced,
Replaced with this never-ending waiting,
Dragging us under into the deep dark blackness.
The stench of death,
It was surprisingly sickly sweet yet familiar,
It hung in the air like thick fog.
The sound of grinding machinery,
A constant reminder of what lay ahead in this
journey.

We heard stories,
Sliced open,
Their flesh ground up by crushing machines,
Their blood poured into containers and preserved,
Why were they doing this to us?
I had to come to terms with the fact of life.
Even as I was transported to my place of death,
I could not believe what was happening,
Wasn’t aware,
Caught in a daze.
But as soon as I saw the sharp instruments,
I was snapped back into reality.
I felt the sharp metal enter my body,
Then I felt nothing,
Only semi-conscious of what was going on,
A passenger in a hollow shell.
As my severed body rolled towards the machine
and my death,
I thought to myself,
Was it all worth it?
Just for some orange juice? n

HIDDE N W OR L DS
William Walden · Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

W

ater dripped off the stalactites overhead as
I walked through the stone corridors of the
secret cave system. The cavernous areas were said
to have been Nazi hideouts during World War II.
This fact seemed strange to me. To believe that
this stark and barren wasteland of caves was once
home to a battalion of the most ferocious and
insane soldiers the world has ever known. This
was a surprise beyond compare. The foul stench
of decay hung in the air. I breathed in once, my
nose wrinkled. A loud creak pulled me out of my
thoughts. I looked behind me just in time to see

a large stone slab covering the door. I ran to the
stone and banged on it whilst screaming, though I
knew my hopes would be ill fated.
“What just happened?” I said to no one at all,
a mix of surprise and horror in my voice. Am I
trapped here was the first thought that went
through my mind at that moment. My worst fears
were confirmed as the torches died and all that was
left of the soft sound of water dripping from the
stalactites on the roof, forming tiny puddles on the
cave floor. I fell to the floor with a cold hard thud
and blacked out instantly. n
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TA NK M A N
Will Madden · Year 8 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

T

hey call me ‘Tank Man’. The history books
don’t record my name. They call me ‘The
Unknown Rebel’ and ‘The Rebel Protestor’. They
don’t know where I came from and they don’t
know where I went or where I am now. But they
know what I represented all those years ago.

I wasn’t even planning to do what I did before it
actually happened. There wasn’t a whole lot of
planning at all. It was pretty much a spontaneous
thing. It was as though emotion combusted inside
me and I had to try to call a halt to the whole,
awful mess that my country was in.

It was the 5th of June in 1989. The tanks, those
enormous, imposing tanks rolling through
Tiananmen Square. They didn’t want to physically
crush me. They could have, of course. I could have
resembled a dead bug, squashed into the road, if
that is what they had wanted. How easy to just
keep on driving because I would have posed no
appreciable resistance to the might and power of
those tanks. But I suppose that was the point. They
wanted to show that they, with their tanks and
guns and rank and authority had all the strength
and power just by their sheer presence.

It was just fortunate that someone was filming me
that day and that they seemed to understand what
I wanted to say. Our demands were pretty simple.
We wanted then what citizens have wanted for
centuries and still want today. We want politicians
to tell the truth, to listen to their people, to keep
promises, to govern for the greater good. It doesn’t
have to have a label. Maybe you call it democracy.
I just call it humanity. And we had tried to do it
‘the nice way’ and they just wouldn’t keep their
promises. And, they hurt us. They hurt my friends
and my family and people I didn’t even know. And
they hurt us just for standing up for ourselves,
for having the audacity to suggest that social and
economic reform was desperately needed, for
daring to have a voice.

But I wasn’t going to make it easy for them. They
tried to play a psychological game with me. They
kept swaying and sashaying as they slowly but
surely moved through the square towards me,
trying to avoid me and, at the same time, willing
me to get out of the way. To make it easy for them
to keep going, to continue with their mission.
But I had an agenda that day, too. Surely there
had been enough suffering, enough death, enough
repression and enough broken promises. Looking
back, I can’t honestly say I woke that morning
with the intention of being that brave; some
might actually call it foolish. But something had
to be done and someone had to do it. It would
make more sense for it to have been someone else,
someone known for their political activism. And,
I wasn’t the first person to stand in front of tanks.
So, why me and why the publicity?
Let’s be clear, I wasn’t seeking publicity for me. If I
had been, people would know my name today. But
I didn’t want that then and I don’t want it now.

So, I guess that day I became a sort of hero in the
eyes of the world. I wasn’t asking to be famous but
I am glad that, in some small way, I helped to shine
a light on the oppression and unfairness of what
was happening in my country at that time.
They have never tracked me down. I am still
anonymous to them and to the world. I have
become a symbol of hope. Oppressive regimes still
exist all over the world. While I hope that no one
feels the need to do exactly what I did, perhaps
my action shows that it is important to stand up
to injustice and that one person can make a big
impact.
They still don’t know my name after all this time.
But that isn’t important – it wasn’t then and it isn’t
now. I am Tank Man and I did my job by being
there that day. n
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ME MOR IE S
Xavier Grindlay · Year 7 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

T

he box stands on a table of marble and gold.
Marquetry of flowers decorate the wooden
sides. They have significance, but I can’t remember
what they meant. One side held a sweet pea flower,
another a cactus, a tea rose on top and a fern facing
me. I suddenly feel compelled to step towards the
box, and as I step closer my body feels numb, and
I start forgetting my past. I can’t remember the
purpose of me being here, in this pure white room.
I keep forgetting things. Then I forget how to walk.
The box is drawing me in. I am mere inches away
from the glossy wooden surface, and I forget how
to stand. I am being pulled to the box, like a puppet
on a string. My hand lifts to open the box with a
golden latch. A silvery liquid rests inside. The thing
connected to my arm goes in the direction of my
head. The limb falls into the watery thing and my
memories come flooding back. I feel drawn into
the box, being pulled, I fall into the liquid and am
submerged in a cool wetness.
I can breathe under the liquid. Something floats
past me. I walk towards it but am stopped by a
barrier. I see myself walking into the box from
a moment ago, the image as though made of
thread, almost invisible against the white walls
in every direction. My reflection enters the box
and vanishes as I sink down in the liquid, and
can see many other wispy images in front of me.
Some seem younger than me, but I recognise
them from my past. There I was graduating from
university. My first day of school. My first concert.
First friend. Best friend. Each memory stays for a
moment of movement then dissolves in the liquid.
Leaving home for university. A reflection of me sits

down at a table and begins playing the piano. He
plays a few wrong notes, loses track of where he
was and the audience laughs at him.
The clear liquid around that memory turns dark.
The light blues of the image turn to fiery reds. All
around me, memories are turning dark, but in
the distance one happy memory is standing. My
wedding. The brightest blues illustrate this image
and I feel myself being drawn towards it. The joy
fills my body and I feel like I was there again. The
dark memories start clearing. The light fills the
room again, but now the walls seem to be gone;
with white, infinite space in every direction. More
memories float past.
My children.
The brightly coloured thread moves as they quickly
change to adults and my grandchildren appear. The
lines of faint colour dispel into a colourful mist and
I shift my attention to another set of memories.
Birds in a tree chirping over the headstone of a
grave. David Antrebune, the headstone reads, you
will be missed. My father. A tear falls from my eye,
yet the memory stays pure silver and blue. My
mother’s headstone lays next to him and a heavy
fog stops me from seeing what is between. A bright
light appears below me that makes the white liquid
in every direction look dark. As I once again feel
drawn to the inside of the bright light. The light
envelops me like water, making its way around my
body. I can no longer see my other memories and I
feel complete. My journey is finished.
Now I must move on to the next great journey. n
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ONE W I T H T HE L A ND
Kate Cooper · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I

t’s a new day. The sky is a light, vibrant blue. The
clouds are perfect and white like her smile so
long ago. The wet, muddy dirt underneath her toes
support her aching and tired body. As she runs into
the lake’s cool clear water up ahead, she feels all of
the strain and pressure she’s been carrying around
for weeks wash away. She is finally free from that
horrid place; finally able to go home again and be
her own unique self. She no longer has to conform
to society’s view of a “perfect white girl.” She can
speak in her own tongue, wear her own clothes
and after all this time, just be a child again.
She washes out her dark, wiry hair allowing the
fresh water to drip down her hot and sweaty face.
Each splash of water giving her the hope that this
time she will return to the safety of her family. She
bends down to clean her rough and calloused feet,
tired from her long journey of escape. She knows
she cannot stay here any longer; the sun is up and
therefore the trackers are out, hunting her down to
bring her back to the Ebenezer Mission Institution.
As she attempts to continue her journey home,
an internal conflict begins to stir within her.
Every tiring step she takes is like walking over
hot burning coal. Pain shoots up her legs as she
slowly trudges along the scorching red sand of the
Victorian outback.
Her mind keeps telling her to think positively, “you
can keep going,” she repeatedly tells herself, “you
must.” She struggles to lift her feet off the ground
and is forced to drag them. Mentally she tries to
push on, but her body can’t keep up. She falls to
the ground with a thud. The lake’s refreshing water

isn’t enough to fully re-energise her. Her whole
body aches, from her feet to her head. She can feel
the bruises forming on her palms, hips and feet, as
they begin to throb painfully. The impact of the
fall is enough to not only affect her physically but
emotionally. Thoughts begin to race as she starts to
question the likelihood of her returning home; to
her mother, her family, the land that has protected
her for her whole life. The land that has protected
her tribe and her people for generations. The land
that was going to protect her now.
With all of her might she manages to get back to
her feet and gently rest her heavy body against the
nearest tree; a large, moist eucalyptus. As she raises
her head to look at the trunk of the tree, she knows
that she has the advantage. She knows this land
and how to care, respect and connect with it. She
has a connection with the dry, sandy dirt and the
wild, tangled bushes; with the lakes and rivers and
towering trees above. She knows the land and it
knows her. She is not going to let these white fellas
come and destroy it – not going to let them change
the Indigenous Australian that she is.
As she leans against the peeling bark of the tree,
she knows that she cannot keep going and knows
that this is where her journey home will end. She
knows that this is the end of one journey but the
start of another. The journey of individuality and
culture. She will not forget who she is and she
never will. An Aboriginal Australian who is one
with the land. An Aboriginal Australian who will
never stop fighting for freedom. n
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J A C K DOUGL A S
Sandrine Farrar · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

E

ver since I was young, I’ve been told about
the legend of Jack Douglas. I’m about to tell
you the story of my admirable Pa. In the 1950s,
over two years, he played 14 games for Hawthorn
Football Club. He dislocated a shoulder and
a collarbone twice. He didn’t love playing for
Hawthorn because he didn’t feel he got the
encouragement that he needed. His football team
was actually Melbourne but he didn’t live in the
right zone.

Pa was a man of many gifts; he co-edited the
official book on ‘The Geology of Victoria’. He
also co-wrote the ‘Atlas of Victoria’. He wrote
many articles in micropaleontology; he had
an international reputation as a distinguished
paleontologist. Pa lectured and attended many
seminars overseas. He learnt Russian so that he
could discuss his work with Russian scientists.

Shattered, shattered was how my Pa felt when he
found out the news of him not being accepted into
the 1956 Melbourne Olympics, despite qualifying
and having better times and better results than one
of the athletes selected. He tied in third place in the
800m qualifying heat but due to unfair tactics by
the selectors (athletics was for the upper classes),
he didn’t make the cut. In the Australian Athletic
Championships, he came second 14 times. He also
won the Victorian state championships in the 800
metres.

He loved telling stories to his children and adding
on to the story of ‘Black Beauty’. He visited parts of
Russia in the 1980s as part of his job as a research
fossil plant scientist and visited areas normally
restricted to tourists. He would never cut down
a tree and the Mt Waverley house his wife and
children lived in was the only home in the street
that could not be identified as it was surrounded
by plants. He wasn’t just studious: his heart was
filled with fun. He once went to the Allansford
cheese factory, where he pretended to be the new
manager and demanded a tour of the factory! He
managed to do this because it was the day after
New Year’s and everyone had hangovers.

It was 1939 when his father, William Douglas, left
his job as a primary school principal to fight for his
country in WW2. Due to his father’s departure, my
Pa and his siblings helped to fulfil his father’s role
by helping full time around the house, whilst the
family anxiously waited for three years for their
Dad’s return.

It was 6 February 2007 when sadly my Pa passed
away doing what he loved best, playing tennis. He
was winning on his serve, just like the winner that
he was. John Gordon George Douglas was a man of
many talents but above all he was my grandfather.
Although I didn’t fully know him I will always be
extremely proud to be his granddaughter. n
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DE SC E N T
Sienna Fernando · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I

fall.
I’m used to it now.

I’ve fallen many times before this and will continue
to rise and fall, rise and fall until the Earth stops
spinning. Many would think I’d be scared, falling
from such a height, with the knowledge of having
nothing there to catch me but the hard gravel
roads and paths far, far below. However, all I feel
is peace and tranquility, the wind being the only
thing I hear as it splays my hair out into a fan
behind me. Nothing can slow my long descent as I
cascade toward the ground.
I find myself enjoying the fall. I have reason to
enjoy it, for I am not alone as I plummet. To my
left and right, above and below me, are others. My
friends, my family. It’s nice to be with comrades as
we make our journey with the help of gravity. We
don’t speak, enjoying the journey silently, looking
into each transparent face for reassurance as we
make a journey we will complete continuously
until the end of time itself.
Collectively, our breathing struggles as we enter
the clouds of pollution that ants have created. The

air seems more bearable as each one of us has a
part of this filth flowing through our bodies as
well. They couldn’t stop at poisoning just air, could
they? Of course not. It is their nature to destroy.
The damage they cause goes unacknowledged
until it affects them directly. Of course it’ll be too
late by then. So it is our duty to sacrifice ourselves
to cleanse their mistakes.
The gravel grows closer and some squeal in shock.
Others laugh in joy as they see my body break as
it hits the ground. My friends shatter after me,
our split bodies piling together until we become
large enough for the sadistic people of this Earth
to jump through. The younger generations scatter
our bodies into smaller parts. They smile happily
up at their parents who glare down at them
disapprovingly.
Why don’t they stop their children from partaking
in such a horrible activity, you may ask? Well, you
may think again if I told you that your kind knows
me as a raindrop.
What you see your children running through is just
a mere puddle in your eyes. n

P RO T E C T OR
Ava Zahn · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Your knight in shining armour
I protect you
Cushion your fall
Like bubble wrap
Around an ornate china cup

Time out!
Battle plans changed
Facing in, our giants above
Chant and stamp
Determined, hardened, shields at the ready

Sometimes we dance and tumble
We dive and we spike
The music builds
A rhythm ever changing
For a tribe waging war

Pounding feet and racing hearts
Every motion perceived
Sometimes carried to victory
Others in defeat we cushion
Always tall we stand n
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TOO MANY BOABS, NOT ENOUGH BITUMEN
Stephanie Paul · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

A

ll the trouble began when we pulled onto the
gravel road 100km from civilization with no
spare tyre. The North Australian sky was still an
early-morning dewy blue after a cloudless night
and the reddening sun had only just begun to
appear on the horizon. It was going to be a hot
one for sure.
All us kids were crammed into the back seat of
the white Isuzu MUX, surrounded by enough food
and equipment to last the week. We were tired,
grumpy and dirty. So, so dirty. Sticky red sand
covered every possible inch of the car. It was in our
hair, stuck to our clothes – even in the tuna and
cheese wraps that we had left out for lunch! (The
idea of sweltering cheese and warm, grainy tuna
had never seemed less appealing.) As long as you
could see it, there was sand.
Through the car windows there lay a landscape
painted in rich, earthly ochre. Termite mounds and
rough scrubs dotted the terrain. Occasionally, a tall
boab tree would rise up, its ghastly white trunk
illuminated against the contrasting red surrounds.
It was a landscape that you could only spend so
much time staring at. One day, perhaps, is plenty.
Try two weeks and everything begins to lose
perspective.
None of us had known what to expect when we
took off from the airport on a 6-hour, one-way
flight up north, but there was nothing that could
have prepared us for what lay ahead. We’d landed
on a dusty airstrip, collected our bags from a tired,

humid building and then set off on our own. Back
then our rental car was still a glossy white and had
a brand-new feel to it. It radiated that enticing new
car smell – too clean, with a hint of vinyl and plastic.
Our car smelt more like a chemical factory than a
sweaty, holidaying family, but it had potential and
for a while at least, it served as a distraction from
the all-consuming, dusty environment outside.
What were we thinking? That we could drive along
with our fresh wheels and eat gourmet, readymade meals, stop to play with the kangaroos and
watch sunsets until our hearts seemed so full they
were going to burst?
It only took two days for the novelty of outback
4-wheel driving to wear off. By the time we set out
on the third morning, our clothes were covered in
red dirt. We were living off canned food and our
shoulders were aching from the jostles and thuds
associated with off-road driving adventures. There
was not a soul in sight; we had been driving for
miles and hadn’t seen a single person, building,
or man-made structure for hours. I had all but
forgotten what civilization looked like. What
were all my friends doing back home? What latest
shopping expedition was I sacrificing to drive
through kilometre after kilometre of dusty red
sand dunes? My mind drifted away – I could no
longer help myself. I was like a greedy child in a
candy store – travelling to a different world, the
world I had left behind, the world that I longed
for… On the other side of the country, a world of
luxury, of…
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“Strewth!”
Dad’s startled voice was like a hammer smashing
me out of my daydream. The car’s rattling tin
engine was quickly replaced by a hollow silence.
“You’ve got to be kidding me!!”
Dad was angry. In the few seconds that I had
allowed myself to try and forget where I was,
reality had decided to hit back hard. Something
had gone horribly wrong. What could possibly
have happened that would make him so mad? Our
Dad, who was usually so cool and calm, like the
ocean on a still summer’s day, glassy and ripplefree.
As I warily jumped down from the 4-wheel drive,
I braced myself for the worst. Sticky dust swirled
around the car in a crimson red halo. It slowly
settled to reveal the culprit, – our back left tyre
(although ‘tyre’, perhaps, was no longer the right
word to describe it.) It wasn’t a tyre so much as a
floppy, heavy piece of black rubber. The outer rim
of the wheel had been completely torn to shreds
revealing a gaping hole in the very centre. The
metal rim that normally held the frame in shape
was dinted and bent. The whole disc appeared to
have given up – and so had we. There wasn’t a pit
stop or petrol station for another 200 km and our

spare tyre was dusty and worn. How would we
ever make it?
I remember thinking: this is the end. We will be
stranded out here in the outback, left to perish until
the blazing sun beat us in the battle for survival.
No amount of water or sunscreen would be able to
save my family from the raging hot inferno above
us. I had all but written my obituary – Missing
family slowly burns to death after days lost in the
far North! Would my friends break down in tears
at my funeral? Would they even remember me?
To my surprising disappointment however, the
reality of the situation was nowhere near as drastic
as I envisioned. After a few minutes of outright
panic, Dad managed to scrounge an ancient,
patched tyre from the boot – less than ideal in any
other situation, but a blessing nonetheless. It was
strong enough to carry us, slowly and warily, to
the nearest overnight stop where we were able to
find a typical, Aussie mechanic. 48 hours later and
$1000 poorer, our car was fit for the road once
again.
Don’t get me wrong, family holidays can be
magical, but if I have to be honest, whenever a
white Isuzu drives down the street, I’m still unable
to suppress a groan. n

L IQUID L UX URY
Paris Cowan · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Liquid clear, heavenly and enchanting,
Through the pipes pours a substance inviting and
warm.
Gaze into the depths of the liquid,
With the snap of a finger, it will transform.

Angelic softness swirls slowly around,
The luminous surface marvelous and soft.
Glistening and shining ever so bright,
Mystical liquid luxury, floats far aloft. n

Plummeting down deep,
Bobbing, fizzing, twirling.
Milky sweet colors, frosted and luscious,
Substance glistening, hurling, whirling.
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Arizona Durbin
Year 11 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Ladder
______
The broken ladder symbolises the positives and
negatives throughout the journey of my life.

Nicole Carino
Year 9 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Yellow Stone
______
Order would have no significance without chaos, and vice versa. What happens within chaos is order. We slowly but surely
try to detect patterns and construct sense. We establish order from the systems and patterns that we are able to realise in
a universe which itself is constantly redesigning – not everything is for human comprehension. This universe was at a time
just made of matter, then atoms formed, then stars and planets, the matter has now made complex systems.
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Deanne Bottalico
Year 9 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
My artwork is based on the various things I do,
think of and inspire to be. My piece highlights
my thoughts and ideas of who I am and want to
become.

Issac Duggan
Year 10 ∙ St Kevin’s College, Toorak
_____
Drypoint Print
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ME TA NOI A
Sofia Santos · Year 8 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

I used to be the one who helped the kids,
When they struggled to colour the squids.
I used to be the one who would read to them,
When they couldn’t understand the poem.
I used to be the one that they’d look up to,
Thinking to themselves, ‘gee I can’t wait to be you’
I used to be the one leading assemblies,
Remembering to speak loudly to please.
I used to be the one saying, ‘I’m nearly finished!’
Then realised how fast grade six had vanished.
Now I’m here walking through a very strange place,
Hoping that I won’t become a disgrace.
I’m suddenly feeling insecure,
With my dress that’s nearly touching the floor.
I look around the school, only to see
Much older students staring right at me.
I looked at the ground to avoid their gaze,
Since they’re making it feel like the seconds are days.
Once my two classes have finally passed,
I sat down for recess and felt like an outcast.
Out of the blue, someone sat by my side,
I think that I wanted to run and hide.
He introduced himself by saying, ‘I’m Joe’,
And I replied by saying hello.
He tried to start a small conversation,
But instead he left the awkward situation.
Before I knew it, I was alone once more,
Until two girls came and stopped my bore.
Their names were no other than Gef and Saph,
Immediately I knew I was on the right path.
We all then shared one too many laughs,
We were so happy it shows on the photograph.
After a while Saph stood up and said,
‘Let’s go look for more lonely people instead!’
I used to be the one they all looked up to,
And now I’m the one who is starting anew.
Soon I’ll finish St. Peter’s so quick
For now, I’ll face Year Seven with a kick. n
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Milly Cortese
Year 8 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
_____
Photo recreation
_____
The black and white photo in this picture is of my great-great grandmother standing next to her
Morris Major. The photo is taken outside her Wonthaggi home in August 1959, when the car was
purchased. She received her license when she was 76 years old. I recreated this photo to illustrate
that although change can occur over time the bonds of family can remain the same.

Kelvin Le
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
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Jana Papantoniou
Year 12 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
Concealment
_____
Young people feel compelled to conceal the insecurities that lie beneath the massproduced societal stamp of acceptability. A stamp that is implanted upon adolescents
universally. Ironically, this suppression merely adds to the issue, fueling festering
mental illnesses within, creating potentially irreversible damage.
In juxtaposing the innocence and playfulness of ‘dress up’ with the darkness of
anxiety, trauma, depression and various other debilitating mental illnesses, I wish to
communicate the hidden struggle of a collective youth.
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Isabella Holland
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea
College
_____
I decided to create my work
using chalk pastel as I had
never used this medium and
enjoyed layering colours.
When choosing a reference
photo, the image of a
young Indian girl laughing
immediately caught my
attention. Her expression told
a story, and I was especially
captivated by her eyes.

Sienna Fernando
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea
College
_____
A journey is about what you
learn along the way rather
than the final destination.
Sherlock Holmes and
Doctor John Watson are two
opposites who have learnt
from each other. The piece
illustrates how the warmth of
John’s heart softens the linear
and logical personality of
Sherlock and vice versa.
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SE R P E N T ’S GIF T
Saffron Cookesley · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Serpent’s vein pulsing through land
Nourishing life with life
Slow moving, watching, creating, The Source
Carved out of nothingness
Multitudinous beings ago
History of growth, survival, Dreamtime
Destined to run without end

Enjoying the spoils in tirelessly exhausting days
Combatants daring to reach new distances
Across the superior, ancient void
Its immensity overpowers
Leaving us to surrender today
Only to return tomorrow for another contest
With the rising of another sun n

Luminous, crackling flames
Sparking and spitting, encapsulating a story of
stories
Energy of love and indivisibility
Beginning

M Y E SC A P E
Grace Percoco · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Second home for me and others
Even though it’s quite small
Streets normally empty
Echoing only the kicking of a football

Stairs that smell like coconut
Colour of sand
Smooth enough to run your hand down
Without the chance of splinters

Feeling of salt-tinged freedom
Taste of fresh ham in soft white rolls
Comes at you all at once
The moment you’re off the bridge

Too many memories
Impossible to share on Instagram
Too precious to be told to strangers
Perfect to hold close and relish forever n

Secret pathways,
Few but us know
Best for quiet walks
No one and nothing to interrupt
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ODE T O M Y N A NN A
Alexander Caird · Year 12 · Mazenod College

S

eventeen years old.
On the cusp of adulthood.

My metamorphosis from dependent infant, to
ebullient teen to independent adult is nearing
completion. Punctuated by life’s inevitable
obstacles, this journey was not without its
challenges, but one remarkable woman’s constancy
and unbridled spirit invariably transformed those
formative moments, providing an array of precious
memories I cherish.
Grandmother, this is our journey…
I am told you were present from the beginning.
I was a wakeful baby, so you traversed the hospital
floors lovingly rocking me to sleep as my mother
rested. The tenderness you showed has grown into
the unique bond and relationship we share today.

during the teenage years. Whilst sources of
inspiration may vary from person to person, for me,
my grandmother’s character has truly played an
integral part in forming and guiding the Christian
principles I will value to life’s end. Grandmother, to
know you is to encounter intellect and compassion
personified.
I can’t see an angel or piece of French Limoges
without smiling sentimentally; your ubiquitous
angel statues make great additions to your array of
heads (the Bonny Prince Charlie Toby Jug variety).
I can’t help but wonder what ends up happening
to the superfluous ornaments once you make one
of your great changes to the set-up of the room.
As only those with truly close relationships would
know, it is these aspects peculiar to my Nanna that
makes me smile nostalgically.

Journey. A word that has both a literal and
metaphorical meaning. Indeed, my grandmother
and I have travelled the world together. From the
bone numbing cold of a Scottish winter to our
numerous sojourns exploring the antique stores
that Australia has to offer – my Nanna is like a
second mother to me.

As my journey from being a boy to a man
approaches, I cannot help but be filled with an
overwhelming sense of wistfulness, as I reflect on
the myriad of memories that you, my Nanna, have
established in my mind. The appearance of your
house may have changed (in a good way) over the
years, but your love, support, humour, infectious
laugh and incomparably kind spirit have remained
constant. As I complete my journey to manhood, it
is my turn to spoil you.

An inherent part of the human condition is the
emotional journey of character transformation

Your loving grandson,
Alec n

The rapport between a boy and his grandmother is
something peculiar and indescribable.

A N AT I V E C A L L IS T E MON
Phoebe Lea · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

A man born a noble English Willow
Yet chose the Bottlebrush below
Distant memories of a cold wintery land
Here roots entwine with soil and sand
Sap, like the sweetness he brought
Branches the wisdom he taught
Like a burst of colour at a lonely fair
Of pure reds and greens beyond compare

Times of heat spread laughter and glee
Insignificant to any other tree
Perpetual plant encases an extraordinary life
Adaptable, strong and forever unrife
Fostered by Dreamtime’s earth
Unrivalled in our family’s worth
Below the glistening of stars at night
Shining his beauty bearing light. n
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C YC L E
Jordan Bassilious · Year 10 · Mazenod College

To conform, to fit in, that is what we are raised
to do.
Not to question, not to be concerned,
It is they who know best, and we who do not.
Although they do not live our lives,
Share in our sorrow,
Experience our pain,
And laugh as we do,
It is they who know best,
For they have experience,
And we do not.
It is they who have lived long, fruitful lives,
And it is us who are in the midst of them.
Yet, they can never understand our struggles,
No matter how hard they try,
How sincere they are,
They do not, and will not,
Understand us.
Maybe then,
It is we who know best.
Maybe then,
It is we who should dictate our own lives.
Maybe then,
We should not be condemned to forever playing
in the orchestra of life,

But also be involved in the making of the music,
And the conducting of the grand orchestra.
Maybe then,
We should decide our own fate,
Live our own lives,
Fight our own battles,
Love each other as we will,
Understanding that as we do,
It is we who control our destinies.
But when the next generation takes their place,
And it is us who have lived our lives,
We must be ready to hand over the reins of
control.
We must be ready to realise,
That although we have accumulated much
wisdom,
It is we who have lived our lives,
And them who have yet to live theirs,
And as we recede into the background of society,
We should be content knowing,
We have made our impact and left our mark.
Now it is time for those who follow to leave their
own. n

C A R RY ME HOME
Matthew Yong · Year 10 · Mazenod College

I know you’re weary and I’ve worn you out,
But you can rest your mind here and take off your
runners.
I apologise.
I should have approached this differently.
We said we’d be honest with each other.
So I guess … you make me feel like the
unrequited lover.
Your smiling and light is my only residual.
The first time we met, did you go home and think
of me, too?

Our silence settles strangely now and selfconsciousness is heavy.
I know.
People overthink things.
Women wreak havoc.
Men implode.
But don’t trouble yourself with my opinions.
Just remember me in the morning and carry me
home. n
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M Y F IRS T DINOS A UR JOUR NE Y
Boris Le · Year 10 · Mazenod College

“Rawr!” I exclaimed to my mother excitedly.
“Aren’t you scary!” she squealed taking a picture hurriedly.
I grinned and made myself as big and fierce as I could be
As I bared my plastic fangs and claws in glee.
I felt my confidence swell as I puffed my chest out
There was nothing that could stop me, I thought, without a doubt.
I made my way towards the portal down the hallway without rest,
Into the outside world, for my most exhilarating quest.
The portal opened and the sun shone onto my plastic scales
I traversed the path as I felt bricks rub against my tail.
“This was too easy,” I thought, as the forest came into sight,
There was nothing that could stop me, not with my might.
I felt dirt come under my feet as trees loomed over me,
An apple fell to my right as I saw the gate beyond the tree.
There, I could see my greatest enemy draw nearer,
As it approached, its fangs and face became clearer.
I prepared myself to fight and to force the dragon to flee.
It growled and bared its fangs as I came in close,
A blue chain wrapped its neck as it was held by a hand.
“It’s chained and on a leash,” I started to boast,
Only for something to happen that I didn’t plan.
The dragon lashed out and attacked my arm,
Tears welled up as the pain started to spread.
“Stupid Chihuahua!” a voice boomed like an alarm,
I picked myself up and from the battlefield I fled.
I arrived home and stripped the dinosaur costume onto the ground,
I passed my Mum and lay on my bean bag mound.
My heart beat rapidly as the tears flowed down my face,
I was scared and my confidence left without a trace.
But another feeling started to emerge,
A sense of aspiration and ambition was starting to surge.
“I’ll come out stronger next time,” I started to believe,
“I’ll make it out of the front gate,” I repeated in the mirror.
I wiped my tears and the pain started to relieve,
As new goals and desires were very much clearer. n
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HE A DING T HE R E
Andrew Wang · Year 10 · Mazenod College

Here lie the remains of tanks and war.
I continue trudging, day by day.
The hunger I bear is hard to ignore.
Still nothing in sight, for I’ve lost my way.

Nothing fills this desolate land.
Cold snow falls on my head,
As warm blood drips from my hand.
A heavy load weakens my tread.
My mind wonders whether she made it out.
Oh how I managed to save her beloved necklace!
Yet I’ve lost her and my heart swells with doubt,
As to when I’ll again see her face.
All I spot are bombed-out places.
I walk away from home,
Through the mass of lifeless faces,
Endlessly I roam.
Smoke from the ruins obscures the sky.
Strong is the stench of human decay.
Yet the geese head south and fly
So reluctantly away.

I caress an old photo of my mother.
As I walk towards the river,
I pass a body riddled with bullets – just like every
other.
Braving the winter – I shiver.
Fatigue grasps me with its cold embrace.
My heart is heavy with emptiness.
My wound threatens to tear at my face.
But I proceed on regardless.
Perhaps life is better elsewhere.
Where there is no need for violent revolution.
Where people live blissfully, unaware
Of sorrow and destitution. n

JOUR NE Y OF A R I V E R
Ashley Cain · Year 10 · Mazenod College

My life begins
In the mountains high
When the snow thins
At the start of July.
I am born.

As I grow old
My life begins to slow,
I start to be controlled.
By a force I shall not know.
My life begins to calm and settle.

At first I am small
Narrow, fast and pure,
But as I begin to grow tall
I don’t yet mature.
For my life has just began.

My life ends in an ordinary way
For I know it is the end,
I am slowly cast away
When I meet my salty friend.
My time is up
But I know I shall live
Again. n

When I am young
My life goes downhill,
For in rapids I am flung
Gushing through the hills
Until I finally calm and grow.
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R E L E A SING T HE DAY
Sarah Mee Kost · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

I

felt the chill of the icy wind swirl around me. The
final leaves were left drooping from the trees,
caught in the abrupt gust of wind that swept them
from their frostbitten boughs. The gradual buzz in
the distance soon became emphatic. I broke into
a sprint, holding my dress up to prevent my usual
stumbling.
Keeping my eyes on the horizon, I noticed the same
unusual building that was always there, looming
over the small town. Its scraped, scratched, and
scuffed wood looked almost impeccable compared
to the collapsing gutter which hung too close to
the ground and the crumbled, half collapsed roof.
These dilapidated features added an eerie feel to
the strangely supernatural weather. I looked up,
only to see swirling clouds merge together into one
extensive blanket covering in the sky. Not even a
slight speck of blue to be seen, not that there was
much clear sky here usually. The difference today
was that there had not been a single cloud to be
seen until only a moment ago.
Almost forgetting where I was or the time of day,
I abruptly looked away from the darkening sky
and focused on getting to the nearest structure.
The buzzing in the background was a constant
reminder of my reason to keep running. I took my
final strides to the manor, with the buzz sounding
as if it were directly on my tracks. The noise
I’d been dreading began and the sky was lit by
luminous explosions in the distance.
I had always known that this town would be next.
The unusual ghostly residence was the closest
stable structure, so I immediately darted inside
its gaping mouth – the front door. The buzzing
changed to a descending pitched whistle, and rang
in my ears with increasing volume. I dived under
the closest table and waited in fear. A biting wind
blew all around, even after the door had been
closed.
The whole house rattled then jolted. The first bomb
had been dropped here today. Another shudder,
swing and sway.
Before I had the chance to brace for the next blast,
an overpowering smell of burning wafted past my
nose. I cautiously peered out from my sturdy hiding
place and saw roaring flames greeting me from
the doorway. Knowing from previous experience
that I might die in here, I ran as fast as I could
through the doorway, feeling the flames brush my
shoulders. I took a look at my surroundings – the
only place where there were no flames was upstairs.
I bolted up the creaky staircase, only to find the
flames roaring after me. I caught a glimpse of two

human-like figures – could I just be imagining it?
The fire from downstairs had reached the second
floor. All around me was a blur of red and orange.
Surrounded in flames, I had to make a decision;
wait here and burn, or jump… from the second
storey… to the ground…
Losing oxygen and almost passing out, I stumbled
towards the window. The only window.
“Jump Ethel! You’ve got to jump!”
I heard the words shouted from behind me. Who’d
said that? It must have been the lack of oxygen, I
rationalised. Flames were drawing closer so I made
a split second decision. I jumped.
The fall felt like an eternity. Everything around me
became a blur. The house was just a blob of heated,
angry colours. The planes still flew above me and
the crashing could be heard all around.
Crack.
Crack.
Black.
***
I blinked. Slowly, gradually, I sat up, but perhaps,
rose would be more accurate. This whole day felt
different to my usually recurring one. I saw the
manor, burned to the ground. Everything was
blurry and cloudy, dreamlike almost. I saw people
bustling all about me, but their movement felt
separate. Their actions leaving no remnant. I tried
to gesture to them, but my body felt separated
from my spirit. There was some reason why this
day was different.
I thought about the foul train in which I had spent
an entire day. I thought about the day I left my
parents and the day the bombs started dropping.
The explosion on the train was the day when
everything seemed distorted. I contemplated all of
those recent events until finally it clicked. I knew
why this day was different. I knew why this day
was repeating. I knew what I had to do.
The awful cycle started once again. But this time
was the last. Don’t ask me how I knew. I just did.
I looked up and heard the buzz. I ran towards the
house for the final time. This time I wasn’t afraid. I
ran upstairs, the flames trailed after me once again.
This time I turned around and saw the two figures.
“Mum… Dad?” I whispered, barely able to get the
words out.
“Is that you, Ethel?” Mother called back
I ran to them and embraced them. We stood like
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that for so long, almost too long. I never wanted
the moment to end, but I knew that it had to,
otherwise their fate would be the same as mine. I
pulled away and looked at them.
“We have to go,” I explained, “right now, or I’ll be
stuck here, and won’t ever see you again.”
I took both of them by the hand, and like a human
chain I guided them to the door. The flames had
disappeared, and everything was normal, the way
it should’ve been. I stood in the doorway and
waved to them. I stepped beyond the entrance and
was gone. n

Alessi Fernando
Year 9 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
stamp
noun
1. a small adhesive piece of paper of
specified value issued by a national Post
Office to be affixed to a letter or parcel to
indicate the amount of postage paid.
People are like letters, sealed in envelopes,
constantly being pressed on by stamps. A record
of where they have come from and where they
are going. A symbol to show past, present and
future journeys.
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T IME L E S S M A GIC
Luci Ackland · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

O

nce upon a time…

Along journeys, you encounter many
unavoidable changes. People come and people go
– it’s hard to find a means of stability that keeps
you from being swept away with life.
Occasionally you begin to feel like a ball of thread
speedily unraveling and you need something to
slow you down; to pull you back in. My Nana’s
house is that place. Aside from the flourishing
fauna that engulfs the humble dwelling, it looks
ordinary enough from the outside. Beige walls
are adjacent to a brown roof; it’s the epitome of
a regular house. That being said, it’s easy to walk
past such a house without thinking about its
history, its people, the memories that are attached
to that haven of mortar and brick. Because on the
inside is a life, a family, that’s been to places, done
things, seen things that you’ll never know.
A large cement driveway leads straight ahead to
an ample garage. To the left, steps lead to the side
door and porch – typically an informal route of
entry for friends and family such as myself. A
small fountain resides to the left of the driveway
in front of the side porch. There are Christmas
lights on the tree that haven’t been taken down for
years. The front door provides the second route of
entry. Another path branching from the left of the
driveways escorts you here. There is likely a hose
lying nearby and Bella (the cat) tends to nap under
bushes nearby where a little sunlight can filter
through, but not too much.
Upon entering, there are four directions at your
disposal: up the stairs or to the living room, where
the mantelpiece is running out of space for photos
of us grandchildren, and the wilting couch at the
back is ideal for curling up with a book. Otherwise,

you can go past the hall table, where flowers are
always present along with more photos and a
landline telephone, or into the dining room where
you should go if you’re searching for the following
things: assorted documents and brochures, clipon earrings, a painting of a woman on a deserted
beach, a gift for someone that isn’t you, or extra
cutlery.
Past the dining room is the family room/kitchen
where many meals and gatherings have been
held. The old familiar wallpaper is still there but
the brown carpet has been replaced by wooden
flooring. I’m standing by the back door in a dress
that well suits my perspective of the house. We’re
either passionately watching AFL, playing cards,
reading the newspaper or debating over the dinner
table and its ever-warm, inviting atmosphere
undoubtedly crowns it the ‘hub of the house’.
There are always treats in the pantry if you know
where to look, but if you’re really lucky, Pa will
have made some fresh bread and will serve you a
vegemite sandwich along with lemon cordial and
soda water.
If you then turn left and then right, you reach a
small den, as well as the bathroom and laundry.
The den consists of two couches and a TV. I liked
(and still do enjoy) making buildings out of the
blocks that reside in a bag in the cupboard. I usually
do this while Nana watches ‘The Young and the
Restless’; a soap opera that she’s been dedicated
to for at least 20 years now, no joke. The laundry
is a bit of a miscellaneous room. There are lots of
hooks for clothes and bags and tennis racquets
(Nana has been dedicated to tennis for even longer
than her Soap Opera). I once hid behind a large
cloak for hide and seek and it wasn’t until she
struggled to open the door that she realised I was
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there. If I hadn’t scared her so much, it would be
my favourite hiding spot.
Eight rooms are located on the second storey: the
master room and en suite, the connected powder
room, a bathroom without a bath and bathroom
that actually deserves its name. Then there’s my
Aunt’s room where she likes to read or listen to the
radio. Lastly, there is my uncle’s/spare room and
a study/spare room, both of which are filled with
a variety of odds and ends from different corners
of the globe. I usually stay in one of these when I
sleep over.
The master room is beautiful for many reasons.
Nana has a vanity filled with necklaces, perfume,
and other delicate trinkets. She also a special quilt
that she received for her birthday not too long ago,
customised with photos. No one’s allowed to lie
on the bed until she’s taken it off and draped it
over her green chaise lounge; it’s very precious to
her. The attic entrance is located in her closet (my
Pa used to trick me into thinking she was hiding
up there) among elegant clothes and pointy shoes.
The en suite has a door that connects with the
powder room and that powder room also has
a door to the hallway so you could go to the
bathroom, then sneak out the other way in a mean

but hilarious prank that my sister and I have played
various times on each other, waiting for someone
who had already finished in the bathroom.
I’ve noticed that along my journey, Nana’s house
has always been a place that serves as an escape
from my worries. I know it’s always there and I can
always come back to it. I’ve grown up there during
the school holidays, so I have nothing but sweet
memories. Perhaps that’s why it’s also seemed so
ethereal – a magical escape and tree of stability and
shelter during hard times. I almost thought of it
as a fairyland, especially as a 5-year-old and even
now, almost 10 years later, the house hasn’t lost its
whimsical and nostalgic spirit.
As a young child, I used to make fairy rings and
play among the blossoming flowers, crisply cut
grass and mysteriously dense bushes. I genuinely
thought there must be an entrance to fairyland – the
shed, the pine bushes behind the steps leading to the
back door and the strange circular lid in the deepest
part of the pool (this was the mermaid’s entrance)
were the top contenders. Today, my fantastical
imagination has somewhat faded – sadly, the older
we become, the more knowledge we gain, the more
we realise the real world we live in isn’t quite as
enchanting. Nevertheless, the magic is timeless; my
Nana’s house is where my heart is. n

Samantha Heares
Year 8 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
I was inspired by the theme, Journey. One thing that
does not get to have a journey or life span is a bubble,
because as soon as you pop that bubble, it’s gone
forever. You can always blow a new bubble but it will
never be the same.
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Archie Morley
Year 12 ∙ Whitefriars College
_____
Reality
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P R E SC R IB E D OB L I V ION
Alex Dunmill · Year 9 · Whitefriars College

D

isinfectant filled my lungs as I was wheeled
through the hallway. Fragrant lemon meant
to hide the horrors of death did little to supress
my anxiety. The constant beating of the gurney’s
wheels were in sync with my ever-increasing
heartbeat. The theatre awaited as we turned the
corner.
You always hear that operating tables are ice
cold. That the moment your bare skin touches the
sterilized steel, chills run down your spine like a
thousand ants looking for food. However as my
body made contact I only felt heat spread through
me as I contemplated what I was about to endure.
A blinding light shone at me – exposing me. It
takes me back to a place I need to forget.
It was a blistering hot summer that year. The
raging heat attacked me as the sun made its way
across the sky like an army marching on a city. A
river of sweat flowed down my spine. Surrounding
me were towering gums dried to the bones from
years of drought. As I gazed at my environment a
crackling filled the air. Smoke quickly encompassed
me as the flames grew – creating walls nothing
could escape. I looked down and saw the lighter
in my hands…
I awoke in a sweat eerily similar to that day. I had
been rigged up to a fleet of machines and monitors
but after awaking from my daze I thrashed and
convulsed almost dislodging myself from the
contraptions. A mass of nurses and doctors
panicked around me, trying to calm me from my
frenzied state. “I started it.” I muttered. This was
why I was here.

eight. The haze parted and the world went quiet
around me. It was a girl. She opened her eyes. A
look of disgust overtook her. She locked eyes with
me and snarled, “You did this!” right before the
flames swallowed her…
This was why I needed this procedure. I could
live with starting a fire but knowing my actions
had taken a child’s life is unbearable. I lay on the
table with a new sense of calm. I was doing what
was right. To move on in my life I had to erase the
past. The doctors readied their equipment when an
elderly man in a tattered doctor’s coat approached.
He nodded to me silently, handing me a waiver.
I picked up a pen ready to sign away a part of
my memory, my mind. There was no fear. I knew
this was what I had to do. The moment I finished
my signature my mind couldn’t resist one more
glimpse into my past.
The flames and smoke surrounded me once again.
But this recollection was different. I felt afraid,
truly concerned for my life. The smoke wrapped
around my throat and assaulted my lungs. My
hairs started to singe from the ferocious heat and
my mouth was void of moisture. I looked over to
the girl, afraid of what I would see. She sat there
hopeless as usual but instead of fuelling my guilt
she screamed, “HELP!”
I came back to consciousness looking around
panicking. This is not a memory I have ever had
before. They have always been the same. The fire,
the lighter, the girl and her malice. She had never
once asked for help. I looked around again. A mask
was placed on my mouth. I began to feel drowsy.

A few years back a revolutionary procedure was
created that enabled doctors to erase certain
memories. My mind was constantly tormenting
me – reminding me of the pain and guilt that
consumed me. The buzz of the clippers clearing
a path for the surgeons on my scalp triggered
another flashback.

“HELP!” her cries were interrupted by fits of
coughing. I took one look at her and knew what I
had to do. There was an area where the fire wasn’t
yet in full effect. I ran towards her and scooped
her up. I broke through the flames shielding her.
My clothes caught alight and I stumbled after we
broke through. I fell down and blacked out.

Panic filled me – hands shaking – I dropped the
lighter. Had I started all this? The flames burned
stronger while ignited gum leaves rained down
like bombs during the blitz. Under a tree yet to
be claimed by the inferno was a figure. It was
silhouetted by the blinding light and clouded by
the smoke but as I looked closer I began to make
out some details. A person! So small under the
mammoth tree that they were surely no older than

“NO!” I thought. This was not what I wanted to
erase. I was the villainous murderer. If I had known
that I had saved her I wouldn’t need this procedure.
I tried to get the doctor’s attention but it was no
use. The drugs had taken effect. My eyelids began
to flutter; I was on the edge of gone. That memory
is a part of me: the good and the bad. With one last
surge of strength I gasped, “WAIT!”
The doctor made his cut… n
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IN V ISIB L E INS A NI T Y
Jayden Bardrick · Year 9 · Whitefriars College

C

reepy cobwebs covering the corners. Howling
wind rushing through corridors. Curtains,
flapping furiously; shattered windows leave the
wind menacing the room. A clunk behind the
wall. Walls, doors, tiles; everything grey and faded.
You lie there, anxious, on a bed with a chipped
frame and a tattered mattress. You wonder why
you decided to spend the night in this abandoned,
dilapidated mansion. Ignoring the madness around
you, you drift off to sleep. Unfortunately, this is
only the beginning of your troubles…
You sit up, groggily. The house is nowhere to be
seen, nor any form of bed. Torrential rain hammers
down relentlessly. Occasional strikes of lightning
and subsequent claps of thunder are shockingly
bright and loud. You hear a crunch. Turning
around, the only thing visible, through flashes of
lightning, is the woods, everlasting in all directions.
Above, branches and leaves conceal the new
moon. Another crunch, much closer this time. You
run, unsure where to or why. The lightning creeps
closer and closer. Suddenly, the bolt of electricity
lands directly in front of you. Panicking, you turn
with haste, only to see a dark shadow. You feel
pain in your back. Feeling behind your back, you
sense a blade – a knife – right before blacking out.

The torch you hold begins flickering, on and off.
You see a black shadow and feel pain. The knife
in the back, again. But your back was against a
solid wall…
You wake up; your body rigid as you sit up straight.
Panic rushes through you as you realise the events
of the dream. A bell rings once. Twice. Thrice.
Louder every time. The correlation of dreams
and reality is terrifying. Could these be unlikely
coincidences? Or is it insanity, possessing your
body? You tremble at the thought. Just before you
return to dreamland, you peek out the window.
The rain has stopped, and the old tree stands…
You’re at home, in bed. Everything here was just
a dream! You never set foot in that house, were
never stabbed, never watched that old tree fall!
Your parents enter the room. You assure them
that you’re okay, it was nightmares messing with
your head. They leave. You try to return to sleep,
but the owl-shaped night-light on your bedside
table shakes violently, before falling with a thud.
It shines at an awkward angle, revealing a dark
shadow on the other side of the bed. A knife hits
you in the back. Drifting off into unconsciousness,
you hear: “Wake up, Johnny.”

You wake up, hyperventilating. A pool of sweat
congregates on the mattress. You realise it was
only a dream, but the thunderstorm still rages. The
curtains, somehow shoved to one side, reveal the
large, old tree in the yard. Lightning and thunder
strike again, mere metres from the house now. The
tree is the victim. Leaves smoulder, the trunk gives
way, the foundations of the house tremble in fear.
You drift off to sleep again, still cautious after the
dream.

The dream was a dream. It feels so real. “Help
me!” you cry in desperation, knowing the attempt
is futile. You see giant mutant spiders, swinging
on the cobwebs in the corner. ‘NOW I’m insane!’
you realise. The red glow of the spider eyes
reveals something much more disturbing, the
black shadow you have already seen three times,
although only in your dreams. Wordless and with
no emotion, it stabs you in the back. You screech,
fearing for your life. Feeling death is imminent,
you hear: “Wake up, Johnny.”

Your eyes bolt open in a pitch-black room, a torch
in hand. You sweep the room for a door. There are
two. Suddenly, you hear the crumbling of a stone
pillar. The pillar snaps, and with it, a corner of
the room drops, blocking a door. With only one
option left, you slowly approach it. Opening it,
you see black, with red dots. A moment too late,
you realise: bats. Assaulting you from the front,
they knock you to the floor. You scream as you
fall, landing hard on concrete. But nothing in your
body breaks. As you run, you hear three bell tolls.

You wake, still in the old bed, although this time,
it’s no longer a dream. You are perfectly safe and
sane. The lights in the room flicker on and off. You
try to go back to sleep, before a thought strikes you:
who told you to wake up this time? Horrified, you
scan the room in the little light you have. Nothing.
Just before you fall asleep again, you see it. Right
next to you. On the bed. Laughing maniacally. You
scream with everything you have. You sense the
knife in your back, the shadow gone. As you drift
off, you wonder, ‘What was that shadow?’ n
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Maddy Clark
Year 10 · Aquinas College
______
Watercolour landscape
______
2D Art

Olivia Craig
Year 10 · Aquinas College
______
Watercolour landscape
______
2D Art
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DIS TA N T F IGUR E S
Natasha Langsdon · Year 8 · Aquinas College

I

t is late dusk, I sit, feet numb, fingers numb and
my MG30 machine gun pointing towards the
beaming and blazing sunset.

at one another while screaming “Get ready. Now.”
Gun shots around me hitting my mates one after
the other.

Marching loud, marching quick, gripping our rifles
up to our chests… another few hours left.

My feet digging into the soft, brown, muddy
ground, my eyes frantically searching the battlefield
for Nazi soldiers, ready to kill.

Face painted, heavy breathing and ready to fight
against one another, willing to sacrifice our lives.
Can’t sleep at night, bad memories of war, thoughts
of wife and kids. Not able to murder others.

I’m hit. I can feel the constant bleeding from my
wound, my legs go weak and I fall. I look down to
my stomach and black out.

Resting in my uncomfortable bed, body piercing
cold, dim lighting everywhere. Waiting for the
morning bell to ring.

Bright lights, hospital beds and nurses staring at
me with clipboards in their hands. I glance down
to my gunshot wound, bandages everywhere.

The sky is grey and gloomy, pouring down with
miserable rain, soldiers soaked and trenches
flooded… another day begins.

Mind wanders, memories of home, flashbacks of
leaving my wife and kids. Never again!

Guns raised high, people getting ready to charge

Distant figures, moving closer, a lady with tears
down her face, holding two children. n

T HE F IRS T R AYS OF T HE NE W DAW N
Molly Daley · Year 8 · Aquinas College

B

irds break into song, the first rays of the new
dawn. Their chirping gives us hope.

The trenches smell, the wounds hurt lots, cold,
harsh, pain. I am about to attack but waiting in
the dark.
I can hear the cracks of the rifle barrels from across
the dark, smoky horizon. Test bombs, exploding,
guns are shooting. The pink sky changes to orange,
but smoke and gas ruin the view. But even the
clouds of smoke and gas have silver linings.

I hope this will all finish, no more deaths, but I
know that won’t happen. Mind wanders, thoughts
of home come to mind, I miss everyone. Visions
change, heart pumping, running and pulling the
trigger.
Sun rises, darkness fades away. Light develops. Sun
shines in my eyes, eyes water.
The new day begins. Birds break into song, the first
rays of the new dawn. The birds’ chirping gives us
hope. n
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Joanna Mak
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Oil on canvas
______
Studio Arts

Tom Smiles
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Architectural drawings
done in Illustrator
______
Visual Communication &
Design
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Hannah Chambers-Regester
Year 11 · Aquinas College
______
MCC Mural
______
Visual Communication & Design

2017 Year 12 Visual Communication Design
Unit 3 Outcome 1 (Mini briefs)
Analysis and practice in context
Clients: FAILTE ISTEACH REAL ESTATE and RENOVATIO
Designer: Kiera Foley

North elevation

Final design small scale

Height: 3m
Depth: 10.5m
Width: 6m

Final design large scale

10.5m

East elevation

FAILTEISTEACH
REAL ESTATE

FAILTEISTEACH

3D two point perspective front view

6m

REAL ESTATE

South elevation

N
West elevation

3D two point perspective back view

3m

Breif one final presentation is successfully shown
through the logo for FAILTE ISTEACH. The logo is
refined and well presented, whilst standing out
efficiently to represent the company. Breif two final
presentation is an eye-catching building that has been
thought out and used to accomondate for the real
estate. Breif 3 shows a final presenaton of a piece of
furniture. The coffee table being placed inside the real
estate building fits perfectly for the building as it
creates a vibrant effective design, to further enhance
FAILTE ISTEACH, whilst representing RENOVATIO.

Kiera Foley
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______

80m

LOCATION: 923 HIGH STREET ARMADALE 3143

215 m2
65m

70m

5.6mm

Architectural drawings
done in Illustrator
______
4.5mm
1.8mm

13mm
Front View

Side View

6.3mm

Top View
Height: 6.3mm
Depth: 5.6mm
Width: 13mm

MANGO
MILLER

DESIGNS
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Visual Communication &
Design

T R A IN T R IP
Joel Van Echteld · Year 11 · De La Salle College

S

he was gonna die. That was all Liam could
think about. He was ecstatic. Emily’s finally
going to die. That woman. He thought what a joy
it was to see Emily almost dance down the street
to work each day.
Liam lived in a sleepy area, inside a dilapidated old
shell of a house. Rotting inside, but with a crooked
charm on the outside. Emily lived not too far away.
He’d spotted her a year ago now. It seemed like
only yesterday, and now, he knew everything there
was to know about her. Age, twenty, lived alone.
Country girl. Part-time barista, working at the
local ‘Sweetheart Cafe’.
Look at her. So happy… Liam thought, tugging his
backpacks strap.
The weight of his knife, sharp and elegant,
reminded him of his task. He needed her, soon.
Emily soon arrived at the station. Good.
With a flick of his wrist, he saw the time displayed
clearly on his watch.
7:00pm.
The dusk suited Liam perfectly. Emily had been
trudging home from the university. She was clearly
exhausted.

“Where is that train?” Liam growled under his
breath.
His umbrella was drenched, soaked by the
downpour.
The headlights of the approaching train directed
to Melbourne Central glared through the rain and
fog.

the woman sitting beside him.
“Where are you going?” the woman inquired.
“None of your business.” Liam growled back.
Liam’s plan for the day was ruined.
Unfazed, the woman replied “I’m off to an Aged
Care home. I don’t like going there, but I always
find people needing me there. You know?”
Liam raised an eyebrow.
“Working there or something? Who are you?”
The woman drifted away, just for a second. It gave
Liam time to feel his anger.
Another stupid idiot!
“Something like that…” She responded.
It had been some time since the train had left
the station. Oddly, they had not stopped once at
any platform. Although who could tell, with the
fog and lack of any announcements of coming
stations? The rhythmic rattling of the train had
slowed.
“Train must have broken down,” Liam complained,
drowning out a ringing in his head. He rubbed it
gently.
“So, what’s your name? Seems like we’re stuck for
a while.”
The woman smiled and responded plainly
“Penrose. Welsh for endings.”
“Liam. Nice name,” Liam replied, raising his hand
to shake hers.

Finally!

She’ll do. Emily will still be around.

Stepping into a puddle before the train door,
Liam suddenly lurched forward into the carriage.
Stumbling, his head crashed into a steel pole. The
door slammed shut. Liam’s last sight was Emily
checking the timetable. She had not boarded the
train.

“So Liam, What’s your living?”

Damn it! She missed the train.
The world spun as Liam staggered towards a seat.
Nursing his head, he heard a soft voice.
“Nice storm,” the voice said.

“I work in an office. Phone data and crap. Head of
my floor,” Liam bragged. He puffed up his chest,
before sinking.
“I’m just traveling. You know, seeing the world
and such.”
Penrose stared outward into the fog. Liam
continued to rub the wound where his head
collided with the metal pole.
Yea. She’ll do.

It was a woman.
“Nice? It’s pouring out there”, Liam replied, alone
in the carriage.

“Liam.”
Penrose, calmly locked her sight to him.

“I think it’s kind of, soothing.”

“What?”

Liam groaned, and moved as far as he could from

He groaned his reply. They were still sitting next
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to another, side by side. There’d been a suddenly
shift in mood. Penrose was suddenly confronting
Liam, who felt weakened, both physically, and
emotionally.

“Emily had done nothing to you. She just lived her
life happily, but you wanted to take it all away.”

It’s time.

“I’ve, sadly, been with you for all your murders.
You have no clue who I am?” Penrose paused,
noticing a brief raise in her tone, “I’m just
disappointed with you. I’m never mad…Doesn’t fit
my job description…” She continued.

The train would not be moving any time soon.
“I know what you’re thinking, Liam…attacking
me would be pointless. Besides, cameras,” she said
calmly.

“Who are you!?… Freak!”

Liam struggled to his feet again.

“I wouldn’t even bother. Waste of energy.”

“Who are you?”

Liam only just noticed how unusual Penrose was.
It seemed she had lifted some façade.

In a hushed voice, bowing her head, Penrose
replied, “I am Death”.

Penrose, cloaked in a black raincoat, seemed to
grow in presence.

By now, Liam had slumped onto the floor.

Liam stumbled to his feet in an attempt to take
control, and stared down at Penrose.

Liam complied without complaint.

Who does she think she is? God my head feels
terrible…why am I so cold?
Liam stumbled again, placing a hand on a nearby
seat. The world had begun to wave and waver
around him.

“Relax,” Penrose requested.
Penrose stepped forward. She stood over him now.
She pitied this man in a way, like she did for all the
dead, but she needed to press onwards.
Without a word, she left the train, and embarked
into the world. n

FA MILY
Rafaela Forbes · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Scattered around the world
Like marbles across the ground
As a garden rich with vegetation
Roses. Roses with thorns
Piercing thorns that draw blood
And puncture a hole
Vegetables, fruit, herbs, and spices
Nourishing, renewing,
Sweet and sour

Invisible and weightless
More powerful
Than any tangible object or emotion
LOVE!
Its presence can break hearts
Or fill them with joy
Family, full of choices, chaotic organization
And most of all, LOVE n
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T HE QUE S T OF DA R K NE S S
Henry Moore · Year 7 · De La Salle College

“I, King Mattias bestow upon you knighthood,
Sir Heathcoot!” bellowed King Mattias, king of
the Pirith kingdom, to the newly appointed Sir
Heathcoot as he laid his sword on his armourclad shoulder. He was now officially a knight.
“The journey that you’re about to go on will be
rough but I believe you will prevail,” King Mattias
announced, looking proudly down at his newly
appointed knight. The crowd cheered loudly as
King Mattias and Sir Heathcoot walked quietly
out of the throne room to the front gates.
“Are you ready for the perilous quest you are
about to go on? Are you ready to fight evil at all
costs?” King Mattias asked.
“I believe I am,” Sir Heathcoot answered.
“Well then, good luck on your noble quest!” King
Mattias replied, waving Sir Heathcoot goodbye
as he walked to a long pathway outside of the
kingdom.
Albert Heathcoot, a noble swordsman trained
by master knights from across the realm of the
Emerald Isles, was on a dangerous quest to save
his kingdom from a strong dark evil that was being
rumoured to be rising far away. Albert’s silver
armour shimmered in the bright sun, his sword
and shield heavy on his back. He set off along the
winding dirt road to look for a strong archer in the
Arsthas, a town of elves who specialised in archery.
He wondered aloud “Will I make it to Lord Grim?”
Once he arrived at Arsthas, he was overwhelmed
by the noise. The town’s people were running
around selling things and buying things. The
houses towered above the elves making them look
smaller and the aroma of fresh bread wafted out
of the windows of bakers. However, after making
his way through all the chaos he managed to get
to the tavern, a place where mercenaries talked
and traded. Albert searched through the tables and
chairs to find the best archer to help him defeat
Lord Grim. After a while of searching, he finally
found someone willing to join him on his quest
against evil. He chose Larrel Erdan, an archer who
was from Arsthas, he was a tall, thin elf trained by
great archers all around the Emerald Isles world.
“You are completely sure that you want to come
with me?” Albert asked Larrel.
“It would be my honour,” replied Larrel.
With Larrel now by his side, Albert went out
across the icy fields of The Blizzard Plains to get to
The Shimmering Peak, a massive mountain scaling

high above the clouds with snow on the peak and
a massive white spire of magic, swirling constantly
from the peak.
“He’d better be here,” Larrel muttered under his
breath.
“He definitely is,” Albert replied, pointing to the
snowstorm circling the tall spire.
“How did I not notice that?” Larrel wondered. He
took a deep breath and began his long climb.
After an exhausting hike that took over 2 hours
up Shimmering Peak Albert and Larrel had finally
arrived at the doorstep of the spire. Before they
even touched the door of the spire, it opened up
and Exus was standing there. He was a master
mage who specialised in ice magic; he was tall,
thin and aged, with his beard extending to his hips.
“What do you want?” Exus roared. Eventually
after a short conversation and a bit of bribing
Exus decided to join Albert and Larrel on their
long journey.
They travelled over the thrashing Infinite Waters
with only a few encounters with the fierce sea
monsters lurking in the water. They managed to
arrive to the island named Mount Storm; a massive
volcano island surrounded by constant storms.
Atop the volcano massive amounts of dark magic
were gathering. “That must be Lord Grim,” Exus
whispered.
“It definitely is,” Larrel, replied quietly. Together
they climbed the massive volcano, dodging
lightning bolts and falling rocks by metres. Once
they made it to the top, they found Lord Grim.
“I will not let you ruin my plan of domination!
You people have been in happiness for too long!”
Lord Grim bellowed. He then immediately struck
them with a slice of dark magic before Larrel
could even get a shot off with his bow. Thankfully,
Exus got a shot of ice magic off and it sent him
back. Albert charged in and swung his sword but
CRASH! Grim countered with a strike of his spear,
the Eclipse. As he was about to do the finishing
blow Larrel shot an arrow that knocked him back
into the volcano, like a bird shot down mid-flight.
“NOOOOOOOO!” Lord Grim shouted on his
way down the crater. A blanket of darkness shot
up into the stormy sky.
“Victory!” Larrel whooped.
“Hurray,” Albert shouted triumphantly.
Lord Grim was defeated. n
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DR I V ING W I T H PA R E N T S
Matthew Catalfamo · Year 10 · De La Salle College

I

t was a while since I received my Learner’s
Permit. The bright yellow colour always makes
me think of the L-Plated sign. Learning to drive is
fun. However, with parents, not so much.
It started on one quiet afternoon where my mother
and my father were ready to instruct me to drive.
Well, Dad was going to be my instructor; Mum
was just in the back seat observing. I was in the
top-right part of the car commonly known as the
driver’s seat. Seatbelts were on, mirrors had been
adjusted; music was off, no-one needed to make a
number 2, so we were ready to go.
The tension began at the very start, reverse parking
out of a garage. I was worried that this would cause
a chain reaction of complaining. With bravery and
some concerns, I placed the key in the ignition, the
engine began to shake, exhaust fumes. The stick on
the side was set to R, and slowly and gently, the car
started to move in the opposite direction. Trying
to get out was as tricky as walking on the roof. I
turned left I turned right, trying not to hit anything
that could potentially damage my mum’s car. Yes,
it was my mum’s car that I was driving.
As I drove along the stone driveway, I was being
hit with words of instructions by my parents
which I could not stand. Luckily, I made it out of
the driveway, and we began to roll along the black
concrete track. And so we travelled on the streets
of Black Rock and white paint. I was told to do
turns, change lanes, watch signs, you know the
general instructions.
It would all seem okay if you didn’t have a couple
of OCD people on your left and behind you. Dad
was pointing out the most obvious things that

were right in front of my viewing area. ‘There’s
a red light’ or ‘there’s a car in front of you’ and
‘make sure you are under the speed limit.’ Did I
really need to hear this? I know what’s in front of
me. I can see what I’m doing. I know what I’m
doing. Just tell me where to go, which lane to turn
into, and I’ll be okay.
Speaking of instructions, Dad always gives the
instructions too late or too soon. When I’m near
a street, he tells me to turn into that road. I don’t
have time to prepare myself to make a turn, I might
also make a sudden move and surprise the fellow
drivers. And do you know what’s worst? Mum.
Just Mum. She always gets these frights that her
car is going to get hit and has heart attacks over
it. I don’t really like her doing that; she puts me on
my nerves as well. She even complains that I could
have hit a pedestrian that was in front me. Yeah,
500m in front of me. One good thing about her is
she even corrects Dad’s instructions. But she says it
like it’s an emergency. It becomes a battle between
husband and wife as to who is the best driver. Do
I really need all this madness? This about me being
the safest driver I can possibly be; not my parents
telling me the worst case I could get into. What
have I got myself into?
At last, we made it back home. Untouched and
calm. I thought I made my parents unhappy
because of my performance. I figured I went
okay, so I asked them how I went and they seem
impressed; funny that they felt so worried during
the drive. So how am I going to conclude this? If
you are finding a driving instructor, don’t let your
parents be your first choice. n
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SE A SONS
Ysabelle Machuca · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

W

e met in Summer. The yellow, radiant ball
of light gleaming down on us as our eyes
glanced over each other. The taste of blueberry
ice cream lingered on my lips, matching your blue
t-shirt. You introduced yourself by name and my
face formed an instant smile, knowing it was a
name I would never forget. You held my hand,
leading me into a soon to be never ending tunnel
of despair. Your two storey house welcomed me,
your parents laughing at my jokes and luring me
further into the trap. Your eyes, with flecks of gold
as warm as the weather.
You removed your jacket and draped it over my
shoulders as Autumn came too soon. The orange
leaves fell over us and landed at our feet as we
walked in the park, walking your slow, lazy dog
across the footpath. Your hand slipped into mine
naturally as you planted a quick kiss upon my
head. There was slight bruising upon my heart, but
it only took a single sorry and three days to heal. I
forgave quickly at the colour of your eyes. Slightly
darker than before. The flecks of gold becoming
inconsistent, now being supported by hints of
blue and green. I pulled your jacket tighter over
my shoulders, taking a heavy sigh and letting go of
what had happened.
You wrapped your arms around me and kissed me
good morning, making the angry words from the

previous night melt away quicker than the Winter
snow melting on the front lawn. My left cheek
still ached, my heart weighing a few more ounces,
stuck in my throat rather than my chest. Stiches
were needed this time. The cold weather kept us
inside all day, but I was sweating so much from
the red heat that radiated from your anger, that I
became a victim, too. Your eyes. They were dark
like the night sky. The gold flecks had become a
rarity.
The flowers blossomed brightly and hopefully as
Spring came, with my abandoned hope shivering,
left out in the cold. My right rib bruised, with my
heart more black and blue than ever after a visit
to the hospital. Your presence scared me. I was
frightened that your hugs would suffocate me.
Your hands in my hair could break me so easily.
My face muscles frowned, trying their hardest to
remember how to smile. My friends had lost means
of contact. They continued on their journey, while
I was being held back on mine, hoping it would
end soon. Your eyes were black now.
Summer had returned from its annual holiday.
However, the flecks of gold in your eyes did not.
I had aged prematurely, with my journey quickly
and slowly coming to an unforgivable end. You
smiled at me.
“I love you.” n
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T HE JOUR NE Y OF L O V E
Amy Hrvatin · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

L

ove can be a disastrous trek through the
thickest forest, with its winding footpaths
and creeping vines. You never know what will
be around the corner, hiding behind the huge
tree that blocks your vision. Love isn’t easy… it’s
complicated.
Love has always been a hard road to travel down.

Each step you take needs to be met with two steps
backwards… in theory you never get anywhere
close to your destination. With the sharp rocks
biting into your bare feet, drawing blood, salty
tears streaming down your face never make the
journey easier. Love isn’t merciful though. It wants
you to suffer; to feel pain. Loving is the worst
mistake that you can make but also the easiest. n

Morgan Leahy
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
______
Love’s Journey
______
It was by sheer chance that they
found each other and as love bloomed
so did their life together. The couple
are now blessed with the impending
birth of their first child who they will
warmly welcome into their life.
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M Y MUM
Adriana Liistro · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

My mum was an immigrant
As were all of your ancestors
Yet there are lines of protesters
My problem is that we turn away boats of those
who need asylum
Some cling to the idea of freedom
But the thing is we all came to this sunburnt
country for one reason
But we act like they committed treason
My mum was an immigrant
Why must we all be so uninformed?
We must be reformed
Our world builds walls for protection and safety
Yet they are the ones who need protection
Why are they are put under inspection
We close our eyes and try and hide the
imperfection
And just stare at the eyes of war

My mum was an immigrant
Even after we are shown pictures of the
horrors in OUR world
And yet it still bothers
But I say no more.
Why must a child play in a war?
Why must a mother cradle her children
from the trauma they are bound to
face
Why do we look at these with people
with disgrace?
Why must we, a NATION of
immigrants, turn these people away,
just to save face?
My mum was an immigrant
I hope for the future generations we
find peace
Let’s not make our time just another
period piece. n

A NE W ME MB E R OF T HE FA MILY
Louisa Lazzoppina · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

A normal dark and quiet night, In bed watching
Netflix,
Hearing her sisters come home bright, Shoes
sound like clicking sticks.
She walks down the stairs to say hi, Standing in
the kitchen,
They weren’t facing her eye to eye, Waiting there
just itching.
Turning round to face her sister, In her arms a
bunny,

“Hello there you little mister”, Just as sweet as
honey.
She found out his name was Cowboy, Because of
his fur coat,
He was a small bundle of joy, All choked up in
her throat,
Jumping on her shoulder was cute, If only he
could speak,
Seeing if he would eat some fruit, He kissed her
on the cheek. n
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A P E RSON A L R E V OL U T ION
Kira Farrugia · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

In the sky, I’m luminescent
I was born after June
Birthed a Cancerian crescent
Most alive after noon

Still the noise remains incessant
I move to my own tune
My music bright and fluorescent
Making onlookers swoon

A virtuous adolescent
They forced me to cocoon–
fed lies, a numbing suppressant
Deceived spoon after spoon

With regard, I left the present
They said it was too soon
This is the start, my declarant
Merely a phase of the moon n

Spitting words, a dropped depressant
Refused to be immune
To hostility and hatred
For the truth is so strewn

Kira Farrugia
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
A Worldly Evolution
______
The moon is always whole and complete, but we need light to recognise its fullness. Darkness does not
make it any less, for a life so vital and wondrous cannot be reduced. It takes time for the moon to reveal
itself, but with patience it will manifest. This entity is an entirety.
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C R IMSON S T OR M
Sienna Nobile · Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College

T

he vicious swell of the ocean hits me; salt
water from the hypothermic waves burning
my coarse throat. The storm rages on overhead,
furiously sending the boat into turmoil. I looked
on – through the swollen slits I called my eyes –
as members of the crew were flung all over the
deck. Bones snapped, cries of mercy and prayers
being washed away by the water itself, all lifeboats
useless at this time of death.

has snapped. I try to scream as a ventilation for
my pain, but the world grows dark and suddenly
I don’t have the energy to think. The restraints on
my legs release, and swiftly I float to the surface;
my arms outstretched, feeling for the boiling water
that is my death wish. Creatures beneath me circle
my half-dead body; antagonistic, aggravating
creatures, thirsting for what is left of my cold
blood.

Or what I called, a face off with it.

I subconsciously bring my right hand to the
anchored tattoo on my wrist, caressing the ink as
a final goodbye – the earth shattering pain in my
legs fading as the little light I see becoming darker.
Slowly I find the strength to push myself away
from the scene, the webbing between my fingers
aiding me as I glided away.

An explosion from the back of the boat sent what
was left of it into splinters, oil leaking from the
tank of petrol on the side. I tried swimming away
from the wreck, only to find myself being caught
up in the next attack. Inhuman shrieks pierce my
ears as I’m engulfed by water, and I try to bring my
hands to cover them, but the current is too strong
against my damaged body.
The flames from the boat lick the petrol tank,
eventually making their way to the ocean top,
boiling what is left of our safest escape. I feel the
wails of those burning from the deadly abyss,
eventually translated into voices inside my rattled
brain. Without my hearing, my other senses kick
in, but my adrenaline continues to show no debut.
Slimy limbs grip my legs, yanking me down into my
afterlife. No amount of kicking and screaming and
flailing and thrashing will loosen their hold on me,
instead, they grow tighter with every movement
my in flight body makes.
A tremendous force hit my leg from the left, and
I don’t need to see the damage to know my leg

I lay surrounded, defeated, by not only the
unknown enemy but my own crimson blood. Stars
speckled my vision, closing over the thundering
clouds blustering in a sky as dark as the water
beneath me.
A tug on my right arm pulls me further away
from the wreck, barely breathing yet completely
aware. The salient pain in my leg transmitted to
my shoulder where gnashing teeth enclosed over
my limb. No more cries. No more writhing. No
more wishing I could do everything over.
No more storm.
The teeth cut through bone as I submerged my
good arm into the water, staining the tips of my
fingers with my own blood, my final goodbye to
the deceptive home I knew. n

Ruby McCormick
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Acrylic on canvas
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Lara Bamford
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Creative portrait

Santo Simon
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Ink on paper
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M Y DE A R E S T HUSB A ND
Alexandra Van Loon · Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College

T

o My Dearest Husband who isn’t here
anymore,

The first hour after you were gone was the worst
hour of my life. The first minute after you were
gone was the worst minute of my life. Even after
the first second you were gone I thought that every
day of my life was going to be the worst day of
my life. It took me a long time to realise that I was
going to be okay without you. I am so sorry that
they come in and took your life. After you first
passed on I held you in my arms for so long, I was
hoping that your lifeless body would somehow
come back to life. As I held you my eyes were
burning from all the tears that were flowing out of
them, down my face and onto yours. No one heard
my cries of help except for Hassan and Mina.
Hassan was wailing while Mina was holding him.
Mina stood there as if she was paralyzed, unable to
move, unable to process what had just happened.
As I finally stood up from your dead body I knew
that you were completely gone and that nothing
could ever bring you back. Why would someone
take you from me? Why would someone take
you from our children? Is it because they felt they
didn’t have enough control over you? Is it because
we don’t believe in what they believed in? What
kind of person would come into a family’s home
and murder a family man just because they didn’t
want to bow down to the Taliban? Why would the
Taliban even do things like this? I have so many
questions about your death and not anywhere near
enough answers.
I am so sorry that I couldn’t bring you with me. I
am so sorry that I had to leave you in a shallow
grave in our war-ridden country. I am so sorry that
I had to flee with the children. I took the children
as quickly as I could to my sister’s house. She knew
that there was a way to get to safety. We made
our way cautiously down to the boat docks with
only the clothes on our back and all the money
I could get together to make our way to a safer
place. The man that owned the boat was named
Aarif. He was a very tall, strong looking man with
a dark bushy beard. I felt threatened talking to him
because of how forceful he was. I asked how much
the boat fare was going to cost. The amount of
Afghani money he wanted was ridiculous. I paid
for Hassan, Mina and I to get onto the boat. Aarif
hastily and forcefully pushed us onto the boat. As
I struggled to gain my balance on the rocky boat I
turned around to see my sister arguing with Aarif.
She seemed to be upset. She waved at me, sighed
and said that she would be okay. I asked what she
meant and she said that see didn’t have enough
money to pay her way to get on the boat. I didn’t

have enough money to pay for her so I had to leave
her behind. I haven’t heard from her ever since. I
am so sorry to you and to my beautiful kind sister
that has helped me through everything. I am so
sorry that I had to leave the both of you behind.
The rickety boat was almost falling apart. It was
so small yet it managed to be filled with so many
people. The cries from children, the worried chatter
from parents and the hassling from Aarif all filled
my head. Was I really on my way to a better life
for the children and I? Was it really going to be
better for us in Australia? Everyone on the boat
was starving and everyone on the boat smelt really
bad from sweating in the harsh sun for days on
end. After a few weeks people started to die from
under nutrition, including Hassan. The whole time
we were on the boat there was hardly enough
room to move and there was hardly enough food
to go round for everyone. As they say the strongest
survive and Hassan only being four months old just
wasn’t strong enough. I am so sorry; I tried so hard
to keep him alive. I gave him all the fresh water I
could get; I gave him all of my rations it just wasn’t
enough. I feel so ashamed that I couldn’t bring
three of my family members with me to safety. Was
it may fault that they were either dead or left for
dead. You were killed standing up for what you
believed in. Hassan was killed because he wasn’t
strong enough. My sister got left behind because
she didn’t have enough money. How is it right that
you need money to buy freedom? How is it right to
deny someone’s safety all because they aren’t rich
enough? What selfish person would leave someone
to die just because they wouldn’t get paid for the
help? Aarif.
Mina was petrified. I was petrified. Everyone on the
boat was petrified. When the Australian Boarder
Force surrounded the boat no one knew what to
do. The Boarder Force were yelling something at
us all but no one had any ideas about what they
were saying so we all just got down on the wooden
planks of the boat’s deck and huddled together.
I was holding Mina so tightly because she was
screaming and crying frantically in fear. Guns were
pointed at us. I thought to myself maybe Australia
is just like Afghanistan. Maybe Australia is just as
violent as the county that we fled from. One by
one we got search and ushered onto an Australian
boat then taken to an island. We were then taken
to the detention center. “Detention” is a thing
for people that have done bad things to go into.
What had all the people on the boat done wrong?
Mina, myself and many thousands of people from
different cultures were kept in the detention center
for months. Some people had even been there
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for years. During our time there Mina and I got
asked a lot of questions all the time. It was like
you had to live up to some sort of expectation or
standard to get into their country. In all seriousness
why weren’t Mina and I allowed straight into the
country? Was it because our gender? The colour of
our skin? Was it because I wear a hijab? Is it even
because the whole country is just plain racist?
After months of feeling like the barbed wire walls
were closing in Mina and I were finally released.
They put us in an apartment in Auburn. All different
races live in Auburn and it was a very friendly
place. The Australian government made me go to
TAFE and do a few different courses. That is where
I met Baba; at least that’s what Mina calls him.
He is an amazing man with a heart of gold. He
looks after us very well. Our Mina is a very, very
smart young lady. Recently she got a scholarship
to a very classy and celebrated school. I think she
got her great looks from me and her intelligence
from you. When I think back to when I first got
pregnant with Mina we were only teenagers. You

worked so hard to make enough money to care for
her. All of your hard work saved our lives, and I
am so grateful for that.
I miss you every single day of my life. I wish that
things could go back to the way they were when
we were all together back in Afghanistan. I decided
to write this letter to you ten years after your death
as I felt like it would let me get my feelings out.
I know you aren’t here anymore and you won’t
really be able to read it but I can feel your presence
watching over me from Jannah. I hope that you
and Hassan truly feel at peace and are very happy
together in paradise. This letter was really also just
for me to come to terms with what happened in
my life.
Well in the end life goes on for me, sad things may
happen in my life, but the saddest thing to ever
happen is knowing that you will never really know
how much I miss you…
Love,
Your Forever Wife n

Jane Dinnie
Year 9 ·
Lavalla Catholic College
______
Portrait – Acrylic on canvas board
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WAT E R
Levi Dwyer · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda

Holding me down, I want to be free.
The colour blue surrounding me.
I flow farther down the deep dark sea.
Chaining me down, helplessly.
The beautiful creatures swimming past.
With many experiences, but this is my last.
Laughing at me with lives to be lived.
Flashing back to when my boat was tipped.
I see no light in the distance.
No one at the side for my assistance.
Unable to cry, to let out a scream.
The cold water freezing my bloodstream.
As I close my eyes, and start to fall unconscious.
I sense no sign of correspondence.
My eyes all burnt from the salt.
My kids, my family, it’s all my fault…
Frantically breathing, I cough out water.
As my eyes lay on my beautiful daughter.
The horrible experience, she seems upset.
From that moment, I will never forget. n

Luke Burns
Year 10 ·
CBC St Kilda
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T HE PA S SE NGE R
Sebastian Francis · Year 10 · CBC St Kilda

The take-off was smooth
Engines roaring as the vessel departed from the
oh so familiar taste of soil
But as we steadily ascended we shook
And I was nervous for a while
but the man who sat next to me smiled
He wore a dark blue suit, with a red tie
He told me of his life
His wife, children and so on
And I oh so ever briefly spoke of mine
And momentarily the plane seemed to ease

Although the selection of movies was quite dull
And offered little that could please
And soon the man in the dark suit fell victim to
sleep
And once again I felt unsure of what was to come
But then the sun crept through my window
An overwhelming collection of orange and red
blinded me
And it was beautiful
And the once so present problems slipped away
In the moment, everything else was numbed
And it seemed that everything would be fine. n

Ben Mortellaro
Year 7 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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T HE W OR DSMI T H
Jomar Inot · Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College

“J

ust write,” I say to myself as I stare at my
blank page. It stares back at me, screaming
for words to be written on it, like how a dry
barren desert wishes for rain. My pen hovers over
the page, wanting to feel the thrill of writing like
a wildfire, but it just can’t seem to catch anything
alight.

I clutch my pen tighter, heart thudding. It expands
longer, cascading off the side of the table like
an avalanche. I jump out of my chair. It grows
taller, reaching the ceiling, covering the walls, and
blocking the sliver of light that came from the
window. My heart pounding, I back away from it,
but it seems to sense my presence.

My mind is racing with a thousand different
stories I could write, of which about none cross the
finish line and catch my interest. I pace the room.
The mahogany floorboards creak with every step.
Staring out the marred window, I make a mental
reminder to trim the tree blocking my view of the
garden beyond.

It creeps closer, grows bigger, until it is biting at my
feet and double my size, threatening to swallow me
whole. My mind is screaming, RUN! But my legs
stay frozen to the spot.

I approach my writing methodically, labouring
over every word. It can be a blessing as I form a
perfectly structured prose, but I suffer like it’s a
curse when I feel like everything I write is wrong.
Everything I write is not good enough to be on the
page.
I, for one, know the power of language. It’s an
ethereal source of magic. A living, breathing,
pulsing entity. An essence that can be tapped. It is
grace, beauty, and destruction.
Anyone can wield it, however a trained mind is the
difference between a master and a novice.
But today, the well of words has completely dried
up. And I know no spell to fill it.
The page is still staring at me. Straight into my
eyes. Then it begins to grow. It grows bigger and
bigger until it covers the entire length of my table.

This is it. It’s fight or flight. My right hand opens
up, and my eyes linger on this pen– this paintbrush,
this sword, this vessel of power– and I finally know
what to do.
I ready my pen in my fingers and stroke two words
onto the white page in front of me: “Just write.”
And that’s exactly what I do. I write and write and
write and write and I don’t stop. The monstrous
paper grows smaller, less ferocious. I write and I
write and I keep writing. I’m like a blacksmith,
hammering non-stop at my fiery hot metalwork.
I’m a… wordsmith. I put thoughts to words,
and words to lines of ink, until finally I have the
same A4 piece of paper that I started with. The
only difference is that now it’s the night sky of a
colourful show of fireworks.
Leaning back in my chair, I run my hands through
my hair and let out a sigh. I turn my head to the
window. The sun seems to be shining brighter than
before, even through the thick foliage. I think it’s
time to cut that tree. n
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C ONF L IC T E D
Jordan Nguyen · Year 8 · Simonds Catholic College

It’s forbidden, I know
But I can’t help but know
That my feelings are right
Though my actions are wrong
Fear keeps me in shadows
Even when light reveals
I deny revelations
And accept deception
For all time
Cursed to live fabrication n

A B B A B A : GR A NDFAT HE R
Tim Daniel · Year 8 · Simonds Catholic College

I couldn’t hear your voice over the phone
You were an old man with weary bones
You suffered pain
Grandma suffered migraines
When you passed we felt alone
Your adventures in life sounded like fairy tales
But then your blood cells started to fail
Couldn’t talk over the phone
All I heard were pitiful moans
The last call I heard was your voice mail n
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T HE T R A GE DY OF M A C HISMO
Nathan Chen · Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College

I don’t relate to machismo,
if anything, it’s about letting go of the definitions
we’ve had of men and women.
And that women are somehow weaker.
A second class in the world
Side-lined for their femininity
Traduced for being as god created

I say screw’em

But not in the experiences I’ve had with women
in my life.
I don’t find my mother to be weak.
She managed to feed and raise three kids by
herself.
While my father was at work.
As far a man being domineering and physical and
violent.
My brothers aren’t.
And I hope I’m not too

Not stiff constipated

I remember my father telling me
Pick up that heart boy
We’ve got work to do
and no time for your falling apart
life’s too serious for this
now put a hold to those tear ducts
and grab your ambition hammer
there are empires waiting to be built
Forget those feelings
that weaken your resolve
You’re a man
Act like one!

To lose that

These words that my father spoke
Made me realise that
The tragedy of machismo
Is that a man is never quite man enough
It is the price of machismo
We’re supposed to let our grief go
Don’t let the tears show
Or let others know
Of the scars just beneath
Our thick skin

And all of their expectations
Masculinity does not
Define my behaviour
Sorrow still stings
Surpassing all things
Which makes us human beings

I lay weeping
Still keeping
My heart which is still beating
Strong
Feeling for me
And Others I see
Even some I will never see
Cause I believe
Would make me less me
Does machismo make a real man
with its excessive ego of superiority?
I have seen men whose breath had the stench of
alcohol and narcotics.
Faithless males who spend a night in the bar, then
go home staggering
to their wives and children
abusing them with vulgar words,
screaming, beating them up
and fainting on the nearest bed.
If it is considered as a vital part of masculinity,
Why is vulgarity and obscenity
highly valued by anyone?
Real men don’t take, they give
Real men don’t use force, they use logic
Real men don’t play the role of trouble-maker,
but rather, the trouble-shooter
and most importantly, a real man is defined by
what’s in his heart, not his pants. n
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M Y ROYA L T R E A SUR E
Sophia Dodich · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

A pearl of wisdom
Resting within is ocean’s gift twice handed down
Its glossiness carved lovingly by a faceless creature
Harvested from life’s beginnings,
Drawn from the deep blue depths by divers
battling with nature’s force,
Now lives confined inside a box,
That forever acts as a companion to me. n

Dusty box
Like a royal palace on a hill,
Imposing yet part of the vast habitat
It reigns the place it stands
The lingering smells of her floral perfume,
Forever recalled, lacing the contents inside

S W IMMING F OR OUR L I V E S
Sophie McLaughlin · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

W

e walk. Hand in hand. Not knowing where
we are going but all we know is it would be
better than this place we are living in. We need to
get away. Get away from these people who think
that they can control us, think that they can make
us into people that we are not. They are selfish,
arrogant, manipulating beasts that waltz in, take
over our homes and destroy everything we have
worked so hard for. No way are we watching it
happen, and feeling useless because we can’t do
anything about it. We will not fight, we will flee.
We know what they are capable of. We want the
Chinko tribe to thrive, not fall. They can destroy
our houses brick by brick but they will never take
away our sanity. They will never take away our
courage and ability to do what we want.
We walk. Hand in hand. Knowing where we are
going. We are heading as far away from home
as we can. We are going to Australia. Our home
is being taken over by the Biniko tribe. They are
trying to destroy us. This tribe is the one we have
the greatest rivalry with. We will not stand here
watching it happen. We, the Chinko tribe, will
catch a boat to Australia. The journey is dangerous
with little hope of us ever getting there without
sinking, without losing loved ones and without
making it back alive.
We walk onto the boat; it sways as we move. The
boat creaks and water starts to flood through. The
floor starts to disappear beneath us, engulfing us,

swallowing us whole like a whale. We swim. The
boat starts to collapse under our feet. We see our
fellow tribe members sinking down as if they have
weights caught on their feet. It is as if someone is
dragging them down, slowly taking the lives of
neighbours, children and friends. We see one…
two… three… disappear before we blink our eyes.
We hold hands swimming for our life, everyone
around us is gone. Everyone we grew up with, the
people who taught us so many valuable lessons, the
people who were our family. We keep swimming,
holding each other’s hands. Holding onto hope.
Holding onto the thought of survival. The water
surrounds us, giving a hug, smothering us with
waves. Our hands are still connected. We will not
let go. The waves are continuously smashing us, as
if we are puppets. Yet we still hold on. We don’t
give up easily.
Lightning strikes, the sea has come to life, tearing
us limb from limb, we are tossed around. We will
not let go. Lights go out, our eyes shut. The sea
calms, ready to regain its energy. Ready for the
next victim. Ready to challenge the next group
that falls into its clutches. We wake up. Together
hand in hand. We made it to Australia, away from
the Biniko tribe. Even though many of us did fall,
we did make it. Without this journey we wouldn’t
have been able to get away. Get away from the
tribe that haunt us. n
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YOUR RO A D IS AWA I T ING YOU
Dinelle Hettiarachchi · Year 11 · Avila College

She shut her eyes, with fear
In hope of a new light, the opening of them did
no good.
A candle, with no wick.
Everything is not black, not white – but a
spectacle grey.
The road in front was long and she could see no
yellow bricks,
The ones to lead her, the ones meant to pave the
way.

Revealing the most dangerous of paths,
A path in which she must constantly keep another
face at bay.

From the corner of her eye, something glimmers.
Something new, something safe.
Perhaps, she thought. Just perhaps, that is the one.
She led astray from the one in front.
To follow the one that glittered and did not
confront.
But not all that glimmers is gold,
Sometimes, it’s copper – in disguise.
One step on the path was not all it seemed.
The path rippled and just like that, the golds and
glitter crumbled away.

So – back to where she began.
She shut her eyes,
This time with accepting the road.
One foot, hitting the pavement.
The Wick put in place.
Her eyes opened;
And the next few steps were made clearer – oh
the delight on her face.
She realised that there was no such thing as a
yellow brick road,
no obvious ‘walk me!’ placard.
The young traveller no longer waited nor looked
for a sign.
Her own path, she captured.
Now, traveller, your road is awaiting you.
What will you do;
Long for the brick road
Or, accept your road and become anew? n

B U T T ON B OND
Sophie Knights · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Young hands on old hands,
An artwork made with love
An everlasting friendship
A hand within a glove

With a segmented body,
And a spine made of string
Buttons connected,
With a bond that will cling. n

Discs dissimilar,
Unique and bright
Some patterned, some dull
But beautiful despite
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T HE JOUR NE Y
Milagros Vargas · Year 7 · Avila College

T

he Capital was quiet, what was once a
bustling hub for the inhabitants of its humble
surrounds now stood still as if someone had taken
every living thing from the buildings and sidewalks
only to never return, leaving a deserted city in its
wake. In the time that the capital had had alone,
it started to produce a different sort of life that
took over the moment it was given the chance.
Now through every crack burst trees, all of them
reaching for the sky with hungry arms. The second
the buildings that were once tall and proud began
to crumble the trees set to work there too, speeding
up the process, they now towered higher than any
building that had existed beforehand. The trees
stood still allowing an eerie hush to settle upon
their impromptu forest, and this is how it stayed
for centuries until amidst the foliage that lay thick
on the forest floor something began to stir.

comrade. All brown and yellow broken apart
by roots as thick as fire hydrants that snaked
their way across the ground. Unbeknownst to
the creature, the forest was changing in ways
that would soon become apparent. Hundreds of
animals began to pour in from every direction all
sensing the presence of something other than the
trees themselves. Now the trees creaked almost as
if they were responding to the calls of their furry
brethren. With padded footsteps foxes, rabbits and
deer alike all bounded across the forest floor whilst
louder brutish animals thudded along beside them.

Through the ocean of trunks emerged a figure
shrouded in mist, it was so much larger than any
man, with a collection of roots where limbs would
be. This thing had shifting features that seemed
to move with every one of its gasping breaths,
whatever it was it came from the forest. Now
the lone figure journeyed onwards through the
never ending sea of trees seemingly searching for
something lost to the forest long ago. An immense
loneliness was felt inside the tangle of twigs and
branches that replaced its heart, to roam the Earth
alone would be the fate of this creature.

In a clearing that was once been the space for an
oval stood the largest tree in the whole forest. Its
trunk was magnificent, commanding the respect
of the other trees whilst thick leafy tendrils hung
down from each of its mammoth branches grazing
the ground with tips that seemed to dance ever so
lightly in the wind. Now, underneath the massive
expanse of the tree huddled the wooded creature
slumped down against the trunk. It had journeyed
far into the centre of the forest and yet in all that
time, it had not come across any other life. Until…
like clockwork, animals burst into the clearing
surrounding the creature. Slowly, ever so slowly
it stood. Now it’s features began to calm forming
divots and curves until finally, the creature gazed
about at the many other animals gathered there
and it smiled a hopeful leafy grin.

The leaves were damp with moisture, simply
flattening down under the weight of their new

A journey is not about how far you go, it’s about
what you learn along the way. n
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T HE FA R AWAY L A ND
Kiara Aboo · Year 11 · Avila College

The colours fly out, the shapes erupt,
A sharp ringing sounds in my ear,
Beneath my feet, the earth is shaking,
Children’s wide eyes fill with fear.

Setting foot onto an unknown land,
Risking all I had ever known,
Leaving for a better chance,
Perhaps a place to call my home.

Our pride crumbles down, into a heap,
Lifeless bodies lay on the ground,
Sounds of plea, calling for loved ones,
Holding the few that are found.

Maybe a place where we could walk the streets,
Without a fear or a care,
Be enveloped with comfort and of course,
Loved beyond compare.

The second flash comes,
Louder than the first,
Once emerald grass,
Now ruby immersed.

The journey took weeks, months on end,
All I had left were dreams,
A smile on my face, though deep inside,
I was tearing at the seams.

Time ticks slowly, as many tears fall,
Stories are told of a land,
Across the blue salts arising,
Sketched in golden sand.

As soon as I took my first step on the land,
I let out an anxious sigh,
Wanting to cry and crumble down,
But I knew I had to try.

Days on end, our minds work till late,
Until a decision is made,
We choose to travel across the Earth,
Once a sufficient number is payed.

My first steps were slow, lost and unsure,
As I gazed at this foreign land,
Leaving behind the waters and shore,
Placing my feet on the sand.

What couldn’t be handed over in coins,
Was settled with a dodgy trade,
As we thought back, to vacant lands,
Where our children had once played.

The people around me, mirrored my gaze,
Their eyes wide, hands clasped together,
Trudging further, out onto the land,
Breathing in the summer weather.

Arms had never felt so fragile,
Resembling weak twigs that snap,
Until the final hugs had come,
Wrapped around my back.

The sand was indeed gold, just like the song,
The land was surrounded by sea,
As people hurried of off the ship,
Their children jumped in glee.

Knowing that I would venture into,
A world I had only heard about,
Finally letting go of the hands,
That begged me not to doubt.

People told us where to go,
What to do and say,
We had to sign countless forms,
And dress a certain way.

As soon as I set foot on a boat,
My face was ocean sprayed,
All that was left to hold onto from home,
Was a soft, loose fragile braid.

My family was far, my home in ashes,
Somewhere beyond the sea,
Someone tell me, how does one find home,
When I’ve lost every part of me.
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This land was different, this land was bright,
Within an hour, rain to shine,
I searched and I searched, days on end,
For a home I could call mine.

The questions we asked ourselves from the start,
Were we one of them? Did we belong?
And it wasn’t until the day had come,
When we broke into song.

Some people were kind, some were not,
Helping us onto our feet,
The winters were cold, wet and unpleasant,
While summers were scorching heat.

I was rejoicing, young and free,
My feet amongst golden soil,
Surrounded by nature’s gifts,
And encircled by friends that were loyal.

The skies were painted,
Each night and sunrise,
The mornings were marked,
With kookaburra cries.

Perhaps we never got off of the boat,
The journey wouldn’t stop until death,
Challenges and dangers would stay in our lives,
Until our final breath.

It was hard to feel comfort,
Harder to find home,
So I held onto the fact,
That I wasn’t alone.

When they came to join me, after numerous years,
I broke down and started to cry,
Because all the pain and fear I had,
Was reflected in my eye.

My first and last thoughts each day,
Was the home I had left behind,
The journey I had decided to take,
The first paper I had signed.

Arms had never felt so strong,
Resembling bars of iron,
I had all I had ever asked for and more,
I had the world to confide in.

Across the sea, we had brought,
Mouths to feed on a boat,
For a chance, not guaranteed,
So we could try to stay afloat.

Looking back, to my small scared figure,
I held my very own hand,
Because I had taken the ultimate risk,
To go find the faraway land. n
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T HE W OL F ON T HE F OL D:
DIL K USH A H A P P Y E V E R A F T E R
Amberlynn Menezes · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

“One moment Rekha had been there in the
soldier’s big hands, and then she wasn’t any
more.”
Kabhee Ummeed Mat Chhodo (Never Lose
Hope)

“I

’m very sorry to inform you Mrs. Padukone,
but you have a terminal illness. Leukemia.”

“It’s the second stage, I’m sorry but this will be
my last consultation with you. I have to help
my family leave Kampala to Melbourne; there’s
nothing left here for us here anymore.”
I glanced at Doctor Shan’s genuinely sorrowful
eyes, there was nothing more to be said. Mr.
Shan hunted through his desk drawer scuffling
papers aside and then extracted a business card.
“Chemotherapy is not available here in
Kampala, but be that as it may, my colleague
has an establishment committed to Cancer in
Melbourne.”
Unfortunately, I knew my time had come, after
one session of Chemotherapy, even if an inch of
cancerous cells remained in your body, it would
proceed to multiply like vermin. It was just like
that, the survival rate was scarce. I exchanged
my final goodbye and vacated the room with
Doctor Shan, the corner of my eye noticed a
young girl dressed in red. She ran like wildfire,
elegantly leaping into Doctor Shan’s wide arm
spread.

Before my brain managed to fathom any
information, my legs sprinted on their own into
the penetrating cold water. Pushing and battling
my enemy aside I advanced to where she would
fall. I knew I was out of time so I leaped towards
where she would fall. Finally, the red dress was
in my grasp. As I carried her into my house I
discovered a backpack attached to her. Her bag,
fortunately, contained a passport and I’d learnt
Doctor Shan’s daughter was named Rekha. I was
certain she was most likely tossed of the train
by a soldier, and I suddenly felt every fibre in
my body awaken. Returning Rekha to the Shan
family gave me a new purpose to live, for now. A
week later I embarked at sunrise from the house,
to board the 4.56 am train. This would be one
of the many trains, let alone planes I would have
to board to reach Melbourne, since the Shans’
were heading there. After a few minutes sitting
patiently on the train, there was a halt at a new
station. I then overhead outside the train, “Nah
man, simply execute any Indians who haven’t
deserted now; those curry eaters ought to be
annihilated by this point! Catch you later.”
The Ugandan soldier with a stern, vicious
expression entered on board and our eyes
instantly met. Sweat formed into beads on
my face as the man then glanced downwards
towards Rekha, then to our luggage.
“Are you leaving Kampala, woman”, the soldier
randomly questioned.
“Yes. I am.’

It was his daughter.
Entering my local bus was dreadful, everyone
had downcast, dejected expressions.This
Ugandan invasion was effortlessly sucking the
life out of everyone. I decided I would remain
here in Kampala. Even if I was the last Indian, I
would rather perish as a martyr. Furthermore, I
actually have nothing to lose anymore, since I’ve
lost it all. I got off on my stop and permitted my
feet to indulge into the delicate, infinite golden
sand. Gazing into the sky I saw a train voyaging
slower than a snail. I was about to turn my
back when I noticed something red fall out of
the train’s pocket. I squinted my eyes, and felt
a fresh breeze slap my horrified face, for what
I had observed evacuated my nerves to the
hospital’s emergency room.
Doctor Shan’s daughter was falling like a meteor
in broad daylight.

The man then intensively walked past Rekha
and I towards the next carriage.
“Aren’t you breaching your duty’s protocol.”
The soldier then smirkingly stated with attitude,
“If you’re leaving then my duty is complete, and
I don’t necessarily find pleasure in abusing or
killing women or children.”
One minute the soldier was in front of us and
the next he disappeared onto the train.
Finally reaching Melbourne was a huge relief.
The journey of continuously switching trains
and planes was stressful and agonising. I am
currently in a taxi with Rekha, heading to our
reserved accommodation. I asked the driver to
pull over for a minute at a milk bar so I could
purchase food. When Rekha and I entered the
milk bar, I recognised a familiar voice specifying
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they’re interested in opening a milk bar. Rekha
suddenly left my hand and was embraced by a man
crying his heart out.
I suddenly remembered the moment of Rekha
embracing her father in Kampala. Then it hit me
like an electric bolt. Rekha was hugging a random
man, furthermore in a foreign country. It was
weird, it was… her father.
To be honest I felt justified for returning Rekha. I
could finally leave this life behind with satisfaction
and no regrets. n

M Y A US T R A L I A
Abbey Segrave · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

My Australia is footy on an iced
Sunday morning
Swimming every day of Summer
The weather changing without any warning
That’s always a bummer
The vegemite on toast
The beautiful sunny Gold Coast
Every kid playing Milo cricket
Bowlers getting that elusive wicket
Getting sunburnt like you’ve been set on fire
Being Sun Smart is what we desire
Whether you like Sunrise or The Today Show

In Australia it’s always go with the flow
We’re represented by the red, white and blue
No matter where you are
Australia’s always got a good view
A land of devastating droughts and flooding rains
A land of mighty mountain ranges
And sweeping plains
Australia with its sandy beaches
Its waves big and blue
A beautiful far horizon to look to
Australia is home for me and you n
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P INE C ONE S
Ellen Kerr · Year 7 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

t’s Saturday, the first day of the best two days of
the week. The weekend. I was taking a walk in
the park, with my little Jack Russell puppy, Monty.
We walked around the murky watered lake and
under an ancient pinecone tree – that was so old it
looked like it had been in World War Two – then
a pinecone fell on my head. On my head. MY
HEAD! I could’ve gotten concussion or something.
I could have died! The park owners shouldn’t have
planted this tree here. It’s dangerous.

‘Where’s your house?’

‘Really?’ I ask it. The tree doesn’t reply. It just sits
there. I look down at the pinecone and give it a
death stare. It just sits there. Like a stupid, brown,
spikes, deadly pinecone. Monty barks at it. Then
tries to eat it. He runs around the pinecone in
circles. Then barks at it some more. The pinecone
doesn’t move. Monty looks up at me as if to say
sorry.

‘Why do you have to ask so many questions?’

‘It’s okay,’ I reassure him. He looks at the pinecone
again. Then he barks at it some more. Then we
walked around the park again. When we got back
to the tree, Monty walks up to it. Then pees on it.
‘Good job!’ I say. When we walked one step
forward another pinecone fell on my head.
‘That’s it!’ I yelled at the tree. Monty and I went to
the machinery shop and bought a sunshine yellow,
CAT bulldozer then drove it to the park. Luckily
for us, the tractor is voice activated. So we don’t
have to switch gears and steer.
‘Drive,’ I say. So it does. Into the lake. I grab Monty
and we swim to the bank of the lake. Why is there
a lake here anyway? Why can’t they just put a
tree here instead. Just not another one of those
pinecone trees. That’s a bad idea. But so’s this lake!
We climb up the bank and Monty dries himself off
by running around like a psycho dog and dragging
himself around on the grass. I try to dry off, but
instead, come face-to-face with the police.
‘Are you the crazy person that has bought a tractor
from the CAT shop and driven it into the lake?’ A
tall and large intimidating police officer asks.
‘No, I’m a perfectly normal person and I was doing
the public a favour by trying to get rid of that tree,’
I say pointing to the tree, that is still dropping
pinecones everywhere.
‘Where do you live?’ He asks.
‘With my parents.’ I reply.
‘Where do your parents live?’
‘With me.’
‘Where do you all live?’
‘Together.’

‘Next to my neighbour’s house.’
‘Where’s your neighbours house?’
‘You won’t believe me if I tell you.’
‘Tell me!’
‘Next to my house.’
‘Why do you have to be such a smarty pants?’ he
asks me.
He glares at me.
‘Rude,’ he says.
‘You’re rude,’ I say back. ‘What kind of person
wants to know where you live?’
The policeman gave up and walked back to his
white Toyota police car and drove off.
‘I wish I was a bird,’ I say to Monty. ‘Then I could
poop on his head and get away with it.’ Monty
barks and we walk home.
The next day
It’s Sunday. The last day of the two best days of the
week. The weekend. Monty and I are walking in
the park. When we saw two men, one with bulging
muscles and a tiny freckle face. The other was
tall and skinny, with a fat face. They were cutting
down the pinecone tree. Monty and I looked at the
tree, then at each other and then we do a victory
dance to celebrate. A woman dressed in a bright
green coat, a bright green scarf, and bright green
leggings, walks up to the men.
‘Excuse me, why are you cutting down the tree?’
She asks.
‘Oh, the people that live across from here,’ and
points to a house, ‘Said the tree was blocking their
view of the memorial statue of World War One.
We’re going to plant a new tree over there.’
I looked at the house across from the park in
horror. That’s my house. Mum and Dad must have
ordered for the tree to be cut down. The man with
the bulging muscles, and tiny face, points at a spot,
one metre away from where the tree originally was.
‘That’s where the new trees going to be.’
The woman nods, thanks them then walked away.
Monty and I look at the tree, then at each other.
NOOOOOOOO!!!’
One year later
It’s Monday, the first day of the worst five days of
the week. After school, Monty and I go for a walk
in the park. When a pinecone falls on my head. n
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F ROM V IE T N A M
Thanh – Hoang Nguyen Tuong · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

Preamble: Thanh has recently moved to Australia
from Vietnam and has been here for nearly two
years. Whilst his work is not grammatically correct,
we have tried to keep true to his original piece.

A

long time ago, my cousin came to Viet Nam
from Australia and he wore a shirt that had a
picture a of kangaroo. When I looked at it, I didn’t
know why I liked it so much and I thought I would
go to Australia to visit my cousins and aunties and
uncles and KANGAROOS.
Two years ago, my aunty’s friend’s friend and my
cousins came to Viet Nam. We had a good time
together and I didn’t know when my mum was
dating my aunty’s friend’s friend.
Him and me were doing a form to emigrate to
Australia and I was very excited. When I said to
my friend at school about going to Australia. They
asked, “Why do you go there? Why do you leave
us? Anyway, don’t forget us and when you come
back just bring a present !”

smelled and sat down I thought “OH SH*T, what’s
gonna happen next?”
The person who works there (maybe the police)
opened our luggage (as a box) and he couldn’t find
anything so he asked, “Did you bring any foods?”
I responded,” No”. Then I turned around and
asked mum and she said nothing but a few seconds
later I just realise we brought some coffees and
told that person.
He asked :” Did you bring it for yourself?”
I said:”No”
Then he asked again:” Who did you bring it for?”
But I just had trouble with the language and said to
him:” Oh No, we brought it for us and I just had
trouble with the language so sorry!!!”.
And then he said “ Alright”.

I knew they were sad but it would be alright. When
the day came that we were going to the depart,
we said good bye to our family and friends. They
started to cry but we said, “We will be back so
don’t worry.” Then we got on the plane.

At that moment , my heart was beating like a
machine. Then we got out of there and mum’s
new husband was there and picked us up at the
airport to his house. But while he driving, I looked
around and felt so excited and happy. But I was
still missing my friends and family, it was a little
bit sad but it would be alright because I knew I
will come back there and visit them. I wished I will
have a good life, future and family.

Next day, when we arrived in Australia and
grabbed our luggage, we went through the gate
that checks your luggage. When a security dog

So a long time ago, I thought I would come to
Australia. Now I’m here and I will try becoming
Australian instead of Vietnamese. n

I said, “yeah ok”.
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WA R S T ORY
Maddie Kennedy · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

A

s I watched each person walk up to the man
who saved my life…every step I heard made
me feel nervous. What if he didn’t remember me? I
walked up to shake his hand and as our eyes met, I
wondered why I ever doubted him.
***
I was a skinny little boy and left to survive at
seven. Mum and I never ate much. That was
before she left. Each day, I drank half a cup of
water and one slice of stale bread. As a seven year
old I was very good at saving. There were some
days when I wanted a full cup of water or two
slices of bread even if it was stale.
After Mum was taken I lived in the shed at the
back of our apartment. Frightened at every noise.
I grew in hope every night that Mum would
escape from the death camps until one night I was
determined to be the hero. I was going to save her
and end the WAR!
I slipped on my shoes, zipped up my jumper and
packed the last bits of my bread and water but I
hesitated to even move my limb as I reached out
to turn the door knob. I smelt fresh smoke and
my heart raced as fast as lightning. I stepped out
into the hallway went to make a run for it but
before I even knew it a Nazi officer bolted for me.
I was trapped, surrendered by Nazi officers not
even knowing what they were saying.
The death camps were cold and muddy. Every
night I cried myself to sleep, wishing for Mum.
So one dark night when it was mostly silent I
set out to find Mum. The sleeping shelters were
separated into Women and Men, Girls and Boys
so getting to Mum would be a struggle. I tip toed
through each shelter searching cautiously for
mum. As I walked to the next shelter I heard a cry
of a familiar voice. I looked around and saw the
crying was coming from my Mum. I ran into her
arms and tears filled our eyes.
The next morning as I went to do my dirty jobs

my name was read out by a man and told to
follow the small, but willing crowd. I was taken
to a new camp. There I was treated better with
more food and less work, but best of all I was
with my Mum. There I met a man his name was
Oskar Schindler. He was very kind to me but as
he walked off I noticed he was wearing a Nazi
badge. Was he trying to trick me?
I struggled along with my jobs wondering who
that man was? After four weeks of living, barely,
I was then transferred, with my Mum to another
camp. On the way I asked her why we were
getting transferred. Mum replied saying that we
were very lucky to be transferred and had been
put on a list that the mysterious Oskar Schindler
had written. That name reminded me of someone
and then I remembered who it was it was the
secretive man who had been kind to me while
wearing the Nazi badge.
This camp was a new upgrade, it was like we
were at a hotel getting upgraded each time. Mum
said to be grateful because it might not last long.
As soon as she said that a new list was put up
and we were transferred for one last time, to yet
another camp.
We had worked for months. We were falling
to pieces. An alarm went off, I jumped into my
Mum’s arms scared to death. I heard the sound
of footsteps. I froze and had memories of back in
the shed. A man came out, I recognized him, he
was Oskar Schindler the man who had the Nazi
badge. What was he doing here?
He sat us down and gave us a warm smile he
then said, “The Germans have surrendered.” We
all gasped. He spoke again saying, “I know I am
classified a Nazi but I think what they were doing
was wrong. I will take care of you until the War
is over formally. I will then free you when it is
safe.” Tears of joy filled everyone’s eyes. This man
Oskar Schindler had saved 1200 lives, including
mine. n
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Ashol Arob
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Eternal Life
______
Plaster mask
______
Locked inside every woman is a warrior princess
in search of the meaning to life. Ambition and
determination is her driving force; love and honour fuels
her. She is strong and can manage all that life hands her.

Jessica Ruel
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Mysterious
______
Plaster mask
______
The journey of self-discovery is locked within and the
mask is the key that opens what is beneath. With it, we
are characters in a performance, without it, we are our
true selves.
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M Y DE A R E S T HUSB A ND
Danika Alwyn · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

The long awaited day had finally come,
His hands were cold and his feet were numb,
He clutched his paper, he was proud of his speech
For this competition was now within reach.

His breathing quickened and he gasped for air,
The crowd went silent, eyes began to stare.
He cleared his throat, his legs began to shake.
It was finally happening, he was starting to break.

He stepped onto the stage, the journey led here,
His purpose, his goal, his mission was clear.
To wow the audience and win was his goal,
Words were the only thing that made him whole.

His lips moved but no words came out,
A stutter escaped shrouded in doubt,
Eyes everywhere fixated on his figure,
His dream was big but his anxiety was bigger. n

His attention turned to the surrounding crowd
His confidence fluctuated and his blood grew loud
The chill on his skin sent a shiver down his spine,
Like a chant, he told himself, “I swear I’m fine.”

Hannah Nguyen
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Stigma
______
Abstract portraits – lino print on paper
______
A person holds deep emotions they hide
from others. When pushed to the limit, those
emotions travel, escape and fill the person
entirely. The colours represent the many
emotions, whilst the white areas represent
the hollowness of a person; when there is no
meaning to their existence.
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IMMOR TA L A ND T HE MIR ROR W OL F
Michelle Nguyen · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

T

he world was at its end. There was only
emptiness. White floors and white skies. There
was no other living creature to be seen.
The goddess was the last of her kind, an immortal
cloaked in midnight black who roamed with her
companion, a wolf made of mirror shards that
reflected her image. Around his glass fur was a
collar and broken chains. She was on a journey to
try find life again, for another way to restart what
was destroyed.
Long ago this white world had life that the goddess
had created. But her creations struggled, fearing
their ends, suffering emotionally in a greedy and
cruel world. The goddess was saddened and to
end their pain, she destroyed every last thing in the
world. But now, as she roamed, she felt guilty for
ending their lives.
When night fell it was pitch black. No light was
seen until daytime. There was no sun or moon left
to shine through the empty skies.
“Dear Goddess, clothed in black, do you think
you will reach your goal?” the wolf asked. The
woman shrugged and continued walking. The wolf
questioned her everyday but she gave no satisfying
answer.
Days, months and years passed on as they travelled.
In daylight they wandered, at midnight she sang
and the wolf howled. Each day and night repeated
in a never ending loop.
“Dear Goddess who destroyed her own land,”
the wolf said in a voice full of sorrow. “There is
nothing left yet you seek the impossible.”
The immortal looked at the wolf and replied, “I do
not age and you will never die, we have all the time
in the galaxy to find a sign of life.”

“We may never find anything in the destruction
you have caused.”
The immortal nodded. “I am aware.” She brushed
her ebony, midnight hair behind her ears and
sighed. “It’s a boring world without a single soul
left. If I was smarter at the time that I created you
I would’ve made a dragon.”
The wolf rolled his eyes. “That’s very harsh of
you.”
Her melodic laughter echoed through the empty
air.
Onwards, in a never ending cycle through silence
they roamed. No sea to overcome and no enemies
to defeat. When hope had almost run out, they
came to a sudden halt. In the distance there was
a black shadow. “There’s something!” she shouted
and hurried towards it, her heels clicking with
every step. The wolf trotted after her until they
reached a single black lily.
“Look! A living plant!” she said happily.
“You didn’t create me blind you know, I see it,”
the wolf muttered studying the black petals. The
Goddess suddenly collapsed beside the lily.
“Dear mirror wolf, my time has finally come to an
end.” She sighed in pain, yet still smiled. “Once I
am dead I will regain form as the world’s new life.
You are to continue to look over the living.”
The wolf could only nod and follow her instructions.
Her eyes had finally closed and she drew her last
breath, a smile still on her face. Her body started
to wilt and she became a field of black lilies that
covered the whole abandoned world. To atone for
what she lost she gave up her life. A harsh lesson
that would no doubt be repeated.
Immortals can die, too. n
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T HE L A S T F RON T IE R
Lucy Corcoran · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

At the base of this mountain, are six of the 26 glaciers I saw while on a cruise in Alaska, along with beavers, otters, seals, eagles, moose and many
more stunning aspects of this incredible country. This cruise was probably the highlight of my trip.

A

s the plane began to descend, I was engulfed
in magic. Surrounded by the snowcapped
mountains, adorned with plush forests of the finest
Christmas Trees, even from what seemed like the
top of the world, the beauty of the last frontier
was as unquestionable as it was unfathomable.
With faces pushed up against the windows and
eyes struggling to absorb such unique wonders, the
realisation that they had stumbled upon riches of
immeasurable worth had seen smiles plastered on
the faces of all those travelling with me.
Yet the beauty experienced from above was
nothing compared to the sights while exploring
an area it seemed no human should be allowed to
roam. Driving a car through what appeared to be
endless stretches of nothing but natural creations
seemed almost disrespectful.
At first, the sights were overwhelming. I wanted
to explore. I wanted to wander into the woods,
climb the highest trees and swim in water with a
temperature no human should wish to experience.
But I wanted to. I wanted to absorb everything and
keep it bottled up inside me, to return to whenever
the polluted ruin of my city home became too
much. And having now seen the beauties of the
world, it seemed that all my home would ever be
was dull.

As the days rolled by, as I soaked up the sun, I also
soaked up the incredibility of what was in front of
me. However, every day, there was something new
to learn, do and see – like stumbling upon the end
of a rainbow. Just as I thought I’d found the largest
pot of gold imaginable, a larger one presented
itself, more grand and shiny than anything I’d ever
seen.
From seeing a bald eagle soar between the golden
wands of the summer sun above me to marveling
over the sheer elegance of glaciers snuggled in a
mountain valley.
From climbing a mountain, surrounded by a maze
of mist, to glimpsing a bear as it wandered off into
the unknown.
The experiences I gathered, the sights I saw, were
enough to make me want to abandon my home
and live amongst the countless wonders that
collectively make up natural beauty of this desolate
yet flourishing land.
Some aspects are impossible to describe, able only
to be appreciated by viewing with the naked eye
and frustrating, when trying to take a photo and
capturing not nearly as much of the magic. Others
can only be described with undeserving words that
don’t do it justice. So, I apologise for how incorrect
the following descriptions may be.
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With the colourful flowers, crystal-clear stream, mountains, trees and snow, this photo I took just off the road while driving through countryside
Alaska captures the key features I believe make Alaska the beautiful place it is.

The mountains, ancient kings of the last frontier,
dominating and controlling the surrounding land
that bows to its sheer extremity. A crown of snow
resting upon its head, glistening in the summer sun,
making it the awe-inspiring force of nature that no
human could ever conquer.

Nonetheless, a beautiful team. An army of force.
All these creations coming together to form this
place that, when glimpsed, is enough to change
someone’s perspective on what beauty really is. It
serves as a teacher for humans on how the world
should look.

Nestled within nature’s ruling beauty lies trees,
plants and flora in between. Bustling, blooming,
growing undisturbed. Little cities, little worlds,
that, despite what most might think, thrive a
million times more successfully than the most
sophisticated human city ever could. Flowers, the
colours of the rainbow and trees, so old they could
tell the most captivating stories the world has to
offer. Streams, lakes and waterfalls, so blue and
pure it’s as if they are reflecting the heavens.

Humans call this place Alaska. I call it heaven on
earth.

The lucky creatures that are able to call this place
home: the animals – soldiers fighting in the bodies
of nature’s handcrafted treasures. Fighting to stay
alive amongst a human race that breathes joy
out of murdering a declining species of innocent
creatures and keeping them as trophies. Fighting
to stay alive in a place where the serenity of the
countryside is frequently disturbed by the sound
of gunshots. Still the most magnificent, beautiful
souls that protect and preserve their home that is
slowly being taken away from them.

If I had to compose a playlist of Alaska, the songs
would be the strangest you’ve heard. The most
angelic, inspiring sounds you could sing yet the
happiest, most thrilling tunes one could make.
Songs that could make you laugh, cry, smile and
question what you know all at once.

When asked where I’d been, the thought of
Alaska is amazing to some people. While it thrills
me that it’s hard for humans to reach as they
would no doubt find a way to manipulate into
a man-made tourist attraction, I wish I could
show everyone what I’d seen. I wish I could make
people see the world for what it truly is, what it
truly should be.

And so, I decided to minimise my depression
upon leaving such a place, that I would never
leave Alaska. I’d just wait to return. And so, I
never left Alaska and, no matter how hard I try, I
don’t think I ever will. n
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A M I T HE R E Y E T?
Elke Lewis · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School, Brighton

I

’ve always looked forward to arriving at a
specific destination. I’m only 11 years old so
those destinations consisted of: going to kinder,
riding the roller coaster at Luna Park, travelling
on a plane, going to Queensland, going to primary
school with my older brothers and more recently,
going to Star where, according to my mother, all
the ‘wonderful girls’ go. My dreams of arrival were
accompanied with butterflies in my stomach and
a “Santa will have left presents” feeling. Yet here
I am, on the precipice of that much anticipated
‘arrival’ to secondary school and if I’m being really
honest, I’m clinging to each hour at primary as
though the minutes offer a safe anchor holding me
in place.
I remember one occasion when all I could think
about was reaching a particular milestone. I was
so excited because it was my 5-year-old birthday
party at ‘Kids Space’. I loved that place, everybody
did. It was an indoor playground for kids and
they had one particular piece of equipment I was
hanging out to conquer. It was called the Drop
Slide. It was this very steep slope that everyone
loved to rush down. There would always be a huge
queue leading all the way up to it and it could take
anywhere up to 30 minutes to reach the front of
the line.
The moment we arrived at the play centre, I
greeted all my friends and then quickly raced off
to the lengthy queue. It took forever to get to the
front and once I was there I saw the summit as
a scary, horrifying, death-defying plunge. I looked
down the steep plastic Drop Slide and I started to
cry. I cried and cried and cried and guess what? I
cried some more! I had to squeeze past everyone
else in the row to get back down. I raced to my
mum and face-planted into her stomach, trying
to shield my shame, wishing myself invisible. All
those dreams of accomplishing the scary task my

two older brothers had achieved before me were
shattered.
Mum calmed me down and reassured me that it
didn’t mean all that much and that I could always
reach my goal some other day. I responded by racing
back to the giant queue and started the process all
over again, this time sure I would succeed. My
eldest brother waited with me hoping to help.
When we arrived at the precipice guess what
happened? I cried, Again! My sibling responded by
saying he’d go with me but the supervisor stated:
“Only one person at a time” He went down ahead
of me hoping it would help but I simply froze
and started leaking tears all over again. After my
second walk of shame past everyone I made sure
to steer clear of the Drop Slide for the rest of the
day. The “Happy Birthday to You” song, cake and
presents didn’t seem quite right that year.
Aged six just a year later, one of my friends had
a birthday party at the same venue. I was invited
and you can well imagine that the Drop Slide was
in my sights. I got in the queue and waited for my
turn. I was at the top of the terror drop and this
time I didn’t cry. I went down the slide casually,
no tears, no waterfalls, nothing, I just went down.
Finally! I repeated that exercise over and again for
the duration of the party, no problem at all.
I suppose the anticipation of achieving a goal
and the terror, tears, sense of failure and finally
the achievement has shown me that the path
to accomplishment can be linked to maturity, a
readiness that isn’t always obvious. I will ‘get there’
when I’m both ready and my efforts are focussed.
I’ll continue to set goals but I won’t beat myself up
if I don’t achieve them in the timelines I set.
I’ll get there when I get there! Funny, I think I’ve
heard that somewhere before! n
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Laura Yeo
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
My artwork features the face of Orion, the Greek God, and a map of the stars.
I was drawn to the idea of how constellations hold stories in Greek Mythology
and decided to show this connection in my artwork. Orion’s story and message
is shown through the stars; this is what I captured in my drawing.
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DA NC E
Melanie Xuereb · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College North Keilor

The sensation tingles my toes
And manipulates my mind.
When the melody slows
My body intertwines.

I dance through the heavenly beats
Pulsing throughout all of me.
As my body shifts, piece by piece
Waves rise beyond my knees.

In seconds my worries vanish
And my limbs are set free.
My soul takes advantage
Of the tune’s gift to me.

The tune starts to steadily slow
Until my limbs unwind.
I stroll out of the studio
Awaiting my next time. n

The time becomes non-existent
When the lyrics are sung.
I prance to the distance
As my swept hair is flung.

Brooke Condron
Year 7 · Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
______
Am I Dreaming?
______
This is an Alice in Wonderland
themed painting. It’s about the
choice that Alice had to make. She
could have just sat down in misery
and cried when she found out she
could not handle the craziness of
Wonderland. Instead, she decided
to take the long way and immerse
herself in the madness. It turned out
to all be a dream in the end.
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DIS T R A C T E D
Natasha Jablonsky · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College North Keilor

T

hey called me distracted.

They said I needed to pull my head back
down from the clouds.
They said that my brilliant mind was being wasted.
Every day, my potential tarnished bit by bit, they
told me. I would never get anywhere if I didn’t
start focusing. If I didn’t take my ‘bright mind’ for
granted, I would lose.
But, really, who is the real loser here? What is real
happiness?
Is it becoming rich? Is it getting your name on the
front page of the Herald Sun? Is it winning the
Nobel Prize? Or is it travelling to a place where
no one else can? Living more lives than possible.
Being able to apply a definition to the individual
that’s called you, even though that definition isn’t
in English, or any form of human communication.

While those around me apply powders and creams
to their faces, show off or come up with clever
schemes to make it rich, I’ll be on a journey of my
own, where none of you exist. I’ll have the best of
friends around me, and feel one with the elements.
I’ll solve all of life’s conundrums, and no scientist
can tell me I’m wrong. I’ll be the goddess of my
world, and no one can stop me.
I have no urge to share my world with them.
They who called me distracted. They will never
understand. They can continue to enforce their
agenda on whoever is dumb enough to follow. But
they can’t expect me to do the same. I won’t follow
their rules. I’ll follow my own.
So go ahead, call me distracted. Act bitter. I’m not
surprised. Your journey is nearly at its end.
But mine?
Mine has just begun. n

WA SHE D AWAY
Kiara Fabris · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

There was a cop along the creek,
Solving a case for weeks.
The path bare, his radio blared,
He saw his cops prepared.
Trees shook like a mourning mother,
The ground held dead brothers.
No evidence to prove murder,
It was near a girder.
Turned around, waiting for a scorn,
“The rain is sharp as thorns.

Soon the scene will be washed away.”
Evidence hard to stay.
Events left the world horrified,
Accident? Suicide?
Words that replayed over again,
No info to obtain.
Cops left, their faces hard and frank,
Their minds were still all blank.
But one thing was still hard to hide…
This was no suicide. n
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W H AT A N OR DE A L !
Bridget Slattery · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

D

ear Ruby,

Dear Milla,

I am having a pretty good time hiking in
North Queensland. It is super-hot! I have been
hiking with my mum, my dad, my older and
younger sister. The path is so long and bumpy. We
have to wear long pants and boots so snakes do
not bite us and plants do not scratch us. We’ve also
been wearing a long sleeved t-shirt and a hat to
keep ourselves protected from the sun. I tripped
over several times and one time I hurt my leg
so badly, dad had to carry me all the way back.
Although challenging, it’s been quite fun (when I’m
not tripping over at least). My sisters also pushed
me over a few times. They really do know how to
annoy me. It’s been quite an experience, but as I
said, I’m having a great time.
See you soon!
From Milla

Wow! I never knew hiking could be so hard. Your
sisters are so rude for pushing you over. What
did your mum say when they pushed you over?
Is your leg okay? It must’ve been so painful. You
are so brave! I have been on a quite a journey
myself these holidays. I travelled all the way to the
Fashion Capital – Chadstone with my big sister,
Chloe. Before we left home, mum told us we had to
get the same number of things. It was so painful!!!!
We had to go to every makeup shop, every clothes
store and in the end, we only bought two things for
myself and about a million things for Chloe. When
we got home, I told mum and dad EVERYTHING!
Let’s just say, they were so angry and disappointed
in her that consequently, I did end up with half of
the day’s shopping. Life is good!
Bye for now.
From Ruby n

B UR NING HOP E
Hilary Ann Chisholm Reeve · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I flicker with life, bringing light to those who gather around me,
For those who encourage me, are rewarded with warmth.
Those who keep me burning, watch me flower and bloom,
But those who dim me know only coldness.
I can be contained, but keep me caged too long,
And I burn and flicker with rage and heat.
I am lit and then put out,
Repeat and repeat.
I never dim down, if you believe.
I can be strong and big and bold.
For I am your heart,
Your burning Hope. n
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W H AT IS W RONG W I T H YOU, GR A CIE?
Gracie Angus · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

What is wrong with you, Gracie?
I’m sorry but I don’t have a screw to fix your
broken brain.
A brain that represses you from conforming to
the rest of society.
I don’t want to hear about your anxiety of not
being good enough.
It’s not good enough, you’re not good enough.
Just suck it up.
Because to be like everyone else that’s what you
have to do, that’s what’s expected of you
and you need to be like everyone else, Gracie, not
yourself.
No one cares about you.
You have to look your best and better, no one
cares about the way that you feel or think,
you just need to stick out your chest and people
will like you.
Because that is the objective, isn’t it?
You want to be popular, for people to like the
way you look, no one cares about who you
are, just be an open book, its what’s outside that
matters.
Don’t be comfortable, Gracie.
Because to be comfortable means that you are
somewhat happy and happy doesn’t matter
to society – no one cares about happy, happy is
not good enough.
If you want to feel happy like everyone else, feel
sick.
Feel sick from the claustrophobia of being
trapped in a mask that you have to apply to
your
face every day so that you look good enough to
everyone else.
Not yourself, because yourself, your face, is not
pretty enough to showcase.

It’s not tanned enough, it has too many freckles.
No one cares about what’s inside even if there is
nothing, all that matters is that you look
thin so suck it in, suck it in until it eventually
comes out, leaving you with nothing but the
apparent satisfaction that you are now like
everyone else.
It doesn’t matter that you only feel like a valid
member of society once your last shadow of
happiness has been ripped off you like the
unnoticeable eyebrow hairs that makes you like
everyone else, no one cares.
Don’t be smart, Gracie.
You don’t need to be smart to be popular because
popularity is about how many people
like you.
How many people like the way that you look?
No one cares about your degrees or PhDs because
that is not how to be like everyone
else, right?
Because you need to be like everyone else, and
knowing your abcs does not give you all
the right curves and lines that you need if you
want people to like you, not yourself, your
view.
Let your intelligence decay, wasting away like
your final sense of sanity, swallowed with
your over-consumption of alcohol, okay?
You need to be better, Gracie.
Be thinner, be faker, be prettier, be dumber.
Be better.
But you know what?
What if I don’t want to be like everyone else.
I don’t want to if I don’t have to.
So, I won’t. n
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T HE L IF E T H AT DE P E NDS ON ME
Tilly Meagher · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

T

he damp forest air fills my lungs as bombs go
off in the distance. I gently cradle the baby in
my arms as horrifying thoughts fill my head. How
will I, an 11 year old girl, manage to keep this baby
safe during this awful war? How long can I last on
the run being Jewish with a Jewish baby. But one
thought rings through my head stronger than all
the others, where is my mum?
After all I am this baby’s last hope as I was the
only one who saw her actual Mother hide her in
the bushes. I don’t know what has happened to her
Mother but I can imagine… I will never forget her
screams as she was dragged away by the Nazis to
the concentration camp. It is now my duty to look
after her baby.
The howling winds are making the baby restless
so I dig a shallow hole to protect us and fall asleep
to the sound of distant bullets. I wake up the next
morning to thudding footsteps. But not just any
footsteps, the heavy despair of the Nazi print. I
quickly grab the baby and begin weaving through
the trees.
That’s when I hear, “JUDEN! JUDEN!” The hairs
on the back of my neck stand up because I know
exactly what that word means. It’s German for
Jews. We have been seen… I sprint as hard as I
can, my blood pumping through my veins. My legs

turning purely on fear. The baby held tightly in my
arms. Bullets missing me by inches.
Suddenly, a red outline catches my eye of a building.
I am not sure if it is a house or something else. But
at that point my instinct kicks and in and I begin
bolting towards the red outline. It becomes clearer
and clearer with every step until I am able to make
out what it is. I see a barn. I am now in arms reach
of the barn’s door. The Nazis are a faint shadow
behind the trees but are moving with incredible
pace. I quickly push open the door and dive into
a pile of hay with the baby against my chest. I feel
her little heart beating against my body. I cover us
in hay and pray this will be enough.
I hear them at the barn door, I pray with all my
life that I won’t let this innocent baby die. Her
innocent soul doesn’t even have a name yet. I pray
with all my life that I will not die without knowing
where my Mum is. And my final prayer, I pray with
all my life that this war will end. Please God.
I see the shadow of the Nazi at the door. Suddenly
the door bursts open and he begins walking
towards us. This baby has changed me in ways I
cannot imagine and I cannot stand the thought of
possibly losing her, the Nazi begins to look around
the barn. n

Charlotte Materia
Year 8 · Star of the Sea College
______
My work was inspired by a Surrealism unit, with the
intention of trying to use as many surrealist techniques as
possible.
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T HE L ONE LY ONE
Scarlett Williams · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

T

he brightness of the blaze is burning my eyes
as I watch it suffocate the orphanage. The
blaze is drowning all in its path as I’m running
for my life. As it hisses with rage more bombs are
exploding in front of my eyes. I hide in a shelter as
I think, I have no one. Everyone is dead.
As I step out of the shelter I see the darkness this
war has started. The poisonous gas is burning my
eyes as I question all that I have. I see dead bodies
surrounding me. I’m covered in blood; I have scars
all over my face.
A nice man with a soft German accent puts me on
a train to get away. It’s so crowded I can’t move
any bone in my body and the toilet is just a corner
of the carriage. There are rotten chunks of vomit
all over the floor. It’s like something is crawling
around in my hair. I wish I could break out and
be free for once in my life. I’ve been locked up for
years in that orphanage, I just got out and here I
am locked up in a train carriage.
I see the train carriage doors open as I finally
breath in the fresh air while the sun is slowly
disappearing. I realize it’s not as I expected the
nice man said we were getting away from war not
into another one. I can see terrified faces and guns.
The mud is oozing through my bare feet as I watch
people go into giant glass tanks. I stop still as I see
people collapsing to the ground. It hits me, it is a
death chamber. I sprint trying to get away but it’s
too late.

“You’re safe now…” I hear the nice German’s
voice in my head. This soft accent has now became
hard and cold.
I look ahead to my new home. The place that I
will die. The sky looks sad and so does everyone
around me. We trudge past the gate as I see it says
ARBEIT MACHT FREI but I don’t really speak
German. I will just rot like everyone else around
me. The whole camp looks dead. The line of dead
bodies make the hairs on the back of my neck
stand up as my heart beat gets faster and faster.
The sound of the train rolling over the train tracks
is playing like music in my head.
***
Here I am at seventy with my fists still clenched.
I still panic at the sound of a train. I wish I could
run to Sister Mary and tell her my sins but she’s
dead. Everyone who I counted on is dead. War has
scarred me for life. At least everyone didn’t have
to go through what I went through. Despair and
loneliness. I am now still as lonely as before with
nothing but a box to sit on. I might as well have
died in the camp with everyone else, anyone of
them would have had a nice family to go back to
so they deserved to survived. Not me. My life had
no meaning when I was locked up but now I’m
free, I still have nothing. My life flashes before my
eyes. I have nothing but despair.
חיים אף פעם לא יהיו
n אותו הדבר

Tayla Kearns
Year 10 · Star of the Sea College
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T HE GR E AT E SC A P E
Lily Grogan · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

D

awn is breaking. I am surrounded by dead
bodies. It was just me and my friend but now
he is dead. The barricade is swaying back and forth,
a million things are running through my head and
on my head. I just can’t stand it, I’m running out
of supplies and my feet are aching. My trench foot
is getting worse. I don’t know how much longer I
can take it.

can’t seem to remember. I go to help but his eyes
shut. I know he is gone, I just need to forgot about
it and continue running. I finally reach the end.
I’m puffed, my eyesight is about to go, but I keep
going. I reach a shed and without thinking, I enter.

The grey clouds are slowly rolling in. It’s getting
muddier by the minute; there are more and more
bodies falling to the ground. The sound of bullets
being reloaded and shot into the air is constant; my
head is spinning and my stomach feels as if it was
tied in a thousand knots.

It is dark. It is small. It is safe. I feel something
cold touch my shoulder, it is just the rain above
my head. Then I hear a breath, a slow, controlled
breath, that almost feels like it’s grasping my hand.
There is a cold breeze moving through the cracks of
the floor. I notice a tin of dry food and a container
of water sitting in the corner, it isn’t much but in
these circumstances I feel like the luckiest man in
the war.

I haven’t eaten or slept in days and my eyesight
is slowly going. I can’t sleep in these conditions.
The only thing keeping me on my two feet are the
bright red poppies growing along the trenches.
They remind me of the poppies that my mother
grew in our garden, I miss her dearly. I wish there
was a way to escape the bloody war.

The rain is falling heavily on the shelter, I don’t
know what my next move is. The wood panel
collapses I know I have to make a choice. I enter
back into the mayhem of the war and start running
again. I’m not thinking about what I’m doing, I
don’t know where to go and I don’t know if I’m
lost. I see the cliff and I know what I have to do.

It’s time. I’ve been hiding out in the trenches for too
long. It’s a risk but if I ever want to see my mother
I need to leave. I grab as many of my supplies as I
have left. I look left and right for the right moment
to move. I jump out of the trench and run as if my
life is depending on it, even though it really is.

I travel down towards the cliff. I stare out into the
distance thinking. I sit down with my feet dangling.
I think about my life and I know I will never see
my Mum again. I either jump or suffer in the War
for I don’t know how long! Days, weeks, months
or even years. I hesitate, scared to do what I was
thinking. Taking my last breath, I close my eyes
and see my life flash before me. I jump. n

Down he goes, an innocent young man drops dead
right in front of my eyes, he looks familiar but I

Ned Dwyer
Year 8 ∙ St Kevin’s
College, Toorak
_____
Lino print
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C RY IN F E A R
Caroline Forster · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

A

s I hear the gunshots leap over my head, I feel
the mud soaking into my boots. It’s been a
month now and I already feel the lice biting into
my skull. I’m concerned about my sister and her
daughter as I see a raindrop on my gun. I kneel to
the ground in fear and hear a screeching scream
on the other side of the trenches. I feel my whole
body getting anxious as I see my best friend James
falling right down into the mud.
I run into my little spot here down in the soggy
dirt, where no one wants to go. I start to cry in fear
as I sit in one of the dry parts of the mud. I take
a few deep breaths and look at the orange ombre
sky. I start to feel my eyelids getting heavier, the
blackness suddenly overcomes my head.
I wake up from a restless sleep. The planes
swooping above my head. I hear a voice in the right
side of my ear saying, “Here come the Germans!”
I stop. I head to the other side of the trenches and
run in the hard oppressive mud. I stop again as

I find someone lying on the dirt right in front of
me. I yell at the top of my lungs, “Help! Someone
help!” But there is no answer.
My voice is empty. I had no choice, I have to help.
A vomit smell gags me as I look at the soldier’s
wound. He is shot in the arm, blood surrounding
the solider like a pool, trickling all the way down
in the cold dry mud.
From my bag I take the spare bandages I have
and wrap it around his arm. He feels cold and he’s
screaming in pain. I focus on his arm and wound,
it helps me stay calm, or appear calm. I look up
at him… but nothing. I try pumping his heart but
then I just stopped and thought. What did I do?…
Then I hear a deep breath. It is a miracle I can’t
believe it.
I hear the angry gunshot again so I put my hands
though the soft squelching mud. I walk him over
to the shelter and he thanks me, “ My name is
Mattheus I will not forget you.” n

C R IC K E T SONG
Isaac Walsh · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I’m the number one, having
fun, bowling down off side.
Playing cricket, taking wickets,
hit a six every time.
My name is Isaac Walsh, just
don’t test me I’ll get cross.
And if you make it double,
you’ll be in lots of trouble.
I’m the number one, having
fun, bowling down off side.
Playing cricket, taking wickets,
hit a six every time.
My life isn’t the best, it’s not as
good, as all the rest.
Yeah, Mum is gone and now
Dad is in hospital.

I’m the number one, having
fun, bowling down off side.
Playing cricket, taking wickets,
hit a six every time.

I can do it, gotta play, don’t
give up, make ‘em pay.

Everything has changed, I am
number two everyone thinks
I am lame.
Ten days ago my Dad died,
brothers got cancer, it’s
taking his life.

Playing cricket taking wickets
hitting a 6 every time.

He’s the number one, having
fun, bowling down off side.
Playing cricket, taking wickets,
hit a six every time.
Gotta get back to number one,
I’m doing this for Dad And
Mum.
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He’s the No 1, having fun,
bowling down off side.

You know what? I think I’m
gonna change.
It’s just for fun and I wanna
play the game.
Gotta focus on my family, save
my brother, make him happy.
I’m the number one, having
fun, bowling down off side.
Playing cricket, taking wickets,
hit a six every time. n

T HE SE S TA INE D F INGE RS
Paul Huynh · Year 10 · Xavier College

M

y first encounter with Amber Sparks was on
a sticky summer’s day, in that awkward gap
between Periods 5 and 6. We weren’t in the same
class, but it turned out that she and I had music at
the same time.
I was in a room, doing an F sharp arpeggio. That
one’s a bitch to play, all black keys and no place to
put your fingers. On the way down, third octave,
and a manicured hand landed on my shoulder. I
smelt something sweet, like flowers and bees.
“You play piano?”
The notes stuttered and stumbled. The scale died.
C sharp, A sharp… Fourth finger? Third?
“Oh. Hi.”
“Of course you do, that’s so Asian. Third finger.
Then the second on the A sharp.”
“Oh. Thanks.” I blushed and felt sweat beading on
my forehead. My hands were clammy.
Amber walked around the piano and suddenly
let out an enormous sigh as she flung herself onto
the closed lid of the baby grand and looked at my
fingers from above. Her top button was undone
and there was a sheen of sweat beading at the top
of her breasts. My fingers trembled. Perfect fifths.
First inversion. Second and fourth fingers.
She straightened and shifted her weight to her right
leg, a hand on her hip. Leaning over to pick my
water bottle off the floor, she took a swig from
the bottle. I caught sight of the white line of flesh
above her skirt as her arm drew her shirt up. A
drop of water beaded on her glistening bottom lip.
“So, Thomas. What are you learning for your
exam?”
I looked around for her usual entourage. Amber,
Tamara, Chelsea. They were a buy-one-get-twofree, rarely one seen without the others, but it
seemed like she was alone.
“Um, a Chopin, one of the waltzes. A Beethoven
sonata?” I suddenly wasn’t even sure of what I was
playing.
“Is that so?” A smile tugged at her glossy lips.
“Yeah. Number 8. The, um, Pathétique.”
She laughed. Her teeth were very white. “Bitch!
I’m playing that!” she said.
I didn’t know that she played piano. “Oh. Sorry”,
I said weakly.
“Let’s do it together.” She walked over to the other
piano.

I became very aware of the way Amber sat, her
tailored platform school shoes touching the golden
pedal, her bare legs curving gracefully under the
wood. Her blood red nails rested on the keys.
Without warning, she suddenly smashed out the
first chord, her entire body shuddering with force.
I hastily joined her for the next bit. God. She was
really good. Her fingers flew over the keys and she
picked out every note with humiliating ease. A
rippling series of falling notes and tremolos, some
angry bass notes, and then abruptly, she stood and
left.
She paused at the door. “Y’know, you’re not even
that bad, for a chink.”
And she left, just as quickly as she had entered.
***
My parents had divorced when I was eight. My
dad, who was Vietnamese, had come to Australia
on a boat when he was 23. He wasn’t quite young
enough to learn to fit in with the Australian culture,
and he never quite properly learnt the language.
My mother, half French and half British, had
fallen in love with this migrant as a young woman
teaching English as a second language. Her family
was rich, but they disowned her when she decided
to marry my father.
My father lived on the edge of Footscray, in a tiny
apartment with dirty ceilings and cracking walls.
My mother’s family had taken her back in after
the divorce, and she lived in a two storey house
in Toorak. I spent the majority of my childhood
with her, because she had more money and was
less embarrassing.
I only ever saw my father on Saturdays, and when
I came over, he slept on the floor and I slept on the
couch because he didn’t have a bed. Flitting in and
out of unemployment, I remember he used to tell
my mother that he couldn’t take me that weekend,
because his pay check hadn’t come in yet and he
didn’t have enough money to buy food. Mum used
to give me money to take to him, but every week,
he told me to take it back to her. His pride would
not allow it.
We’d start every Saturday with a two hour
Vietnamese lesson. He would sit me down at
the table, and we would go through the chu, the
words, and the dau, the accents. I hated it, the
accuracy needed in pronunciation, the seemingly
arbitrary addition of tonal marks. My father sat
next to me with a ruler, and it would come down
on my knuckles every time I pronounced or wrote
a word incorrectly. My father liked Confucius. He
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often said “cha me bo dau, con ngoi do”. Children
sit where their parents put them.
***
I met Amber more over the next few months. We
played piano together and did complicated duets.
Her fiery playing, the way she poured her entire
soul into each piece, the way she created music like
it was the last thing she would ever do – I fell in
love quickly and hopelessly and she knew it. We
went out and then we were an item. Amber Sparks
and Thomas Han. Queen Bee and Awkward Asian.
I went to stay with my father on one of our
irregular Saturdays. We didn’t really see each other
anymore.
“What do you want to eat?” my father said in
Vietnamese in the car.
I heard a high laugh in my head, and remembered
glossy lips and red nails. “Y’know, you’re not even
that bad, for a chink.”
“Just a burger or something”, I replied in English.
He gave me a funny look and continued in
Vietnamese.
“You don’t want some spring rolls or something?”
“No. Burgers. Speak English.”
“What, why?”
“Speak English goddamnit JUST SPEAK IT”. My
fingers trembled and I turned away from him. I
didn’t know why I was so angry.
We drove in silence to his Footscray apartment.
He unlocked the door and stood in the middle of
the room as I entered, my weekend bag over my
shoulder. He turned to face me.
“Who is Amber Sparks?”
Oh God. Oh God he knew. “W– Who?” I fumbled
in Vietnamese, caught off guard.
“Amber Sparks.”
A pause. I slipped into English. More control.
“How do you know?”
“Your mother told. She heard from the white
women on the Parents Meeting thing.” He stayed
in Vietnamese.
“It’s none of your business.”
“It is entirely my business to know what my own
son is up to!”
My entire body was sweating and trembling. “You
don’t even speak English! You have no idea what

Australian school is like!” I felt like screaming. I
felt like throwing something. Howdidheknow
howdidheknow. I ached to break his furniture.
“Don’t speak back. I forbid you to have a girlfriend.
How are you supposed to get a good ATAR if
you’re always distracted by girls? You’ll never
amount to anything. You’ll forever be a common
labourer!” He smashed his hand against the wall,
his knuckles turning white. “You see this? You see
this wall? LOOK HOW IT CRACKS” He smashed
it again. “THIS IS ALL YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
AFFORD.” His voice cracked and went to cold
steel, “I did not endure torture in Vietnam and
risk my life to escape SO THAT YOU WOULD
SQUANDER YOUR FUTURE!”
“I don’t care!” I screamed at him, “I don’t care
about Vietnam! We’re not in Vietnam, we’re in
Australia and normal kids have relationships
here!”
“I made a mistake with your mother and I will not
let you make it, too! Relationships with foreign
women will not work. I FORBID YOU!” He threw
his bag across the floor and reached up to hit me
across the face.
“I HATE YOU,” I screamed at him and threw
his arm away. I was 15, and bigger than him. I
would not be hit as easily as I was when I was
10. A torrent of poisonous words, in English, in
Vietnamese, streamed out of my mouth, “I’M
NOT A GODDAMN ILLITERATE LIKE YOU,
DON’T TELL ME WHAT TO DO.” I switched to
cold, formal Vietnamese, a verbal sparring stick.
“Ciao Ba”, I spat.
And I stepped out the way I came in.
***
At the end of Year 12, I rang up my father to tell
him my ATAR. I had done well, scoring highly in
Music and the languages. “99.05? Duoc, duoc,
that is good. You can become a doctor.”
“No, Child is not becoming a doctor.” I had not
spoken Vietnamese in several years. The sounds
felt foreign in my mouth, like steel nuts and bolts.
“What? Why not?”
“Child does not want to. Child is doing a Music
degree.” Amber was going to do the same thing.
“A musician? You are wasting your God-given
talent. You could heal other people, but instead,
you choose to selfishly play the piano! I wish your
mother had never given you piano lessons. And
that girl.” He spoke laboriously down the phone,
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his breaths heavy. “Gan muc thi den.” One who
deals in ink ends up with stained fingers.
I laughed. “Goodbye, father.”
***
My mother called on a frosty, blue morning, at
6am. Amber and I were staying at the Park Hyatt;
she had a concert at Carnegie Hall that weekend.
“Thomas.”

father. Thomas, he’s dying – if you wait, it might be
too late!” She had picked up her glasses from the
bedside table and was jabbing them threateningly
at me.
“Are you sure? I don’t want to miss your concert.”
“Yes, I’m sure! If you’re quick, you’ll make it back
in time. It’s Sunday – that gives you four days.
Quick, book the flight.”
I sighed. “Okay.”

“Oh, hi Mum” I stifled a yawn.

***

“Thomas, I’ve just been visiting your Dad.”
“Oh.” My father had been diagnosed with lung
cancer a few months back. Amber and I had been
intending to go see him at the hospital, but we were
in Paris, and then Carnegie Hall came up, and we
just never really got around to it. I hadn’t spoken
to him in years. Ten, to be exact.
“You know how it is, right?”

My father was smaller than I remembered. Or
perhaps I was bigger. He lay in the bed, dwarfed
by the white sheets.
“Ciao Ba,” I said.
“Ciao con.”
“How are you?”
“Child is good. And you?”

“What do you mean?”
“Thomas, it’s really bad now.”
“What? How bad? I thought the doctors said he
still had a while?”

“Yes, I’m well.” I almost mentioned Amber’s
recital, but stopped when I remembered his last
words about Amber, a decade ago. Gan muc thi
den. They echoed in my mind.

“Yeah, they did, but that while is running out, and
he’s gotten worse recently. They say now that he
probably… he probably won’t make it through the
week. I thought you went to see him, but the nurses
said he hasn’t had any visitors at all. Thomas, you
need to see him. He’s your father.”

I stood awkwardly at the end of the bed in silence
as the words stuttered and stumbled in my throat.
The conversation died. Life, death… health?
Piano? What to talk about?

I sighed. It was too early. “Yes, mum, I’ll go soon.
Right after Amber’s recital.”

“No, no, please. It’s okay.”

“No, you need to go now, Thomas. He’s dying. It
might be too late after Amber’s recital.”
“Okay, Mum. I’ll think about it”
I clicked off and turned to face Amber. She was
lying awake, her hair tousled on the pillow.
“Who was that?”
“Mm? Oh just my Mum. Remember my father
and his cancer and stuff?”
She sat up. Her satin nightdress was wrinkled.
“What about him?”
“He’s gotten worse. The doctors are saying now
that’s he’s got… maybe, a week left.”

“Thomas. I’m sorry.”
“Thomas, I’m so sorry. I’m sorry we didn’t talk
much. I’m sorry we never understood each other.
I’m sorry.”
“Please, Dad. Please don’t. It’s okay. It was for the
best anyway.” The clock ticked over to 11. I needed
to go, or I would be late for my plane. I needed to
be there for Amber. Carnegie Hall. I needed to go.
“Dad, Child needs to go. Child is sorry.” I walked
over and embraced him in his bed stiffly. He smelt
like bitter antiseptic. He grasped my hand as I
pulled away from him.
“Wait, Child.”
“Yes, father?”

“Yeah, I will. After your concert.”

“Please, take this.” He slowly reached over to his
bedside table and gave me something. A piece of
paper. I shoved it quickly into the pocket of my suit
jacket without looking at it.

“Screw my concert! You need to go – he’s your

“Yes, father.”

“What? Thomas, you need to go visit him!”
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“Ciao, con.”
I took it, and stepped out the way I came in.
***
It was a photo of a young Vietnamese woman,
black and white, smiling into the camera. He had
attached an A4 sheet to the back of the photo,
yellowed and wrinkled and folded. I stared at the
letters on the plane, until the letters and accents
reassembled them into words.
Child. It seems like my years of smoking have
caught up to me. It hurts to breathe and I do not
think I have much longer. I do not know if you can
read Vietnamese any more, but since we no longer
speak, I must write.
Your mother and I loved each other, but not
enough. I never intended to marry her in the first
place. When I left Vietnam for Australia, in 1965,
I wanted to make the journey, establish a life in
Australia, and then come back for the woman I
loved, and bring her to Australia with me. This is
the only photo I have of her. Her name was Hanh.
And so I left Hue in 1965. Times were hard. We
were caught in between the North, the South and
the Vietcong. Nobody had any money. Nobody
had any food. My younger brother died a few
months after being born, because my mother gave
all the rice to us, and she had no milk. We buried
him in the backyard and burnt sticks of wood we
picked off the floor because we didn’t have incense.
I came to Australia, and things seemed to be
well. I got a job sewing clothes and even though
I couldn’t understand anyone, the people mostly
kept to themselves.
But then things got harder. The sewing company
shut down and all the jobs dried up. I worked at
all the places I could – chicken factories, delivering
milk, whatever made me money. I barely had
enough for a tiny apartment.
I couldn’t bring the woman I loved into such a
place. I had promised her a good life, built off
the generosity of this golden land. And so year
after year, I delayed. “I will save more money”, I
thought, “and then I will bring her here”.
Then, in 1968, the Vietcong and the North
Vietnamese marched into Hue, and they killed
everybody. My mother, my sister, my father. My
Hanh. When my uncle came to Australia, I found
out that they had been bound together, and thrown
into a pit, where they were buried alive.
And so now I was alone, in a place where I didn’t

understand the language, with no money, and no
family to hope for. You understand, don’t you?
When I met your mother, I clung to her kindness
like a drowning man. We got married, and you
were born.
And I wasn’t alone anymore! I spoke to you in
Vietnamese, and I could understand you and
you could understand me. My language that I
hadn’t heard in years, my culture that I hadn’t
known in so long! I felt like I had not only a son,
but a friend.
But your mother and I divorced and I only saw
you once a week. You began to speak more
English and the only time you really talked in
Vietnamese anymore was in our lessons. I was
poor and by the time you were old enough to
understand the differences between your mother
and me, you no longer liked to come over. My
house was small and I didn’t speak English like
your mother did.
You grew up, and I tried to warn you about
rushing into love, but you screamed and I
screamed and suddenly, my son, my friend was
gone.
I learned English, but it didn’t matter anymore.
You would no longer speak to me.
I am sorry, son. I am so sorry. Why won’t you
speak to me? Why won’t you forgive me? I am
lonely again all the time.
My eyes shut and I folded the letter in half as I
groaned and put my head to the chair in front of
me. What had I done? What had I done to my
father? My chest ripped open and I cried into my
hands. I wanted to turn the plane around and go
back to him. I wanted to amend twenty years’
worth of anger and embarrassment. I wanted
him to hold me in his arms and forgive me.
***
When the plane landed, Amber met me at the
airport. The hospital had called.
My father had died.
As she held me, in my mind, I suddenly
remembered him, sitting me down at the table,
with the Vietnamese books spread out before
us. The sunlight filtered through cheap curtains,
dappling his dark face.
Cong cha nhu nui thai son.
A father’s sacrifice is as great as a mountain. n
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DI V E RGE N T JOUR NE YS
Dominique Willett · Year 10 · Emmaus College

They’re Not Me

They’re Not Me

I am free.
I live in my own home,
Double storey in Toorak.
I have my dream job,
Earning $132,252 per annum.
I don’t have frequent uncertainties.
Not about money, food, or security.
I live without government support,
And could never imagine having to.
I have immense influence,
People want to listen to me.
I go wherever I want,
Travelling overseas every year.
I don’t have to worry about those on the dole,
They chose that life.
And furthermore, they’re not me. n

I ain’t free.
I live on me own street,
Out front of Macca’s on Swanston.
I got no job,
Every day I beg just for a dollar.
I’m anxious all the time,
About money, food or if I’ll live to see tomorrow.
I live on the dole,
That’s the only support from government I get.
My voice is never one that’s heard,
I’m the one that people overlook.
I stay in the city,
There’s no way for me to get out.
People don’t give a damn about me.
They wouldn’t understand.
They’re not me. n

HOL D ON
Eloise Griffin · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Hold it, hold him
See it, it is him
We know that he is there

Sunshine, rain, love ever the same
Dream and reality, blended together
We slip back into old ways

Clicking claws
Pattering, pottering, drinking, eating
Falling asleep again

Looking by the door
A silhouette, a breeze, a sigh
We know that he is there

We tumble down the rabbit hole
We try to figure it out
We know that he is there

He is unheld yet in heart. n
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T HE T R AV E L L E R
Jesse Allen · Year 8 · Emmaus College

T

he lone flame traversed the valley of ash. A
misguided hope, drowning in an ocean of
despair. To some, he was a thief. Though he carried
with him no precious loot, and dressed in nought
more than rags it was clear that he possessed no
earthly fortune. Some called him a murderer; yet
no blood was there speckled on his threadbare
gloves, and no phantom cursed his name for the
hosts of heaven and hell to hear. A few supposed
him to be an artist, a poet, but no work of beauty
could claim its origin in him. To himself he was
merely a Traveller, for it was in roaming the world
that destiny had set his path.
It was that same intangible chain that drew him
towards the ruins, and the flame flickered. Pity
the fate of fire, which in burning must inevitably
fade to dust. Such too was the nature of the mighty
castle, into the skeleton of which the Traveller
tentatively set foot. Oh, to behold such a great
bastion of a lost age forever lost, reduced to so
much slumbering rubble. The soft rays of an
apathetic Sun illuminated a small opening in the
ground, in the middle of what must once have
been a courtyard. A stone staircase spiralled ever
downwards into the void. The Traveller felt the tug
of his invisible yoke, and set his foot at the top of
the staircase; and he knew that it was not his own
will that compelled him, forwards and down.
Dancing shadows obscured the edge of the stony
descent. In an instant, he was falling, tumbling
helplessly through the abyss. Down past the
remains of long extinct behemoths, and past the
roots of ancient truths, he flew. Cold stone floor
emerged from the inky emptiness. Headfirst, and
with the shrill scream made only by those most
assured of their imminent demise, he made skullshattering contact with the remorseless ground.
The world swam drunkenly before his eyes, before
the sweet embrace of unconsciousness claimed
him.
Jagged breaths scraped at the Traveller’s lungs as
he awoke with a start. A thin vessel of light from
the skyward opening illuminated the grim scene
around him. Surrounding him was death and
decay, indiscriminate and ghastly. Within the great
subterranean chamber lay alongside each other the
fangs of lions and the coats of sheep, the steel of
Crusaders and the cloaks of Saracens, the delicate

wings of seraphim and the bloody horns of vile
demons.
The Traveller then saw that located at the edges of
the chamber were six thrones. Atop each throne
was the figure of a giant, pale and ghastly, human
in appearance but for proportion, and the brand
of knowledge and depravity not found amongst
men under the Heavens. One of them, mightiest in
stature and furthest in decay, spoke out to his kin;
his husky voice shattering the stultifying silence.
“Brothers, who now stands before us? Who has in
such a calamity invaded our keep?”
The Traveller made to his feet, and returned, “My
Lord, dark and terrible in majesty, I am a Traveller.
‘Twas the thread of destiny that has lead me, a
mortal man, into your domain. I have not intended
any offence to you or your kin. Pray let me pass on
my way, and I shall not have cause to trouble you
again. If you could also tell me to whom I address
myself, so that I might pay the due respect.”
At his words a murmur of mirth and mockery
emanated from all sides of the room, before another
being, a fierce and scarred giant, announced from
the other side of the room, “It is the Lords of the
Dead you now regale with your speech. Brothers
we are, the Unkindled Ones, ever vigilant in these
ruinous halls. You say that it is destiny that has
brought you here, but I tell you now that but one
true power still works in the realm of man, and
that is the hand of Death. To him are we enthralled;
lead on by his false promises and hopes, only to be
brutally cut down; lambs to the slaughterhouse.”
The flame was barely more than a glittering ember.
The Traveller swooned in the pungent stench of rot
and filth. He made to retreat towards the stairway,
leading upwards to the world beyond. He longed
to be far away from these putrid, vile halls, and the
tormenting resignation of the Unkindled Lords.
Yet, as he set foot on that most fateful of staircases,
the stone steps become as liquid rock, so that he
could not ascend them. A piercing wail now arose
from the very catacombs of the Traveller’s soul.
For it was now known to him that no mortal man
still breathing may enter the Halls of the Dead. The
flame was extinguished. He was the Traveller no
more.
“Welcome, Brother.” n
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T HE SE A A ND T HE SOIL
Anthony Vezzu · Year 11 · Emmaus College

A mountainside lies in front of me and looms
over me.
It spires so high into the sky that I wonder if it
leads to Heaven.
For a while,
I believed it did.
She stands rigidly at the mountain’s peak;
For all she cares, I am nothing more than the
speck she catches glimpses of on the other side
of infinity.
Here I am,
About to mountaineer across the perilous walls of
my heart,
And she waits expectantly for me,
Indifferent, apathetic that this may be my final
climb.
We both know that it is far from my first.
I look around, and take in the expanse of this
inescapable infatuation.
An ocean of despair swells and crashes around
me,
The wind roars my name, and the rain whispers
to me in a promise of pain to come.
As the waves violently roll into the sides of the
land,
I comprehend what my own suffering sounds like:
The earth, gradually, painstakingly, naturally
eroding away –
A victim of the unstoppable force that is nature.
I feel how the soil and the bedrock must feel:
Weary.
I glance at my palms.
The blood, sweat and tears of countless climbs are
evident upon them.
They scream for me to stop,
Plead for me to pry myself away,
But I cannot.
I cannot.
I grab hold of a stone,
The stone,
And I head up.
The climb is long,
Painful,

Impossible.
My knees scrape,
My muscles ache,
My spirit wanes,
My bones break,
My grip fails,
My heart quakes,
And I want nothing more than to return to the
bottom.
Nothing more than to forget this dismal
mountain.
To call back to the roaring sea and the whispering
rain to say
“Finally I shall heed your calls,
I shall cease to destroy myself over,
And over,
And over again.
I am coming home to you.”
I want to rest my bloodied palms,
To dress the wounds,
To ignore the scars that go far deeper than the
flesh.
I want to stop.
And then she calls to me.
Her chiming church bell of a voice,
Her nightingale song,
She calls to me.
Once again I ignore the sea that has always been
faithful and constant to me.
Once again I ignore my own emotive lacerations.
Once again I ignore the scars.
And I push on.
Centuries of sleepless nights,
Teary fights,
Internal plights,
Pass.
And I pull myself to the mountain’s peak
As I have done so many times before.
I raise my eyes…
And I see her. n
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Alessi Fernando
Year 9 · Star of the Sea College
______
Tape mural
______
The distance between the A and point B
The earth and the sky,
The shore and the sea,
The day and the night,
Your machine will follow along,
And will greet you as time goes on.
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Ethan Jones
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

Audrey Beaumont & Sophia Leigh
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School,
Ormond
______
A Dear on a Journey
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Stella Basile
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
______
Travelling In Time

Stephanie Ciconte
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
______
My Trip to Paris
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A ME S SE D UP JOUR NE Y
Elise O’Callaghan, Siobhan O’Donnell and Zara Poulus · Year 5 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

T

he splashing send chills down my spine.
There wasn’t a way back now. I was going
to die for no reason. I didn’t steal all that Mary,
my friend who stole, 3 loaves of bread and a silk
gown, walked up to me with something in her
hand. I tried to take a better look but it was so
dark I could hardly see my hands. “What are you
doing up here?” I asked her. “Every night I sneak
out to find food. The marines always leave food
out,” she replied, I gave a look and then she added,
“What can I do? They don’t give us a lot of food
and I need heaps. Anyway what are you doing?”
“I’m well… thinking…” “ Esther I’m sorry but you
can’t leave the ship or island until your sentence is
over.” She pulled me into a hug, this was the first
moment I was not upset about being on the ship.
”Come on,” she whispered and we walked away.

it was so hot in this place. I’ve changed too. My
skin is getting a rash, I think. It’s all red and it is
very itchy. The food they are giving us is so much
less than before. Even though we have to be back
by nightfall we have found some blue berries. They
were so yum, the texture. Oooooh! Too yum for
words.

My eyes opened to the head marines wife gently
singing. I got off my bunk and climbed down the
ladder. “Good Morning,” called my bunk mate,
Henry. I tried to say ‘Good Morning’ but all that
came out was “abrubabru”. “ Pardon me?’ “I’m
sorry! I’m just really tired!”

One day I heard something. “ These people are
getting taken home,” It was the head marine! A
list of names went on but my name was not called
until “…Mary and Esther,” I was so excited! I got
to go home see my mum and my sister. Everything
was going to be okay. I was carried to the boat and
laid on a bed.

A few hours later I heard a sound, a voice “3 hours
till arrival. 3 hours!” Thoughts ran through my
head. This was the moment I realised that is was
not a dream.” Esther! Come on! Grab your things!
I can see land!”
I met this little girl named Rianna. She’s aboriginal
and she looks different but Mary said it is because

I’ve grown sick. Only Mary looks after me now.
I heard some other older kids saying that Rianna
has run away. All those memories down the drain.
I wish I spent more time with her. I loved her
parents.
Years past and all I can do it blink and sleep. Mary
tries to feed me once a day. I will always love her
for that. Nothing works. I’m going to die. Also
nobody knows what day it is.

Since I’ve come home months have past. Mum
helped me get better. Apparently mum fell in love
with a man, who was not my dad since they broke
up when I was little, and he was very rich. I was
taken to a doctor and I had to be hospitalised but
it is all good now. Sadly, my sister is also sick and
is in hospital I visit her everyday… n
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NO T HING C A N S T OP ME
Diya Mathew · Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

M

y name is Rebecca.

first chance to overtake her. I took my opportunity
and won. This was my first race and my first gold
medal. I couldn’t feel my legs so coach got in front of
me and stopped me.

Rebecca Jackson.

I have Multiple Sclerosis (MS).
MS is when your immune system starts attacking
your nerves. My nerves that send messages to my legs
to move are affected by MS. When MS takes action
, you feel numbness and suddenly feel that you have
no legs. After a while you end up in a wheelchair. MS
was horrible at first but now I just feel I should use
the most of my time. At 13, I developed MS.
It was the finals of the interschool basketball match.
I looked at the basket as I dribbled the basketball
down the court. I reached the basket .My defender
was running to me lingering about 3m away. This was
my chance – she was gaining – if not now, it would be
never. I placed the ball in a shooting position, launched
and I stopped suddenly. The defender grabbed the
ball and ran away. I felt a tingling sensation creep up
my legs and it stopped at my waist.The shrill whistle
was sounded. The game had ended and so had my
normal life.
What do you feel when you have been diagnosed
with MS. Well I can tell you firsthand. You feel
WORTHLESS. I was lucky though, I was given a
chance to show that I was useful.
It happened in PE. I was sitting on the bleachers
watching my class run around the running track,
when a man sat next to me. He was approximately
40. He had a beard which he stroked often, he was
quite tall in fact. He watched all the girls run around
the track. He took notes on each girl he would ask
who the girl was and how old they were, I would
answer willingly. As the lunch bell rang he asked me
a question. He asked me why I wasn’t running. I told
him about my condition. What I did not know was
he was the new head of PE who had a disabled son.
He must’ve felt sympathy for he decided to try and
help me in every way possible. He encouraged me to
take part in the athletics competitions in school and
with overwhelming support and encouragement from
my teachers and family, I started making progress. I
did not look to the right or left ,all I thought of was
doing my best with what I had. I was not sure how
long I had until I reached the stage that I needed a
wheelchair. So I gave it my all.
My first race was a interschool level. I heard the blank
and then I started running confidently at first, but as
the tingling sensation crept up my legs, I stumbled.
My heart skipped a beat as a girl overtook me. I
heard coach in the back of my head scream “You can
still win first place. So don’t stop running otherwise
you will FAIL!” I kept my eyes on her. I looked for the

Coach trained me for longer hours.
My second race was regional level. I looked at the
finish line. It was a small line in the far off distance.
The race started I pumped my arms and my legs
and ignored the sensation creeping up my legs. I felt
confident I could win as long as I kept my eyes on
the line. I crossed the line winning once again. Coach
stopped me and I collected my medal with pride.
Coach smiled he was happy with the result.
My third race was State level. I ran with all my might
but there was a girl to fast for me. I heard Coach say
“If you can’t outrun them play with their weakness.
As I observed the girl was very quick but she had no
stamina. She started to tire. I quickly came in front.
She tried coming into my lane to stop me from getting
past her but I quickly ran into her lane and got in
front. Getting in front of her I was about to cross the
finish line when my arm started to cramp I clutched it.
A girl zoomed past me getting first. With all my might
I crossed the line, coming second. I was qualified for
nationals even though I was second.
Coach made me train with the boys. It was tougher
but I still was the fastest.
My fourth and last race with coach was at Nationals.
The blank was shot. I started running. I was coming
6th when a girl from behind tripped causing me
to fall. I fell down and everyone passed me. I tried
getting up but I couldn’t feel my legs. I tried harder.
Then coach screamed “GET UP REBECCA!” I slowly
coordinated my legs to get me back up, and then I ran
as fast as I could be. I overtook many girls. Just before
the finish line I caught up with no.1 we were running
at the same speed. We both crossed the finish line, not
knowing who had won. The replay was shown. My
tip of my shoe reached the line a millisecond before
the other girl. The judges announced that I had won
first place. I smiled as I collected my medal. After the
race Coach said “ Rebecca I’m happy for you that
was last race that I would be standing by your side.
My only regret was not giving my son a chance to
be like you.” Tears filled his eyes as he said “I was
only part of the first stage in your journey to be an
Olympic star the next part is up to you.” I smiled.
After 4 years of hardcore training. I stand here in
Tokyo, at the Olympics representing Australia. The
blank was shot. I started running maybe I could
achieve this dream after all. After all if MS can’t stop
me well then nothing can stop me. n
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T HE DAYS
Kay Bannan · Year 9 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

D

ecember 7th, at 5:16 am. One morning, one
letter, one goodbye.

December 7th, at 6:17 am. Silence fills the sleeping
home.
December 7th, at 7:18 am. A scream breaks the
silence, and a heart-wrenching cry follows soon
after that.
A mother’s cry of loss fills the air as she holds her
son in her arms, wishing to go back in time to
make the day stop. But of course, she can’t.

upstairs, trying but failing to push the thoughts of
her brother and the sudden suicide of Jason out
of her mind. Her mind was clouded and she was
unable to concentrate on her homework.
After an hour of trying, she gave up on homework
and muttered to herself that she would finish it
tomorrow on Saturday. So she went to bed.
Sophia’s point of view
“Sophia, wake up! You’re going to be late for
school!”

His school is unaware, students meeting with
others while laughing and sharing jokes. His
friends ask of him once, but never twice. Failing
to find him, they assume he’s sick with a cold, and
they continue to first period. Their teacher looks
grim as the students slowly file into the room.
The bell rings signaling the start of the period, but
not a single teacher opens their mouth to speak.
Whispers are passed around the classes until they
get interrupted by the Principal’s voice over the
intercom.

I groaned as I rolled over on my bed, pulling my
pillow over my face. After two minutes of peace, I
thought my mother must finally have realized her
mistake, but I was wrong as I felt the cold air of the
morning hit me as my mother pulled my blankets
from me.

“Students and teachers, I’d like to have your
undivided attention. Today, at 5:16 am, a student
who attended our school, unfortunately, took his
own life.”

She left the room after the given warning, leaving
me bewildered sitting on the bed. Tumbling off the
bed, I checked the day study planner that hung
above my desk. The page for November 9th was
still attached to the planner just the same as the
day before.

The class becomes dead silent as they exchanged
looks, wondering who it was.
“I’m sure there were better options to what he
did, but by the time his family found out, it was
too late. Jason Motooka, at the age of 17, took
his own life this morning. Now, before we start
classes, we will pause for a moment of silence to
respect the life of Jason.”
The class sat stunned at the sudden death of the
school’s precious jewel. Smart and talented, he was
well known and respected by everyone. By the end
of the third period, the death of Jason became old
news and was quickly thrown out of the minds
of the students. Except for one. The news of the
suicide stuck to her like over-chewed gum as she
sat at her desk with her expression scrunched into
a pained look while recalling the memory of her
own, younger brother’s death. Her hand gripped
the pencil tightly as the memory of her brother
lying dead on the floor was pulled back into her
mind. She thought to herself how she was glad
that she hadn’t gotten herself involved with Jason,
as she didn’t want another experience like the
one from the past. She took deep breaths before
returning her attention to the lesson and changing
her focus on getting through the rest of the day.
When she arrived home, she was quick to head

“Mum, it’s Saturday, what are you talking about?”
“Sophia, what are YOU talking about? Today is
Friday, November the 9th now get up. You have 30
minutes left till school starts!”

What the heck
I checked my phone for reassurance, and sure
enough, the screen revealed that today was
November the 9th and that I had now only 25
minutes left to get to school on time.
Is this some nightmare? What on earth is going
on?
I ran towards school without eating breakfast and
at the same time, as I checked my watch yet again,
I slammed into the back of somebody.
“S-sorry, I wasn’t looking. I’ll make it up to you,
I swear.”
I quickly bowed as I got back up on my feet. I
snatched a quick glance at the stranger I had
bumped into and saw that it was Jason Motooka,
the school’s precious jewel.
Jason?! The one who had died yesterday?
“Wait. You dropped this.”
I halted and turned around to see him holding out
a golden pocket watch.
“It’s not mine; I’ve never seen it before…”
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“It fell out of your pocket. Now hurry and take it,
the bell is going to ring soon.”
He shoved the pocket watch in my hand and
pushed me forward. Without a choice, I took it and
dashed to school, luckily making it in time. The
lesson started, but I was unable to pay attention as
I was captivated by the golden pocket watch that
had been shoved into my hand. The front and back
were engraved elegantly, and it looked heavenly as
it shone in the light. It made a soft ticking sound
as the hands of the watch moved. Strangely, the
back of the pocket watch also opened, but there
was nothing inside it. I tried to divert my attention
to the lesson, but the watch kept me distracted.
After four periods, the lunch bell finally rang and
desperately, I reached into my bag and felt around
for my lunch, only to feel my books and textbooks.
I sighed loudly and slumped in my chair. I held
the golden pocket watch out above me and took
another close look at it, gleaming in the light. I still
couldn’t find out why I had it. I rocked the chain
gently and watched it slowly twirl. I noticed that in
tiny font, there was a name engraved on the back
of the pocket watch. I brought it closer to my face
and saw that it read ‘Jason Motooka”. My eyes
squinted in confusion as I raised it back up to let it
shine in the light again.

“Raise it any higher, and they’ll catch you.”
I turned around abruptly, startled at the
sudden deep voice. I saw a guy who wore the
same uniform as me but apart from that there
was something distinctly different about him
compared to the rest of the boys at school. He
wore a smirk as he gave a two-finger ‘salute
wave.’ It was his eyes that made him so different
I realised. His eyes were mismatched; the left eye
was a golden yellow, the right was an electric
blue.
“W-who are you?”
“I’m V or Noah. Your guardian for 29 days.”
“Guardian?”
“Mmm. Guardian angel, that is.”
My eyes widened. What kind of joke was he
trying to pull?
“If you don’t believe me, look around.”
I cautiously glanced around and noticed that
everything was frozen. The clock that hung
above the blackboard in front of the room
had stopped, and the students around me were
frozen in action. What was going on? n

UN T I T L E D
Thamadee Dela · Year 7 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

A

s the train had been moving for two hours and
another hour of boredom was still to come.

To pass time, I focused my attention on the external
atmosphere. Thick fog covered the window but
this soon cleared as the sun rose. It was like a
mist curtain that unveiled a natural wonderland
that consisted of steep hills and endless amounts
of luscious grasslands. I then looked ahead and
saw a tunnel approaching. As the train entered the
pitch blackness, I pressed my face against the glass
impatiently waiting for the light.

As the light came, the scenery was completely
different. Now I saw majestic skyscrapers
adjacent to one another. There were cars
stuck in traffic, desperately trying to overtake
each other. I smiled to myself as I contrasted
the tow differing landscapes. Living in the
country would have been so peaceful but it
was the big crowds in the city that I like best.
I felt that I was part of the landscape….it was
the end of my journey. n
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Erin Fraser
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Sapling
______
Sapling explores the idea of growth throughout life. Only
when a person has a good root system of bonds and safety
can they begin to find themselves and grow as an individual.

Eugena Medvid
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
My new beginning
______
This piece shows how I came to Australia and how my
previous life in Odessa has influenced me to become the
person that I am today. My work shows my journey and it
shows how changes in anyone’s life stays with them always
and that changes aren’t a bad thing. Never be afraid of
changes, as they can lead to rewarding and memorable
experiences.
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Georgia Pope
Year 12 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
My piece represents an individual’s selfperception leading into the depths of their own
mind and psyche. The abstract distortion of the
wire juxtaposes with the clean, clear-cut resin,
idealising the journey of the self in the outside
world.

Latisha Dalton
Year 12 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
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T HE E C L IP SE A B O V E
Brian Occhipinti · Year 10 · Mazenod College

Here I was
Away from the neon lights and under the moon
so bright,
Outside in the dark where it would usually be
day.
No cars running by but wind running through my
soul.
I am lost. I am nowhere.

The silhouette morphed into what looked like a
girl.

It was different with no one to look down and
care,
Like a mother clutching her babe to her breast.
They might be there but do they really care?
They tell you it’s alright but they don’t
understand.
They treat you kindly but they cry like crocodiles.

I do hope it is not the same thing as what I have
in my pocket. Oh dear.

Life had no purpose anymore.
My friends were already moving on,
The halls were full but my heart was thirsty.
Everyone was out but my life was in books,
The only thing I was ever recognised for.

Why do I have this burden?

‘Wait. Don’t go. I won’t harm you’, she said.
‘Do you know what happens in a short moment?’
I replied that ‘a blood moon would present itself’.
‘What an ironic way to end life’, she said.
A shiny little object could be seen from her hand.

What am I really here for?
Is it to save our lives or shall I make it quick?
She was already starting to enter the river.
Time was running thinner than blood.

Hang on. She knew about the blood moon.
I have longed for someone with the same interest
as me.

I froze like a deer in headlights.
A silhouette stood by the river I was stalking.
I looked around so I could catch my prey another
way.

Maybe if I could save her, my life would have a
purpose
I’ll have someone to care about. And vice versa.
My decision was clear. I’m giving chance a
chance. n

WA K E UP P OR TA L
Isabella Panayiotidis · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Sleepy days teasing, calling back to bed
Undeniable is today’s call
Dusty warm breath promises a new beginning
The Portal beams reassurance
Makes for a magic carpet over frigid tiles
An entrance into the cocoon
Coach’s support and drags the bed away
Assistance that constantly urges forward motion

Yells support vigorously
Reminds of good days past
Obstacles overcome
Irritable days eased
Its affectionate glow engulfs skin
My Portal tutors me through Winter’s days
Nevertheless the dial switches
And life outside starts again n
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HOW THE LIZ ARD GOT ITS BLUE TONGUE
Abraham Isaac · Year 8 · Mazenod College

G

oria was loved by the Wallaloo tribe. It all
started during the Dreamtime, in a wonderful
place in Australia, Queensland called Jelia. A man
named Goria was the leader of the Wallaloo tribe,
because he was a great storyteller and a brilliant
didgeridoo player. Jelia was a great, beautiful
area with a small population. It had the brightest
flowers and the greenest grass.
Every day, Goria visits each tribe member’s hut,
to ensure everything was good and everyone was
happy. After inspecting the village and completing
his duties, he visits a man named Luper. Luper never
believed Goria was a trustworthy leader and held a
grudge against him due Goria’s dominance. Luper
never really expressed his feelings too often. When
Goria arrives at Luper’s hut, they talked about
his stories and played the didgeridoo together,
meanwhile they were both extremely hungry.
Their stomachs roared like a ferocious lion and
rumbled like a vigorous storm after the thought
of food. Luper mentioned to Goria that he would
pick some fresh blueberries from the nearest bush
outside his hut. Goria enjoyed the idea because it
was creative. So, as promised, Luper picked the
best blueberries for Goria. Together they indulged
in the food. After sometime, Goria felt sick. That
evening he experienced great pain. It felt as if
twenty people were stabbing him throughout his
whole body. His tongue was numb, he found it
very difficult to speak. He collapsed to the ground.
He was paralysed!
It was at that moment, Goria realised that Luper
fed him poisonous blueberries. Luper let out an
evil laugh. “MWAHAHAHAHA.” Goria couldn’t
move nor speak. Everyone gathered around Goria

to see what had happened. The whole Wallaloo
tribe was in shock as if someone had tazored
each and every one of them. They all stood still
and watched him die slowly. Luper told the people
false stories about how Goria got a blue tongue
and what ‘exactly’ happened to him. Everyone
was forced to believe the lies. Tears swelled up in
their eyes and everyone began to sob for the loss
of Goria. The community planned a funeral on
the Jelia Mountains. A few of the Wallaloo tribe
members carried him up slowly, and gently laid
him down at the peak. The people drew scales as
a sign of respect and also represents his time as a
powerful leader. Goria knew he passed at a young
age, and so did his ancestors. He constantly begged
his deceased relatives to let him return to Jelia. He
needed his revenge on Luper.
His ancestors granted his request, but the only
problem was that he couldn’t come back in human
form, but something new, something extravagant!
It was very small, and it possessed the features of
scales, and an unusual blue tongue. The blue tongue
indicated his tragedy in his past life. When the
Wallaloo tribe saw him, they called him a lizard…
A blue tongued lizard. It reminded them of Goria.
The blue tongued lizard helped out the Wallaloo
tribe, just like Goria did. Despite his size, the lizard
was still able to get revenge on Luper. He snuck in
poisonous blueberries in his meal. As the effects of
the poisonous blueberries hit Luper, everyone saw
his reaction, but did not feel troubled, but glad that
he died. Luper’s mouth resembled the shape of an
‘O’, and his arms and legs lost complete control.
His heart stopped beating and at that moment he
was gone. This is the story of how the lizard got its
blue tongue, and the revenge on Luper. n
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JOURNE Y OF WISDOM, JOURNE Y OF HOPE
John-Paul Canavan · Year 10 · Mazenod College

Screaming, yelling

Journey of sorrow.
Only God knows,
What journey tomorrow.

Not knowing what is going on.
Someone yelling “Hooray!’,
We have just had a son.

Journey of anger,
Journey of strength.
For life,
There is no measure or length.

Welcome to life.
Journey of rejection,
Journey of acceptance.

Time is nearly up now.

Families and friends,
We must stay in remembrance.

Journey of faith,
Journey of pain.
All the memories and gifts,
In which we have gained.

Journey of family,
Journey of friends.
Unexpected turns,
Around unexpected bends.

Journey of wisdom,
Journey of hope.
Make sure you don’t fall off,
The so called, tight rope. n

Now come the struggles.
Journey of love,

T O T HE C HIL DR E N OF T HE F U T UR E
Jason Abi Chebli · Year 10 · Mazenod College

Life is a journey that you can never prepare,
It begins out of nowhere and could end anywhere.
Although it is short, you will enjoy it,
Live it fully and you will rejoice to it.

Focus on the good and not the bad,

There will bad times that push you down,
But learn and grow from them and do not frown.
With the ups be grateful and happy with them,
Others might be down so care to them.
With the downs of life that might make you
uptight,
All you need to remember is that it is alright.

Always be happy with the life that has been given
to you,

Enjoy it all and do not be sad.
You start young, learning and growing.
You end old, slowing but still glowing.

Continue to be joyful and someone to look up to.
Do not frown but be happy, and live your life to
the fullest,
Because you don’t want to look back someday
and say, “Why didn’t I do it?” n
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OR BI T
Sam Warner · Year 10 · Mazenod College

The stars shine their brightest for her,
But she seeks only one on her journey.
She cannot meet her one true love,
For if she does, her children will die.
And she will be absorbed into the light,
Dissolving in fiery bliss.

She breathes the wind and weeps the rain,
Her hair, the trees; her skin, the earth.
She holds the sky and feels our pain,
Begetting the cycle of death and birth.
She dances to a silent song,
Circling the light.
Insecure, she longs to belong,
Stirring the night.

That blazing orb who she had pursued for an
eternity;
Was it really love she felt when she thought of
him, or hope?
Or was she just in love with the idea
Of a star who could cleanse her of the cold with
his warm embrace?

From the black, stars watch her orbit,
For she was rife.
But rife with what? What is it?
Why, it is life!
And life it is, that unique quality,
That makes this figure so alluring.
Her children grow on her, around her, in her,
Each carrying on in their own ways and journeys.
The others see her through the blackness,
But she is so far away;
The image they see is an old one,
Keeping her forever locked in her own time.
She runs fast, spinning as she goes, shrouded in
mist and misery.
Her belly is warm inside, but beneath her rocky
coat, her heart is hard and sombre.

While she glides, thousands upon thousands of
journeys are taking place upon her.
Epic tales of adventures, the chronicles of
conquerors and the exploits of explorers,
Recorded in blood, stone, and memory.
Everything changes, moves, and the mother sees
it all.
Here, amidst the trees, the leaves, the tides, the
ocean,
Where no experience is quite the same, in result
or cause.
All have a reason for this journey of motion.
What is yours? n

The mother, the great beauty of the cosmos,
Flying through the vastness of space,
Spurning the advances of her admirers with their
constellations,
With us on her mind.
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A L ONG WAY B A C K
Christian D’Rosario · Year 8 · CBC St Kilda

M

y vision is blurred. My hearing is fuzzy.
There’s a great pain on the side of my head.
Heat burned my skin. This all comes rushing at me
at once. I start to panic. Then I go back under.
I wake again. Blinking a few times, I realise I’m
in my car. Then I remember. I was driving along
a 1450 kilometre desert road between two cities
when an animal ran across the road. The car
swerved and hit a large rock. Then it flipped over.
I didn’t remember anything after that. I tried to
stand up. I had to lean on the smoking pile of
metal. I wanted to see what the pain on the side of
my head was. I looked at the cracked window, my
reflection showing me a big gash on the side of my
forehead. I knew I needed to get help, but I didn’t
know where I was.
My phone had been smashed in the crash so I
couldn’t check a map. Even if it wasn’t broken, I
wouldn’t have been able to call anyone because
there’s no reception. I sit under the shade of a
nearby tree, protecting myself from the heat of the
sun resting high in the sky. I knew as I sat there, I
had to find my way back. I searched around for
my bag. Luckily for me the bag wasn’t damaged
and I packed food, water and a pocket knife. I
grabbed my cap and my sweater. I put my cap on
and wrapped the sweater around my neck to keep
out the heat and dust from my face. I then started
walking along the dusty road.
I walked for what seemed like hours. All of my
clothes were soaked with sweat and I was nearly
out of water. The desert landscape was arid, a
treacherous place that pushes you to your limits.
The warm and dry air didn’t help when you
thought about a drink. I knew I would run out
of water soon. I needed hydration. For half an
hour longer I crawled along, my will and strength
weakening. I looked out into the desert. There
was minimal plant life, only a few cacti and small
shrubs. Something suddenly clicked in my brain.

How are the plants able to survive here without
months of a source of water? They must be storing
it inside them!? That would be the only way they
can survive out in this desert climate. It wouldn’t
work any other way.
I ran over to a cactus, suddenly feeling more
energy than I had for the past hours. I took out my
pocket knife and cut a large piece off the cactus. I
then cut the flesh and sucked on it, drinking up the
water inside. Feeling fully hydrated, I realised that
I could use the surface of the flesh as an antiseptic
for my wound. I cut off another piece of flesh and
rubbed it on the cut. It did burn, a lot, but I knew it
would stop infections. I finally took one last piece
of cactus flesh and strained it into my near empty
water bottle. I kept moving down the quiet road,
now holding onto a renewed hope.
For many days, I was out in that desert, battling
to stay alive, to survive. I had developed many
skills and a determination to keep going till
the end. Every other night I hunted small game,
cooked it and rationed it for each day to come.
I also gathered more cacti to make sure I didn’t
dehydrate. I slept early in the evening and get up
early in the morning to start walking again. I was
not too sure how much time had passed since I left
the car. Maybe weeks.
One day I came upon something. The sun blinded
the thing at first but as I obstructed it from my
view, I saw that the thing was a road sign. It read, 2
km to next fuel station. I cried out with relief. The
end was near. I ran the rest of the way. My muscles
burned and ached but I didn’t care. As the station
came into view I kept saying three words. I made it.
I made it. I made it. I ran through the doorway and
gave the owner quite a shock as I collapsed onto
the cold tiles, cooling my skin for the first time in
weeks. With a great feeling of satisfaction, resting
on those cold tiles, thinking of my achievement,
thinking about finally getting home. n
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NE W FAV OUR I T E F OOD R E QUIR E D
Jenna Deady · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

A

s a four-year-old, I liked nothing better than
Cottage Pie for dinner. My kind and courteous
mother decided to prepare it one particularly
fateful evening. To make the night even more
magical we would be breaking the rules and eating
in the lounge room, watching the family’s favourite
film, Zoolander.
This day couldn’t get any better, I thought. It
turned out I was right.
My sister and I, as siblings do, vied for prime
position on the couch. I won and she was rendered
‘couch-less’ on the floor. Ben Stiller was pouting at
me in his opening scenes in the film when I decided
that the floor may in fact, be a better option after
all, much to my older sister’s disgust. I groaned,
slipped off the couch and found myself a nice
position on the floor.
Paying no attention to the movie but rather the pie
in front of me, I dug myself a big spoonful, making
sure all of the components were included and
stuffed it into my mouth. A sharp sting and the pie
found itself regurgitated back in the bowl. It was
too hot. This resulted in me biding time by picking
the extremities of crusted potatoes on the edge of
the bowl and nibbling away impatiently, waiting
for my pie to cool.
I soon regretted choosing the floor as it became
uncomfortable, so I excused myself and sauntered
through the house to stretch my stiffened limbs.
When I returned to the lounge room, everyone was
silent, eyes glued to my favourite part! Keeping
my eyes firmly fixed on the television screen so I
wouldn’t miss I thing, I continued to my spot on
the floor. Abruptly, something lashed out and bit
my foot, or at least it felt that way. The movie was
silenced by the sheer shrill of my voice. I looked
down at my now vermillion coloured foot to see

the source of my pain. I had stepped in my pie! My
sweltering hot, formerly delicious pie!
Dad carried me to the sink. I sat on the bench
top. Mum made an ice bath in the sink, then
disappeared. Dad saw my blistering foot and
called the hospital for advice. Mum came back
with the offending lava-hot pie, concerned in her
motherly way that I hadn’t yet eaten. I refused but
she shovelled the sloppy, squished food-stuff into
my mouth regardless.
Dad took me to the hospital and I screamed
in pain the whole way. He scavenged a bowl of
water while the 13 people in front of me turned
to look at my crimson face and scarlet foot. The
water promised a crisp coolness but soon executed
the same temperature as my foot. It did little to
alleviate the intense pain. I was called to the
emergency room by one of the doctors and after
addressing the situation with my foot, they applied
foul smelling creams and bandages. It still hurt, but
I felt better.
When we finally arrived home my ever-helpful
father brought out a dusty little vehicle and
presented it to me with optimism.
“I know you haven’t used this in two years but it
will only be for a week.”
“I guess it will do,” I said, taking small glances
between blurred tear-filled eyes at my old pram.
Dad took me out for a drive a few weeks after
the incident and when we came home, a familiar
stench filled my nose.
“Come, Jenna, we’re having cottage pie for dinner.
Your favourite!”
Oh, no! n
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YOUNG SOL DIE R
Henri de la Mere · Year 9 · CBC St Kilda

Innocent and naïve
Full of excitement for adventure.
Places to be seen,
Over by Christmas.
Pride in the uniform
endless marching
firing weapons.
Honor, comradery with mates,
We embark for the journey.
Endless seas,
A growing of anticipation.
Where will we go?
Cocktail of nerves and thrill of what awaits.
Greatness of pyramids.
Soon to go
the Dardanelles to make our show.
Cold morning.
Rowlocks silent,
we stroke to shore.
Bullets rip,
Adrenaline rushes.
Will I fall?
Running, rushing
bayonets fixed.
Others are dropping
though onward we charge.
Up the steep slope
gullies, ridges, valleys and more.
Tiredness besets me,
this journey’s a chore.
Contact!!
Enemies ahead.
For victory for honor this is our time.
Striving forward a mighty charge
Bullets tear flesh.
Lungs release and breathe no more.
I am the fallen.
It’s over for me n
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T HE OR DE R OF C H A OS
Joshua Leroi · Year 9 · CBC St Kilda

From the flap of a butterfly wing to the fall of an
old tree,
From the light pitter patter of rain to the roar of
a waterfall,
From the scampering of a mouse to the stomp of
an elephant,
From the tranquil peak of a mountain to the
violent eruption of a volcano,
From the dry winds of the desert to a soaking
typhoon of the tropics.
From the gentle descent of an autumn leaf to a
destructive meteor plummeting through the
atmosphere.
Is this chaos or a natural order? n

Liam Taylor
Year 10 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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Will Rendle
Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College
______
(No title)
______
Computer Generated Image
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Phu Hoang
Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Mother in Watercolour
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Ammar Amerdeen
Year 10 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Cerulean Skylines
_____
Acrylic on canvas
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SOL IP SISM
Matthew Pavlic · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

Solipsism: The view or theory that the self is all
that can be known or proven to exist.

Solipsism is only guaranteed,
But right now it’s not what anyone needs.

I took a step outside and felt a fresh breath,
*sigh*.
Thought I lost my mind to attend a test. I’m
Feeling wide eyed since the bed side
and aside, I was filled with regrets, no sleep.

Blind, I take a left and hit a curb,
Swerve and curse I land in dirt.
Elbows caught and coarse of course,
I brush off my shirt and get back on course
For me to get the news I failed a course.
Am I just unlucky?

On my bike I ride, mind wide and winded
I abide by the insight on the new female street
light,
Because it only takes one person to be offended
For something that wasn’t a problem, to be
ended.
When did things get so ugly?
And so I choose to feel nothing.
Melt down but still something,
Erupt and come up with flows to capture one
thing:

It’s hard to analyse life and be expected to feel
alive
See signs of the times,
but I act blind instead of speaking my mind.
Is it worth even trying?
With a few more left and rights I arrive on time.
I see friendly eyes that tell me everything will be
alright.
Maybe there is light of some kind. n

Delvana Dorbor
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
______
The Wood Girl
______
Abstract portraits – lino print on
paper
______
The earthy colours depict a wooden
feel. Although she has a ‘wooden face’,
inside she is sensitive and beautiful.
Every day is a journey to find the right
balance of how she projects herself.
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A US T R A L I A N SUMME R
Akuol Kon · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

T

he smoke exhaust steams heavily, a robust
and thick smoke. As I stare at the broken
down Toyota four wheeler, stranded in the middle
of the outback, it became crystal clear. This is why
my family doesn’t do these types of ‘adventures’.
It’s foreign, just like us I suppose.
The Kon’s aren’t an authentic Australian family. By
that I mean we aren’t the stereotypical Caucasian,
barbecue doing; good-day saying family, like the
Williams next door. And that comes clearly to
mind when the heat of this rugged land hits me.
The landscape, so rich and arid was almost bare,
if not for the slopes and a few dried-out looking
trees. An area like this should feel so deserted, but
then again, something made it feel whole. Wiping
the beads of sweat off my jeans and adjusting my
flannel top, I was irritated. This was not what
was intended…definitely not intended…when I
thought my summer plans, consisting of a perfect
air-conditioned house and Netflix.
Yet I listened to my parents’ desperate pleas for
some idealistic thing they would never achieve.
‘To be real Australians and discover this great
land we are in.’ Don’t get me wrong, the grudge
isn’t with Australia but more so the fact of being
Australian. Am I even Australian. I wish I was
like Tom Lenan. He was a prolific author, writing
poems, screenplays, short stories and novels. And
he wasn’t even Australian, but some way through
incorporating the way of life of Australia he gained
knowledge and closeness to the country. He didn’t
need to go on useless road trips.
This disastrous situation is only going to get worse
if we allow so my father was quick enough to start
changing the tyres with his trusty manual, whilst
my mum paces on the spot muttering out slurs in
a foreign language. It’s been like a real circus even
since we came on this trip.
“Hey Kiddo. Tough trip,” Rebecca; the most
positive cousin if not person I ever met, giggles.
She sits down on the warm road, tilting her head
slowly towards me as if I was some superior
person. I didn’t understand how she could be so
happy. I heard people use to bag her for her braids;
she still wears them to this day.
“How are you always so happy.” A clinical and
bleak tone lathered on my words.

“What’s not to enjoy about the great Australian
outdoors.” She smiled joyfully, looking around.
Her thin body almost seeming as a pin in the
haystack of this desert.
“You’re not even Australian but.” I am speaking the
truth though she wasn’t. She was some immigrant
relocating to a country with different customs. It
wasn’t her home, far from it even.
Who were we all fooling. But Rebecca smile
faltered a bit, I had to break it to her as her chances
of being Australian were a house of cards on a
crooked table, helpless.
“See, that’s where you’re wrong.” She started
slowly and faint “You can’t marginalise Australian
identity. We are citizens.”
“But that’s…” I wanted to say that was different,
but I couldn’t as it all seemed to be the same thing.
“It’s not any different.” She read me like a book.
“Born here, white or not I’m Australian. People
might be ignorant kiddo. I can’t do much about
that either, other than educate them, okay. You’re
Australian. Don’t let anyone say otherwise.”
“But we’re not like them.” Sadness filled my words
and lodged in my throat.
“No one is like the stereotype, it’s fictional, we
all have differences. But we all carry the common
denominator of being Australian Citizens, thus
making us Australian. Rebecca elaborated clearly
and smartly.
That moment was almost like an epiphany. Yes,
my mother doesn’t make a mouth-watering meat
pie. But did that make her less Australian, I think
not. And, yes my dad doesn’t throw a mean barbie,
but that doesn’t make us any less.
Maybe it was hearing it from someone else. But
when the loud noise behind me stopped, I gave
Rebecca a warm, small hug only then to see my
completely gleefully father waving at me “One
way stop to Coober Pedy.”
A small giggle escaped my lips and I shrugged my
shoulders, entering the newly fixed car. Maybe I
wasn’t fully at where I wanted to be, but at this
moment I was close enough. For a moment I felt
like I was Australian… well, maybe I could be. n
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A US T R A L I A’S DAY
Charlotte Barnett-Tonna · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

A

hot summer’s day. The 26th of January to be
exact. Australia Day. The day where many
family and friends gather over a barbecue lunch,
at their homes or down at the Murray River. A day
where we can be proud to be Australian and all
that has happened as a country. The anniversary
of the first fleet arriving, although for aboriginals it
can also be a day of sadness and sorrow. For their
land was ruptured and lives were forever changed
by the European convicts.
On this day more than half of the country’s
population gathers to attend community
celebrations. Although Australia Day is more than
a day of food, fireworks and fun there is also a
lot of history behind it. Including many traditions
that each family share on this special day but also
Captain Cook, the European convicts and the
native aboriginal Australian people.
So when travelling to another country, ones that
are over 14 hours away it is easy to point out the
difference in culture, traditions and characteristics
of the local people.
One difference is dress code, when travelling to
Dubai they expect modest clothing. This is because
of their religion. A religion that has different
customs and traditions to Catholics. Compared to
Australia, Dubai is very hot with a high percentage
of humidity but modest clothing is a must. Also
when travelling to Italy and when visiting religious
and sacred monuments covering up is necessary.
Food is also another aspect that shapes cultures
and the identity of it. Traditional foods in Australia
include kangaroo, sausage sizzles, Iced VoVo’s,
Vegemite and pavlovas. Dubai’s traditional food

include stuffed camel, shawarmas, al machaboos,
and hummus. Italy’s is pasta, pizza, bruschetta,
focaccia bread, panini and panzenella.
Italy has a fast paced lifestyle, with people always
walking, crazy cars swerving in and out of streets
and restaurants always busy. When walking
through the streets you constantly pass famous
monuments as there are some on every corner.
When walking through the backstreets of Rome
in the residential part you are surrounded by
four story buildings that are taken up by houses,
restaurants and shops. Dubai is built over a
dessert. If you drive 30 minutes straight down the
main road of downtown Dubai, you can reach the
desert. You see camels being ridden through the
dunes and many four wheelers being ridden. Dubai
is known as the place of tall buildings and amazing
architecture, with no two buildings looking the
same. When driving around many fast and big cars
will pass you, traditional Arab wear is worn, and
you can find shawarmas on every corner.
Compared to Dubai, Australia has a very laid
back lifestyle. Australia is made up of mostly
residential areas full of growing families, small
kids, adults and elders. But with vibrant and busy
cities full of skyscrapers. Australia is extremely
multicultural with families made up of many
different nationalities.
These countries are extremely different, with
different lifestyles, different people, traditions,
food, culture, stories sand beliefs. But so many
things are similar. Like the love of food, family and
traditions within it and how music blends cultures
together. n
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T HE SE C OND JOK E R
Georgia Azzopardi · Year 11 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

was sitting on my porch, watching Audrey
chase the Doorman, her laugh fills me with so
much joy. Seeing her smile, makes me realise how
grateful I am to have this life, of those cards, those
cards brought Audrey and I together.
We recently just got engaged, and we are happy.
I’m 23 now, Audrey’s 22, her birthday is in a few
days, 4 exactly. I’m planning to take her out, I’m
not sure where yet because I’m pretty pathetic at
this stuff, but it’ll be fun. It’s been 4 years since the
whole card situation, I still visit Sophie to see how
she is holding up.
She made it into the state team for running, and
I’m so proud. Unfortunately, Miller passed away
last year peacefully in her sleep, I miss her so
much. Audrey and I go to church every Sunday
to see Father O’Reilly. Hundreds of people attend
every week now, and the more I see him, the more
passionate he is.
Today is Friday, as the Doorman viciously barks at
my next door neighbour. I chuckle and walk inside.
I make myself, Audrey and of course the Doorman
a coffee, adding extra milk and sugar to his and
we sit on the living room couch and start watching
TV. Audrey groans about what is on, and snatches
the remote from my hand and flicks through the
channels.
As time goes by both Audrey and the Doorman
are leaning on me dribbling on my shoulder and
snoring away. I’m starting to get a cramp in my
leg, but she looks too peaceful to wake so I dealt
with it. It’s close to 11:30 and I can’t keep my eyes
open. I doze off for about 15 minutes until I can
hear the Doorman vigorously barking towards the
front door. Audrey and I wake up with a jump,
scared to why he sounds so angry. Audrey settles
him as I open the door, being cautious of what
could possibly be out there.
Nothing.
No sight of anything, no sense of life, I look around
the front, searching for something suspicious but I
don’t find anything. I turn back, walking towards
the porch and in the corner on my eye, a glimpse of
red catches my attention. I walk towards the bush
to find a small red envelope. I take it inside to show
Audrey, I ask her if she’s seen this. She denies it and
I believe her.
I open the envelope and it’s a card. The last card.
The second joker.
My stomach churns and I go pale. I’m nervous
and unsure of what to do. The card has an address
written in red, my mother’s address. The card in

my hand, shaking with fear. I show Audrey, unable
to speak, my eyes say it all. She sits me down on
the dining room chair and places her hand on my
shoulder.
Five minutes goes by and she whispers my name to
break the silence. Shortly after I make eye contact
with her she asks “are you okay?”
I reply “no”. I stand up slowly and make my way
towards our bedroom. The Doorman at my feet,
rubbing his face against my leg, he then sits on the
ground being too lazy to stand.
Audrey climbs into bed, lifting my arm and placing
it around her so she is leaning against me and we
fall asleep. Morning comes and I wake before
Audrey does.
Her mouth slightly open, soft breathing and the
sun shining against her hand, reminds me of what I
have. Today I go to my mother’s home, I’m anxious,
but I’m doing fine. Audrey comes along and offers
to drive. We make our way there, nervous to see
why the card brought us here.
I feel sick.
I don’t want to get out the car, but Audrey
convinces me to. I walk to the front door with
Audrey standing behind me. I can’t find myself to
knock. I stand there not knowing what to expect
and all of a sudden the door opens.
My mum is standing there with an unusual facial
expression, one that I haven’t seen before.
I don’t know what to think, so I blatantly say, “Hi
Mum”.
She responds, “You better come inside Ed, there’s
something I need to tell you.”
I sit down on the dusty, 20-year-old couch, my
palms are sweaty but Audrey still continues to
hold my hand. Mum goes on about my childhood
and the fun I use to have with my siblings, but I
know this isn’t what she wants to tell me. Midsentence I tell her to stop with the bullshit and get
to the point.
She sighs. She looks at Audrey, then at me, and
then to the floor. Fiddling with her thumbs, she
speaks up a little and says “Mark, come out here.”
Mark! My father Mark. I look up into the kitchen,
shook from what just came out of my mother’s
mouth. I glance at Audrey but she doesn’t look at
me. She’s staring past my head, making eye contact
with someone else. I turn around and it’s my dad. I
don’t know what to say or do or even think.
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“Hi Son,” he says. But I don’t reply. He sits across
from me, next to my mum and begins to apologise.
I look at the both of them and they grip each
other’s hands just like old times.
He’s been alive this entire time, watching me,
waiting for the right time to waltz back into my
life like nothing ever happened.
The reason they kept him from me was because
they needed a break from each other. They use to
fight, day after day, constant yelling and screaming,
and it hurt me and my siblings.

Why would they pretend he was dead? Why would
they put me through that pain? The loss? I thought
my father was dead. I start to cry.
Audrey places her hand on my thigh, letting me
know that I have her. My parents can see the
pain they caused and they continue to apologise.
It’s going to take time to forgive them, and I’m
frustrated, but I need my dad.
It’s now August 23rd, my wedding day. n

E NDL E S S DR E A MS
Mim Hicks · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Longing words scribbled on scraps of pathetic paper
Anxiously placed into a swirl of possibility
Screwing the lid tightly to prevent them escaping
Praying and hoping that they will be freed sooner not later
Fate lies in the jar’s comforting crystalline walls
Hopes and dreams lost in the midst of time and space
The once serene atmosphere is now hectic with worry
Realising they may never leave this all consuming place
Knocking each other over, fighting for life
Battling to be released with all their might
Hoping that someday they’ll be set free
Praying they will reach the blinding light
Radiant gleam within invisible to the eye
A pit of emptiness in its place
Still there is one dream left in despair
Crying to be released without a trace n
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T R AV E L L E R’S P OIN T OF V IE W
Emily Fletcher · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

Developing an endless world
Passing through the midnight length
Getting lost in space and time
To stretch to infinity and beyond

While travelling through time
It started with my imagination
Thinking of someplace new
Dreaming of an adventure
Of the faraway lands
Glancing up at the night sky
To behold the shining white stars
The world’s most vibrant view
Changing ever so silently
The oceans serenity
Steep but gentle the mountain lies

Sitting here silently
My mind has vanished
Even though I’m still present
The future I’ve held
Calming the life that has passed
Constantly drifting away
Now I often throw wishes to the stars
But one thing is constant
And another remains a mystery
Rewinding fast
Thinking is limited
Coming back to reality
Only then did I blink n

Suns melting into the horizon from
The luminous sun to the silky sky
Escaping the harsh, grating reality
Remaining breathless
Adventuring through the depths
Of the unknown

A SP E CI A L P L A C E
Florence McEniry · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

‘Thud’ ‘Trample’ ‘Creak’, signals our arrival from
the worn stairs,
Like a museum, the shelves hold old and precious
artefacts,
A 1960s collection of cricket plates, unstable on
the wall,
Texture like the outside of a strawberry with
dints, crevices and fur.
Beneath the rough, pockmarked skin,
Is a sweet and juicy flavour,
Like that of sweet, flavoursome memories,
Held by the young minds of seven-year-olds.

The Famous Seven musical hit was born,
The best band in Glen Waverley,
An old weaved rocking chair is an Olympic
trampoline.
A bubble of happiness,
Sealed in dust,
And only drawn from our bubble,
With the call to dinner. n
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GOOD V S E V IL
Grace Bonacina · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I hold the words of good
Words like ‘wisdom’ and ‘fine’
Words that can change a mind
That make everything seem okay
When you’re really dying inside
I hold Words of evil
‘Sin’ and ‘forbidden’
Words that evoke a passion and light a spark
A spark that could tear the world apart
Words like ‘terror’ and ‘horror’

That make us hide in fear
Because they are honest
And words like ‘happy’ and ‘complete’
That mask the terror and horror
That make us feel safe
Even if we aren’t
But when the evil becomes good
And the good becomes evil
Words that heal can also destroy n

Emily Nevell
Year 11 · Star of the Sea College
______
I was inspired to do this artwork
though exploring the theme of
growth. I really like painting young
children as I think their purity,
vulnerability and innocence is
captivating when depicted in a
painting. I used oil paint on wood
to complete this artwork. I really
enjoy working with oil paint
because it is easy to blend and it
has fluid qualities. I decided to
paint on wood as I like the smooth
surface and organic look it gives.
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C A NDIE D GU T S E V E RY W HE R E
Isabella Panayiotidis · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

T

he beeping sound of my alarm echoed
through my head, illuminating the fact that it
was 6.30am. Weekends were a time to sleep, not a
time to forget that you had left your alarm on from
the day before. I leaned over, the cold air outside
the realm of my doona unwanted on my arm as
I reached to turn the buzzer off. Many thoughts
rushed through the slipstream in my head. The
term was nearly finished, my routines were downpat and I was up to date with all my homework.
Perfect. I could settle into another dreamy sleep.
Footsteps woke me, footsteps of an adult, on a
Saturday! I pretended to sleep, cautious that if my
parents walked in they would tell me to get up and
do something productive like homework.
“Aren’t you going to school?” a deep voice
exclaimed surprisingly.
My eyes opened and light streamed in. What?
Oops!
I swiftly turned to my alarm, the numbers 7 2 0
appeared, the light ricocheting off the window and
into my head. Then it hit me. It hit me like a car.
No, it hit me like a bus. No, more like a speeding
boat or perhaps a jumbo jet. That’s it. It hit me like
an airplane. IT WAS TUESDAY!!!
And it was Samantha from school’s birthday and
I needed to catch the earlier train to set up the
celebrations with my friends. That was MY job! I
was supposed to be out of the house in 10 minutes
and I had lost my diary and forgotten where I put
my books!

Well, rush time is crunch time. 7.45am train here
we come! I made it to the station gasping for breath
only to see the 7.45 train slowly disappearing on
the tracks around the corner. Of course I’d missed
it! I would always have missed it, even it if I had
been there half an hour earlier.
The next time I checked my watch it did hit me
like a train, because it was 8.02am, which meant
the 8.01 train, was running behind. Yes, it too was
late! Well what was I expecting? The day I was late
the trains had to be late as well. The world hated
me!
I stormed onto the train when it finally arrived.
I slammed into half the chairs and a quarter of
the people with my big bag filled with lollies for
Samantha; lollies that were neatly in bags with
balloons. Let me rephrase that, they had at one time
been neatly in bags with balloons, however, once
I’d been mailed in to the carriage like the thinnest
of envelopes between the squeeze of commuters,
those bags were cellophane casualties with sweets
spilling out like candied guts everywhere.
My final dash that morning was out of the train
and straight to school in the kind of crazed rush
that announced: “If I am any later this will basically
be social suicide”.
I arrived with 3.28 seconds left to spare. My hair
looked like a static dog’s breakfast but what’s
important is that I made it to school. Surely this
day couldn’t get any worse!
Well, that’s entirely another story! n
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GHOS T S
Juliette Byers · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

M

y dance teacher pointed her long, perfectly
manicured fingernail in my direction. I
stood and walked across the slippery, polished
wood of the basketball court we used for practice.
I inhaled and the smell of sweat, hard work and a
dozen girls all awaiting my next move entered my
nostrils. My feet launched into a three-stride runup, heading straight towards the thin blue crash
mat. And I leaped, high, high into the air. Raising
my arms gracefully above my head, curling one
leg beneath me and dramatically flinging the other
to a 60-degree angle at my side. A split-second of
poise and beauty in the air before the floor rushed
at me. But this time was different. It came quickly,
too quickly for me to roll daintily over my toe as
per usual. So instead, I came crashing down on my
knee.
Pain raced through me, navigating its way over
every inch of my right leg. Tears pushed for me to
free them, trying to draw their shiny lines down
my cheeks, attempting to paint pain on my face
like a label on clothing. But I wouldn’t allow them
to. I forced the crystal drops of my unhappiness
back, away from my eyes. I refused to show pain,
I refused to show that success was not upon me.

I stood, hands shaking, and tried again. One, two,
three jump! I curled my toe beneath me, preparing
for the moment that could leave me smiling.
Preparing for the moment that could tear down
my confidence and finally release those tears that
I was still willing myself to hold back. With a tiny
thump I landed on the floorboards and braced
myself for an onslaught of pain. But there was
none. No fiery sensation biting at my leg, no race
of emotion signifying any unhappiness.
My feet carried me back to the crowd of eager
dancers watching the next girl jump, a sense of
accomplishment settled proudly in my mind.
For every perfect move, there would always
be ghosts. Ghosts of imperfection, ghosts of a
thousand attempts gone wrong. For each seamless
performance, there would always be stories of
blood, sweat and tears, of helping hands pulling
you up when you didn’t have the strength to do
it yourself. The stories, the memories and the
phantoms were as important as the final product
because it’s the history of defeat that would finally
lead me to success. n

Amelia Harte
Year 10 · Star of the Sea College
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T HE H A R P
Zoe Ward · Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College

T

here it was again: the sound of the song that
my dead sister and I played. Was it just in my
head or could I hear it? Three years ago, I watched
my best friend lowered into the ground. Maybe if
I’d been there to play our instrument together, by
the lake, I could have saved her life?
To this day, I’ve never been back to the lake after
losing my little sister, Jewel. I still feel lonely,
abandoned and empty. Mum tells me, “Don’t
blame yourself, Austin, she drowned and it wasn’t
your fault that you weren’t there.” But the harp was
very special to us. We’d go to the lake every day
after school to play our song “Angels” on the harp.
The one day I didn’t go, she slipped and was gone.
I tell Mum all the time that I can hear the harp and
our song being played.
“Mum. There it is again.”
She always replies, “Austin, it’s your head Honey.
Why don’t you go back down to the lake? You can’t
avoid it forever. It might make you feel better.”
I dread going back. I think: Mum is right. O loved
my sister and I need to know for sure that the harp
is just in my head. I always hear the harp. Every
day. Knowing what it is will help me let go.
After 3 years of never going to the lake, I return.
Mum offers to come along, but I need to go alone.
I am scared and sobbing. I sit down opposite the
rock we used to play on. Out of nowhere, the harp
appears. Our harp. My and Jewel’s harp!! Where
did it come from? Am I seeing things?

Then a mysterious creature comes floating out of
the water: a tiny elf looking creature with long
blonde hair, a leaf crown and sparkling skin. It
looks like the water nymph I have recently been
reading about. It flies over to the harp and starts
playing “Angels”. I am scared and I don’t know
what to think. I sit there and just listening.
Wiping my tears away, I decide to be brave and
talk to it. “Who are you?”
She softly replies, “Austin, it’s me. I’ve been waiting
for you to come see me.”
I am startled. Is this just an illusion? Usually I’d
run, but I am so frightened I can’t move. I’ve read
that water nymphs can take on the spirits of people
is they deserve a second life. Is this really my sister?
We speak for a while and it really IS her spirit. I
know that my sister is happy and now I am too. I
think about telling Mum, but I know she’d never
believe me.
Every day after school, I now come back to the
lake because I am no longer afraid and I get to
remember my sister. I know that she is still here
with me. She told me that she only shows herself to
me, but that if Mum believes she is still here with
us, she will show herself to Mum as well.
I have finally accepted that my sister is gone, but I
know her spirit is still here with us and that I can
still see her and play the harp. We continue to play
our favourite song, “Angels”. n
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Jocelyn Glasson
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour painting

Nicole Formaran
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Coloured Pencil
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YOU K NO W HO W P E OP L E F E E L S A D?
Tom Tripodi · Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College

Y

ou know how people feel sad? You try to help
them but they shove you off and respond with
the always “I’m fine.” You leave but you know deep
down that they are obviously not fine, so why do
you go? You see they are not fine, they are hurting.
It doesn’t matter why but something obviously
isn’t right. They may try to leave you or avoid
you but you have to stay with them. You become
that person’s anchor, even if you stay silent. That
sad person needs to know that they aren’t alone,
that someone really does care. Asking someone if
they are okay is routine, everybody feels obliged
to do so. Staying with that person shows true

compassion, no matter how angry or annoyed they
get with you. We all are that sad person sometimes,
empathize.
Love is flexible, love is kind, love is harsh, love
is warm and it is cold. We all have different
experiences with love, love of friends, love of
family and love of partners. Some of us never get
to experiences all of these, and some of us are lucky
enough to feel them all. Love can be unsettling,
love can be comforting, love can be delicate and
it can be tough. Love is different for all of us you
see, and for better or worse we all need love in our
lives. n

Jacob Collison
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour starry night
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Hannah Cheetham
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Lino print and water colour

Zoe Ward
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Lino print
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JOURNEY: THE MANY FACES OF SOUTH KOREA
Julia Farrar · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

I

n April this year I travelled with my family to
my country of birth, South Korea. These photos
that I took highlight the diversity of Korea. The
highly futuristic buildings of the Dongdaemun
Design Plaza provide a stark contrast to the soft
traditional lines of Gyeongbokgung Palace.
The brightly coloured village of Gamcheon is

reminiscent of European hilltop villages. Originally
it provided refuge to the many Koreans fleeing
from the North during the war in the 1950s. Now
it is home to many artists who have put their
colourful and imaginative touches to its buildings.
My journey never ceased to amaze me as Korea
provided me with so much joy, unpredictability
and peace. n
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ME TA MOR P HOSIS
Michaela Cifone · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

O

ne day, lying under a small leaf, clinging to
a milkweed in a garden in a village, was an
egg. A small, oval, white egg, waiting day after day
to turn into something. Many people walked past
it, too caught up in their crazy lives to notice. After
four days of darkness, the little egg started to shake
and, with a small “crack”, a tiny little caterpillar
squirmed out of its shell into the outside world.
The next day, the caterpillar went looking for
something to eat. It wriggled on the warm brick
footpath until it found a big, juicy green leaf.
Without hesitating, the caterpillar wriggled on top
of it and munched and crunched until the whole
leaf was gone. When it finished, the little caterpillar
squirmed over to another leaf. This one was less
green but looked just as juicy. It took one large
“crunch” but immediately spat it out. This was not
the type of leaf it loved to eat. Being a very picky
eater, the caterpillar looked out into the horizon
wondering if there was a perfect leaf out there it
could devour. It started its quest at midday and
by the time the moon shone brightly, it had found
the most succulent leaf on the very top of an apple
tree. Without the slightest bit of hesitation, the
little caterpillar climbed up, and up, and up, all the
way to the top of the tree. When it finally reached
its destination, it stretched up and started nibbling.
The leaf was delicious, and its juices refreshed the
little caterpillar after its exhausting climb. Worn
out from its busy day, the caterpillar curled up
under a leaf and went to sleep.
When the sun rose the next morning, the caterpillar
ate its leafy blanket. As the caterpillar ate and grew,
its skin became too tight. It shed its old skin to reveal
newer and larger skin. For the next four weeks, it

ate its way through a thousand leaves, one after
the other, becoming fatter and fatter and shedding
its skin three more times in the process. The apple
tree had provided for the caterpillar and now it
climbed onto a sturdy branch. In a sheltered spot it
spun a silk button and twisted around, embedding
itself firmly in the silk. The caterpillar hung upside
down and started to shed its skin for the final time,
revealing a beautiful chrysalis. It remained like
this for fourteen days. Day after day, inside its tiny
shell, the caterpillar was transforming. Wings and
antennae were forming and the chewing mouth
of the caterpillar was being transformed into the
sucking mouthparts of the butterfly.
At last the butterfly was ready to emerge from its
chrysalis. Its wings were small and wet, and the
butterfly could not fly. It pumped fluid to the veins
in its wings, expanding them to their full size.
Allowing the sun to dry them, the butterfly beat
its wings to exercise its flight muscles. When ready,
that once small little caterpillar, now a glorious
Monarch Butterfly, spread its bright orange and
black speckled wings and fluttered out of the apple
tree.
The butterfly flew around for the next few
weeks, drinking nectar from various bright
coloured flowers. It was courted by numerous
male butterflies and laid its eggs on milkweed
plants. Only a few of its eggs would mature to
become butterflies. Others would be consumed by
predators. After six weeks, the exhausted butterfly
laid the last of its four hundred eggs and fluttered
to the ground where it peacefully died, ending the
lifecycle of that tiny caterpillar. n
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F R A GME N T S
Michaela Fernando · Year 12 · Star of the Sea College

J

une 6th, 2006. At the time, I didn’t realise the
significance of the fact that my family and
I were bound to move overseas on the 06/06/06
(my seven-year-old self didn’t know that it was
associated with the Devil). I remember people
laughing about it.
I hadn’t fully grasped the fact that we were
actually moving to the Netherlands. I’d never
heard of the country until my parents mentioned
it. Despite this, I was more excited than nervous —
I remember thinking that it was going to be like a
“big holiday…but with school.”
I hadn’t thought that in moving, I was leaving so
many people back home — extended relatives,
friends from school, teachers. I wouldn’t be seeing
them, in person, for years.
In the weeks leading up to my departure, I was
presented with a plethora of keepsakes, books
about Australia, and, most importantly, photo
albums — all with the handwritten inscription:
“don’t forget us!” Only then did I comprehend
that, in Holland, I would be required to make
new friends and go through each week without
spending time with my relatives. It was difficult to
accept that these people, who had been a constant
presence during the first seven years of my life,
would no longer be in reach.
I only remember fragments of the actual voyage to
Europe. I couldn’t sleep on planes, even then, and
when the passenger in front of me tilted his chair
back to rest, I could no longer see the film I was
watching. I sat silently, seemingly the only one left
awake, until a young air-stewardess carrying a tiny
flashlight brought me a small basket of chocolates
and told me to “choose some.” (I’m pretty sure
Toblerone was involved).

I was exhausted when we stopped in Singapore. As
my sisters enthusiastically explored the airport’s
play equipment, I sat on the chairs, jealous that
they had the energy and I didn’t. My eyes, swollen
from lack of sleep, felt too big for my skull.
Our first weeks in Holland are a blur to me. I
remember eating a strange-looking pizza one
night, and longing for my stuffed toys, which were
still being shipped from back home. Everything
was so different there. For a start, it was colder.
Much, much colder. The streets were narrow, the
ground was always flat, and there were bicycles
everywhere.
When the time came to start school, I entered at the
end of grade two – an inconvenience, I remember,
as the kids in my class had already known each
other since kindergarten. I was, to say the least,
petrified to go to school every morning for the first
week. At the beginning of every day, my class spent
time reading (or rather, looking at the pictures)
in our exceptionally well-heated classroom. The
only thing I found comfort in was the beautifully
illustrated picture book of “Cinderella” that Mum
had picked out for me to read on my first day.
In search of this book one morning, I discovered
another girl reading it. Mad, and a little terrified,
I remember asking her, “give me back my book!”
We argued about whose book it was and whose
it wasn’t (I know, I started it), until we decided to
read it together, exchanged names, and ultimately,
became friends.
I remember my embarrassment at not
understanding the concept of fractions like the
rest of my class, not being able to write in cursive
handwriting, and my frustration at myself for
being left-handed and smudging everything I put
on paper with a fountain pen.
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I remember my pride when I first spelt ‘crocodile’
correctly, the excitement I felt each time we started
learning about a new era of European history, and
my parents ‘forcing’ me to join the school choir (I
thank them now).
I remember feeling overly joyful during my family’s
first Skype call to relatives back home. It wasn’t the
same, but at least I got to hear their voices and see
their faces, despite the pixelation.
I remember feeling ecstatic when relatives came to
visit us in Holland. My excitement in travelling to
European places with them, and my pride in being
able to translate simple Dutch phrases when we
went shopping.

I remember my friends and teachers who fostered
in me a love of art, music and reading. Nothing
could have prepared me for the time when I had to
say goodbye — again. As I farewelled my class, I
struggled to keep up the facade that it “wasn’t a big
deal.” I remember being presented with a plethora
of keepsakes and photo albums — all with the
handwritten inscription: “don’t forget us!”
When my extended family welcomed us home, I
was the happiest I had ever been. Despite this, I
remember feeling as though everything was so
different. For a start, it was warmer. Much, much
warmer. The streets were wide, there were lots of
hills, and not as many bicycles. n

S TA RS
Isobel Mision · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

He was a star of many talents
Far more than one could count
Effortlessly he’d render crowds speechless
Every hurdle he would surmount.
He never strived to be a paragon
Never knew his was a rare breed
He was simply himself, which by some chance of
fate
Would lead a life of radiance, guaranteed.
She glistened as brightly as he did
But she lacked great fulfillment within
She desperately craved feeling worthy of praise
One mere fault was a model of sin.
Despite that she would seldom dimmer
Not once she’d refrain from burning
To her, leisure, and rest was obscure
Thirst for relief could not cease her yearning.
Then one day the two stars were balanced
She never stopped while he dozed

She wept while she worked on the verge of
collapsing
He apathetically loitered, reposed.
Unfathomable, how he was so bright
Without suffering at his expense
His perfect lustre was not birthed from pain
His light was not valid, lacked sense.
She assumed that in every venue he thrived
Never was he without flaw
But unknown to her, she saw but his mere surface
His true black spot was deep in his core.
He suffered in company of none but his own
Valid and sincere as could be
He repressed his pain only to where it was felt
To endeavor in shining carefree.
Now she beams brighter than ever
She doesn’t strain to be praised above
She now knows pain is a blessing that spares no
man
And to shine we must show ourselves love. n
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OUR O W N L I T T L E T IME C A P SUL E S
Grace Percoco · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I

t all started in the car ride to Terracina. Dad
was playing around with the time capsule of a
camera that held the snapshots of our experiences
of the two week trip so far. He was trying to do
something. What it was, I have no idea, but he
seemed to know, and that was good enough for
me.
While Mum was driving, my older sister and I
were half asleep in the backseat of our small rental
car. We were in Italy and had just been to Rome.
We were driving to my Dad’s parents’ home town
which is on the outskirts in a municipality called
Terracina. Some of his family still lived there, while
the others had migrated to Australia.
The trip was taking forever. I felt like I had been in
the car for days. I poked my sister in the arm to get
her attention.
“What?” Lily hissed quietly at me.
I rolled my eyes inward until I was cross-eyed. We
had discussed before the trip that we would ask;
“Are we there yet?” when we went cross-eyed.
‘Ohhh,’ Lily finally understood.

flower heads nodding in the breeze. The rolling
green mountains provided the perfect backdrop
for the fairytale setting.
Juxtaposed with this serenity was Dad’s quietly
spoken, “Oops”.
We snapped our heads around to look at him;
he slowly turned to look at us. We knew it was
bad, what with the really guilty expression he was
wearing.
“What?” Mum asked, slightly annoyed.
“I think I just deleted all the photos from the
camera,” Dad replied meekly after a significant
pause.
The tension in the suddenly smaller car grew. This
was only going to get worse.
“You did what?!?!?” Mum was really mad then,
but she didn’t want to swear in front of us. We
were only young. Lily and I looked at each other,
both sharing a knowing glance that something was
going to go very, very wrong.

We ducked behind the seats and mouthed 3, 2, 1
to each other. We sat up and sang in usion; “Are
we there yet?”

Lily kept looking determinedly out the window.
I’m pretty sure she was thinking of a way she could
escape if things became even more tense, because I
know that’s what I was thinking.

We were driving through little picturesque towns
with houses you’d see in the raw Italian movies,
cottages in natural stone colours with pointy
thatched roofs and numerous potted plants, jolly

The frisson in the air was so tight that trying to
smash it with a sledgehammer would have failed.
It still would have been there, teasing us, remaining
unbroken. From the back, I could see Mum’s figure
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tightening further. The escalation of this conflict
was frightening.
I looked at Lily again, and we both pushed
ourselves further back from the Italian leather
seats and into the door. The material was old and
puckered, so it dug into my skin and hurt my butt
a little, as I wriggled nervously and unconsciously
toward the nearest exit. Lily’s face gave her away,
her mouth pinched tightly and her eyes squinted,
so I’m guessing she felt the same discomfort.
I kept away from the middle seats, as far away
from the fraught environment as I could, and
squished up next to the door, readying for some
kind of explosion. The tension had sapped what
was left of my energy reserves and, surprisingly, I
felt my eyes begin to droop. I could tell I was going
to fall asleep soon.
I reflected on our trip so far, and smiled sleepily
at the thought of it. We were almost at Terracina

and I hoped Mum and Dad would stop fighting
by then. My eyes blacked out, and I gave in to the
Sandman’s wishes.
I felt like I had only been asleep for five seconds
when Lily shouted abruptly and with some relief,
‘We’re here!!!’ I woke and turned to her. Our eyes
locked and together we shouted: ‘Woohoo, finally!’
We tumbled hurriedly from the car to be greeted
with the various cheek squishing and tight squeezes
our relatives are famous for. Mum and Dad
looked at each other and after seconds of silent
communication they smiled. I secretly stepped
on Lily’s toe and pointed to Mum and Dad. She
looked from them to me and grinned her biggest,
brightest grin.
The photos may be gone, but the memories, our
own little time capsules of that trip, will stay as
movies playing in our heads, over and over, never
to be forgotten. n

C R IMSON’S JOUR NE Y
Alannah Truelson · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

B

itter and crisp, an enchanting combination.
The forest trees were frosty white and the
streets were filled with portentous brittle silence.
There was a gloominess grim as the trees started
to screech. Birds were nowhere to be found. No
creature was to be found, only Crimson and his
ambience. With purple lips flecked with blue and
chattering teeth, he wrapped his thin coat around
tighter. The cold that had seemed bitter at first now
numbed his chalk-white face. With each gust of the
wind more heat dissipated into the whiteness. With
each step, the ice and rocks pulled more heat from
his soul.

He began to lose his sense of time. Had he been out
there for minutes or hours? The cold was creeping
behind him, trailing his every step making his
muscles ache. The light of the pale moon finally
revealed itself and each slow breath became a
thin mist. The area was taken by an eerie chill, as
haunting as the squall of fog that comes with it.
Crimson took a step into the dark misty air. He
was restrained. This thing couldn’t be described as
feeling, smell or sound. He had no idea what was
behind him. All he knew was that this thing made
his insides feel weak and petrified. It lingered for
days, making Crimson’s journey repulsive. n
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E NGUL F E D BY GOL DE N L IGH T
Taylor Jenej · Year 12 · Aquinas College

T

he tar on the road shines like stars in the night
sky. It’s as if the earth captured the galaxies
for itself. I walk along the highway in search of
Mama. She is normally back by at least midnight,
but it’s very early morning and she’s yet to return
to our space under the bridge.
She tells me she has to go out late at night or else
we won’t eat. Sometimes when she returns home
she cries herself to sleep and I nestle in close to her.
I’m following the lines of the highway. The bright
white paint leads the way. I keep on the lookout
for the houses on the outskirts of Bangalore’s
city. Once I followed her there, late one night; she
knocked on the door of a man’s house. He invited
her in and she came back that night crying.
I nestled into her.
I walk with my head down again. The houses
aren’t close. A small lizard scurries across the
road; stopping in the middle. It’s in their nature;
they seek warmth and light. Mama told me that.
It settles onto one of the reflective white lines on
the road and stands still. Lights from cars far off
in the distance are approaching the intersection.
A red light. In the middle of the night on the
outskirts of Bangalore. My luck. I walk towards
the centre of the road towards the helpless lizard.
I stand, admiring it, about to pick it up.
But I notice the lights coming closer. A loud noise
approaches and the lizard is suddenly increasingly
visible and illuminated.
The car should have stopped at the red light. I
have walked these roads often enough to know
that. Everyone stops at the red lights.
A brightness so intense it is blinding. The light –
destructive. I pick up the lizard and turn to move,
but the headlights are only a hand span away
from my face.
***
“Hurry, Little One.” Mama wipes my face. “Eat
your breakfast.”
I take in the sweet scent of warm roti, passing the
still-warm bread across my palms. It is the first
breakfast we’ve had in days.
“You know what needs to be done today. We’ll go
pick some wildflowers.”
She smiled a smile that contained every sunrise
I’d seen. I devoured my breakfast, savouring each
bite.
***

Out in the field Mama points to the Datura; a
wildflower on the outskirts of Bangalore’s zoo.
I watch through the cold metal bars as a family
of monkeys feast on their scraps. The mother
monkey grabs her child and begins grooming its
fur. The monkeys fight over the scant amount of
scraps left on the concrete floor. They yell and
fight; their screams filling the air.
“Little One, dance!” Mama says, as she sways
in the meadow. I let out a laugh, and jump back
down into the grass and flowers. The dappled
light makes Mama look radiant. She is engulfed
by golden light, and orange blooms. I remember
that these are the moments I live for. These are
things that make live worth the living; and I’m
overwhelmed by the amount of beauty in the
world. I feel free, so free.
Once we had gathered our small bunch of Datura
we head to the lake. The flowers are pungent
and sweet; smelling like the perfumery shop in
Bangalore’s city. Mum lets go of the flowers and
they create ripples; spreading out, caressing the
banks.
“They’re with the gods now.”
I whisper: Papa, brother, I miss you.
A sick feeling overtakes my body; I can’t seem
to banish their images from my head. Shrivelled.
Weak. Suffering under many weeks of barely
any food. Papa and Mama tried to hide it; but
I knew what was happening. Papa would come
home with scraps, I’d ask “Papa, where is your
breakfast?”
“My child, I have already eaten!”
But I knew then. And I stay awake at night,
wondering why I let it continue. Why I let them
starve without protest while I thrive on Papa and
Brother’s food. I was the reason they didn’t wake
up.
***
Back under the bridge a fight is brewing; their
screams echo and consume serenity.
“Little One, come under the tarp. You shouldn’t
watch this violence.”
I nestle under Mama’s arm. I feel safe here.
Warm. Mama was smart. Mama knows how
to talk better than the rest of the families here.
She doesn’t speak about it much, but once she
worked for a very rich man who gave her an
education rather than money.
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Mama said he was dangerous but she didn’t know
it at the time. She would spend time in his collection
of books. Reading about the world. She often tells
me about her favourite book: A Room of One’s
Own. I guess that’s what she dreamed of. But the
only room she ever had was the one where she was
locked in at night with a man. She was sixteen.

wanted poster lay on the street, left behind by the
uniformed man.

“Shanti, Shanti, Shanti, Little One,” she rocks me
in her arms. I peek through her hands to watch
the brawl across the street. The father yells at a
uniformed man, “I know nothing, Brother!”

“I have lived on the lip
of insanity, wanting to know reasons,
knocking on a door. It opens.
I’ve been knocking from the inside.”

The uniformed man kicks him down and pushes a
poster in the father’s face “Where is he?”
“I know nothing, I know nothing!” the father cries.
A young family next door continue their tasks
with ignorance to the man’s beating. The mother
grooms her child while the fight ensues next door.
The uniformed man strides into the father’s hut.
“Please! I do not know anything! Please! Not my
child!”
A child’s scream echoes through the air. A loud
bang rattles through the village of slums. The father
cries out; in agony. Mama draws me in closer.
“Don’t move, Little One, don’t move,” she
whispers, shaking.
The uniformed man comes out of the house,
viciously kicks the man in the head, then drives
away in his car.
“Mama, the chi–” I attempt to get up.
“Shhh, Shhh,” she says, through small sobs, holding
me tight. Last time this happened, three houses
were pillaged, and only two people survived. A

***
Later that afternoon, Mama strokes me to sleep,
and speaks poetry she keeps locked away in her
mind.

She kisses me on the forehead. “I’ll be back by
midnight, Little One.”
My eyelids flutter, then finally close. I see her walk
away in her finest clothing, kept only for at night.
I sleep restlessly till the very early morning; the
moon is high in the sky. I feel for the shape of her
body, to hold her while she cries. But she’s not here.
My heart beats faster. I panic. I spring from the dirt
floor, brushing the crust from my eyes, and wiping
my tears. I leave in search of her.
The man across the street is still sobbing in his
house, holding the body of his child. I look down
and follow the highway.
***
My last thoughts are Mama leaving the house, her
body slim and frail. The light comes closer and the
sound of the engine erupts in my ears. But then I
remember all the moments I lived for. I see Mama
in golden light and I reach out for her. I hear the
sound of bones crunching and darkness engulfs the
light. n
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Will Meade
Year 12 ∙ Aquinas College
______
Escapism. Ink and watercolour
______
Studio Arts
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Jai Constantinou
Year 12 ∙ Aquinas College
______
Acrylic portrait
______
Studio Arts
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Matt Posetti
Year 11 ∙ Aquinas College
______
Digital Photography
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Grace Scutt
Year 8 ∙ Aquinas College
______
Found poem
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T RO VA R E UN F U T URO MIGL IOR E
Ben Stefani · Year 12 · Catholic College Wodonga

G

rowing up with an Italian background,
I’ve always wondered how and why Italian
migrants such as my Nonno (Grandfather) and
Nonna (Grandmother) came to Australia. A land
so far away, so different and so unknown from
their motherland. Also, how and when they met
each other?
I imagine Nonno giving his mother, father, his three
brothers and sister long goodbye hugs for what
could have been the last time. I don’t know what
he would have been thinking as he boarded his
boat from Genoa to Melbourne. Waving goodbye
to his family. I imagine smiles and tears. I picture
in my mind his excitement and reservations when
he takes his first steps on board the boat, possibly
pinching himself.
My Nonno was born in the Province of Vicenza in
the region of Veneto called Nove. He was brought
up in a wealthy family, owning supermarkets and
butcher shops. These family businesses are still
operating today. Nonno was a butcher by trade
and worked alongside his father in their family
stores. When Nonno was twenty-three he made
the decision to move to Australia to find more
opportunities. Nonno left for Australia with only
five pounds in his pocket because his father didn’t
want him to leave home. He left for Australia on
the 23 February 1961 on the boat ‘Lloyd Triestino’,
costing 263 Lire to board. He arrived in Australia
a month later.
Arriving in Melbourne, Nonno found getting a job
quite difficult. A few months went by when he heard
about tobacco farming in Baron, near Swan Hill
and thought it would be a great experience to try
something different. Initially he stayed with friends
in Melbourne. At first, Nonno was not exactly the
best tobacco worker, but the more he learnt about
farming tobacco, the more he became familiar with
the plant. He decided to move to Coral Bank (Near
Mt. Beauty, Victoria) as Baron’s soil was too salty
to grow on. He then moved to Myrtleford in 1965
for a change of scenery and that is where he met
my Nonna who was seventeen years old.
Nonna moved to Australia in 1959 on the boat
‘La Toscana’ and was ten years old at the time.
She was brought up in a poor household, living
with another two families under one roof. Her
family came to Australia to start over. When they
arrived, Nonna and her family lived in Melbourne.
They lived there for two years. From Melbourne,
they moved to Markwood (halfway between
Wangaratta and Myrtleford). Nonna went to
school in Markwood and learnt English. Two
years after moving to Markwood, she moved to

Myrtleford with her family to grow tobacco.
Nonna’s parents and Nonno both worked on
tobacco farms and that’s how she met Nonno.
Nonno and Nonna were married in Wangaratta
a year after meeting and settled down happily
together, moving back to Coral Bank and buying a
thirty-two-acre farm to plant tobacco. Nonno sent
away his tobacco to Phillip Morris, where they
created the cigarettes and packaged them up to be
sold around the globe. In 1999, Nonno won an
award for the best tobacco produced in that year.
Not a bad effort for an Italian butcher who left
home with only five pounds in his pocket.
Nonno experienced a new culture when he came
to Australia. However, he kept many of his Italian
traditions such as the language, food and friends.
The importance of having an Italian community
around him was something Nonno wanted. Both
Baron and Myrtleford were strongly influenced
by Italian immigrants. He didn’t learn to speak
English well and relied on Nonna to translate for
him. I remember sitting at the dinner table listening
to Nonno speak to my Dad in Italian and me
trying to understand what was being said. Nonno
found it difficult at times to be able to speak with
my Mum who doesn’t know Italian. He would use
short sentences and Dad or Nonna would help him
by explaining what he was trying to say.
Traditionally on a Sunday, Nonno and his
friends would go to the pub or watch a sporting
match. He made lots of friends within the local
community and spent time at the movies or going
to concerts. He continued to maintain traditions
such as salami and wine making. He taught his
sons how to make salami and each year they make
some of the best salami and pork sausages. Freshly
roasted chestnuts and freshly picked tomatoes are
just some of the familiar smells I associate with the
farm and my grandparents.
The farm in Coral Bank was where my father
and my two uncles were brought up. Nonno
and Nonna taught them to be hard working and
understand the importance of being proud of the
job that they did. Nonna’s parents also lived on the
farm with their extended family. This is very much
an Italian tradition that still exists in Italy today.
Since attitudes to smoking changed, along with the
Australian Government ‘s decision to cease tobacco
growing, Nonno handed the farm over to his three
sons to do whatever they wanted on the land. They
decided to grow green tea and we are now one
of nine commercial green tea farmers supplying
Japan’s biggest green tea company, Ito En.
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Sadly, in 2013, Bortolo Stefani, my Nonno, passed
away at the age of 76. He is buried in Tawonga
Cemetery overlooking the Kiewa Valley. He is
missed by his family and friends.
Some of my fondest memories of him include
when he would yell at me in Italian, singing Italian
Opera in the car, roasting chestnuts on a rainy
winter’s day and eating salami sandwiches with
him in the kitchen.

As I reflect on my Nonno’s solo journey to Australia,
his working life as an immigrant, his commitment
to family and his pride in his Italian heritage, I can’t
help but think of the many challenges he faced by
leaving his family on the other side of the world to
try and better himself.
He has definitely influenced my life, as many
traditions have been carried down from him to my
Dad and now onto me. n

Charlotte Frencken
Year 11 · Star of the Sea
College
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nce upon a time in sunny California, when
the beaches flocked with fun seeking tourists,
a rich and handsome lawyer sat sunbathing on
the yellow sand with his beautiful wife. He licked
a caramel ice cream, melting in the heat and
dropping onto the sand in big, delicious droplets.
He thought to himself, “If only my wife could bear
a child as sweet as ice cream, as tan as caramel
and as beautiful as the picturesque beach we sit
on today.”
Nine months later, his wife bore him a beautiful
daughter as sweet as ice cream, as tan as caramel
and as beautiful as the beach she was created on.
They named her Kim. A short ten years later, the
lawyer and his wife divorced. The lawyer was so
heart broken that he died a short twelve years later,
leaving his beautiful daughter with her mother and
new stepdad.
Her stepdad, Bruce, was successful and wealthy
and for many years generously cared for his
stepdaughter and wife. Until one fateful day in
2007 the Internet broke with an explicit video of
the daughter, granting her instant fame around
the world. Amidst the crisis the stepfather became
forgotten, his title deemed redundant, as the
world became caught up in the scandal of his
once innocent stepdaughter. He could not stand
that someone else might overtake his Instagram
followers. Every morning, he took to Twitter and
asked his followers:

me live here, I’ll get fleas! If no one knows who I
am, what’s my life worth!”
Her cry was so ugly that the assistant began to
laugh. He said; “If you let me take a photo of your
ugly cry, I’ll sell it and become rich! Hold that pose
while I take a snap. I’ll give you enough money for
a plane ticket to Brooklyn.”
He took the photo and chuckled to himself as he
gave Kim money to take herself away. “Ha!” He
thought, “she’ll die of shock when she finds out
what flight she is on. My work will be done.”
On his way back to LA, he bought some cheap hair
extensions and a makeup kit to prove his deed to
his boss. Bruce put on the makeup and jet black
extensions and marvelled at how good he looked,
much better then Kim, who was probably sitting
worthlessly in her camper trailer.
Poor Kim arrived at the nearest airport and lined
up to pay her airfare for what she thought would
be a private jet or at the very least, a first class
flight. She handed over her money to the check-in
assistant and began to order meals she would like
to receive on her first class flight. The attendant cut
her off, saying that she only had enough money to
afford an economy class seat on the flight. Out of
shock, she fainted.

Bruce, your gold medal brought you lots of fame,
But after her scandal, Kim has a much bigger name.

When she woke up, the plane was beginning
its descent. She looked around at the nobodies
sitting next to her and realised that without her
makeup or regular Instagram uploads, she too
was an economy class nobody. She sat back in her
uncomfortable seat and tried to sleep, hoping she
would wake up and find that the past day had just
been one awful nightmare.

The jealous stepdad turned an unflattering pale
colour. From that moment, whenever he looked
at Kim, he silently ticked with rage and envy at
the popularity she possessed. He hated the girl. He
tossed and turned in bed at night, thinking of ways
to get out of this plight.

After her flight touched down, Kim left the airport
in search of something familiar to cheer her up.
She wandered the rat-filled alleys of Brooklyn until
in the distance, like a mirage, stood the beautiful
sign of a beauty salon. She ran as fast as her sixinch heels could take her.

He summoned his most loyal assistant and asked
him to take Kim away to a dumpy trailer park in
Mississippi, where the Internet connection was
bad and no one would know her name. He asked
the assistant to bring back her hair extensions and
makeup kit, so she would not have anything with
which to reclaim her identity. She would lose her
famous name, which in the world of Hollywood,
he thought, might as well mean she were dead.

When she arrived, she sat down in the pedicure
chair and began to cry, exclaiming about how
crappy her life had become. The nail technician
listened to her complaints and called over her six
other colleagues to listen as well.

When Kim arrived at the trailer park, she began to
ugly cry and begged for mercy. “Please don’t make

The third one said, “OMG, your stepdad is so
lame.”

Twitter, Twitter, on my phone,
Who in my house rules the popularity throne?
To this, his followers answered:

The first one said, “OMG, that’s so sad.”
The second one said, “OMG, I could not live
without my makeup.”
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The fourth one said, “OMG, we are SO here for
you.”

the siblings warned Kim not to succumb to bribes,
letting Bruce rule the world of fame.

The fifth one said, “OMG, that assistant is so
rude.”

After watching her friends work tirelessly and
selflessly to help those in need of beauty therapy,
she decided to become like them and do her best
to help those with less well-kept cuticles than hers.

The sixth one said, “OMG, thank goodness you
found us.”
The seventh one said, “OMG, we can, like, totally
help you.”
After many collective “OMGs”, the seven siblings,
who all shared the business, offered Kim a home
on top of their salon, on the condition that she
clean the shop and cook dinner for them at the
end of the day.
“Like, of course,” said Kim, “I’ll totally do that for
you, after all your help.”
After reading on Twitter that Bruce was after her,

Back in LA, Bruce, thinking Kim was well and
truly forgotten by the world, took to Twitter to ask
the world who was the most famous person:
Twitter, Twitter, on my screen,
Who in this world has the famous gene?
His followers, knowing Kim was still alive, replied:
Bruce your wife and you are cool,
But social media is not everything,
Until you can use your fame for good,
Then Kim is more famous and you won’t ever be
King. n

Emily Wilhelm
Year 8 ∙ Star of the Sea College
_____
The brief for this assessment task was to focus on
an emotion and to portray that emotion with only
‘outline and colour’ using a lino as the medium. I
chose ‘happiness’, which I have depicted through
the bubbliness and unpredictability of curly hair.
I didn’t show the mouth but instead, depicted the
eyes smiling, complemented by warm background
colours blended together.
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am toast on blue willow china. Grandma’s
homemade sweaters with a random array
of flower embroidery to cover holes made from
bonfire embers. Hours spent learning pretty
piano duets with cousins. Chook runs to gather
eggs with Grandma and the early morning hay
run off the back of the tractor with Grandpa.
The three-wheeled red bike and three-legged dog
named Rex. Painting the verandah with water and
paintbrushes. Sweeping paths in the pine needles
with toy brooms. Colourful oversized gumboots.
Endless weekends and holidays with big and little
cousins, all of my aunties and uncles, neighbors
and friends huddled into the piano room talking,
playing music and games. Grandma’s jungle of
a garden where we’d make fairy rings with her
flowers. Homemade quilts. Playing in the haystack.
This is how I remember Calico Farm. As well as
most of my cousins, both older and younger. My
aunties and uncles, Dad and grandparents share
these memories too, however their earlier memories
of the farm differ greatly to the nostalgic, childish
memories of which the grandchildren hold dear.
Calico Farm. Greta, Wangaratta 1977. The family
buy a property surrounded by dust and paddocks.
By the time they leave it, there’ll be a gorgeous
farmhouse full of memories held by the multitudes
of people that had the privilege of occupying it
over the years, with a blooming garden engulfing
its paths, verandahs and walls that had struggled
through droughts and freezing winters. A little
cubby house will remain sitting in the garden,
where so many children once played, ready and
waiting for the next family.
Lynn and Geoff are the parents of five children, two
boys and three girls; Kerrin, Alison, Andrew (my
Dad), Megan and Lachlan. Geoff was a Humanities
and English teacher at the local secondary school.
He was also working with livestock on the farm.
While her family grew, Lynn stayed home with her
children, though she had also spent time working
in the office at the local school, where she’d met
Geoff. Talking with the five kids that grew up
on the farm brings about a sort of competition
of ‘who had it harder?’ Stories of droughts and
freezing winters, chores and interesting food are
tossed between them with each child sharing their
experience in comparison to the other.
The faint and ongoing hum of the small plug-in air
conditioner that’s sitting out in the kitchen wakes
me from my slumber. It’s bloody hot. I pat off the
small droplets of sweat that have accumulated on
my brow from the morning sun that is bursting
through the calico curtains that Mum made above

my bed. Lachlan is still asleep so I throw a pillow
at him. It isn’t unusual for him to get out of certain
labour-intensive jobs around the farm just for
being the youngest out of us five kids. ‘Get up. We
gotta go check the tank for water before Dad’s
back from the hay run.’ Lach lazily rolls out of bed
and we slip into our clothes for school. There is
no chance of a morning shower, not during this
drought. As we walk into the kitchen we see Kerrin
and Alison fussing over whose turn it is to make
our school lunches. I’m secretly rooting for Kerrin.
She is the eldest and the best at making a Vegemite
sandwich. Not too much Vege and just enough
butter. Alison, the second eldest, had accidently
picked up the scraps for the chooks the other day
instead of her sandwich bag and still hasn’t let us
forget how she starved at school that day. I watch
her now as she eyes off each bag like a hawk. Lach
and I stumble out the rolling front door and meet
Meg, the second youngest, who has just come back
from gathering the chook eggs. ‘Mum told me to
tell you, Andrew, that the verandah needs sweeping
before you leave for school.’ This doesn’t come as
a surprise. Every morning since I can remember
I’ve swept this verandah. I’ve never understood
the pressing necessity for a dustless verandah every
single day. And it’s been so dusty out here since
the drought that it’s a never-ending job. Mum’s
garden has virtually died off since the beginning
of 1980. Lach and I race each other to the huge
concrete tank that sits next to the work shed and
I grab the measuring stick as I come in first, like
I do every morning. I climb up to the opening in
the tank and push the stick down until I can feel
it touch the bottom. It’s just near empty. I take a
quick glance out across the paddocks and over to
the mud hills. The blue tractor is slowly making
its way back to the shed with the haystack. Dads
finishing up the hay run for the cattle. There aren’t
as much cattle as there used to be; some died off
from dehydration so we had to sell a bunch. Selling
cattle during a drought is a hard task in itself due
to the fact that every other farm around here is in
the same position as us. No water, that is. I jump
down off the tank and tell Lach to go tell Dad the
water tank level because I don’t really have the
heart to. Plus, I’ve got a pressing verandah matter
to attend to.
I lazily sweep the deep purple verandah as I watch
the girls and Mum through the kitchen window
running around inside washing dishes and
gathering up their schoolbooks. I remember back
a few years ago when we had just moved in and
Kerrin, Dad and I painted the entire inside of the
house. It was a massive job but it did get me out of
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watering Mum’s garden with buckets for a couple
of weeks. I lean the broom up against the wall next
to the outside freezer and go inside to grab a bite
of toast and my books. The girls are already out
the door so I jog to catch up with them while Lach
trails along slowly behind us. Every morning we
walk up the lane and down the road to meet the
bus for school. It’s a good thirty-five minute walk
but in this heat it feels like hours. I kick rocks as I
listen to the girls chat about how the second dam
had officially dried up. Kerrin says she heard Dad
telling Mum the other day that we’ll have to buy
some water from someone in town within the next
week. Again. It’s almost impossible to believe that
the potholes in the lane are usually frozen over
puddles in the winter. Even the pipes would freeze
in the morning and with merely one potbelly stove
to heat the entire house, there is never much refuge
from the cold. We pass the dead tree, marking
halfway. ‘It’s going to get to forty degrees today.’
Alison remarks. She’s one for the dramatics but
this time what she says is believable. It’s going to
be a long day.
In the afternoon we trundle up the lane and
stagger into the house puffed and sweating. Kerrin
makes a batch of red cordial and we all sit in the
dark music room, listening to the loud hum of the
small air-con and let the cool liquid slide down
our throats. We’ve only got a few minutes before
we have to start our afternoon chores. Summer
holidays are about to start; there are only a few
days left of school. Dad has pre-warned me that
he and I will be boring holes these holidays until
we can find some water. That starts this afternoon.
Alison sculls the rest of her cordial and begins to
lay out her piano books for practice. Kerrin tells

us to bring any clothes that need repairing to the
lounge room and Lach goes to start his homework.
I take a moment to mentally prepare myself for the
heat outside, then heave myself up from the chair
and go out to the verandah. ‘Grab the posthole
digger from the shed!’ Dad yells at me from one
of the paddocks as I squint into the sun. ‘Righto.’
It’s hours before we get back inside. Dad and I
are both covered in dust and sweat. We haven’t
found any water yet. ‘Andrew, you’re last tonight.
The water is still in the bath.’ Great. Yet again I
cop the last bath. We all have to share half a tub
of bath water between the seven of us these days.
Cleanest first. Dirtiest last. And, the last one gets to
scoop the water out with buckets and put it on the
garden. Lucky me.
After the bath ordeal is done for another night, we
sit around the table to eat dinner.
Mum has yet again created a new concoction. Us
kids all share a quick worried glance. I’m hungry
from the afternoons work so I cautiously dig in.
I watch as each of us kids and Dad grab sips of
water between every few bites. It is one of the
saltiest things I’ve ever eaten; corn beef boiled in
water. This whole saltiness thing can hardly be
good for the drought we’re currently in, seven
thirsty mouths and no water to spare. We finally
struggle through dinner and though we feel even
more parched then before we were all considerably
less hungry. Mum stands up to take our plates. ‘By
the way, I’ve saved the water that I cooked the
corn beef in tonight to use as soup tomorrow.’ A
low groan erupts as she leaves the table. When is it
going to rain… n
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he says nothing, but extends her arm and gives
me a white feather.

My face burns red. I can’t do anything but take
it without a word, hoping no one else is out this
early to witness my embarrassment. It’s not fair,
it’s unjust, but I’ve learnt that simply accepting it
is the best way.
She walks away without a word, and it is only
then I remember the face. It’s Amelia, who lost her
brother in April. Australia’s ‘baptism of fire’. She
wasn’t the only one.
Only three weeks ago the fact that I was five
foot meant that I was free from judgement. That
changed with the revised enlistment standards.
Now condemning eyes stared at me around every
corner.
It stings that the people living with you think
you’re a coward because you don’t have a uniform
on, while their poor Johnny is slogging it out in the
trenches. It’s hard to believe that people expect me
to go and get killed.
The feather joins the dead leaves in the gutter, and
I open the door into the grocer. I grab an apron.
Mark says nothing to acknowledge my entry,
but stiffly nods and returns to unpacking the
Arrowroot biscuits. I know he saw it. I begin to
speak, but he cuts me off.
“You deserve every one of those chicken feathers.”
He went out the back. No doubt there was to be
no casual conversation today. Again, only three
weeks ago I would have been greeted with a grin
on his round, red face. Ever since that day, I’ve
been alone.

“They’re still not taking anyone short sighted,
damn them! Will I ever get my chance?” My fellow
reject continues to fume, although he’s the only
one with an excuse now.
After a minute, Mark’s brow furrows.
“You were going to enlist, weren’t you?”
I scrub at the already spotless bench.
“Your son’s nearly 15 now and he’s been working
here for long enough. He could take your job while
you’re gone, and Mary’s only got little Sylvia to
look after.”
Without looking, I know Mark’s grin has dropped.
“I thought you wanted to join the army, George,
just like myself.”
I take a long breath, finally putting down the rag.
“Don’t take me the wrong way, Mark.”
“What are you trying to say then?”
“Mark I…”
“You never wanted to join in the first place?”
“I ne – … Mark!”
“You swore you’d be in Turkey as soon as you got
the chance!”
He was yelling now, and gesturing with his hands.
“You swore!”
Mark storms out the back without another word.

The sun is coming up now, but I can still see my
breath in front of me.
“George! How’re you doing?”
Mark’s already here. He puts down the crate
he was carrying and passes me an apron. I take
my spot behind the counter. “I’m doing alright,
myself.” I say.
“You’ll be doing a bit more than alright when you
read this! Have a look.” He points to the newspaper
on the bench. ‘Revised Enlistment Standards’ the
headline states.
“They’re asking for anyone over five foot now. I
guess you’ll be off with the rest of ‘em!” Mark says,
saving me the trouble of reading it.

I can hear Mark rustling in the back even though
there is nothing left to unpack. It is only a small
store, so it’s difficult to ignore someone. He and I
have been working at the same grocer for years and
always got on well, especially at the beginning of
the war. Our shared rejection was the cause of that.
We were the dregs left at the end, bonded together
at the injustice of enlistment standards. Owners
of the only grocer in town, the whole community
came through our doors at one point or another
during the week. Eventually, our predicament
became common knowledge.

“I guess.”

“If it were up to us we’d already be overseas!”
We told our customers. “If only we could, Mrs
Newman, but they wouldn’t accept us.”

My gut clenches and I start wiping the bench.

At least Mark spoke truthfully. I’d never actually
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tried to enlist. Instead, I constructed an image of
disappointment from my situation. I made it sound
like I did all I could to fight, but I simply wasn’t
allowed to go. My height became a shield I could
hide under. I boasted my desire to defend King
and Country. Now the enlistment standards have
been dropped, and it’s come back to bite me. War
chills me to the bone. Every day the list of the dead
and injured grows and I don’t want to join them. I
guess that makes me a coward.

darkened with every purchase. When the clock hit
five, he hung up his apron and left without a word.
We didn’t speak that day. Didn’t even look each
other in the eye.
That night as I walked home, I tried to think
what I would say to Mary. I needed to suggest the
possibility of going to war. I couldn’t deal with the
scorn of the whole town. I didn’t have the courage
to admit my own cowardice.

A tinkle of the bell made me aware of where I was.
Mrs Rowland, always an early riser, came through
the door with her wicker cane basket.

“I suppose you’ve heard?” Mary said.

“What are you after today, Mrs Rowland?”

“Yes.”

She did not return my smile, but ran through her
short list. Two of her three sons had left.

“You’re not going to go, are you George?”

I began to weigh her wares, wrapping them tightly
in brown paper and twine.

You, George Foster, are a weak and useless coward.

“Still on your way to the War Office, are you?”

“Of course not, dear.”

She didn’t wait for my answer, but took the
package of tea I had in my hands, picked up her
basket and left. With a pang, I remembered what
I had said to her three weeks ago, what I had said
to all of our customers. Rather than own up to my
cowardice, I had simply reaffirmed my lie.

She kissed me on the cheek and began to ladle out
the soup.

“I…”

Sylvia came tottering up to the table with dirt on
her face like usual.
“Papa!”
“Hello Sylvia, what’s my baby girl been up to?”
“She was supposed to sweep the porch, but ran off
to play with her friends,” Mary said with a stern
look. Sylvia smiled sheepishly.

“Have you heard George? “
“I have, Mrs Rowland, don’t worry.”
“You’ll be able to join those brave boys in uniform
soon.”
“I know; no doubt you won’t be seeing me here in
a couple of weeks.”

Then Jake came into the kitchen. He’d been
chopping wood for the stove.
“Hello, Father.”
“Hello Jake, thank you for doing that for me.”

“How has Mark taken the news that he’ll have to
run the store alone?”

He responded with a stiff nod. For a while, not
much was said as we dug into our dinner.

“Oh… he’s managing all right. My son will be
helping him out after all.”

“When are you going to go, Father?”

“Ah that’s good then, no doubt he’s proud of his
father.”
“Good luck, George”
“Thank you, I hope I won’t be needing it.”

He caught me unawares, and I stuttered.
“Son, I’m… You know service isn’t compulsory.”
“Where are you going, Papa?” Sylvia’s innocent
face frowned.
“He’s not going anywhere Sylvia, hush now.”
“Yes, he is! They are taking anyone over five!”

And so it went on. It seemed every person knew
the state I was in and none of them had doubts
I would soon don the uniform. Mark’s face

“Jake, that’s no way to talk to your Father.”
“But Ma, he told everyone at the store he was
going to go. I saw him!”
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my intentions out of me at every turn and Jake still
avoided me. He was in front now, leading us up the
hill to Church.

Mary looked at me imploringly.
“You didn’t George, did you?
“Mary I…”

In the pews, he made sure to place Mary and Sylvia
between us.

“Don’t go, Papa.”
“Sylvie, Papa has to go, he has to go to protect us.”
“But why can’t he protect us here?”
I looked down at my soup. It was getting cold.
“You don’t care about our country.”
Even my own boy thought I was weak and selfish.
“Son, it’s not as simple as that.”
“Yes, it is! You have to go.”
“I’m staying for you Jake.”
“Then go, if you care anything about what I
think!”
“Jake! No shouting at the table!”

Father Alan spent his homily discussing the
importance of free will. He and the rest of the
Church were lobbying hard against conscription.
His final words, “No man should be forced to risk
his life” lingered in the ceiling. Father Alan then
turned around, took his place behind the altar,
and continued chanting in Latin. Some joined
him, most just listened. I knelt there, wondering. I
could stay, but what sort of man would I be then?
A deceitful and dishonourable one Jake and Mark
thought, no doubt others do the same.
The prayers were being read now. It had become
custom to read out the names of those who’d
fallen in battle. I knew some of those names. I’d
gone to school with those people.
The number of dead chilled me, and filled me with
a shame. Shame that I was still here, and the shame
of my fear.

“No mother, you don’t understand wh–”
“Don’t talk to your mother like that!”
I was yelling now as well. Even in my own home,
I couldn’t escape the guilt and the shame. Jake
turned and gave me a cold look.
“Coward.”
With that, my only son walked away burning with
shame at his honourless father.

I was relieved Jake had come back that night. I
feared that he’d enlisted himself. He looks older
than his years, and they’ve been recruiting heavily
since ‘the landing’. He still isn’t speaking to me.
Mark is serving Anna now. Her husband left last
year. Harmless grocery talk inevitably came back
to the war and Mark gave me a steely glare. I
pretended not to notice.
“You’re right, Anna. It is shameful that any man
remains at home.”
The week had passed slowly. Mark only talked to
me when necessary, Mary was trying to wheedle

After Mass, the congregation gathered out the
front of the Church like they always did. Smiles
were getting stiffer though, the war was taking its
toll on most families. All of a sudden, Mrs Malloy
was in front of me. Her son was one of the ones
read out today. She stooped, which exaggerated
her already frail figure. In her hand was a white
feather. “You said you wanted to fight. Yet here
you stand, while braver men fight for us.”
She gave me the feather.
“Coward.”
The now silent community began to leave. I saw
no support in their eyes. Only Mary was left, with
Sylvia beside her. I said nothing, but looked at the
feather in my hand. My last feather.

George Foster joined the Australian Imperial
Force on the 30th of April 1917, and was reported
missing in Passchendaele. His body was lost in the
mud, never to return home. n
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s the sun dances on the rippling ocean, the
pod of majestic humpback whales move
swiftly southwards from the tropical waters of
their breeding grounds. They playfully leap out of
the water, roll in the air with their huge pectoral
fins outstretched like wings, and noisily crash back
into the water. These breaching whales will need
to stay on alert as the Japanese have a tradition
of whale killing and they still eat whale meat even
in these times. The whales have no idea what will
happen to them in the next twenty-four hours.
Meanwhile, the N-M 12375 is preparing to leave
for another gruelling day of whale hunting.

passed carrying loads of goods or curious people
touring the oceans. So what would arise next was
unexpected.

The water has turned cold. The whales are now
nearing their feeding grounds when they see a vast
grey ship glimmering in the distance. They spot
men in yellow helmets on board who are busily
preparing equipment.

It is a harrowing scene as distressed calves became
separated from their mothers. Then, one by one,
adult whales succumb and are hauled into the
cave-like surrounds of the boat.

The sky seems to have gone dim and the long
awaited sun is blurred by the dark storm clouds.
The moment that happened to the whales next felt
like an instant but its effects have lasted a lifetime.
The ship slowly veers to be facing directly in front
of the pod, yet they took no notice as ships often

The whales heard the fatal yells of men aboard the
ship as they started directing strange equipment
at them. The moment next was a moment of pure
terror and the realisation of what was actually
happening. All of a sudden, a young whale let out
a moan of pain as multiple harpoons pierced into
his sides. Hastily the rest of the pod flee from the
scene but the slaughter ship keeps pursuing them
until they have reached the point of exhaustion.

Many whales’ journeys were cruelly cut short
that day but some fortunate ones escaped. They
survived to mature, have babies and become pod
leaders. Never again to confront the horrors of the
whaling boats. Their haunting submarine song is
a constant reminder of the ghosts of lost whales
from that fateful day. n

DE A R R E A DE R
Jordan Holt · Year 10 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Before reading this poem,
fasten your seatbelt.
Close your eyes
and travel
To a no language world.
Listen to the birds,
look at the sky,
and as you lower your sights to Earth,
pick up that pen and write a sentence about your life.
Now you are ready to move… n
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IN T O T HE DA R K NE S S
Jenny Nguyen · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

I

am falling. Falling into a black hole that sucks
me into a pit of despair. A terrifying pit of the
Unknown that whispers from the dark. It calls
me. My whole life I was raised to be a fighter; to
fight my fears, my demons, and my troubles. What
happens when you can’t fight anymore? When
you finally get knocked down and, no matter how
hard you try, you can’t get back up? What would
happen if you lived my life? Would you be able to
handle it?
Let me start from the beginning. I wasn’t always
this depressing teenager. I was once happy, you
know. I guess that’s what happens when life truly
gets to you.
Have you ever felt like the world is crumbling
beneath you and you can’t do anything but sink?
That’s what happened on the night that I lost
everything. The moon was shining dimly through
the window. I had finally convinced mum to leave
my abusive dad. After all those years of suffering
and hurting something inside of her clicked. Mum,
my two younger brothers and I were going to run
away. Where? I wasn’t so sure but anywhere was
better than ‘home’, right?
The memories are still fresh like it happened just
yesterday. The sound of the tyres crunching against
the cold, rough outback road still rings through
my ears. The sky was pitch black and the moon
guided us along until it was blocked out by the
heavy clouds. Our vision was impaired by the

rain crashing onto the windows with the force of
thousands of bullets. Hearing my brothers crying
from fear still crushes me. I tried comforting them
by gripping their hands like I was their handrail on
a rollercoaster. As each second passed the sound of
the accelerator grew louder as Mum drove faster
and faster. An endless fear engulfed me. It was as
though I couldn’t get a hold of myself. With each
second the engine sound became louder and louder
until I could barely hear my own thoughts. What if
we had an accident?
I remembered the time when I hid in the darkness
of my closet. I was little, no older than three. I
heard my dad screaming and yelling at my mum.
Tears ran down my face, when suddenly I heard
a loud slap! Everything fell silent. Not a pin drop
could be heard. Without warning the closet door
swung open, revealing my father’s cold face. His
dead eyes stared straight into my soul, sending
chills down my spine.
I closed my eyes to block out the memory. That’s
when a light blinded me, burning my eyeballs
like the sun. A car horn blared and my brothers
screamed. A ringing pierced my ears. I was blinded
by another car’s headlight, as it rushed towards us.
I threw myself in front of my brothers but their
hands slipped from mine. In that moment, they
were gone.
I was left behind with guilt and pain in the black
hole of darkness. n
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Kim Huynh
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Innocence
______
Portrait painting – acrylic on canvas
______
She is raw and genuine in a world which is not. Highlighted
against the black, she commands the eye. She’s not like
others; she is unique. She is who she is.

Julia Bui
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Bloom
______
Portrait painting – acrylic on canvas
______
The eyes are the windows to the soul.
The journey to self-discovery is reflected through the eyes.
She is full of polarities. She is soft and feminine, but her
eyes convey strength and resilience. The flowers show
her delicate nature, but as she discovers who she is, she
flourishes.
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Hoai Xinh Nguyen, Nhi Nguyen, Hung Bui
Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans
______
Live and Let Live
______
Free Standing Sea Creatures – Ceramics
______
Fish live the life of freedom in a place of beauty and wonder. The variety of species creates a world of diversity and
uniqueness, yet they all live in harmony.

Jessica Ruel
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
______
Sink or Swim
______
Solar-plate print on canvas paper
______
Life tests us with constant challenges.
Whether we choose to be defeated and
sink, or rise and flourish is really a
matter of choice. I choose the rose.
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T HE FA L L
Albana Gegjaj · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

Oh darling
my sweet darling
I sit here writing this,
tears uncontrollably
rolling down my cheeks.
You were taken from me
Soon
So, so soon
And life will never be the same.
You fell
And
I
have been falling everyday
Over
		 and over
			
and over.
I cannot stand up
The pain too heavy for my body.
I plunge into the bottom of the
deepest
darkest ocean
my lungs collapsing
the more
I push myself to swim to the top.
I gasp for air but
the ocean grabs my legs
pulls me down
slowly
painfully.
I close my eyes
But only see you
alongside the darkness
that replays this constant nightmare.

I am barely living
try to wake up
But it continues to haunt me.
Swimming
in liquor
my amnesia.
I met a young boy
Tommy
he reminds me of you
brings me breakfast,
always by my side.
I drink less
rise to the top
the sun shining in the now calm ocean.
The pain will never be gone
but something about the boy allows my lungs
to be free,
my nightmares
to become happy memories.
I’m swimming faster and my heart is not so
empty.
We will reunite one day.
Till then I will swim through
the grief
a journey that
can seem bleak
but sooner or later
others will travel the same road and
only then will the path
to happiness
to be understood. n
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T HE T R A IN S TAT ION
Long Thanh Nguyen · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

A

lone train slowed down and entered the
station. Sarah’s ears recoiled from the
screeching of wheels skidding across metal. A
single, dim flickering light glowed above her. She
sat under the moon, covered by a cloudy, starless
sky. Only a fraction was visible. The street light
pointed towards her, leaving her in the spotlight.
Her mascara and white, frilly dress were ruined
by tears. Her beautiful face stared morosely at
the train. It was almost as though the train was
demanding her to come aboard on a journey, but
she was limp, broken; her mind lost.
She clenched her ripped wedding veil in one hand.
It was to be passed on to her daughter, a family
heirloom. In her other hand was a note, drenched
in tears. The smudged writing was unreadable.
Sarah murmured something under her breath as
she looked towards the foggy sky. The train moved
on and left her behind.
Today was supposed to be the most joyous
occasion of Sarah’s life, surpassed only by the birth
of her first child. Today was supposed to wash
away all her problems, lost dreams and spiteful
relationships. Today was supposed to be the day
that she could finally fully trust him. The only
similarity between this morning and tonight was
the swelling of Sarah’s eyes. But the morning’s
tears of joy were replaced with misery.
The perfect day was to take place in a lovely white
chapel they had chosen together. Sarah’s loved ones
were gathered within the pews, the wooden seats
had been carved with beautiful symbols. The white,

blue and red roses were arranged just as she had
wanted. Sarah’s dress fitted her perfectly, matching
her pale skin, blond hair and blue eyes. When her
maid of honour arrived, she wished to be greeted
with a smile, but instead she found a melancholic
face, brimming with pity. Sarah became nervous
and felt her stomach convulse. She was escorted to
the groom’s room. “I don’t want him to see me in
my dress,” she told her friend in a panic. But she
knew that was a lie. What she really feared was
walking into an empty room. As she opened the
door she saw his untouched suit and an envelope
sticking out of the top pocket.
Sarah heard a second train enter the station. She
stood up and stared at the note with lifeless eyes.
She opened her hand and the note flew away
with the wind. It finally left her, and with it any
connections she had with him. She walked into
the now silent train, headed towards an unknown
destination.
The train started to move, but the sound it made
was different to the sad, painful one earlier. It was
quiet, peaceful, almost as though the train was
happy that Sarah had decided to come aboard.
She sat in an empty part of the train. The window
glimmered above her under the moonlight. She
could see the note dancing in the wind under the
nightlight, gracefully landing on the bench. The
light no longer flickered and was barely visible.
The clouds scattered and revealed a full moon
surrounded by millions of beautiful, life filled
stars. n
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Cassandra Thompson
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
______
Growth
______
Impressionistic painting – acrylic on
canvas
______
The Tree of Life is strong and
beautiful. In its journey of growth,
it has the ability to reach its full
potential. Its simplicity and freedom
reminds us to explore and be
adventurous.

Thomas Thien Dinh Nguyen
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
______
The Hills
______
Impressionistic painting – acrylic on
canvas
______
A journey begins with a single step.
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A M AT T E R OF SE C ONDS
Georgia Miller · Year 10 · Avila College

D

arkness. That’s what came first. Then came
the shining white light that was the morning
sun, slowly rising above the horizon, peaking at
the disastrous scene that was laid out in front of
my sore, tired eyes. The once perfectly smooth
road, normally left unprovoked this early in the
morning, lay broken and stained in front of me.
Blood. It slid down the cracks in the road like a
snake, drawing closer to my feet and slithering up
my shoes. I try to step away, but my feet are frozen
to the ground in shock as I observe the setting in
front of me.
The air is cold. My fingers freeze as I stuff them
into the somewhat warm pockets of my jumper,
my body shaking as goose bumps form underneath
the fabric of my pants. My head aches, making
it almost impossible to think clearly as I try to
observe the situation. There’s smoke coming from
the scene, and it crawls its way into my airways as I
make out the outline of the large object in front of
me. It’s a car. Or at least, it was a car. The smashed
frame of a bright red four-wheel drive lay lifeless
on side of the road, its passengers unconscious and
unresponsive, their heads faced down in the snow.
There’s screaming. Young screams. A few meters
down the road children on their way to school
stand frozen in horror as the scene plays out for
them, their older sibling’s hand gripped tightly to
their side. Their eyes wide; full of disbelief as they
try to make out a thousand words to match the
picture in front of them. Fractions of pieces from
the broken car scattered across the road like a
beautifully tragic masterpiece, painting a canvas
for the small community that lived on Smith Street.
Tension fills the atmosphere. Inaudible stress
comes from the firefighters trying to set the family
free, whilst loud, ear-piercing sirens echo through
the cold air. The actions are quick, yet it’s almost
like time has stopped. There is a peacefully lifeless
hum in the air, a white noise, that numbs the
sound of the sirens and the frantic struggle of the
bystanders. It’s almost calm, comforting. It helps
me steady myself; to focus on the distressing scene
in front of me.
As the victims are slowly pulled out of the crash,
my curious feet carry me forward to get a closer
look. There’s two adults, maybe in their mid 40s,
and a teenager. He’s around 18, his dark chocolate

hair in tatters on top of his head and his clothes
ripped and covered in blood. He looks familiar,
yet I’m unable to pinpoint how I know him. He’s
dead. His parents are sat in the ambulance, badly
hurt but still breathing. They’re crying; sobbing.
They refuse to leave the scene, in disbelief of what
just happened only 10 minutes ago. Listening to
their screams makes my heart race, and as warm
tears roll down my cheeks I start to remember the
morning leading up to the incident that got me to
where I stood now.
It was to be my first day of University. I was so
excited and so were my parents. They threw
me a celebratory dinner the night before, to
commemorate their first and only child’s next
big step in life. Chinese takeout and warm apple
pies. My favourite. It was an emotional night, but
definitely one I will always remember. Getting into
the car in the morning and beginning the long trek
to the city was nerve-wracking, and I distracted
myself from the anxiety by discussing how I would
try to visit my parents as much as possible. We were
nearly there; the air was refreshingly cold as I stuck
my head out to observe the tall buildings that we
rarely saw back at home. Then it happened. Mum
was so excited about me telling her I’d be able to
come home for Christmas that she lost control
of the steering wheel and ran off the road. It was
only a matter of seconds. All I remember was the
screaming. Then there was darkness.
Now I’m here. By this point, my face is red and
my eyes are swollen and irritated. I watch my cold,
pale body being rolled away into the ambulance as
my Dad holds my Mum tightly in his arms. I watch
as everyone slowly starts to leave the melancholic
scene, as well as the ambulances taking my parents
away to the local hospital. I watch all aspects from
the last moments of my life slowly being taken
away from me, and for what felt like hours, I just
stare at the dark red stains on the road and the few
stray pieces of metal that lay on the road. I watch
the cars go by, and the sun slowly rise in the sky as
small pieces of snow fall soundlessly on the ground.
I take one last look at the mesmeric picture in front
of me. My journey is only beginning. I have been
– now I am. A sense of comfort and peace fills the
cold air, and slowly, everything fades to a familiar
darkness. n
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T HE H A UN T E D HOUSE
Jessica Halvy · Year 8 · Avila College

T

he dark clouds always seem to hover over
the house situated in a dead end street. The
midnight wind, whispering across the deep dark
night. I shiver, as though ice had replaced my
spine. The cold air enveloped my entire body. The
multiple layers of clothing can not protect me
against the deathly cold.
I slowly start to push the heavy gates open, the
touch of the iron bars are as cold as snow. They
seize up my hand completely. Carrying on up the
path, the grass seems to carry on forever into the
horizon, a dull grey colour as if it had lost the will
to live and stop growing altogether. One lonesome
oak tree stood by the house, swaying in the wind
and as the wind sweeps by the tree whispers to the
air and its surroundings.
The only thing I could now hear was my own
breath and with every breath I drew, a misty chilly
exhale followed. Through the reflection of the
windows, the pale light of the moon shone beneath
the dark deep clouds. Everything seems so ghastly
and unrealistic. I get up and slowly made my way
towards the door.
As the house with spirits wandering around the
old place, I slowly start to approach the House.

As I move nearer, everything around me became
quieter and more distant. The trees murmuring
couldn’t be heard anymore and the cold iron gates
were far, far back in the distance. Owls couldn’t
be heard anymore and there were no leaves on
the ground, just some aged concrete steps, and a
doorway that stood in front of me. I am trying to
gather the courage. The courage to enter the house.
All I have to do is reach out for the doorknob. My
hand encircles the cold brass knob and I turn. The
door creaks open and I tiptoe inside. The door
opens easily. I shine my flashlight, checking for
anything that may jump out at me. Everything
creaks. And shadows dance along the walls. My
breathing quickens as I step inside.
I feel disappointment fill me, as I realise all the
stories were no-longer mysterious or scary. I realise
it is a normal house. Until the door locks behind
me. My body is being overwhelmed by fear, it
became harder for me to breathe and hoping to
find an exit I grabbed the handle. I jump with
fear when something grabbed onto my right leg. I
swallowed and feel sweat drip down the side of my
face. I could not stop shaking then slowly bowing
my head, while trying not to move the rest of my
body. I see a wounded hand with a firm grip on my
leg. I feel sick. n

T HIS IS W HO I A M
Tyler Gomera · Year 10 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

What am I?
My skin is infused with rich melanin
Shining, glowing and glistening in the light
My lips are plump, glamorous and elegant
Beautiful acapella, melody strong
The sweet honey stare of my eyes

Looking up at the heavens into the skies
My natural hair flows as the wind blows
Just like a spring flower, it still grows
What am I?
I am a proud young black girl expressing my
black girl magic. n
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T HE TA S T E OF L ONE L INE S S
Allegra Dal Ben · Year 8 · Avila College

A

blanket of apricot, gold and russet floats
above the branches of the trees. The sun
is beginning to set, yet a slight tingle of warmth
remains. Distantly, a bird of prey lets loose a fierce
war cry, which echoes around the lush valley. A
crisp breeze weaves between the nearby tall grass
and dances amongst the huntress’ hair. Rising from
her low crouch, she stretches her aching joints
and bones. Another fruitless hunt, another day
of hollow stomachs and tired faces. Another day
without Logan.
Damaris stole a sneaking glance at the intimidating
forest. She wondered what, or who had stopped
Logan from returning. The absence of her brother
left a hole in the huntress’ heart. His booming
laugh, pristine smile and endless love for his family
provided warmth and joy in an otherwise dank
and colourless world. Wrapped up in her thoughts,
Damaris almost missed the burst of movement in
the corner of her eye. There! A doe! The doe’s coat
was as shiny as a newly made coin and her wide,
bottomless eyes devoured the sights before her.
That doe could feed her family for a week. As if
it could read Damaris’ thoughts, she shot off from
her position. The huntress sighed under her breath
and gave chase.
Determined to subdue her prey, Damaris never
halted, never took a gasping breath. As the chase
drew on, so did the light of day. Running to what
seemed like an unreachable horizon, Damaris
finally slowed her pace. She decided to let the
doe escape, only so that Damaris could return
home before nightfall. Placing one foot in front

of another, she turned on her heel and began the
laborious trek home. But before she took a step,
the huntress realised something was amiss. The
birds no longer chirped, her breath clouded in
front of her and she got the overwhelming sense of
claustrophobia. As the details sank into Damaris’
mind, she began to panic. Here she was, in the
middle of the forest that stole her brother from her.
Pressure squeezed her chest, her lungs screamed
for air. The ground tilted before her, like she was
on a see-saw. Everything was happening too fast,
too soon. Before Damaris hit the ground, a figure
with a halo of golden hair came rushing towards
her.
Sunlight hit her closed eyelids, turning them
rosy pink. Damaris groaned, opened her eyes
and slowly sat up. Taking a minute to observe
her surroundings, the huntress rubbed her
eyes, stretched her sore back and massaged her
pounding forehead. A campfire had been made, all
ashes and burnt sticks. Scattered pieces of food, left
for breakfast maybe. Little animals scurried to and
fro, chattering to each other. The forest. Damaris
was still stuck in the middle of this land of lethal
beauty. Looking up towards the early morning
sun, she decided that home was due north from her
current position. Whilst Damaris was preparing to
leave, a hand clamped on her shoulder. Fast as a
diving falcon, she spun around. The huntress’ face
went slack with shock as she beheld the familiar
face behind her,
‘Logan?’ n
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P IL GR IM A GE
Beatrice van Rest · Year 9 · Avila College

R

unning can feel like flying, if you let it. After
the seething pain, the barking muscles in your
legs, the hitching gasps for air and the constant
recreation of saliva. After what feels like futile,
laborious movement. When I pass all of that, the
world drops and is replaced by a blur. The focus of
the run becomes me. My lungs develop a bearable
rhythm. They collapse onto themselves but the
strength is there to endure it. My feet seem to
spring off the path, light and free, where before
they were made of rock. I soar. When I let them,
the wings climb out of me.
I didn’t give myself the option of quitting when
things got tough. Without Noah, all that was left
was the air to breathe and even that I didn’t want.
When it seemed like everything pressed my skin
clammy and rigid like clay, moving on seemed like
a labyrinth of places I didn’t want to be. I distracted
myself by looking at the stars. I thought of a future
where things would be good. It helped to believe
that one day my brother’s death would be distant,
even if in thinking that I was insensitive and
evasive. As if it was a stone on a heart, unforgiving
and heavy, I left the grief alone and kept running.
My body moves with the wind, nimble and swift.
I no longer acknowledge the people I pass or the
vehicles that zip by. The thought of returning to
a halt is foreign and ethereal, something I do not
know and am afraid to explore. Soft thuds of my
heart beating reverberate in my eardrums. The
music changes; the words, the feeling I thought
was set in stone/it slips through my fingers/I’m
trying hard to let go, consume my thoughts. Art
is the sort of uncompromising pillar in life that
makes everything else feel inadequate, and the
lyrics speak my language more fluently than I am
willing to admit. In spite of the biting cold air, I
am warm. Blood is surging like an undulating river
through my blood vessels. It’s a stubborn, insistent
reminder that I am enough. I, Cassia, am enough.
And I am alive.

For a long time, there was a bleak, trying pain.
I needed to satisfy the requirement of knowing
I’d reached my academic limit. I pressured
myself. Mornings, afternoons and nights were
endlessly spent learning and revising what
had been learnt. I ignored the rest. If nothing
else ever went according to plan, then my
ambitious career prospects needed to. I would
not accept otherwise. This consistent drive did
not cease until the moment the reassembled,
fragile glass of my routine life shattered. Before
that day, it had been a lifetime since tears, like
glass shards, had carved a path down my
pale cheeks. I tried to keep my iron will from
failing, but I stumbled on my weary feet.
I almost fall, but I am past quitting. I just run
and run. Each limb is moving automatically
in sync and I lose myself in the music, I must
become a lionhearted girl/ready for a fight/
before I make the final sacrifice. The throbbing
of my heart fades. The strain subsides, it
becomes an unswerving, angelic kind of grace
that tugs me forward. I have one purpose, to
reach home. I remember the route I devised
on a map earlier. I realise now that I am not
following it, not at all.
I had stood alone in a city full of people when I
realised three things. That life goes on, courage
is precious and I cannot behold the future, no
matter what. Accepting it was onerous, but
I soon learnt to bear the burden of the past
as I lifted one foot after the other. I made a
pilgrimage to the stars.
It is like living, really. You run until you cannot.
And just before you reach where you aimed
to be, there’s the feeling worth living for, the
stars at the end of the road and the wings that
flew you there. The glass falls back into place
and where the surface is jagged, new, smooth
channels run through. n
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A DOL L’S HOUSE A DA P TAT ION
Prakashika Ravi · Year 10 · Avila College

A novel set in modern Australia (Re-contextualization)
This is an adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s ‘A Doll’s
House’ set in Modern Australia. The motivation is
to emphasise that issues of domestic oppressiveness
within marriage, and it is a continual struggle that
exists regardless of time or place. It explores the
various forms of masculine control present in a
home environment that should but fails to represent
a place of comfort and safety.

N

ora stares blankly at the brand new Plasma
television that hung on the pristine white
wall, her husband bought it as a gift to celebrate
his promotion at the bank. Beside the brand new
television lay three credit cards fanned out on a
gold, embellished glass table. A stack of toys stood
guiltily on the chaise lounge next to the table,
facing the card fan, they were meant for her three
beautiful children. The smell of a cooking roast
infused the house. She watches an old re-run of a
Neighbour’s episode absentmindedly, her thoughts
lost within the repetitive dialogue of the soap opera.
Her lethargic manner disables her from flicking the
channel. Nora picks up another Tim Tam from its
military position in the plastic tray. It’s the seventh
one she’s had, she knew of the trouble she would be
in if Torvald were to find out she had been eating
junk food. She hears the front door lock click open
and with a sudden burst of energy she increases
the volume of the television whilst stuffing the Tim
Tam packet under the black velvet cushion that lay
upon the Italian crafted sofa.
Torvald enters wearing an expensive suit, his dark
hair slicked back neatly with gel. Nora pulls her
mouth into a smile, as if it was an elastic band,
and straightens her expensive Chanel outfit her
husband bought for her. The outfit accentuated her
svelte figure, making her look like Audrey Hepburn
in Breakfast at Tiffany’s. The only difference is
her strawberry blonde locks straightened to hide
her natural curls. She scampers, like a little rabbit,
across the polished tiles to greet her husband.
Torvald booms.

outstanding bills such as these! I have my
reputation to keep safe.”
Nora’s voice soft and floating caresses her husband’s
ears as she rests her hand on his shoulder.
“Oh darling, I had to buy a few things for the
children! I am trying Darling, I just cannot seem
to work these banking apps to check the balance!”
Torvald mellows –
“Yes, I should have guessed as much, you’ve never
been in the workforce. I could hardly expect my
skylark to be commercially sound!”
Torvald now with a slight smirk continues;
“Now darling have you prepared my dinner.”
Nora stiffens for a brief moment before relaxing
and replacing the smile back on her face.
Nora hastens to the kitchen while Torvald
weaves himself through the lavish penthouse.
An extravagant wine rack invites them into the
expensive marble kitchen that had the appearance
of an IKEA showroom kitchen; serving only an
aesthetic purpose.
“Yes darling, look I have made a roast all by
myself!” Nora proudly announces with a childish
grin.
A shrill, ambulance-like siren disrupts her short
lived eagerness to be the perfect housewife to
Torvald. As the oven began to come alive with
its bright red light blaring from its mouth, Nora
began to fade.
“Oh no, darling, the meat!” Nora’s voice came out
in one terrified gasp.
The smell of burnt meat began to intoxicate the
kitchen space, smoke squeezing out of any crevice.
Torvald’s and Nora’s coughs began to harmonise
with the oven’s screams.
“Oh, sorry darling! I tried so hard to impress
you!!” Nora implores her husband whilst fiddling
anxiously with Torvald’s waist coat button.
“Poor little Nora, you did your best to please me”.

“My little songbird, have you seen this?! I’ve just
picked it up from our letterbox.”

Torvald shakes his head and with a paternal smile.

“The Amex bill.”

“Oh you little scatterbrain, you simply cannot
cook. But what can I expect? You’re just my sweet
little song bird.”

Torvald’s voice falls to a patronising whisper as he
continues his monologue.

Nora’s focus shifts from the button to her husband’s
face. Nora knew she was off the hook.

“Darling its damn right embarrassing for a highly
ranked bank lawyer like me, to be receiving

“Nora darling, you look rather mischievous today,
what have you been up to other than this?”

Nora’s face turns a deep shade of crimson red.
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He waves his arm in the air as if to blame her for
every household disruption.
“Do I?” Nora coyly flutters her eyelash extensions
“Darlinggg…Have you been eating Tim Tams
again? I won’t be mad if you have.”
Torvald wags his finger in his wife’s face.
“Surely your sweet tooth didn’t get the better of
you in town today?”
Nora replying automatically.
“No, honestly Torvald.”
“Not even to taste one little biscuit?”

“No of course not!”
“Not even a nibble, half a Tim Tam..?”
The door bell rings before she could repeat herself.
The maid enters and announces that a guest had
especially arrived to see Nora. Torvald turns to
squarely face Nora;
“I am not at home to callers remember. I’ll be in my
study and expect to see you later my little squirrel.
Helena, take care of the kitchen please. Return it
to its display room state. It’s all smoke stained. I
can hardly make out my wife’s features and I am
standing right in front of her”. n

Asher Vaughan
Year 1 · St James Primary School, Brighton
______
Rocket Ship to Space
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M Y T R A GIC TA L E
Liz Kelly · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

S

o there I was, an already edgy almost teen,
smack bang in a group of gross normies. High
school was not looking good for me. The only
breath of fresh air was in Japanese class where I
discovered a tribe of ‘weeaboos’ who accepted me
into their midst.
Where am I going with this? Somewhere. So buckle
up, ‘cause we’re going on a magical adventure
through what I like to call “The Chronicles Of
Na– Friendship and Why-I-Don’t-Make-FriendsEasily”™© Patent Pending – I Will Sue You If You
Steal This Story’s Name”.
So, let’s start on why I don’t make friends easily.
WELL, it’s a lot of things. For instance, many
people just annoy me, and I annoy many people
with my singing, loudness, and general weirdness.
But it’s often deeper than that. Back in primary
school, I only really hung out with boys and a few
girls who weren’t into gossip and drama. Even
though I low-key love both of these things, I just
don’t want to get involved. This is because of a
traumatic event that knocked my socks off and
blew off my face; BOTH OF MY BEST FRIENDS
LEAVING SCHOOL IN THE SAME YEAR.
That’s right, my best friends Siobhan and Alex
BOTH LEFT SCHOOL in one year; Alex to go
back to England and Siobhan because she was sick
of some annoying girls. So I was left alone in a
puddle of my own tears with nobody to talk to.
One day I thought to myself, “Liz, you have no
friends now. Man up and make some new ones.”
And that’s precisely what I did.
I went up to some boys playing ball games on
a wall, introduced myself to the ones I didn’t
formally know, and asked if I could join in. I never
understood why girls became anxious talking to
boys, but that’s probably because I stayed with
that group of friends for two years. It changed and
expanded and shrunk, but I had been there since
we were cringey kiddos playing Naruto with a ball
and our weeaboo imaginations.
In case you’re wondering what a ‘Weeaboo’ is, it’s
a term I wildly throw around like a grenade of pop
culture. It’s widely accepted definition is “Some
nerd westerner who tries to be Japanese, because
they’re weird and gross and probably sleep with
a body pillow” but I tend to use it as a broad
definition for “Those who enjoy Japanese culture

such as anime and manga”. I never did leave that
friendship group. That is, until I was forcibly
yanked out by high school. Thanks, Star. Nah,
I’m only kidding, thankfully I’m still in contact.
That’s why I was less sad than everyone else who
were sobbing and hugging and “Oh God the pain”
carrying on during those last days of Primary
School.
Pfft, I totally didn’t do that.
I also didn’t curl up in a ball under a table eating
candy canes and other various Christmas stuff given
to everyone in the class, and I didn’t particularly
want to watch “Elf” or “The Santa Clause”. Fun
fact, they played the latter three years in a row.
Didn’t play the sequel. There’s probably a third
one because it’s a low budget Christmas movie, but
they didn’t play that. Just Elf and Santa Clause. So,
now that I’ve gone so off track the metaphorical
train is probably plunging off a conveniently
placed cliff, you can imagine I didn’t exactly feel
like I was fitting in well in an all-girls’ school. Plus,
there’s the issue of the fact I’m not very sociable in
new environments full of lots of people. So going
from a 200-something people school to ‘OH GOD
THERE ARE SO MANY PEOPLE’ school, one
could come to the conclusion I’m not very good at
any social interaction with people.
But there’s also the problem of my very best friend;
social anxiety. I didn’t ask to be intensely shy at
times. (I asked for a frozen Fanta once and they
gave me Coke and I accepted it because the lady
seemed nice and it was probably going to give me
the same amount of diabetes anyway!) The good
news is that life provided a way for me to find a
spot in the school where I could be me and still
belong. Classes that I enjoy and peers I can relate
to have made the anxiety bit less prevalent.
When I first started writing this story, I felt quite
hopeless, and used this as a way to vent. But now,
I feel connected with you, dearest reader, and
connected with my new friends; girls a little like
me. We hang out and it’s well, comfortable. They
are my saving grace. I feel as though they’re my
best friends now, and I’m thankful for that, as
without them I’d be sitting in the cafe listening to
music without the knowledge that the library has
a manga section. What a terrible fate! n
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P UZ Z L E P IE C E S
Coco Dwyer · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

W

here do I fit?

Inside this complicated human existence
where can my puzzle piece possibly sit?
Where do I fit?
Where do I place my pulse inside this endless
beating constantly running no time for breathing
world of ours?
Where do I fit?
Where is my home, not a building a physical place
but a feeling inside of belonging, of control?
Sometimes my head hurts and my heart breaks and
my heels are sore from running towards something
I can’t see.
And sometimes I find it.
Because when our words fail our songs speak and
ease within each one of us our hearts hold a beat. A
beat of a love song, a sad song, your first song your
last song, a song you sung when you were sixteen,
a song you whisper or scream. And sometimes a
song that’s out of time and in the wrong key but
you love it all the same.
We are nothing but a creation of our existence,
persistence, consistence.

Thousands of lyrics memorised in our minds.
Words flow like streams, like waterfalls, like
fire in the sky. Hips can’t help but sway, fingers
can’t help but click and hands can’t help but
clap.
And we don’t think of yesterday, we don’t think
of tomorrow, in the moment the perfect present
pours down on us and all we have to do is be
harmonious.
Because when we’re jamming, we’re speaking,
we’re singing what we’re doing becomes feeling.
Becomes that can’t stop smiling, giddy in the
gut, my feet are on fire kind of feeling.
When I was little I held my words carefully
in my hands like gifts, giving them away only
occasionally but not too much in case they
shattered. As time went on they would pile
up each more precarious than the last, stuffed
into the bottom of school bags in case anyone
thought they weren’t right.
But not anymore, now I watch my words fly
like birds. Now I watch my words merge with
those of the person to my left and my right.
Now I watch my words become our words,
become your words, become music. n

Hanna Vine
Year 9 · Star of the Sea College
______
Kinship.
Blood connection.
Continuing the line.
Clan.
Passing from one stage to another.
Unfolding.
Flowering.
Stepping forward.
Wandering.
Playmates.
Journeying together.
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L A DY G A G A ON T HE R E TA INING WA L L
Ella Micari · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

M

y actions on that fateful day taught me two
things:

One, don’t walk on top of two-metre-high
retaining walls.
Two, not everything my brother does is a good
idea.
Of course I had to learn those lessons the hard
way!
I left the old, cold bricks and the creaky floorboards
of the kitchen and tried to avoid my grandma as I
snuck away. If she found me and sensed any hint
of boredom, she would introduce me to some ‘fun’
activity she had partaken in when she was my age.
I don’t think she understood that from the early
1900s to the 2000s, ideas of entertainment had
evolved.
I managed to avoid her and made it outside, past
the huge green paddock with tomatoes, apples and
lettuce growing in the fields.
I ran up the hill, jumped onto the clothes line and
started swinging on it. Out of the corner of my eye,
I saw my grandma staring at me with her beady
eyes. I got off promptly, trying to act as cool as
possible and pretended I didn’t see her.
I heard the glass sliding door open and my brother
appeared holding an old, flat soccer ball.
‘Wanna play?’ he asked, looking displeased. I had
never been good at this type of game and he knew
it, but I was his only ‘get-out-of-jail’ option given
that grandma had him in her sights, too.
I quickly considered whether I actually wanted to
play. Then I remembered the last time I’d said ‘no’
to my brother and had instead walked back inside
the house. An hour later my grandma had taught
me how to knit – I think that was the WORST day
of my life!
As a seven-year-old I didn’t feel I needed a lesson in
how to be a good stay-at-home wife. Washing the
dishes, making a new blanket for the couch and
ironing was a tedious and quite unnecessary way
to spend my time. If I had to learn these skills, then
why couldn’t my brother be taught as well? No,
he was allowed to watch the footy and play on
the PS2 for the whole day – no questions asked.
This sort of discrimination wasn’t encouraged in
my own home but here it was. Such hypocrisy just
made my blood boil!
As my brother stood there holding the ball, I
shrugged, ‘Sure, why not’, unsure of what was to
come.

The game soon grew tiresome and my brother’s
patience was lost so he turned his attention to
exploring the garden, curious to see what else there
was to do. Bad idea. You see my grandparent’s
house was full of dangerous obstacles that were
an extreme safety hazard for little 7-year-olds who
have a brother that is 3 years older. Especially
when the 7 year-old will do anything her brother
does.
He started running around the garden and I
typically followed him. He rolled down the hills
and climbed up towering trees. Then we came to
a wall, the wall.
The retaining wall separated the garden from the
driveway. On the one side were oranges, carrots
and lettuce growing in abundance, typical of an
Italian property blessed with sunshine, the songs
of birds and lush green grass, soft as a pillow.
However, the other side wasn’t as glamorous.
The ‘dark side’ just had a concrete pathway with
some weeds peeking through the cracks, a barren
wasteland of sorts.
Joe chose to climb the wall and stand on top of
it so he could see into the next-door neighbour’s
garden. I stood in awe watching him, thinking
about how cool he was. He made it look so, so
easy; I thought I wouldn’t have any problems
climbing it and doing the same.
He walked across the ledge and finally jumped
down, landing safely on the grass cushioning
below. ‘This is my chance, I’m gonna do it’, I told
myself. I managed to clamber onto the wall with
little more than a minor scratch on my knee to
show for my trouble.
“Are you sure you should be doing that?”
I turned and saw a concerned look on my brother’s
face – a rarity. I rolled my eyes at him and tried
hiding my shaking hands. I continued shuffling
along the wall, two metres above safety, believing I
was invincible at this point.
It wasn’t long before my ever-increasing courage
saw me walking across the partition and having
a good time. No issues whatsoever. I even began
performing “Just Dance” by Lady Gaga to a fake
crowd below me. My brother shook his head
before returning to the house. He’d obviously had
enough of me.
I panicked then, not wanting to be left alone on this
suddenly taller precipice. I even began to wonder
if somebody might be hiding in the bushes waiting
for the perfect opportunity to kidnap me?
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I ran to the other side of the wall, my eyes meeting
directly with the cold pavement below. In less
than a moment I was floating mid-air, the pavers
drawing me to them like rectangular magnets.
Had I steered myself to the other side of the wall,
I would have walked away with only a grass stain
on my rainbow skirt.
I was surprised by the speed of the next couple
of hours. I have faint memories of vomiting and
doctors talking, using big words that meant

nothing to me in my deteriorated state. The best
part of that day was reading Dr. Seuss books in
the hospital room and having a TV at my viewing
disposal, a much better experience than knitting,
I can assure you. The worst part was obviously
falling off a wall and being concussed.
What have I learned from my mountaineering
expedition as a seven year-old?
Some walls aren’t worth climbing! n

Elly Cursio
Year 8 · Star of the Sea College
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W R I T T E N IN WAT E R
Hilary Wallace · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

I

’d like to say my troubles began as I landed
in the heart of the West. That would imply
some kind of excitement accompanied the peril
that lay ahead of me. Alas, nothing is ever that
simple. In my case, the trouble began as I tried to
re-enter my homeland. For the sake of avoiding
an unnecessarily long explanation, I’ll cut to the
chase. I’m still on the other side of the world,
even though, physically at least, I’m back living in
Melbourne, going to school and remembering my
international adventure.
Let’s start at the beginning, shall we? The reason I
went to Texas was simple. I was visiting a friend,
my partner-in-crime, soul-sister, bad joke-maker
and other half, Ollie. I know that her name is
actually Olivia, but as a kid, nobody called her
that so she never learnt it as her name. If people
use her full first name now, she doesn’t even
realise she’s being spoken to. I also know that
Ollie is capable of advanced Pilates poses whilst
unconscious (but incapable when she’s actually
awake) and that she has the uncanny ability to fall
over on every substance known to man. I know
that she has a phobia of avocado, claiming that its
green skin resembles the chest cavity of a rotting
mummy. I know that her heart is bigger than her
brain and whilst that may contribute to her lack of
coordination, her love for people is compensation
enough. These little idiosyncrasies of hers are
things that only I and very few others know about,
and are what make Ollie Mae my best friend.
We spent five years practically living together,
swimming alongside one another, sharing every
experience, the closest of friends and then,
tragically, she had to move back to the other side
of the planet! It’s safe to say I was devastated.
Her family had taken me in when my future was
uncertain. They gave me love, safety, happiness
and every good thing possible because somehow,
without asking, they just got it. They got me.
In the time we spent together, she became a part
of me and with her gone, I am incomplete. The
hole in my heart and the chip on my shoulder are
breakages only she can fix. They ache without her.
We parted with a promise: that she would be
seeing me again soon. It was a promise to her,
but also to myself. Ollie was my other piece, my
co-author in this crazy life, and when we finally
met again, I knew we would continue to write our
never-ending story.
Eleven months passed and my seat on Air New
Zealand flight US247 was proof I kept promises.
Hard earned savings bought me two weeks of

paradise with my favourite idiot. After sitting
through what felt like days of flying, I was only
half an hour out of Austin airport when the pilot
called for passengers to take their seats for descent.
It was at that moment I realised how very close
I was to seeing my Ollie. How close I was to
reconnecting with my other piece. Looking out
onto the city skyline and knowing that she was
standing against a window watching for my plane
to land had tears tracing lines down my cheeks and
pooling on the backs of my hands. My heart beat
louder, my lungs seemed to breathe deeper as if my
body was waking from a deep sleep, preparing to
brand every moment of the next two weeks into
my mind so that I would never have to part with
the memories.
We spent our days going to the Texas Prison
Museum, NASA, an art car show, alligator parks
and rodeos, each experience equally as exciting
as the last. I treasured every waking moment and
spent the ones designated for sleep replaying our
days in my head. Each and every laugh, every
smile, every hug continued to form a special piece
in my jigsaw-puzzle heart.
Alas, the days were numbered and too soon I was
packing my suitcase and getting ready to go home.
There were tears of both happiness and sadness as I
walked into that airport, knowing that it would be
at least another excruciating eleven months before
I saw my Ollie again. Standing beside the road,
suitcase in hand, we shared our final embrace. The
long and heartfelt encirclement left me with barely
enough strength to let go. Tears rolled silently
down my face as I turned away from the family car
and forced myself to walk through the determined
swoosh of the auto-doors, leaving my best friend
and Houston, Texas behind me.
I sat in the sanitised air of the plane and recounted
the last fourteen days in my head as a means of
coping with the separation. One memory in
particular fought its way to the fore. It was just
an ordinary day, in an ordinary place with an
extraordinary person. We’d simply sprawled on
a floor together, basking in the glow of the early
afternoon sun, surrounded by piles of books
covering every surface. Barnes and Noble book
store, one of Ollie’s favourite places. Being the
outspoken and unashamed bookworm that she
is, we spent the entire day wandering the store,
collecting new books and old favourites before
snuggling up in a corner and flicking our way
through the fresh pages, debating which titles
deserved to be brought home with us. Hour after
hour, we read. We poured over baskets of muffins
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and trays of hot chocolate as we savoured the
silence. It wasn’t until staff members came to
inform us the store was closing that we moved
from our little pocket of paradise. By that point the
sun had gone down and sat lazily on the horizon,
drawing yet another perfect day to an end.
It was days like these that allowed me to understand
just how much Ollie meant to me. It is not often
you find a person with whom you can share silence
as well as conversation without seeing an end in
sight. It is not often you find someone who knows
you so well that they don’t need to ask how you’re
feeling, but asks anyway. It is not often you find a
person who will throw open their doors and give
you a place to sleep without hesitation.
It is not often you find a person like Ollie Mae.
***
Wallowing in my grief, I spent the twenty-seven

hour journey home moping and ordering cookies
from the aeroplane menu. The flights passed
quickly as I drifted in and out of sleep. Thanks to
the absurd amount of sugar running through my
system, my mood was slightly better upon landing
than it had been on take off. Instead of feeling sad,
I didn’t feel anything. I was in a zombie-like trance
as we walked through to the security checkpoints.
I scanned my passport, pressed some buttons and
I took my ticket, all without changing emotion. I
was committed to the emotional abyss. The days
that followed were sure to be filled with chocolate,
bad movies and isolation.
As eager as I was to leave the airport I knew that
once I passed the threshold of those doors, my
international adventure would be over and my
time with Ollie nothing more than a memory.
They would be some of my best memories, that’s
a certainty. n

A F R A N T IC RUC K US
Clementine Geary · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I

n my opinion, the best thing about trains is the
way they equalize everyone. No hierarchy, no
underlying motives, everyone is just a person on a
train. If you look up, you can see a whole different
perspective of the world standing ten feet away
from you. Each passenger from their own little
world, within it, burdens and joys. Fears and love.
To anyone else on the train they’re just another
passing body.
We call these people strangers. A peculiar word. In

what manner are these strangers actually strange?
We are all, first and foremost, human. Beings living
in one tremendous cohesion. A frantic ruckus of
people weaving in and out of each other’s lives.
We all stumble about at different speeds and
directions. Each passenger perceiving the world
through an entirely unique, but always human,
lens. No matter who these strangers (or should
I say, familiars) are, they all have two things in
common; humanity and the train. n
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T HE HE L P E R’S W R AT H
Blair Hopkins · Year 11 · De La Salle College

T

his place was hell. And not because of the
constant fear of death. Not because of the
endless stream of bullets fired from the Turkish
lines. And not because everyone had to sleep in a
small ditch in the ground.
But because all around Jimmy everyone continued
to die. And no matter how hard he tried, he wasn’t
able to save them. ANY of them. He signed up to
the war effort expecting a great adventure, just
like everyone else. And at first it was. He got to
live in the dirt, nothing was ordinary and everyday
definitely felt adventurous. So of course he loved it
here. The only problem was that he signed up as a
medic. And the simple fact that the Turks wouldn’t
dare shoot him was a worse fate than death itself.
It wasn’t so hard at first, he knew he couldn’t save
them all, but suddenly he realised he couldn’t save
most of them. Moving the wounded to safety soon
became moving the wounded to the body piles, and
seeing every single man he couldn’t save only made
it worse.
And here he stood, his helmet showing the bright
red cross on it, as he stared down the Turkish lines,
Mike’s rifle in hand. He looked about ready to
burst. He showed no emotion, not even anger. Only
a calm face and an iron will tempting him to walk
across the lines and slaughter every Turk he could
see. He’d make it there easily, they wouldn’t shoot
him, and he’d have the jump on them.
Terry looked over. He’d been taking a smoke
break for a couple of minutes and only just noticed
Jimmy’s look, Mike’s dead body in his left hand,
Mike’s rifle in his right, and that look. That look
all men wear when they finally loose it. Alas, Terry
took another puff.
“If you wanna start shooting, go right ahead.
Just remember to take the cross off,” Terry stated,
staring out into the sky, hoping to catch a mortar
strike go by, maybe get a wish off of one.
“I don’t need to lose the cross,” returned Jimmy,
teeth gritted and has anger showing.
“Yeah ya do. Don’t want to screw it up for the
other medics.” Terry retorted, taking another puff,
curious as to the lack of mortar shells.
“Oh ah’ll bet they’re all thinking the same damn
thing,” Jimmy came back, gripping his rifle with
two hands now, squeezing it like a cobra.
“You know what they’re thinking?” Returned Terry,
beginning to run low on cigarette, but remaining
fixated on the sky. He finally spotted a mortar,
wishing that Jimmy would do the smart thing.

“They’re thinking how many lives they can save,”
Terry continued after no response from Jimmy.
“They already know that they can’t save most
lives. So they deal with it and think about all the
lives they can save. We may lose ninety but without
people like you we’ll lose a hundred,” Terry
continued, taking the final puff of his cigarette.
Jimmy simply stood there, still staring, still holding
the rifle, but thinking. Terry could see the gears
turning in his head, and let out a light chuckle.
“You don’t actually wanna charge them do you?”
Terry finally asked. If he really wanted to he had
to make sure he did it right. Jimmy simply nodded,
his stare un-breaking. Terry shrugged and got up,
immediately putting a hand on the rifle.
“Aight the first thing you needa know is that the
safety’s on,” Terry stated, flicking a small switch on
the rifle, eliciting a click.
“Now you’re already on the fire-step, so you’ve
got that down. Now.” Terry stood up on the step
next to Jimmy, causing him to jump a bit.
“Calm down, it’s just me,” Terry cocked his own
rifle.
“Now, all you gotta do is point and shoot.
Eventually the brass will pick ya to die, then you’ll
get to charge,” Terry finished, smiling.
“Alrigh,.” Jimmy replied, immediately killing the
smile on Terry’s face. He bent down and donned
Mike’s helmet, declaring himself a soldier.
“You’re an idiot, Jimmy,” Terry stated, simply
disappointed.
“You can have the medic helmet if ya want,” Jimmy
stated, cocking the rifle and firing at the Turks. A
loud grunt could be heard from their trenches.
“First of all, you actually hit one of them?” Jimmy
nodded, eyeing down another.
“Second of all, I’ll gladly take it.” Terry continued,
grabbing the medic helmet as Jimmy fired his rifle
to another grunt. He was a damn fine shot.
Terry inspected all the men, making sure they
had everything ready for the battle ahead, until
he spotted the infamous Jimmy. One thing he’d
learnt: don’t mess with the medics. They may have
a heart of gold, but when that melts, well, there’s
nothing more painful than being seared by molten
gold.
“Jimmy you crazy son’va bitch; what the hell you
doing?” Terry asked. He’d had a good day so far,
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nobody’s shot at him yet. The wish didn’t work,
sadly, but it still chose to help him. He got to be a
medic after-all.
“I’m doing what ya said, eventually cap’n over
here found me and told me we gonna charge,”
Jimmy explained, a small smirk on his face.
“You’re seriously smiling at this? You’re gonna
die,” Terry stated.
“Yeah well I made ten other Turks die and couldn’t
save a single one of our own men. So you know
what? Doesn’t sound so bad to me.” Jimmy
continued. He’s lost it. Properly.
“What about ya girlfriend?” Terry asked?
“Didn’t have one.”
“So what’re you queer or something?”
“Might as well be. I’m dead anyways,” Jimmy
explained. He had absolutely, completely and
utterly lost it. There is no way any sane man would
simply accept death, hell, welcome it like Jimmy
had. Terry hadn’t known him from before a few
hours ago, but he was pretty sure, just like every
other man, he didn’t have a bloody death wish.
That was the whole point of asking men if they
had a death wish, of course they didn’t. Except for
this queer.
“Welp, your loss.” Terry finished, continuing on
with the inspections, leaving the smiling moron in
his troop. While he may be an idiot, Terry had to
give him some credit. He was ballsy enough to try
and avenge his men, and so far he’d done well. The
only problem was that he signed his death. If any
other medic managed to work on him they would
see his face and sure as hell remember him.
Terry finished up the inspections by patting Jimmy
on the back. Who knows, maybe he’ll make it out.
The whistle blew and the whole troop went up the
wall, screaming and shouting as they went, at least
fifty men formed their own wall as they charged
the enemy lines. Machine gun fire could be heard
from every side as men all around Jimmy dropped
like flies, the bullets pinging off the ground, pouts
of dirt and debris being flung onto his face. And he
loved every bit of it. He pulled the trigger on his
rifle and watched the gunner drop. Suddenly the
bullets almost immediately stopped, as many more
men fired into the trenches. They couldn’t stop the
charge.
Jimmy leaped into the trench, gutting the first
Turk he saw before twisting around to cut up

another and beat him with the butt of Mike’s rifle.
He paused for a moment, reloaded the rifle and
began to advance with the other men. One by one
they found all the Turks and gunned them down
or sliced them up. Even when they surrendered
Jimmy cut ‘em down. Ain’t a single one of them
gonna live past this day.
The assault was ruthless, the ANZACs continued
forth in the trenches, losing two or three men every
few minutes or so, but still killing one or two Turks
with them. It wasn’t the best trade, but hey, Jimmy
finally got to spill some blood. It wasn’t long before
he was all that was left. It was him trapped with
fifty other Turks. No, they were trapped with him.
He loaded his rifle, fastened the bayonet and held
his knife in the supporting hand, and continued the
advance.
To his right a Turk hid, immediately gutted. To
his left another tried to jump out, ended up with
a bullet in his eye, filling the air with his bloodcurdling screams. Continuing forwards, he spotted
another and thrust his rifle ahead, only to have it
grabbed out of his hands and staring down the
barrel of another. That lad was good.
“Do it,” he stated, waiting for the soldier to fire,
smiling the whole way. They stood there for a good
minute before he starts cackling, the Turk was too
weak.
“Sen nesin!” The Turk yelled, putting the barrel to
Jimmy’s head.
“What am I? I’m a god damn medic!” Jimmy
retorted. He kind of knew Turkish, but doubted
that his opponent knew English. Despite that, the
Turk looked shocked, taken aback, why would
a medic turn into such a monster? He had killed
twenty-two Turks alone, not something known of
medics.
“Whaddya waiting for!? DO IT ALREADY!”
Jimmy shouted. The response was a gunshot. His
limp body fell to the ground, a hole in his head the
size of a golf ball. The Turk looked disgusted, the
monster had been defeated, and turned towards
the trenches to see a man with a medic helmet
simply watching what happened, acknowledging
the Turks gaze with a simple salute, as he simply
turned away to tend to those he could. The Turk
guessed he gave his medic role to someone else,
which was not normal. Alas, no day in the trenches
was normal. But today of all days, was especially
not normal. n
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L A R RY ’S L E T T E R OF L O V E A ND WA R
Daniel Papalia · Year 11 · De La Salle College

M

y dearest Charlotte,

I’m sitting in a mud dugout that is quickly
filling with rain. My feet are shivering in soaked
socks and damp leather combat boots that haven’t
been washed in a fortnight. My fingers ache and
knuckles bare the cold that chills down to the
marrow in my bone. I’m not sure if I can even feel
my face anymore.
I am writing this letter in case of the unfortunate
and very likely event that I may die here. If you
receive this letter, you should know that I have
fought gallantly and served my country well. My
love, Charlotte, you will always be in my heart. I
will always remember the great memories we have
shared.
This war is horrific. I have been here for a time that
feels like an eternity. The hissing sound of bullets
never cease. The pounding of explosions echoing
from afar approach closer every single day. I try to
sleep at night, but I cannot. I feel anxious and as
if my reality is crumbling piece by piece, by piece.
The feeling of one thousand icy-cold steel bayonets
piercing my stomach haunts me. I suppose it’s
because of my guilt, rather than the literal intent
of the Germans to do so. Although, I reckon them
stabbing me would be less painful than the torment
I currently feel.
I’m not sure how long I can stand this trench. The
air is foul; corpses of both friend and foe ooze out
intestines and viscous blood, creating a stench so
pungent that not even my dunny back home could
compare. Not to mention, the chlorine gas which
enters our nostrils and chokes us. It makes my
throat walls feels like sandpaper and lungs feel
like lead balloons when I breathe. My tongue is
dry and bitter. My teeth are yellow, grimy and feel
furry when I lick them. I reckon the horses have
better teeth. We’ve been stuck here for three days
and can barely access water or maintain standard
hygiene.
I can honestly say that the worse part of my entire
experience thus far is the look on my mates’ faces.
Once strong-healthy-young men are now reduced
to ghastly looking ghouls. Their faces are pasty

white with grime tucked into every crevice of their
face. Their bloodshot eyes and yellow teeth are the
only colour visible on them. This is hell on Earth.
My current position is horrid but I have made an
incredible mistake, which I deem to be worse. This
may shock you, but it must be told. It is inevitable
that you will find out and I want to resolve my past
by telling the truth. The night before I disembarked
for Gallipoli, we celebrated at the base camp and
I made a great mistake. I let myself succumb to
temptation and had an affair with a nurse. From
the deepest of my heart, I am sorry Charlotte. I
love you and always will. I wish I never did it, but
shamefully I did. No words will ever express how
much I could take it back. I take full responsibility
for my actions. I wish for your forgiveness but I
understand if you never will forgive me.
In my short amount of time I have learnt many
things, perhaps more than some people have in
their entire lifetime. Charlotte, please allow our
future child that you bear to read this if I don’t
come home. Teach our child to always take
responsibility for a situation that they caused, as
have I. It serves people no good to live life without
any pride. My mates told me to hide this from
you but I can’t do that because it’s immoral, it’s
what the Germans would do. Life is about honour,
morality and pride.
Despite all of this anguish and surrounding
animosity, I feel oddly calm whilst I stare at
the night’s sky and see the illuminated moon
encapsulated by millions of stars. The sky seems
to be the only thing in this godforsaken world that
remains unchanged. I think I can see your face as a
constellation in the sky.
The next battle is approaching quickly; I can feel it.
I miss you dearly and cannot wait to return home –
if I even do. I love you with all my heart and I will
try my hardest to rectify my mistakes. You and our
child are the only thing I have to live for, not this
war. The lads say after this battle the war will be
over soon, hopefully.
My Love Always,
Larry Smith xoxo n
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AK AMA
Hilary Newton · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I

’m running for my life. There are about five
people chasing us, “FASTER!” I call out to
Araluen, which means the place of waterlilies.
Quick they’re going to catch us. I quickly take a
left turn and Araluen follows me, we run straight
into an alleyway.
The smell of old cigarettes and piled up rubbish
follow us through the alleyway. We pass a bakery
with wafts of burnt bread, from crumbs left in the
oven that never turns off hanging in the air. The
back of the butcher shop is easily recognisable with
bins filled of sheep, pigs and cows carcasses. The
open drain of waste in the middle causes water to
splash up our legs as we run through it. Shoes now
sodden with drain water that reeks when it goes
up your nose. Gasping for air as I run, sweat now
running down my face, like clouds heavy with rain,
I find the salt stinging my eyes, causing me to blink.
We stumble over the gravel and bluestone bricks
but manage not to fall. They’re behind us again,
and we’re slowing down by the minute. Faster.
Faster. Faster I urged myself and Araluen. “Come
on hurry!” Suddenly I hear a crash and turned
around hoping it was the people chasing us but I
was wrong. The people chasing us had not fallen
over and crashed it, was Araluen stumbling. They
are about twenty metres away from us and catching
up. I quickly run to her and grab her arm. We run
on together and burst out of the lane way into the
main street, passing a coffee shop with its rusted
sign and cluster of outdoor chairs and tables. The
smell of coffee and its bitter taste strong in the air.
The day had lost its warmth and a cool evening
breeze surrounded us. The bright stars spread out
above and the crested moon is making its journey
upwards. Drunk men are talking in groups gathered
outside the pub, their voices loud and rough.
The streets are getting less busy as we leave the
city centre. We are still running but are slowing
down, Araluen is out of breath as we continue
through the never ending maze of streets. Turning
right we’re confronted with a train crossing, and
a train fast approaching. We hear the officers urge
themselves on “Come on quicker we got to catch
them, boss will get angry if we don’t.” Trying to
keep up with us, they find their heavy uniform of
coat, boots and baton are slowing them down.

With the sound of big heavy boots thudding to the
ground behind us and a train at full speed with
a loud roar coming in front, I begin to question
myself. Should we quickly run across the tracks
or should we wait for the train to pass and get
captured by the officers? The rocky footing was
causing Araluen to slip, as all my thoughts of
escaping and whether our Mother had forgotten
about us run through my mind.
Greg had just finished his shift filling the train with
coal and taking it to other cities. He was ready
to come home to his family. Half asleep he kept
on going at full speed. It was getting darker as it
got later into the night. As Greg came nearer to
a crossing he noticed something running towards
him, not noticing what it was he kept going… Then
he realised what the figures were, it was two little
children just like his own. He didn’t have enough
time to slow down, he was trapped, not wanting to
hit anyone, there was nothing he could do, it was
too late to stop.
I grab Araluen’s hand and run for it, jumping
the tracks dragging my sister along. I can’t hear
anything as all the noise of the officers and train
approaching is so loud it disappears. We land on
the other side of the tracks just as the train passes
us. I can see the boots and legs of the officers
standing still on the other side of the tracks,
through the bottom of the never ending carriages
as the train passes.
We’ve made it.
Now far enough out of the city I recognise a sacred
tree of my people, with engravings in the trunk.
Araluen and I, hide in the hollow of the sacred tree,
soon fast asleep, exhausted. My Mother comes to
me in dreamtime. Turning to me, she tells me how
she tried to stop them taking us and that every day
she has blamed herself for it. I comfort her, holding
her hand. She looks tired, emotional and broken,
the spirit of life is leaving her. I look at her and she
looks back, although her face is filled with grief,
she still manages to smile before taking her last
breath. n
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T HE IN VA SION OF L UB L IN
Tully Baxter Spinks · Year 7 · De La Salle College

L

ublin, Poland was a quiet and peaceful town.
People went about their own business. The
town was filled with old brick houses and windy
roads. Each house had a chimney sending out a
long trail of black smoke from the warm fires
that kept out the frosty winters. Strolling along
the footpath, you could smell the most delicious
tasting bread in all of Poland. I am Maria, and I
live in a small cottage just on the edge of town,
next to the farm where my dad works. My brother,
Henri and I go to school in the middle of town and
my mother works at the bakery.
World War II started about two years ago. Gunfire
echoed across the fields. We had been told the
Germans would try to take over our town. But
surely not this soon. Men in grey outfits with guns
slung over their shoulders came marching up the
hill. I was at school with my friend Abraham,
peeping out the window at all the commotion.
They started yelling words that we could not
understand. Class was dismissed early, Henri and I
ran home as fast as we could, and told our parents
what had happened. They told us that the Germans
did not like Jewish people like us and would try to
send us away.
The news travelled around quickly; Jewish men
were found hiding and were punished. They
started searching houses. They had gathered a
group of men who had been found hiding. They
gave them shovels and forced them to dig a large
hole. Then they ordered them to stand around the
ditch. The Officer in command yelled, and with a
loud bang the men’s bodies went limp and fell into
the hole. Women and children started sobbing as
their husbands and fathers lay in the grave they
had just dug.
Each day grew more dangerous, with the Nazis
ordering all Jewish people to report to the town
square. They told them they were being deported
to concentration camps. My family went into
hiding, we knew it was too dangerous to walk
around in the open, as we would be deported. I
dropped to my knees in anger, my eyes filled with
tears. The Germans had banned all Jews from
going to school. I had been sneaking to school
every day with Henri. They were taking away all
our rights. My best friend Abraham was the son of

a very wealthy man who was a tailor. The Nazis
did not take him away, but instead forced him to
make clothes for them. Abraham was a shy young
boy; he could still go to school because of his dad.
None of his friends were now at school. He would
come over to my house and we would talk for
hours. He said he felt alone, since he was the only
Jewish kid going to school.
My parents knew it was time to go. The Germans
had not searched our house yet, since we were
at the edge of town. The whole family packed
their bags in silence. We only packed things we
really needed like food, clothes, and other vital
necessities. I walked into the kitchen and saw my
dad with a large revolver; I asked why we would
need it, and he replied “just in case”. I was worried
we were going need it. At dusk we were ready
to flee the town, we were planning to escape to
Switzerland. Switzerland was free of Germans,
and was a neutral country. We snuck out the back
door, as we ran into dark frosty forest where two
guards spotted us fleeing. They yelled and pointed
at us, all the guards in the town were alerted of our
presence. As we ran through the forest, loud bangs
and flashes echoed from behind us. Tree-bark
started flying everywhere as thick metal bullets
pierced their branches. We kept running. My
brother and mum were falling behind, my dad and
Abraham and I were running ahead. We ducked
behind some trees, and waited for the others to
catch up. My dad pulled the revolver from his
pocket and clutched it tightly. He told us to go on
and he would hold them off. He told us to meet
at the waterfall by the lake. We started running
while dad hid in some bushes. We had reached the
meeting place, and waited for an hour. But still no
sign. Tears filled everyone’s eyes knowing that we
needed to go.
When we realised we had lost the Germans
we continued our journey, walking north-west
towards the Polish border. It took us two months
to get to Switzerland. We had lots of help along the
way. Caring strangers were willing to take us in for
a few nights, providing us with food, water, clothes
and a roof over our head. We made it to the seaside
and caught a fishing boat over the water. We found
a loving family who would let us live there. We got
jobs, and lived our lives as normal people. n
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Peter Pearse
Year 7 · De La Salle College
______
The proud seagull
______
After a short journey from coast to coast the seagull featured in this photograph managed to find a
safe landing point on the shores of Fisherman’s Beach in Torquay, Victoria. I saw this as an opportune
moment to photograph the seagull against the amber hue of the sunset and the gleaming reflection of
the water. The seagull in the photograph is showing off in its stance as a proud bird, pausing before it
takes off once again to majestically fly through the air on a journey to find its prey– perhaps fish and
chips? As I walked closer to the bird it appeared as though it was going to fly off, however, it turned
and looked in my direction. This allowed me the opportunity to take another photograph. After I
took the photograph of the seagull I began to wonder; where would it be going? Would it be flying a
short distance? Or would it be embarking on a journey similar to the furthest recorded distance flown
by an Alaskan shorebird… 11498 km?
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WHO WOULDN’T WANT TO LIVE FORE VER?
Ruby Hickey · Year 11 · Siena College

I

t seems that I was a highly unusual baby.
Apparently, just one month after I was born, I
died. My older brother, who was two at the time,
had knocked my basinet over. My head hit the
ground and I was rushed to the hospital. I’ve been
told that my mother was beside herself when the
doctors announced me dead. There was no way
that I could have survived. So it was quite a shock
when I started crying for my mother in the middle
of the night. It was hailed a miracle and I was
quickly returned to my mother. I should have been
dead and I wasn’t. That wasn’t the last time either.
The next incident happened when I was 17. I was
mucking about with my friends and we were all
feeling rather invincible, as teenage boys do, as we
scaled buildings and dared each other to go even
higher and do more dangerous jumps and stunts.
On this particular evening, we had found a building
still under construction and were balancing on the
steel hand rails, meters above the ground. The
worst injuries had only been few broken arms
and a minor concussion. But we had been being
reckless and it was only a matter of time before
one of us did something more serious. The longer
that we were at it, the higher and more dangerous
it got. Eventually, I lost my balance and slipped.
I can still remember the long 4 storey fall down
that ended in a sickening crunch. Once again, my
broken neck meant that I should have died as soon
as I hit the pavement, but that didn’t stop me from
sitting up 24 hours after. Everyone was confused.
It made no sense. But from then on I knew that I
couldn’t die. To add even more to the impossibility
of the situation, I didn’t age normally after the
second incident. Rather it happened very slowly.
By the time I was in my last year of university, I still
looked 17 years-old and others just assumed that
I was really smart. There was one girl who didn’t
treat my any different.
I met Lana in my last year of university. She was
the kind of girl that got along with everyone. I can
still remember her light fawn-coloured hair, dark
chocolate eyes that light up on their own and her
friendly smile that could change the temperament
of any day to one of pure happiness. She sat next
to me in nearly all of my lectures. It started with
meeting up for a few hours a week and then we
started going out for a coffee or lunch on weekends.
I really shouldn’t have been so surprised when she
gladly accepted to go on our first date. We had
known each other for 6 months after all. We went
to a movie and a lovely diner afterwards and,
although it was nothing too fancy, she loved it. We
got along wonderfully and just clicked like to parts

of the same machine. I loved the way that she was
so passionate at everything that she took on, and
approached new things with a profound optimism,
though I never knew where it came from. On our
wedding day she was the most beautiful creature
that I had ever laid eyes on. Her silvery-white
wedding dress rippled and swayed with her every
movement. We started a family not long after, first
and boy, which was followed by two girls. Our
little family was complete and everything was
perfect. I thought that nothing would ever change,
that nothing would break up our joyful world. But
back then I was naive and misguided by the love
I felt.
As the years wore on, Lana aged just like any normal
human, while I remained looking young. By the
time she was grey and our children had grown up,
I still only looked as if I was in my twenties. More
than once my daughters or son were mistaken for
siblings or friends. It was hard to see Lana struggle.
Her health started to get worse and worse. I slowly
watched her wither and shrivel in front of me. She
always said that it never bothered her, but there
must have been some resentment towards me for
staying young and I felt that guilt myself. The
worst day of my life was when I walked into the
living room on beautiful summers afternoon, and
found her sitting in her armchair, eyes glassy and
unfocused, her untouched tea was just cold water.
Even though the weather should have meant that
it was light and hot, inside the house was cold and
dim. She had always lit that house up with her
warm personality and now that it was gone there
was an emptiness.
Eventually, the same happened to my friends, my
children. Everyone I knew grew old and were
replaced with new, younger faces, but even they
didn’t last long. I knew that although I would
never face it myself, death was my enemy. I never
fell in love again; it was too painful. I watched 5
generations of my family live their lives until just
one member remained. When she never had any
children, the isolation gripped me like harsh ice
and reality truly set in.
It’s been a few billions of years since I was born
now. I am all that is left. The human race eventually
went extinct and so did all life on earth. It’s just
me on this god-forsaken cold rock. I have only my
memories to keep me company. I have died more
times than I can count, but here I am. I don’t know
what will happen to me when the sun explodes.
I don’t care anymore. I am too far past caring. I
just want this life of loneliness and torment of my
memories to end. I would gladly welcome death. n
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GIR L S A R E NO T F L O W E RS
Carla Tomaras · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

I

am a girl. It’s what I want to be, but I do not want
your exploitation, or control over me. I don’t
want your lies, making me feel guilty, the disgrace,
dishonour, discomfort, I won’t lie, it’s filthy.
Walking through the streets on a Friday night, all
alone, nobody in sight. All of a sudden there’s a
dash, crash and flee, a group of older boys start
whistling at me. I stutter, unclear at the thought of
this strange act, it seems so foreign, my body starts
to contract, then they edge themselves closer while
loudly catcalling, pulling me by my collar while
I’m constantly stalling my heart stops…

not down, not constantly crying, not having to
pretend, happy instead of lying, because I will be.

I am a female, I feel like one, too, but I favour
school over your new tattoo, I find no importance
in missing class, I don’t want to be late, not
watching time pass, calculations, education,
equations, I want to learn, instead I waste days
without schooling. I yearn for the days and the
months and the years that I’ll spend, having fun
studying in the library with friends, not upset,

Girls are not flowers, not elegant things, nor are
we meant to be controlled by puppeteer’s strings,
Girls have a power, an incredible force, and don’t
forget our strength as a team, of course. Girls need
support, to talk about feelings, after this abuse
there will be time for much healing, girls, they’re
so special, so always I’ll say, hello to equality,
degradation, no way. n

I am a young woman, I’d be nothing else, but
still I spend days in the house by myself. Slaving
away, I was born to clean, that’s what society says
anyways I mean I try and I try to make peace in
my home, but all my life I’ve been taught not to
roam to cities and places that I’ve longed to see,
wishing that the girl on the plane would be me, but
I can’t, no I can’t, no I have to stay, all other girls
are trapped like me, aren’t they? I suddenly stop.

Charlotte Frencken
Year 11 · Star of the Sea College
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T HE SPA C E SHIP
Kayla Gadaleta · Year 9 · Siena College

‘C

and jumped back, dropping the ship and knocking
Charlie into the mud. Edwin snorted with laughter

harlie.’
‘Yeah?’

‘How long have you had a spaceship in your
backyard?’
Vincent continued to inspect the spaceship with
Charlie. It was huge – almost two storeys high
and pressing the edges of the backyard. The sky
above suddenly boomed and it began to rain
lightly.
‘Well,’ said Edwin, ‘it’s pretty darned huge to just
appear out of nowhere.’
Charlie wiped moisture off her glasses. ‘It wasn’t
there this morning,’ she said, slipping them back
on, ‘I went out after I got home and saw it, then
called you.’
Vincent turned to them, ‘Is there a door?’
Edwin looked up at Vincent with a bewildered
expression on his face, ‘Why?’
Vincent gave Edwin an equally confused look,
‘Are we not going in?’
‘No, Vincent, we are not going in.’ said Edwin,
‘Remember the Alien movies?’
‘We just found a space ship, why would we not
explore it?’
‘Because there’s a fairly large chance that we
might die.’
‘Fun,’ said Charlie casually.
Edwin turned to her, ‘Was that sarcastic?’
‘Nope. I have a test on Friday, dying would be
good.’
Edwin groaned as Charlie approached the
spaceship. She hesitated as she came up to the
surface of the ship, ‘I reckon we should poke it
with something first.’
Vincent came up next to her and picked up a
damp stick. He turned around, ‘Ed? Are you
going to contribute?’
Edwin raised an eyebrow and Vincent returned
his focus to the stick, feeling his palms begin to
sweat. Gingerly he began slowly moving the tip
to the smooth surface of the ship, spacing himself
as far away from the top of the stick as possible,
Charlie coming behind him.
Vincent slightly touched the tip to the space ship

‘Oops,’ said Vincent sheepishly, ‘Sorry Charlie.’
Charlie responded by chucking mud into Vincent’s
face, causing Edwin to laugh some more.
Charlie got up and glared at Vincent, ‘The hell was
that about?’
Vincent shrugged, ‘Reflexes.’
Glaring at him as she walked past, she faced the
ship again. Taking a charm bracelet off her hand,
she reached her finger towards the surface.
‘Wait,’ called Edwin, ‘she’s not really going to–’
Charlie touched the ship, causing part of the
surface to spring out and clang to the ground. They
all screamed and ran to the house. Edwin clung
to a wooden veranda pillar and turned to Charlie,
‘Are you kidding me?’
Charlie panted from on top of the outdoor table,
where she had leapt to like a cat, ‘Well it worked,
didn’t it?’
‘That’s not the point, you spastic–’
Vincent stumbled up from the porch steps where his
long legs had tripped him up and limped through
the rain towards where the wall of the spaceship
had hit the ground, forming a dark doorway and
ramp. He turned to the veranda, ‘We should go in.’
Edwin gripped the pillar even tighter while Charlie
slipped from the table and jogged over to Vincent
on her toes. She stepped up the ramp and peered
into the darkness, picking up Vincent’s discarded
stick from the ground. Charlie swallowed and
waved the stick into the abyss and immediately
purple and blue, UV-like lights lit up a sleek,
futuristic hallway, causing both Charlie and
Vincent to almost jump out of their skins.
‘Did something blow up?’ called Edwin from the
veranda.
‘We turned the lights on,’ answered Vincent.
Edwin cautiously came up next to them and the
three of them stared into the ship. Vincent cleared
his throat, ‘Should we go?’
Charlie looked at him, ‘I’d rather do this than
homework.’
Charlie leading the way, they stepped into the
ship. n
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HO W T O F IND H A P P Y
Sara Santostefano · Year 12 · Siena College

A

field of flowers. That’s what I imagined
happiness to be. A field of colourful flowers, a
blue sky with sprinkled white clouds and a shining
sun that glistened. I imagined true happiness like
that; a girl in a white dress, dancing in a field of
flowers, her hair flowing and the sun reflecting
in her eyes. Happiness didn’t come like that. To
be honest, happiness rarely came. When it did,
it wasn’t in planned moments. It was in fleeting
minutes where you weren’t expecting it. In the
laughter of a stupid joke one of your friends tells
you while you’re waiting for the bus that’s half
an hour late. Happiness wasn’t something you
could prepare for. Likewise, it wasn’t something
you could depend on. Happiness came when you
needed it, not when you wanted it. It didn’t come
for those who sat at home and cried because their
happiness never came. No, it came for those who
despite their absence of pure happiness, made
their own. Got out of bed, put on clean clothes
and dealt with the day no matter how much they
didn’t want to. Maybe that’s why I never got my
happiness. Because I didn’t need it, or because I
didn’t care enough to try. Because I complained – a

lot. Because I thought life was unfair. But it wasn’t,
because paradoxically, it was unfair to everyone,
making it the fairest thing there was. Maybe I was
looking for happiness in the wrong things. I was
searching for it in sunshine when maybe it came in
the rain. With flooded streets and dark skies and
warm blankets and romantic comedies. Maybe
that’s where happiness was. Maybe I’d had it all
along, I was just blinded by what I thought it
should be. Perhaps happiness isn’t what we have,
it’s what we give. It’s what we do with the life we
have, and what we give back to those who give
to us. And yes, maybe it’s love. But it’s not being
loved. It’s loving. Loving those who need it more
than us; loving in pain and loving in beauty. Maybe
happiness is dependent on how much we love, and
how much we refuse to hate.
Maybe happiness comes like the sun; rising every
morning and setting every night. Or maybe it stays
forever, hidden sometimes, and present others.
Maybe we don’t know what happiness is, but
maybe that’s what makes it so beautiful. n

Madeline Lacy
Year 10 ∙ Siena College
_____
Recycled Art
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A SK ING A PAT H
Téa Mancini · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

(As if speaking to a path)
Why is it that you twist and turn,
loop and wind,
stretch and fold?
Why does point A lead to point B?
If A is just a thing in which humans think
explains a place,
and if B is just a letter,
then where does a path lead?
Are there many places one can lead to,
or only just the one?

(As if spoken by a path)
I twist and turn,
loop and wind,
stretch and fold.
Point A will always lead to point B,
as it also leads to C and D and Z.
Do you not see that I have no end?
I can start at the sea’s bottom and end in the sky,
begin on the moon and end in the stars.
I am what you make of me,
a tool for an expedition.
If you use me correctly,
you shall find what you are journeying after. n

Kira Farrugia
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North
Keilor
_____
Femininity
_____
This journey begins the moment she is
conceived. A young girl on a journey,
discovering what it means to bear a body
with the same burdens and advantages etched
throughout history. She contemplates if she
is beautiful or smart, wonders if she should
be independent or in love; humanity failed
to recognise that she is multidimensional.
She grows into a woman, learns to speak,
even if her words are considered too much or
her voice too loud. You can be it all: daring,
feminine and strong are not exclusive.
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JOUR NE Y T O HE AV E N
Isabella Zurzolo · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

I

t is believed that when your body fails and your
heart stops, your life will flash before your eyes
and your happiest and saddest moments will come
to life all over again. The tears you once shed and
the sins you acted upon will come back to haunt
you. Your regrets and hardships will tear you down
but in the end it does not matter. For an angel as
pure as gold will come down from the heavens
above to cleanse your soul. She will whisper in a
calming voice, “Come, renew yourself in heaven
and forget your sins.” She will carry your soul in
her hands and flutter her enchanting ivory wings.
She will fight away all your demons as she flies
further and further up into the sky. And when you
reach the heavens your soul is finally at peace. She
will place you down and say, “Now a new journey
begins…” n

Isabella Zurzolo
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
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T HE W HI T E ROOM
Ethan Eames · Year 8 · CBC St Kilda

Day 1
woke up in a white room on a white bed, I have
no memory of what happened or how I got
here. I wonder if this is an experiment to test how
long a human can go without human contact or if
this is to test how long people can go while being
bored.

I

Looking at the surroundings of the room I can
see bottles with water (again they are pure white,
I have noticed a pattern) and there is a toilet (also
white). All of the clothes I have on all clean and also
coloured white (they aren’t even my own clothes).
And lastly a few white boxes that have food, it
is organised in breakfast, lunch and dinner. And
I’m all alone, and I will try to escape…eventually!
I should have some water because I don’t know
when I have last eaten, and go to sleep.
Day 2
I wake up and know it’s my second day so it’s time
to try the breakfast. So upon opening a breakfast
food box there is a small pouch (you probably
can guess the color) and it looks like a m r e (meal
ready to eat, these are given to soldiers as their
food on the battlefield). The food is some bread,
just bread for breakfast.
I don’t have a clock so I am guessing what time it
is, not knowing time will throw me off as I might
oversleep, or over eat and I have a limited supply
of food so I should be very careful. So I believe it’s
time to eat lunch. It’s the same process as eating
breakfast. A pouch but this one has spaghetti and
pork.

Day 13
This feels like a normal routine now. Wake up, eat
breakfast, eat lunch, eat dinner and go to sleep. It is
extremely boring not having any one to talk too.
I look at my door and there is a note. It says “I am
here to help you out, there is a key to your room
under this note”. Finally freedom! I open the door
and… it’s the exact same white room. I feel like going
to sleep and making sense of this in the morning.
Day 14
I woke up again and immediately I notice that there is
another note. “Use the key on the vent in the room not
the door, and by the way I have been watching your
actions for the past 13 days”. I have been watched the
whole time? I don’t know if I should trust this person
but do I have a choice? So the vent has the lock on
it and the key works. The vent isn’t white it’s bright
orange.
It feels like I have been crawling through the vent
for it feels like hours and then there is an opening
in the vent and it looks like a security room. There
are TVs with security camera footage and it’s all of
the white rooms. There are hundreds of these rooms
and this confirms me being watched 24/7. And most
interesting are signs above the TVs – “SUBJECT 42,
TEST: ISOLATION”. And also a piece of paper with
my name, face and information about tests.
“Test number 231, isolation: a test to see how long
someone can go without human contact. The test
subject has shown signs of extreme boredom”. So I
am a test subject, but not anymore because there is a
door behind me with that says EXIT.

1 hour later

It opens to a sewer.

I have already lost my track of time, is it time for
dinner? Or is it time to sleep? I feel like sleeping
so I might as well.

There is a ladder that goes up to a small sewer door.
I opened the door and I’m free! Back into the free
world. n
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Leon Ma
Year 10 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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JOUR NE Y OF JUDGE ME N T
Jackson Garforth · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda

I never acknowledged my friends on my own,
I thought I was king, had the crown and the
thrown,
The journey of judgment, the journey of hate,
Was never enough to determine my fate,
I thought I was cool, and on top of the world,
I thought of those others, with lips tightly curled,
The journey of being the best of the best,
To being forgotten as if laid down to rest,
I didn’t expect to find the transition so painful,
I thought of myself as a leader, never baneful,
Now after all this, I then knew this forever,
That there are indeed kids who are bigger and
better,
I considered my actions and come to regret,
The things I have said to those breaking a sweat,
I ruined their journey, I ruined a friend,
I just should’ve been nice from the start to the
end.

I still have a chance, to redeem a good friend,
I said to myself, stop it all, make it end,
The bait of my cruelness the bait of my hate,
My heart was unnecessarily as cold as cold slate,
One day then I said to all of the above,
I’d start showing him some compassion and some
friendly love,
To think that he’d feel so much better and
brighter,
With all of my help he’d be oh so much lighter,
I started to show all my care and compassion,
To start all again was like setting the fashion,
As you may know or may know of not
To be accepted by all is a great thing on the spot,
I’ve done a great service, my heart never stings,
If you only believe you can do anything,
Now my final words are for you all to spend,
And now after that, my story shall end! n

Matthew Nolan
Year 7 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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SC HOOL …T HE JOUR NE Y
Benjamin Pucci · Year 9 · CBC St Kilda

School man, why does it have to be so hard?
Bullies coming up to you and calling you a retard.
On top of that there’s the teachers, ooh, they are
the worst,
Dishing out detentions for something as little as
a curse.
They’re the boss and you have to listen to them.
Not matter what
they say
Even if they’re saying that there’s twenty-five
hours in a day.
They can humiliate you, frustrate you, they can
drag you to the
Ground
And you can’t get up, you can’t bounce back, you
can’t make a
Sound.
Because you’re a kid and they’re an adult. That’s
just how it goes.
And you’re supposed to accept it, like the way the
wind blows.
But no. I won’t. I’m smarter than that.
I know that just because you’re an adult, you
can’t make feel like crap.
See, schools talk about bullying and depression
and stuff,

But they are the cause of it. And it’s rough.
See for me I feel like we’re going backwards in life.
You say kids are the next generation, but where are
our rights?
You can’t work, you can’t drive until you’re of a
certain age,
Just like the blacks couldn’t sit on the same bus in
the early days.
Now I understand that we have privileges and even
spoiled little…brats,
But don’t think you adults don’t have your fair
share of rats.
As I mentioned before you have teachers, you have
Trump with power that’s lethal
You’ve got dumb racist cops, when us kids, man
we’re just born equal.
Everyone keeps saying, “Just 3 more years to go!”
But it feels like 1000 when teachers target you bro.
But all said and done, school is one big journey.
It’s long, it’s hard, and apparently, we’re learning…?
Education equals a job. And a job equals money.
And that’s really all that matters to keep my dreams
running. n

Matthew Nolan
Year 7 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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JOUR NE Y DO W N UNDE R
Christopher Heslop · Year 9 · CBC St Kilda

From the high north country,
Where the chimneys are tooting,
To the warm desert land,
Where the chimneys are scarce

I see the beautiful glade,
So, big so green,
Luscious with wildlife,
You need to see to believe

As I step out of the plane I’m dying of shock,
Imagined a paradise but all it is rock,
I’m dying of heat, dying inside,
Sent on a journey all based off a lie

But my time is up,
I’ve got to go back,
Back to the north,
Back to where the chimneys are tooting

Nevertheless,
I’ll give it a try,
A journey so out there,
It’s bound to be different

I think of my journey,
My journey down under,
Once thought a mistake,
Now a time that I’ll cherish n

As I go out far yonder,
Same fauna no change,
Occasional wombat or bush kangaroo,
I’d like to see something that’s different, that’s
new

Jack Fawaz
Year 7 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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A US T R A L I A N DE SE R T
Alisdair Nolan · Year 7 · CBC St Kilda

It journeys vastly into the horizon.
The sun scorches my skin.
The desert glows a burning flame.
I now hang my head in shame.

Behind me stands the crashed plane.
The one I was meant to obtain.
Only 3 hours in.
When the plane started to spin.

My feet stagger in the sand.
I shelter the sun with my hand.
Not a single cloud hangs in the sky.
Only large birds flying by.

No way for calling help.
No reason for me to yelp.
I could only wait.
Until someone saves me from this horrible state. n

Angas Kolinac
Year 7 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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Claudia Mizis
Year 6 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington
______
This photo was taken in Kensington where I live. I went on a journey through the Wetlands in Kensington and this
proved to me that you don’t have to go out of your country, city or even your suburb to go on a journey.

Tieve Rowlinson
Year 5 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington
______
This photo of my foot in Baden Powell’s footprint reflects
the journey I went on, travelling in his footsteps as I visited
Brownsea Island where the first scout camp was held 110
years ago. This journey was very important to me and my
family as this was where Scouting started and it was really
great to be there and imagine what it would have been like
for those first scouts. I would really like to go back again
and hopefully camp next time.
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M Y JOUR NE Y IN T O T HE MIND
Holly Moscardo · Year 6 · Holy Rosary Primary School, Kensington

M

y Tournament of Minds journey has been
really exciting and interesting. It started in
2016 when I was in Grade 5 and I heard about
this program. My mum heard about it as well
and was encouraging me to do it. She said that it
would be an awesome experience and a wonderful
opportunity, but I wasn’t convinced. I didn’t want
to do it because I thought it would be really boring
The first morning, I was really frustrated and
annoyed at my mum but in the end I really enjoyed
doing it. When we got to school we picked our
teams and I picked Language Literature. It made
me even more upset because I didn’t get into the
group I really wanted to be a part of.
Now it was the day to do our presentation at La
Trobe University. I felt really nervous and out of
my comfort zone. One thing that I’ve learnt from
that year was to practise our performance earlier
because we messed up during our performance
and we skipped really important lines.
In the end I felt proud because I enjoyed the whole
experience. It was fun, inspiring and challenging.
I told myself that I would do it the next year, and
I did!

Now it’s 2017 and I picked Maths Engineering
and I got into that team. Our project this time was
about a one way trip to Mars. We built a machine
that had something to do with magnets and ping
pong balls. I felt really confident about our machine
because it worked really well. I was also confident
because we practised earlier and didn’t mess up.
It was nerve wracking waiting to find out the
results. On Monday morning we heard that our
team came first and got through to the State Final!
All of my team, including myself, were so excited
and over the moon!
I’ve learnt a lot of things during this Tournament
of Minds journey. What I’ve learnt about myself
and my teammates is that we’re all creative, smart
and good at performing because we have clear,
audible voices. I’ve also learnt that my attitude has
changed from the beginning until now. I was angry
and upset at first, but now I feel really great and
enthusiastic that we even got through to the state
finals!
What a ride this has been, and I hope I experience
something amazing like this once again. n

Leo Saba
Year 3 · Holy Rosary
Primary School, Kensington
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T E E N A GE RS

F R IE NDSHIP

Tommy Nelson · Year 7 · Lavalla Catholic College

Athena Kavadias · Year 7 · Lavalla Catholic College

Teenager years are not easy,
Everyone seems to struggle,
Even the popular kids.
Never feeling good about yourself,
Always hiding your smile,
Getting sick of your friends,
Eventually you find new ones.
Raina feels better about herself,
Smiling is something she does. n

Longing to belong.
Schools, friends, drama, many problems,
Can I just be me…?
Friendship is tricky.
Who should I trust, what to do …?
Friendship, what is it?
Hope, what can I say…?
Complex, tough would describe it.
When will it just …flop? n

GR A DU AT ION
Billy Whitmore · Year 7 · Lavalla Catholic College

Mum had made me breakfast! Ugh banana flavoured cereal gaG
I got on my graduation gown and cot in the caR
We arrived at the venue and Marcus forgot and wore his summer uniform ha-hA
They stated the Graduation and look who arrived …DaD
They started to announce the awards, “…and the winner is CHUT!” – CHU
Are you serious! A train right in the middle of the awards, “…and the winner is RainA
Johnson!” *Clap, clap, clap* WHAT
I was devastated, all my hard work for nothing? I wanted to go home and sit in the JacuzzI
“Thank you all for coming and I wish you all the luck in the future.” NooooooO
Well, hopefully one day I will be the queeN
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n

Lily Bond
Year 10 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
One point perspective drawing

Maliat Monir
Year 9 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Klimt fashion drawing
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MIN A’S DI A RY – F IN A L
Joshua Wong · Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College

08/02/2006
ear Diary,

D

Today my Mum and I woke up early in the
middle of the night. We lined up along the rocky
coast waiting to board the tiny, poorly constructed
metal boat with others we did not know. Mum
didn’t say a word, she stood by me with no
emotion in her face. The people in line began to
rush when the sound of gunshots in the distance
off the coast started to get closer. We all cramped
ourselves onto the boat, a man with a grey beard
pressed his sweaty back against my face. I heard
the faint sound of the motor start up and the boat
began to gently move forward. The water was
calm when we left, I managed to move and get a
view of the Pakistan coast disappear into the fog.
I now sit in my Mum’s arms to stay warm, people
have spread out as much as they can across the
boat; some people are even sitting on the edges.
09/02/2006
Dear Diary,
Last night’s sleep was tough, I had a nightmare of
my father being shot and my little brother Hasan’s
face disappearing. Mum managed to sneak me
more food than each person on the boat is meant
to receive each day. I’m already bored to death on
this boat, and it has only been one day. This diary
is my way of keeping me sane throughout this
journey. Tomorrow I hope to–
10/02/2006
Dear Diary,
Last night our boat was nearly detected by a Taliban
boat out at sea. I was in the process of writing my
diary entry for the day when our captain told us
to lay low. He turned off the engine and we were
left to float on the settled waves. Mum squeezed
me tightly in her arms as the lights of the Taliban’s
vessel moved past. They got so close we started to
hear them speaking and yelling at each other. For
the whole duration I could have sworn I held my
breath and kept my eyes wide open.

After this going on for several hours I fell asleep
in my Mum’s arms, and woke up to find that
everyone was still dead silent as the sun rose to
our left. I stood up and scanned the ocean. It was
calm, the water was invisible as it blended into the
sky making our boat look like it was travelling on
air. There was nothing else on the water besides us
for miles. Time went past very quickly, it’s almost
as if the sun was setting as I went to sit back down
with Mum.
23/05/2006
Dear Diary,
Sorry I left you in Mum’s purse, I put you down
one night and never picked up again. That was
probably months ago, I’ve lost track of the date
although I’m fairly certain this elderly woman on
the boat has been counting and everyone has been
asking her for the date. Earlier today we passed a
section of Australia that was according to Mum
at the top of the country. As I am writing this now
I can see land in the far distance to the right of
our boat, and our captain mentioned us heading
‘south’ just earlier. The nightmares have been
getting worse since we left home, I don’t think I
remember what my late brother Hasan looks like
anymore.
02/06/2006
Dear Diary,
Today I am writing in you because I have nothing
else to do here in this place. Around sunrise this
morning Mum woke me up and pointed into the
distance. We could see the patrol boats of Australia
coming towards us to escort us to the shore, just
as Mum said they would. They directed the boat
against the side of a concrete slab and we were
told to climb up onto it. We walked in groups up
the barren coast, with guards on either side. We
followed the guards’ instructions and filled up
multiple buses. The buses took us to this place,
fenced off with poor-quality town houses in blocks
around large yards. I instantly knew this place
would be horrible for however long the duration
I am going to be here. n
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Phoebe Rich
Year 10 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Watercolour and fine liner

Nicole Formaran
Year 8 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
_____
Digital Art
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DIF F E R E N T – PA R T 1
Patrick Phillips · Year 6 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

T

he fly hit the window with a sudden slap.
That’s what woke me up.

In the car, through sleepy eyes, I stared at the
unfamiliar sight of shops and crowds of people as
they whizzed past the window. My lips were dry,
I felt lonely and scared of what was to come, as
the taxi zig-zagged through the busy traffic. I was
thinking about why we had to move again. I hate
moving. I miss everything about my home; bush
tucker, my friends, my nick name ‘Young Joey’,
hunting, fresh air, dancing – everything. But we
had to move.
My name is Oran and I am 11 years old. I am
aboriginal and that’s why I am sometimes treated
differently to others. I live with my mum and I have
never met my father. We are a poor family without
my father because my mum struggles to get work.
My most valuable possession is a spinning top that
my grandfather gave to me. I try my best to make
my mum happy by doing everything she asks. It’s
funny but I’ve noticed that some people don’t
appreciate what they have or what they are given.
I don’t have much but I am still grateful for what
I have.
We finally arrived at our new home. Well actually,
it was just a small apartment. We got out of the
taxi and took our few belongings up the creaky
stairs and dropped them at the front door. My
mum thought it was paradise but it wasn’t. It was
just a room and when I say room, I mean a room
that looks nothing like what it did on the brochure.
When I opened the door, I saw cockroaches
scrambling across the dusty old floor, torn curtains
and broken springs dangling under the old bed.
But we had no choice, it was all we could afford.
That night, I struggled to get to sleep. I shut my
eyes and breathed in and out, in and out, until I
was fast asleep dreaming of what was to come,
slobbering on my hard-uncomfortable pillow. I
woke up.
I was walking to school. I was so nervous my
school shoes were getting heavier and heavier and

I could feel sweat dripping down my back. When
I arrived, everyone was looking at me, staring,
sniggering, I felt death wasn’t far away. But then
the bell rang and I was saved.
“Good morning class,” said Mrs Figs with her
glasses perched on the edge of her nose and her
curly hair shaking around on her head like a wig.
“Today I would like to welcome Oran to 5F and as
a special treat, we are going to learn an aboriginal
dream time story about how birds got their
colours. Sit on the floor please,” said Mrs Figs.
Everyone went up close to hear the story and see
the pictures.
“In the dream time, all birds were black, they had
no colours, just plain black. One day a parrot saw
a beetle on the ground beneath the tree. The parrot
swooped down for the tasty treat, but missed and
a twig got jammed into the parrot’s foot. It let out
a cry and all the birds came over to see what was
wrong. There was panic as the foot swelled up
with pus.
A crow was standing at a tree nearby. He didn’t
care about anything, he just cared about himself.
Then a cockatoo came up to the swelled up wound
and pecked his sharp beak onto the wound.
Suddenly, bright beautiful colours poured out
all over the birds and that’s how they got their
different colours, all excepted for crow. That’s why
crows are black.”
Walking home after school, I was thinking about
the time when my grandfather told me that story
when I was little. School didn’t seem so bad just
different and different isn’t so bad either.
I learned today that we’re more the same then
we are different. Birds have beaks, two wings,
tails, two legs, two eyes, feathers but they are
different shapes, sizes and colours. They may all
look different but they have more similarities than
differences. My new school mates, in fact all of
us are just like birds. No matter what the colour
of our skin, we’re all more the same than we are
different. n
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DIF F E R E N T – PA R T 2
Patrick Phillips · Year 6 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

T

ime flew by and it was the last few days of
grade six. Everyone was talking about high
school, which got me thinking about what the
kids at high school would think of me. When I first
came to this school I learnt that most kids focus
on how we’re different rather than how we’re all
similar, that’s how I learned that we are more the
same than we are different. I just hope everyone at
high school understands that.
The laughter was contagious. Balloons and
streamers were everywhere and the screams were
so loud because everyone was throwing water
balloons at the teachers. To celebrate the last day
of primary school, everyone brought in all types of
foods and the teachers and all the parents arranged
for singers to perform. It was great, everyone had
so much fun.
I looked at my best friend Harry, blonde hair, blue
eyes, 13 years old and very loyal. He was the only
one who stood up for me in primary school; always
there when I needed help. That’s how he became
my best friend. At the end of the party, Harry came
up to me and said, “Enjoy your holidays and good
luck for next year!” while slipping something into
my hand. I looked down and opened my hand to
see a yin and yang necklace.
The first day of Year 7 finally arrived and I was
wearing my new lucky necklace. The yin and yang
symbol describes how seemingly opposite forces
are locked in an endless cycle – chaos and order,
light and dark, love and hate, good and evil and
peace and war. Nervous and excited, I took a
deep breath and walked through the school gates
hoping for the day to go well.
In class, we played a game to get to know our new
classmates, and of course I already knew Harry.
The rest of the day was a mix of maths, biology,
science and then we finished off the day with some
music. I play the drums because it reminds me of
the tapping sticks my grandfather taught me to
play.
I was walking out of the school gate, still listening
to the beat in my head when this huge kid came up
to me with some mean looking kids behind him,
“Sup loser? Oh no, an ape escaped from the zoo,”

he said with a laugh. Then he unpeeled a banana
and put it on my head and ran off with his friends.
I felt humiliated, worthless and embarrassed
all at the very same time. The logical side of my
brain was telling me that people shouldn’t make
fun of others just because they’re different. After
all, different isn’t such a bad thing, I just couldn’t
understand why the bully didn’t think so himself.
I arrived home feeling that my first day of Year
7 felt like a war zone except instead of bullets
the enemies used words. I felt like I was being
defeated and needed reinforcements and right at
that moment there was a knock on the door. I
opened the door and there was Harry with a big
smile which soon turned to a frown. With my head
down, I started to mumble the whole story about
the bully and his friends.
Growing up was hard for me without my father,
someone who cared and could help. My mum cares
for me but she’s out working early in the morning
and late at night, extra hard for the money to pay
rent and to put food on the table. Unlike many
victims of bullying I was lucky. I had one person I
could turn to for help, one person that cares and
that’s my best friend Harry.
I looked at my friend Harry. He was a lot like me
but he was also different and that’s what I liked
about him. It was his differences that made the
difference. Harry was a lot more confident and
he acted straight away. As soon as Harry heard
the whole story he stood up pacing, thinking of
the best way to deal with this. “Right,” he said.
“Tomorrow we are going straight to the principal’s
office and telling him the whole story.”
As soon as I heard those words, I suddenly felt
relieved. After that day, I learned that I don’t need
to fight every battle by myself. Learning how to
deal with bullying is a journey that must be taken
with the support of friends and family. Life was
good again, a bit of homework but it was ok. Now
I love school, lots of friends and no problems. I
was lucky indeed my yin and yang necklace taught
me that different and sameness are similar, locked
in an endless cycle, a journey which is different for
all of us. n
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JOUR NE Y T O A M YS T E R IOUS ISL A ND
Charlie Ablinger · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

O

ne day two boys named Tim and Joe were at
home studying for their end of year exams.
They had just finished when their mums came
into the room. “Boys, we are going on a holiday,”
announced Tim’s mum. “YES!” yelled the boys.
Tim and Joe had always wanted to go on a holiday
together and the day had finally arrived. “When
are we leaving?” asked Joe. “Tomorrow,” replied
his mum. “So you better get packing,” urged Tim’s
mum. “OK,” said the boys in excitement. Tim went
upstairs to pack and Joe went home. The rest of
the day went so fast.
The next day, they got on the plane and they
were off. They got off the plane to an almost
deserted airport. “This is awkward,” said Joe in a
quivering kind of voice. “Welcome to Ilab Island,
home of many animals and plants,” said a man
at the entrance of the airport. “Why is everyone
dressed in weird clothes?” asked Tim. “It is part
of our annual festival,” explained the man. “Fair
enough,” thought Tim.
They got in a taxi and drove off to their hotel
called the Ilab Deluxe Hotel. When they arrived
they dived straight onto their beds, before they
began to unpack.
2 Hours Later
They were just about to get into bed when they
heard a noise. They realised it was the butler
knocking on the door to see if they wanted extra
pillows. They went to bed and the next day they
got up early to get ready and go to the zoo. When
they got to the zoo, no one was there. “Where is
everyone?” asked Joe. “I don’t know,” replied
Tim. “It might be closed,” said Tim’s mum. All
of a sudden the gates to the zoo opened and they
heard a voice say, “ENTER IF YOU DARE.” They
walked through the gates and when they just got

inside, the gates shut, “Welcome to the mysterious
island fun park where your dreams come to life,”
said the voice again. “I thought this was meant
to be a zoo,” said Joe’s mum. “And isn’t it called
Ilab island?” asked Tim’s mum. “Well it kind of is
because there are animals and fortunately for them,
they will be set free because when someone enters
the zoo they get freed,” said the voice. “Cool!” said
the boys. “No not cool, the lions might eat you,”
said Tim’s mum. “Oh,” said Tim.
“So let the party begin,” said the man. There was a
massive click and the animals came running out of
their enclosures one by one. “Ahhhhhh!” screamed
Joe’s mum.
There were lions, snakes, tigers, elephants, hippos,
monkeys (e.g. chimpanzees, gorillas, and apes) and
worst of all mosquitoes. “Arise my fellow forgotten
friends,” said the voice. “What are we meant to do
now?” asked Joe. “I know. We can climb over the
gate,” said Tim.
“Good idea,” Joe agreed. So they climbed the fence
and landed on the ground with a thump! Charlie
almost died and Joe nearly did too.
“Let’s go home,” said Joe. “Agreed!” said the mums.
They went back to the hotel, packed and caught a
plane home. They got back and the following day
the boys were back at school. “Today you have
to write about the scariest moment of your life,”
explained Mr. Scrumbinpig. Tim and Joe looked
at each other as if they could read each other’s
minds. “Can I please have all the stories,” said Mr.
Scrumbinpig. Tim and Joe walked up together and
when Mr.Scrumbinpig had read their stories he
said, “Your stories are very similar.”
“We went through it together,” said Tim. “Righty
oh then,” said Mr. Scrumbinpig, satisfied with the
boys’ response. n
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JOUR NE Y T O A F R IC A
Roxy Diamond · Year 6 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

“D

o I have to go?” I moan.

“Yes,” my father replied. “It’ll be an
adventure.”

“Because this is how normal people, not spoiled
ones like you, travel.” My father spat. I could tell
he was bored of my moaning.

I don’t understand why people are saying, “It’ll be
an adventure.”

When we arrived, there was a tiny pathetic gift
shop. I didn’t even bother.

I’ve been on real journeys and adventures. Like the
time my father took me hiking in the Amazon for
my birthday, or when we got lost in Harrods and
we had to fight through the levels of distracting
items to find each other at the front cashier.

We didn’t ride in a limo. We got into a four-wheel
drive. It was ultra gross and disgusting! It was
covered in sand and dust.

“Why me?” I groan for the fortieth time.
“Because you are my daughter and it’ll do you
some good to help me with my charity work.”
I cross my arms and glare at him. Our butler opens
the door to the limo and I reluctantly step in.
“Is there a gift shop in Africa?” I ask, suddenly
getting a little excited. If there’s a gift shop, I can
go shopping!
“I don’t know,” my father replied.
“What about a shopping mall? Are there any of
those?”
“Probably not,” my father replied.
“I wonder if they have Starbucks?” I ask myself.
“Hey Daddy, do ya–”
“No!” my father boomed. “Africa is very different.
I want you to experience something different.”
“But I’ve seen different things, like Paris and
London! They all have coffee shops of some kind.”
“Where we’re going it’s a third world country.
They don’t have Starbucks.”

It was a long drive to the village where my dad was
working. He was building some kind of well so
ladies with pots on their heads didn’t have to walk
miles to get water.
“I don’t understand why they don’t just use their
taps,” I sigh.
“They don’t have taps,” Dad firmly replies.
I think about it. It would be horrible to walk miles
just for a glass of water. Especially with a heavy
pot on my head. I’d have to hold it up with my
hands, so I wouldn’t even be able to scroll through
Instagram whilst doing it. We drive past a couple
of ladies with pots on their heads. They all look
so tired.
“You’re suddenly very quiet,” my father notices.
“I’ve been thinking about it,” I say, as we stop at
the outskirts of a run-down village. “Maybe doing
something for charity isn’t such a bad idea after
all.”
Dad helps me out of the car. “I’ve been waiting for
you to say that,” he grins. “Why don’t you go play
with some of the kids?”

“The poor things,” I mutter.

I see a group of girls my age. They have really cool
braided hair and are talking.

The flight was boring. The entertainment system
was broken and the flight attendants were
depressing.

“I wonder if they’ve ever heard of Snapchat?” I
ask.

“I still don’t understand why we’re not flying in
my private jet, or at least in first class!” I groan,
sliding down in my non-padded economy seat.

“Probably not,” Dad says. “Why don’t you educate
them?”
So I do. n
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L E ON’S A DV E N T UR E
Nicholas Cifone · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

O

was cackling at the ostrich. “Well that’s a bit rude,”
said Leon walking away.

One day Leon saw an interesting creature. It had
long antennae and beautiful black and orange
spotty wings. It was sitting on a flower, minding
its own business, when Leon came over for a sniff.
The creature was spooked and flew away. Leon
was curious and started chasing it. On and on
the creature (a butterfly) flew. On and on Leon
pounced with excitement, trying to keep up, not
realising he was wandering further and further
from the pride.

He was still looking over his shoulder when…
BOOF! Leon had bumped into something BIG,
hard, round and wrinkly. He thought it was a rock
but rocks aren’t wrinkly. Suddenly a noise escaped
from the creature, deafening Leon. The beast
turned around and looked Leon square in the
eyes. Leon had never seen anything like it before.
Apart from being wrinkly, it had a hose where its
nose should be, long pointy teeth on either side
of its face and the biggest and floppiest ears Leon
had ever seen. He gulped and introduced himself.
“Hi. I’m Leon. I’m a lion. I’m lost! I can’t find
my family.” “Hi, Leon. I’m Peter. I’m an elephant.
I did happen to see a pride of lions by a cave a
few kilometres away.” Leon was excited! “Do you
think you could take me back there?” “Certainly!
Hop on my back and I will take you.” Leon started
walking on Peter’s hose nose (it was like balancing
on a tightrope), past his flappy ears and sat right
behind Peter’s head.

nce there was a little lion cub named Leon.
He had silky tawny fur and chocolatey
brown eyes. Leon loved adventures but his parents
were always warning him not to stray too far from
the pride. He was little and needed his parents’
protection. Leon tried very hard to be good, but
things didn’t always go according to plan.

Leon became tired and frustrated. He couldn’t
keep up with this dumb creature, so he decided to
stop and take a break. As he looked around, all he
could see was the open savannah. Where did his
parents go? Suddenly, Leon felt lonely and scared.
His chocolatey eyes filled with tears and his lips
began to quiver. He let out such a wail that flocks
of birds flew into the sky.
The wail was so loud that it attracted the attention
of a gazelle that was sunbaking. The gazelle came
to investigate what was making such a deafening
noise. Leon saw the gazelle approaching and
stopped crying. He thought this creature could
help him find his parents. However, as soon as the
gazelle saw that the noise was coming from a lion,
it vaulted away in fear! Leon was confused. Why
did that creature run away? How was he supposed
to find his parents now?
Suddenly a weird looking animal skidded to a stop
in front of him. It had feathers like a bird but it had
really long legs and a really long neck, so maybe it
wasn’t a bird. “Hello there,” said Leon. “Hello. I’m
Paul. I’m an ostrich. I’ve been looking for water
around the savannah.” This information excited
Leon. “I’m Leon. I’m a lion. You didn’t happen
to see a pride of…” Leon didn’t get a chance to
finish because as soon as Paul found out that Leon
was a lion, he started running around in circles
and eventually buried his head in the sand. Leon
had a few questions. What was going on with
these strange creatures? From close by, Leon heard
laughter. A peculiar cat… No, wait, dog… No, cat,

When Leon looked up, he could see the whole
savannah around him. It was a wonderful sight.
The sun was just setting, making the sky orange,
yellow and pink. Leon loved how the cool breeze
was blowing on his silky fur. They walked and
talked. Leon told Peter how he became separated
from his family, and Peter told Leon about his
adventures in the savannah. After a while, Peter
said, “We’re here.”
He sat his big body down and Leon rolled off his
back. In front of them was a cave and two worried
lions were prowling up and down. “Mum! Dad!”
Leon ran towards them and when his parents saw
him, they leapt for joy! “We missed you so much!”
cried his mother, licking Leon across his face. “We
were so worried!” said his father, patting him on
the head. And then he turned to the elephant. “And
who is this?” “This is my friend, Peter. He helped
me find my way back home,” Leon answered. “We
are very grateful that you’ve brought Leon back to
us,” said Leon’s father. “Would you like to stay for
dinner? We’re having gazelle tonight.” Peter tried
very hard not to gag. “Thank you for the offer, but
I’m not very hungry. Just a drink of water would
be fine.” So the lions led Peter to the waterhole and
let him drink as much as he wanted. Then they sat
together and listened to Leon’s story. n
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L OS T IN A N UNK NO W N W OR L D
Peter McMahon · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

J

oe was sitting on his couch watching T.V when
he heard someone shouting, “Hey Joe come
outside?” Joe ran outside and saw his friend Tim
holding a rugby ball under his arm. “Do you want
to play?” Tim questioned. “Not right now.” Joe
ran inside and as he did, Tim flipped upside down.
Joe ran into the cupboard thinking he could save
himself but when he closed the cupboard door he
saw a small blue glow…
Joe walked over to the glow but all he could feel
was a wooden wall. Joe felt around a little more
and as he did, he touched a door handle. He pulled
it a little and he could see a room, he pulled some
more and he could see more, he pulled as hard
as he could and he could see the entire room. Joe
walked in and saw what the glow actually was. It
was a small portal with a blue glow in the middle.
He looked around the room and saw a small face
smiling at him in the darkness. He walked over
to see what it was; it was a little elf-like creature.
“Hello!” it said. Joe greeted it back and asked,
“Who or what are you?” It replied, “I’m Pop the
Tookus and if you’re wondering what a Tookus is,
it’s a miniature elf.” Pop showed Joe the portal and
then said, “Goodbye…” Pop pushed Joe into the
portal and Joe fell through screaming.
His last image of the real world was Pop waving
goodbye. Joe landed on a hard crystal floor. An
orange object flew past with a word above its head
saying ‘Pixie’. Joe thought he was seeing things so
decided to get some sleep. When he woke up, he
saw a golden egg next to him. He shook the egg
and something rattled inside it. Minutes later, an
old wizard walked passed Joe and said, “When
you open the egg there will be a clue telling you
how to get out of this place.” Joe saw hinges on
the side and as he was about to speak the wizard
was gone. Joe was trying to open the egg for the
rest of the day but didn’t succeed. He thought he
wasn’t getting enough exercise so he decided to go
for a short walk. As he was walking along, a boy
on a bike rode past throwing mail everywhere. Joe
shouted, “THERE ARE NO HOUSES HERE!!”
The boy looked at Joe when Joe had a bizarre
thought, “That’s Tim in the future.”

A few weeks had passed and Joe was still thinking
about Tim riding past him. Joe thought, “I figured
it out! To get out of here I need to find Tim and he
can tell me how he got in here.” “That’s a terrible
idea,” the voice in the back of his head whispered.
Joe turned around and saw a small letter lying
on the floor with two words on the front: JOE
TURNER.
Joe opened the letter and there was writing that
looked like Tim’s handwriting. The message read:
Hello Joe, if you’re reading this you will know that
I’m trapped in here too, just like you.
That was all that was written in this letter which
got Joe wondering even more so, ‘who wrote this
letter?’ Could it have been the wizard whom Joe
suspected may also have been his dad, or was it
in fact Tim? Joe spent the next few days trying to
crack the egg but in the middle of doing so, he was
once again distracted by the boy who once again
rode past him. The boy paused for a second and
asked, “Did you receive a letter recently? Because
if you did, it was from me.” Joe replied, “I got a
letter just a few days ago. What is your name?”
“My name is Tim.” So that confirmed that! The
two of them then tried to crack the egg over the
next few days and luckily they did succeed.
Joe unravelled the scroll that was inside the egg.
It read: “The trick to get out of this place is to
find a small bird which will give you the power
to jump from the ground out of the portal.” They
went off to look for a small bird. Tim found a little
robin and the two of them read the scroll again,
to see what they had to do with it. They had to
both grab the bird together which they believed
would give them the power to return to reality. Joe
let go and jumped as high as he could out of the
portal. Tim followed behind him and everything
was back to normal. Tim was back to his young
self and they walked back through the door. Joe’s
mum was standing in front of the cupboard so the
boys had to squeeze back into the house. Their
disappearance went unnoticed as Joe’s mother
found them playing quite happily in the living
room. n
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W OR L D OF T HE UNK NO W N
Felix Lynch · Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

K

aspar was a curious boy. He liked to explore,
and had always wondered what the key that
he could see behind his cupboard, was used for. He
could look at it but not touch it, it was tantalisingly
close, but just out of his reach. The key was made
from some type of metal which looked quite like
gold, with a peculiar purple gem encrusted in it.
Kaspar didn’t tell anyone because he thought that
they would take it. One day, after he had come
home from school, he ran to his bedroom and
grabbed a metal coat hanger. He had thought of a
plan during the day about how to get the key and
today was going to be the day that he would get
that key.
Kaspar twisted the coat hanger into a long stick
like shape with the hook at the end. He pushed
the coat hanger behind his cupboard to get the
key, with the coat hanger he could reach it. Kaspar
knocked the key off the hook and grabbed it just
before it hit the ground. He turned around to
check that no one was in sight as he opened his
hand to look at the key. As he was looking at it, he
noticed something. A door, one which he had not
seen before, he put the key on one of his shelves so
he could look at the door more closely without the
chance of losing the key. The moment he put the
key down the door disappeared.
Kaspar picked the key up again and the door
reappeared, he walked closer to the door key in
hand, every step he took made the key’s gemstone
glow brighter. When he reached the door, Kaspar
put the key in the lock and turned it.
The door slowly creaked open, Kaspar could see
a strange aqua oval in the doorway which he
guessed was some type of portal. It was emitting
mysterious green and blue particles. He clenched
the key tightly in his hand as he approached the
portal. Kaspar put one hand through the portal,
and taking a deep breath Kaspar stepped into the
portal.
As Kaspar stepped out of the portal the key

disappeared, and he abruptly realised that this
new world was not like his own. He could see a
huge castle on a massive cliff. His jaw dropped as
he saw a hooded man walking towards him. The
hooded man gestured towards the castle and said
“After all this time, you’ve finally come”. Kaspar
had no other choice, but to follow the man.
When Kaspar reached the door, the man said
“Count Von Krithik has been waiting a long
time to meet you, please eat with him.”. During
the Spartan meal, the Count commanded Kaspar
to meet with him in the dungeons afterwards.
Again, Kaspar had no choice but to agree. Having
descended the cold stone steps with his hooded
chaperone at his side, Kaspar found himself in the
dungeon.
The Count quietly said, ”I’m sorry Kaspar” as
Kaspar was grabbed from behind and blindfolded.
He was dragged into a lab, and was gently put
on an operating table. “We need your blood to
fulfil my biggest desire for world domination, you
are the last descendant of the great beings” said
the Count. Kaspar felt befuddled as the needle
punctured his skin.
A cosmic glow coursed through the boy’s veins,
as his eyes glowed white and a massive power
radiated through his body. The Count had messed
up; he had awakened Kaspar’s powers ancestral
powers instead of taking them. A surging aura
from around Kaspar’s body, caused both the
Count and his accomplice to incinerate and turn
to dust. Kaspar tore the syringe from his glowing
vein, subconsciously he channelled his power to
summon the portal key in place of the syringe.
The portal door reappeared, Kaspar found himself
stepping through the portal back to his own world.
He found himself collapsing on his bed, into a deep
sleep. When Kaspar woke up there was no portal
key in sight, but he still felt the unknown power
surging through his veins. n
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H A D I NO T OP E NE D T HE B OX …
Isaac Woodhouse · Year 6 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

T

he black plastic box was squeaking open. My
heart skipped a beat when I saw the horrific
photos. Had I not opened the box, I wouldn’t have
discovered the tragic events that unfolded that
night. Luckily, Dad lived.
On January the 22nd of 1999, after being out for
dinner, my Dad was driving home, and tragically
smashed into a power pole at over 100 Kilometres
an hour. By chance, an off-duty nurse passed my
Dad on the road, and was a big reason my Dad
survived. She called the police and immediately got
an ambulance to the scene. The ambulance arrived
and the paramedics quickly realised the Jaws Of
Life were needed because they couldn’t get him
out of the car. The Jaws Of Life are piston-rod
hydraulic cutters with scissor like blades, and act
in the event of a car accident, to free someone if
they are trapped. The Jaws Of Life cut Dad’s car
open so he could be freed from the car, and could
get out. The paramedics realised that this was a life
threatening situation and called the air ambulance.
My Dad was then airlifted to the Alfred Hospital
to have trauma surgery. The doctors said that he
would die, but he kept fighting and came out of
the trauma surgery alive. When my Dad got out
of intensive care, the doctors had no good news
for him. They said he would never be able to walk
again, and never be able to have children. But he
took none of that. He went to a Rehabilitation
centre and worked extremely hard to try and walk
again. The Rehabilitaiton centre also said that he
had no chance of walking, so they told him to
become proficient in a wheelchair, he thought that
was ordinary as well. So he went to a different

Rehabilitation centre, and they were the only
professionals that believed that he would be able
to walk.
The people in the new Rehabilitation Centre had
belief that he would walk again. This gave him
a massive confidence boost to start going to the
rehabilitation centre and getting his muscles to the
point where he could stand. He was in a wheelchair
for over 2 years, but he never gave up on walking.
The day he stood up, on crutches and walked into
his Mother’s room, for the first time in a long two
years, was the best day of her life. She would never
have thought that after receiving a knock on the
door on the 22nd of January, and being told by
police that her son was about to pass, and must
go to the hospital to say goodbye, that he would
ever walk again. He then moved onto walking on
elbow crutches, and that’s when he met my Mum.
My Dad, to the surprise of many doctors and
psychologists, didn’t suffer from Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). PTSD is a condition
of ongoing mental and emotional stress, most
commonly involving disturbance of sleep and
constant vivid recall of the event.
My Dad is one of the biggest inspirations to me.
Not many people would have ignored the doctors
and backed himself to walk again. Had my Dad
listened to the doctors, I wouldn’t be here. Had the
off-duty nurse not passed, I might not be here. Had
my Mum not met my Dad, I wouldn’t be here. I
am one of the luckiest kids to be alive. Had my
Dad not shown the determination to fight, to work
hard, and to eventually walk again, I probably
wouldn’t be here. n
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T HE B OX
Lukas Catanchin · Year 7 · Burke Hall, Xavier College

I

t was the year of 1441. I was a young and vain
prince only interested in the glamorous side of
life. Had I not opened that box, however, I would
never have changed into the person you see me as
today.
Back in those days in my kingdom, the custom
was not only to celebrate on the day of your birth,
but also the evening before. So there I was, up in
my room about to go down to the feast when I
happened to glance through the 360º windows.
And that was that. I was mesmerised by the sight.
The Forest of a Thousand Greens covering miles
of the east and the south, the cobalt blue river
snaking through the sprawling country villages to
the west and the picturesque Forsaken Mountain
to the north. It really was a grand sight to behold.
I had been gazing at the countryside for some time,
lost in my own thoughts when suddenly there was
an ear-splitting bang and a revolting smell wafted
through the air towards me. I turned around. A
sickening sight met my eyes and I scrambled for
my sword. Which wasn’t there! I looked around
for something to fight it with. But then, there was
another bang and the thing was gone. All that was
left was the loathsome odour and a beautiful box.

All of a sudden, a beguiling sort of feeling came
over me. To open that box. I walked over picked
up the box and sat down on a chair. I pulled out a
latch, prised the lid open and the sound of rushing
winds filled the room. I was lifted up out of my
chair as if I was flying and then there was nothing.
When I jerked back to consciousness, I was flying.
At first I enjoyed it – who wouldn’t – but after a
time, I realised that I was gripped in the talons of
a gigantic eagle! And that we were flying towards
the Forsaken Mountain! By the time I realised this,
it was too late. When we landed, I looked up at the
eagle and saw its face. I was gripped by an immense
terror and found the strength to free myself of the
talons, and ran. Even now I don’t remember much
of my escape. All I know is that I ran, ran faster
and longer then I thought was humanly possible.
But I got back to my castle and the box. Somehow
I knew how to get back. I opened the box jumped
in in a way that defied all laws of Physics. And then
I was back.
From that day forth, I was a kind prince and
whenever I thought about doing anything selfish,
I remember the face on the eagle and I do the just
thing. n

A US T R A L I A’S C H A NGING FA C E
Briannah Mungcal · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

The dusty rocks
The warmest sand
The lush soil and sea
That spread across the land

Then opened the gates to those overseas
Multicultural is what Australia became
So why is it that different skin and clothes
Are put to so much shame?

Owned by the Indigenous
70,000 years ago
Along came the First Fleet
They came and stole the show

Scared to show who they truly are
No option but to change their own face
Their eyes speak of desolation
Because in reality, they are judged on their race

They took their land
They took their name
Replaced it with their language
Replaced it with their flame

Is this the Australia that we want?
We preach the language of multiculturalism
Yet we are quick to judge those who come across
our shore
We call ourselves Australian
Are we proud of what it stands for? n
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T HE B A L L A D W I T HIN ME
Téa Mancini · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

Ink flows from pen to the parchment,
Chasing me through pages,
As I jump with slick attachment,
Sketching the scene bases.

The last page awaits, jump the edge!
Breathing our journey’s end
Placing the book upon its ledge,
Clearing the paints that blend.

Close upon my train is the pen,
Breaking the letter’s pool.
The hero, she emerges, then
With hair just like a ghoul.

Erasing colour from my brush,
Pen goes home to its pot,
Near the fire, the warm air rush,
I could have stayed, but not. n

It blows and ripples like a lake,
Running wild, curled and loose.
Drawing swords to we, for our sake
We make a painted truce.

Katie Gauci
Year 10 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
_____
Mysterious Ocean Blue
_____
Whether it be through our mythological stories, the moonlight, tides and the magic within the
journey of our oceans, we see beauty to be cherished both in the here and now and the future.
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M Y E X P E R IE NC E AT DISNE Y L A ND
Isabella Zurzolo · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

…Anaheim was warm that fair day
They arrived overjoyed
Crowds scattered out like ash on a tray
Smiles on peoples’ faces
Alluring and magical place
Hooking them in with charm
Enchanting from head to shoelace
They roamed, feeling alive
Living out childhood fantasies
Savouring every bite

Always feeling a sense of ease
Despite Halloween themes
Lanterns and pumpkins adorned high
Evening rolled on in fast
The sky painted in a dark dye
Finale approaching
Although far away from their home
When the fireworks shot
Under that colourful light dome
They had made memories… n

Phoebe Zulkifli
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
_____
The Cycle
_____
Cocooned in the warmth of their home,
the girls look out as the snow falls on the
bare trees that glisten in the winter cold.
Soon they will be able to venture outside
again as they know that the cyclic
journey of the seasons will make way for
the warmth and the leaves to return.
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Lauren Leppik
Year 8 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
_____
Alice
_____
Alice went on a magical journey that
took her to a land full of childhood
imagination. Although it was an
adventure of a lifetime, Alice was not
happy as she knew that love is where the
home is and she was not home.

William Corluka
Year 10 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
_____
Coming Home
_____
The mental journey through adolescence can be likened
to the experience one has as they venture into outer
space. In the isolation of outer space, you are left floating
around trying to orientate your body and mind to
foreign conditions, anxiously waiting for the time you
can return home to that which is considered normal.
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C L IMBING T R E E S
Laura Box · Year 12 · Emmaus College

M

y sister loved to climb trees. We would wait
till Mum and Dad went inside, and then we
would run into Toby’s park, behind our house, to
climb. My family, well, my dad, named the park after
me because, when I was a baby, that’s where you
would find me. Now I’m not a baby, but I’m also not
as old as my sister Bon Bon.

and no more bruised arms and legs. Mum reminds
me of the school volcano project we had to do last
term. Out of nowhere there was an explosion. Wait, I
remember, they added a bit of white powder to make
it explode. Maybe Bon Bon disappearing is the white
powder. Mum gets so angry now that sometimes I go
to see her, because when I’m there she isn’t as angry.

She was always smiling when we were climbing,
especially when we went really high. Bon always got
to the top of the trees; she would always get to the
top branch, and stand up like it was so easy, but I
could never do it. When I looked up, she would be
there, one branch ahead, never in reach, but I knew
she was always there, just climbing and climbing. I
watched her smooth skin grasp the branches and her
funny looking pink shoes launch her to the next one,
and then the next. She was always so good at it –
that’s what I tried to tell Mum and Dad, but no one
wants to listen to a boy.

You and me okay? That’s all we need; we can go
together. I never knew what she meant by go, but
now I do. I don’t think Mum liked Dad very much.
When we left, she didn’t let me say goodbye. She said
he couldn’t talk anymore. I think Mum exploded.

Toby’s Park isn’t there anymore; it’s just tennis and
basketball courts. I still remember when they were
cutting down the trees. Mum went to everyone who
lived around us with all of these papers and stuck up
lots of the paper in the streets. She didn’t want the
trees to go, but my dad didn’t mind. I used to hear
them yelling in their bedroom. It was their whole
childhood, Darryl! I’m not letting them get rid of it
all. They just can’t! But I think he wanted them all
to go; I think he wanted to forget it all. They always
stopped arguing when Dad slammed the door shut,
and everything went really quiet.
“You’re going to be just fine Tobes; never stop
climbing.” This is what she said to me that day. Bon
was always nice to me, but she wasn’t nice to Dad.
They used to fight lots. I don’t know why. I would
always ask her about it but she would just smile – it
wasn’t a happy smile. She had happy smiles when she
climbed trees with me.
Don’t you ever worry me Tobes. Just because she told
me not to worry doesn’t mean I would listen to her. I
used to worry lots because sometimes she got bruises
and scratches, just like the ones I got when I fell from
the tree. She only got these when Dad slammed her
door shut, and it got really quiet. I asked Dad one day
why they were always angry, but he wouldn’t tell me.
Sometimes the women in our lives can step out of
line Tobias, and sometimes they need to be put back
in place. I never knew what he meant by step out of
line. What was the line and why didn’t they step on
it? If they stepped on the stupid line he wouldn’t be
so angry.
Mum’s the one who gets angry now, angry because
there are no trees, and because of Dad as well. They
fight a lot now, but there are no more slammed doors,

Mum took me to stay at another place, with only
some of my clothes. I got to fly on a plane like when
we went to visit Grandma up the top of the county – I
learnt the map of Australia in my class. This time we
were somewhere in between the top and the bottom,
but by the beach, a place called Sydney. Mum said
there were people there that could help us.
When Bon Bon comes home we have to be there,
Mum; we need to go home! But she never listens
to me; she tells me that this is our new home. I like
the house, but it doesn’t feel like home without Bon.
There is no room for her, but my room is pretty big,
so I keep some space free for her with a blanket for
when she arrives.
She let the tree go that day. She always had a good
grip; her firm hands knew where to go. Her hands
were never nervous or clammy like mine were, even
the day she let go. She didn’t know I was there that
day; I was going to yell at her for going climbing
without me. I remember her falling down, and the
ambulance men, who came to my class one day, took
her away.
I don’t think she liked to climb trees, but I think she
liked that I liked trees. I think that’s what made her
smile, seeing me smile. I remember the day when
she let the tree go. Lots of people came over with
loads of food, so many yummy cakes and lasagnes.
Mum isn’t very good at cooking, so that week I felt
like a king! Because Bon wasn’t back yet, there was
more for me. I remember Uncle Mark came from
his farm in Leongather, but he didn’t bring his dog
Charlie. Everyone kept saying accident, but I think
everything went to plan that day, but nobody wants
to listen to a boy.
Mum tells me Bon isn’t ever going to come back, but
I think she will. I remember when she snuck out one
night with her bag and everyone was really scared,
and Mum didn’t stop crying. But she came home; she
always comes home. I really want Bon Bon to come
home because Mum’s been crying for a while now
and I’m not sure if she will ever stop. n
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B E HIND T HE M A SK
Erin McBeth · Year 9 · Emmaus College

“H

alee, if we don’t leave now, we’re gonna
be late.”

“Don’t tell me what to do, Halee. I can handle
this.”
My hands grip onto the handles, digging my nails
into the leather. “Dylan, I swear if you’re not
careful–”

“Grace, I already told you, I don’t care.”
“But, Halee, what if we miss –”
I turn away from my best friend and scrunch my
eyes closed, forcing back the tears. I shouldn’t have
yelled at her; she’s only trying to be helpful. I sigh
deeply. “I’m sorry, Grace, it’s not a good day.” I hear
her footsteps come closer and turn me around. She
pulls me into a warm embrace, holding me close.
I sigh deeply and breathe in the smell of lavender
from her hair. “You sure you don’t want me to stay
with you?”
No, no, I’ll be fine. You go.”
I watch her long, blonde braid bounce up and
down until she turns the corner. My smile fades.
I hate being alone. Most of the time all I feel is
loneliness; it overpowers everything. I treasure
every second, minute and hour when I’m not
alone. Being with Grace makes me feel safe and
protected, like nothing bad has ever happened to
me. If only that were true. I’ve managed to paint
the perfect, fairy tale life with a perfect girl to live
in it.
A group of girls from Maths class head my way.
Instantly I slip on the mask, the fake smile. “Hey
Mia. Hey Tammy,” I say with the biggest smile I
can manage. They stop talking and smile back.
“Hey, Halee! Are you excited for the Spring Formal
in two weeks? You’ll win Spring Queen for sure.”
The girls wave goodbye and continue walking and
talking until they reach the end of the corridor and
walk into the classroom.
All the loneliness and anxiety comes flooding back.
Flashbacks begin to play in my head, flickering like
an old tape I can’t turn off. “Dylan can you slow
down. I’m scared you’ll lose control. Dylan –”

“Goddammit, Halee, will you shut the hell up for
once! I got this!”
“Dylan, I’m dead serious. You had better slow
down or I’m calling–”
The airbag explodes but Dylan doesn’t move. I
scream. I see blood. “Dylan answer me.” Sirens
wail in the distance and I am screaming “NO. NO.
NO.”
My outburst has disturbed the after-school English
classes and students and teachers come running
out to see me collapsed in a heap on the floor. My
hands are clamped to my ears, still screaming, still
hearing the sirens in my head and the shattering of
broken glass.
I don’t care that everyone can see me like this.
I don’t even care that I’ve finally reached my
breaking point and cracked because, for once, I
don’t have to pretend to be someone I’m not. As
the mask finally slips everyone can see me for who
I truly am. A regular girl with a regular life but a
very traumatic past.
I lost my brother that day, the day he got his P
plates and took me for a drive up to the mountains
where we always used to go as kids. Only we never
made it there. The rain was heavy, the road was
slippery and my brother was too stressed to think
clearly. Now he’s gone and he’s never coming back.
But so is the other side of me, the side that has had
to cover everything up and hide my feelings and
emotions.
I don’t have to play pretend personalities
anymore. n
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HONG K ONG
Jaime Leung · Year 8 · Emmaus College

S

quinting up, I am surrounded by never-ending
skyscrapers. They go on and on; both up to the
sky and down the bustling street. Double decker
trams and busses rumble forward. Cars exhale
thick puffs of black smoke. Smells of rubbish,
drainage and pollution all combine into one. I
know why everyone is wearing surgical masks.
They probably have a whole corner of their pintsized apartments filled with them.

myself to try the tofu, I continue down the street.
My eyes are caught by barbequed seafood, freshly
squeezed juices, pastries, skewers and fish balls but
I ignore my stomach and move on. After pushing
and squeezing through the tight crowd, I finally
reach my destination and satisfy my stomach with
a bag of ten little flying saucer shaped egg waffles.
They’re sweet, slightly crunchy on the outside yet
soft and fluffy on the inside.

As I stroll on, into the bustling city of Hong Kong,
I observe bright LED signs hanging off buildings,
each with a different colour, fighting to stand out.
A simple, sturdy steel frame holding up a few
metal sheets is all you need to create a business.
These small stalls line the street; many have been in
the same spot for decades. They sell goods ranging
from racks brimming with clothes to a vast variety
of Chinese street food.

Stomach pleased, I go down to the underground
train network. Reading the bilingual Chinese and
English signs, I manoeuvre my way to the right
platform. As I get off the escalator, the double set
of glass doors – which, for safety, are both on the
train and the platform – shut. The train speeds
off. No! I think but, before I can even amble to
a bench, another train arrives. I hop on and the
train takes off at immense speed. It is so steady!
Standing, without holding on, is rather easy, even
as it stops at each station.

Strong fragrances fill my lungs as I enter a street
dedicated to snacks. My nose detects the strong
stink of the smelly tofu from meters away. As I
arrive at the source, I watch those around me cut
through the crisp layer of batter and into the soft
centre of the sauce-covered tofu. Giving up on
holding their breaths, the consumers indulge in the
delight.
Stomach calling out to me but unable to bring

Reading the colourful map on the wall of the
carriage, displaying the network, shows me that
this safe and efficient form of transport can take
me to almost every corner of Hong Kong. It strikes
me that if my parents hadn’t moved to Australia,
this congested yet brilliant city could have been my
city, my place. n
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M A D SCIE NC E
Chelsea Ryan · Year 10 · Aquinas College

“T

hey’re going to find us,” the young girl
whispered.

“Shut up! They won’t,” an older man grunted
quietly as he peeked around the shelf they were
behind.
By this time his eyes had adjusted to the darkness
and he could see the familiar hunched figures of
the creatures. He let out a short, shaky breath as
he saw just how close they had come. He thought
it would take them longer to get through the other
doors.
“We need to go, Cindy.”
He grabbed her hand forcefully and looked about
him. Even though he had seen the place millions
of times before it was as if now he was seeing it
for the first time.
A sudden idea sprang to mind. He dragged Cindy
to the assembly of benches and turned on each
gas tap. The cries of the creatures rang in his ears.
It was the sound of sheer anger and madness. It
wouldn’t be long until they destroyed they door
to their current room. He had to get her out of
here, how could he live with himself if something
ever happened to her? His plan was stupid and
dangerous but this was the last room in the
building, their final chance.
He knew there was a vent above the cages.
“Do you think you can climb through there?” He
pointed to the vent.
The girl nodded, tears running down her cheeks.
Maintenance was there this morning for the
annual checks so he knew the vent gate would not

have been shut before it all happened. Those poor
souls.
The door banged and the hinges creaked.
He boosted Cindy up and her small body fitted
perfectly into the vent.
“Go straight and hurry, don’t stop moving and
you’ll be out in a few minutes. Then run as far
away as you can. Go!”
He left her and ran.
He was too big for the vent and he knew it. He
prayed to her mother she’d be okay. He looked
around, desperate. In all his years here he never
thought his career would end like this, let alone
his life. The door creaked and cracked while the
window above it smashed. They were almost in.
He slid under the desk, trying to think of another
solution but there was none. The hinges flew off
in every direction and the creatures poured in like
baby spiders crawling out of an egg.
His mind raced. He had no other options, he had
to do it.
He shouted.
The creatures turned quickly and let out a roar. He
looked at the roof as they crawled quickly along it.
Just a little bit more.
Glass suddenly rained. He smiled as he looked
up and the light bulb had been smashed by the
creatures’ run. His plan would now work, if he
was quick.
His eyes darted to the light switch. It was the only
way to end this experiment, once and for all. n
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DE SP E R AT ION
Holly Robb · Year 10 · Aquinas College

T

he stench of alcohol wafted out of the room,
surrounding her as she entered.

“You’re disgusting.”

“How are you, James?”
“Alive.”
“That’s good.”

“What else is new?”
Sighing she clasped her bony hands around the
glass, gently brushing her fingers over his and ever
so slowly taking it away from him.

She knew she wouldn’t get much out of him but
she tried nevertheless.
Hopefulness turned into hopelessness.

It was a routine that had been happening for
two years. She would enter, still hopeful that he
would say more than four words to her and that
somehow he would love her back, yet every time
she came out heartbroken. She was pathetic. She
knew that.

“I’ll be back soon with your lunch.”

She had come to that house so many times that
she knew what was going to happen exactly before
it would happen. The lights flickered once every
fifteen seconds. She had noticed that on day seven.

Tears pricked at the corners of her eyes, wanting
to pour out. It was as if she were living every day
on repeat. It felt like death without ever actually
dying. n

“Just leave.”
Sighing she slammed the door shut behind her, her
petite frame disappearing into the distance.
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T HE E DI T OR
Julia Fullard · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

Author’s Note: The inspiration for this piece
came from the stories of many, including that of
my Great Grandfather, Giuseppe Mollica, who
journeyed from Italy to Australia as a young boy.
I would therefore like to dedicate ‘The Editor’ to
him, as well as the many others whose stories are
yet to be told.

T

he dull drone of typing echoed throughout
the office, but was oddly absent within the
confines of the Editor’s Desk. All that could
be heard was the low buzz of the ever-present
photocopier and the occasional slosh of coffee
into ceramic. The Editor sat in front of her
computer, motionless, a white square reflected in
her glassy eyes, which could only mean one thing,
writer’s block. Her journalists were beginning to
leave after a stress-inducing day of hurrying to
meet deadlines. She sat alone in her office as the
remains of afternoon light trickled into a hazy
darkness, with only the blur of blinking city
lights to keep her company. The artificial glow of
billboards filled the room, oddly reminiscent of
the peachy pink neon lights from the diner in her
daughters’ favourite TV show, Riverdale.
The thought immediately prompted a pang
of guilt at the thought of her children home
without her. She knew that she should be with
them, but she also knew she had to meet this
deadline, a stress that had become second nature
to Valentina. Her desk was scattered with articles
scrawled with her own corrections and a pile
of hastily opened envelopes addressed to “The
Editor”. Valentina sat, head in her hands, with
the knowledge that not only was the paper due
for print tomorrow morning, but that this would
be her last issue as Editor of The Gazette. With
the added weight of this knowledge came the
pressures of finishing her time at the newspaper
with the perfect sign-off in the Editor’s Note.
No matter what she wrote, nothing seemed to
encompass her true love for this newspaper. She
reached around in the darkness for her coffee,
and as her slender fingers closed around the mug,
she took a sip, grimacing at the bitter aftertaste.
Instantly she remembered her Nonno’s distaste
for Australian coffee when they had first arrived
here. Back when Valentina was just a little girl
growing up in Italy, her Nonno used to make
coffee with a beautiful, glossy red machine.
After making himself a cup he would sit in his
big armchair, teaspoon in hand and beckoned
for Valentina to sit with him. He’d hand her the
teaspoon and she would scoop off the foam,
“Now that’s what good coffee should taste like,

Vee” he’d say, taking a sip after she’d finished with
the foam.
“None of that cheap stuff, too harsh on the throat.
Don’t you ever go buying that stuff when you’re
older.” “Never, Nonno, Never” Valentina would
always reply with a solemn shake of her head.
“Oh no! Dad, don’t tell me you are feeding my
daughter coffee again,” Mum would say with a
reproachful look when she had found them, “She
is too young.” Her Nonno only chuckled, wiping
foam from Valentina’s nose, “You are never too
young for a little coffee. You see Vee, I had your
Mother drinking coffee from the bottle, when she
was just a baby.” At this, her Mother usually shook
her head and laughed her warmly contagious
laugh until they were all holding their stomachs.
Valentina smiled at the thought. She wondered
what her Nonno would say if he could see her here
sipping cold, instant coffee. He would surely never
approve. Valentina missed him so much.
Even now she could picture his smiling face when
they had finally arrived in Australia. Valentina
could remember coming to Australia so vividly,
the giddy sick feeling of being in a new country
swirled in her stomach at the memory. Valentina
even remembered reading The Gazette for the first
time. All of a sudden she was a teenager again,
only sixteen, arriving in a foreign country with her
Mum and her Nonno. They’d finally made it. They
were all the way in Australia. Their new home.
Valentina stood with her Nonno and her Mum
in a small (rather dreary) flat. All the walls were
painted a dull cream and the floorboards creaked
once walked upon, but nothing could dampen
Valentina’s excitement (although a handful of
nerves had done an exceptional job at trying to
at the thought of how far away from Italy she
was.) But, she reminded herself, this was the place
of new, exciting opportunities her Mother had
spoken of, where they could all start their lives
afresh together. There was nothing to be afraid of
in that! The three of them were exhausted after
a tiring flight but it was still early afternoon and
there were so many documents to be signed and
things to be purchased that none of them could
afford an afternoon snooze.
Before Valentina could escape the flat to venture
into the neighborhood, her Nonno nudged her
shoulder, “Vee, my gorgeous, could you please go
down the street and buy us all some coffee?” he
said in a thick Italian accent. Mum laughed, “That’s
the first thing you think about when you get to
Australia, Dad?” Obviously too tired to recognise
that he had offered coffee to her daughter, again.
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“Why of course, mi amore, what else?” Valentina
just sighed and took the money that her Grandfather
handed to her. As she walked out the door, her
Nonno shouted “And a copy of the local paper too,
please my Vee.” Valentina had practically skipped
down the street, admiring her new surroundings
but at the same time recognising how different to
Italy everything was. Valentina knew how to speak
English exceptionally well. She could read it even
better, so had no difficulty finding the local café
and asking (in her best impression of an Australian
accent) for three large cups of the strongest coffee
they had. She had to resist adding a ‘mate’ to the
end in her overexcited state.
She paid and walked down the street as she awaited
the coffees, finding a store that’s name read ‘news.’
There was only one paper left, crumpled at the
bottom of a cardboard box, titled in a thick font
‘The Gazette’. Valentina was quick to snatch it
up, before anyone else could and considered it
extremely lucky that it had been left there, almost
fate. She paid with her Nonno’s change, even
adding a ‘Thanks, Mate’ as she was walking out
(greeted with a hearty laugh from the cashier) and
returned to the café to collect the coffees and then
walk back to the flat.
‘Coffee, thankyou my darling’ her Nonno had
said, springing up from the floor and passing
around the cardboard cups. He took a sip, almost
instantly complaining of its bitterness, and how it
could never compare to Italian coffee, but when
Valentina offered to have his cup, he was suddenly
very quiet, mumbling something that sounded
like ‘It’ll do.” Unlike Valentina, her Nonno and
her Mother weren’t very good at reading English.
Whilst Valentina had practised at school, neither
of them had much time to learn the language, and

so when Valentina joined them on the floor, her
Nonno asked, ‘Will you please read the paper to
us, Vee?’
And so the three of them sat around on the floor
of their new place, surviving the night on coffee
and stories, both adults listening intently as
Valentina had translated the articles, stopping
and starting, but finishing the entire paper. By the
time Valentina had finished it was late into the
night and they all looked up at each other smiling,
for suddenly, Australia seemed less foreign, and
more like home to all of them. Valentina had
always loved to write, but it was that night she
had realised that she wanted to write like those
who did in The Gazette. So, after finishing high
school, she went to university in Australia to study
journalism. Eventually (after numerous emails) she
became a reporter for her family’s favourite paper
The Gazette, and after many years, the Editor.
Valentina loved The Gazette, the paper meant the
world to her family.
It represented the first night she called Australia
home. It represented new beginnings. It was then
Valentina realised what she needed to write in her
note. It was as her Nonno had once told her when
she asked him to read over her drafted articles,
‘Vee, you need to show no tell’. She needed to
show her readers’ how much The Gazette meant to
her, not tell them. And so that week, The Editor’s
last note was written, and it told the story of a
sixteen-year-old girl who arrived in Australia, with
only her Nonno and her Mother, and how they sat
together with warm coffee in their hands, listening
as the girl read and fell in love with The Gazette,
the paper that helped the girl to call Australia,
home. n
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O V E R TA K E N
Laura Cerritelli · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

I

n the dead of night, with only the rustling of
leaves to be heard, the hunter drew nearer her
prey. Her ghostly pale, almost translucent skin
shone in the light of the moon. As she drew nearer,
the creature looked up, startled. She started
edging closer, running her fingers through her
companion’s hair as she did s. 3…2…1…
“Ok, settle down.”
The teacher yelled at the class. Halfa looked
around, his eyes settled on a girl. She returned his
gaze and slowly sat back in her chair to watch
him.
“Guys, we have a new student.” The sounds could
be heard of typing from the computer geeks, page
turning from the nerds, giggles and whispers from
the cheerleaders and low grumbles and laughs
from the jocks.
Suddenly, it stopped.
“Halfa, why don’t you come up to the front and
introduce yourself?” Halfa stood in front of the
class. He recited the typical, ‘I’m new’ speech. He
was different and he knew it. That was why, at this
school he wouldn’t make the same mistakes he
made the last time (Some advice for the reader…
If you have a strange family don’t let your friends
know).
Soon the class, then the day and, finally, the week
was over.
“So, how was your first week?” his little brother
asked excitedly when he arrived home on Friday
night.
“Good, perfectly normal…” he faltered. His
brother didn’t seem to notice. As his brother
babbled on about his week, Halfa started to
remember the strange aspects of his typical day.
There was that small, strange, ginger girl who
would always stare at the teacher with something
that looked like a little more than hatred. Then,
there was that time that he had seen her poking
around the teacher’s lounge. (He had been going
there for… wait, why had he been going there?)
He also remembered how his teacher had been so
adamant about meeting with him that very first
day, although now, he couldn’t remember what
she had said. He did remember feeling scared at
one point during that chat. Why was that?
“…how cool is that?” Halfa’s brother finished
triumphantly.
“Yeah, cool,” Halfa said. He had not been listening
to a word his brother said.

Back at school on Monday, Halfa was determined
to see if anything strange was going to happen.
The day started normally and it wasn’t until
assembly that something strange did happen. The
bell wasn’t the typical ding-ding-ding sound. As
soon as it was over, Halfa was overcome with the
urge to get up and form a line at the door. The
normally chatty class had gone dead silent and
were standing alongside him at the door. Since
the teacher had already left, Halfa decided to steal
a glance at the group. Slowly he took in the stiff
unblinking forms of his fellow students. Shocked
at the newly formed military kids he went to step
out of the line. He felt a cold hand on his arm and
turned to see the ginger haired girl, she caught his
eye with a look that clearly said ‘STAY’ and ever
so slightly, shook her head. Suddenly she regained
her stiff, military stance. Halfa lowed his head,
unwilling to look like the rest. Shocked, he froze
like the rest of the students.
During assembly the students stayed rigid and
Halfa realised that his teacher, who seemed to be
the leader, had glowing, completely mesmerizing
eyes … beautiful, golden, mesmerizing eyes…
The next thing Halfa knew, a bell rang somewhere
in the distance and with a jolt he realised that
he was standing at his locker, packing his bag. A
hand grabbed his arm and suddenly he was being
dragged away.
The hand that grabbed him was pale, it had long,
thin fingers. He screamed and tried to fight his
way out of the iron grasp. He couldn’t escape and
he was slowly dragged to a graveyard. At the gates
he managed to get a look at his captor. He gasped.
The wind howled and whistled through the trees. A
sound was heard, worthy of the monster gargoyle
standing guard in front of the graveyard cottage.
“Come in.” the girl said. She led Halfa up some
steps and into a small, old house. It wasn’t the
normal creepy mansion that featured in most
Gothic stories. A dog came bounding to greet
them.
“Why does that dog look familiar?” Halfa
thought. He looked back at the gate and realised
that the gargoyle statue was missing.
“So,” the girl started. “Don’t get affected by her.
You can fight it.” Halfa looked at her, confused.
The girl went on to explain how ghouls had been
trying to overtake this area for millennia. She
explained how the Ghoul could affect a person,
taking some of their spirit. She also mentioned
that, somehow, Halfa had been able to fight that.
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“So,” Halfa interrupted, “All the kids at school,
have they been taken over?”
The girl nodded and suddenly looking
uninterested with their conversation, she walked
out.
“Wait,” Halfa called. “Where are you going?”
“To stop them, and you’re helping,” was her
reply.
“But, why me?”
“Because you can fight it.”
“Fight what?”
The girl stopped and looked at him with an
expression that clearly said “he’s such an idiot”.
“You can fight her,” she started, “she has tried to
overtake you before. I’ve never seen a mortal that
is able to resist a Ghoul spirit.”
“Well, that explains everything,” Halfa thought.
His name, Halfa, literally meant half-ghost. It
had been given to him by his mother who had
wanted everyone to know, but not realise what
he was.
Halfa ran back to school with the girl in tow,
determined to stop the creature. When they got to
the school’s main gate, the girl told Halfa that the
only way to kill a monster was to punch a hole
through it. She also mentioned that they weren’t

actually meant to kill the Ghoul, just restrain it.
Halfa went to barge into the school; the girl held
him back.
“No, we have to do it together.”
They ran in together, straight into someone. Halfa
slowly looked up and, with a jolt, he realised that
it was the Ghoul. She slowly turned and saw
them. The girl quickly grabbed a chair but the
creature’s reflexes were as quick as lightning.
She snatched the chair out of the girl’s hands,
roundhousing the girl in the face as she did so.
Halfa stepped in and, having no martial arts
training, swung a limp punch toward the Ghoul.
The Ghoul deflected it easily and swung Halfa
onto his back. As Halfa lay there groaning, he
looked over and saw the now unconscious girl.
Overcome by a fit of rage Halfa charged at the
Ghoul…
A week later, an unwise guard walked into the
Ghoul’s prison cell under orders of checking it.
The Ghoul looked over, faintly glowing, and
suddenly their places switched. The Ghoul, now
in the prison guard’s body, walked away to the
screams of the prison guard…
Halfa leaned back against his lounge chair, life
was so much better after the Ghoul had gone (He
had even started to enjoy his new school). The
girl had disappeared and life at school was back
to normal. Well, as normal as it could be with a
missing girl that no one seemed to remember… n
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S T UC K IN T HE C RO W D
Anna Kennedy · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

My eyes begin to water,
Only blurry things can I see,
Turning into streaks of colour,
That make no sense to me.

After that we said goodbye,
And went our separate ways,
We then met at lunch,
On a very sunny Monday.

Suddenly his eyes light up,
And he shouts my name,
And then I know,
I have to help James.

My fingernails leave indents,
My arms and legs are aching,
Yet even as the bike jumps,
I will not be shaken.

We walked around the
grounds,
And then began to talk,
About our favourite bands,
As we slowly walked.

I begin to step forward,
To try and rescue James,
From all the pushing and
teasing,
And the bullies’ games.

After we had been around
once,
We finally left each other,
Knowing a lot more,
Especially about his mother.

As I begin to help him up,
I hear a familiar sound,
That sends shivers down my
spine,
As I slowly turn around.

I was just coming out of class,
When I saw a big crowd,
They were all in circle,
And being very loud.

My breath begins to quicken,
The sight gives me a shock,
For the bullies are my friends,
And they watch us like a hawk.

He is now a metre in front, so,
My expression begins to
harden,
I pedal faster and faster and
Began to close the margin.

I could hear the applause,
Then a loud yelp,
The crowd kept laughing,
Ignoring the call for help,

Breathing in deeply,
I reply to my friends,
That their teasing of James,
Has got to come to an end.

I can see the sweat on his neck,
Glistening in the morning sun,
As we come to a hill,
Which is the very last one.

I sprinted down the hallway,
Feet pounding against the floor,
Trying to get there quickly,
Before they can do any more.

The crowd becomes quiet,
With the tension in the air,
We begin to walk away,
Feeling their cold glares.

I was breathing hard,
By the time we were done,
The race was finished,
And I had won.

I push my way through the
circle,
To try and save the victim,
From all the nasty jokes,
And the criticism.

We are now great friends,
And he doesn’t get bullied
anymore,
I’m glad I took the courage,
And that’s what friends are
for. n

I am just picking up speed,
When from the corner of my
eye,
I see a boy with black hair,
Wearing a yellow tie.
His back is hunched over,
As his feet pedal away,
His tie and hair flapping,
As his bike begins to sway.

As we got off our bikes,
We exchanged our names,
And I learnt that,
The boy’s name was James.

James is in the middle,
Lying on the ground,
As they taunt him,
He makes no sound.
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IN VA SION
Amilia Cameron · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

stand ashore with the rest of my tribe, we stare
out at the floating wood on the endless ocean.
Wooden things everywhere coming closer and
closer. Soon enough white people come ashore with
us. Visitors. We scream and shout in excitement
people raise their hands and spears up and down
in a show of excitement. The people walk towards
us with a flag attached to a pole planting it deep
into the sand. People hold weird black things in
their hands, things I’ve never seen before but they
look like weird didgeridoos.
Later that night we had a feast so happy that our
Ancestors had sent us people for us to check up on
us and help us. From afar I can here weird foreign
sounds. I move closer hiding behind a bush and I
see the white people moving their mouths speaking
in a language that is different from our own and
one I cannot understand.
Days pass and they stay not going anywhere they
have people with chains around their wrists and
ankles. What have they done? I can only wonder
and imagine. We’ve tried to communicate with
them but it hasn’t worked out we can’t understand
them and they can’t understand us. I don’t think
that our Ancestors sent them to help us. They’ve
started to make these funny looking things that
they go inside and don’t come out for ages. They’ve
brought lots of food with them and sometimes we
take the ancestors offerings as they brought it to us
for sharing purposes.
More days pass and they don’t seem to be leaving
any time soon they’re not visitors and they’re
not fond of sharing their food with us they whip
they’re own kind, their criminals and then force
them to build those weird looking things that they
stay in.
Our hunting group of our tribe goes out to get some
of their food for us to share. In the middle of the
night I wake up to loud banging sounds. My heart
beats faster as each bang sends a shock through
my spine and I can tell something is wrong. Panic
strikes deep down in my chest and as I go out all
I see is blackness. More bangs sound through the
air sending shivers down my spine and then, no
more. The night is deadly silent not a sound not
even from the animals.
I wake up, still frightened from last night’s events
and when I meet the rest of my tribe, our hunting
group is missing we go out looking for them. As

we were traveling I was wondering if those bangs
had anything to do with them. We eventually get to
our destination where they were going to get food
and there they lay, unmoving, soulless. We step
closer when we hear shouts. We look up startled
to see a white man with a weapon I haven’t seen
before. He continues to shout and we turn looking
at one another confused and bang! I look over
and I one of my tribe member lays on the ground
blood pouring out of her, her life draining away,
her blood is as red as wattles from the trees. More
bangs sound as more people fall. Scared I turn and
run, my legs running as fast as my heart beats.
I run and run with my surviving tribe members till
we meet more white men they close around us and
with nowhere to run I fall to the ground in defeat.
The come closer and closer grabbing us and we try
moving, trying to get out of their deadly grips but
chains are put around our ankles and wrists.
They take us to some place we’d never been before
with people from other tribes also in chains they
lock us up in a dark place. We sit huddling together
neither one of us dare to say a thing as were all
to frightened. The door burst open, more white
people, my heart pounds faster at the sight of
them they force us up and push us outside. Forcing
weird objects in our hands pushing us towards
others cutting down trees and building stuff.
Whack! Pain shoots through me making me fall
to the ground I get back up my back aching and
screaming in pain. I look at the thing in my hands
and I get the idea of what they want me to do so I
head over to a tree and start using all my muscles,
making my back hurt even more, one hit to the tree
and I do no damage nothing to prove I even hit it.
The day goes on the sun rises reaching its highest
point in the sky and going down turning the sky
orange and pink and only then can we stop.
They put us back inside the dark place and my
whole body tired and sore, fingering bleeding
and missing skin in certain places. I can feel the
blood running down my back from being hit so
many times. I have dried blood on my arms and
fresh blood running over it. Tears run down my
checks one by one as I cry in pain and for my tribe
members lost and the ones having to go through
what I’m going through to.
Day in day out my life continues this way, never
changing, never stopping till the day I die. n
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JE RUS A L E M ON T HE GOL DE N
Maria Arbizu Duran · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

M

ommy is scared. I know it. She thinks I am
clueless to what is happening in Jerusalem.
Daddy left me. I know it is hard for mommy and
I know I am giving her an even harder time. It’s
hard for me too, because I miss my daddy, he was
much more fun.

walk down, one step at a time. A very good
achievement. Mommy yells at me to move my
tiny legs faster but I just shrug and continue to
go at my own pace. I try and count every step
as I go down but always seem to forget what
comes after the number 10.

Then there are the bells. The ringing noise that
does not stop! It goes on and on! It stresses me
and annoys me! The noise usually means I have
to wear a mask. I hate that mask and I hate that
I have to wear the mask everyday. Mommy does
not seem to understand my hatred for the mask,
but daddy does understand. Daddy would just
say, “He sleeps under your bed, scaring you
because he was nothing better to do.” He calls
the mask ‘nightmare-man’ because he lays under
my bed.

When we reach our dirty car, I could see
mommy debate whether or not we should go
to the market so I place my small hand on hers
and give her the biggest smile I could. She smiles
back at me and slips into the car. I could tell she
didn’t really mean the smile. Since daddy left,
none of her smiles have been real.

I feel bad for making mommy upset but I don’t
want to become like ‘nightmare-man’.
The phone rings. I used to get the phone and bells
mixed up, but daddy explained the difference.
Mommy’s on the phone fighting again. I think it
is Aunty Clightie; they always fight. I don’t like
it when mommy is upset, she goes all grumpy
like me.
She comes back a few minutes later and grabs
my hand, pulling me towards the door. She tells
me great news!
“Jericho Market,” she replies after I’ve asked her
where she’s taking me.
Ms. Roth sees us run out of the apartment but
stops us in our tracks by asking us where we’re
going. Mommy seemed a bit lost on Ms. Roth’s
question so I reply for mommy and say,
“Jericho market!”
Ms. Roth’s eyes change so I decide to keep
my mouth closed and let them speak between
themselves. I didn’t really hear much to what
they were saying. I drifted off thinking about
cars and how the blue car is probably the fastest
car know to man.
Before I know it I’m being dragged down the
big stairs that I have only just learnt how to

The drive to the market was boring. I tried to
play I spy with mommy but she wouldn’t reply.
I also ask, ‘are we there yet?’ but after my 5th
try I realised we weren’t close. I stared out the
window and see the rumble that the war has
left behind everything just seems, dark and sad.
“We’re here, Gabriel,” Mommy says as she
unbuckles her seatbelt and unbuckles me too,
as I get ready to jump out the car.
“Don’t go so fast! Wait here I’ll go and get the
figs so do not move!” she says as she steps out
of the car.
I don’t really remember where I heard this
phrase but it sure does make sense. I step out
of the car, trip over my feet and fall, as I’m a
little bit clumsy. I stand back up and start to
flap my arms and run in circles as I shout,
‘Saddam Hussein is a loony.’ It sure did catch
the attention of the people in the market.
Mommy spots me and takes my wrist tightly
as she begs to the men who are sitting across
from the fig man stand. She pleads for the men
not to take me away, but they seem interested
in my little act; they are laughing their heads
off. Mommy takes the opportunity to run away
heading for the car. She plops me into the car
and drives off.
We arrive home and we both come to see that
what we have just experienced has changed us.
We have been busy living in the past that we
completely forgot what we already have in front
of us. We must learn to live in the present.n
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M Y DE A D GR A NDM A
Chloe Downer · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

S

o my grandmother died the other day, I
can’t quite remember if it was Monday or
Wednesday. Anyway, I think I was her favourite.
I started dating this guy named Chris at the same
time she passed and I’m not quite sure if I like him
that much, I mean he looks alright and but he is
unemployed, not looking for work and living off
his life savings, which has almost run out!
I am pretty sure I’m going to have to let this fish go.
On Friday my sister rings me up and says that she
had a dream about Grandma, but she never went
into any specific details, I was so jealous. Now,
I’m about to tell you why she didn’t go into any
detail. I had a lucid dream last night as well, and
it was about, you guessed it, Granny. I was getting
married to a man, and that man was Chris. I didn’t
feel happy, like I didn’t want to marry him.
All of a sudden this huge wave comes through and
everyone gets taken underneath the water, I get
taken into the reception area; my friend is there.
She tells me, “I know you’re not happy Kayla, you
can’t marry him if you’re not happy.”
I gasped and exclaimed, “One, how do you know?
And two, I’m not happy at all.”
We were talking for about five minutes about how
I can’t marry a man just to make a man happy, you
need to walk away and don’t look back. Suddenly
I hear a woman crying and I turn over and see a
woman with greyish black hair.
I say “Are you okay? Are you hurt?”

The lady quickly turns around and yells and says,
“HUH?”
But she’s not looking at me, she’s looking right
next to me. Then she turns her head slightly and
looks at me, her eyes turn orange and start to melt
and run down her face. Her face turns green and a
black outline is illuminating around her.
All of a sudden I’m awake, but I can’t move, I’m in
sleep paralysis. Everything looks weird, everything
turns a different colour and all I can see is my
grandmother’s terrifying face. I finally wake up
after what seems like an eternity, my whole body
is tingling.
I can’t see my Granny’s face even if I open or close
my eyes. I start balling my eyes out crying and
crying. I call my sister, telling her everything that
happened in my dream.
She stops me before I tell her what Granny looked
like and she says, “Did her eyes change to orange?
Did she start screaming?”
It was weird, I was terrified. I went to a medium
and she said, “Your Grandma visited me and she
said she doesn’t like your boyfriend, that he is
unemployed. She laughed and said that she didn’t
mean to scare you.”
I was speechless, I didn’t know if it was the fact
that my Grandma tried to communicate with me
and my sister, or that my Grandma never said that
I was her favourite.
I never slept properly for three months after that. n
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HIS C OL OURS
Haley Spiteri · Year 8 · Catholic Regional College. Melton

When I had gone astray
And the world had left me gray
He painted me with colours
And took all the pain away
When I dance I dream
When I spin I scream
When I glitter I gleam
Now I’ve lost my esteem
When I’m lost in the dark
And I lose my spark
Every stroke of his brush
Leaves an everlasting mark

All of the colours brighten up my
soul
Leaving me with a heart of gold
When I think of him
I think of the things that fall
Petals
Teardrops
Rain
Stars
Eyelids
And I,
For you. n

L O V E IN F R E E V E RSE
Zara Rigby · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

Once it’s been said,
The world goes your way,
You are more alive than ever.

Love.
A powerful word.
We say it to our loved ones.
To our family,
To our friends.

Because that person is there,
The one that is there for you,
The one that makes you happy,
The one that you love. n

It is a lion Fierce, savage, brutal.
But also a swan Beautiful, elegant, soothing.
Sometimes you don’t want to hear it,
When you can’t say it back,
But other times,
It’s all you want to hear,
Because it’s said by the one.
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T HE R E ME MB R A NC E T R E K
Nathan Hall · Year 9 · Mazenod College

F

ive months ago, I set out to trek the almighty
Cradle Mountain. It had always been my dream
to conquer the mountain. After my parents both died
at the top of the Cradle, I felt that it was my duty
to relive their memories. I had packed everything I
thought that I would need except little did I know
what was going to happen on the journey.
The forecast showed sunshine every day except for
the fourth. My plan was to reach halfway up the
mountain before the torrential rain arrived on the
fourth day. Climbing on the first two days was a
breeze. It was sunny with light winds.
In comparison the third day was a stinking hot
35 Celsius. A drop of sweat fell down my face. I
felt thirsty and extremely exhausted. I could see
my hands all scraped and bleeding. I knew that I
was almost at the halfway hut. I turned my head
and spotted fierce looking clouds in the distance.
Although it was a welcome relief to the conditions, I
was still 25 metres below the halfway hut. I grabbed
every bit of strength I could find in my body and
climbed onto a ledge. I felt my heart pounding out
of my chest; I had to reach the hut.

The wind picked up and the rain started to pelt
down. I couldn’t move. The rocks were covered
in water and the idea of continuing on was a
death wish. I was going to die. The relentless
rain continued all night and into the fourth day.
I crawled into a tiny ball and sat on the ledge
looking over the vast valley. I found myself
sharing the ledge with numerous animals. A
friendly koala sat next to me. I could see that he
was scared, too.
I awoke with the sun splashing over my face. The
koala was next to me and sat up. The rocks looked
drier, so I decided to continue on. By midday, I
had reached the halfway hut. From there, only
another 50 metres separated me from the top.
Eventually, I could see the sun setting in the vast
valley. I HAD MADE IT. The memories came
flooding back and I felt a tear dropping from my
eye. I turned around and sitting in the tall tree
was the koala. He smiled at me and I smiled back.
I felt warmth and happiness knowing I had done
it for my parents. I know they would have been
happy. n

Sarah Dowdney
Year 12 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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DE ME N T I A
Dimitri Giannakoudakis · Year 8 · Mazenod College

I woke up this morning feeling something strange,
Memories that I tried to grasp fell out of range.
What was the colour of the sand?
What was that expression to do with the back of
your hand?

“There’s really nothing wrong, it may sadly be
age”,

Why can’t I remember the simplest things?
Like the name of my dog or the constant rings?
Is there something wrong with me?
Is there someone I should see?

Into the darkness of each and every day.

I go and see the doctor
For the problem has left me in a shocker.

This loss of memories is like a living hell,

But something must be wrong; my memories are
trapped in a cage.
Even more thoughts begin to go astray,
It’s like they’ve been thrown into an abyss
But they were never truly known to even be
missed.

For I am no longer a full man, merely a shell. n

JOUR NE Y T O AT HE NS
Antonio Nava · Year 7 · Mazenod College

T

he scorching heat of the sun glared down as
I dragged my aching feet along the rough,
rugged surface of the ground. I had left my beloved
mule at the last town I passed, his painful cries of
agony were too much to handle, and I knew he
would not make the journey to Athens. I lurched
over and grabbed my leathery pouch, I held it to
my lips but no water came out, not even a spilled
drop. Walking in the sun for the past days has
parched my throat. I had come to the top of a
mountain, I could see the land surrounding was
jagged and coarse, between the dark murky ridges
gargantuan rocks tumbled against one another like
waves crashing at sea.
In an attempt to locate where I was, I clambered
across a large granite boulder. As I surveyed the
area I could see a dark brown mule in the distance,
it reminded me of my mule, its bleating still rung in
my ears. I cautiously ventured towards the mule. I
was praying that it had no owner. As I came closer
the mule seemed to be a stray, but at the moment,

a spear went whizzing past my head, cutting my
ear lobe. It was an ambush. Spontaneously I turned
to run but quickly lost my footing and fell against
the rugged surface of the ground, revealing large
open wounds with blood gushing out, the pain
was excruciating. I looked behind and saw two
men armed with spears. Observing where I could
hide, I desperately jumped in between the ridges of
the mountain. The surface of the floor was cold as
it seemed not to be touched by the glare of the sun,
and it sent shivers down my spine. Luckily I wasn’t
stuck but was protected from above. I could hear
the loud footsteps and yelling of the men. I couldn’t
understand what they were saying. Their feet
scraped as they scampered along the rocks, their
voices became faint in the distance as I realised I
was now safe. I could see a dim light to the left
of the cave, I went to take a look and there was
an opening. As I dashed out, I could see the city
of Athens, my ultimate goal. It has been a harsh,
horrible journey, but it is one to remember. n
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T HE B E GINNING OF T HE DR E A M
Hayden Cain · Year 9 · Mazenod College

T

he boy and his grandfather sat in their Cessna
172 on the active runway at Avalon Airport.
It was the boy’s first time in the pilot’s seat of an
aircraft at the age of eight. His grandfather sat in
the co-pilot’s seat and had hundreds of hour’s flight
experience. Even though the boy was young and
inexperienced, his grandfather had complete faith
in him to safely fly the aircraft to their planned
destination. The winds were calm and the sun was
shining though white patchy clouds, a perfect day
for flight.
“Cleared for take-off, November-nine-seven-eightCharlie-Papa,” the air traffic controller confirmed.
“Alright, this is it,” the grandfather said.
“Remember what to do?”
The boy nodded and remembered his brief training.
Slowly open the throttle and guide the plane down
the centre of the runway, he thought.
The engine puffed and smoked and it roared to life.
The plane started to move, guided by the precise
rudder movements of the boy. The speedometer
crept past 20… 30… then 40. “Remember, pull
back at sixty knots,” his grandfather reminded.
The boy already knew this and pulled back on the
stick. The nose wheel rotated off the ground and
the plane lifted off the runway.
“We’re off!” The boy shouted in excitement. He
looked down and saw the rest of the ground
moving further away.
“Eyes on the horizon Fred,” his grandfather
reminded him.

He had told his grandfather that his name is not
Fred so many times, but he doesn’t remember.
The altitude meter increased and the boy’s
grandfather went through the post take-off
checklist.
“Flaps zero, Take-off Power, check, Oil Pressure
and Temperature, Green, Airspeed indication,
Alive.”
The plane ascended into the white clouds and
the windscreen went white. The chair shook
and the boy grinned in excitement as the frame
shook and wobbled.
“You better take us out of those clouds,
Fred,” the grandfather warned. “This is some
turbulence, and for all I know, we could end up
in Tasmania.”
The boy laughed at his grandfather’s humour.
The plane lifted out of the clouds to the sight of
blue skies as far as the eye can see.
The intercom crackled and a female air traffic
controller spoke, “Hayden. Time to go.”
The boy groaned, disappointed, but the
grandfather spoke, “You should go. I know
what it’s like when she gets snappy.”
The boy jumped out of his office chair and
ran off to see what his mother wanted, leaving
his grandfather pondering. He saved the flight
for another time and closed the program,
Flight Simulator 2004. He’s going to be one
magnificent pilot one day. n
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GONE W I T H T HE W IND
Maggie Teefey · Year 12 · Catholic College Wodonga

I

woke to the sound of the birds that had made
themselves comfortable out the front of our
bedroom window. It was early but the humid heat
that made your skin feel sticky and wet had already
set in and the body heat coming from the kids started
making it feel like our air conditioner had stopped
working, which made it impossible to stay there for
much longer. As I carefully removed the covers from
myself struggling to get up without disturbing their
precious dreams, small sleep stuck in the corner of
my eyes made it difficult to see and was a constant
reminder of how early it really was.
I slowly got dressed and made my way to the kitchen
area trying to not tread on the little Lego pieces my
son had left out from the night before. I glanced at
the clock and noticed that I had better get a move on,
because I had a 45-minute drive to my destination. I
grabbed an apple out of the fruit bowl on the counter,
only to notice it had a tiny bite out of it that had
started to turn yellow and brown. When I turned the
lock on the front door, it was like someone had left
the heater on all night. I instantly started sweating.
I ran to my car throwing my lunch, phone and
whatever else I had in my hand onto the passenger’s
seat trying to lay fingers on the cooler and the stereo
at the same time. As I was driving away and heading
for the highway towards Mount Tamborine I was
thinking of the day ahead and about what needed to
be finished so that the weekend was mine. I quickly
rolled down the window to spit the gum from my
mouth when an unexpected gush of wind flew in and
took my gum to the back of my car. Great now I am
going to have to scratch that off! Just another job for
the day, well at least in this heat it won’t dry!
Just before I reach the place, I see three hang gliders
at the top of the mountain looking as though they
are about to take off. I take a look at the dirt covered
clock in the car and find myself contemplating
whether or not I should take this next turnoff to
see them while I have some time to spare. Still not
knowing whether or not it was a good idea it was
although my body had taken over for a split second
because I felt myself steering the wheel to the left,
heading up to the top of the mountain where the
lookout was to get a clear view of the gliders.
The wind was warm and as I walking towards the
Mount Tamborine lookout I noticed it didn’t look
special at all. I don’t know why but I had some sort
of expectation that it would be a mighty cliff only to
realise that the top of the mountain was fairly flat
and only started steepening at the peak. I suddenly
realised it was an ideal spot for hang gliding. The
softness of the grass making it look easy for the small
steel wheels to pace themselves down and off the cliff.
I bent over the thick emerald-coloured bars at the

top of the lookout to glimpse the mountain at full
view. I was stunned. I realised how huge the drop
was. It looked 20 metres down into horrendous
ground covered in old tree stumps and dirt. There
was a sign beside me reading: “BEWARE steep slope.
Watch step.” The sign almost immediately giving
reality to what I saw. I was looking around trying to
find a spot on the wooden, graffiti covered seat when
I saw the hang glider running with pace towards the
cliff. It immediately struck excitement and a small
rush of adrenaline went through my body.
He seemed to take off well; he was parallel with
the glider and the wings were even. I reached for
my back pocket for another piece of gum, slowly
opening and removing the paper with my eyes locked
on the glider to see what was happening. The paper
flew out of my tight grip and out into the open air, it
was an unpredictable gush of wind that took me by
surprise. Still, I didn’t hesitate and my eyes were still
glued to him in that endless blue sky, when in a split
second the glider went from being perfectly even to
being caught in that same gush of wind and shot up
another twenty meters. It was as though the sky was
sucking him up.
He became immediately panicked and was lunging
for his feet to throw the glider back to an even angle.
I was sitting and staring at this poor man who was
clearly distressed when both he and the glider did
a sharp turn and began plummeting to the ground
at lightning speed. I jumped up and was looking
around for some kind of reassurance that this man
was going to be okay when my eyes caught the other
two hang gliders sprinting down the side of the cliff.
My heart was racing. It suddenly dawned on me that
the reassurance that I so desperately wanted was
nowhere to be found. I stood there for a second and
it was as though the world had gone quiet. I could
feel my heart thumping in my throat.
Suddenly my legs took off and I felt myself running
towards the injured glider. When I was running all I
could hear was “call triple zero! Call triple zero!” I
could hear the fear in their voices and I didn’t have
any source of communication on me so I had to
quickly find some. As I was running I found myself
wondering, “Is this real?” I was repeating it over and
over in my head. As I was making my way down
to the injured glider I was running through what to
expect, but my mind was going foggy and I couldn’t
believe what was happening. It was surreal. When I
got down there I saw him, opened eyes with blood
on his upper body and a soulless face. All three of
us picked him up. I held him by the shoulders trying
to support the neck and head as much as I could. It
made me sick and sad. I knew as soon as I held him
there was no life. In that instant I wished I had stayed
in bed. n
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L E T H A L ME S S A GE
Scott Smith · Year 12 · Catholic College Wodonga

T

he mist layered and curled around the bare
and desolate escarpment as we crawled
meter by meter into the white and grey gloom.
We could hear them before our eyes could pierce
the seemingly fathomless fog, quiet voices drifting
down the rock, sand and scrub in a dialect that
we couldn’t decipher. Each man was alert; his eyes
open as wide as the valley below us, constantly
scanning through the crawling soup ahead of us.
The pleasant scent of moisture permeated the air,
such as one that exists after a morning sun shower.
Trigger fingers twitching around trigger guards,
ready to slip down in a fraction of a second and
send their lethal message to the hunted. The men
ahead stopped, silence enveloped us, the muted
sounds of steel-toed boots scraping against rocks
ceased.
The voices above us grew steadily concerned, they
somehow knew death lurked in the mist and his
cold, unforgiving hands were beginning to grasp
and close around them. It was at that moment, a
meagre strip of light appeared on the ground just
over our left shoulders. An ethereal entity that
began to spread across the barren soil, becoming
stronger as it expanded. It fought against the fog,
intruding on its domain. Our shadows formed
beside us, almost seeming to double our number, as
the darkness retreated into its only places of refuge
revealing our figures as it did so. An unspoken
realisation spread across the men laying prone
on the icy, rough hillside, on that barren patch of
earth, … our canopy, our masquerade has been
ripped away and they know we are upon them.
For the briefest of moments our prey hesitates
as though they can’t find and bear their teeth in
the face of death. It is all it takes, his scythe slices
the air, capitalising on their hesitation. Our rifles
form the cutting edge of the blade, the hillside
sprouts figures rising to their knees with weapons
shouldered and with that the blade sinks deep into
the enemy.
Within moments the air is alive with deadly
responses, the hammer of rifles and consistent
metallic scraping of actions being worked. We
form a single, impenetrable unit, advancing pace
by pace, beating our prey into submission. Under
the assault they find their remaining teeth and the
chatter of their emplacements and the war cries of
the last defiant defenders roll down the hill like a
distant, encroaching thunder clap. Men begin to
fall on either side of me, as if they had tripped and
sprawled over on an inconveniently placed stone,
into a pool of crimson. Some cry out, “I’ve been
hit!” or “Medic!” in desperate, gurgled attempts to
call for help, many more are silent and remain still.

We carry on unceasingly, until some are close
enough to hurl small objects through the space
between us hunters and the prey, these black specks
disappear over the crest of the rock, accompanied
by pointed, sharp cracks and a plume of dust,
silencing the reports of the emplacements above
us. We bear our fangs and leap over the peak of
the escapement, barrels and blades alike glint
in the maturing sunlight and we fall on the last
of the defenders, as a cheetah would a gazelle…
aiming for the throat. The ground here is flat
and near featureless, the sweeping valleys below
provide a backdrop to the isolated outpost.
The dirt is littered with motionless figures both
complete and shattered, others are writhing next
to our feet, screaming or softly crying in that same
undecipherable language that slipped down the
hill only moments before. Out of the remaining
decrepit structures that remain standing, crawl the
last of them. They have the appearance of a nest
of spiders after being disturbed. The trenches and
the low unstable wooden emplacements seemed to
breed these figures. The red stars on embroidered
their headdress are as clear as the sky as they stalk
towards us. With rifles raised above those fierce,
red stars they run into the black robes of death.
We clash, as two opposing football teams would
on a field, sides only distinguishable by the colours
of their uniforms as they mould into a mass of
screaming, grunting and cursing bodies. We fight
with rifle, blade, rock, hands, feet and teeth in the
struggle. For a time, we were not men skirmishing
on that rock but something lesser, for a short
moment every man on that ground portrayed an
image of a less evolved creature, all possessing
a brutal lust to survive, to ensure his brothers
survived, no matter what had to be torn off of the
other creatures.
At some point, my rifle is ripped from my grasp
by a stunted man with golden officer’s insignia
adorning his narrow shoulders, his star is in my
face as he knocks the breath from my lungs and
sets my ears to ringing. For a brief instant we lock
our stares together. This moment of almost absurd
intimacy, served to feed the primal, animalistic
instinct that every fibre of my being was acting
with. I twist away from our embrace as the smooth
steel he attempts to plunge into my chest flashes
forward and grasp the grip of my entrenching
tool, entwined on the pack over my shoulders. I
lash out with a savage kick to his stomach that
grounds the man, I raise the tool above my head
and swing downwards, as if a black, skeletal hand
was forcing it down for me guiding my hand
towards the small, red star. He ceases moving after
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the third swing. Pivoting on my heels away from
that red mess that now spreads across the ground,
I notice the near silence that had fallen like a heavy,
oppressive blanket over the plateau.
An acrid smoke hangs in the air, stinging the eyes
and burning the nose. Overlayed by the unique
metallic stench that accompanies the end of a
battle. The heavy breathing of my comrades and
my own is heard over the consistent and soft ring of
cooling and now contracting machine gun barrels.
I retrieve my rifle from where it lay and wipe its
bayonet clean of the three men I encountered
before the short officer. As I bend towards the
ground, I notice my shadow dance slightly, I turn
my eyes and peer down the valley to capture the

sight of a familiar counterpart beginning to return.
The mist builds momentum as the clouds roll once
again up the valley, distant reports of rifles seem to
be muffled by the thick substance. Within minutes
the fog encases us. It is strange, perhaps even the
most puzzling aspect of humanity… Why does
it seem so obvious that the battles should be lit
for the world to see, that the darkest segment of
the human condition be so enshrined as to almost
outshine the rest? They may not be liked, or
afforded admiration and rightly so. Nevertheless,
they play pivotal roles in the human narrative. We
must then ask why are the moments in which we
revert to the instincts of a lesser animal, degrading
our unique ‘intelligence’ the most defining aspects
of our existence? n

Ally Christodoulou
Year 9 · Star of the Sea College
______

Emily Scown and Lucy O’Donnell
Year 9 · Star of the Sea College
______

Tape Mural

Our assignment was to come up with a design for
a tape mural. With the theme being journey, we
thought the best way to represent this theme would
be a bridge to all the famous cities of the world.
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B E A U T IE S OF T HE YA R R A R I V E R
Joshua Farrugia · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College North Keilor

My reflection danced in the stream
Breath slow with widened eyes
My mind raced as I dared to dream
Of rainbows and blue skies

Phones flashed at the towering trees
Artificial Night Lights
Highlighting leaves move in the breeze
Among other great sights

Skyscrapers observed the river
I could not look away
The sheer beauty made me shiver
Entranced by its fair sway

Fallen in love and so will you
Its fauna and flora
And alluring surrounding view
Behold, the grand Yarra n

Musical sounds perked the city
Moonlight setting the stage
For scenes both peaceful and pretty
Charm those of any age

Minh-Hoa Nguyen
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
______
Wildflower
______
‘A flower that has bloomed puts its face out
in the welcoming wind’ –
Like a flower, wilting and blooming, the
journey of the beauty of nature is documented
through the pages of a sketchbook, vulnerable
to the eyes viewing it.
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C H A L L E NGING T HE F U T UR E
Téa Mancini · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

(As if speaking to the future)
Why is it that you exist,
you are there,
you are ahead?
There is not one who does not wonder upon what
is to come.
Why is it that no one must know what is to
happen?
For if we know will we know too much for the
sake of our journey?
Do you even breathe life?

(As if spoken by the future)
I do exist as I will,
I am there as will be,
and I am in leading.
There are none that do not wonder what is to
come,
as there are also those who choose me through
toil.
For those to know what is to happen, then I can
never be made accordingly.
You will never know what I keep for you as much
of it has not even been written.
I do not breathe life as you do,
although I will always be there for you, every
second of your journey. n

Téa Mancini
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
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F I X I T UP
Caleb Hill · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

I feel them each time I turn off the lights, growing
and multiplying.
They are whispering things in my head.
Men should be charming, should be set in their
ways,
Mamma, I’m asking you! Why are there monsters
under the bed?

5 years old,
and it’s story time in the lamp light.
The stars shine through darkness’s hold
and Mamma holds me tight as she kisses me
goodnight.
“My sweet little boy, oh the lies they will fill in
your head
But you’re safe for now, so close your eyes, and
drift to sleep”
But Mamma, I can’t. There’s something under the
bed.
9 years old,
and I’m finally growing tall.
But why must I fit into someone else’s mould?
Help me, Mamma, for I don’t understand or quite
get at all.
Why is it so wrong for me to be different?
I know that I don’t act like other boys do
But that doesn’t mean I should follow the torrent
So why am I waiting for something to yell out,
‘We’re coming for you?’
Mamma, I know I’m getting too old for it,
But I’m scared of whatever’s under the bed.
14 years old
And the darkness in closing in like a magnet.
Shadows and evil and hatred of gold
Seeping out from the folds of the blanket.

16 years old
and I can feel them each time I turn off the lights,
Growing and multiplying. They are whispering
things in my head.
Who am I supposed to be?
If I can’t be me?
They scream and shout from all around
It’s getting harder to see through the fog Mamma,
I think the monster’s getting into my head
20 years old,
and Mamma, I finally see
What you’ve been saying all along.
There are no monsters under the bed. They are
right in front of me.
They’ve been there since time began; and always
will be.
Always looking, for rebels who don’t fit in.
Mamma, why couldn’t I see before? Why didn’t
you tell me?
But I know you’ll always be there,
Fighting off the monsters from my dreams. n
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M Y GR E AT E S T B L E S SING
Jan Trono · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

You knew exactly what to say,
Seeing me at my worst
Lost in a maze you found a way
One I’d always call first

Change of weather still together
No matter when it ends
Moments we made I will treasure
Very truly godsend

Like a fat kid loving their cake
You’re the cake. I’m the kid.
Started giving you a headache,
Something I always did.

Will always be my number one
Stay precious and loving
Lucky to have you, I just won
You’re my greatest blessing. n

Never failing to make me laugh
Through all my attitudes
Always wanting your autograph
Cause the things you pursued

Kyara Zahra
Year 7 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
The Wondrous Journey
______
We all love milestones, challenges and memories in our life. The road for many
is a long one, filled with ups and downs. Sometimes the road we take leads us to
make choices, take risks, face challenges and even take new directions.
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SUMME R DAY
Stephanie Kishta · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

I move with the water’s motion,
My mind is crystal clear.

I dig my feet into the sand,
As the horizon glows.
I look at this exquisite land,
The sound of the wave grows.

I feel the waters warm embrace.
I look up to the sky,
I let the sunbeams kiss my face
As a white dove flies by.

The dazzling shells dance in the sea,
Soaring cliffs I adore,
Sparkling reef shines in front of me,
Smooth waves run into shore.
I push my way through the ocean,
Right now I have no fear.

The time has run away once more,
I depart from the bay
Which I will return to explore.
I leave this summer day. n

Brooke Condron
Year 7 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______

Brooke Condron
Year 7 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______

Choices
______

The Longest Way
______

She stops and reflects on the choices made each day
and thinks about how these help shape who she is
and where she hopes to find herself in the future.

A solider returns home from war and discovers that
it will never be the same again, despite the fact that
nothing has changed. He has witnessed so much
death and hatred in the world and can no longer
enjoy his past life and the joys it once gave him.
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T HE W OR L D
Jayda Knight · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

Ebony skin seen as beastly
Though so lovely to me

Back when I first opened my eyes
I fell in love with her
Beautiful colours dramatised
Life full of empty cries

The lovely days of naïve youth
Sadly over for me
The world surrounding me with truth
As I flourish in age

I had learned to love everything
Everyone was equal
All shades of skin mesmerising
No words of hate spoken
Two men holding hands I can see
Treated very differently

Some but changed in morality
How are we so opposed?
Belief, skin, sexuality
It doesn’t matter to me. n

Arsha Jayan
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______

Phoebe Zulkifli
Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______

From Where I Stand
______

Poised in the Moment
______

My artwork focuses on my travelling from the
continent of Africa to the continent of Australia.
This journey meant that I had to leave my loved
ones and friends in South Africa to start a new
chapter of my life in Australia.

We get caught up in the business of life and our time
is fleeting before our very eyes. We need to stop so
that we can rejuvenate ourself and consider if is this
the journey we really want to take.
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T OMOR RO W
Georgia Pitt · Year 12 · Avila College

Tomorrow is the day –
The day you will wake up
and change the world.
Tomorrow is the day of all days –

in the near distance;
a journey to be taken in a single day
and left behind at dusk.
Tomorrow is not

it will test your courage
your endurance
and your strength.
Tomorrow is a day like no other.

something to fear.
It will always be a journey untraveled.
Unseen.
Unknown.

Unique in all its wonders –
There has never been a day like it –
nor will there ever be again.
Speak to the day

As the gentle moon steps aside
for the passionate sun –
Tomorrow disappears.
Today. n

in the best way you know how.
The day will speak to you
as it pleases.
Tomorrow looms

A US T R A L I A
Charlotte Barnett-Tonna · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

Boom, crack, clap, pop
The sound of fireworks going off on the 26th of
January
A day full of happiness
A day full of sorrow
A day many years ago English convicts arrived at
the shores
Australia Day
A day for indulging in a sausage sizzle
Or even some Vegemite toast
Traditions consisting of spending the day with
family and friends
Playing cricket and a game of footy on the green
grass
A day spent by the beach

With many wearing shorts, singlets and thongs
Or spending the day on a sunny picnic
A day spent when communities come together to
celebrate each other
To celebrate the land that we live on
The laughter of children and adults fill the ear
A day that many look forward to
At night you can hear the loud cries of the
fireworks
Whistling through the air and exploding for all
eyes to see n
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Thomas Matijevic
Year 9 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Study in Colour
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Alex Esposito
Year 10 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Study in Texture
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Matt Gonsaga Hicks
Year 10 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Union
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R E SE R V E S
Sophie Liewes · Year 11 · John Paul College, Frankston

These mud-covered floors are now my bed
I’ve taken the spot of a man already dead.
The sound of rifles are piercing at my ears,
The world around me is now my greatest fear.
Before the war I was simply a family man.
My wife and I had a lifelong plan
To settle down and have kids of our own.
Now my wife must adjust to living alone.
The war rages on and men were needed
On the other side of the world. Some even
pleaded,
“An adventure for the young, an honour for the
old,
The brave Australian soldiers stand brave and
bold!”
Soldiers must fight amongst the fallen,
The lives of these men were indeed stolen.

The pride in their faces, but fear in their minds
Of the family they now have left long behind.
They fight with dignity and in unity,
The brave young men fight like a community.
I grasp my gun and raise it high,
I remind myself he is the bad guy.
My hands stay frozen as my mind races on,
I take my hands down; I have withdrawn.
I feel a sharp blow and my body feels numb,
My life flashes back to when I was young.
My mum reaches out and tells me I made her
proud,
I could feel the rifles pound; but there is no longer
a sound.
You can let go my son; your time is now served,
There is a place in heaven for all you reserves. n

T HE F IN A L C UR TA IN
Jocelyn Satya Graha · Year 8 · Avila College

I am watching a child play,
Through a window in the wall.
It felt like an eternity,
But instead was ephemeral.
I felt happy,
Like a child with a crayon.
While the curtains whispered,
“Keep looking on.”
I am watching a teen study,
Through a window in the wall.
Looking at it bored me,
Exactly like before.
I felt anxious,
A dread I would shrink from.

While the curtains whispered,
“Keep looking on.”
I am watching an adult work,
Through a window in the wall.
As the time ticked away,
But then it seemed to crawl.

I felt sadness,
Human mortality before the
dawn.
While the curtains whispered,
“Keep looking on.”

I felt bored,
Like I was about to yawn.
While the curtains whispered,
“Keep looking on.”

As I fade into the never-ending
embrace,
My dignity washes away as I run
free.
And I realise all the windows,
Are exactly like me.

I am watching an elder perish,
Through a window in the wall.
The mortal body withered away,
But never the soul.

Looking away from a window,
The other curtains are gone.
The final curtain whispers,
“Keep moving on.” n
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T HE TA L E OF A YOUNG BIR D
Keerthana Vellala · Year 8 · John Paul College, Frankston

T

he young bird awoke from her hazy dream
and glanced at the wilderness around her. She
saw no one in sight again. Her mother still hadn’t
returned from her quest to find Father Bird. The
anxious little raven fluttered her wings and gazed
at her nest in longing. It had been a while since she
had seen her mother. She had promised she would
be back after she found Father Bird.
The raven decided that enough was enough.
Certainly, she was at an age to make decisions for
herself. She gathered her belongings for her quest
to find Mother Bird and Father Bird, but she was
held back. The young bird had never attempted
to fly a long distance before. She had never even
left the comfort of her own forest. But so it was,
the young bird set off on her potentially perilous
journey.
She flew south towards a waterhole filled with
elephants. Gathering up the little courage she
had, the dainty raven landed in front of the chief
elephant. She composed herself and begun to
speak but at that moment, she was pushed away
by several calves and recklessly thrown into the
lake. Shivering, the raven regained her posture and
decided to continue looking elsewhere.
Cold and restless, the small figure in the crystal
sky descended into a murder of crows. The raven
raised her voice but was cut off by several loud
cries from the towering, dark creatures. Circling
around her, the crows began to peck at her soft
and fragile wings. Letting out shrieks of terror and
pain, she stumbled away from their nest.
The raven wasn’t able to fly very high or fast
because of her damaged wings. She tumbled into
a tree full of monkeys. A monkey reached out and
snatched her as she fell. Instead of placing her
down, the monkey threw her to his friend, who
then threw the raven to her friend. Suddenly, she
was being thrown around in a game of ‘catch’.
One of the furry creatures accidentally dropped
the bird, who went cascading down to the ground.
The poor raven got up from her mighty fall,
realising she had collapsed on top on an anthill. She
planned to ask the ants surrounding her whether

or not they had seen her parents, but when she
neared the minuscule critters, they scurried away
from her. To no avail, she scrambled after them in
perplexity. Hurt from the ants’ callous rebuff, the
dejected bird ran away.
The poor raven ran into the depths of the forest,
screeching from pain and misery. She wasn’t able
to find her parents. All she had accomplished was
failure. She hugged herself with her damaged
wings, crying softly into her feathers. She was
frightened; what if she never saw her parents
again? What would become of her? She huddled
low to the ground, her frail body being her only
source of warmth.
Her cries faded away into the powerful silence of
the forest. She then heard a familiar melodic voice
coming from a nearby tree. The bird mustered up
all the strength she had and followed the sound.
She flew up to a small nest situated on the tree and
found a pleasant surprise waiting for her. It was
Mother Bird. Overwhelmed with joy, the young
bird collapsed into her mother’s feathers and
embraced her with all the love she had. Mother
Bird tenderly held her daughter, relieved that she
was safe.
“My dear,” began the elder bird, “I was worried
sick that I would never find you again.” “Where
were you? What happened to you?”
“I went to find your father but he refused to return.
He stayed in his new nest, claiming it was much
better than the one we have here.” Mother Bird
paused, almost as if she was holding something
back. “He finally agreed to come back with me,
but there was a problem. He was snatched by a
crocodile on the way home.”
The raven glanced back at her mother, uncertain
of what to say. Finally, she reached out and nestled
herself under her mother’s wing.
“You are safe, and so am I. Isn’t that all that really
matters?”
The anxious mother gazed back, calming herself
into the embrace.
“Yes, I suppose it is.” n
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SE C OND C H A NC E
Jeremy Truong · Year 9 · CBC St Kilda

Surrounded by “Friends” is never easy.
It makes you feel so uneasy.
Being stared down, pressure building up.
Such a feeling of being locked up.
Time to speak to you feels so limited.
I yearn to steal time together, I sense it’s our last.
I am so stupid I should have just asked.
Had an open window and I missed it.
Fear consumed me and I couldn’t commit.
Wouldn’t matter, you were too good for me.
This thought soothes me, you don’t have to agree.
Time alone is all I wanted.
yet attention is all I got.
without privacy, I’m haunted.
Stayed interested
Am I worth it?
I think not.
I am wishing I had an angel by my side.
That you could be my angle and erase this fear inside.
Because I couldn’t commit, I am broken within.
Don’t act like others don’t collapse to win.
Don’t be like them, be who I know you are.
The light in the night, a bright shining star.
I urge you not to use me nor hurt me
Let’s separate from “Friends”
Let’s separate from trends.
Put me back together, just remain open
The only thing that will make this better.
Not intimacy, not romance.
Just a gift, a second chance.
Let’s use it, let’s restart
Friends.
Let’s have our relationship rinsed.
Fresh start, new beginnings.
What we have here will last.
Let’s build on our past.
And this new friendship is bound to last. n
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Alessandro Cavoli
Year 10 ∙ CBC St Kilda

Leo Frescos
Year 10 ∙ CBC St Kilda
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P IP E L INE
Zane Galea · Year 8 · CBC St Kilda

I

hear the sound of my alarm as it goes off. I wake
to the sound of the ocean pumping, today is the
day I have been waiting for; the crazy swell has
finally arrived.
I get up shower, eat my breakfast and grab my surf
board from its usual spot, a rack in my bedroom.
I peer through the kitchen window; I am mind
blown. I have never seen a bigger swell in my life.
I feel the waves as the nerves set in. I get into my
wetsuit and mentally prepare for the big mission
ahead.
I exit through the front door with my surfboard
under my arm as I walk across the main road and
find myself standing on a look out across from the
hot beach. A set rolls through, wave after wave
after monstrous wave. It has got to be at least 12
feet bigger than anything I had surfed before. I
make my way down the steep stair set and end up
on the beach and it looks even bigger from down
here. I keep a good mind set but for some reason
I had a gut feeling something bad was going to
happen. I slowly put on my leg rope making sure it
is put on straight and tight. I take a minute to think
things through … do I really want to go out?
But there is a fire inside of me telling me that I can
do it.
This is what I have been training for my whole life
I was finally surfing my dream spot pipe line in
Hawaii.
Not many guys were out, which was both good
and bad. That’s it, this is the time I have waited for.
I pick up by board waiting for a break between sets.
Now is my chance. I run out and hit the water. The
water is a lot warmer than back in Australia. I start
my paddle out the back I duck dive five waves in
a row and I see that not many waves were coming
so I take this opportunity and paddle my hardest.
I can’t believe it I have made it out the back and
this was one of the greatest days of my life. I see
a set lift up in the distance, the nerves once again
set in as the first wave passes and I am amazed by
how much power it had. The second wave rolls
in. This was my time to go and I paddle harder
than ever before. I feel the wave pick me up and I
pop up quickly my heart is pounding as I have so
much adrenaline. I quickly tuck into the barrel. I
try my hardest to keep my balance I see an exit I
start pumping and burst through after the spray.
I grin from ear to ear, I couldn’t believe it I had just
caught a wave at pipe line and I hear cheers from
the beach – that crowd was massive today. I make
my way out the back again through the channel.
As I paddle out I feel a strong breeze of wind gush

past me and I think, “This can’t be good.” One by
one other surfers make their way in. I’ll stay out
for one more set and paddle strait out to the back
shortly after I knew this wasn’t a good idea I was
now the only one still surfing.
The wind picks up dramatically and the current
starts pulling me down the beach.
Lifeguards on the beach take no notice of this
situation I am in. Suddenly I feel a surge of panic. I
can’t paddle against this current and I find myself
quickly getting pushed out to sea. I can’t give up
and I paddle as hard as I can against the current
but I have no hope.
I see a little island in the distance which is quickly
approaching I think I am going to miss it. I can’t let
this happen or else I would drift out to sea when
the current dies off so I take this opportunity to
paddle like I have never before. I am now about
20 metres away from this little island. This quickly
shortens as I am now within reach and I stand in
relief of feeling the sand under my feet. I lay there
out of breath but I knew I couldn’t stay here long
I had to quickly come up with a plan to get me
back to the mainland. I could see it in the distance
but not for long because the sun was almost set I
would have to come up with a plan in the morning.
That night I struggle to fall asleep with all these
new noises I am hearing but I was more worried
about if I was ever going to make it back, I slowly
dosed off and wake up to the feel of water hitting
my feet and then covering my hole. The water must
have risen during the night. I am now realising that
I had not eaten anything for more than 24 hours
now I had to find something to eat.
I look around before seeing a few coconuts up in
a tree. I grab a few rocks and start throwing them
at the tree in hope of getting one down. Luckily
one does fall I run over to it grab it and find a
big rock and drop it on top of it. It cracks and I
scramble to my knees like I have never seen food
before. It wasn’t the greatest thing I had ever tasted
but at least I had eaten now. With a strong mindset
I gather some loose leaves and seaweed to spell out
the letters SOS. Hopefully someone from the beach
yesterday realised I didn’t come in and that they
have sent someone out to find me.
I have done everything I could for now so I start
exploring this little island.
I soon find that in the middle of this island there is
a fresh waterhole. I jump in and drink as much as
I can, suddenly I hear engines in the distance that
sound like a boat. I quickly run back to the front
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side of the island. It was a boat. I scream at the top
of my lungs in hope. The boat turns towards me
and quickly makes its way to the island I bow in
relief I hear a voice calling out, “Are you the surfer
that went missing yesterday?”
I say, “Yes, sir!” and grab my surfboard and jump
onto the boat. I thanked the two men that were on
the boat as we make our way back to the mainland.
When I get back news reporters are already on the
scene. They ask me plenty of questions but I am
not in the mood to answer them at the moment.
They see this and give me a minute to get over
what had just happened. I find some shelter under
a tree and lie there to rest, exhausted. n

Olivia Hough & Bridget Hawe
Year 9 ∙ Star of the Sea College
______
For this piece, our theme was
‘Journey’. The central image
of the paper plane symbolises
a single part of our life.
Therefore, the hand is deciding
where that part of our life
will go. We used tape to show
that this section of our life is
temporary, and can always be
altered.
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YOUNG L O V E
Oliver van Rensburg · Year 10 · Mazenod College

Long walks I took, “should I buy her flowers?”
And singing many love songs under cold
showers.

The love of my life I first saw on the street,
A radiant girl, swept off my feet,
I stopped in my path, stood still and smiling,
From a distance I stood completely admiring,

I prayed to God for her each day and night,
For Him to make all her wrongs right

Millions of thoughts rushed through my mind,
Like, “was she the girl for my kind?”

We grew closer and closer as I reminisce,
Pondering with delight our very first kiss,

I walked towards her and couldn’t think,
My mouth was like a pen without ink,
I liked her smile and we started talking,
My heart beat was heavy when we were walking,
I got her number with an awkward smile,
And knew that time was worth the while,
We met weeks later for lunch in the city,
And boy did she look ever so pretty,
I learnt that she was very smart and spiritual,
My heart fluttered as she was so lovable,

I couldn’t believe that my awkward self was
the one,
As she could have chosen really anyone,
Oh how time flew as we loved each other,
Soon we exchange vows for now and forever
When I think back to the time I saw that face,
A journey it has been that will never replace,
These answers to my prayers God did not
hide,
For the girl I love became my bride n
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SHIF T ING S A NDS
Lachlan Dang · Year 9 · Mazenod College

The bright blue sky is blue as the ocean,
As I walk on these Rocky Mountains.
I can feel the beam of the sun rise on top of me
As I look up into the unknown land.
But, there is nothing in sight.

I walk over to the bed and slowly lay down,
closing my eyes.
Upon waking, I roll out of the bed,
Towards the door, creaking as I open it.
Peering outside, the sunset was a bright red,
As I step into the unknown land

I can feel the heatwaves pass through me,
The hot rocks are searing into my shoes.
I can feel my body slowly collapsing,
As I try to move on.
As I grasp for water I look into my backpack,
There is only one bottle left.

This is only the start of my journey I ponder,
Seeing a dark figure in the distance.
I stand still, frozen
As it stops moving and stares back.
In a split second it walks faster and faster.

I look down the rocky marbled mountains
And something catches my eyes.
It is a small hut.
I make my way down the burning rocks
To the wrecked house
And knock on the old wooden door.

Towards me. Faster, closer.
I had to think quickly,
As I run back towards the hut.
I looked behind me but,
The dark figure was no one were to be seen.
Then suddenly I feel a warm air on my neck,

No one answers my calls as
I firmly push open the door.
I find nothing but a bed and a sink.
I walk over to the sink to see if there is water
But turning the lever, no water comes out.

A light tap on my back.
Startled, but slowly, heart beating,
I slowly turn around
The dark figure was behind me n

JOUR NE Y A C ROS T IC
Benjamin Timothy · Year 7 · Mazenod College

Just pack my bags
Out the door
Up and away
Reaching the end
New discoveries
Exploring
Yes this adventure is for me n
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SOO T A ND S T R E NG T H
Noah Andrews · Year 9 · Mazenod College

J

ourney means perseverance, determination and
strength but most of all, taking a leap into the
unknown. My family were able to escape poverty,
tyranny and economic depression. Surmounting
impossible odds they were some of the lucky few
given the chance to relocate from the Netherlands
to Australia.
I can clearly remember being told stories of my
family. These stories are littered with examples of
struggle, hardship and sometimes heroism. The
most prominent of these stories was one told to
me a very young age by my Great Grandmother.
This story is one of audacity and defiance in the
face of death.

After this astounding act she climbed down the
other side of the fence and began to pick coal from
the ground. This was far easier than scaling the
trains. Soon after she began collecting her coal, a
German Officer on patrol spotted her and yelled
“halt!’.
According to my great Grandmother she
disregarded this and continued to pick up coal.
After the German Officer yelled “Halt!” a second
time, she began to more frantically pick up the coal
and scurry to the fence. As she scaled the fence the
German Officer raised his rifle and yelled “Hal!”
for the third and final time.

When my Great Grandmother was a young child
her home of Amsterdam was under German
occupation following the beginning of World
War 2. Under the Occupation, resources such
as bedding and coal were severely restricted for
civilian use. However, coal was essential to survive
the long and harsh winters. Cold, tired and severely
malnourished, my grandmother’s family were on
the brink of starvation.

Miraculously, she made it all the way over the fence
whist carrying the bucket of coal before being shot
in the shoulder. Determined to carry out her task,
she fought through the pain and continued to carry
the bucket full of coal back to her family. Severely
injured and losing blood, she was in dire need of
medical attention. Due to the lack of doctors she
was forced to pull the bullet out herself, whilst her
horrified children watched on.

My great, great, great Grandmother was described
to me as short, stocky and fiercely independent
woman who defied the odds to protect her family.
One day she decided enough was enough and set
off in search of coal to heat her family’s small and
dilapidated home.

Fully conscious she was able to remove the bullet
and bandage her shoulder. Through her brave act
of defiance she was able to keep her family alive.

As she carefully navigated the winding streets
of Amsterdam, attempting to avoid German
patrols, she reached a train yard. Through utter
determination and luck she was able to, bucket
in hand, to scale the tall barbed wire laden fence.

I can most certainly say without her heroic actions
I would not be here writing her story. Through
struggle, perseverance and heroism my family were
able to make their journey to Australia. This story
pays testament not only to my family’s struggle,
but to the struggle of all families fleeing war
ravaged countries in search of a better life for them
and their children. n
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SE A OF S TA RS
Philip Koe-Leong · Year 10 · Mazenod College

I saw the ships depart from the safety of the shore,
With elegance in their motion.
Since then it has been my dream to explore,
The vastness of the ocean.

The crashing of the ocean waves,
Was like music in my mind.
And the beauty of the rugged caves,
Were so entrancingly designed.

I would dream about the wonders,
That the ocean had to show me.
For the waves and for the thunders,
That were out there in the sea.

I have learnt about the ships that sailed,
And all of their histories.
As their captains daringly unveiled,
Each of the ocean’s mysteries.

I dreamt of islands that could move and walk,
And of myths I used to hear.
Of creatures that could think and talk,
And whisper in my ear.

But still I dream the day will come,
Where I can venture past the coast.
To witness and behold just some,
Of the marvels the sea has to boast. n

I could learn about the constellations,
In which to navigate the sea.
Observe the fish and the crustaceans,
That always seemed so free.

FA K E P L A S T IC F L O W E RS
Ricky Boccari · Year 9 · Mazenod College

How about those plastic roses in your room,
On your table that never fully bloom?
Wide-open faces can never can lose their youth,
Can never die, fall in love, never close, or leave,
Turn up their noses or split replies,
Love, forgive, tell little white lies.

The tragedy of half a dozen folded, moulded and
Bounded in plastic enclosed towers,
Where you dine, near those fake plastic flowers.
Their moment is at hand, only days in which to
bloom,
Trapped in tight buds, I sense their anxious
trembling.

Never been alive, those prefabricated unnatural
blooms,
But you still keep them in your dining and bed
rooms.
You proudly point out the expensive clock,
The new Microwave, your latest iPhone;
But, the unnatural flora you leave alone.
So what are they for? Some sort of snapshot?

Stagnating in their eternal youth,
Are those six petrified children.
Never will they dance in summer’s windy field,
Never will they feel, sing the unending song,
Part their mouths, curse nor open their eyes.
Instead they will count the long days.

Plastic flowers are like death masks,
Each ones’ dead beauty imprisoned?
Does it help you appreciate more,
The solitary velvety rose in your green backyard?

In a deliciously curved vase,
Where you mummify nature,
Morbidly, bringing order to what is dead
In your plastic scene of life. n
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T HE S T R A NGE T R A IN JOUR NE Y
Piear Baselyous · Year 9 · Mazenod College

I

am about to board a train. I am shivering on the
platform with two minutes numbing silence left,
till the train arrives. Here the train arrives, with a
rich, vibrant, strange gaze.
I have to deliver a message to the man at the end
of the journey.
The train chugs along slowly as I sit back and sigh.
The dreary black and whites of the city at night are
my only view out the small, dirty window. I gaze at
the wonderful, majestic, bright city centre at night
and the diamond-like blooming stars.
Suddenly, the train swerves in another direction.
I frighteningly try to react quickly, thinking of
going the wrong way, and thinking the train being
flipped from how fast the train is travelling.
It seems to have jumped tracks and we are now
appearing to travel along a completely different
route to where the train is scheduled to run.

high speed the train onto a safer, different path.
The train puffs a sigh of relief and the engine calms
as I am able to slam on the breaks. Calm.
***
The train is now chugging along peacefully.
I rub my sleeve over the windows and realise that
they are so thick with grime that what I mistook
for a city night-time is actually dazzling sunlight in
a lush countryside. I admire the view. I know see
the most majestic, august mountain scenery as the
train shifts smoothly on the train tracks.
Rolling the previous events around in my mind,
I come to the epiphany that I do not want the
trip to end. Now that I can view the picturesque
scenery, I am enjoying myself. As the train nears
the station, a heavy weight builds in my stomach,
slowly dropping to my feet.
The train slows, screeching and blowing steam.

It gathers speed at a startling, uncontrollable rate.
It is as though the train has taken control of the
gears itself. The engine’s chugging beat becomes a
rapid thump! THUMP! THUMP!.

There’s nothing I can do to continue. The man is
waiting for me.

I feel nausea rise up in my stomach as the train
hurtles along. My blood races, my hands tremble
as the sense of dread overcomes me. I clumsily rise
in my seat and stumble to the front of the train.
To my extreme astonishment and fear, the driver’s’
cabin is empty!

He asks me, “Where and what is the message?”

The engine thumps louder and faster.

My feet like stone, I step onto the platform and
advance towards the man.
I patted my pockets, nothing. I search my briefcase,
empty. “I don’t know,” I reply.
“How did you get here?” he inquires.
I hesitate, thinking the answer is obvious, “By
train, sir.”

There is an impending, rickety, feeble looking
bridge ahead. The high bridge standing 20 m
above water, thinking of the bridge collapsing from
the clumps I here… CLUMP! CLUMP! CLUMP!
Everyone is falling into the sea. This was a majestic
and beautiful view as I glance at the further hill
coming up.

He looks at me with amusement, “What train?”

My vision blurs when I see that there is a portion
of the bridge that has rotted away. The end of
the track is approaching far too quickly for my
thoughts to catch up.

The engine stirs inside of me, thump, thump,
thump.

I grab the gears of the train in the driver’s cabin.
In the nick of time, I am able to swiftly steer at

I turn, and to my shock, instead of a platform we
are standing on an empty surface. There is no train,
no people, no platform.
“Do you realise?” he weaves the words around my
thoughts.

“I am the train!” I exclaim. He nods, pleased.
“And the message?” he requests.
“The message… the message is my journey.” n
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GI V E UP
Eric Luu · Year 10 · Mazenod College

T

he wind was blowing softly through the trees.
My legs dangled in the air, in a place where
legs do not usually dangle.

I snapped out of my cloud staring and realised that
one of my gloves was slipping off. I readjusted my
gloves.

I had been assured by the group leader that the
rope I was now harnessed to could “hold a few
people”. Unassured, that claim was being disputed;
by me. My hands were getting sweaty. I tried not
to look down.

It was noon. The sun burning down on me, trying
to send me a message that is lost in its own burning,
coarse, glow. This message would probably be
“GIVE UP”.

Did I want to do this?

This was it. Now or never. Now or never.

I looked around. No-one was there. I stared back
at the platform. It was so easy to slip back to the
safety of the platform. So easy just to drop down.
So easy to give up. So easy just to do this in another
time. But I couldn’t. Not when I was so close to
where I was.

I steadied my gaze. I could see my target, ten
metres below. I could let go, right now. I could take
the plunge. The ground was still there, as it always
was, never moving from my gaze of ten metres
above. It stopped swaying, rather beckoning.

The wind was still blowing softly through the
trees. The trees rustled their leafy disapproval at
me. Nothing much had changed in the last fifteen
seconds, except my arms were feeling the wearying
strain of holding onto a rope for too long in the
air. I started wondering about possible alternate
scenarios that I could find myself in. For example,
not dangling 10 metres in the air. Or, not thinking
about alternate scenarios that involved myself not
dangling 10 metres in the air.

Or…

What the hell are you doing?
This wasn’t the time to be asking questions. It was
the time to be not asking questions, and actually
getting answers about how to fall well. Question
time is when you are falling. It is questions I am
asking myself such as; “Why am I falling?” and
“I didn’t think that rope could really hold my
weight”, or “Have you arranged your funeral
plans yet?”
The ground loomed at me, quietly, like that waiter
who keeps on ogling you at the restaurant when
you drop your fork. Eyes were not made to look
down. Brains were never meant to look at the
ground. Eyes were built to be looking at far away
things, like faraway tigers, or near things, like very
close tigers that were about to eat you. Brains were
made to make you run. Or jump. Or climb. Or just
get the hell out of there. But I couldn’t. I was stuck
ten metres up a tree. Thankfully, there weren’t any
tigers on the ground itself, otherwise I would have
been stuck 20 metres up.
That cloud kind of looks like a post-it note.
That really wasn’t helping. That really, really
wasn’t helping. You don’t look up. You look down,
and find a way to get there. The clouds aren’t there
to help you. You need to help yourself.

I could just give up. Walk away. Shrug my
shoulders and go back home. It still tempted me,
as it tempted me two minutes ago.
I can’t do that. I had to let go.
I let go. The wind whistled silently in my ears like it
had done something morally dubious and had tried
to cover the evidence. I was falling. Quickly, my
brain went into panic mode. When the situation
did not improve, it went into regret mode. When
that failed to help, it went into the “HELP ME!”
mode, which is exactly what it sounded like.
My brain then left that mode and back into a
“DEAR GOD, DO NOT PANIC” mode (which
is surprisingly calm and relaxing). After a couple
of seconds, my mind re-entered the “HELP ME”
mode as I decided that, instead of shutting my eyes
and hoping for the best, looking down was a good
idea.
The situation improved somewhat due to the
simple fact that I was not falling.
I stood up. There was a pain in my legs. I sat back
down again. Staring at the sun, I stood up. That
made my legs hurt again. I lay down.
Took you long enough.
I lay down some more. The sound of the gratuitous
person running up to see if I hurt myself in that
really bad landing patted like the sound of drizzle
on a windscreen. I didn’t care.
I did it. I finally did it. Probably. My legs were still
hurting. But I did it. n
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F R E E DOM ON T HE FA R M
Josh Dwyer · Year 7 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

A

s he lay down shivering, Equs wondered what
a farm without humans would be like. he
thought of all the wonderful times he and his two
children would have, trotting around the paddocks,
playing with each other and not having to worry
about pulling carts and doing other chores. Then
he made a decision. That night, he called in all the
animals on the farm to his barn.
“I have called you here to tell you that I will be
leading an army of the bravest animals willing to
volunteer to attempt to overthrow Jack.” All the
animals gasped and whispered excitedly at the
thought of a farm without their feared human
controlling them.
“You’re crazy,” yelled out one particularly mean
pig.
“it can’t be done!” yelled out another.
“I would like to inform anyone wanting to be in the
army that it will be dangerous and that you will be
putting your lives at risk,” said Equs, ignoring the
snide remarks coming from the pigs. Then was a
silence, and then a huge roar came from the crowd
and they all started chanting.
“Equs, Equs, Equs,” they shouted repeatedly.
The next night, as they got ready for the big
moment, no one spoke a word. They all knew
that at 9:30, they would attack. When the nearby
church clock struck 9:00, they all got ready. As
Jack walked out to give the dog his food, they
attacked. What happened next surprised every
animal who was there. Instead of fighting back like
all the animals thought he would, jack screamed
and ran. He ran into the house, still screaming,
grabbed his most valuable possessions, and took
off. Out of the farm and down the road. All the
animals went to the fence and watched him as he
ran until they couldn’t see him.
All the animals walked back in complete silence
shocked at what had just happened. When Equs
got back to the barn and told everyone who was
not in shape to fight the news, there was silence for

a few seconds, and then a massive cheer erupted.
All the animals talked excitedly over the top of
each other as no one could believe that they were
actually in charge of the farm.
The next morning, the animals woke up and
suddenly remembered the wonderful thing that
had happened the night before. They all went to
Jack’s house and when they saw that it was empty,
they all sprinted to the borders of the farm to check
it was all theirs.
After a couple of days of overseeing the farm, the
animals realised how hard the job of sustaining
a farm was. All the younger and middle-aged
animals had to pitch in and help to make up for
the older animals who weren’t in good enough
shape to help. There was no free time like Equs
and all the other animals had imagined they would
get. Instead they spent all their time feeding other
animals, growing crops and doing other farmland
chores. After a few weeks, every animal was worn
out and there was no one left to do the chores.
So, all the animals chipped in and they drew some
signs saying that someone could get a free farm.
After a week, no one had come to oversee the
duties on the farm and the animals were exhausted
from all the work.
“It can’t go on like this Equs,” said Gerald, the
sheep dog.
“I know, but no one wants to own a farm,” replied
Equs.
Nothing improved for the poor lonely animals on
the farm over the couple of months as they grew
weaker and more tired every day. Then one cloudy
afternoon, a hooded figure who had seen the faded
signs came to look at how the farm was going. All
the animals stood together hoping that he would
decide to run it. After a while, he said out loud,
“I think I will look after this farm,” and all the
animals were so excited, that they suddenly had
the energy that over the past couple of months
they had not had. Then the man removed his hood,
and the animals were shocked. It was Jack. n
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THE JOURNEY TOWARDS RECONCILIATION
Anthony Hayes · Year 8 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

E

very journey has a destination. The path is not
always straight and often has problems and
complications along the way. One such journey is
the search and fight for our country’s reconciliation
between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders and
white Australians. Our nation, however young,
is tarnished with painful memories which have
been swept under the rug for years. The only
way forward is to look back on such memories,
recognise our country’s wrongdoings and negotiate
a way to heal the hurt while focusing on the future
of the nation we all share.

a small amount of land on an island that had
belonged to his family for years and years. When
he found out that the state of Queensland officially
had the lands rights to his home he fought with a
team of lawyers to give him and his friends what
they rightfully owned. After a lengthy court case in
the highest court of law in Australia, the “Mabo
Case” was won. From 1992 onwards the land
rights of Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders
were recognised and the rights to land were
handed back to the people who occupied it before
the arrival of the English.

The damage started when the English landed on
Australian soil in 1788. They mistreated and
abused Aboriginal people who had lived peacefully
for thousands of years prior. The Indigenous
people weren’t treated as humans. This marked the
beginning of a tragic timeline in Australia’s history.
Over the next two centuries, the Aboriginal people
had their land taken away, their families and
communities broken up and their culture almost
extinguished. The journey towards reconciliation
would be a long and gruelling one.

Our most recent positive step in the journey of
reconciliation was a formal apology made in the
Australian Parliament on 13 February 2008. The
prime minister, Kevin Rudd, finally acknowledged
the mistreatment of Aboriginals, specifically the
stolen generation. In his speech, he said, “The time
has come to turn a new page”. This suggested that
the next stage in the journey should begin. With
the government saying sorry and therefore taking
responsibility, the process of reconciliation could
now move forward. We can focus on equality
for everyone, regardless of who they are and the
colour of their skin. National Sorry Day has been
held annually on 26 May since 1998 and gives us
a chance to remember as a nation how badly the
indigenous people of Australia were treated.

In 1910, the Australian government snatched over
100,000 children and babies from their homes in
the racist desire to “breed out their skin colour”.
These and subsequent children lost their family,
culture and identity and became known as the
stolen generation and this atrocity only ended in
1970. To think only 47 years ago this heinous act
was still going on in society is shocking. Some of
these children today are yet to find their biological
family and have fallen into the chasm of alcohol,
drugs and homelessness.
Aboriginals were finally given the right to vote by
the Menzies government in 1962. This meant that
Aboriginals were finally able to have their say in
the future of their country. Previously, Aboriginals
had fought in world wars for a country that didn’t
even recognise them as equal. Being able to vote
was one of the first positive steps in the journey.
All over the country, the traditional lands of the
Aboriginals were wrongfully snatched away
from their traditional custodians and this was
revealed to a worker at James Cook University
in a conversation with his friends. This worker
was named Eddie Koiki Mabo. Eddie Mabo had

We, as a country, can realise and understand what
needs to be accomplished to be united as one. We
can raise the mortality rate among Indigenous
people by 20 years so they are in line with white
Australians, provide better educational services to
Aboriginal children, better healthcare, housing,
work opportunities and general quality of life for
everyone.
Needless to say, our journey as a country is far from
over, but if we work together in the best interests
of everybody, we can overcome anything. As our
very own anthem states: “with courage let us all
combine, and Advance Australia Fair.” Part of the
journey has been learning that the Aboriginals and
Torres Strait Islanders deserve and need the right
to make their own decisions as individuals and
as a community. Hopefully, the journey towards
reconciliation will reach its destination in the not
too distant future. n
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T HE JOUR NE Y OF MONE Y
Lachie Power · Year 8 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

I

t is said that when humans were created by
Zeus, they were perfect. They could live in
harmony with the sustainable life cycle that had
been around for millions of years. Ares became
jealous of Zeus’s creation and corrupted it. Into
their lives, Ares introduced hatred and jealousy.
In about 300 BCE, in Ancient Greece, money was
first created.
Up until then, if you wanted to buy something,
you had to have what was called a coincidence of
wants. If the blacksmith wanted food, he needed
the farmer to want shaped metal. Currency,
however, was something that everyone wanted.
This was good, originally, because you didn’t have
to rely on a coincidence. You only relied on people
wanting your goods/services. But what they didn’t
foresee coming was that because everyone had
the same form of wealth, they were now judged.
No longer was the farmer treated the same as the
blacksmith; the blacksmith was treated better,
because the blacksmith had more money than the
farmer, and could buy better/more things than him.
This evolved into a rigid class system, where the
people with money (the rich) had better lives than
the people with less (the poor).
This system worked for centuries, through Rome,
Persia and China. However, when these civilisations
collapsed, Barbarians raided towns and burned
down homes in search of wealth. Humans grew
tired of this, and eventually a system known as
Feudalism was created. A peasant was given land
by the noble, and had to work it and give a huge
portion of it back to that noble. In return, the noble
would provide protection, in the form of an army.
The peasant would farm their whole lives, and the
noble would get wealthier. During these times, the
peasant farmers forfeited all chance of earning
money to the lord, so the peasant could secure a
safe and predictable life. Feudalism is one of the
most exploitive systems known. In the 1350s,
when there was a huge shortage of workers after
the plague, the 500-year-old system fell apart after
workers realised their work was worth something
to the lords.
After Feudalism fell apart, it was replaced by the
system of Capitalism. The way this system works
was that the employer paid the employee as little
as he/she could to keep the employee wanting to
work there. By doing this, the employer could
maximise profits. Luckily for the employer,
competition arose, as more people wanted to work
at a place with more money. This meant that the
minimum the employer could pay to keep the
employee happy rose.

The Industrial Revolution started in about 1760.
A huge sector of the job market was taken away
by machines. In turn, the masses of unemployed
workers rushed to become factory workers. They
were desperate, as the only skills they knew of
were ruled out by more efficient machinery. The
wealthy factory owners realised this, and exploited
the workers by putting in place incredibly low
wages, as the employees had nowhere else to turn
to. Their hourly wages were 8 cents ($2.40 today).
In this time of exploitation of the masses by the
rich, Karl Marx (A German political philosopher)
created The Communist Manifesto, which detailed
a system of government in which the masses access
to wealth is not ruled by the wealthy.
The system detailed that instead of the exploitative
nature of the capitalists, you would get paid by
the government as much as your work is worth.
It would supposedly make the masses richer and
eliminate the constant scare of being fired and
underpaid. This was the basis for the revolution
in Russia in 1917. The revolutionists had worked
so hard to kill the wealthy and free the oppressed,
and so used communism to ensure that capitalism
didn’t revert it back to the same system. However,
since the government was the organisation who
paid everyone, it was the ladder of government that
everyone wanted to climb, as it was the only one
that held significant power and cash. As the people
in these positions wanted to hold their power and
wealth, they gradually tightened their grip. From
this formed dictators, and they rose to the top,
and then eliminated anyone who was thought
to take them down. People then feared opposing
them, and so became more powerful. This could
happen in any system of government (e.g. Henry
VIII, Saddam Hussein, Robert Mugabe), but for
the most part happens in communism, because you
only had to take over the government to take over
the country.
As the utopian idea of communism came crashing
down because of people’s need to rise above,
capitalism settled as the best way for a country to
be run, but the past 100 years, in my opinion, had
made some terrible additions to it. In the 1920s,
a cigarette company was losing sales, and their
company was dying. One of the marketers then
had an idea to market their product to women as a
symbol of freedom. It represented their free choice
and their liberty. Sales skyrocketed, and cigarettes
were perceived as that symbol. In reality, it marked
the beginning of the opposite, consumerism.
People now no longer bought things they needed,
but instead bought things mostly that they were
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told to buy via advertising and what everyone else
was doing. We see it everywhere today, in Nike,
in Vegemite, in the new iPhone that comes out
every year. So many people in developed countries
work incredibly hard, and not so they can have
a good life anymore, but so they can buy things
like jewellery, big houses and expensive cars. This
system works and brings wealth, but at what
physical cost? n

DA NCING IN T HE A IR
Samuel A Tsalamandris · Year 7 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

About a week ago …

A week later

My slumber was broken,
By wolves in the east,
Their howls shake my soul,
And while the moon observes,
I stare into the night,
While others take their rest.
Rivers of running blue
Surroundings of trees,
Bundles of mountain mist
Clouds like bruises,
And trees with strong scent
All pass my line of sense,
And a lake just within my sights.
With fish as wild as the wolves.
My poor steel bones,
Which were as good as new,
Now as rusty as a bike.

My heart was swelling
My feet were somehow still moving,
The sun rose high,
Dead leaves danced in the air,
Grass waved in the wind,
I laughed to myself,
I could see the houses,
In front of the blue haze,
But behind the walls of relief.
I had finally pulled together. n
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THE JOURNEY TO THE TOP OF MT EVEREST
Hamish Lally · Year 5 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

M

y heart is pounding like a drum, my head is
spinning, I don’t even know if I’m breathing
anymore. I can see my family, my friends and
all who have died on this dreaded mountain. I
collapse.
I am here at Mt Everest with my friends Will,
Tom, Max and our guide Captain Alberto. I
have already been here once. A few years ago I
attempted to climb this mountain but I failed. One
of my good friends Jimmy died of altitude sickness
and we had to abandon the journey; we were all
very depressed. Now I am back here, ready for
anything, trying to make Jimmy proud.
We arrive at the Mountain and set up our stuff at
base camp. I go over to the graves, remembering
Jimmy and the last time that we travelled here.
We meet our guide captain Alberto. He is very
experienced and has climbed this mountain before.
He informs us about this journey and some rules
that we need to follow. After the briefing we start
the journey. Snow conditions are perfect and I’m
feeling really good about this climb.
We reach the next camp and set up for the night.
We hear annoying news back from our crew at
base camp that there could be snowstorms for
the next week. All of our heads drop. We go to
bed and when we wake up in the morning we see
that the predictions were correct. There is snow
smashing into our faces and we know that these
are definitely not ideal conditions for climbing.
Tom asked the captain, “When will we be able
to keep climbing?” The captain replied, “I don’t
know, it could be weeks.”
It’s been a week since we arrived at this camp and
we are running out of supplies. We are thinking
about going back down to base camp when we
get the call that we have all been hoping for. We
are told that the snow conditions are good for the

next few days and if we want to make a move the
time is now. We pack up and start to climb. We
are nearly at the next camp when we look over at
Captain Alberto and he looks very pale. We arrive
at camp and take him to the nurse. The nurse says
to us, “He is suffering from bad altitude sickness.
He will need to be deported from the mountain
immediately.” We are all depressed and worried for
Captain Alberto. We pack up for the night, getting
ready to climb to the summit tomorrow.
It is morning and my friends and I are getting ready
to climb to the summit. I am working as hard as I
ever have and my legs are killing me. We need to
make this journey quick because we have limited
oxygen. After a few more hours of climbing I just
can’t go on. My heart is pounding like a drum and
my head is spinning. I have a look at my oxygen
tank and I know it’s running out. I can see the
summit but my vision is getting fuzzy. I can hardly
tell if I’m breathing anymore. I can see my family,
my friends and all that have died on this dreaded
mountain. My legs give out, I collapse…
I wake up in a daze, “Am I alive or am I in Heaven?”
I ask myself. I can see the summit of Mt Everest
and now I realise my friends are dragging me along
with them. I know I’m alive and I’m in shock. I
scream out, “I’m alive!” My friends turn around
and look at me exclaiming, “Jack! We thought you
were dead!” We are only a few metres away from
the summit as I stand up and keep climbing. We
reach the top. I plant my flag on the summit and I
see my friend up in the sky.
I say, “Thank you Jimmy, I will never forget you.”
As I start to climb down the mountain I see him
fade into the distance. I say, “Goodbye,” and
Jimmy replies, “I will continue to keep you safe.” I
see him disappear. I start climbing back down the
mountain, knowing that Jimmy was watching over
me on the way back down. n
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T HE JOUR NE Y
Albert Wood · Year 8 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College

F

ishing rod in hand I set out to my hour of
escapism. The air of the city fades away and I
am treated with the much cleaner and pure, fresh
sea air. I take my first breath and am instantly filled
with joy. The simple things in life are often the best
and fresh, clean air is one of the most underrated
joys. Few others dare to venture to the beach at
this hour so I have the whole beach to myself. The
sky is beautiful today with a slight orange haze
straight out of the movies. The sun bursts through
the horizon and instantly hits me with rays of
comforting warmth.
I then take my first steps on the beach and instantly
notice the slightly warm and smooth sand. It
crumbles under my feet and I feel completely
peaceful and serene. As I journey further and
further into the beach I notice holes everywhere,
I look wonder what they’re for. Within mere
moments of taking my first steps, I rediscover
one of the reasons I try to come here every day.
An impeccable shell just lying there, untouched by
any of the elements or mankind. A multitude of
colours fight to be the most noticeable, a swirling
red clashes with a bold white the colour of cream
and hints of a dazzling violet shines. A mere
moment later I gaze upon a rock that Zeus himself
may have created. A black darker than midnight is
jarringly contrasted by a fork of white resembling
a rod of lightning.
I make my way onto the pier and yet again read
the sign saying that it has stayed strong for over
100 years. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
The old wood supporting the pier is fighting a
losing battle against erosion and it is very clear to
anyone paying attention that it won’t last much
longer. I walk the length of it and set up all the
paraphernalia needed. With a gentle flick, I fling
my line and I hear the tell-tale plop of a successful
cast. Then for the first time of the day, I take a look
at the water and notice how perfect it is. A pristine
blue that shimmers with the sunlight, and for the
first time this season it is as clear as glass, letting
me peek at what lies beneath the surface.

The first thing I notice is a purple starfish the size
of my hand lying at the bottom, content to just
sit back and take it all in. Then the most unusual
fish I’ve ever laid eyes on swims by. An endless
maze is the only way to describe its appearance
with yellow lines dashing around each other and
sometimes connecting to form a junction, the
resemblance is uncanny. It is swiftly followed by
a king sized fish that is probably over a metre. A
pretty simple design with just a bland brown and
a small white line on each side. As I look closer
I notice something weird about the lines but
can’t quite put my finger on it. Then seemingly in
answer the lines start to move and then break away
entirely. I lose sight of them within a few moments
but as I look back at the king fish it already has
two new white lines. Out of the corner of my eye
I spot a colony of jellyfish slowly bobbing up and
down in perfect harmony. After a while It becomes
quite mesmerising.
Being too distracted by the jellyfish I don’t even
hear the plop letting me know that something has
taken an interest to the bait. I do, however, feel the
yank that throws me off my chair and dangles me
off the edge of the pier. With a last effort I flick
the fish on to the pier and simultaneously end an
hour-long battle between man and fish, as well as
bagging a yellow fin tuna. As I am walking back I
think of what a great day it’s been. It’s then that I
realise what the day is and the significance of it. I
sit back and get comfy on the pier and prepare for
this once in a lifetime experience. An army of red
emerges from the holes I saw earlier. Thousands
upon thousands of tiny, bright red crabs start to
litter the beach gradually moving in my direction.
Once they are all out the whole beach is just a
swirling glimmering road of red. They then reach
me and I can see all the crabs just under my feet,
clambering over each other in the race to get to
the water. And then as quickly as it starts it’s over
and the beach goes back to its usual completely
still self. n
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Imelda Heng
Year 7 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Oswald

Natasha Zimmerman
Year 7 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Trip of A Lifetime
______
I was on a plane, on my way to Europe. Austria, to be exact. I was on my way to see my Dad,
who lived in Vienna, which leads us on to the next part of this story. I finally saw my Dad; he
lives in a small apartment in Vienna. It isn’t a big apartment but it works for him. I stayed with
him for the night and the next day we walked through the streets together, where he showed me
the popular market places and the sights of this very beautiful city. I loved the food, the sights
and the people. We had the most amazing time. This was a trip of a lifetime. I stayed with him
for five weeks and it was sad to say goodbye but I knew I would see him again soon.
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MY FIRST LOVE
Emily Wootton · Year 10 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

W

hen I was young, I grew up in Bogalusa,
Louisiana in the 60s and 70s, saying a prayer
each time I heard a siren – a prayer for whoever the
siren wailed and howled, and a prayer for the men
in the wake of the siren. That’s what my mother
taught me. I still find myself doing it sometimes. As
I got older I found myself learning that the people
we saw weren’t always as they seemed. Certain
communities were taught to view ‘the others’ as
predators, and now so do I after what happened
on the dark night of ‘68. There were many stories
of unbearable, and most of all, unspoken nights for
others, but this was mine.
In the year of ‘64, I met the man of my dreams he
had soft brown eyes and a smile that made me melt
into the ground each time he flashed his charming
dimples. Of course, we fell in love, we were only
young, but it was love.
The kind of love that could never be found for a
second time, a first love, my first love. We used to
go to movies like My Fair Lady and Born Free.
We watched the sunset on the back of his pickup
truck; he loved the way the sky could create such
a beautiful masterpiece, he said it was God’s gift
to the world. Anyone could see it, it didn’t matter
who you were, female or male, young or old,
black or white. You could see it. We had ‘our song’
too. It was a bit of an old one, from ’39 actually.
Sometimes I have trouble remembering it, but it
always comes back to me. Our song was ‘All or
Nothing’ by Frank Sinatra. We used to dance all
night long to it. He was an amazing dancer, at least
in my eyes. He would spin me around and catch
me in his arms, and I would fall into him like he
was a net saving my life, which he was; I couldn’t
live without him, I loved him too much.

One night, we had left the little apartment we’d
bought just outside city central and headed out to
a fairly new Jazz Bar in the heart of town called
Slug’s Saloon. We were celebrating with all our
friends, as he had just proposed to me a few nights
earlier. I remember being so excited for the night,
I’d made a new dress just for the occasion. It was
this beautiful silver coloured sequin shift dress,
with highlights of gold in the details when you
looked closely. He said I looked like I belonged
in the book The Great Gatsby, which back then
was quite a compliment. I loved that man, he made
me feel like I was a million bucks. He had a wide
array of compliments he gave me but his personal

preference was saying I looked better than Twiggy.
Twiggy was this undeniably strikingly exquisite
young model, I always wished I had her soft blonde
hair and thin figure.
I remember getting into an old yellow cab, and
the driver asking us how we were on such a chilly
night. He was what was called a ‘real chrome
dome’ back then. It was a bit of a funny thing to
say looking back on it, I think it meant he was bald.
I remember waiting for my fiancé to tell the driver
to take us to the new Jazz club in the city centre.
But just as he was opening his mouth a deafening,
brassy gunshot went off. I was taken off guard,
unsure of what to do, terror running through my
blood when I looked up at the driver, a maroon
coloured substance trickling down his face from
the gunshot; blood. His head rolled to the side
looking out the window almost in desperation to
escape. But he couldn’t, he was gone.
I didn’t understand what was happening until I
looked out the window, I saw a group of people in
all white, an odd-looking group, with torch fires,
guns and signs. I couldn’t quite read what was on
the signs, all I could see were crosses on them and
a few letters resembling Ks. I died inside as I saw
them marching toward us, knowing that we were
next, I looked to my left at my fiancé just as I heard
another shot. Him too, gone just like the driver.
He slumped down into my arms as I let out a soft
cry for help, but still, they kept coming toward the
car, only a block away now. It was like they were
unaware of what they had just done. They had just
taken the love of my life, ripped him away from me
in an instant. No more would we stay up for hours
talking about our future of marrying each other
and growing together until our old age. No more
would we dance in our kitchen listening to our
song, no more would we watch the sunset from the
roof of our building, no more would we hold each
other in our arms telling of the immense love for
the other. It was over. But still they kept coming,
still shattering the windows along with my heart
with bullets.
Propelled with what must have been hatred instead
of gunpowder. And still, there I was, gripping onto
his hands, wishing he was still there to comfort me,
to tell me I was going to be okay, but he wasn’t
and I wasn’t going to be okay because he wasn’t
there. He was my anchor, my world, my love, my
first love. n
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SEASONS
Dina Ivkovich · Year 12 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Winter: my secret
A secret lives in the hollows
One which who grasps it no other follows,
A peculiar creature with mangled limbs
That sings the softest of its ancestor’s hymns,
A fire’s crackle serving as no better shackle
Against what lies in the darkest depths of the
black hill.
For curiosity is a curse,
I do assure you,
As prying has a price,
I dare not taunt you.
You wish to hear it? well:
I bid you, do not dwell,
My secret is mine, and I won’t tell.
Or perhaps there is no secret at all,
Indeed, nothing to hear
A smile murked by the thickest shawl,
Grinning from ear to ear.
A trap of some sort? No indeed, not I:
Only the sunken winds that whisper
Come by, Come by.
Accused of a lie no ink could dry,
And you’re too scornful: fie!
For today it snows upon the withered rose,
The harsh winter always knows.
Summer: My Secret
My heart is light as feather,
Strands made gladder by the arrival of new
weather,
My mind like a bourbon rose,
Blossomed buds dancing off their slumber from
days once froze,
Branches bow with plump fruits to taste,
Their loosening stems calling for me to make
haste
Merchants delivering a defeated cry,
My, my, a shame to the eye.
Indeed, a tender time has come,
Where the sourest of limes are made sweeter,
By innocent crimes I dare not repeat here,
For you will find me in secret

Upon places not so frequent,
Where the glen is filled with strange men,
On a day I dare not say when,
Bearing a face once stricken
With skin that has since thicken.
For I am now free,
I am ready to tell thee.
Autumn: My Secret
A secret was once said
Upon the lively leaves long lost,
Rustling beneath my feet
Both brittle and blood red.
Where velvet flowers grow thickly
Their scents becoming rich and sickly,
This season will end much sooner than quickly.
Meddlesome, troublesome, these things you are,
Before the moaning garden gate left teasingly
ajar,
Sweet Birch, White Ash, of all leaves Red Oak,
Fear not the looming layers that make this
cloak,
Wishing to see it, feel it,
Come closer and believe it,
Fear it,
Yet you still wish to hear it?
But of woe and fear,
This appetite will make you sear,
Yearning for things so terribly near.
For today is a nipping day, a bitter day:
In which one wants a hat,
With clouds of clay and somber grey,
I shall leave it at that.
Spring: My secret
There is no time like spring,
When tulip shoots sing before the nestling,
Gale threading with wings of petal,
My secret has found a new home to settle.
In flight it quarrels
Beyond the reach of the heath hills
Once draped, once murked,
Filled with joyous finches that since chirped.
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Yet make no mistake,
For the ache still lingers,
Spring-strengthened roots pulling at my heart like
a child’s fingers.
Curious and blind,
Blind men unwrapping a curious find,

Though pricked by the thorn I shall not be kind.
Travel-sore and weak,
Through labour you will find the sum,
Flowerbeds for those who seek,
Yea, beds for all who come. n

A GOOD DAY
Angelica Capacete · Year 10 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

The world is not a bad place, it is quite neutral.
It is the mind which holds the power,
The power to destroy all beauty.
A world of bright sunny skies,
And of roses and tulips in full bloom
Is a disastrous storm the next?
An unpleasant encounter in the morning
Has led us astray, blinded us.
A sweet caramel macchiato is suddenly a bitter
espresso
And the day has turned bad
But it doesn’t have to be that way.
It never does.
The brain is playing mischievous games once again
But you should not hate yourself for it.
It is not a sign of weakness.
Weakness is not having the strength
To smash down the walls closing in on you.
Break it down into tiny pieces,
A wall that has caused you to feel trapped,
Like giving up,
Locking you up in a maze of wrong choices and
regrets.
Break it all down till it crumbles and disappears
For you cannot allow it to keep you from seeing
the sun,

To put frowns on yourself
And those you love,
To lock you in a permanently Bad Day.
Set those walls on fire and break free.
You will see a new world
Or perhaps the old one you were happy with.
You will see that the storm has calmed
And the sky is now painted with a majestic hue of
cerulean and pink.
When your lips are upturned and your
cheekbones rise
You will see the glint in the eyes
Of those you love.
Your mood is like a contagious disease.
When you are unhappy, those around you are
unhappy.
When you are filled with glee, you can make
someone’s day.
Perhaps even help them break down their own
constricting walls.
All it takes is a moment of silence
To yourself.
Eliminate the raging war
Within yourself.
Ask yourself how today is going to be.
Are you going to have a Bad or a Good Day? n
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Adam Smeaton
Year 10 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
From Below

Patrick Garcia
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Nature’s Wrath
______
The journey of overcoming my fears by
visually manipulating shape and perspective.
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INF INI T E PAT HS
David Suson · Year 8 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong

It will pique your interest and draw you in,
Like a hypnotising stare,
It is an assortment of colours, bright to dark.
You might draw the short straw.
And be left in the dark.
The bridge might break,
Your soul may crumble,
Pester on for your troubles.
You’ll walk through thorns,
Have your soul bleed out
You might hitch a ride to the south.
A bleak path awaits you, as many before.
It claimed souls

When it could have spared many more.
It is like a graveyard of restless souls,
Whose journeys were left untold
Don’t stop walking,
Journey on,
Satisfy your wanderlust
Your journey has no end,
It is an inﬁnite plateau of possibilities.
You will never visit them all,
But that’s what makes it fun.
Like an ever changing maze,
Inside a chocolate box. n

JOUR NE YS A R E L IK E A DV E N T UR E S
W I T H INDI A N A JONE S
Guy Mehegan · Year 8 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong

Some journeys are as boring as doing Maths.
Others are like movies going at 100km/h.
Journeys can go fast if you like adventures.
Journeys are tiring like a boxing workout.
Journeys are as fun as watching a movie.
Journeys are like exciting events waiting to happen.
Journeys are like books waiting to be finished.
Journeys are like poems waiting to be
Written. n
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F IR E!
Francesca Imbriano · Year 4 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

As I look around at the town burnt to the core.
But, people are building, loving, helping,
The fire is gone, there is no yelping.
The mournful neighbours start to smile,
They haven’t been this happy for a while. n

Fire destroys everything in its path,
When it is gone I look around at the aftermath.
The fire shows no pity or any care,
As it destroys the once-refreshing air.
The fire is gone, it’s reign is no more,

T HE JI T T E RY B O AT R IDE
Holly McCann · Year 4 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I feel hurt and dismayed but we are close to sand.
It was an agitating and far trip,
There’s no way we would not fearfully slip. n

As I sit on the boat there is only sorrow,
I wish my family could follow.
I’m so joyous we’re now close to land

B RO T HE RS IN A R MS
Orlando Magasdi · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I jumped out of my boat, I saw countless lifeless
bodies afloat.
Gun shots chime as I try and make it up the rocky
climb.
I lay down in the trenches, the fighting was
relentless.
One of the soldiers could not cope, he had lost all
hope.
Billy collapsed, his wound had become infected
he asked me to shoot him for he knew his grim
fate, I couldn’t do it I just couldn’t kill a mate.

The night was filled with Billy’s screams of pain,
a deafening bang struck my ears, there after a
silent refrain.
I sniffed out Turkish blood, I would spill it even if
it meant crawling through miles of mud.
Reload, shoot, kill, repeat… reload, shoot kill
repeat, bullets and bodies meet.
Blood trickled down my head, darkness, death.
On a distant shore under the Southern Cross my
family wept. n
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S TAY S T RONG
Sophia Smith · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I

remember asking my Mother, “Why do we have
to go to Uncle James’s house?” But, little did I
know it was about to be the start of my new life.
On that day we arrived at around 11:00am. I can
still hear the anxious tone in my Mum’s voice …
and she was talking about me! Suddenly my Mum
came up to me and pricked me on the finger. It
stung like a bee and I squealed. It is like a picture
that will never fade, my uncle saying, “Get to the
hospital now!”
I was back in the car again, except this time there
was more of a panic, more of a rush. In less than a
minute I was at the hospital (that’s when the nerves
kicked in). Finally, I was put in a dark room. Well
at least in my head it was. With all the fear and the
worries, everything was dark.
That day I first met my doctor. That’s when I felt
more relaxed, more calm and safe. I can still hear
him talking to my Mum saying how bad luck this
is. Finally after days of confusion, I went home. I
was only four years old.

It still hurts my heart when I remember not
knowing that this was how I was going to live
my life. Needles and blood. Confusion and fear.
I didn’t think this was how I was going to live
the rest of my life, but it was. I was only six
years old.
Two years later and I was eight. That’s when I
understood. I had it all under control. I knew
what was going on. I felt free. But even though I
felt like I was safe again, I would tell myself that
I will never be the same again. But I was wrong.
Now I am ten. And now I know I’m 100%
normal. Even though I am living a life different
to other people, I am still normal. Something
that I have learned from my Diabetes is even
if things are tough and you feel like you’re
stranded from everybody you love, you have
to be strong and remember that there is always
someone there to help.
This is my Journey. n

B USHF IR E
Ellie Bayne · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

The flames closed in around me,
I had nowhere to move to,
I had nowhere to run to,
nowhere to escape to.

I hit the ground,
Hard and fast.
I had nowhere to run to,
Nowhere to escape to.

Fear built up inside me,
There was nowhere to put it.
I had nowhere to run to,
Nowhere to escape to.

Then it fell,
The soft moist rain.
The fire had nowhere to run to,
Nowhere to escape to.

The dry leaves fed the flames.
The fire thrived.
I had nowhere to run to,
Nowhere to escape to.

My eyes opened,
My vision cleared.
I began running.
I began escaping. n
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T HE A F T E RSHOC K JOUR NE Y
Chilli Rivalland · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

“A

ge?”

dark as night. The sea is as blue as my eyes and the
waves crash every five seconds, breaking in front
of me.

“19.”

“NO, I have not seen them,” roared the police
officer. Tears begin one by one crawling down
my face blurring my vision. “Are you sure?” I ask
again, even though I already know the answer.
“Sure Sir,” the police officer assured me.

“Name?’
“Henry Edwards.”
“Any medical issues?”
“No.”
I still regret this day from sun up to sundown.
Every gunshot sending the chills up my spine.
Watching my friends die, helplessly standing in the
trenches. Still I stayed strong; as strong as a rock.
The days go by. The years go by. Hundreds even
thousands of men splattered all over the ground.
I’m aching. I’m hurting and I can’t wait to get
home to my beloved family.
The loud crash of the waves and the thundering
clang of the anchor being released into the sea
wakes me from my final sleep on this boat. It is as
big as Mount Everest and has black numbers as

Sitting in my deserted house no family to love. All
the pictures all the good times now they’re just
memories, just memories.
The horrible sleepless nights. At any moment
my eyes close a vivid image of the battlefields in
Turkey. The bodies of thousands of men lying on
the ground. Every time the church bell rings it
reminds me of the bullet, being released into the
air, taking one man’s life.
My battle scarred journey goes on; age 57, 67, 77,
87 until I grow too old to look after myself. My
medical issues piling up weighing me down. I don’t
want to do this anymore. I can’t do this anymore.
I’m too weak to go on. n

JOUR NE Y
Freya McGorian · Year 4 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

The little boat arrives at the bank of the river, I step in and it takes
me places I’ve never been.
As the boat sways from side to side the sun shines through the trees
really bright.
The journey isn’t done, but so far I’ve had a lot of fun.
As the currents change and the waves crash, the little boat follows
another path.
Lights twinkle bright in the distance, as the little boat tugs to the
end, where the river bends. n
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L IF E
Isabel Dureau · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I feel my mother’s heartbeat,
That’s all I want to hear.
She’s clutching me to her chest,
With her there’s nothing I fear.

Today I’m getting married,
It’s the happiest day of my life.
I look and feel beautiful,
I’m about to become his wife.

I’m laughing and screeching,
I’ve just learned to crawl.
I’m playing with my big sister,
I’m having an absolute ball.

I’ve turned 35 today,
My children made me a card.
My husband gave me a ring,
Then we all played in the yard.

Nana and Pop are visiting,
I’ve just started to walk.
They chitter and chatter to Mum and Dad,
I wish that I could talk.

I’ve just received a call from my friend,
She’s been diagnosed with heart disease.
I’m ever so worried,
God help her please.

It’s my first day of Kindy,
I just couldn’t wait.
I’ve already made new friends,
My favourite thing to do is paint.

My daughter’s having a child,
She wants to name it Jane or Beau.
I’m going to be a Grandma,
Maybe I´ll teach it how to sew.

Yesterday was my last day of Year 6,
I’m ready to take the next step.
To get out of my comfort zone,
Maybe I’ll be class rep.

I’ve travelled the world,
I’ve turned my page.
I´ve lived my life,
Now I’m coming of age.

It’s my last day of year twelve
I’ve learned so much.
Friendships, grades and teachers,
In my heart, memories I clutch.

I’m old and tired,
Now I’m too frail.
My bones are sore,
And my skin is so pale.

I’ve finished University,
I’ve studied medicines and physics.
I’ve also got my masters,
Soon I want to open medical clinics.

The time has come,
I’ve got the dreaded cough.
Good-bye my friends,
Time to sign-off. n
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W HE N T HE WA R B E G A N
Saskia Marks & Isabella Stewart · Year 5 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

They marched on to our land,

That’s when the war began.

that’s when the war began.

As the shots of the guns boomed,
my eardrums nearly popped.
The rocks from the gravelly ground,
hurt my feet.

The people sat alone,
convinced that it was wrong.
They brought things;
thousands of things.

My heart was like a drum.
Every second one step closer.
That’s when the war began.

They scared us off,
with their gun shots.
With their hundreds of white sheep,

As I wonder,
Will I ever see the bright world?
Will I ever see the blue river?
Or will the world be grey?

that gave us a fright.
In our mind we thought
what are they?
That’s when the war began.
The gravel crumbled as my shoes walked the
boundaries of the war grounds,
I met people as I went but they will never be the
same as my real family.
I left my home,
to see what was going on.
Every second I doubted,
what I was going to see.

Families sit in silence,
With shaking fear.
My heart is pounding
For everyone to hear.
The evil invaders,
Hurt our land.
So nobody can live in it,
Day and Night.
It was the rabbits… n

SPACE A HAIKU
Olivia Verdini · Year 2 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Earth is beautiful.
There are asteroids that crash.
The sun shines brightly. n
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SUMME R

SUMME R

Angus Picking · Foundation
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Olivia Webb · Foundation
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Summer is very hot.
You see a lot goggles at the beach.
I hear the crabs snipping with their claws.
Snip! Snip! Snip! n

Summer is when I swim at the beach.
I put sunscreen on.
I feel cool.
I hear the whales.
Eeee! Eeee! n

W IN T E R

W IN T E R

Charlotte Lynch · Foundation
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Harvey Utber · Foundation
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Winter is when I play in the puddles.
I feel freezing cold.
Splish! Splash! Splosh! n

Winter is cold and wet.
I get warm in my bed.
Shiver! Shiver! Shiver! n

MOONLIGHT A HAIKU

STARS A HAIKU

Mia Thomas · Year 2
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Abbey County · Year 2
St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

The moon shines brightly.
I see stars from my bedroom.
How pretty it is. n

Stars shine like glitter.
You can see Venus from Earth.
Rockets go blast off! n
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DON’ T C RY, DON’ T DIE
Aleisha Sneddon · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

reach out for her. I’m pulled backwards by my
sweat soaked old shirt. I land hard on the deck
of the boat, my head hits someone’s leg and my
back aches as I move to look at my mother, gone;
swept away by the crowd, never to be seen by my
eyes again.
Don’t cry, don’t die.
So many of us so little space, in out, I breathe, I
breathe to live and I leave to live. Syria is where we
leave; Australia is where we live. I get told I must
go – go live a good life in good land, I get told to
go – go on boat with lots of people. Lots of people
but still alone. It’s cold but I feel hot. I finally pull
myself from the hard floor and look over the port
to see the dark waters, it has been long since I was
pulled from land I cannot see land I can see how
the wind has gushed atop the waters and gave the
ocean’s surface the look of shattered glass.
Don’t cry don’t die.
I lose all sense of time, I do not remember name of
woman next to me, I struggle to remember name
of myself. Bassel! Bassel is the name my mother
gave me. I try to scream try to hold back tears but
my throat hurts, I need drink and food. I lean over
the side of the small boat and look into the deep
waters below, a man whom I see all day making
the boat move in the right places looks down at
me.
He speaks to me with bad English, “Child, I is ask
do you all right?”
I look at him understanding what he is trying to
say and do my best to look strong as I nod my
head. I look back to the water, wishing it would
disappear and become land. The man holds out a
half filled bottle of clean water, I look up at him
confused he nods his head and I take the water
from him.

I was told not to fear, I try not to fear when the
small boat crashes into large waves and when I
cannot discover what water is from the rain in the
sky or the spray from the sea. I try not to fear when
my stomach askes for food and I have none to give
it. I sit down the waves where making my head
hurt I stare at the floor until my eyelids get heavy
and fall into a dreamless sleep.
Don’t cry, don’t die
Yelling, all I here is yelling as the screams wake me.
I feel the entirety of me body tense as fear takes
over. I listen to the yelling as I awaken and my
sensors adjust to the world outside my head, as I
listen I realise that these are not screams of fear but
joy, quickly I try to understand why everyone is so
happy. Standing up I look over the edge of the boat
to see that the water looks different, it is no longer
dark and scary yet bright and shallow. I look up to
see at the water’s edge a large track of smooth pail
sand, and above that a great length of bright green
grass. I want to lay down in the grass and I want to
pretend my mother was here to lay with me. Then
I see trees and I know that is where we will go to
run and hide. As we get closer, I think I might be
dreaming but I cannot wake up.
Don’t cry don’t die
The boat jolts forward as we hit sand. I stay put as
I can’t bring my legs to follow the mass of people
running towards the trees. I feel someone pull my
forearm and we run together, the water is warm
when my feet fall through it. I feel heavy as I try to
bring my knees over the water the hand on my arm
pulls me faster, I look over to see Ammar running
next to me.
He yells, “do not be catch men with gun.”

“Ahh, not stress my boy great land Australia be
coming.”

As we reach shore, I barely enjoy the feeling of my
feet on soft sand before I notice the men in army
gear attempting to capture all the asylum seekers
who ran furiously into the trees to hide. We ran
across open ground, clear targets ahead were a
close set of trees, mossy-trunked and hung with
winding vines. I did not pause but ran into the
forest, climbed over branches that had a semblance
of wholeness but were rotted and gave under my
weight, as I fall I look up hoping to see Ammar But
he was gone; swept away by the crowd, never to be
seen by my eyes again. As the crushing weight of a
man holds me down, I close my eyes, preparing for
a life in a refugee camp.

Don’t cry, don’t die.

Don’t cry don’t die. n

“Shukraan.” I reply a quick thank you in Arabic as
it is likely this man’s first language.
“Ammar,” He holds out his hand for me to shake.
“Bassel,” is all I say to reply.
“How old is you, Bassel?”
“Nine.” As I say it I realise how young I am, but I
don’t feel like a child. I feel as though I have aged
more on this boat than I have my entire life.
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RO A D OF F R IE NDSHIP
Amy Hrvartin · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

W

hen you are born, you are automatically
given a family. A group of people who
should always love you deeply from the bottom
of their heart and keep you in their thoughts. They
will forever be by your side, always there for you
as you grow up and continue down your path.
They will care and protect you from the bumps
in the road.
When you are 3, you are automatically introduced
to your parent’s friends and their children. A
group of people who might not always like you
but cannot get rid of you. They will be forced to
get to know you and hang out with you, especially
when your parents are laughing along together.
Some will stick by your side, caring for you like
a cousin whereas some will just treat you like
another friend.
When you are 6, you enter a new world where you
can meet new people. These people are chosen. A
choice that you make because they have similar
interests to you or because you just seem to click.
They will play with you at kindergarten and come
over to your house on the weekends for play dates.
When you are 9, you enter a new world with more
obstinate people. These people will start to make
choices for themselves and may start to think
differently to you. They may begin to argue with
you and chose to have different thoughts. Although
you might lose a few of these people, you will meet
new ones who will be more relatable and fun.
When you are 12, you are officially getting closer
to having long lasting friendships. You rely heavily
on those that surround you; sharing your secrets
and having sleepovers. You trust these people with
your life, relying on them to be your support system
when times get tough. They mean the world to you
and you can’t imagine life being the same without
them.
When you are 15, you are officially alone in the
world. You rely on those people that seem to just
tolerate you because you lost your best friend
to her “man” or a “brown nosed” girl. The ones

that you trusted with your life have turned their
backs on you and allowed some random to come
in-between your relationship; leaving you with no
one.
When you are 18, you realise that sometimes your
best friend could be someone you least expected.
Boy or girl, they make your life better once again.
They bring happiness back into your life and will
follow you anywhere. They know the real you and
don’t allow other jealous people to get in the way
of your friendship.
When you are 21, you realise that sometimes
friends come and go. Boy or girl, they serve a
purpose within your life and once that is complete
they leave. You will always have that core group
of people who will always be there for you and
others who will be there for a period of time before
leaving to serve their next friend.
When you are 42, you have finally become your
own person. You have friends that you may see
a few times a year but you are fully consumed
by your family and career. You love the life that
you live and know that even if you don’t see your
friends all the time, they will still be around when
you need them.
When you are 84, you have retired. You have
every day free to visit your grown up family or
meet up with the friends you met at the bowling
club. You have full control over who you put in
your company and will not let people who wreck
your fun be invited. You take each day at a time,
cherishing the memories, fully aware that your
actions affect others emotionally and will have
consequences.
When you have peacefully passed away, you are
thrown a funeral to celebrate your life. You are, for
the last time, surrounded by your family and friends
who have loved and cherished you throughout
your life. You are blessed to be surrounded by
these people and know that now. It is clear who
held you dear in their heart and who didn’t. n
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T HE GR E E N A ND Y E L L O W B UDGIE
Isabella Aquilina · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

T

rees, bushes, grass and farm animals. That’s
all I see out of the back seat car window. I
hate car rides, especially when they are three hours
long. The music is playing from on the radio and
mum and dad are talking about how my aunt isn’t
coming on the family trip. My sister is sitting next
to me with her headphones on her ears. Once this
car ride is over I’m going to be in a great mood.
I’m going to my favourite place in the world,
Echuca. My Nan and Pop live up there and my
whole family and I are going up there for Australia
Day. It’s always more fun going up there with all
my cousins. There is so much to do swim in the
pool or the Murray River, go to the games room,
have BBQ’s with the whole family, or go on the
big jumping pillow. You can never get bored there.
But for now I’m stuck in the most boring car in
the world.

“What’s wrong?” I queried.

Finally, we get to the caravan park. I see my Pop
buying bread from the front desk. I run up to him
and give him a huge hug. “Hey Poppy, how are
you?”

“Poppy I’m really really sorry.” My cousin Tara
looks like she’s about to cry from guilt.

“I’m good, what about you?” Pop asked.
Awhile later were all packed and ready to have a
BBQ for tea. My uncle Billy cook the sausages and
patties. I hear them sizzle on the BBQ and it makes
me even more hungry then I was a second before.
As we ate the sausages one of them tasted sour,
exactly like a lemon.
The next day was actually Australia Day so
everyone wore something blue. Someone yelled at
me from the other side of the pool and I wondered
who it was. It was my cousin Taylah, she just
showed up today. Taylah had big bright blue eyes
like the ocean around the Great Barrier Reef. She
had long straight blonde hair that the sun danced
on and a slim figure because she was a dancer.
“How’s my beautiful cousin?” She says in an
excited tone.
“I’m okay, why are you late I thought you were
coming yesterday like everyone else?”
“Oh I just thought I would come on Australia Day
instead before”.
Later that day after swimming for pretty much the
whole day we decided to go up to Nan and Pop’s
house for lunch and because we hadn’t seen them
all day. As we opened the door something flew out
of the house quickly, it was like a jet on full speed.
My older cousin Josh quickly ran after it to see
what it was.
“OH NOOO!!” he shouted

“It’s Peter he must have got out of his cage”. Peter
was Nan and Pop’s pet bird and they had had
him for 5 years. Poppy loves Peter and would be
devastated if he found out he flew away. Peter is
a beautiful bird; he is a green budgie with a tinge
of yellow. We all run in the direction that Peter is
flying but after a while a lot of us give up. Soon
Poppy will be back and find out his favourite pet
missing. All I feel is guilt and a gut wrenching
feeling in my stomach.
After an hour of sitting on my Poppy’s front porch,
I finally see my Poppy’s car drive up, Nan sitting in
the passenger seat. They get out of the car and see
all our faces, we all look like we’ve committed a
serious crime.
“What’s wrong with you all?” Poppy asked.

Poppy walks inside and sees Peter’s cage open and
him not in it. He stands there frozen, you can tell
he’s in complete shock. There was no sound of his
breath, there was no telling what he was going
to do, there was no emotion in his white paled
face. Then he suddenly moved, “Wh…wh…what
happened?”
“We opened the door and Peter flew out straight
away,” I say in a nervous voice.
But surprisingly he was oddly calm, he didn’t get
angry or even agitated.
“Okay kids, what way did he go?”
“That way.” My cousin Jack points in the direction
that Peter flew.
“Kids get in the car we’re going to find him”. We
were all extremely confused,
“Find him, Poppy how are we going to find him
now?”
“We will, and I won’t give up until I do.”
We had been driving for hours, the sun was going
down and I worried about how my mum would
react to my sudden disappearance.
“Oh for goodness sake we’ve been driving for
hours Brian. Peters gone!” My Poppy listens to
Nan and he starts to drive home.
As we pull up to Poppy’s and Nan’s house we see
a strange little thing flying around the roof. We all
hurried out of the car to see what it was.
“Oh my god! It’s Peter.” My Poppy jumps with
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excitement, I think I even see a small tear in his
eyes.
“Petey boy come down now”. My Poppy starts to
whistle, but Peter stays in the sky. He starts to fly
away to a nearby tree.
“Oh no, come on boy come down.” Poppy was
starting to plead to the bird.
“Wait! Brian look,” Nan’s attention was directed
towards the other three budgies flying around with
Peter. “Look Poppy he has new friends.”
Everyone looks in amazement, in that moment we
all knew that Peter was happy and would never go
too far away from anyone. n

A T R IP T O T HE SH A C K
Cooper Ward · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

As I walk across the unpopulated terrain,
I feel my shoes crunching against the dusty red
rocks under my feet,
With Kangaroos on my left and Koalas on the
right,
Wombats in front of me and Echidnas behind me,
With the distinctive smell of a roast lamb cooking,
To the sizzling bangers in mash.

Go for a little trip down to the shack,

Putting on my thongs to go down to the beach
and ride some waves,
Jumping onto the boat to go throw a line in,
Waking up to the sound of Kookaburras,
Cookin’ up some bread in the toaster,
Spreading it with Vegemite,

Chuck it in the esky,

And hate it when I see a plumber’s crack.
With these Mosquitos,
We’re in for a long night,
Hitching a ride in the cab down to the local pub,
Cracking some cold ones with the fellas,
Go down to the petrol station to grab some ice,
Gotta make sure those stubbies are cold, mate,
Get home and me misses is watching Home and
Away on the box,
Kids are asleep with their leap pads still playing
Finding Nemo. n
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T HE B OY W HO S AV E D HIS B RO T HE R
Brandon Hickey · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

T

here it was my first pet kangaroo. Dad
just caught the guy wondering around the
backyard. Now I do not need to catch a bus to
school anymore, I can just ride him instead. I called
him Jeff, and later that day my older brother, Peter,
saw me playing with Jeff, chasing him around and
teaching him how to fight like Conor McGregor.
Peter has always been jealous of what I get; he
thinks that Mum and Dad don’t love him as much
as me. Peter comes up to me looking like a big
train blowing off steam as he’s walking towards
me, acting all big and tough. Saying how I am the
little rat of the family, that I don’t deserve to own
Jeff and why he should be the owner. I told him
to nick off or I would tell Dad. Peter did not like
this so he grabbed me by the collar, saying he will
remember this.
Time passed and one day we were about to eat
the sausages and chicken wings Dad cooked on
the barbie for dinner. When we were eating, while
watching some AFL, Peter mentions to Dad that he
is the one who deserves his own kangaroo, not me.
Dad tells him when he can, he’ll go get another one
for him when he earns it. Peter did not like Dad’s
offer, so he threw his dinner plate at him and ran
off. Dad was sitting there for about three seconds
in utter shock. He gets up and tries to find Peter.
Dad comes an hour later saying he could not see
a sign of Peter anywhere. Dad says that he might
have ran off into the bush only a couple of yards
from our house.
Dad calls the police to issue a missing person
report. They send out a police helicopter to try and

track where Peter went. A couple of hours pass and
Mum and Dad are starting to get really worried;
they thought he’d be home by at least midnight.
I had a quick and brilliant idea. Acting fast I grab
Jeff from out the back to go and look for Peter
myself. I had not really gotten use to riding Jeff.
I hop in his pouch and off we go. Jeff had great
senses, like a police dog. He picks up the scent of
Peter’s aftershave and starts to go crazy, hopping
off with what seemed to be the speed of light. We
came to a hollowed out tree with water bottles and
chip packets, but other than that, no sign of Peter.
However, at the back of the tree there were
footprints in the muddy dirt leading towards a
river that runs down to the north. We followed
that for a good half hour. It was cold and dark
but I could manage to see something at the side of
the river. We rushed over to what seemed at first
to be a dead animal but as we got closer it started
to look like Peter lying on the ground. I jumped
out of Jeff’s pouch and ran over to Peter. Even
though he is jealous of me, I still love him. He is
my brother and nothing can change this. I put him
in Jeff’s pouch with me and we rode as fast as we
can home.
When we got back, Mum and Dad saw us come
into the house with Peter in Jeff’s pouch. They were
crying with happiness that Peter was okay. They
thanked me so much for going out into the cold to
look for him. Dad rang the police to tell them to
call off the search party and we all sat down and
had a laugh about it while watching the footy. n
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SUR F B E A S T IN T HE E A S T
Maddison Fenton · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

F

orty-three degrees, only the third day into
the 8-day heat wave. I’m red raw, I need to
remember 30 minutes in the Australian summer
sun calls for disaster. I’ve already used half a bottle
of aloe vera gel, the only shop in this tiny town has
already run out. It aches to walk but I need to cool
down. As I grab my board, Mum calls me from
inside the van. Damn! I was hoping to leave before
she could make me wear my wetti.
“Sheryl, have I not made myself clear? No wetti,
no surf.”
“But Mum, it hurts to even wear a singlet top.”
“Well maybe you should stop being so stubborn
and wear some bloody sunscreen ya flamin galah.”
“Ugh fine, I’ll quickly rub some Banana Boat in,”
I reply.
40 people, crikey! The whole town must be here.
Oh great! Here comes Linda; now I’m gonna be
stuck with a lecture from her on lookin’ like a
tomato. Thank God Steve’s called her back. Now
to dump my towel and run to the break before
anyone else sees me. I jog through the blazing hot
sand, until I reach the wet sand at the shoreline.
The sun pounding onto my hot skin but a soothing
release comes as the refreshing water hits my waist.
With the board now on the water I adjust my body
so I’m centred, balanced and my feet just dangling.
I avoid the zoo of surfers and with currents being
not too strong today, after various arm aching
strokes I’ve reached the perfect spot in no time.
As I scan the waves the first one in the second set
looks chocka (amazing). It must be lunchtime, the
beach goers have basically deserted to the sand,
even the seagulls are flying to join them. Perfect,
I’ve waited so long for this; finally no barneys (an
inexperienced surfer or just not good at surfing)
thinkin’ they’re professionals and I especially won’t
be gettin scorched (being dropped in by another
surfer). Just me, my board and some ripper waves.
Holy moly! The first sets coming, I duck dive all
four waves and when I turn back to look at the
shore, of course Mum’s there waving for me to
come in. Probably wants me to put my bucket
hat on, as if that’s goin’ to happen, Garry always
comes down after lunch and I can’t be lookin like a
loser. A whole group of people have joined Mum in
trying to wave me in and, of course, Linda’s there

too. I can’t believe it, why is she going to all this
effort just so I’ll wear a stupid bucket hat? Great,
I’ve missed my wave, I paddle our further to catch
the incoming set and to let Mum know I’m not
going back in.
I think I’ve paddled a bit too far out; there’s schools
of fish swimming straight past me toward the
shore, I’ve never seen this before. Now the whole
town’s jumping up and down. I can faintly hear
them screaming. Gosh I’m gonna kill Mum when
I get back. My wave’s coming, I get positioned on
the board then BANG I must’ve hit a rock. The
impact flipped my board, I’ve fallen off and in the
corner of my eye I’ve spotted every surfer’s worse
fear. I’d always thought the likelihood of a shark
attack was as rare as a zombie apocalypse, we
dream it can happen but it’s never meant to. With
limited time, I try to hop back on my board but
all the sunscreen’s become wet and I slip right off.
With my legs dangling, I try again to hop on in a
mad panic but with a big daunting shadow under
me then a rush of red blood mixing with the clear
blue water, I knew it was too late.
I’d always dreamed if there were a shark attack
with no lifeguards on this beach it wouldn’t matter,
Garry would save me. He would’ve spotted the
beast, pulled me up onto his glorious body while
his god-like arms punched the shark away. But
there was no Garry – just me and, of course, this
spine chilling beast. I’m in panic mode, I know
I’ve been bitten but my body is too numb to know
where. Even if this shark does leave me, another
one will sense my blood and finish me off. I might
as well go right here.
I go to shut my eyes but the numbness is gone and
the pain is becoming unbearable. I slide onto my
board and try to paddle to the rocks with the shark
still in sight, my energy gone, blood pouring from
my body and tears down my face. Lying on my
board, I sense a wave coming, I quickly use all my
energy to catch this wave, then blackout.
Being a small town we do not have lifeguards or
even a hospital. The nearest hospital is an hour’s
drive or 15 minutes by helicopter. I did end up
making it to the hospital. As it happens, the shark
did not get the bone so if surgery goes well I’m
hoping my leg can still be saved. n
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L O V E IS A JOUR NE Y
Olivia Bilionis · Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

Every time I look into his eyes,
I remember the time I said goodbye.
All the confusion, all the lying,
Inside and out I feel like I’m dying.
You feel like you can change their mind,
But you must find the love for you inside.
Why would you even fall for her?
Now my view for you is just a blur.
I want to care and look after you,
But do you feel the same way too?
I try to hold back the stinging tears,
And all the painful fears.
Love is a journey, they may say,
Across the hills and far, far away.
For everyone there is someone out there,
But we found each other us is so rare.

They say that I’m an attention seeker, is that true?
But really I’m in the clouds, the sky’s so blue.
I will not say your name because you may be
embarrassed,
Because unlike other people I am not careless.
Love is a journey, do you believe it too?
Do you feel the same way about me as I do about you.
I try to avoid you because I’m afraid,
I wasn’t like this yesterday.
They say I’m making up a fuss,
But I met someone I thought I could trust.
I’ve have met humans, you and them are so unalike,
But alas, you’ve striked your last strike.
Love is a journey, an array of colours,
I don’t think I’m ready to meet another.
Because fear gets the best of you, did you know,
Now I’m lying dead, still trying to let go. n

Liam O’Donnell
Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School,
Ormond
______
Howling Moon
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JOUR NE Y
Khang Nguyen · Year 6 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

F

rom the first step out that small house, your
eyes adjust to the shining light. With a great
enthusiasm to drive you to do your best, you take
your first steps into the real world.
You follow the long path not knowing where
you’re going or what you’re going to do. Your ears
straining for wonderful noises and sounds.
You don’t know where you’re going to end up, you
don’t know how you’re going to get there. You Just
know you’re running , running to find something
deep inside you that brings you pain every time
you think about it, something you feel you need
to find. You’re going so far away from home, you
start to get afraid, you start to have bad thoughts,

What if I don’t find what I’m looking for?
Your mind starts to race, your heart beats faster,
you need to sit down, think things through. You
have another bad thought,
Am I just wasting my time?
You start to panic, you cry, your tears dripping on
the stone ground. You then remember what started
you going, the thing that drove you to go so far.
You wipe the soggy tears off your face, jump to
your feet and then force a gigantic smile onto your
face. Your adrenalin kicks in, and you whisper to
yourself,
“I’ve got this” n

Dion Hontzogloy & Luke Sagiadelis
Year 5 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
______
The Journey
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Georgia Willey
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
_____
Through the Woods

Mikhail Itkine
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
_____
Through the Woods
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HOME
Ayanna Ripas · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

Out in the back garden one day,
He mused what home be like.
Planning places, he rushed away,
With maps in hand and bike.

Though he tried, he still could not find,
The place it was meant to be,
His home, space, place for a calm mind.
Never the sea or city.

To begin, he searched by the shore.
Waves danced and swirled to sea.
He watched, longing, yearning for more.
“But this is not for me”

So back to his family he went,
Joyful by folks of his.
That’s when he learnt in this time spent:
Home is where the love is. n

Next: the city that never slept.
The air smelt of coffee.
Clustered crowds wherever he stepped.
“Still, it is not for me”

Ayanna Ripas
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
_____

Tiah Goveas
Year 7 ∙ Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
_____

Sailing
_____

Changing Perceptions
_____

As we sail through the journey of life, it is
important to live life in the present moment and
treasure the beauty it surrounds us with.

To a young child the journey of life appears to be
never ending and filled with high hopes. As we grow
older we set clear goals to give focus to our journey
and the end does not seem to be that far away.
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Nadine Pelayo
Year 7 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong
______
Seasons
______
This work is a series of four monoprints representing the
journey through the seasons from Spring to Winter.
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Vanshita Udasi
Year 8 · St John’s Regional College, Dandenong
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F E A R T HE DA R K NE S S
Christine Hansen · Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College

W

hen I was little my mum told me not to fear
the dark because the only thing that can
hurt you there is your imagination, but what if you
imagine something scary and it comes to life?

the local camera store to buy a video camera. I
come home and set the camera up in front of my
bed, hoping to finally find out how I am getting
these mysterious injuries.

I usually dream about what I am going to do
with my day: when I’m going to wake up, what
conversations I’m going to have, what time I’m
going to work. One day I didn’t have my usual
dreams. In my dream, I was in a dark colossal
stadium with a tall, lanky man who was so dark he
blended in with the shadows. The man was telling
something in the distant to attack. As they came
closer, I could see it was a bunch of malicious,
mutant dolls running at me. I tried to run but
tripped and fell. The next thing I saw was a wave
of sharp teeth and knife welding dolls … and then
my ceiling.

I watch T.V for a bit before moseying over to bed
and falling asleep. This time I end up in a room
with a rope, a knife and a key each with a sign
above them: die, fight, escape. Puzzled I grab the
key and run out the door. I come to an abrupt stop
at a large door covered in locks; there is a box of
random keys sitting next to it. I work for hours
finding all the keys for the locks and finally get
through the door only to see a giant labyrinth. As
I take a step forward, a huge gush of wind hits
me. I can hear whispers but I can’t make out what
they’re saying exactly, but I can tell its worrying.

I wake up and as my eyes focus, I am looking at my
childhood dolls staring sinisterly at me from the
display cabinet in the corner of my room. I look
down to see I’m bleeding. Why am I bleeding? I
look at my arms and legs and I see blood dripping
out of little cuts and scratches. Puzzled I get up
and bandage my arms, then go downstairs to get
breakfast, and get ready to head to work.
When I get to work, I sit at my desk and feel like
something is watching me. I turn and see nothing.
The workday passes and at 7 o’clock, I drive home,
still with the dream of the man and the dolls stuck
in my head. I watch some TV before going to bed.
I eventually go to sleep, but this time I’m not in the
stadium I’m in a mysterious forest with a stream
nearby. There’s a little girl with long blonde hair
and blue eyes smiling at me. I hear her mumbling. I
lean down and hear her repeating, “Lock the dolls.
Lock the dolls. Then run, run, run! Lock up the
dolls.” I am a little freaked out. She stops and looks
up at me before running off.

I slowly make my way through the maze. It feels
like I’ve been going in circles for hours on end
with no sign of an exit, until I reach a statue of my
recently deceased mother. It was from my mother
that I inherited my dolls. I tear up remembering
the times I had with her. I sit at the bottom of the
statue for a while until a mutant doll lunges at me.
I scream. As it stabs me everything fades to black,
and I wake up in my room.
I jump up and race over to my camera to check
the footage. I see my dolls moving from their shelf.
They make their way over to me: scratching and
biting me in my sleep. Demonic, angry expressions
twist their faces. Shutting off the camera replay, I
collect my dolls and throw them straight in the bin
outside. I put several bricks on bin lid and then run
back inside.

“Hey, wait.” I shout, but she is gone.

Later, while I am making lunch for myself, I look
outside to see my neighbour WITH MY DOLLS!
Horrified I run outside and try to discourage her,
but she’s stubborn and embarrassed. She runs
away, keeping the dolls. I walk inside trying to
forget about it.

Suddenly I am blinded by a bright light and wake
up. Confused I sit up and see my dolls not in their
usual positions, it is as if they were moved while I
slept. I look down at my arms and see, even more
cuts and slashes. Confused and frustrated I go to

A month later, I see on the news that my neighbour
has been murdered in her sleep. I sit stunned and
say “Be afraid of the dark: it will hurt you, even
kill you.” I don’t go to the police – no-one would
believe me. n
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Alyssa Anderson
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Creative Portrait

Nicole Formaran
Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Graphite on Paper
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T O W HOE V E R L O V E S ME NE X T
Kasidy Brown · Year 8 · Lavalla Catholic College

I

appreciate you remembering how I like my
coffees, here’s a clue. I don’t.

If you cannot treat me like royalty, let someone
else, because I like everyone else, deserve the world.
Losing me, is a pain you cannot shake. Your world
will come crumbling down, into pieces that will
never fit the way they used to. So don’t lose me.

Nightmares, they replace the unicorns and
rainbows with crosses and dirt. Hold me when
they come, and don’t let go.
My laugh is a head back, mouth open and teeth
showing kind of laugh. It’s contagious and a curse.
Be prepared.

Honesty. I don’t want to be tripping over your lies
so hard I graze my knees. So don’t even bother.

I am all or nothing. I am not your 5 minute
cigarette break, you can’t just put me out after you
light me up.

I need reassurance. Tell me you love and mean it. If
you can’t do that, leave. Because I deserve better, as
does everyone else.

If you lose interest tell me. I don’t want to have to
see the distance in your eyes and go through the
lack of effort you suddenly give.

When you kiss me, I expect fireworks. If your
kisses fall like duct tape on my lips, expecting me
to be nothing but yours, goodbye.

Love me with all you heart and I will to. You’ll
never have to ask the universe for anything ever
again. n

Santo Simon
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Fabric Paint and applique on Denim
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Mackenzie Blair
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Book cover

Ava Mifsud
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Modigliani portrait
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M Y L I T T L E A NGE L
Makaila Powlesland Hamilton · Year 7 · Lavalla Catholic College

My world is just a little crazy
In fact, my life is a little shady
People wish they could have a life like mine
But we only have a certain amount of time
Grab onto what you have
Don’t dig yourself into a cave
As I remember what I have had
Sometime I wish I could have it all back
There is no reason to explain
But I do in fact have a lot of pain
Keep on striving
Keep on driving
Because at the end of the day
You will have your say
My time will come one day
My little angel is watching me
She is protecting me
She is guarding me
But most of all she is helping me
I love my little angel
I’ve learnt in life that materialistic stuff is not
important
Family is the most important
I’ve lost a lot of things in my life

But I try to strive
I’ve always been very independent
But that is just me
My little angel is watching me
She is protecting me
She is guarding me
But most of all she is helping me
I love my little angel
My life is a photograph
That photo is my habitat
I have had a lot of troubles
I have also had a lot of struggles
Sometimes I think I just want to give up
But I keep standing up
Facing my fears
My little dear
Just be you
And you will find a new you
My little angel is watching me
She is protecting me
She is guarding me
But most of all she is helping me
I love my little angel n

Archie Grant
Year 10 ·
Lavalla Catholic College
______
Paint pen on leather
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Jaida Delicato
Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Watercolour and acrylic on canvas board

Kayla Kennedy
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Acrylic on canvas

Madison Burns
Year 10 · Lavalla Catholic College
______
Photography and Photoshop illustration
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Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Flowers 1

Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Flowers 2

Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Flowers 3
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Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Oranges in Autumn

Xavier Volonnino
Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Suburban Skyline
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Billy Twyford
Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College
______
Backyard Toys
______
I’ve always had a fascination with toys being put in real situations. I would watch Toy Story on endless
repeat when I was five or six, so this seemed like a no brainer. The photos were taken in my backyard
(particularly in my mum’s garden) with my iPhone; then they where touched up in Photoshop.
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Duy Tran
Year 9 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Panda
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Phu Hoang
Year 9 ∙ Simonds Catholic College
_____
Portrait
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TOWARDS A NEW LIFE
Nathan Phan · Year 9 · Simonds Catholic College

A

s I straighten up my bag, tighten the straps
and put on my shoes, I look behind me one
last time. A tear rolls down my cheek as I say
goodbye to this so called home. The wooden table
next to a single chair where I eat all my food, the
chair in front of my fireplace that kept me warm
throughout the winters and my single bed that has
helped me for years. I say goodbye to all of this as
I walk out the door and follow my path towards
the city.
It’s been just over a week since I left home and I’m
already struggling but my will to find a better life
in the city keeps me going. I finally arrive in a small
but lively town for me to stay. The week has cost
me a lot, though. My supplies have dwindled and
my tent has ripped due to a harsh storm two days
ago. My money supply is slim but I bought a new
tent anyway that is supposedly stronger than my
last. It’s taken years to prepare my journey, and its
not going to end now.
After three days, I said my goodbyes to the small
town that offered a shelter for my head and
restocked my supplies for the days to come. I
continued my journey north taking step after step,
only stopping for breaks. The sky turns orange as

the sun begins to set. I set up my tent on a flat
patch of grass that’s covered by trees like a curtain
over a window. I lay out my sleeping bag and try to
sleep. I need the energy for the next day.
Weeks passed making it a month since I started but
it won’t be much longer… I hope. Along my travels
I meet many different people. Some are generous
enough to give me small amounts of fruits to have.
Others aren’t so nice, like the ones that robbed
me a couple days ago. If it weren’t for those who
helped, I might not have made it to where I am
now.
As I struggle to walk up the cliff in front of me, my
aim gives me strength as I keep pushing forward.
“Continue walking, don’t stop, never look back,” I
say to myself. Then finally I see a vista that says my
efforts weren’t for nothing.
As I stand there, staring out over the hilltops – I see
the city. Its lush fragrant colours, the loud sounds
of the market and the aromas of desperately
needed food drift towards me. A rush of adrenalin
fills me; suddenly I seem to have enough energy
to run all the way. After so long, after weeks and
weeks, I run towards the city, ready to start… n
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C ONSUME D
Tim Daniel · Year 8 · Simonds Catholic College

“B

e-jhe yallow work Ye met awakew ke tefa
be behuwala no,” said Mum.

“Mum, you always say that,” Ryan said
dismissively.
“Try to comprehend the words and let it sit in
your heart.” His mum reminded him wisely.
“Anyways…” Ryan rolled his eyes affectionately
at his mother, “Mum, all I asked for was a new
phone. Love you, got to head to school,” Ryan said
while kissing his mother.
Rushing through the school gates, he almost
arrived late. After morning classes and a fun time
at lunch with James and Kingston, he walked into
class but completely forgot about the earphones he
had plugged into his ears. Mr. Hanger gives him a
15-minute detention of picking up papers. He tells
James he will be a bit late to the after school catchup but James says that it’s alright.
When Ryan arrives at James’ house they played
some video games for a bit then soccer until the
sun began to set. He rode home that night, the
sky highlighted in pinks and purples while sun
descended into slumber. He rode as fast as he could
so he didn’t break his 7 o’clock curfew. But when
he arrived to what was once his driveway, his heart
split into more pieces than the sight before him.
Falling to his knees in pain, a tear running down
his cheek. He looked at his house and saw how
it was one with the earth. He looked up towards
the smoke filled black canvas that was the sky. He
almost saw the souls of his parents ascend into

heaven. He grabbed the ash and placed into his
hands. He cried and as he did, the flaming tongues
of fire consumed what was left of his home,
uncaring in its roars and hisses as it enveloped that
within its grasp. Something flickered through the
orange flames and cascaded towards him. A halfburnt Polaroid floated to land at his feet. More
tears soaked his already wet face as he looked
upon his lovely family.
His body felt cold. The cold blizzard of the loss of
his once warm and loving family. He could hear
faint sounds of sirens closing in on his senses.
Firefighters appeared as if to him in a dream and
put out those dancing orange flames, checking for
casualties and confirming two dead. One of the
firemen bent down on his knees to support the
young boy, “What’s your name young man?” said
the fireman.
“R-r-r-r…ry…rran,” he sobbed.
“Your parents?” The fireman asked.
“I know…I…I realised…” he responded in a
whisper.
“Come on, let’s go to the station,” he said putting
an arm around Ryan’s shoulder.
For that whole car ride Ryan thought of the last
words his Mum had said to him, “You will never
know the amount of gold you have, until you lose
it.”
That night Ryan fell asleep,with images of gold
burning on his mind… n
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C R E AT I V E R E SP ONSE T O
‘OF MIC E A ND ME N’
Mitchell Huggins · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

T

he deep river curved through the middle of
Soledad, naturally cool it was an invitation
to anyone seeking refuge from the boiling summer
days. The river attracted anyone who passed by,
its pale greens and yellows seducing those who
endeavoured to escape the scorching heat. On
one side, the river stretched around the base of
the colossal mountains, curvaceous in shape it ran
through several cities. Opposite the ridge, willow
trees towered over the enchanting landscape,
their shade providing an escape for any animals
bothered by the warmth. Melodic bird chirps rang
throughout the scenery, they acted as projectiles
bouncing back and forth off the riverbed. Deer
galloped swiftly along the soft sand, embedding
footmarks that would remain encrusted into
the supple grains of sand. A jagged pebble path
stretched through the sycamore trees, many
teenagers would travel across the battered track
during summer. The reeds surrounding the river
rustled as the wind passed through and the evening
brought along a cool, southerly breeze.
Somewhere within the reeds, footsteps crunched
over the fallen sycamore leaves. For a moment,
silence. Out of nowhere, a man emerged from the
bushes. Small in stature, he removed his fedora from
his head and allowed the wind to whip through
his thin hair. Although his moment of utter peace
was interrupted when a man at least triple his size
came out of nowhere and trampled over him like a
doormat. He stumbled to the ground, his body lay
prostrated across the riverbank. “Far out Lennie,
watch where you’re going next time!” the smaller
man squawked. “I-I-I’m sorry George, didn’t mean
to, I swear.” The gentle giant quickly apologized.
George flung a bindle from over his rugged
shoulder and he spread it delicately across the
dirt. Lennie followed closely behind and removed
fresh bedding from his ravaged straw bag. Lennie
softly laid his head on his cream pillow case and he
expeditiously fell asleep. After all they both needed
all the sleep they could acquire because tomorrow
they would commence work at a nearby ranch.

The sunrise was glorious, it leisurely passed over the
sky. Lennie eagerly climbed out of his temporary,
uncomfortable bed and intently watched it travel
across the sky. George followed closely and upon
waking up he released a yawn so clamorous that
you could probably hear it from the other side of
the river. George briskly rolled up his sleeping bag
and shoved it into his bindle. Lennie attempted to
roll up his bedding but found it quite the challenge.
Although George was agitated by this matter he
assisted Lennie in packing his sleeping bag. Before
they both departed they had a generous handful of
baked beans and chicken’s feet. George and Lennie
embarked on their trip with full stomachs and
positive mindsets. George repeatedly instructed
Lennie on how to behave himself in front of their
future employer, “Just let me do all of the talking,”
he continued to state.
The ranch was a dilapidated building situated
on acres and acres of lush, green grass. Cows
grazed peacefully in the meadows and the pigs
obnoxiously rolled their solid bodies around in the
damp, brown mud. George and Lennie were both
amazed by the beauty of this harmonious property.
George keenly inspected every nook and cranny of
the prodigious premises. On arrival at the worker’s
quarters they were greeted by a lanky man who did
not seem very enthusiastic about the new recruits.
He gave them both a short, brief introduction on
where they would be staying, what type of work
they would be performing, and the names of all the
other employees. Lennie exuberantly listened while
George allowed his mind to wander elsewhere.
Amidst their disengaging introduction someone
suddenly burst through the crooked, wooden door.
“Welcoming our newest additions with open arms,
Candy?” the bulky man questioned, “Of course
boss!” he obeyed with no objections. The bulky
man had very definitive features and a shabby,
straw hat. He eyeballed Lennie and George before
bringing them both in for a very tight embrace.
“Welcome to The Ranch boys,” he whispered
softly into their ears. n
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SE NSORY P OE M: HOME
Annrose Gigimon · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

I hear the loud honking of the cars and rickshaws
I see the bright colours of the women’s sarees
I feel the sun burning against my skin, although it’s winter
I can taste the sting of spice even in the dessert
I can smell the aroma of the food vendors in the street
This is the land I proudly call home
It is India n

Nimrat Kullar
Year 12 ∙ Marymede Catholic
College
_____
The reason I think this
photograph represents
‘journey’ is because it was
taken in a church. It is the
individual’s journey to find
a new pathway of faith and
hope in their religion.
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C R E AT I V E R E SP ONSE T O
‘OF MIC E A ND ME N’
Nandana Nair · Year 8 · Marymede Catholic College

T

he water is warm in the Salinas River. A small
trip down from Soledad, the water runs in
close to the ridge and stretches far into the greenery.
To the left of the river is the jagged mountains, with
slopes forming up to the tall mound of earth. On
the other side, the edge of the river is followed with
trees. Tall willows expand over the pool. Under the
foot of walkers, the autumn leaves crunch, not
even snakes can slither past without being noticed.
Where the deer have galloped passed, their hoofs
have made imprints into the sand bank that have
come to drink in the dark. Boys and girls who have
come down to the riverside to splash in the deep
pool have created a hard-beaten path through the
willows and the sycamores. In front of the lowslung arm of a giant sycamore, there is a manmade
ash pile, where for many nights tramps would
come down from the highway and light a fire. The
limb is worn level by the men whom have sat on it.
On the sand banks, rabbits sat as quietly and still
as boulders. The evening breeze moved along the
leaves; at that moment, distant sounds of footprints
crunching on the crisp leaves come closer to the
riverbank. Suddenly two men appeared from the
path and came to the opening of the pool of deep
water. In a single file, both men walked down the
path and even in the open, one stayed behind
another. The first man was small and fast. He was
always on the lookout and quick to react. Every
part of him was distinct: short, muscly hands,
lean arms and also a thin, bony nose. Directly
behind him was a giant man who unlike the first
man had a shapeless face, pale and droopy eyes,
with wide and slanting shoulders. He walked

heavily, scrapping his feet behind. His arms hung
loosely next to his large torso. They were both
dressed in denim trousers and in denim coats with
copper buttons. They both carried a tight blanket
roll which was hung from their shoulders. They
completed the look with a black, shapeless hat.
The stumpy man stopped short of the clearing and
like a sheep the large man followed. He took off
his hat and, with his forefinger, broke the moisture
off. His fellow companion dropped all of his
things, flung himself down and drank from the
green pool with long, snorting gulps. He attacked
the water. The small man broke the single file and
cautiously leant over beside him and screamed
sharply, “LENNIE, LENNIE, for god sakes! Don’t
drink so much!” Not hearing this Lennie kept
snorting into the water like a horse. Caring for his
safety the small man shook Lennie by the shoulder,
“Lennie, you’re gonna be sick like you was last
night.” Lennie then sunk his entire head into the
river, including his hat, then stood on the bank
as the cool water dripped down his back. “Tha’s
good,” he said without a care. “You drink some
George, you should take a long, big sip.” He smiled
happily. Like Lennie had done, George gently
placed his sack on the bank. “I ain’t sure it good
water, it looks kinda dirty.” Lennie placed his huge
hands in the water and wriggled his fingers so that
the water would make a pattern in small splashes.
Rings crossed the river and Lennie watched them
go. Proudly he said to George, “Look what I did.”
George genuflected beside the bank and from his
hand drank with rapid scoops. “Tastes all right,”
George acknowledged. n
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ME MOR IE S
Huy Le · Year 10 · Simonds Catholic College

S

econds, minutes, hours and days past. Words
were spoken and jokes were given yet we all
laughed it off. Life changed when you weren’t
with us anymore. Daniel Judd was a major figure
in our lives. It’s been two months already and
time continues to move at its own pace, however
everyone close to him blanks out and loses
track of time. It may seem like an insignificant
happening but it attacked everyone in their
hearts. The sheer grief was too much to handle
and everyone broke down in tears. Even the
strongest of people around him were stopped
in their tracks, emotionally as well as mentally
– they were trapped. Trapped in a box of fear
and sadness. One that was inescapable. Our
minds were blurred and it was hard to think of
anything. The only thing we could see was the
joy in your eyes and the laughter in your face, but
now it’s all gone.
Every day we would talk and talk about
everything, from games to food, heck we
even talked about girls once in a while. It was
something I didn’t want to end and I’m sure
nobody else did. You would always display
yourself as the best of the best at anything even
if you were the absolute worst. It was hilarious
but sometimes you were right. Sometimes you
actually were the best of the best and you still
are in our hearts. The day of your passing will
never be forgotten no matter how long we
stay on this planet. Amongst the millions and
millions of deaths worldwide you seemed to
be the most important one. For a second, for a
minute, for hours and days you were all everyone
thought of. Now we only think and see instead
of actually doing and that’s something we all
recognise and be emotional about. The small and
large memories you have created with us will
stay within our hearts and forever will they be
present. You will never ever be forgotten as you
were an individual that changed our lives.
***
“Daniel my brother, I’m glad that I was able to
meet you, I’m glad that I was able to become
close to you. You were always there for me and
others as I was there for you. I remember all the
times we did stupid stuff together and all the
times we came home late at night. You have given
me something that no one else can ever give me.
You’re always in my thoughts and always in my
heart and I will always remember your presence
and voice. Rest in peace.”
- Justin Pham

“Thank you for all the memories and events you
created with me. It was a surprise and it was hard
to deal with yet with the help of everyone around
you and me, I made it through. I didn’t really take
you for granted that much but now that you’re
gone, it’s heartbreaking. I wish I would have
created more memories with you for everyone
and myself to remember. Rest in peace Daniel, you
won’t be forgotten.”
- Huy Le
“Juddy Boi, I was his best friend at SCC. We were
so close and we always hanged out during every
recess and every lunch time. School will never ever
be the same without him. He was no doubt, the
biggest storyteller I’ve ever met, but I will always
love him regardless.”
- Chi Long Qua (Jordan Do)
“Daniel Cuz, can’t believe it’s been two months
since you have left us. Simonds hasn’t been the
same without you. We all miss your presence.
We still can’t believe you’re gone. We will forever
cherish the memories you created with us from the
first time you stepped into Simonds to our very last
goodbye. Miss Ya, Juddy.”
- Alan Nguyen and Nguyen Dao
“Daniel, it’s been a while, I just wanna say how
much I miss you. My heart broke when I heard
that you were gone. I keep you in my memories
and believe that you’re always with us. I didn’t
know you for long but I still think of you as a great
person and especially a good friend.”
- Gaston Chau
“Daniel, when you first came to Melbourne,
Coxy put us next to each other and think I was
one of the first friends you made here. You were
so annoying at first, always putting your leg on
me and asking me all these dumb questions. But
it grew to become something I went through
every day. It was a routine. I became so used to
the nonsense you spoke that it doesn’t feel right
without you here. It was a tough time, but you’ve
made me a better person. You don’t realise the
worth of something once you lose it. And I have to
say, I didn’t realise how important you were, until
you were gone. Love you, Daniel.”
- Khiem Trinh
“Daniel was a caring person, who was always
willing to have a laugh and a joke with me. He
would come into my class with that same big grin
every lesson, whether rain, hail or shine. Every
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time I saw that grin, I always knew it was going to
be an interesting class. Health might not have been
his favourite subject, but he still tried for my sake.
He would laugh with his friends and helped to
create a positive environment for others. I felt that
he contributed to making the class environment
what it was; fun and energetic. He has shown me
the importance of not just teaching academics,
but teaching for self-fulfillment and to enjoy every
moment, even if you’re having to listen to someone
such as myself. Thanks, Daniel.”
- Mr. Westaway

“Although quiet, Daniel was a cherished friend for
many. He will continue to be missed by our school
community but live on through fond memories of
him.”
- Ms. Smooker
Rest in peace, Daniel Judd. n

Abigail Cameron
Year 9 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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A T O TA L LY OU T OF P ROP OR T ION,
W HIMSIC A L S T ORY
Harvey Talosig · Year 7 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

A

nother boring day in my life. No one has
decided to text me or call me.

My mind wonders as I lie on my bed. It dances
with the flickering flame of the electrical fire place
that I bought instead of getting a real one because
I was too childish to own one without burning my
fingers into crisps.
My inner self reflects on my decisions and critiques
me on it.
Why am I talking to myself? Am I that bored?
I stand up groggily from my bed almost falling
back to it for the third, fourth… sixth time? I’ve
fallen back to my cozy bed so many times that I do
not even remember how many times I have tried
getting out of my bed and do something in my life.
Sometimes I question why I was given life. Is there
some kind of 4th dimensional being who gave my
poor soul life because they knew how amusing it
would be to watch me get friends but then later
have them never call me because they are busy
using their life to the fullest which contrasts against
me completely? I don’t know.
I snap back to my reality, sadder than I was before
I contemplated about my life choices that I had
made.
I walk out my bedroom door and head to the
hall. I pass the kitchen and see no one. I stand in
the doorway of the kitchen and do another “life
wonder”.
Why did I decide to live alone again?
I look around the kitchen and the dining table. I
focus on the opened door pantry. It has nothing.
My pantry is an exact reflection of my social life
right now. Empty.
Why am I wasting my life? I should do something!
I inspire myself to walk out the door in my duck
patterned sleeping shorts and stained grey shirt.

I breathe in and breathe out.
I’m ready to take on the world!
…
Tomorrow.
An hour after my very inspiring simple act of living
I find myself sitting on my couch and watching a
marathon of paint drying, grass growing and bird
watching with a bowl of crisps on my stomach.
A day in my life is questioning my existence, trying
to change it but ultimately failing and doing the
exact same thing I have been doing for the past
couple years after I moved out from my parents’
house.
I dig my palms into my face in disappointment of
the realization that I have done nothing with my
life.
Beedo Doop!
I raise my hands from my face and turn my head
towards the futon that emitted a sound.
I see my phone vibrating accompanied with the
sound of a notification.
I get out of my couch and walk towards my phone,
not even caring about the bowl of crisps I tumbled
onto the floor in my wake.
I grab my phone and read the notification on its
dash board.
“A new message from Damien: I’m free with
a couple of mates. Let’s go out and do some
clubbing.”
“YES PLEASE!” I shout in glee.
I jump up with my arms to the sky in joy like
those 80’s shows, when a main character achieves
something great at the very end of the show to
allow the credits to roll and the ending theme to
play. n
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M Y IN T UI T ION
Jag Yien Thiang · Year 11 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Something tells me the sky doesn’t hear my screams
It is as though the pound of my fist isn’t hard enough to break the
surface
Bloody knuckles and a broken voice
Born trapped and will die trapped, my intuition tells me there is
no true freedom
Surely the chains have been broken, surely the hair has grown
back, surely the families have been reunited
But it is certain you are still painted and hung on the wall
Invisible to the naked eye, exposed to the sun’s shine
Heard from the lion’s ear, seen at heaven’s line
My intuition tells me you have no place here
My intuition tells me you are just a dream n

Tia Giarrocco
Year 10 · Star of the Sea
College
______
What inspired me to
produce my artwork was
the Expressive aspects of
Portraiture and how I could
create a simple image with
unique twists and colours
to accentuate facial features.
This was done using acrylic
paint as the medium and
was painted onto a circular
piece of wood.
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Gladys Santoso
Year 8 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Balance

Nyakuar Wunbil
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Process
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M Y W E AT HE R E D T W IL IGH T
Mariel Garcia · Year 9 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

A

s I bathed in the final fading fragments from
above with an outstretched arm, my little,
growing hands had not yet discovered the foreign
sensation of grief. After all, I lived a sheltered life in
my early youth and as such was led to ignorantly
believe that suffocating fingers would never try
to take that warmth away from me. What else
could you do at an age when your lips were busied
with endless babbling, and brain occupied with
underdeveloped ideals as well as emotions you
couldn’t fully conceive? Back then, the strongest
perception of pain could only be physical.
Unfortunately, crying and screaming doesn’t dull
an affliction the way it used to; it only darkened
my skies further. Up until this point, I had believed
I was perceptive, that I could predict events with
ease. But how peculiar the frequency of lightning
bolts that hit the ground with a violent crack when
its polar opposite, the quiet rolling thunder, is the
only thing to anticipate it; it was as if at that time I
was deaf to the booms and snarls of the upcoming
tempests. That mistake would prove to be my
downfall.
“You’re worthless,” my examination results
snapped at me distastefully as my distorted selfesteem argued with societal standards about which
part of me was the ugliest. Endless blizzards of
‘stupid,’ ‘unattractive’ and ‘anti-social’ bombarded
my thoughts on a perpetual cycle of biting cold.
Even in the silence, all I could hear were the fervent
voices as deafening as nails on chalkboard.
What excuse could I give my teacher the next time
I submitted an assignment late? “I’m sorry, I was
kept up late at night, haunted by the image of my
own body and the way my skin grotesquely curls
under my fingers”? And what then of my doctor’s
inquiries? Must I tell him of the time consumed
in my room muffling subs into pillows and my
convenient forgetfulness when it came to eating?
The scars I hide with thick layers of cotton?
It was obvious at this point that night had arrived
for me. As shadows cut deeper and deeper, my skin
was pierced and dyed a darker hue. I blended into
the darkness that nipped at my heels and numbly
acknowledged my reward for the love I gave to
others; pain and a shove away. Sometimes I would
just let my glossy eyes travel across the landscape
needlessly and wonder where the happy girl who
trickled dispersing light through her fingers went.

I laughed bitterly to myself. Probably to the place
all the friends that abandoned me, discarded me
for, a place much better than the empty husk of a
being that I inhabited. In the uneasy quiet that filled
it, I kept asking myself if this was a punishment for
my blissful oblivion of childhood or the baseless
confidence from which it was bred.
However, such thoughts would be promptly
interrupted. A gentle zephyr threaded its hands
through and whispered comfort into my tangled
locks. This calm albeit firm feeling momentarily
masked the screams and trembles wracking my
body. Then, as if by themselves, my hands were
moving, typing, sending messages to a person I had
lost with my peripheral vision blurred. I had never
expected I would do so ever again and expected
even less that they would reply.
I was about to mentally hit myself for such evident
idiocy when the kind concern that so reminded me
of good times past met my eyes. The harsh façade I
had worked so hard to cream crumbled despite my
best efforts as I pooled the emotions and memories
that had been congested for too long into messy
texts. I will never forget the shock I felt towards
the limitless support this person offered nor
my gratitude in regards to her promise of never
withdrawing it. In our hour-long talks, it was as
if I’d never cut out such a lovely person out of my
life.
Piece by piece, I recollected myself and found the
shy sun rising from the bed of hills before me in the
purest, most ineffable display of beauty I had ever
seen. Suddenly I came to the abrupt realisation
that I could have missed out on such a moment
had my friend’s presence in my life never come to
be or, even worse, if I’d made the final decision to
end all I ever knew. You can imagine the confusion
blossoming on her face as she read my long, sappy
message of love and appreciation after a night of
the exact opposite. Despite that, I’ll never forget to
thank her, my star behind dark, wispy clouds, for
granting my greatest unfulfilled wish: to receive the
will to live.
No, there is no way to escape the darkness
completely, but I can tell you without a doubt that
you are not the only one in it. For if you choose to
see the great things that come from this unanimous
suffering, you may become one too. You can
become your own morning star. n
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Where is my daughter?

Both equally painful

Sister is back
But where is my daughter?

She was in my dreams

I
Panic
Panic
Panic
Strange feeling about this
This don’t feel right
Sister
Sister
Sister
Where’s little one?
She comes closer with tears in her eyes
She gives me a painful look
She can’t answer me
I’m sorry
Sorry
Sorry
Sorry
They took her
My heart broke
I heard it shatter inside my body
–
Mother’s damper
Didn’t taste the same tonight
I wasn’t hungry
My mind was somewhere else
They sang songs
I didn’t feel like singing
Not tonight
Not without my
Sweet
Sweet
Sweet
Daughter
–
I dream about her
Good dreams
Bad dreams

But
Where is my daughter now?
Who took my daughter?
Where are you going?
Where are you going?
Where are you going?
Where are you going?
They kept asking me
I’m going to look for her
AND FIND HER
–
Go to boss angry
Where
Where
Where
Where
Is my daughter?
He didn’t answer me
Gave me a sly smirk
Pointed at the policeman place
I
Ran
Ran
Ran
As fast as I could to my daughter
But she wasn’t there
My heart shattered again
Big policeman was there
Just looked at me like I was crazy
I looked
Looked
Looked
Looked
For daughter in all cells
But where was she
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Big policeman stopped me

Come back Darling

You wouldn’t find her here
Or anywhere at all

Come back darling…

I confused at what he said
She’s not here
I-don’t-believe-him
Who took my daughter?
Will I see her again?
Sister is sad for me
She hugs me ever so tenderly
Please get better
I can not stop
Crying
Crying
Crying
Since police shooed me away
But, how could I?
I’m still longing
For my dear daughter
sister hugs me tighter
I cry, cry, cry
Stop that!
Be strong for younger daughter
But I can’t
It hurts
To know
She isn’t with me
Will I see her again?
No tracks to follow her
Small
Small
Precious
Feet

Hours are days
Days are weeks
Weeks are months without her
Will I see you again?
Someday,
I see you again my darling
I hope to…
I hope you happy
Wherever you may be
I miss
Hunting bush food
With you
Look! Over there! Goanna!
Running to chase dinner
But it left,
unexpectedly
Just like my
Sweet
Sweet
Sweet
daughter
thought of you gone still
Hurts
Hurts
Hurts
My heart
I sing for
Me
Younger daughter
Sister
Mother
And for you my darling

I wish I could tell my
broken
broken
broken
heart
ssh,ssh
you’ll feel good by sunrise
like I used to say
to my daughter

Tonight,
In a dream
Ssh, ssh
It’s me
Hear my voice
Singing
Singing
Singing
Pleading
Pleading
Pleading

But will I see her again?

Come back darling… n
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I

wake up on a warm summer’s morning and the
ray of the sun stretched its arms across Moama.
I felt like today would be a good Australia Day.
Then I heard a clunking noise and looked out the
window and saw Dad putting the boat on the back
of the car. I could tell it was Dad because of his
red hair and his obnoxiously bright yellow and
green sneakers. When I got outside I asked him if
we were going out on the Murray but he said that
only the boys were. I turned around to walk inside
and I saw Dad driving away with Gary, Mark,
Adrian and Simon. Matt was also going out with
his son, Jake. I waved goodbye and went inside. I
sat down on the couch and grabbed my book.
I read it for a while but then I heard a pounding
sound. Bang! Bang! Bang! Then out the corner of
my eye I see the police drive down. I jump off the
couch and ran outside to see what had happened
and to my surprise I saw my boat all smashed up
and a ski snapped into pieces. I didn’t see my Dads
bright red hair so I freaked out. My heart sank like
it was in quicksand. I ran around to try and find
him but he was nowhere to be seen. I went back
inside to call my Mum and then I saw his bright
red hair. He was talking to the police. I felt the
weight lift off my shoulders.
I ran over to him, gave him a hug and then asked
him what had happened. He said that Adrian was
skiing and they had the rope on the inner pole
so they were all sitting up the front, then a boat
started driving really close to them, so Dad moved
over and the boat cut through the middle of Adrian
and the boat. He then hit the boat. Adrian hit a
tree branch and that’s why his ski is broken, but if
they were going off the tower someone would of
been sitting on the back seat and they would have
gotten really hurt. I was so shocked! He also told
me that the boats fiberglass had shattered and the
guy didn’t even stop to see if everyone was okay he
just kept driving in his little tinny.

I couldn’t believe a tinny could cause this much
damage to such a big boat. Dad couldn’t either
and now the police were here to interview them
about the accident. I asked dad if anyone else was
hurt and he said that Adrian had hit an innocent
bystander with his ski and an ambulance came
to asses her, all because of a thoughtless and
dangerous driver. I ran inside and called my Mum
on the phone, as she was at the spa. She answered
and I told her what happened, but as I went to
hang up a guy ran through the park. I heard
someone yell something but I couldn’t quite
understand what they said, so I went outside. I
then saw the police get in their car and speed off.
I ran over to Dad and he told me that the man
was the driver that had hit them. I was relieved
that they found the guy. It was a waiting game
after that.
Mum got back and we sat down to a roast dinner
at 7pm. During dinner the phone rang; everyone
went silent. It was the police. Dad just kept
saying yes and okay, so no one was sure what
was happening. He finally got off the phone and
told us that the man had gotten away and the
woman that Adrian hit was home and had a
bruised rib. Everyone was so upset because they
just wanted an apology but were also happy the
woman was okay.
Finally, at 11pm when we were watching
Australia vs India in the World Series when we
got another call saying that the man had handed
himself in and was prepared to pay for the
damage. It was late so I went to bed but as I was
lying there I kept asking myself, “what if dad was
sitting in the back, what would have happened?”
I was glad the man realised what he had done
wrong and turned himself in.
That’s why I love it here, we all care for each
other and apologise when we do wrong. n
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A US T R A L I A
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The land of open dry plains,
Empty city lanes
And busy highways.
The sunrise is a like a rabbit emerging from its hole,
Witnessing the sunlight shining bright over the land,
sand and farmland.
The Ocean.
The large waves are formed at the end of sight.
It is like an orchestra composing marvellous music
during the night.
The voice of the wind shows its might.
Echoing through lanes and railways,
To only vanish after night,
To the loud sounds of people nowadays.
The waves rush up the shore,
As if it was a “clicking” clock.
A clock of consistent times,
To only be met by an o’clock,
That rushes the waves out,
So that shore is washed out.
The wind wanders out of the city and into empty
land,
To only be meet by a dry wasteland.
Nothing to eat or drink, or see,
But simply an abundance of dry trees.
The city is modern mayhem.
Busy city streets,
And the hard working hands, that make famous
brands.
This is Australia,
And I am proud n
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T

his fabled tale begins in the tribal courts of
Australia; a small abode just north the littoral
splendour of the coast, and considerably further
south from the tangled forests of yonder. This
place I talk of is Biripi, the tribe in the ocean of red
sand. Biripi country spanned far and wide, across
plains of great deserts, through the rustic tangles of
the bush and finally finishing at the shores of the
white tip waves.
So it just so happened that at the time of this story
the people of Biripi travel south, heading through
the vastness of the land to reach the haven of the
sea. They were 6 moons into their great migration,
when they bumped into the tribe of Worimi from
the south, as their respective nomadic cycle drew
them north along the coast. The two tribes settled
and spent a night of great festivities, sharing in
stories of creation and great prosperity, rejoicing in
the flare of each dance, the values of the songs and
savouring the taste of the food. While the common
folk relished this moment of rest, a boy, not yet a
man broke words with man recently titled from
the Worimi. He spoke a tale of such mystery and
awe, describing a story the boy had not yet heard
spoken. It was a curious tale. A very curious tale
indeed.
‘The whites arrived on giant canoes, with wide,
pale skins flapping from giant spears protruding
from the hold. Queer sight it was, giant wooden
monsters surging through the waves, no paddles
in sight, it seemed to me the ancestors of old were
compelling the canoe forward.’
The man drew his hands together and made
a pushing motion towards the boy, visually
representing his story. The boy was already drawn
in, his eyes wide, watching every movement this
man made.
‘Word spread throughout the tribe and a crowd
of all gathered at the mouth of the river as this
beast drew anchor on the sandy shore in front. A
murmur up roared, gossip gained influence as each
new comer added new thoughts to each of us.’
The man grew quiet. His hands gently came
together once again, palms touching. And in one
hurried motion, his hands flew up and spread wide
above his head.
‘IT’S THE ANCESTORS!!’
He yelled at such velocity and aggression, the boy
jumped back, but keenly returned back in front of
the man, readily eager for the next chapter.
‘This threw the tribe into frenzy. “The ancestors?
How could this be?”’

The man’s speech became instantly solemn,
foreshadowing the outcome of this claim.
‘But alas, the ancestors did not exit the giant canoe.
It was something not even the elders had seen
before.’
The boy, on the tip of his toes, leaned forward
waiting for the man to reveal what came off the
giant canoes.
The man looked straight into the boy’s eyes and
stayed there, gazing into them as if observing his
soul, and diverted when he was absolutely sure the
boy was engaged.
‘Ghosts…’
The boy was in awe. Ghosts?
‘Pale, white men, clothed like a bed of flora,
yellows, reds, whites all of the colours of the land!’
The boy didn’t once loose his gaze. This was the
weirdest story he had ever heard.
The man went on. He further described the
‘ghosts’, the ship, and their equipment, everything
to the most intricate detail. But what happened
next in the story was the most amazing part.
‘I hid out amongst the trees. Squatting among
the decay of the bush, neatly hidden under the
protection of the yellow wattle. My mother’s
brother, sat next to me also, for he had first contact
with these ‘ghosts’, and knew the rank and order of
these strange people. We sat there waiting, spears
in hand, for we were going to test the strength and
cunning of these people.’
The boy was wide eyed. This man was going to
fight a ghost? The man continued on.
‘The first to come through was a woman. I jumped
at the opportunity, but my uncle grabbed me by
my wrist and brought me back down. ‘Woman’
he simply said, pointing towards her. I felt a
rush of blood, her clothes deceived me, and quite
humiliated I regain my spot by my uncle’s side. She
moved on.’
‘The next to arrive was an old man. I wasn’t so
hasty this time, and looked on as the man went
about his business. I looked at my uncle, whose
eyes, eager as an eagle hunting, remained on the
old man until he was no longer in view.’
The boy gasped for air. He had been holding
his breath that entire time and didn’t notice. He
regained his composure and brought his attention
back to the man’s story.
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‘Finally, a warrior arrived. He swung a stick from
his shoulder and silver rib at his side. My uncle
spoke. ‘This. This is warrior’. I held my spear, I
tensed my back, and readied my legs.’
The man was crouched down, pretending to hold
his spear; he wisped through the sand dragging his
feet, kicking up a cloud. It was an elegant dance;
one the boy wished he could do in the future.
‘I then charged the man. I let out a cry of battle
and held my spear tight, propelling myself forward.
But the man saw me coming. He drew his stick,
and pointed it. He blew into the stick and after a
sickening BOOM; my skin erupted in fire, washing
a burning wave of pain through my arm. The pain
made my face awful but I pressed on, charging
even faster, more passionately than before. The
warrior in turned drew his sabre from his side,
and as I thrust my spear forward, he parried, and
brushed his sabre to the sky, flicking my cheek and
tickling me terribly.’
The man drew his finger along the pink line across
his cheek; the fire’s eerie glow from the distance
just lit his side enough to make out his wound. The
boy watched as the man dramatically finished his
showcase of his scar with a brief series of taps at
the top and then watched as the man went from
this proud warrior, a man retelling what seemed,
at the time, a gratifying retelling of his challenge

with the white men, turn into this sombre, small
man as he knelt down to eye level with the boy.
The man outstretched his arms towards the boy’s
shoulders, and with the flickering lick of the flames
light, the man’s arms became fully illuminated,
revealing a grisly series of flesh wounds and scars.
It was obvious to the boy this man’s wounds were
infested, as a gum green rim was forming around
and in amongst the worst of his wounds. This man
was not long for this world. The Boy looked up
from the wounds of the man and met the man’s
unsteady, glassy stare. It was then the boy realised
this was not a story like the ones he had grown up
with, but this story really happened and this man
actually challenged a white man.
‘I was a braggart you see. I wanted to show might,
my cunning, my strength, but I failed. I didn’t think
clearly and as a result I not only lost my challenge,
I lost my pride and ultimately my life.’
He stood back up and looked off into the distance,
the flames glow flicking across his body.
‘Be careful young one, these men are devilish, they
are here for a reason and they have the power to
challenge us.’
He looked back at the boy.
‘Sometimes you throw your weapon so far that
you cannot get it back.’ n

Isabella Dredge
Year 11 · Star of the Sea College
______
Stress was the inspiration for my chosen
work. The representation of the struggle
to breathe during any battle with one’s
stress is what I sought to display. The black
charcoal carries this theme with great
power.
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I

to weep. ‘Binta we have been left! We are all alone
no one is coming to get us!’

Where they lived food was scarce, work was
laborious and if someone was ill, they had to travel
miles away to get treatment.

But Binta, knowing that the stepmother could not
be trusted and didn’t care for them, told Raaj about
how she had marked trees along the path with a
burnt stick, leaving lines of ash on them.

n the outskirts of a town near Bastar in India,
there lived a scatter-brained man, his two children
and their selfish stepmother.

Each day, every person in the family had their chores;
the children did not go to school, but instead stayed
at home. Their stepmother would go out every day,
leaving all the work she didn’t want to do, to the
children. The father would then stay at home, off
dreaming in his own world, thinking of his latest
inventions.

‘So now all we have to do is follow the trees back
home’ she explained.

The stepmother began to realise that each week,
food was becoming more and more scant, and the
whole family would often go to bed with their
stomachs rumbling, unable to fall asleep.

When they saw their parents, the stepmother
pretended to weep, saying that she thought she had
lost them forever. The father just patted them on
their heads and went back to work.

One day the stepmother hatched a plan to get rid of
the children, as it cost too much feeding the extra
mouths and clothing them.

Life went back to normal.

The day came when the she took the children out
of the house, saying they were going to visit some
family over the hill.
They went through winding paths, made dark by the
hanging trees overhead and through dense forest.
Every few meters, Binta would quietly go near a tree
on the side of the path and make a strike against it
with a burnt stick she’d snatched from the dead fire
at home.
Finally, they stopped at another village. People were
milling around but the children noticed something
strange; there were no kids playing, and many of
them looked frail and bruised.
The stepmother pointed out a house on the far edge
of the small settlement.
‘I won’t be long, children, I’m just going to go get
some food for supper tonight.’
She bent down, gave them each a kiss on the head,
which was unusual for her to do, and sent them on
their way.
The children, not wanting to go anywhere near the
unfamiliar houses, quickly ran off down the road.
Soon, it was becoming dark and the stepmother had
not come back for them at all. In fact, they hadn’t
seen her anywhere.
Raaj realised what had happened, and at once began

So off they went, through the night, with the
moonlight shining brightly for them to see.
By dawn they had blisters on their feet and were
starving, but they had made it home.

Some time later the stepmother, determined to rid
herself of the children, came up with another plan to
convince them to go to the next village, and surprise
their father with some brand new tools.
Still not fully trusting the stepmother, Binta tried
to find something to help her and Raaj find their
way back home, but this time there was nothing for
Binta to use.
They made the same journey, but this time the
stepmother left them in the rainforest telling them to
keep going whilst she went to get some water from
the stream. And so they did.
By the time they wondered what happened to the
stepmother, she was long gone and they were all
alone in the forest, with night approaching.
Not wasting a moment, both of the children started
to try and find their way back, but without the ash
marks on the trees, they were lost.
Raaj and Binta stumbled around all through the
night, until they came to a house all by its lonesome
in the forest.
It had a big red apple tree out the front of it, with
little goats sleeping peacefully out the front, the
children could also see a warm fire crackling from
the inside.
Desperate and distraught, the children walked
straight into the house, ate some bread that was on
the table, then found a room with two little beds,
soft and ready for them to sleep in.
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When Raaj woke up, he was cold, sore and tied up
in a cage outside.
When Binta woke up, she found herself well rested
and warm.
Suddenly an old hag came in the room.
‘Get up and be quick about it child. If you ever
want to see your brother again, you’ll do as I say.’
The lady grunted, pushed herself up on her cane
and walked out of the room.
Binta, scared and unsure, followed the lady,
knowing she would not leave without her brother.
For the next few days the woman pushed Binta
around the house and garden, making her do every
chore whilst the lady sat and listened. She could
not see well, but the old woman’s hearing was as
keen as a bat, and if Binta didn’t do as the lady
asked, the hag’s cane would whack her.
Every day, the woman would go visit Raaj, but
because he had gotten so cold, he had started to
get very ill. Each time the old lady visited him she
gave him food and medicine and blankets, and he
soon got better. But one night Raaj heard the lady
singing,
‘Little children, little children,
how they like to play.
Little children, little children,
here you shall not stay.

cage, Raaj pretended to cough and splutter, as if
he was still sick. He then subtly licked his hand
and brushed his forehead as if he was starting up
a sweat.
‘You feel clammy to touch, boy! I thought you
were better!’ the old lady exclaimed.
‘Hmm you best not be tricking me child’ she
turned around and went into the house and came
back with Binta holding a candle.
With some rope, the lady tied Binta by her wrists
and held the rope in her hand so she couldn’t run
away. She then opened the cage and paused,
‘Little girl, if you move anywhere I don’t want you
to, I will leave you in the forest to be eaten by the
tigers.’
The old woman then went in the cage with Binta
by her side to help her see. As she bent down to
check Raaj, he sprang up behind her, took her
cane, pushed her down and ran out of the cage
with Binta. They both slammed the door shut and
ran into the house, leaving the wretch trapped.
In all of the commotion, the candle that Binta
had been holding was knocked out of her hands.
It had then fallen onto all of the blankets that
Raaj had slept with. Not being able to move, the
flames quickly consumed the crone and the smoke
surrounded her.
By night she was dead.

I’ll sell you to the highest bidder,
as sinful people like to play,
with the children I deliver.’
Then next morning the old lady started to pamper
Binta, making sure she looked pretty and healthy.
She then visited Raaj again, but because he heard
what she had sung, he wanted to escape but he
didn’t know how.

Before leaving, the kids checked the hag’s house
and found piles of money hidden in every room.
The next day they found their way to their village.
Their father greeted them with hugs and tears of
joy, with the stepmother nowhere in sight, as she
had been caught by the villagers for stealing and
was banished.

‘Little boyyy,’ crooned the old lady as she came
over, ‘I think you must be all better now hmmm?’

They told their father the tale of the old lady and
showed him the money. From that day on he never
let his children out of his sight, and the family lived
a happy, simple life.

As she went to feel his forehead through the

THE END. n
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n eighteenth century America, a middle-aged
man indulged himself with liquor at an inn. He
wore a large leather coat and a stale yarn shirt. The
man had prominent features: he bore a large scar,
which ran diagonally across his face. It sprawled
from his left brow towards the right side of his
jaw. His nose was long; his eyes had large bags; his
skin was rugged and tanned. His hair was shaggy
and grey. He had a holstered Spanish broadsword;
its sheath was gold cast with his name engraved,
‘Gavin Gutler.’ Gavin snorted and took a sip from
an unlabeled bottle.
“Ahh… Sweet t’as evah. Ay, Skip?” he chuckled
sarcastically.

You’ll work as part of my crew and serve me
loyally” Hayden said as he briskly walked and led
Gavin to the harbor.
Gavin gave Hayden a rebellious look and snarled.
“Do I look like a pet?” he said with murderous
intent.
Hayden laughed and continued undeterred. The
harbor was vast and eccentric: it had migrants,
exotic goods, bizarre animals and people. The
fresh scent of spices, perfumes and salt water was
exhilarating.
“Fresh spices!” the short man announced.

“Yer, like ’orse piss!”, a stout, bearded man behind
the counter snickered.

“Get your fishes here!” a small boy shouted with a
strong English accent.

The inn was dark; it only had two candles and a
window to provide light. The air was thick with
mold and the smell of urine. The Inn was made
of spare wood and ship carcasses, which gave it
a heavy and tense atmosphere. The uneven legs
made tables wobble, and chairs creak. The wooden
floors creaked as a young man entered. Gavin and
the regulars eyed the newcomer.

Hayden stopped at the end of a dock.

“Whiskey, please.”, the young man spoke with
smooth, polite voice.
“Aye.” Skipper obliged.
The young man was well dressed and spoke
respectfully. He resembled a wealthy aristocrat. He
took a seat across Gavin.
“Who might ye be?” Gavin said intimidatingly.
“Hayden, Sir.” The young man said politely.
“Pretty boys don’t belong ‘ere, kid.”
“And neither do you, sir.” he said as he glanced at
the sword sheath.
Gavin drew his sword and pointed it at Hayden.
“I warned ye, kid. Now draw yer weapon.” A loud
metal crack followed.
“I refuse to fight an impulsive pirate with no yield,”
Hayden said maintaining his composure.

“Welcome to the Gull.” Gavin jerked his head up
confused.
“The what?” he burped as he drunkenly stumbled.
Gavin looked up and laughed.
“That ain’t a way to treat a lady.” he stated as he
examined the beautiful vessel.
While they were walking up, Gavin ran his hands
along the ship’s railing.
“The crew is waiting, make yourself comfortable.”
There was a loud snap as a skinny figure swung
from the crow’s nest. The individual had oily hair;
his appearance resembled that of a madman. He
approached Gavin cautiously while sniffing the air
around him. Gavin jumped back alarmed.
“Keep yer nose away from me!” He yelled as he
pushed the strange figure back.
“Now, now… Gavin. That’s not how to treat an
ol’friend.” He grunted as he let one rip.
Gavin stared at the bizarre figure and sighed.
“Ye’ve lost some weight. Ay, Barnabas?” Gavin
sighed.
Barnabus laughed madly.

“How bout a wager, ay? A duel? Your life or mine.”
Gavin grinned viciously.

“So how did an ol’dog like you end up ere?” Gavin
stared at Barnabas’ skinny frame.

“There will be no bloodshed today. You will pay
dearly for disturbing the peace.”

“Same as you. I tried to kill this rucksack and
ended up on me bum.” He giggled as he flipped his
middle finger at Hayden.

Gavin gnawed and struggled to get the rope
bindings off his hands.
“Gavin Gutler… infamous pirate of the Atlantic.

“Piss off,” Gavin said unamused by Barnabas’
joke.
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“There are others too,” Barnabas said as he
picked his left protruding ear.

beauty fooled and doomed many men, killing
indiscriminately without mercy.

“Who?” Gavin eyed the ship for other familiar
faces.

“Where’s the brute?” Gavin inquired.

“Brutus the brute, Wendy the widowmaker and
Stewart the strategist.” He giggled as he looked
at Hayden.

“Around! Probably causing havoc among local
authorities!” Wendy said while fiddling with a
small piece of string.

“Guess it’s just me and you.” Barnabas smiled,
exhibiting his yellow, chipped teeth.

A dark figure emerged from the hull, holding
a jagged dagger. The dark figure stealthily
approached Gavin’s blindside. Wendy smiled and
giggled as her eyes followed the figure. It stopped
and then put a finger on its mouth. The dark
figure edged to Gavin with his weapon ready.

“Piss off…”

Thump!

The moon’s light touched the deck of the Gull. The
waves were gently rocking the ship. Gavin leaned
on the bridge gazing at the moon’s reflection.

“Arrrghhhh! Okay! I’m sorry!” Gavin applied
more pressure to the masculine neck.

“Glad to know you know each other. I must be
off, Barnabas showed him around. At dawn, we
go.” Hayden disappeared into his cabin.

“Romantic.” A feminine voice broke the silence.

The voice began to clog and choke. Wendy
crossed her arms, amused.

“Tisn’t it a little late for yer, missy?” Gavin
breathed taking in the scene.

“Barnabas I warn ye! Now yer dead!” Gavin
clamped and squeezed his hands tighter.

The women took a spot next to him.

Thud!

“A lady has her rights.”

“Gahh!” The ship jerked causing Gavin to fall
from his hammock.

Gavin looked at her condescendingly. The woman
smirked and raised one eyebrow.
“Wendy, right?”
“You got me.” she smiled.
The clamorous noises of the day were silent. The
gentle splashes of water calmed any unrested soul.
The moon’s reflection was bending and moving
with the ripples.
“So how’d you end up here, Monsieur Gutler?”
She said as the breeze picked up her velvet locks.
Gavin gave a bitter look. Wendy giggled.

He gagged attempting to hold whatever he
ingested in, before quickly puking.
“Good morning!” a rather high-pitched voice
greeted.
Gavin squinted attempting to focus his vision. The
ship jerked again, flipping Gavin. He groaned and
muttered, cursing Barnabas and his yellow teeth.
Gavin stood up feeling drowsy and lightheaded.
“Yer who now?” His blurry vision was attempting
to identify the individual in front of him.

“Tried to kill him?” she said gawking Gavin’s
sword.

“Stewart…” the voice said nervously.

Gavin sighed and turned his attention to the
moon.

“Who do yer think yer messin with kid.”.
Offended, Gavin swung his fist at him.

It was a beautiful night, a full moon.
“How bout ye, missy? What’is yer story?” he said
gazing at the moon.

Stewart ducked and punched Gavin underneath
his chin. Gavin’s body slammed on the wooden
floors. Stewart looked down and chuckled.

“I joined Monsieur Hayden because I was utterly
bored.” She spoke softly with a French accent.

“So stupid…” Stewart grabbed a small book from
his coat and dropped it on Gavin’s face.

Gavin laughed at her absurdity and dull
approach. Wendy smiled, showing that she
had small dimples and piercing green eyes. Her

“Knowledge is power…” His young face
devilishly staring him down as he exited to the
deck. n

Gavin laughed in disbelief.
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Samantha Garnett
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Wise One

Ethan Vichittavong
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Light Fist
______
My artwork reflects the journey of understanding a new
process and exploring new concepts of art making.
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Trinity Lee
Year 8 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Elisha Ralston
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Joan Graeson
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
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Veronica Kobbaji
Year 8 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
The Wonders of the Journey

Gaille Canceran
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Reflections
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Ben Jackson
Year 10 ∙ Whitefriars College
_____
Final Destination
_____
My inspiration was walking down the seafood aisles in the Queen Victoria Market and
seeing a gobsmacked looking fish that stood out because of its weird facial expressions.

Jeremy Kleinert
Year 9 ∙ Whitefriars College
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Xavier Wray-McCann
Year 11 ∙ Whitefriars College
_____
Stony Creek
_____
This painting was an attempt to do a Heidelberg School style painting of the creek near
my house. The distinctive Australian atmosphere and landscape of the place makes me
sentimental of all the hours I spent playing in the bush as a kid. This particular place in the
bush was one of my favourite as a child because of its pretty views.
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Callan Noble
Year 11 ∙ Whitefriars College
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Patrick Bulloch
Year 7 ∙ Whitefriars College

Rhys Simmonds
Year 7 ∙ Whitefriars College

Paul Hatzimoshou
Year 7 ∙ Whitefriars College
_____
Problematic Waves
_____
This piece depicts the struggle of a person’s problems and how they
are trying to relieve themselves of these issues, but no matter where
this person goes, the problems always follow, represented by the
wave, and eventually get hold of you, represented through the child.
The moral of the story is that you can’t run from your problems,
just let them come to you.
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Archie Morley
Year 12 ∙ Whitefriars College
_____
Exploration
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JOUR NE Y T HROUGH T IME
Liam Ward · Year 8 · CBC St Kilda

T

he doorbell rings. I excitedly run to the door,
and open it, expecting to see someone on the
other side, but there’s nobody there. ‘It’s probably
Uncle Joe playing another prank on me.’ I say to
myself. I cautiously walk outside. I do a double
take. There’s nobody there, and then a figure
emerges from the bushes. It’s Uncle Joe, holding
a bucket of water and ice, staring at me with his
mischievous grin.
“Happy Birthday Kiddo!” He shouts.
“Oh, no!”
Terrified, I run down the street, Joe chasing after
me, who is a surprisingly a fast runner for someone
his age. I look behind me, and see that he is only
a few metres away. He throws the water on me
and then runs in the house, laughing his head off.
Cold and furious, I do the same. I walk into the
living room, drying myself off with a towel. Mum
is sitting at the table reading the paper and Dad is
preparing the cake. A few other family members
are sitting around the table having a chat.
Jack and Uncle Joe are sitting on the couch
watching a cartoon. Joe looks up and smiles. “You
should have seen your face!”
“Ha, ha very funny,” I say sarcastically.
He chucks me a futuristic, ball shaped object, with
lights and buttons all over it. It’s about the size of a
tennis ball. “Happy birthday,” he says.
I stare at it horrified. ‘This is what I get for getting
a bucket of cold water on me. It’s just a crappie
plastic toy that looks like it’s from the hot potatoes
shop for two dollars!’ I storm into my room and
sit down at my desk. I press some of the buttons
but it does nothing. I throw it on to my bed and
reach for my new iPhone that I got from my
parents, but then I see it light up. I walk over to
my bed and pick it up. I hear an electronic voice
say, “December 8th, 1982, 8:45 am” and then
I see a flash of blinding white light. I open my
eyes and sit up. I was lying on my bed. I stand up
completely perplexed. ‘My bed wasn’t there! It’s
meant to be in the corner, facing the door!’ My
desk looks much newer and the room is so messy
too. The only thing that’s the same is the Michael
Jordan poster. I walk out of the room and search
the house. ‘Everything is so different!’ I walk out
of the house. The house next door isn’t even there;
just a building site. I’m so confused. Then I see a
pack of four teenagers wearing school uniform,
skating past on skateboards. ‘But it’s a Saturday!’
I say to myself.
“Hurry up Joe! We’re gonna be late!”

One of them is skating slower than the others. He
turns towards me. He looks familiar. ‘Oh my gosh,
it’s Uncle Joe! Except much younger.’ A newspaper
blows past me on the ground. I dash for it and pick
it up. ‘I’M IN 1982!’
I run along the fence of Northward High, holding
a bucket full of water. I see him! Joe is sitting
behind the building, joking with his friends. He
turns around and sees me. “Who are you?” He
says through the wire fence.
I don’t say anything just laugh, and then throw the
water all over him. At first he looked startled and
speechless, but then he looked up at me. His face
is red and he is furious. “I’m gonna kill you!” He
screams and begins to climb the fence.
“Oh, no. Not again!”
I sprint down the street. Younger Joe is chasing
after me. I need to get to the time machine before
he catches me. I’m not gonna make it there in time!
I’m gonna have to hide somewhere. I take a sharp
left into an alley, and then climb onto some boxes,
and then over a wooden fence into someone’s
backyard. ‘There’s nowhere I can go!’
Joe is now sitting on the top of the fence ready to
jump. I pick up a cricket ball off the ground and
throw it at him. It hits him right in the face and
he falls backwards off the fence onto the boxes.
“Aargh!” He screams. “Bullseye!”
When I get back into my room, I don’t hesitate to
program the time machine. But just before I return
to my time, I grab a posted note off the desk, write
my name on it, and put it behind the Michael
Jordan poster. I pick up the time machine. “Hear
goes nothing,” I press the button, hear an electronic
voice, and there’s a flash of white, and then I wake
up on my bed. I look behind the Michael Jordan
poster. The posted note is there. I check the time.
“Wait a second! There’s three minutes until Uncle
Joe comes!’ I hear footsteps in the hall. I hide under
my bed, just in time before I (or past me), enters
the room. “Steve! Can you please come here?”
Mum calls through the house.
“Coming Mum!” He/me answers and then runs
out.
I crawl out from under my bed, grab a role of
string from my desk, and run outside. I tie one end
to a tree, and stand around on the other side of the
shed. I look around the corner, and see Uncle Joe
coming. After he presses the door bell, he runs into
the bushes to hide. Then past-me walks into the
centre of the front yard. Uncle Joe runs towards
me, and I pull the string tight. He trips over, and the
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water goes all over him. It is the funniest thing I’ve
ever seen! I run back inside through the backdoor
and hide under my bed.
Later on, past-me walks into my room, and drops
the time-machine onto the bed. Whilst he/me
plays on my new phone, I quickly swap the time
machines, and place a posted note, with a list of
instructions on it, on the bed as well. Then he/me
walks over to the bed and picks up the note and
the machine, and then a flash of light, and he/me’s
gone. I stand up, and walk into the living room and
watch a cartoon with my brother and Uncle Joe. n

Sienna Grech
Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor
______
With or Without Him
______
As her heart begins to heal, like a leech he begins to suck her back into his life. She knows he is no good
for her but there is something about him that she cannot resist.
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ME . NO T A MIN A A R A F F.
Madelaine Avice Demay · Year 6 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Why?
Why did I decide to wake the monster beneath.
The one that makes me into someone I am not.
Me. Me behind the computer screen. My face.
One slip and my secrets out. I am not a female.
I am not in Syria. I am not gay.
There’s one problem. The world thinks I am
female. The world thinks I am in Syria. The
world thinks I am Amina Araff.

A girl.
A girl I made up after my girlfriend left me.
She left me in the cold. I slipped. I fell. I even
blurted out my secret. I’m alone. With bars as
my windows and doors.
Tom MacMaster is my name. A stupid mistake
that put me in bars. A stupid mistake that
changed me. A stupid mistake… n

T HE BIG JUMP
Lucy Stein · Year 1 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I felt bees in my tummy. I hear my mum saying “You will be okay!”. I was
scared to risk it. I was frightened to make the big, enormous jump.
I jumped and hurt my arm, but I got back up. I fell again, and again. I will
do it and I will get it. I said to Mum, “I will not give up!”.
I feel braver than ever, I feel happier than I’ve ever been. n

M Y W OR L D
Ada Stamer · Year 3 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Narrow
Ivy tunnel
I hear echoes in the air
I feel nervous in my body
The light! n
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ROC K ING B O AT
Matilda Bailey · Year 1 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

The boat is rocking and I feel scared.
I feel sick in my tummy.
I’m cuddling my mum very tight.
I feel anxious and frightened.
The sea smells salty and I am hungry.
My tummy is rumbling. n

A B O AT JOUR NE Y
Matilda Bailey · Year 1 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

I looked at my little girl, she looked scared.
I could hear the waves crashing on the sea.
I could smelling the terrible smelling fish.
I felt my little girl’s face and felt her tears.
I could hear that a city was no so far away.
I felt scared.
Finally, we came to a stop and we were okay. n

SC O T L A ND
Amelia O’Donoghue · Year 3 · St James Catholic Primary School Brighton

Scotland
Magnificent beauty
Walking, mouth-dropping, dazzling
Rivers, trees, castles, rocks
Climbing, learning, adventures
Rocky, cold
Scotland n
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Leila Ralston
Year 6 ∙ St James Primary
School, Brighton
_____
The Suitcase
_____
If I had to leave my home
like a refugee, and could
only grab a few items, I
would take a picture of
my family, because if I
got separated from them I
would have something to
remember them. I would
put in my teddy that I
have had since I was born
because it is very special to
me. I would want to bring
my dog because I love her
and she is an important
part of my family.

Lily Ferrier
Year 1 ∙ St James Primary
School, Brighton
_____
Spinning Top
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T HE HOP E OF SUNR ISE
Mia Howell · Year 8 · Star of the Sea College

M

oeder and Pa are outside conversing with
Hashim. Dark shadows consume the room;
there are evil spirits around. I hear promises of
money and education but I know they are not all
truth. I am summoned outside. I am hesitant but I
obey my beloved parents’ instructions.
“Masika, you are to go with Hashim, it will
be better with him,” they told me with grave
expressions on their faces. “Climb into his truck,
he will take you to your new home.” With some
form of reluctance, I clamber on board Hashim’s
truck.
As we begin to disappear from view, Hashim’s
wildly wicked and devilish grin quickly spreads
across his face. Dark storm clouds from the
distance are slowly rolling in from the distance,
bringing a low rumbling noise with them and
blocking the sun’s light. A sudden flash of lightning
illuminates a thing you could only ever find in the
deepest, darkest corners of your mind. This was
every Eritrean child’s worst nightmare. I am being
taken to a child labor camp; I am being sold as
a slave. The truck stops, Hashim grabs me and
covers my face with a slightly damp cloth. I try to
scream but no sound comes out of my mouth. I
struggle for freedom, but I have no release.
I wake up to a loud, clanging bell; outside, the
storm has subsided but the real storm is just
beginning for me. The musty smell of all our tightly
packed bodies wafts into my nasal cavities. We
make our way to work, only one slice of flatbread
to settle our starving stomachs. Me and another
girl, who is about my age, are filtered out of the
group. Thoughts flurry through my mind – where
am I going? All I know is that it won’t be good.
The other girl and I are pushed towards a hut,
separated from the rest of the camp. What I see
next will change my life forever.
Before us is a man; he has a ragged beard and a
greedy, malicious grin. He is sitting, waiting for us.
Terrified, I look towards the other girl. We both
realise that we’re in this together. There’s no way
out. The guards lock the door. Without the slightest
hesitation he gives orders and we obediently
follow instructions. The rest of the evening is a
blur of terror and disbelief. When it is finally over

the guards open the door for us to exit. We scurry
away.
Finally back in the tent we sit on the floor; the
other girl has tears in her eyes. Although I feel the
same way, I cover it up in an effort to comfort her.
Her name is Aziza. As days turn into weeks, weeks
into months, months into years, my friendship
with Aziza grows. She is the best thing that
happened to me, we are inseparable from our first
day at camp. She is sweet and innocent, gentle like
the sunrise that gives me hope in each new day.
But sunsets don’t last forever, and I should have
known that our bond would come to an end. On
the night before my fifth year at the camp I am
woken by the sudden jolt of a man lifting me off
the ground. I struggle but he continues to carry
me away. He places me gently into the back of a
truck and starts taking me away from Aziza, the
only place where I have found happiness in my
years of misery and torment. Fear overwhelms
me, the same way it did on my first day at camp.
I feel scared, my brain is disoriented from waking
so suddenly. Eventually I drift back off to sleep.
This time, waking up is different. My body is
resting on a plush bed and my head is rested on a
pillow. The sheets on top of me make me feel like
I’m still dreaming. I move to the sink and wash
my tearstained face for the first time in what
seems like forever, a neatly folded pile of fresh,
new clothes are waiting at my bedside. The crisp
and clean luxuries seem surreal and I’m not sure
what I’m supposed to do. A lady enters my room
and informs me that I am safe now and that I am
leaving to start a new life in Australia. I ask where
Aziza is. The lady’s face looks grim and panicked
as she turns to hurriedly walk out the door.
The whole trip took two days and when I arrived
at Melbourne Airport, my new family was waiting
for me, excited to welcome me into their home.
Despite my unimaginable suffering, and the fact
that I never saw Aziza or my real parents again, I
consider myself lucky. I was rescued. That is my
past and now I will make it my mission to make
sure that it will be no one’s future. The sunrise
will give them hope of better days, just like it did
for me. n
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SK IP PA’S JOUR NE Y
Elisabeth Sagiadellis · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

I

suddenly awake to the echoing sound of mum’s
footsteps coming up the stairs. I leap up out
of bed and walk over to her. She greets me good
morning and gently strokes my fur. As I follow
her down to the kitchen, there is a slight whiff of
breakfast all prepared for me and the kids. As soon
as I have gobbled up my breakfast, I head to the
front door ready to go for my morning walk. Mum
walks up to me, opens the front door and off we
go.
As soon as we reach the beach, I run towards it
straight away. When I reach the sand, I can feel
every single grain tickling my paws. I race over for
the water. The shimmering ocean feels calm and
playful. The feeling of excitement rushes through
my body, going a million kilometres an hour. I
splash and run around in the crystal clear water.
This is what I can never get enough of.
The rest of the day is spent playing in the pool with
the rest of the family. I am exhausted and all I need
now is to have a good night’s sleep. I drag my feet
up the stairs to my bed. Once there, I collapse and
close my eyes to fall asleep.
The next morning, I wake to the sight of the
bright sunlight streaming through the window. I
must have slept in. I hear mum’s footsteps coming
towards me. I hardly move. I would usually leap
up into the air and attack her with happiness. I
don’t know what has gotten into me.
I stay there lying in bed for about an hour. Mum
has come up to me several times asking if I’m okay.
I don’t respond and sit there as still as a statue.

I am dreading going for a walk. I just want to
be alone with nobody bothering me but no one
understands.
I haven’t moved since I woke up and it’s now the
afternoon. Food has been served to me several
times and Dad has tried to persuade me to go
outside but nothing works. It’s like a dark cloud
of smoke is growing inside my body. It’s not letting
me be myself, I feel like it’s taking over my life.
Somehow without any energy, I walk downstairs.
Slowly, one step at a time. I head for the back door
and walk outside. The breeze makes my fur feel
like waves. Instead of jumping up on the grass, I
walk slowly to the back corner of the yard. I curl
up into a ball and hope that no one can find me
and bother me.
The whole family keeps walking up to me and
standing there waiting. It’s now Dad’s turn. He
slowly walks up and stares at me blankly. All of
a sudden, he sits down next to me and strokes my
fur. The others didn’t do this. They just came up to
me, place my food bowl on the ground with some
dog biscuits and leave. As he strokes my fur, I feel
calm and relaxed. Dad places his hand under my
tummy and lifts me up into the air. I don’t know
why he has done this. He walks over to the car and
places me into the back; I hope that we are not
going for a walk.
As soon as the car starts, I instantly feel sick. I
feel as though my tummy has been tied up in a
knot that I can’t untie. I look out the window and
I realise that this isn’t the way to the beach. We
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stop at a big, white, modern looking building. Dad
opens the car and I don’t move. He pulls and tugs
at my collar but I still don’t move.
Eventually, I get out of the car. There is a stabbing
pain inside my stomach. I drag my feet through the
front door anxiously. The sound of terrified dogs is
making my head spin. We walk into a room and I
am lifted up and placed onto a bed. Something is
put into my leg. I feel even more weak and I close
my eyes and fall asleep.
I slowly open my eyes. I think to myself, it was all
a dream. I can be myself again. But to my surprise,
I am still in the same room. I can see Dad talking
to the Lady that put the needle into my leg. Dad
looks worried. He rubs his eyes and looks to my
direction. He walks over to me and holds my paw.
He says something but I can’t quite hear him. As
we leave the building, Dad says thank you to the

Lady. I don’t understand why though. I need to
know what he said earlier.
When we get home, I go and lie down in the same
corner as I did before. Once again, food is served
to me. But this time the whole family comes up to
me after a while. They all have tears running down
their cheeks. They all give me a hug. I close my eyes
and think to myself, I now know what is going on.
The next morning we head to the same building
once again. This time the whole family is in the car.
No one says a word. This time I don’t look out the
window and I don’t feel sick. I am just thinking
about the future.
When we arrive, I am placed on the same bed as
I was on yesterday. Mum clenches my paw. She
has tears bursting out of her eyes. The rest of the
family gathers around me. In sync they all say to
me “we will miss you”. n

M Y SK Y
Katrina Larcher · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

I watched the rain as it fell heavy in my hand.

I breathed the air that joyful scent.

I felt each drop run down my face

The fresh fallen rain was quick to dry.

Landing on my lashes.

And the sun did shine as bright as day.

I heard the anger of the sky as it ripped itself
apart.

But even its purest light could not compare to the
luminous colours athwart the sky.

The deafening bellow made me cower.

Oh my sky, how beautiful you are.

Its shed tears mimicked my own.

How do you shine throughout the night?

A fiery tongue licked the sky.

How do you shine after you cry?

Collecting the drops, lighting the air.
A ray of light throughout the dark.
I ached to know just what had happened.
What had made my sky so mad?
What had it seen to cry so hard?
Did it compare to my mere disturbance?
What had my poor sky endured?

And my sky answered me through many signs.
Through laughter and joy, through the
contentment of times.
That it doesn’t matter if my sky can shine.
Shine its light on the most perfect days.
We should be more amazed at the strips of light,
that crack through the air during the darkest of
life. n
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M Y JOUR NE Y
Madelynne D’Alberto · Year 7 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

I travel to cover the path unknown
And I will always travel not alone
Exploring the different places
Seeing new people’s faces
Finding where I truly belong
Sharing all of the places I have been
I crave for my next journey that will soon begin n

T HE JOUR NE Y T O T HE T RUE
ME A NING OF T R E A SUR E
Aishwarya Jaganathan · Year 8 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

As you embark on your new journey,
We pray your travels never end,
You will always head in the right direction,
Though the path may sometimes bend,
Let happiness and success be your destination,
Let your legacy be a simile,
We hope you enjoy every footstep,
And never regret a single mile,
May you flourish in new discoveries,
Greet each new day with pleasure,
Find your inner-wealth and know,
The True meaning of Treasure. n
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R E F L E C T IONS ON SIS T E R HE A R T
BY S A L LY MORG A N
Julianna Cross · Year 8 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

I’m sitting in the crying tree,
looking at birds fly across the
sky.
I wanna grow feathers and fly
home.
I wanna see Janey again,
but she gone,
I never said goodbye,
I wanna say goodbye.
Thump Thump Thump
Heard running
Heard a stick snap, thought it
was Janey
and got real excited
but it was just Annie.
I wiped my tears away
Before Annie noticed
I knew you’d be here,
You watchin’ mudlarks, Tim?
she climbed,
sat down next to me,
I saw a kookaburra,
Thought of Janey,
I miss her, Annie
She gone home right Annie?
I saw her eyes
Annie sad too
Yeah, she’s home
One day we’ll go home too
We’ll see Janey again
One day
I think,
I think about how Janey
changed me,
Changed Annie too,
Janey was changed by Annie
So was I,
But did I change them?
I learnt lots ‘bout my family
Only ‘cause of Janey
I will remember family,

for Janey
I will go home,
for Janey
We both sit quietly
just happy we have someone
who understands
what we are going through.
Do you think I changed Janey?
Or is it my fault she gone?
I can’t stop it now
I feel my face,
It’s wet,
I taste salt
water runs past cheeks,
Towards lips.
I look away from Annie,
Too late,
she saw,
Tim, It not your fault Janey is
gone,
She better off now,
She gone home,
She safe and happy
She wants you to be happy too,
She really loves you,
You made her who she is,
I look at Annie,
She crying too,
I hug her,
I’m sorry,
I should not say anything
‘bout Janey.
She lets go of me,
Looks into my eyes,
It is alright,
We need to be happy,
For Janey,
We stay quiet,
For a moment.
Janey was the one,
Who told me ‘bout who I am,
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Where I am from,
Where I belong,
I got family,
Waiting for me,
Back home,
I am not the person,
That everyone here tells me I
am,
I am different,
I don’t belong here,
I belong back home,
From where I was taken,
I don’t forget what Janey told
me,
She told me ‘bout dad,
Tall as a gum tree,
Mum likes blue dresses and
cuddles,
Granny Alice who sings real
sweet.
I will remember,
For Janey.
Annie smiled,
a sad happy smile,
a Kookaburra and mudlark
fly by,
we both stare,
someday I’ll grow me own
feathers,
I will fly home,
back to the family I got waitin’
Just like Janey wanted.
Annie nods,
Clang, Clang, Clang
We hear the bell,
We jump up and run,
Run back to the place,
We don’t belong,
But we’ll grow feathers,
Fly back home,
For Janey. n

Jaime Keenan
Year 12 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Alyssa Di Nuzzo
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Lift like a Girl
______
My artwork represents my fitness journey and
how I defy the typical ‘girl’ stereotype.

Jonah Rokodi
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
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Mariel Garcia
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Fluctuat Nec Mergitur

Gaille Canceran
Year 11 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
Just an overwhelmed artist
______
There are so many things to do with emotions,
the journey of an artist can be swallowed up by
quicksand. In this case, the artist depicted her
attempts to better understand herself.
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NO GOODBY E
Adriana Popea · Year 9 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

G

oing back in time to the exact moment leaves
me speechless. It’s the one memory that holds
me together but sometimes pushes me to break.
The one person that was at home that could
actually understand me: for a brother’s girlfriend
she was quite humble and funny. Yet, I couldn’t
find myself to accept her, not just yet at least. Not
until a simple day at the park.

with someone, that something unexpected was
falling from my eyes non-stop. Making my vision
blurry I realized I was crying. I couldn’t feel
anything but sorrow and fear. ‘What will happen
if she leaves?’ I thought to myself, it would be
the worst thing to my brother and I but honestly
maybe a good thing for her. She needed someone
better… she deserved someone better.

We were walking for what seemed like forever, we
were laughing at stupid stories that would always
involve my brother being stupid and immature.
(take note he does these things at the age of 23)
When we finally reached our destination, the
moon was out and the wind was kissing our faces.
It was perfect, the stars above us, the sounds of
laughter and the cold breeze. We ran to the swings
and when we started swinging, we started talking.
It seemed like every word that came out of my
mouth just made sense. That’s what made her
unique. I know she wasn’t faking it like everyone
else because she genuinely understood. As we
were walking back the sounds of laughter were
no longer there. The grass was brushing against
our shoes as we took our slow steps and when we
finally got home everyone was quiet. I don’t think
anyone knew that we left but it was okay because
she was obviously old enough to supervise.

The next few days seemed like they didn’t even
talk and instead, yelled and argued to the point
where she walked out on him. I ran to see where
she was going and it was the park we both went
to. The day was cold and everything was a mess.
I couldn’t do anything to help their relationship,
I could only support them. I thought they were
perfect for each other but I guess things changed.
I went back home with her and my brother had
no words and no reaction, he was just doing his
own thing. I walked in my room and she went
for a shower but it seemed as if it was her tears
dropping more than the water, I could hear the
sadness in her sigh, she wasn’t having a shower
at all. She was having time to herself to just let
everything out.

Afterwards I could notice the difference in her
personality; she wasn’t the same anymore. I was
scared and I just wished she was okay. But she
wasn’t okay at all. This one night proved it all.
It was dark when we were both sitting down,
outside near the garden, appreciating the wind,
it was beautiful all over again but the only thing
that was different was the fact that I couldn’t see
her at all. The only evidence I had of her being
there was the moon and the lighter that flicked on
when she lit her smoke. When suddenly she spoke
to me about her relationship with my brother. I
thought she would describe it as wonderful, great
or even better, perfect, but what came out instead
was ‘It’s not the same anymore, it scares me’ those
exact words flew about in our heads nervously.
It just wasn’t working out, she was explaining
to me how the relationship seems to be slowly
shattering but yet also explained how she still
loves him. I couldn’t see anything clearly but her
voice was shaking and I could easily picture her
crying. It was sad. I’ve never felt so connected

It was the next day, I was getting ready for school,
excited for the subjects I had and had my usual
day. When school ended I jumped in the car and
she wasn’t there. The car was going slow and the
vibe I was feeling wasn’t good, then he finally
let a big sigh out and looked at me through the
driver’s mirror. ‘Dyani left’ I didn’t know what to
say, I felt broken and tears naturally rolled down
my face. I didn’t get to say bye, she left and I
wasn’t there at least to say ‘bye’. So that was her
name…Dyani, the person that understood me
without faking, the person that shared a piece of
her personal life, the person that would only ever
speak the truth.
My brother didn’t say a word after telling me, he
could see me crying in the back seat. I thought it
would be easy to let go of her because she’d be
happier but reality was I couldn’t let go. Not of
someone like her. I felt my heartbeat and I could
feel my own tears almost drowning my uniform.
There isn’t a happy ending in my story but there
is a lesson. My story goes to show that spending
time with others and creating memories are good.
Just remember not everyone can stay with you in
person but in heart. n
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DI A RY E N T R IE S “J A NE Y ”
Dulya Weerasinghe · Year 8 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Entry 1
My first day in the government
place was hard
I wanted to run away I missed
my family
My mother my brother
I was always very loud teacher
would beat me for it
She say I was not obedient
They gave me a new name too
I don’t want to change my
name
But I don’t wanna get beat
I will use Janey but I will never
forget the name mother gave
me
I made friend in the
government place
Names Nancy she’s a nor
’wester
I’m sou’wester but she says I’m
alright!
Nancy hits hard! most kids cry!
She fights new kids if they big
like her
She’ll be going out to work
soon
Poor Nancy shed wants to be a
film star
Entry 2
I was gonna run away today
I ran but I got caught
Got a punishment from teacher
Don’t like this place everyone
here mean and unfriendly
I was sad so I ran into the bush
Found a tree in the bush though
I’m gonna call it the crying tree
Gonna there whenever I’m sad
and need to cry

I was gonna run away see my
mum and my brother again
But then I saw my brother!
Here in the government
place!
I ran to him see if it was him
It was little brother! I hugged
him so tight he would’ve
died!
Now that he was here too I
can’t leave
Big sisters look after little
brothers!
Little brothers name was now
Tim
But I told him to never forget
his real name
I showed him the crying tree
too
Told him to go there if he was
sad and missed mother
Entry 3
There’s a new girl here now!
Don’t know her name yet
though
She doesn’t talk much
Gonna call her new girl for
now
I taught new girl what to do
I helped her clean and she got
Margy’s bed now!
It’s new girl first day with
teacher now
Hope she doesn’t get yelled at
Teacher then called out her
name!
Annie! That’s her name!
I like Annie she’s my friend
I’m gonna show her the crying
tree
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She looked sad
She also misses home
She got wacked for being quiet
I’m gonna get teacher back for
that!
Get her back good!
Annie got embarrassed by
teacher
Made Annie say a rhyme for
babies
Teachers wants Annie to look
dumb
Annie ain’t dumb!
Entry 4
Stole teachers stick!
Payback for hitting Annie!
Teacher found new stick
though
Wacked me then
can’t cry though makes it worse
can’t cry can’t cry
Tim’s sick now
Been coughing all morning
His lips are blue and he’s
sweatin’ too
I show Annie how to steal
bread
We steal it so Tim can get better
Tim’s gettin’ bony
gonna go catch him a gilgie
Tim’s gonna get better
Nancy is doing jobs now
Turned fourteen
Reckon she’s gonna run
She sick of bein’ bossed
Wants her own life
Nancy wants to be free
She’s gonna run. n

Alicia Mision
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
_____
Through the Woods

Lauren Patocs
Year 6 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
_____
The Journey Between Primary School and High School
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JOUR NE Y
Lucy Burns · Year 5 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

The winds howled in dawn of the beginning,
The beginning of the journey,
It began with us all grinning,
Before we understood the journey.

Then, came it,
The volcano so bad.
Our tongues we bit,
When the climb was over, we were glad.

Mountains high, and seas so vast,
Storms filled with rain,
We thought it would never last,
Our tempers raised, but them we could maintain.

Finally, the destination,
We had reached it.
I have confirmation,
Inside this kit.

Through rocky twines,
And Forests dense.
Trees with vines,
Traveling with sense.

Reach inside, find something new,
And something old.
And something blue.
And feel the feeling that could leave you cold. n

Tess Dargan
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School,
Ormond
_____

Samuel James
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary
School, Ormond
_____

Journey Through The Woods

Millions of Journeys
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Anne Fassoulis
Year 6 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic
Primary School, Ormond

Elizabeth Cormack
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic
Primary School, Ormond
_____
Broken Journey

Jonathan Paola
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic
Primary School, Ormond
_____
The Future of Life
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Caitlin Holsken
Year 6 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic
Primary School, Ormond

Campbell Henderson
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic
Primary School, Ormond
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Gianna Cacace
Year 6 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond

Michael Wilson
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary School, Ormond
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Anthony Kostelac
Year 5 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary
School, Ormond

Kim Nguyen
Year 5 · St Kevin’s Catholic Primary
School, Ormond

Jayden Rodrigues
Year 6 ∙ St Kevin’s Catholic Primary
School, Ormond
_____
Connection of Countries
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Joshua Fabia
Year 2 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College
______
This sculpture of the wolves was created
by Joshua as part of their Unit of Inquiry,
How We Express Ourselves. Joshua used
balsa wood, air-died clay and paint to
create his piece. The work came after an
excursion to Heidi Museum of Modern
Art, where the whole Year 2 class
participated in a guided sculpture walk
and workshop.

Jed Fabia
Year 1 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College
______
This sculpture of the dog was created
by Jed as part of their Unit of Inquiry,
Imagination. The whole class listened
to Schumann’s movement, Scenes from
Childhood, and Jed created by hand,
his air-dried clay dog. He imagined the
dog to be an imaginative character in
Schumann’s work, and when his dog was
dry, he listened to the same movement
again and painted his dog.
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Anthony Pain
Year 4 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College
______
This portrait of Roger Federer was drawn
by Anthony as part of their Unit of
Inquiry, Who WE Are, (Choices of leaders
and role models reflects the beliefs and
values of individuals and societies). The
whole class chose their own leader who
demonstrates courage and commitment.
Anthony’s rendered drawing was framed
with French attitudes referred to in the IB
Philosophy.

Archie Strode
Year 3 · Kostka Hall, Xavier College
______
This Texta drawing by Archie depicts a house that he would like to build and live in when he finishes school.
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A BOY, AN OWL , A TURTLE AND THE DOG
Fabrizio Cascino · Year 5 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

O

ne day, a little boy named Fabrizio and his
Pomeranian called Caramel were playing
outside with a tennis ball. They were playing a
game of ‘catch’. When the ball rolled towards
Fabrizio, he missed it and it rolled through his legs.
They both chased after the ball. Suddenly the ball
stopped rolling and they stopped running.
Fabrizio and Caramel sensed something strange
about the ground where they now stood. As
Fabrizio went to grab the ball, both he and Caramel
fell through a hole and into a big cave. They came
across a turtle. His name was Jerry. “Hello there
little boy, what is your name?” Jerry asked.
“F..ff…Fabrizio and this i..is my dog Caramel,”
Fabrizio replied nervously.
“Come on, don’t be scared. I won’t bite. Anyway
nice to meet you both.”
“We were just playing catch and we fell in here,”
Fabrizio explained.
“I know, and now there is no way out apart from
that tunnel.”
Jerry told them about the ways out of the cave and
showed them a map that Jerry made a long time
ago.
“Wait, so how old are you?” Fabrizio asked.
“100 years old,” Jerry replied.
“Geez! You are really old. No offence!” Fabrizio
said.
“It’s fine, I get that a lot from people,” Jerry giggled.

“This is the Forest of Owls,” Jerry explained.
“Hello there,” an echoing voice greeted them.
“Welcome to the Forest of Owls.”
“Who is that?” Fabrizio asked.
“My name is Vanoss and I am the leader of the
owls,” Vanoss explained, as he flew down from a
tree.
“Hi Vanoss, it’s me Jerry! Remember me?” Jerry
asked.
“Yes I remember you, but who are these two?”
“This young man is Fabrizio and his cute puppy
Caramel,” Jerry explained.
“Nice to meet you Fabrizio and Caramel,” Vanoss
said.
“Nice to meet you too Vanoss,” Fabrizio replied.
“Woof!” Caramel barked.
“I have some food. Follow me,” Vanoss said.
As the group joined the owl to the dining area in
the forest, Vanoss announced, “Lunch time!! Hoot!
Hoot!” A parliament of owls came swooping
down to get there lunch, hooking the food with
their beaks and taking it back up to their nests to
feed their young ones.
“Here’s some food for you guys too,” said Vanoss.
The feathery owl passed them some bread and
beetroot soup. They all took a huge sip of the soup
and ate the bread.

Meanwhile back at home, Fabrizio’s mum walked
outside and yelled, “Fabrizio, lunch is ready!!
Where is he?” Fabrizio’s mum walked back into
the house expecting Fabrizio to come in at any
moment.

“Wow Vanoss, this is so delicious!” Fabrizio said.
Fabrizio took the bread and dipped it into his
soup before he ate it. Whilst eating, they heard the
noise of chainsaws and saw trees falling. The noise
was getting louder and louder, and the trees were
falling closer and closer.

Back in the cave, Fabrizio, Caramel and Jerry felt
a tremor.

“Everyone, RUN!!” yelled Jerry.

“Wh…what’s that?” Fabrizio asked.
“Oh no, this won’t be good,” explained Jerry.
“Wait, what?” Fabrizio asked.
Seconds later, they saw water rushing through the
tunnel at the speed of light. “Ahhhhhhhhhh!!!!!”
they all screamed. The water pushed them through
the tunnel at a rapid speed. A sudden bright light
flashed in their eyes and seconds later, they were in
the middle of nowhere, next to a lake, surrounded
by dense, tall trees.
“Where are we?” Fabrizio asked.

As the boy and his dog ran from the falling trees
and the parliament of owls flew above them,
Jerry cried, “Hey! Wait for me!!” Fabrizio turned
around, grabbed the turtle and carried it as he ran.
Up ahead, they came across a long stream of water
with a waterfall. Although risky, it seemed like
their only hope to escape from the falling trees.
On the count of three, they all jumped in. They
were moving through the water like a jaguar on a
water slide. When they slid to the other side, they
felt cold and wet. They ended up in a snow forest
where they stayed the night. They made coats out
of feathers and shelter out of chopped wood.
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The next day, they heard a car driving by and it
stopped. They saw some lumberjacks and more
trees falling.
“Get in!!” the man said as he opened his car door.
Fabrizio, Jerry and Caramel hopped in the car
while Vanoss and the owls flew over it.
“What’s your address young boy? We need to get
you home fast,” the man explained, as he sped off.
“109 Homington Street,” Fabrizio replied.
The lumberjacks got into their trucks and started
chasing the speeding car. Fabrizio and Jerry noticed
bumper stickers on the trucks. They had “Owl
Hunter” written in big, bold writing.

and grabbed a bag of the fake, plastic vampire
teeth he had bought for Halloween. He put them
in every owls’ beak, making them look menacing.
When the owl hunters arrived, they pulled out
their shotguns and pointed them straight at the
owls. The owls opened their beaks and screeched
like actual vampires.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhh!!!!! Run for your lives!” the
lumberjacks yelled, as they ran the other way, and
drove off petrified.
“Thanks for helping me out. What’s your name?”
Fabrizio asked the man.

As soon as the man dropped off Fabrizio and
Caramel at their house, Fabrizio ran to his room

“Steve,” the man replied. Fabrizio invited Steve in
for an early dinner and had to somehow explain
himself to his mother. n

Chloe Rygielski
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

Hollie Kemp
Year 9 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
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THE JOURNE Y OF ANXIE T Y
Eleyna Pisani · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

T

ransparent chains lace around my body; a
juxtaposition entrapping me in a way that I
am unable to comprehend. The entrapment begins
in my mind, where all my troubles seem to lie.
Whilst the chains aren’t visible, I can feel their
cold links suddenly start to clench whenever I least
expect it. This puzzling perturbation travels a little
further down to my tear ducts, and you can guess
what happens there. Apparently, we cry to release
tension, but this bemuses me because I can’t even
find a trigger for this sudden tsunami of tension
and trepidation. All I did was zone out, and now
that’s all I can do. I feel the increasing angst
surge through my body like an electric current.
Sporadically, it tightens around my neck and chest
so that my breathing turns to panting. When it
reaches my queasy stomach, I feel knots begin to
tighten throughout the area.
Stiffening pain slowly sets in. Encouraging the
production of new thoughts of panic. Whilst my
middle body is stiff and tight, my hands tremble
like water in a glass that’s been knocked. In this
moment of distress my fingers could play trills
that even Beethoven would envy, but they cannot

be stopped or controlled in any way. The feeling
begins to weaken my legs and further consume me.
My desire to escape my own body further scares
me when I realise that it’s physically impossible
to escape my own feelings. My own body and my
own experiences. I feel horrified by this despondent
concept and I want nothing more than to slump
onto the floor and sob; but this is a classroom
and students aren’t supposed to leave their seats
unless otherwise instructed. Simultaneously and
contradicting I want to howl and wail and screech
like the sound of welding whilst sporadically
throwing my limbs around as though I’m having
a seizure. As if doing this would make me feel any
less miserable.
These haggling emotions start to fade into
emotions of despair and despondence. The chains
have tightened to the point of weakening, like a
python choking its prey until it gives in. I slump
over my desk like a drunk. I’m struggling to cope
with the overwhelming misery. How is it that this
one emotion can journey throughout my body and
I can’t even begin to make the journey back to my
calm self? n

Jessica Grima
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
North Keilor
______
Mourning the Passing of Youth
______
Reflecting on her journey through
life she was saddened with regret
with how she had wasted her
youth.
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THE JOURNE Y OF EMOTION
Rachael D’Souza · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, North Keilor

W

hy Him?

A promise that was made, only two in
it. Can’t be forgotten, can’t be lost, and can’t be
broken.
Disbelief
Disbelief, that was all I could feel. My body was
numb with pain and anger, my hand had turned
into a mini earthquake rattling phone like a bag full
of money. At the other end I could hear the phone
line being disconnected. A loud shatter broke the
silence. On the floor was a glass, shattered just
like my heart. The glass was stained with red, the
crystal patterns once joining to make a connected
picture now broken into millions of pieces. How
could I go on now? How can you live if the best
part of you is gone? Quickly grabbing the brush
and pan, I quickly swept up the glass pieces and
threw them in the bin. For some reason it hurt. It
was like throwing away my heart. For now I just
needed someone. Someone who could help me.
I could hear my mother’s voice chirp around the

house. She was just like a squirrel running up
and down the house gathering items and storing
objects. She looked quite happy, but I could tell she
was putting on a façade. Under the happy mask,
there was a grieving woman. Someone who had
lost their whole world in a second. There was a
sense of sadness in the house. As hard as my mum
could try, there was no way to fill the deep dark
hole he left.
Anger
Why him? Out of all the people in the world it
had to be him! The person who helped me become
the person I am today. Why him? A vase came
crashing to the floor. The one who promised to be
there all the time, had left me with an empty void
that could never be filled. Why him? What did he
ever do? The person who gave me a meaning, a
sense of purpose. Now all gone in a second. Just
like the vase on the floor. Once it had held water
and the flowers that had rivalled the beauty of our
love. Everything that had been so perfect, was now
gone, just like the withered petals of the flowers. n

Jaymee Iannazzo
Year 9 ∙ Catholic
Regional College,
North Keilor
______
Free
______
Anxiously waiting for
the man with the pen
to sign off her papers,
she reflected on what
she had escaped from
and what her new life
would hold for her.
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B E ING A US T R A L I A N
Joseph Tupuola · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

kids but I manage to cope with all of it by putting
on this fake smile.

My mind is an empty room with nothing but
loneliness about feeling different. Don’t get me
wrong, I like being different because the mystery of
my background is amazing and cool. The different
stories I can tell people about who I am and where
I come from makes me feel special, but at the end
of the day, I still feel like an outsider.

When I hear bad things, I hide my emotions not to
show them that I’m hurt but to show them I don’t
care. I’m an Australian but all I hear is, “YOU ARE
NOT.” I’m happy about who I am they can call me
whatever they want but the only thing their gonna
get is my two middle fingers to show what they
deserve. I’m a tough lad with something to prove
to these people that whatever you look like, sound
like, you are seen as an Australian, but I guess these
people don’t care, do they?

don’t feel Australian because of where my
parents and I were born. I don’t look, sound,
and feel like an Australian. My skin is brown like
my eyes and even Australian people see me as an
outsider, saying I came here illegally.

In this Catholic School I know I have different
interests just like everyone I know, but the question
still gets asked about a thousand times; who
watches rugby? What is rugby? Who even knows
what type of sport that is? Some of these people
don’t even know where the hell Samoa is.
Some people are threatened because of the way I
react when I’m mad. The cause is bullying, which
Australian people think is a bloody joke until I
turn into a maniac on a rampage that people can’t
stop. I hate seeing the look of fear, pain, and hatred
on faces when people look at me. It hurts that they
see me like that; it shows they are terrified of me.
Awkwardly amused Australians laugh at racial
jokes because it amuses them but it’s not funny
if the person is hurt in the process. I could never
imagine myself as a bad person who doesn’t
purposely make racial jokes. I was taught to
respect people but all I hear from Australians is
this and that about how I look like a gorilla, and
how my visa is expiring, and how I’m going to get
deported, and how I came from a boat. All of these
things I hear constantly. I just want to beat these

I love the people who want to get to know me
and my background, saying nice things but there’s
always that one kid waiting to piss me off by
saying some stupid, racist, insulting thing to get my
reaction. In Grade 6, I punched a hole in the wall
because of a racist kid calling me names. In Year 7,
I thought it would change but I got the same result
with a racist kid who constantly picked on me to
the point where I snapped and threw a table across
the classroom, cause all I see are Aussie kids who
say, “I’m not welcome into “THEIR” country.”
The disrespect they have to insult others who are
different is so bad I can’t describe it. In Year 8, I
punched a door and started punching the wall
because kids wouldn’t leave me alone. They kept
stealing my stuff and not giving it back. And now
I’m in year 9 and has it stopped? “NO” it has not.
My name is Joseph Tupuola. I was born on the
Island of Samoa. I lived in New Zealand for five
years then moved here to Australia. My life has
changed but I’m still the same. I am an Australian.
Believe that! n
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ME MORY
Casandra Mendoza · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

T

he story of how my Great Grandfather fought
in The First World War came to mind for the
millionth time. He told me this story nine years
ago when I was 12 and to this day it is as fresh as
a daisy. This is his story…
“Gallipoli, Ninth of May 1915. It was our
fourteenth day of battle. I haven’t been wounded,
better yet I haven’t even gotten a scratch! Henry,
my best friend was shot the night before. I was right
beside him when it happened, oh how frightened
I was. I wanted to help him up so badly. He was
laying hopelessly on the floor, I was sure he had
no chance of living. At that moment I just wished
we were home, not in Gallipoli where shots were
being fired, not in Gallipoli where grenades were
being thrown, like this was all just a game. Not in
Gallipoli where it was dark and smoky, not here…
I just wished to be anywhere but here.

dodge the bullet but I wasn’t fast enough to dodge
the second bullet that approached right after. The
agonizing pain was too much to handle, age 21 and
I was sure that my life was done and dusted. Every
possible thought was running through my mind, it
was like a rewind of Henry then… I blacked out.
Confused, I opened my eyes where I found myself
in an unfamiliar room with unfamiliar voices. “He
was shot on his right shoulder, very lucky indeed
is David.”
“Oh! David, you’ve woken up, how are you?”
Those were the exact words the woman in white
asked me, I looked around and noticed the white
bandage wrapped around my shoulder, I manage
to put the puzzle pieces together and figure out
where I was, and why I was there, I sighed in relief
thankful to be living, that is for sure.”

“Everyone! Get up, right now!” Another day, here
we go again. Each day the sight of Henry being
shot comes to mind, he never came back to the
base, and I still haven’t really accepted it. Gun,
gear and a good attitude and I was back into battle
again. Every day was the same, some people killed,
many injured and many sights you wouldn’t ever
want to see. The sight was silver, but the privilege
to represent my country was gold. I was at my
complete highest, I had no care in the world and
I was fighting in the moment, the explosions were
deafening, they were so loud I swear my ears were
bleeding. Bang! The shots were getting closer,
bang!

After recalling the story, a wet substance falls upon
my cheek, and quickly realise it’s my tears. My
Great Grandfather went to fight for our country,
he was so brave, so strong and is my role model
to this day. He was 21 when he fought in the war,
and I am 21 now. Little did I know that after he
told that story he passed on. I remember that day
as if it was yesterday, I totally blocked myself from
the outside world and preferred to be alone. I
wouldn’t speak anyone and would only sit in my
room looking through all the gifts and memories
my Great Grandfather left me. That was 9 years
ago… Today, on the 25th of April, ANZAC Day,
I am standing amongst a large crowd of people
as we all come together and commemorate those
who have served in the wars… We watch as the
veterans march along past us. We remember all
that they have done for us and the courage and
commitment they had put in to contribute to the
fights and battles. No one is forgotten and left
unnoticed.

“David! Move!” I responded and I managed to

Lest We Forget. n

My mind and heart were conflicting with me, they
were telling me to stay with him but on the other
hand they were telling me to continue this war,
for I signed up to fight for the love of my country
and Britain. So I went on, I ran to the medic and
informed him about Henry. Then I was straight
back into battle. Day fourteen, done.
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A S T ORY OF T HE INDIGE NOUS
Dawite Daribu · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

The English slaughter my brother and sisters
They kill us all like they are ruthless terrorists
They also brought all kinds of weird food like
asparagus
My family begged and pleaded, “oh please, could
you spare us?”
There is so much for the English
I can hear the land rumble in frustration
We all wonder when it will finish?
We are crumbling like a weak and hopeless nation
When will they leave?
I want to go back the way it used to be
Before all this chaos, before the whites
They take our land like we have no human rights
I wanted the fighting to stop, but in their eyes I
could see it
They wouldn’t stop until we were defeated
They tortured us, they all heavily lacked empathy
We kept on fighting, the land was ours to keep
Alas we all died or gave in, they were too brutal
Even after we gave in they were mean and cruel, too
All the memories from that time are all bittersweet
We lost as a nation, all I still feel is frustration
The land was no longer ours to keep
But at least…
I GOT A JEEP n
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T HE GR E AT PA P E R QUE S T
Maximillian Lioe · Year 3 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

Chapter 1: The telling

W

hen you write you usually write on a piece of
paper. But when you write something down
and leave it there for a while, the writing comes to life!
One by one, each word comes to life.
This the story of not one, not two, but five brave
warriors. The first brave warrior was called David
Paper, the second brave warrior was called Matt Paper,
the third brave warrior was called Simon Paper, the
fourth brave warrior was called Alexander Paper and
the fifth brave warrior and leader was called Max
Paper. Max was named after an author who wrote
about Max Paper’s story.
One day the leader said, “We are called on a quest
across a valley of mysteries and wonder.” So as the
brave warriors set off, they wondered where they
were going and what was at the end of this mighty
quest. The first danger they were about to encounter
was their worst enemy SCISSORS! At first, they didn’t
know he was coming for them until Alexander Paper
felt a pinch on his back, as did the others.
Suddenly out of nowhere, they sensed something rising
and coming towards them. It was several scissors
snapping and chomping through the air. Seconds later,
a strong wind blew and as the brave warriors ran for
their lives, their light bodies caught the wind and off
they flew, away from those horrible snapping scissors.
Chapter 2: Stuck!
“That was a close one!” they all agreed. Then off
they went… wondering what was going to happen
next. Perhaps some horrible creature will pop out of
nowhere. The truth was yet to come. As they were
floating back down, they saw pictures on reams of
paper that people had stuck on. There were hundreds,
maybe even thousands of sheets of paper. Beside
them stood some poles with some writing. It read:
Super Glue. They moved a little closer, then shook…
and shook… and shook, until they noticed that they
weren’t poles at all. They were in fact, glue sticks.
One of the lids on a glue stick popped off and the

sticky glue flew everywhere. Matt got stuck to the
ground and the others raced to save him. When they
got to him, he was really stuck! One of the glue sticks
tried to grab Matt but the glue snapped and Matt
broke free. As fast as their paper legs could run, they
all charged out of glue stick mania.
They ran so fast that they didn’t see what was ahead
of them, so they all bumped into a sign which said,
‘Choose a tunnel’. Only of the tunnels led them to
the exit. All the others meant they’d be doomed. They
were all so worried, so they each chose a tunnel and
attached themselves to a rope, so if anyone found the
exit, they would pull the rope as a signal to let every
else know that they had found it. And if anyone got
in strife, the rope would keep them secure.
Simon took the second tunnel, Matt took the fourth
tunnel, Alexander took the third tunnel David took
the fifth tunnel and Max took the first tunnel. While
Alexander was going down his tunnel, he heard a
snapping sound. He turned around and saw scissors,
so he quickly climbed up the rope to the surface and
waited for someone to tug on the rope. When Matt
went down his tunnel, he felt a drip on his head, then
another and another. In no time, he saw a rush of
water coming straight for him, so he quickly climbed
up the rope and waited at the surface for someone to
tug on the rope with Alexander. When David went
down his tunnel, he heard a splat on the ground. He
thought he had found the exit but just to make sure
he lowered himself down slowly, only to feel some
water. So he quickly climbed back up to the surface
and waited with Alexander and Matt. When Max
went down his tunnel, he saw a box and a couple of
pink things that were squirming around. As he got
closer, he noticed that they were compost worms! So,
he quickly climbed up before they could bite him.
Finally, when Simon went down his tunnel, he saw
a light so he went closer and took a look. He had
found the exit. He tugged on the rope to alert the
others that they were seconds away from being free
at last. The rest of them climbed down and got out!
And that was the last of the Great Paper Quest! n
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T HE SOUND OF M Y SC R E A MS
Casey Sheather · Year 12 · Catholic College Wodonga

I

shift restlessly onto my back; heat lingers in the
room, providing a blanket of sticky warmth that
settles on my skin. The wire springs dig into my
back through the thin mattress. I stare up at the
tin roof, my brother lies next to me, his head at
the opposite end of the bed so there is more room
on the single bed. We lay with no covers or shirts,
anything to alleviate the sticky, hot feeling. I close
my eyes and pray that this summer will end quickly.
I wake to light streaming in through the small
window, burning my eyes. I kick my feet to the side
and find bare mattress, my brother must already
be up so I pull myself off the bed. The dirt shifts
under the soles of my feet and offers temporary
relief from the heat, a hessian sack hangs in the
doorway to keep insects out. I push it aside and
walk into the next room that serves as our kitchen/
dining room/lounge room. Canned food is stacked
on shelves, a wire rack sits atop a pile of ash from
last night’s cooking, the meat sits in the corner of
the room, encased in a sack to keep the flies out
and a small wooden table stands in the middle
of the room where my two older brothers sit on
splintered chairs.
“Has Dad already left, Leo?” I ask, approaching
my brothers.
“What sort of a question is that Jack? He told
you he’d be working at the Kensington farm all
week,” Leo says, shoving bread and dripping into
his mouth. I sigh and take a seat on the chair next
to him.
“So, what are we doing today?!” I ask excitedly.
“We have to clear the veggie patch down the back
and then after lunch we’ll cut down one of the trees
in the clearing ‘cause we’ve run out of firewood,”
Bernie says, dropping his plate in the filled bucket
in the corner. I slowly eat the bread on the plate
in front of me, not looking forward to the day of
work, although what did I expect? Every day was
like this.
I pick up the shovel leaning against the shed that
we call our house and drag it behind me, following
a couple of metres behind Bernie until we get to the
overgrown veggie patch.
“You start over there, Jack,” Leo says walking up
behind me, he points towards the most overgrown
corner.
“Piss off,” I say, shoving him. “You’re older, so you
do the hardest part.” He grins and strides over to
the overgrown plants, stabbing his shovel into the
hard earth. The three of us get to work. We dig
out the old plants and put them in a pile so we

can move them later. As I cut through the roots
of an old pumpkin plant my thoughts drift to my
Dad and I wonder if he is doing similar jobs at
the Kensington farm. He doesn’t have a stable job,
just goes from property to property cleaning out
their yards and fixing any broken things around
the house. It’s the only way money comes into
the house. My brothers and I are too young to
get a job, although Leo turns 15 at the end of the
summer so he might get a job in town. After Mum
died, Dad got pretty sick. He said he was fine but
his eyes looked empty and nothing seemed to fix it.
For a long time, we hardly scraped by but he pulled
himself together for us and decided to ask around
for any jobs he could do to earn some money.
Time passes quickly and by the time we’re finished
our shirts are soaked through with sweat.
“Nice work, guys,” Bernie says, wiping his brow.
“Time for a break and lunch?!”I ask enthusiastically.
Bernie nods and we all walk through the itchy
grass back to our house. All the digging has made
us starving, I shovel the food down quickly but the
plate is empty before I know it and now I have to
wait for dinner for anything else.
“I’ll go get the horse whilst you guys get the cart
ready, okay?” Leo says rising from his seat.
I wait for Bernie to finish his lunch, then we walk
around to the other side of the shed to get the
cart. I lift up the front and Bernie pushes from the
back and we haul it around the front of the house
where Leo stands, tightening the harness around
the horse’s body. We slide the spokes of the cart
onto the side of the horse and Leo closes the latch
to secure it.
“All good?” Leo shouts back to Bernie and he gives
a thumbs up. “Okay jump up then, Jack.” All three
of us jump into the cart and Leo pulls on the reins
to get the horse moving.
We ride down the dirt track that leads to the main
road near our house and turn off to the left to go
into bushland. It takes about ten minutes before
Leo brings the horse to a stop. There’s a small
clearing where Dad once cut down trees. I jump
off the cart and look around for the right tree to
cut down. We’re mostly shaded from all the foliage
above, which helps keep the sweltering heat out,
Bernie gets the saw from out of the cart and carries
it over to a tree on the edge of the clearing.
“This one looks alright doesn’t it, Leo?” Bernie
asks, turning around to face Leo walking from the
cart.
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He nods in response, ”Yeah that’s a similar size to
the one I cut down with Dad.” I walk over to the
tree and look up. Its branches seem to stretch on
endlessly. I wrap my arms around the trunk but it
is so wide they don’t touch.
“Okay let’s rotate who’s sawing so we don’t get
tired,” Leo suggests, “I’ll go first with Jack and then
we’ll swap.” I grab one end of the saw and bring
it around the back of the tree where Leo grabs the
other end. We line it up and begin to saw, back and
forth, back and forth.
After several rotations my muscles are screaming
from the exertion of sawing; we are nearly there.
We’ve cut the trunk so that it will fall into the
clearing and not damage any surrounding trees.
“Okay Jack swap out with me, I’ll check where it’s
falling. Yell out when it’s about to fall,” Leo says,
using his shirt to wipe the sweat off his face and
holding out the end of the saw for me. Bernie and I
put the last of our effort into sawing the final part
of the trunk.
“Is it going yet?” Leo shouts from the clearing. The
tree teeters on the edge of falling, I let go of the saw
and use both hands to push the tree forward, at the

same time Bernie moves around to the front on the
tree to see if it’s falling, then everything seems to
move in slow motion.
I look up and the tree leans and falls. It hits Bernie
in the shoulder and he falls back with its weight. I
hear yelling. It must be Leo calling out for Bernie,
or is it me? I can’t tell. There’s nothing to stop the
weight of it now and it crashes to the ground. The
earth shakes under my feet.
Time starts moving again. I rush forward, my head
pounding.
“Bernie!” I yell, I rush to his side and see the
upper half of his body crushed under the tree. My
head spins and I struggle to stay upright. Out of
the corner of my eye I see a leg and arm under a
branch further up the tree.
“Leo,” I whisper, my face wet with tears. I drag
myself up and run to the branch and try to lift it.
It’s so heavy and won’t budge no matter how hard
I try. The only coherent thought I can muster is
this: If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around
to hear it, does it make a sound?
The answer I come up with is: yes, and it’s joined
by the sound of my screams. n

Jessie Ingerson
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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T HE DAY T HE A B OR IGINE DIE D
Joshua Manicolo · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

am an aboriginal male. My name is Bardo. At
this moment I am dead and now I am a spirit. I
will be telling you what happened to us when the
English came and took our land and terrorised us.
This is how it happened.
When the ships came, we were standing strong
with our spears and hiding in the bushes. They
came out of their ships; some of them were in
chains. The ones in chains looked very dirty and
those not were holding wooden and metal sticks.
They looked very clean, the ones with the sticks,
and they were white like ghosts. At the time we
were unsure what the wooden metal sticks did but
we soon realised it was a very brutal, powerful
weapon, mightier than our spears. It was very
deadly and we thought we could take them, we
were wrong. What we did next was something we
all regret.
We came out from the bushes trying to
communicate and at first everything was fine. Then
we realized they wanted our land. We refused.
They didn’t care and took it anyway. They also
made a rule not to attack any of us. We hated that
they took our land and when they did they took
many of our water sources and started cutting our
trees down. The reason they came here and took
our land was that they wanted to make a prison
for those in chains and covered in filth. Then to
our surprise, those covered in filth were not all
white; there were black ones, too. Our people!
We then had enough. We started killing some of
them. At first, those we killed were the white ones
with the wooden and metal sticks, and then there
were the others who were attacking us. To those

we did kill we tried to hide their bodies. Sometimes
we did not hide well enough and the white people
found them very quickly.
It was not long before the white people knew
what we were doing and they started to kill us.
They were shooting us with their metal wooden
sticks, which they called guns. Our weapons were
no match; they were slaughtering us. They thought
they were keeping peace not starting a war. In
reality them just being here is what started the war
and we lost horribly. We had no hope, they killed
so many of us and they captured all the ones that
did not die. It was terrible.
The white people started putting our children into
communities or as I called them, ‘concentration
camps’, where they tried to brainwash the little
ones into thinking like them, teaching them to
be white, not aboriginal. Some children tried to
escape the ‘camps’ but they always failed. Some did
get out but they never made it far. If you tried to
escape, punishment would be severe. Some adults
were used as slaves for very rich families. When
one of our women gave birth, the baby was taken
from her and given to a white family or put in
the, ‘concentration camp’. Our children never got
to know who their parents were and the parents
never got to hold their own child.
The white people also started putting us in prisons
meant for those in chains. Those who tried to
escape knew it was better to die trying to fight for
freedom, the chance to live rather than to live a life
on their knees in a dirty rotten cell. The day the
white people beat and imprisoned us was the day
the real aboriginal people died. n
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I T ’S IN M Y B L OOD
Fatia Obisesan · Year 7 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne

A

s always Kara’s day was dark with moonlight,
the kingdom of enigma was always dark
but just because they were all vampires. Walking
along the market she noticed some of the vampire
knights walk in through the castle gates with a cart
of blood. She didn’t know where they came from
but she knew it was delicious. She walked into the
castle gates and turned the opposite direction of
the knights, the way to Freya’s chamber. Once she
reached her destination, she opened the door to
reveal her best and trusted friend. “Hi,” Kara said.
“Oh hey,” Freya replied. Kara knew Freya like a
horror book, her body language told it all.
“What’s wrong?” she asked concerned. Freya look
reluctant at first but still talked.
“Father has set out looking for the secret of
vampires. He said something about the secret
coming out tonight to select the person who will
change everything. He is so desperate and he will
do whatever he can to find it. You know my father.
He will kill a million people and he wouldn’t care.”
Kara knew very well what the king could do and
she worried for the lives of the people. She and
Freya talked for the rest of the day and later Kara
found her way home, where she made dinner and
slept.
The next morning Kara woke up feeling like she
could take on a centaur. She got dressed in her
cloak and walked to the door ready to go but
heard a voice come from behind her, a voice she’d
been hoping to avoid, her mother. (Her father had
been burnt in a vampire war 10 years before and
her mother, Elena, hadn’t taken it well. Kara hadn’t
either but she needed to be strong for her mother.)
“Kara where are you going?”
“Mum did you forget that I have to work in the
castle and I don’t want to be late,” Kara reasoned
hoping that her mother would just nod and go
back to bed. Her mother just waved her hand and
turn around towards the bed. Kara took this as a
sign of permission and slipped through the door
trying to make as little noise as possible.
Walking though the faded green grass Kara could
feel the warm breeze and felt like the world was at
her knees and she had ultimate power, but being a
humble woman, she shook it off and just thought
that it was the cloak of uniform for servants that
made her feel so strong. The uniform included a
cloak with the Acelle crest embroidered on it, a
black full skirt length dress, a white lace garter and
flat shoes.
Reaching the castle step, Kara took a deep, long

breath and walked up the black, shimmering glass
steps. Just as she was about to reach the kitchen she
bumped into someone and without even looking,
as she was trying to dust herself off, she apologized.
The person said it was ok but as soon a she heard
his voice she thought she had lost her job. The
voice sounded exactly like Erik’s, Prince of Acelle.
She looked up to be sure and wished the ground
would swallow her up at the very moment, but
unfortunately for her the ground stayed put. She
started to apologize again but was stopped by the
rise of the Prince’s arm.
“It’s okay, don’t worry. I won’t report to the head
servant” he told her. As if he saw her almost relax,
he added “She must be a real witch. Every single
time someone makes a mistake she’s always there,
threatening you lot. Anyway, Kara, is it?” he asked.
She just nodded. She couldn’t talk, she just couldn’t.
“Erik!” a voice came from a far corner and before
another word could be said, Kara ran to the kitchen
not knowing what would await her in the kitchen.
As soon as her first foot touched the kitchen floor
Nora, the head servant started yelling “KARA, you
are late, late, late and don’t you dare tell me you
forgot that you are serving the king, queen and
prince and princess. Now hurry, if you are late” she
said in a deadly whisper.
Kara ran to the throne room as fast as she could,
not wanting to face Nora’s wrath again. She arrived
just as the royals were entering the throne room. She
was exhausted from running, but she was trying to
hide it as much as possible. She caught sight of Erik.
He was looking at her. They both tore their eyes
away from each other as quickly as possible.
After the royal breakfast, she followed Freya to her
chamber. It was their daily routine to have breakfast
and go to Freda’s chamber as secretly as possible,
because if the king found out that his princess was
best friends with a servant he would most likely do
something harsh, like have her head.
As they reached Freya’s chamber. Freya sat on
the over soft bed and had a look of outrageous
horror. Before Kara could ask she said, “Father
is determined to find the power. I overheard him
talking to Erik. He is going to search the lower
towns. I fear for the people.”
“Why, does this power matter so much?” Freya
looked shocked at that question at first.
“You don’t know?” When Kara just shook her
head, Freya continued “Well, you should know that
the secrecy of vampire is obviously secret, but there
are myths regarding the real royals. The real royal
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family was lost almost thousand years ago.” All
Kara could do was nod, she really wanted to know
what was behind this story. As Freya continued she
leaned her head closer not wanting to miss a bit.
“The royals possessed a power that allowed them
to do things no other vampires could do. The most
common myth is called the legend of Kilghara.
Kilghara was a book of power on its own. Its
purpose was to guide the royals into the path of
righteousness. It was said that it would come back
to reclaim the royal family every fourth year.”
“And your father loves his pride too much to let go
of royalty” Kara finished.
Freya gave her a nod agreement “You’d better get
going. Nora probably isn’t going to be happy if
you are late, again”, she added.
“Right”, she answered and hurried out the door.
The rest of the day went well. She finished her job
at night and headed home. At home, she made
dinner for her and her mother, which was eaten in
a comfortable silence. Soon both headed to their
respected sleeping areas.
The next morning Kara awoke feeling something
hard under her bed. She reached her hand to see
what was disturbing her blissful sleep. When she
pulled it out, it was a book. When had she been
reading and when had she bought this book? It was
strange. She opened the book and the pages were
blank. She sat up straighter. ‘Ok this is strange’, she
thought to herself. She was going to close the book
again when she saw writing appear. Now she was
getting scared. The writing on the book said ‘My
name is Kilghara and I’m here to bring balance to
the kingdom of Acelle. Please keep my existence
secret to the now acting royals. It’s for your own
safety!’ She froze to the spot. The only person that
she could tell was Freya. Even though she was a
royal, Kara new she could be trusted.
She hurried to the castle and to Freya’s chambers,
hiding the book under her cloak, but before she
got there she heard someone say her name. She
turned to face the voice and saw it was one of her
friends. His name was Arthur.
“Hi…um…I was wondering if you would like to
accompany me to dinner. Uh… that’s if you want
to?” He sounded nervous. In fact, Kara spotted a
tiny sheath of sweat on his fore head.
She was put under the spot light here. She really
didn’t want to but she didn’t want to hurt him
“Um” she struggled not knowing that another
special someone had been watching the whole
scene and instead of watching what she would say

he was somehow annoyed at Arthur and wanted
to get Kara away from there as far as possible.
Before he knew what he was doing, he stepped
forward making his presence known. Kara noticed
Erik step forward and bowed. Arthur must have
noticed him too because he bowed too.
“Kara does not seem to be interested. It’s ok there
are others.” At this Arthur blushed furiously and
ran as fast as he could back to his work.
“Thanks”, Kara said awkwardly “I… uh… have to
go” she murmured and hurried to Freya’s chamber
making sure she was holding the book tightly.
She knocked on Freya’s door three times. It was
a code formed so she could know it was Kara.
The door opened almost immediately and Freya
gestured for Kara to come in. As soon as the door
closed Kara told Freya everything. She chuckled a
bit when she mentioned the part about Arthur and
Erik, but got serious again.
“Do you have the book?” Kara pulled the book
out from under her cloak and heard a gasp from
Freya as the shimmering black rusty book revealed
itself.
“Oh no,” Freya gasped out. “my father will kill
you”
“Not if we make sure he doesn’t find out”, Kara
answered fearfully
“Kara don’t worry. We’ve been friends for ages
and I know how to keep secrets. Now let’s find
out how to work this book” as she pointed to
the book. Kara opened the book and the words
immediately appeared
‘Oh it is Freya, the courageous. It is a pleasure
to be meeting you as a princess. You see you are
going to be a royal relative, but the royal itself, that
blood flows through Kara”. Freya almost fainted.
It felt awkward speaking with a book.
“Um, I am grateful for you saying that I’m a
princess but we all know that the royal blood does
not flow through me, it apparently flows through
Kara.” Freya looked intently at her friend as Kara
went white with fear.
“Yes, it does, but it will flow through you as well.
I can say no more but for you to believe and trust
in the future that you and Kara will build. You
and Kara will help so that’s courage, magic and
wonder but you also need strength. I cannot say
who, but I know you will find someone with a
good heart and a true warrior.” And that’s where
the adventure begins. n
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UP ON OUR SHOR E
Christy Lang-Waite · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

A boomerang flies across the crystal clear bay
Surrounded by dense bush and underfoot clay
The kookaburras screech an unfamiliar warning
Shapes emerging, a new day dawning

The waves cry in the stillness of the day
As our vessel arrives at the sombre bay
A colony of greens and empty seas
Of drab grey and desolate trees

My strong lean limbs send me a-flight
To traverse this abundant land from dawn till
twilight
We share our meals beneath the flickering fire
The hum of a didgeridoo unites our choir

My feeble limbs barely hold me upright
Scarlet burnt skies unfamiliar at night
We lay our scurvied bodies to rest
Exhaustion, defeat, emotions to digest
Hostile sounds, screams of fight

Through the foliage we seek skins fair and white,
A chance at friendship destroyed by their armoured
might
A sound so loud our spears cannot defend
Bodies hit the ground, wounds our herbs cannot
mend

Dashing skins as dark as night
A winged seabird flies overhead
As guns roar, the silent sea bleeds red
The light of dawn exposes our shame
To enter unknown land, and treat men like game
Our life has been stained, I fear what awaits
As I toil and sweat, bereft of close mates
***

Surviving tribes living deep within the bush
Hear our cry of defeat through violent ambush
Now this land once sacred, never more
These foreign invaders who came upon our shore n

Tilly Rose
Year 10 ∙ Star of the Sea College
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JOUR NE Y ING W I T H A T E A P O T
Jamie Fitzsimons · Year 9 · Avila College

D

ennis was a lanky young boy of twelve years
who loved to drink tea. Tea was his favourite
thing in the whole wide and wondrous world.
In fact, he loved tea so much he carried a teapot
wherever he went. His grandmother used to say,
“Dennis put that teapot down! If you hold onto it
any longer it’ll get stuck to your head!” … which
is precisely what happened.
One night, when Dennis was having his customary
bedtime cup of tea, he forgot to put his teapot on
the floor and left it in his bed. He had finished the
tea of course, but when Dennis was asleep the
teapot seemed to come to life! The teapot tiptoed
over the duvet, across the sheets, and stood atop
Dennis’ head. “Oh dear…” thought the teapot,
realising what adventures were about to occur.
That morning when Dennis woke up, he saw that
his teapot was missing! He ran frantically around
the house, desperate to find his teapot.
“Grandma! Where is my teapot! My teapot has
run away!” he cried.
Dennis’ grandmother took one look at him
and began to laugh, “I told you so!” she gasped
between giggles, “I told you it would get stuck to
your head!”
“My head?!” queried Dennis while grasping at his
head.
“Oh Grandma! The teapot is stuck to my head!
What do I do?!”
“You’ll have to figure it out, Dennis, I have to go
to Bingo in 10 minutes, and you have to get to
school!” She said as she waddled down the hall.
“Figure it out?” Dennis thought as he grabbed his
lunch bag.
“How on earth d’ya get a teapot stuck ta ya head?”
drawled Dennis’ friend William.
“How the hell am I to know? Besides, I don’t
wanna know how it got there, just how to get it
off!” sighed Dennis.
“Well my ma goes to this fancy Witch Doctor
lady when she’s having trouble, and I don’t think
normal doctors would take ya very serious. Maybe
she could help ya.”
“Witch Doctor?” “Yuh huh, like a magical doctor,
they know things about this magic mumbo jumbo.”
“Hmm…” Dennis said, rubbing his chin.
That evening, Dennis made his way to William’s
mum’s witch doctor’s house, determined to remove
the teapot once and for all. Dennis stepped up

to the door and lifted the weighty doorknocker
three times. The door swung open and Dennis
was greeted by a woman of an indeterminate age,
covered head to toe, in tie-dyed clothing.
“Welcome, welcome, welcome! What can I– “
The woman paused as she looked down and saw
Dennis’ very peculiar situation. “Oh! Well… Come
in, come in, I’ll see what I can do for you.” She
laughed nervously then observed, “It seems you
have a teapot stuck to your head, yes?”
“Yuh-huh” nodded Dennis, gaping at the woman’s
extremely colourful getup. “Well, it seems that the
gods didn’t take kindly to you carrying around a
teapot so often then, eh?”
“How do I get it off my head? I promise to never
even drink tea again if you can just get it off my
head!…please” He added as an afterthought,
grandmother was always telling him to mind his
manners.
“Well,” said the guru “In my experience, the gods
always want an apology”
“An apology? Psh that’s easy” scoffed Dennis
“Dear gods, I’m sorry for drinking too much tea.
Please take this teapot of my head now” he said,
looking up at the ceiling. “No, no, no!” laughed
the woman, “You can’t just say sorry! They’re
gods! They always want some big gesture! “
“What d’ya mean? Like a gift basket?”
“No of course not, you need to go on a journey!
My duck Larry can keep you company! He’s a very
good navigator you know.”
So on a journey Dennis did go. Leaving with
nothing but the teapot on his head and the lunch
bag on his back. Dennis left the witch doctor’s
house with Larry the duck.
“You must go to the field where they grow the
chamomile plants and ask for forgiveness there, if
you plant these chamomile seeds, you should be
forgiven. Larry knows the way!” The witch doctor
instructed.
Dennis had to go to the chamomile field to replace
some of the hundreds of chamomile teas he had
drunk. Larry led the way, squawking as they went.
After two days of walking and waddling, Dennis
and Larry finally arrived at the field. Kneeling in
amongst the flowers Dennis began to dig a series
of small holes. Then, once the seeds were on the
ground, he filled the teapot atop his head with
water and began to water the seeds. Immediately
the seeds began to sprout.
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“I think it’s working,” cried Dennis excitedly.
The sprouts grew and were transformed into
beautiful flowers, all the while the teapot upon
Dennis’ head was becoming looser and looser.
Soon enough there was a whole field of flowers for
Dennis to admire. Suddenly, the teapot dropped
from Dennis’ head. Dennis watched in shock as the
teapot sprouted legs and hopped away through the

flowers. “I’m free!” cried the teapot, shouting with
joy as he had been relinquished from the forced
divine contract that had bound him to Dennis’
unwashed hair.
“Goodbye!” waved Dennis.
“Everywhere you go, always take a teapot with
you” – Leunig. n

E SC A P ING HIM
Lily Donohue · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

It was like an earthquake. Something was coming.
Something was near. An eerie silence swept over us.
It sounded like footsteps, big, booming footsteps.
Someone was hungry for murder. We slowly rose
from the ground, motioning each other to get up.
Silently, in a line, we crept out the door.
My head was spinning, as we trod away. Where
were we going, what were we doing and why
was someone after us? Why were we targets?
Others had died, but we had assumed we were
safe. The footsteps bounced off the floor. Death
was knocking on the door. We had to escape, we
couldn’t die like the others had. Running doesn’t
last forever. There had to be somewhere to hide.
The murderer was colder than ice. He didn’t
murder quickly. He did it slowly. Squish, roast, eat.
That’s how he did it, the same every time. No one
had ever escaped. He was notorious in the area. He
had ruled for centuries, slowly eliminating victims
with a flick of his finger. He had no mercy.
He was after us. We were on the run. We were
on a journey, a journey of escape. The light was
fading, the sun slipping below the horizon. We ran
along alleyways and our bodies splashed through
puddles. Not that we cared. The murderer he was
advancing. He was still some distance away, but

he could outrun us, we needed to escape. We were
panting, could we make it? Looking ahead we
spotted something. Something that could save us.
We pushed on, striving to the thing. The thing up
ahead. We had hope. Our eyes shone as we realised
what it was. A cave. A small cave. Something that
we could fit into but he couldn’t. Some of us shot
a quick look behind, realising how close he was.
The murderer was sprinting now. The chances
were skewing in his favour. Ghosts from his past
murders watched upon us. The ghosts seemed to
reach out to us, assisting us further and further.
The murderer sped up, his eyes glaring with fury.
We dived for the cave as we rolled out of the way
and he sped past, roaring with rage. The relief that
swept over us felt like a gust of wind. The sound
rolled away, and he wasn’t coming back. It was
surreal. We had escaped. We hoped that would be
the last we ever saw of him.
Humans were evil. They were cruel. They punished
us for simply striding across the ground. The
murderer was a human. Top of the food chain. Our
biggest enemy, biggest threat, whatever you called
him, he was superior. He set out to kill us with his
jogging shoes. We are ants. The smallest.
The threat passed. We were safe. For now. n
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B L UR R E D H A R MONIE S
OP US 1 2000 - P R E SE N T
Jessica Satya Graha · Year 11 · Avila College

W

hen I walk into the room it intimidates me. It
has been intimidating me once a week, every
week when I enter. For years. It is rare to have a
room with three pianos in it and one of them is a
‘Steinway’ – one of the most expensive pianos in the
world. Being in the presence of tens of thousands of
dollars is intimidating. To think that I practice on a
Steinway is still unbelievable and frightening.
When I walk into the room, I notice the bruises
and scars on the cracked walls – representing the
tortured memories of students. The scratches on the
wall marking a streak of time. A story embedded
within the paint. The facade attacked by clashing
sounds, brushed over by romantic melodies and
held up by the structured classical music. The room
has changed in shape, books shifted from the side to
the back and the polished wooden floor engrained
with large dimples from the weight of the pianos.
The smell of the timber making up the floor and
highly polished pianos blur the memories of past
lessons. At each piano sits a student. The one on the
upright piano is a 12-year-old girl playing Toccatina
– a simple melody decorated by various ornaments.
It’s youthful, happy, bright and joyful. At the grand
piano sits a 14-year-old playing Reverie, her body
swaying side to side in harmony with the layered
melodies. On the Steinway the 16-year-old plays
the Prelude and Fugue in B minor by Bach – The
last Bach composed. It has structure, meaning and
is layered with complexity. All these girls are me
at different ages. As I stare into the room, the girls
begin to layer on top of each other in my mind,
blurring into me in the present. All the layered
harmonies, melodies, pieces, chords, arpeggios
construct me.
The first girl on the upright piano is clearly
remembered. Her depressed aura fills my memory
reminding me of the darkness that seemed
inescapable at that time. I remember her pain and I
feel it even now. The frozen fingers. The numb leg.
The stiff back. I see the sheet music through her eyes
and the pressure she feels to excel – to do the music
justice. She is only 12. I was only 12. Yet she already
feels the weight of expectation and consequences
of failure. I see her hesitation at touching the keys,
her instinct telling her she will never be good
enough, to forget music, just push away from the
piano. I see her eyes filling with stressful tears, her
shoulders slumping over the keys. She begins to
play robotically, with no emotion while the exterior
melody seems happy. I wish I can go back in time
and tell her that in the end she will succeed.

Standing at the entrance of the room, I’m flooded
with the memories of all my concerts. All the hours
of preparation that should have allowed a flawless
and sheet-less performance. But there were so many
memory lapses leading to embarrassing dissonant
chords. I remember the tears on the piano keys, I
remember the anguished childhood and teenage years
spent in this very room. For a very long time I felt
stuck in this room as though in a time loop. Stuck
being the next performer in line, stuck in a bubble
of distress, stuck with fumbling fingers and a sense
of failure that often immobilised me. I remember
wishing I was experiencing a nightmare. Performing
in front of an audience, no matter how small, always
felt as though I was to be judged harshly and suffer
the humiliating consequences. This room made me
grow; made me more resilient and stronger.
This room has taught me the meaning of a paradox.
Teaching me to follow the notes precisely, to keep to
time, but also make it my own and play with emotion.
This is the constant conflict faced by musicians. It is
as if the room is split straight down the middle, as
though there is a great chasm between the black and
white keys on a piano. Half of the room tells me to
play with freedom, to relax the shoulders and breathe
while the other demands I play by the rules, play every
note as written by the masters and press every key
with precision. I was confused for a very long time, not
being able to find a symbiosis. Those walking by the
room would have seen only a student and a teacher,
but there was always a third figure – the invisible
talent that had to be captured – an individual talent
that existed somewhere between form and emotion,
hovering in the layers of time. An understanding and
skill I mastered much later in life…
“One good thing about music, when it hits you, you
feel no pain.” – Bob Marley.
The music never hit me, the pain was always infested
inside me.
“Without music, life would be a mistake.” – Friedrich
Nietzsche
Every mistake I make on the key, is another judgmental
glare by society.
“Musicians don’t retire; they stop when there’s no
more music in them.” – Louis Armstrong.
No. We stop when the music has been stolen from us.
Stolen by the harsh critics of society.
Music doesn’t always end on a good note. n
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T HE RO A D T O M YSOR E
Alicia Roy · Year 9 · Avila College

A

whoosh of salmon coloured, gritty sand flies
up in the air as we drive over bumpy rocks
and unstable roads. Once the sand clears, I gaze
outside of the car to see mini markets bursting
with colour; stray dogs happily basking in
sunshine; and houses with poorly thatched straw
roofs cramped together. The sky is powder blue
and the clouds – nonexistent. The streets of India,
though dirty, are full of surprises. I see a small
village ahead and it’s bustling with people. All I
can hear are the many conversations happening
all at once in a mysterious language. The car I’m
ensconced in absorbs the sun’s heat as I wipe a
drop of sweat from my upper lip with my finger.
As we are just about to reach where the horizon
touches the road, I notice something at the end.
It’s still too far to make out, but there are clearly
two figures. As we are drive closer and closer, I
realise what is there. A grand cow with eyes as
black as ink, and fur a beautiful ginger with subtle
white patches scattered on its body like delicately
fallen snow. A thick, prickly, tawny rope is tied
around her neck, connecting her to a weak
looking elderly man. His eyes are deep brown
with rings of blue circling them, symbolising his
old age. Small black sunspots are dotted around
his chocolate-coloured face. His beard is as white
as an iceberg. The man’s body looks weak and
fragile. His boney legs are brittle as if he could
fall over any minute, yet both stand firmly like
statues. We wait for the man to cross the dusty
road, but he doesn’t move, and neither does his
cow.
We wait for what feels like hours for something
to happen. The cow suddenly jolts forward onto
the road, like a bird freed from its cage, taking
the elderly man with her. The car screeches like
an eagle in a bid to stop and just misses the man,
his face just inches away from the front number
plate. In a state of shock he tumbles to the ground.

My family and I hastily pull ourselves out of
the car and draw close to the man. Though he
is not in pain, he frowns at us sharply as though
we are insects and walks back to the houses. In
a flurry the driver nervously tells us to get into
the car, warning us about what the villagers
might be do to us after hurting an elder – but I
think nothing of it. That is until I look behind
to see the locals huddled together throwing
cold glares in our direction and exclaiming
angrily in a foreign language. I wonder, what
are they saying? Are they talking about us?
We pick up our bags and storm into the
car, slamming the doors behind us with an
enormous thud. The engine of the car roars
as our driver revs it – but we aren’t alone.
All of a sudden, like a stampede of elephants,
booming footsteps approach the car and I can
feel the ground vibrating beneath us. The local
villagers!
I stare in shock as they come closer and closer,
their hands filled with thick black rocks,
waiting to be used. For a second I imagine I am
dreaming. But I am awake, this is happening.
Then I see it. A rock spiralling through the air,
as fast as a cheetah. Bang! A large rock hits
the window and the window cracks instantly,
leaving shattered glass everywhere. Panicking, I
duck my head to protect myself. The diver revs
the engine again as loudly as booming thunder
and the sparkling silver car feels weightless, as
if it could take flight.
As I remove the layer of dust on the window
with the palm of my hand, I anxiously look
behind the car. The villagers have disappeared;
all that could be seen are blurry stick figures
I’m unable to make out. I relax again, stretch
my arms out to envelope my Mum as we
continue to drive into the sunset. n
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L ONE LY P RO T E C T OR
Matilda Baumann · Year 8 · Avila College

T

here were a number of carved stone figures
placed at intervals along the parapets of the
old Cathedral; some of them represented angels,
others kings and bishops, and nearly all were in
attitudes of pious exaltation and composure. But
one figure, low down on the cold north side of the
building, had neither crown, mitre, nor nimbus,
and it’s face was hard and bitter and downcast;
’It must be a demon’, declared the fat blue pigeons
that roosted and sunned themselves all day on the
ledges of the parapet; but the old belfry jackdaw,
who was an authority on ecclesiastical architecture,
said it was a lost soul. And there the matter rested.
One autumn day there fluttered on to the Cathedral
roof a slender, sweet-voiced bird that had wandered
away from the bare fields and thinning hedgerows
in search of a winter roosting-place. It tried to rest
its tired feet under the shade of a great angel-wing
or to nestle in the sculptured folds of a kingly robe,
but the fat pigeons hustled it away from wherever
it settled, and the noisy sparrow-folk drove it off
the ledges. ‘No respectable bird sang with so much
feeling’, they cheeped one to another, and the
wanderer had to move on.
Only the effigy of the Lost Soul offered a place
of refuge. The pigeons did not consider it safe
to perch on, a projection that leaned so much
out of the perpendicular, and was, besides, too
much in the shadow. The figure did not cross its
hands in the pious attitude of the other solemn
dignitaries, but its arms were folded as in defiance
and their angle made a snug resting-place for the
little bird. Every evening it crept trustfully into its
corner against the stone breast of the image, and
the darkling eyes seemed to keep watch over its
slumbers. The lonely bird grew to love its lonely
protector, and during the day it would sit from
time to time on some rain shoot or other abutment
and trill forth its sweetest music in grateful thanks
for its nightly shelter. It may have been the work
of wind and weather, or some other influence,
but the wild drawn face seemed gradually to lose
some of its hardness and unhappiness. Every day,
through the long monotonous hours, the song of
his little guest would come up in snatches to the
lonely watcher, and at evening, when the vesperbell was ringing and the great grey bats slid out of
their hiding-places in the belfry roof, the brighteyed bird would return, twitter a few sleepy notes,
and nestle into the arms that were waiting for him.
Those were happy days for the Dark Image. Only
the great bell of the Cathedral rang out daily its
mocking message,

“After joy … sorrow.”
The folk in the verger’s lodge noticed a little brown
bird flitting about the Cathedral precincts, and
admired its beautiful singing.
“But it is a pity,” they said, “that all that warbling
should be lost and wasted far out of hearing up on
the parapet.”
They were poor, but they understood the principles
of political economy. So they caught the bird and
put it in a little wicker cage outside the lodge door.
That night, the little songster was missing from
its accustomed haunt, and the Dark Image knew
more than ever the bitterness of loneliness. Perhaps
his little friend had been killed by a prowling cat
or hurt by a stone. Perhaps … perhaps he had
flown elsewhere. But when morning came there
floated up to him, through the noise and bustle of
the Cathedral world, a faint heart-aching message
from the prisoner in the wicker cage far below.
And every day, at high noon, when the fat pigeons
were stupefied into silence after their midday meal
and the sparrows were washing themselves in the
street-puddles, the song of the little bird came up
to the parapets – a song of hunger and longing and
hopelessness, a cry that could never be answered.
The pigeons remarked, between mealtimes, that
the figure leaned forward more than ever out of
the perpendicular.
One day no song came up from the little wicker
cage. It was the coldest day of the winter, and
the pigeons and sparrows on the Cathedral roof
looked anxiously on all sides for the scraps of food
which they were dependent on in hard weather.
“Have the lodge-folk thrown out anything on to
the dust-heap?” Inquired one pigeon to another
which was peering over the edge of the north
parapet.
“Only a little dead bird,” was the answer.
There was a crackling sound in the night on the
Cathedral roof and a noise as of falling masonry.
The belfry jackdaw said the frost was affecting the
fabric, and as he had experienced many frosts it
must have been so. In the morning it was seen that
the Figure of the Lost Soul had toppled from its
perch and lay now in a broken mass on the dust
heap outside the verger’s lodge.
“It is just as well,” cooed the fat pigeons, after they
had peered at the matter for some minutes; “now
we shall have a nice angel put up there.”
“After joy … sorrow,” rang out the great bell. n
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E V E RY T HING IS MINE
Taya Stewart · Year 10 · Star of the Sea College

one road, bright and direct
a single light ahead
a single path guiding me
a single person
looking down as far as I could
to where the last tree in the distance
the earth silent
the sun warm
and the water still
I stare into life
While everything gets bigger, as I walk closer
Trees sway side to side, as they become more
visible
the orange colour of the sun burns my skin
the mountains power over me
the world is big now.
The gravel rattles as I walk

Twinkly twinkly as the water splashes
Eyes ache from the shine
The lagoon looks like thick glass
It is pure
Pulling my clothes
Throwing them to the ground
The air is fresh
My body shivers
My skin is bare
The water is awakening
Hairs rise over my body
I walk slow until.
I’m under
Water is crystal clear,
I see right through to the bottom
Everything stops
Everything is mine
Suddenly I’m the only thing living

my body pumping
I rush for water
And I see the place
It is beautiful
Colours fly around in circles
I don’t know where to look
Blue glass falling from the rocks above
Looks like diamonds from the sky

The air is full of flowers
Mist of water falls
Birds sing and laugh
Flying over one another
I’m alive and so is the world
Everything is mine and I have found my place
It is beautiful! n
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M Y C HOIC E IN FAT E
Eva Katinic · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

H

er: Coffee is my drug. You could call me an
addict. This liquid gives me life each day.

The sun shines brightly as I walk through the busy
metropolitan streets of a foreign city searching for
the perfect coffee hit. Eyes glance at me everywhere
I look. It’s as though the people all around me are
thinking … “Oh there’s another tourist.”
Just ahead of me is the cutest café I’ve ever laid
eyes on. Purple seats and tables line the entrance
with the most delicate arrangements of pink and
red roses. The door is the most beautiful shade
of aqua I have ever seen. Intrigued, I walk inside
to find a crowded room of foreigners. The front
display has colourful macarons, coconut cakes,
crème brûlée, eclairs, profiteroles and much more.
This café is a sweet tooth’s paradise.
The smell of coffee delights me. Standing behind
the coffee machine is the most handsome barrister
I’ve ever seen. His pearly white teeth and adorable
dimples make me weak at my knees. I have never
felt like this towards anyone.
“Can I…um…have a small coffee and…and…a
dimple macaron, please?” I say.
“Dimple?” he replies with a laugh. He runs his
hand through his brown hair, making me lose my
train of thought.
“I meant dark chocolate!” My cheeks burn as I
pay and hurry towards a table.
***
Him: She likes me. A small grin appears on my lips
as I make her coffee. She’s new to Paris. She has a
lost yet intrigued look in her eye. Little does she
know that Paris has changed. The old Paris was
full of joy, not tourists. I wonder where she’s from.
She has long black hair that flows. Her beauty
mesmerises me. Her eyes sparkle like the stars in
the night sky. Maybe she is the one who will take

me all over the world. She smiled when she first
walked in. It brightened up my repetitive day and
I gave her one in return hoping to brighten hers. I
hope she didn’t notice that I got nervous when I
ran my hand through my hair. Her phone rings and
her face is both scared and troubled. Suddenly she
grabs her things and runs out the café in a hurry
before I have a chance to get her number. How am
I going to talk to her?
She takes over my mind for the rest of the day and
makes my heart race. How does a stranger manage
to do this to me? I stare at the aqua door hoping
she will walk through it once more.
Ding!
The door opens but there is no sign of her. Then it
hits me. What am I doing working in this crowded
café? I should go on a hunt to find her. With that, I
take off my white apron and run out the café.
Her sweet voice rings in my ears as I search and
search every crevice of Paris both day and night.
My heart is pushing me on but I am exhausted. Just
as I lose hope, I see her in the far distance outside
a tourist hostel. Her silky hair flies thorough the
wind as she walks down the street, moving further
and further away from me.
***
Her: “Excuse me madam,” a familiar voice shouts.
“You forgot your coffee.” I turn around. There he
is, the cute barrister from this morning. The glow
of the afternoon sun falls on his face as he catches
up to me. I can’t believe he remembers me.
“I…ah…how did you find me…Mr Dimples?” I
stutter.
“Skills of your secret admirer Mrs Dimples,”
he states. I could get used to this guy’s sense of
humour. Wonder what fate has in store next? n
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OME L A S
Darianna Nuez · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

Long ago,
I read a story about
a utopian society
that lived in a city
of happiness.
One by one
the citizens of this
perfect city
discovered the existence
of a suffering child
who lived in a caged room
in his own filth.
He was shown off
to people
whose happiness
depended
on the misery
of this child.
I’m not suffering
as much as that child
but after losing
my wife
and daughter
my sweet,
lovely family
I understood
how it felt
to live in misery
while others
lived in happiness.
Unlike the child,
I made the choice

to live in misery
after my darling daughter
was taken from me
… and my whole world fell apart
Sinking
		
Crashing
			
Drinking.
That’s how I lived.
Walking the streets
in
dirty clothes,
children pointing
and parents
covering their eyes
as though I were a monster.
I need to move on,
change for the better
and not live
as an example
of how people
shouldn’t live.
I am not
the local hobo
of my town.
I am
who I am
broken
and weary
of my journey …
but ready
to live again. n
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A L OH A M A RS
Benjamin Mendez · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, St Albans

“B

lack Hawk to Bald Eagle, do you read?” I
hear nothing but static. “Come on, answer
me!” There’s no reply and I smash the table with
my fist making the microphone, papers and space
equipment float away. I’m stuck in this small space
shuttle isolated from the rest of the Galaxy.
My ship is almost out of energy and I fear I won’t
make it back to see another human again. It’s been
2 weeks since I left Earth. I might go insane if I don’t
talk to another human soon. A red light flashes
on the control panel. I try take a closer look but
a loud siren rings from the shuttle’s megaphone.
“Warning! Brace for impact!”
Adrenalin rushes through my body as I stare out the
thick, glass window. The red surface of Mars stares
back at me. Its gravitational pull must be drawing
my ship towards its atmosphere. “Oxygen low!”
the alarm exclaims. The lack of oxygen makes me
drowsy. I engage the ship’s engine but the shuttle
shakes vigorously as it storms towards the dusty
planet. I stumble, trying to reach the oxygen mask
but I can’t keep my balance. I try once more to
make contact, “Black Hawk to Bald Eagle, do you
read? MAYDAY!” I fall unconscious.
Faint voices are mumbling around me. Great, I’m
not dead! My limp body lifts off the ground. I try
to open my eyes with the little energy I have and
see the silhouettes of two mysterious creatures.
They carry me by the arms and legs towards a
large, white structure. “Hey…where…are…?” I try
to get the words out, but doze off again.
I wake to the sound of screeching. I open my dry
eyes. I’m in a giant room with big windows, its
inner walls coated in a thick, mucousy substance.
What seems to be a giant mantis is staring directly
at me with bulging green eyes and razor sharp
blades on its forearms. It is a horrific sight, one I
have never seen in all my 15 years as an astronaut.
I scream.
The mantis ruler has two mantis guards at either
side of him. It seems to be giving direction and
although I have no idea what it’s saying to them,
I know it’s about me and it isn’t good. The guards
take me and drag me towards another smaller
room, shutting the door behind us.
“Let me out of here!” I struggle and scream whilst
they shackle me to the ground like a zoo animal.
“When I get out of here I swear …” I begin to say in

my most intimidating voice when I am interrupted
by a voice from the shadows. “Shhh… you’ll get
us both in trouble”. I turn to the direction of
the voice. “Who are you?” I ask. The mysterious
character walks out from the shadows. He has
human-like features but he is freakishly tall and
thin with a third eye. “Do you know where you
are?” he whispers to me. “You’re in the nest”.
“Where?” I ask angrily.
“The insectoids live here. They have an army
throughout the city which devour anyone who
opposes them”. The torches on the wall start to
flicker and faint footsteps come from the hallway.
“Oh no!” he cries. “I think they’re coming!”
As I try to stand, a button on the wrist of my suit
catches my eye. I press it and a high-powered
circular saw pops out of my fore arm. Of course!
The HyperX Super Space Saw used for mining
space rocks could cut through the chain on my
ankle. I jam it around the chain and turn it on. The
footsteps outside become louder just as the shackle
pops off my ankle.
“Hey! What about me?” 3 Eyes exclaims. I rush
over to remove his shackle.
“Now run!” he yells as he grabs the flickering
torch from the gooey wall. “It’s the least I can do
since you tried to save me. Go! I’ll hold them off!”
I run toward the door as it suddenly opens. 3 Eyes
throws the torch at the insectoids and they burst
into flames. “The next building has vehicles you
can use to escape. Now RUN!” I open the back
door and run as fast as I can. With the insectoids
right behind me, I run to the next building, through
the wide entrance, slamming doors behind me.
Once inside, I turn to see many strange vehicles.
There’s no time, so I hop in a random car and hot
wire it. The mantis guards open the doors and
surround my vehicle. I have no option but to floor
the car and ram into them at 200mph! As I make
my getaway, my mind begins to tick. Sports cars
on Mars? An alien prisoner with 3 eyes speaking
English? No… impossible!
***
“Oh good, you’re awake! The fever has finally
broken!” says the woman in white as she places
a compress on my head. It’s all too much – I pass
out. Earth! We were on Earth the whole time! n
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Michelle Chu
Year 9 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
_____
Keep On Swimming
_____
Impressionistic painting – acrylic on
canvas
_____
Just keep going!

Julia Cabaldon
Year 8 ∙ Catholic Regional College,
St Albans
_____
Coachella
_____
Abstract portraits – lino print on paper
_____
The colours, although they remind me
of a journey through the galaxy, are a
very beautiful expression of myself and
every other girl.
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Emily Liang
Year 9 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
____
Lino print with watercolour
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Caeley Potter
Year 7 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
____
Silhouettes on ink

Caitlin Mayer
Year 7 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
____
Coloured Pencil and fine liner
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Madelena Scott
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Easter egg wrappers and ink
______
Studio Arts
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Samara Terpstra
Year 8 · Aquinas College
______
Found poem
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Sarah Agius
Year 12 · Aquinas College
______
Ink and watercolour
______
Studio Arts
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V IC T IM OF T HE MIND
Deanna Lo Bianco · Year 10 · Aquinas College

H

er bare feet grazed against the cold gravel
as she darted across the streets, her hands
and clothes covered in the blood of another. She
couldn’t run any longer, her feet ached, her hands
shook, she couldn’t look at herself.
“What have I done?”
Her breathing was jagged and sharp. The bile rose
up in her throat as she recalled what she did. Fear
took over her entire body as they kept taunting her
to do it again, to another innocent person. Before
she could stop herself her feet took off, sprinting
through the streets, turning corners, running
through on going traffic, praying they didn’t notice
the blood.
Running away from the ones who made her do it,
but they were always there, following her, taunting
her. She couldn’t escape them. Tears were streaming
down her pastel skin, mixing in with the sweat and
dried blood stains from her wounds. Memories of
the evening flashed through her mind. The knife,
the blood, the struggle. She stopped abruptly and
released all the food she’d consumed in the last 24
hours. The vomit tasted like acid as it burned the
inside of her throat.

By the time she got home, the sky held darkness
and the only light that was being emitted was from
the stars above and the dim streetlights. The street
was a ghost town, no one in sight, the only noise
that could be heard was from the possums running
along the power lines, screeching and hissing at the
empty void of nothingness.
The air blew against her fair skin, as the hairs
stood up straight and goosebumps formed. Her
trembling hands carefully opened her bedroom
window as she climbed in, feeling free that she had
finally escaped them. Her feet slowly and carefully
glided over to her bathroom as her eyes met her
own in the reflection of the mirror and the others,
they were there, still laughing and taunting her to
keep on doing it.
She screamed. Her fist flew into the mirror.
Her bloodshot eyes gazed down at her body,
surrounded by glass, her clothes torn and bloody,
as the blood continued to seep from the open
wound on her leg. Her entire world was tipped
upside down from one stupid little mistake. It was
all their fault. n

A N X IE T Y
Georgia Enright · Year 10 · Aquinas College

W

hen it’s around it is like a dull grey or
black that just bubbles up inside of me,
just waiting for the most inconvenient time to
explode and be seen by everyone standing near.
No one knows how to react when this happens.
Sometimes, I don’t even know how to react, too.

Inner battles are something I’ve always fought
with, battles inside of my own head. It is like my
head is fighting with itself. It just keeps going at
all times. Sometimes it looks a raging war and at
other times, just simple bickering, back and forth.

It wasn’t always this bad. It used to only
happen on very rare occasions. It has taken over
everything, every move and every decision I make,
the opportunities I take and give up and the way I
generally live my life. My life changed drastically
when this came about. I have had to make changes
in the way I do things and change the way I make
my decisions, always taking into account the fact
that this could cause problems and force my dull
grey anxiety out of me.

This is not okay with me. I want to change this.
My anxiety has been in control for long enough,
now it’s my turn. I want to be in control now.

Before all this started I could do anything I wanted
but now something I’ve been doing since I was a
little girl is a struggle. It seems to be controlling
every aspect of my life in every way.

Goodbye anxiety.
I promise I won’t miss you. n
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Emma Southward
Year 9 · Aquinas College
______

Megan Benning
Year 9 · Aquinas College
______

Felt sculpture
______

Felt sculpture
______

Fashion & Textiles

Fashion & Textiles

Madeline Clark
Year 10 · Aquinas College
______

Tanaya Reidy
Year 10 · Aquinas College
______

Ceramic teapot
______

Ceramic plant pot
______

3D Art

3D Art
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Brad Steer, Lacey Heveren, Alannah Svrakov
Year 8 · Aquinas College
______
Isometric patterns
______
Visual Communication & Design

Merrick Bishop, Afraa Dau, Tanisha Wu, Talia Smiton
Year 8 · Aquinas College
______
Isometric patterns
______
Visual Communication & Design
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A JOUR NE Y T O A G A L A X Y OF L E GO
Patrick Goode · Year 4 · Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School

O

nce in the depth of the universe, there was a
planet called Earth which we humans lived
on. Sticks a good friend of mine, loved to play
video games. The coldest day of winter had arrived
and Sticks and I were playing a game called Lego
Worlds. Suddenly, a strong lightning bolt struck
the house which made me jump. As I was trying to
get to the couch, Sticks told me that the Xbox was
shaking so we went to check it out. As we opened
the cabinet… BOOM! The Xbox let out a huge
screen of gas. We couldn’t see a thing!
When the gas cleared, we realised that we were in
a different world. Everything was made of lego.
There were wild animals, random vehicles, weird
towns and dungeons. It was crazy! Sticks without
warning roared, “WE ARE STUCK IN HERE
FOREVER!!!”

“Yeah, and I brought an oil can so we can use it for
the rocket,” said Sticks. We ran to the rocket and
poured the oil in.
The rocket started to rumble as I was getting in.
Sticks was setting the coordinates and we were
good to go. As we took off the whole thing was
floating, included us, so we slowly floated back
and waited until we landed. Two days later…
It had been a long time since we first entered
the Lego galaxy and we were very close to our
destination. We were now entering the atmosphere,
which meant there was some gravity. We landed
softly on the ground in another dimension with
different animals and secret places.
“So I guess we now need to find a horse and a
grizzly bear,” I explained.

“Stuck in where?” I asked.

“Yeah probably,” Sticks replied.

“IN THE GAME YOU SILLY!!!” replied Sticks.
We both looked around and agreed that we had to
think of a way to get out. Sticks finally controlled
his temper and started thinking too.

We set off on foot looking for a horse and a grizzly
bear. As we were walking, we spotted a town with
a market, farms and a huge castle. “WOW! That
must be one of the towns,” explained Sticks.

Swiftly, Sticks mentioned that we had to go through
three worlds. There was planet 1, 2 and 3 and each
planet was made of lego and had a leader on each
one. We had to undertake three different tasks. On
planet 1 we had to go in a submarine and defeat
the giant squid, on planet 2 we had to find a horse
and defeat the grizzly bear, and on planet 3 we had
to take off into the sky, on a plane and defeat a
mutant harpy eagle.

“Yeah and that means that we can probably buy a
horse and some spears,” I responded. We walked in
trying to act normal on the way to the barn. As we
turned the corner, an ugly farmer shoved his face
into ours and said, “Howdy fellas, new here are
you? Would you like to buy a horse?”

We set off looking for the sea and a submarine.
Once we found the sea we spotted a huge tentacle
bursting out of the water. “WOW!” I said in
amazement. “That must be the giant squid!” “Yeah
probably,” Sticks replied. “Hey what is that? It
looks like a SUBMARINE!” We ran and ran until
we got there and jumped into the submarine. As
we were putting on our scuba diving suits, a giant
tentacle grabbed hold of the ship, so we opened the
exit as quickly as we could and swam out. While I
was trying to get my harpoon gun out, a huge beak
came out of nowhere and immediately I noticed
that it was the giant squid. I was swimming as fast
as I could, gradually running out of breath. I shot
the harpoon straight at its eye and it started to
sink. “I THINK IT’S DEAD!!” I shouted.
“Yeah probably,” Sticks replied. We swam out of
the water and got back to land. “Hey what’s that
in the distance? It looks like a rocket,” said Sticks.
“Maybe we could use it to get to the next world,”
I suggested.

“O…o…kay…``, I replied. So we bought the
horse and named it Duffy. After that, we went to
the market and bought 1 bow, 24 arrows, and 22
spears. We were ready to go. As we left the castle
we heard a sound that was like a bear roaring, so
we went straight towards it and we were right!
We could see it through the bushes. We closed in
slowly behind a tree and came up with a plan. As
I cautiously snuck up to the bear, Sticks shot an
arrow which turned the bear’s attention onto me.
I started running the other way when I saw Sticks
trying to grab one of the spears. He threw the spear
and the bear was instantly dead! We hurried back
to our rocket and said goodbye to Duffy before we
set off…
Two days later, we landed in the last Lego World.
We thought of a plan to grab some weapons and
get out! So we walked to the airport and crept
in. We saw two guards, snuck up and knocked
them out with the oil can that we had used for the
rocket. It worked out well, cause it turns out that
one of them was carrying the key to the plane right
next to us. We hopped in and started her up. As
we took off, Sticks folded up the landing gear and
I took control of the weapons. On our way up, we
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saw the giant harpy eagle. I tried to shoot it down
with the machine guns but they didn’t work at all,
so I used the missiles which damaged its wing. It
started to fall down, head first, into a volcano that
was about to erupt.
“It’s dead!” I screamed with joy, unaware that
another screen of gas was in the way. And as it
cleared we were back home. Just as we turned off
the Xbox, mum came walking in with a stack of
pancakes and lots of maple syrup. We asked her if
we could buy an Xbox One S which is much more
powerful and better. She totally agreed! n

Amelia Milionis
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional
Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm
and Cool

Sofia Trevisin
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional
Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm
and Cool
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Charlotte Bass
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Claudia MaCafee
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Vase of Flowers Collage

Abstract Tree Collage

Ethan Middleton
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Isabella Trevisin
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Vase of Flowers Collage

Vase of Flowers Collage
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Ionna Stavroulakis
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm and Cool

Jordan Zou
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm and Cool

Raijeli Palmer
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm and Cool

Tivona Dang
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Sun Oil Pastels – Warm and Cool
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Luc Bunde
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Sophie Porritt
Year 6 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Abstract Tree Watercolours

Abstract Tree Collage

Summer Barry
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

Mietta Greig
Year 3 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____

HMS Endeavour 3D Collage

HMS Endeavour 3D collage
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Lucas Chiriano
Year 3 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Day and Night – Watercolours

William Haines
Year 3 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Day and Night – Watercolours

Tivona Dang
Year 4 ∙ Galilee Regional Catholic Primary School
_____
Watercolour painting on canvas inspired by my trip to
Sydney – Sunset by the Sydney Opera House
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C R E AT I V E R E SP ONSE T O ‘B OYS OF B L OOD
A ND B ONE ’ BY DAV ID ME T Z E N T HE N
Gianluca Intemerato · Year 11 · De La Salle College

T

he weather, wet, cold, windy, just a glimpse of
land in the distance. About twenty of us boys
sitting in a rusty container awaiting our delivery.
Some of the boys tried to act like they weren’t
scared, but their shaking hands and unnecessary
sweating proved otherwise. Well, I could say the
same for myself. I can barely stand. Crossing the
English Channel was tough for a couple of us, the
wrath of Neptune tossing the water around us,
men throwing up over the boat. I can hear guns on
the wind, each bang causing me to wince. I looked
down at a watch my dad gave to me before I took
off. It’s golden glow giving me hope. The fact was
that we were all scared and homesick, but we
pushed on with the job.
***
I’m pretty nervous about starting in the navy. My
grandmother’s eyes sparkle when she sees me in
my uniform. “You look as sharp as my father did
before he went out to war”, she said as she pinched
my cheek. She never stops talking about my
great-grandfather. She is making me visit the war
memorial in his name in hope that it will inspire
me, but I don’t think it will aid my anxiety.
***
One thing I never felt was alone. I always had my
good friend James by my side. He always had a
way to cheer me up. “Don’t worry rookie, this isn’t
my first rodeo,” he sarcastically said trying to calm
himself down.
“Keep yourself together James, we can go out for
a drink after this.”
“As long as you’re buying,” said James.
“Deal.”
Here we go, men screaming commands as we are
about to approach land. I take a second to look
at my watch, time seems to freeze as I focus on
nothing but the ticking of the watch. “Go, Go,
Go!” I jolted forward as the Sergeant was forcefully
screaming commands.
***
A couple houses away from the memorial I think
of the stories my grandmother told me. Grief, risk
and pride run through my head. Why was I joining
the navy? Was it because my grandmother forcefed stories of the war to me? I was still unsure. I
kept thinking, in hope that a real answer would
come to my mind, but it was all a blur to me.

***
I was pushed to the ground as the men around
me stormed forward. Lucky James was there to
assist me. “Already down!?” he said jokingly. His
mask of being cheerful didn’t last long though,
as we began to literally run for our lives. Out of
breath, constantly ducking for cover in the hope
of avoiding the enemies’ line of sight. The piercing
sound of the explosions and the openness of the
beach made us easy targets. My heart was racing,
I knew that any given moment could be my last.
Pushing further up the beach proved more and
more difficult as we moved around lifeless bodies.
***
Walking through the memorial was eerie, so many
untold stories. What made these people decide to
go to war? Well why was I, joining the navy? In
the distance I could see a man in a trench coat,
mysteriously standing in the emptiness of the
memorial. As I hesitantly grew closer and closer
to the man; I was astonished as to where he was
standing, right in front of my grandfather’s grave.
Silently standing behind him I stared at the name
of “Blacke Ridshaw,” 1922-1944. Underneath
his name was a quote; “I knew the risk, but this
country is where I grew up… and I’m proud to
be defending it”. “Your grandmother said you’d be
here”. I jolted as the man next to me spoke.
***
We were far up the beach, the only thing between
us and solid terrain was a taunting cliff face
armoured with Germans. “We’d be lucky to see
this one through.”
“We need to move to that ledge!” shouted James.
“Run, I’ll cover you” he said as he distracted the
enemy with gunfire. I barely made it to the ledge. It
was James’ turn to join us.
“Behind you,” I yelled, as a grenade landed feet
from James. James dolphin dived over a boulder,
but unluckily had a leg sticking out during the
blast. Everything went quiet as I focused on James’
face; shock and pain. No way was I leaving him
behind. I told one of the boys to cover me as I
ran to James and put him over my shoulder. I him
down by the ledge. “Medic! Medic!” I screamed,
but no one came. Everyone was in a battle of their
own. “Come on buddy, we’re nearly there,” I said
as I covered his leg with cloth to stop the bleeding.
There was no way he could go on. The Germans
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were pushing forward, there was no way we were
going to make it.
***
“Um… excuse me, but who are you?”
“My name is James Gordan, I was a friend of
your great grandfather,” the figure said as he
turned, medals of honour shinning across his
chest. “Look kid, Blake was a great man, he
risked his life to save mine and I will never forget

him. I have something that Blake would’ve wanted
you to have”. James handed me a magnificent,
engraved, golden watch. On the back of the watch
was a quote; ‘We are only small in our universe,
but we are big in our community.’ “Blake gave that
to me right before he died, his father had given it to
him, he always had it on him and I’m trusting that
you’ll always keep it on you”.
“Thank you, James”. n

R E V I VA L
Tyrone Bonfitto · Year 12 · De La Salle College

You are stuck in a place
Running as if you were in a race
Only to get to the one person you hate
This means it only has to be fate
Time flies so fast
Your only wish is to fly in the past
There is a never-flowing space
Where you can never be chased
This world is insane
Always a never-ending pain
Your mind is a map
Make sure it’s not a trap
This is all just a haze
Maybe you’re just going through a phase
Currently you are with strangers
Please try not to get into danger
Today you had a dream
That there was a big white glowing beam
It tells you to open your eyes.
You must get your eyes on the prize n
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L OS T IN ME L B OUR NE
Jarryd Martin · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

“H

urry up Mum!” Yelled Jack through the
front door. Jack glanced down at the train
timetable, and then at his watch. “We’ll miss the
train!”

But Jack didn’t respond. As the train clattered
slowly down the tracks, Jack was fiddling with the
door, but it didn’t budge. He was separated from his
family, and he didn’t have a phone with him.

Jack’s mum, Kath, was busy making rolls in the
kitchen for the football today. She pretended
not to hear her son yelling at her. Jack and his
family were all Collingwood supporters. This
was the first game of the season against Geelong
at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. It was typical
Melbourne weather though, cloudy, cold and
miserable. Jack was thirteen. His two younger twin
siblings, Matt and Alice, came into the kitchen.
They were both 10 Years Old and were dressed in
matching Collingwood beanies.

Jack was on the city loop train that stopped all
stations. Should I get off at Jolimont, or go back to
Southern Cross, he thought. Jack couldn’t work out
what to do. When the train pulled up at Jolimont he
didn’t move. His legs were frozen.

“Mum! Where are you! Let’s go!”
Jack had been waiting all week to go to the football,
and he really didn’t want to miss the train. At last,
Kath had finished making lunch and the trio came
running out the door. Jack was impatiently waiting
in the car. He looked at his train timetable again.
The train was leaving in two minutes! The old
silver Honda backed out of the driveway out onto
the street. The car sped past all the other vehicles
as if the other vehicles were going backwards. The
car arrived at a roundabout and Kath sped straight
through. They were fifty meters from the train
station and Jack could see the train!
Kath parked in the car park, not very well mind
you. Jack was first out of the blocks. He ran
straight to the station, onto the platform and safely
on the train. The twins were not far behind him.
“C’mon Mum, hurry!” squeaked Alice. The train
doors started moving. They were closing. Jack tried
to stop the doors from shutting, but it was no use.
The two sides were going to click. And just as they
were about to click Kath squeezed her hand in the
gap, and the doors reopened! They had made it!

Fifteen minutes had passed since Jack was separated
from his family. Kath and the twins had decided to
catch the next train to Jolimont, hoping that Jack
was there. Kath was as worried as a pig on the way
to the slaughterhouse. The train strolled in like a
kid walking into school. Kath and the twins were
straight on the train as soon as the doors opened.
When they arrived at Jolimont, they searched up
and down the platform for Jack, but there was no
sign of him. Matt tugged at his mother’s jacket and
pointed in the direction of a man in a blue uniform;
police officer.
“Excuse me sir, have you seen a boy about thirteen,
wearing Collingwood gear, about this tall?” asked
Kath.
“No, ma’am I haven’t. I can get all the police to
keep an eye out for him, if you like?” replied the
constable.
With a nod of approval from Kath, the officer
turned around and said something into his radio.
Then his eyes darted up to the bridge crossing
over the railway line. “Ma’am, look, a boy with a
Collingwood jumper on.”
Kath’s eyes followed the officer’s gaze.
“Jack!” she screamed. “Thank you officer.” she
added, rushing off in a huff, with Matt and Alice
tagging along

The V-Line train rolled into Southern Cross
Station. Jack and his family bustled out of the train
and onto the platform. The cool breeze that struck
them was refreshing despite it being icy. They
walked along the platform made their way up the
stairs to the top of the station. Jack and his family
kept walking until they got to platform 16, where
there was a train to Jolimont – the MCG.

As Kath got closer, she shouted her sons name again.
The boy turned around and to Kath’s surprise, it
wasn’t Jack but another boy in Collingwood gear.
The kid rolled his eyes and continued on his path
to the MCG. Matt was giggling like a child behind
his mum, until she gave him a cold stare. The trio
started walking hopelessly around the outside of the
MCG. After a good fifteen minutes of searching and
no finding, Kath just stopped. Melbourne was so big
her son could be anywhere.

“That’s the one, Jack.” says Kath, pointing to the
locomotive. The train did a big tooooooot. It was
going to leave right now! No one said anything,
but they knew what they had to do. Jack raced
down the steps three at a time. He was on the train
before the others were halfway down the steps.

“Oh thank goodness, I thought I was lost,” came
a voice from behind them. It was a boy wearing a
Collingwood jumper and a grin on his face. Kath
squeezed Jack and replied,
“You were lost, and don’t run away like that ever
again!”

“Jack! Get off the train!” shouted his mother.

But Jack only had one thing on his mind, the footy! n

“Phew.” Kath sighed.
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M Y B RO T HE R J A ME S
Nikita Jarosinski · Year 10 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

I

jolt upwards and sit tiredly on my bed. The noise
is back, it wakes me and my brother every night.
It’s beginning to become louder. I shut my eyes and
block my ears until it begins to get painful. Then
suddenly, it dissipates. A slam of a door and an
engine starting. As it fades away I creepily visit my
brother’s room.
“What was that?” I ask, I knew James would be
wide awake.
I am only young, but I knew he was lying. It was
obvious it was our parents again. I bow my head
and start drifting off then James interrupts me.
“If you go back to bed, I’ll read you a story,” and
as he reads, I stare at the door, my thoughts begin
to wonder, completely ignoring my brother. Dinner
went so well, why did it start?
In the morning James and I talk to our grandma,
Clightie, at the chemist. I point out a pair of ear
plugs! I am sick of hearing the fights. James thinks
it’s a great idea, a dream machine, he calls it.
The noise has changed him, he isn’t the fun,
outgoing James he used to be. He didn’t want
that to happen to me. The earplugs hardly did
anything. That night was the same as every other
night, shouting, banging, slamming of doors and
screeching tyres. Until I noticed something extra,
a smash of glass which seemed to stop all noise,
time froze. My stomach tightens what if something
terrible happened to mum. I hear James’ footsteps
towards my room, I hide under the doona, close
my eyes and pretend I’m fast asleep. James is
convinced and hurried down the stairs. I jump up
and tip toe below and peer through the staircase
railing. It’s a ghost town down there I thought to
myself. I spot James investigating around. I rub my
eyes and struggle down stairs. I give him a fright as
I ask what he is doing.
“Uh, I need a glass of cold water,” he stutters. I
decide to join him with one as well.

“Where’s mum and dad?” I whispered.
He points upstairs to their bedroom as he takes a
large gulp. I get agitated at the fact he lied.
I throw the ear plugs and shout, “the dream
machine doesn’t work.”
James frowns and hands me a biscuit to cheer me
up. I notice he takes a long focused glance out the
kitchen window behind me. “Mum left this out
for you,” he says breaking the silence. I shook my
head and he stares at me in disbelief. I understand
why, chocolate icing was my favourite thing after
stories. I cannot look at it the same anymore, not
after what mum has gone through, too many
hurtful memories.
“Davie, it’s late, you got to go back to bed. I will be
up in a minute to read you a story,” James insists
whilst shoving me towards the stairs.
I twitch my shoulders to shrug him off but he
bends down and holds my hand.
“Please,” he says softly.
I look straight into his eyes and run back upstairs
however when James had turned around I sneakily
spy on him through the staircase railing. James
bolts out the back door, past the garden and onto
the shore. I hear the faint cries of mum. I start
getting anxious thinking what is taking so long
then I slowly I doze off at the top of the stairs.
The slamming of the door wakes me and I sprint
into my room and lay in bed. With a surprise, mum
limps past into her room dripping wet. Thoughts
race through my head, trying to figure out what
happened. I ask James where he went as he entered
the room holding my favourite story.
He looks down on me tiredly, “let’s just starts the
story,” he whispers.
I don’t argue. I get comfortable and rest my eyes. As
James began to read I smile, I had a feeling things
will be different around here, for the better. n
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This artwork is related to journey
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shown by her wings.
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Priya Rawat
Year 8 ∙ St Peter’s College,
Cranbourne

Robert Pocock
Year 8 · St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
______
This image relates to the theme
journey because a boat is a way to
travel the world. It also shows boats
waiting to leave the dock and go into
the sunset in calm waters. This photo
was taken on holiday in Adelaide.
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Foundation ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
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Foundation ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
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Walking in the Rain

Jim Dine style Heart

Indiana Declase
Year 3 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____
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Year 3 ∙ St James Primary School, Brighton
_____

Starry Night (Van Gogh inspired)

Planet Earth
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A SL E E P IN T HE CI T Y
Ben Virgin · Year 10 · De La Salle College

T

he ragged blanket barely covered the man’s
torso. He hugged his hands underneath his
patchwork trench coat, attempting to find any
remote semblance of warmth. The droplets of
rain crashed against the metal bridge above the
man’s head, creating a crescendo of pitter-patter,
drowning out the sound of the congested highway
above. Splashes of graffiti and street art enveloped
the pillar behind him. The man’s large grey beard
reached down to the bottom of his torso, his beanie
pulled down on his face, obscuring him from the
rest of the world. A lit cigarette jutted out from
his beard, illuminating his shadowy face, hanging
loosely from his lips. The wrinkles on his face
betrayed his age, looking to be in his late fifties,

with years of his life written into his skin. His
body sprawled out over the chair, where the man
lay perfectly still. It was the dead of night but the
area was so polluted by the lights and sounds of
the busy city, you would be forgiven for thinking
otherwise. The occasional passer-by didn’t give
him a second look, as they would a stray dog on
the roadside. But the man didn’t care, he didn’t
give a damn what they thought about him. Life on
the streets was a hard life, but it was his life. He
may not have chosen it, but he was going to live
it. It was his journey and he was going to take it.
But for now, he was happy to just doze off; asleep
in the city. n

Brandon Luu
Year 11 ∙ De La Salle College
_____
Displaced
_____
My subject matter is a
homeless man. An image of a
male figure is used to illustrate
how any typical male can be
homeless. The use of colours
and background define the
difference between a male
figure and a homeless man.
When viewing my art piece,
I hope people experience
the emotional pain of being
homeless, so that they too feel
the displaced vulnerability.
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GONE T OO FA R
Isabel Storm · Year 9 · Lavalla Catholic College

C

allum, Shane, Dustin, Mike and I were sitting
on the couch with Callum’s laptop on the
coffee table. We were about to watch a video, a
video that would uncover the truth about who
killed Patrick Jenson.
It all began one hot summer day when Dustin
and Mike went to the River for an afternoon of
fishing and swimming but instead found Patrick’s
body on the riverbank. What shocked them most
was seeing a bullet hole right in the centre of
his forehead. They were scared: their friend had
been shot, murdered! They jumped on their bikes
leaving all their fishing gear behind to report the
murder to the police. They were questioned. What
were they doing there? Why did they go to that
spot to fish? Were they fighting with Patrick? So
many questions. They knew they were innocent
and would not have done that to their friend but
the police didn’t seem to be listening.
The police then questioned Callum and Shane,
they were after all, part of the ‘gang’: we were
all friends. You would always see us hanging out
together whether it was playing footy, at the milk
bar or at the river. I guess they had to rule out that
any of us would have killed Patrick. I was at work
at the fish and chip shop, so once they confirmed
that with my boss I was no longer a suspect.
Callum and Shane were at the movies; they had
gone to see “Harry Potter” to escape the heatwave.
They were off the list too.
After about 2 months, things went quiet. The police
didn’t seem to be getting any answers or leads as
to who committed this crime. Things started to go
back to normal, although, our group was missing
Patrick! He loved to joke around and always
wanted to play football. He was a great football
player, probably the best player in our team and he
was captain. We wore black armbands for the first
game after he died, and we won too!
Patrick had a twin sister, Amber. She was dating
Dustin. It must have been so hard for her to lose
her brother, even harder because their mum had
died in a car accident when they were just 3 years
old. They didn’t talk about that much, probably
because they wouldn’t have remembered, it being
so long ago.

I remember before Patrick died, he came to school
in a foul mood. When I asked what was wrong
he replied, ‘It doesn’t matter, it was so long ago’.
At the time, it didn’t mean much to me, but now
after watching the video, it all makes sense. Let me
explain.
The day before Patrick was killed, Amber said
she had heard her dad and Patrick having a huge
argument but they stopped just as she walked
inside. Patrick screamed ‘How could you?!’ and
stormed off, and that was the last she saw of him.
Amber asked us all around to their house to help
clean out Patrick’s room and pack things away, it
was then that we found a USB hidden between his
mattress and bed base. We all agreed to meet at my
place later that afternoon to check what was on it.
So, here we all are sitting on the couch waiting to
check the USB. It came up with a series of video
diaries Patrick had made. The first few didn’t
make a lot of sense, it was Patrick mucking around
talking about how good he was at footy and flexing
his muscles. Then, when the third one loaded up,
he was talking in riddles that no one understood,
except Amber. She knew he was talking about their
mum and the terrible car crash that took her life.
Patrick had been piecing things together to find
out what had actually happened to their mum and
why the crash had happened. Amber and Patrick’s
dad was driving home. He was drunk. He survived,
but their mum didn’t. It was all his fault and he lied
to the police to keep himself out of trouble.
Amber thinks back to the day she overheard the
heated argument between her dad and Patrick.
How Patrick walked out and how their father
followed him. She never saw Patrick after that.
Only their dad, who came home and wasn’t his
usual self: he was worse than ever. She thought
it was because he lost his job, but now she really
knows: it was because he had taken somebody
else’s life. Again! What kind of person did that
make him? What kind of father could kill his own
son?
We have to go to the police. We owe it to Patrick.
And his and Amber’s mum. Their father is a
criminal and we aren’t going to let him get away
with what he has done. n
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Emily Liang
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____
Lino Print on newspaper

Maliat Monir
Year 9 ∙ Lavalla Catholic College
____
Lino Print self portrait
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T HE L ONE B A L L OON
Kyle Truong · Year 9 · Mazenod College

Inspired by Banksey’s ‘Girl with a Balloon’

you, her home is just a few houses down and the
same direction in which the balloon is travelling.

H

ave you ever wondered where helium
balloons go? Have you even been at a
carnival and children are seen crying because they
lost their balloons? Have you seen people having
fun and laughing because Dad has a high pitched
voice? Next, you see a red, heart shaped balloon
just flying above your house. But, it is too high
to reach but low enough to graze the top of the
trees. You wonder where it will go. So, being the
adventurous type, you jump into your brand new
Mercedes and follow this balloon.
You follow the balloon down the long street. It
leads you to a bend that leads to the left. But, the
balloon is going straight. Fortunately for you,
there is a path that goes straight into the Botanical
Gardens, the direction that the balloon is heading.
You choose to quickly park your car whilst still
not taking your eyes off the balloon. You chase
it on foot. You go through the Gardens, through
Tulips, through the Dandelions, through the
Kangaroo Paws; you are very persistent. It takes
about an hour for the balloon and you to leave
the Gardens.
***
It’s now dawn. The balloon’s visibility is getting
more difficult. For some reason though, it starts to
glow. Could it be a ‘glow in the dark’ balloon? It
doesn’t matter. Your curiosity increases.
It’s now night time and unusually warm, yet the
sky is cloudless and the streets look amazing
under the moonlight. The balloon hasn’t changed
its altitude since you first saw it several hours ago.
You continue to follow the balloon. The wind
starts to pick up and takes the balloon with it.
Now, you are being out-run by the balloon and
you must now quickly plan your next move: You
then remember that you stored your bicycle at the
nice, Mrs Stregles’ house.
You would go there every day, before and after
work to pick up and drop off your bike and say
hi to her and her cat, Winston. Quickly to Mrs
Stregles’ house you go despite having not been
there since you purchased the new car. Luckily for

You knock on the door, making sure that you’re
keeping your eyes on the balloon, you stand there
for a moment and then you hear the creak of the
old floors and a lovely, gentle voice,
“Who is it?”.
You then answer with the secret code that she told
you to say if it was you, “Juggerpuff.”
The door opens and she invites you in. With no
time to waste. You kindly refuse the offer and ask
for your bike. Mrs Stregles then points to the other
side of her vintage living room where the bike was
leaning against the wall. You collect it as fast as you
can whilst still being mindful of your manners
The balloon is about four blocks ahead, dancing its
way through the night sky. On your bike you pedal,
faster and faster. The balloon picks up a speed that
is impossible to keep pace with. You are soon losing
sight of the red, heart shaped balloon over the hill.
As you reach the peak of the hill, what you see is
unexplainable. So unexplainable in fact, that you
take out your phone and ask Google where on
earth you are.
Google promptly responds: “Google can find all the
answers but unfortunately, we cannot explain the
unexplainable.”
You then are left puzzled by the sight, asking many
questions in your head. The sight of all balloons
heading in one direction but then the red, heart
shaped balloon stops. You move in closer, curiously.
The closer you get, the more in reach it becomes.
Reaching for the red balloon, you finally grip it.
Yet, it pulls you towards a wall before stopping
once more. You have no choice but to relinquish
your grip. Suddenly a flash of light fills the sky
above you. The flash was so bright it was as if day
had flashed again before your eyes. The red, heart
shaped balloon was now gone. AS you regain your
vision, you look towards the wall you were dragged
towards. Now there is an image on the wall. You’re
left alone, under the moonlight, no balloons in the
air, just you in the moonlight and the image on
the wall. The red heart shaped balloon and you
reaching for it, forever imprinted on the wall. n
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SIL E NC E
Sienna Justus · Year 7 · Siena College

“S

ky?” A voice broke the deathly silence “Sky,
where are you?” I stared into the darkness
that isolated me.
“Amber? Is that you?”
“Sky, listen very carefully to me, the world you
know has been destroyed, you have been missing
for days”.
No. This can’t be happening. What was she saying?
It wasn’t making any sense. My mind was racing
but at the same time, desolate. I tried to process the
information that was being offered to me. Death.
Chaos. Tragedy. Silence. Nothing. Absolutely
nothing.
Then without warning my heart screamed.
“Micah!” No. She can’t die. Too young. Way too
young. My sister. My friend. My best friend. I just
remember being taken. Taken away from Micah.
Trapped here with no escape.
Amber squeezed my hand tightly and endeavored
to guide me out of the blackness, away from the
distress that was rapidly ascending, I need, no,
I have to focus on visualizing a future, a place
beyond this Armageddon.
My mind was absent of positivity but buzzing full
of questions. No parents. No money. No family.
How is a fourteen-year-old supposed to survive?
Only a friend, maybe a sister. Definitely no parents,
it has always been no parents.
“Are you ok?” Amber asked, In hope of a
conversation. She is always friendly to anyone.
“What do you think?” I yelled back.
“Ok, I just wanted to… “
***
The blinding light sneaked into the mouth of the
cave as I took in the new surroundings. Dilapidated.
Disheveled. This was not Sypris Valley… At least,
not the one I remember. “How?” I trailed off. Too
much to process. Still too many questions. My
flaming auburn hair hurled itself around in the
piercing winds. I looked over at Amber. Battle
wounds covered her, as if a bucket of red paint
had been poured over her body and chosen places
to dry. Where once had laid her freckles, had now
been nearly completely covered with dried blood
and scars. I had never imagined her like this.
“Yup, this is pretty much our life now.”
Before I could react, a soldier of an unknown army
appeared from behind us. Something hit my head,
but before I could scream everything turned black.

***
I woke with cloth covering my mouth and chains
strapping me down to a chair. Amber and another
person sat next to me. With a sickening jolt, I
realized who it was. “Micah!” I screamed through
the material, it ended up muffled. She was still
knocked out. I tried to wriggle out of the chains,
but nothing seemed to work. Suddenly, I saw a
shadow creep out of the obscurity that surrounded
me.
“So, ya finally woke” The figure whispered with a
strange accent.
“Just wait ‘till I get my hands on you!” I yell. I try to
reach for my sword before realizing it wasn’t there.
“Where did you put my blade!” I scream. I can’t
live without a weapon. No food. No protection.
The man put his switch blade so close to my neck I
couldn’t move or it would slit my skin.
“The more ya move, the more likely this little plane
will crash int’a ya neck! Ya clear?” Suddenly I saw
both of the girls start to wake up “Micah! Amb…”
“Shut up! Or this little plane’ll crash int’a both of
them!” Suddenly a boy dressed in black punched
the man in the back of the head and the evil fell to
the ground. I had no words. He took the material
off all of our faces and threw it into the darkness.
He started to unlock the chains and free us.
“No time to explain, trust me” He put his hands
out. I held onto them. He pulled me up, grabbed
Micah, Amber managed to break out, and we ran.
And ran. And ran, as fast as lightning, until we
couldn’t run anymore. I collapsed, and went black.
When I finally woke, it looked like we were in a
tent made of hessian. I saw Amber talking and
laughing with Micah, trying to distract her mind
from me while the boy aided me. His face lit up as
I woke. I could tell he was trying to hide it.
“So, you finally woke” He said with pride.
“Um…” My mind was hollow. Nothing.
“My name is Corbin, pleased to save your life” A
happy vibe tinting his voice. I was still too weak
to think about anything important. “Is everyone
ready for dinner?” Corbin announced.
“Yay!” Micah was delighted at the sound.
“I’ve been craving food for hours!” Amber cried as
she reached out for the raw vegetables Corbin had
served. “Eww!” Micah shrieked.
“Micah it’s the only food we’re gonna get” I say
weakly as I rise for the food.
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We finished our dinner with no fuss – except for
Micah trying to throw the food out of the tent –
and fall asleep with ease.
“AAAAAAAHHH…” I heard a high pitched blood
curdling scream cut short coming from outside of
the tent. I could only be one person. I rushed out.
Micah was laying on the grass; Knife imbedded
into her chest.
“Micah!” I scream, warm tears falling onto her
pale, lifeless body. “No! please, Micah, don’t leave
me!” Water flooding down my cheeks. She was
gone.
Amber and Corbin rushed out from behind me and
Amber broke out in tears. Corbin kind of just…
stood there. He didn’t know her well, and now will
never get to. As my tears started mixing with the
red liquid pouring out of her chest, Corbin spoke
“So…”
“Corbin, my sister just died!” tears and deep
breaths in between each word. Tears. Tears.
“Sky, it had to happen, and it will happen to you
soon, to all of us.” Corbin spoke with sorrow in his
eyes. Death. Life. Everything. Just rushing through
my brain.
“No.” My piercing blue eyes staring into his soul.
“She didn’t have to die; her time wasn’t up. It was
all my fault, I’m a horrible sister!” I broke out into
a hysterical crying fit.

“No, it wasn’t your fault, I refuse to believe it was
your fault!” Amber protested with controversy.
Corbin spoke up “Amber is right, it’s not your fault
she died, if anything, she is in a better place now.”
A place without me.
We walked away from her limp body, leaving the
sorrow and shame behind. I had taken her charm
with a photo of herself on it. I looked at it. Tears
welled up in my eyes. Life would never be the
same. Everything around me was different. I had
to move on. The sun was slowly sinking, time was
extremely slow without Micah, the sunshine of my
life. Suddenly, we come across a small, wounded
child, sitting next to the remains of an older child,
younger than me “Hey” I say to the young boy,
with a loving voice.
“Please, don’t hurt me!” He spoke with fear. Hazel
eyes filled with distress.
“Fern!” Corbin screamed tears forming in his eyes.
“Hamilton, what happened to her?” Corbin said,
Crying in pain.
“Fern just… I woke up and she was gone!”
Hamilton cried. Corbin never told me he had a
brother, or even a friend!
We started to bandage up Hamilton, while Corbin
continued to cry over Fern. Now he knows how
it feels to lose someone. Your sunshine. Your best
friend. Your life. And leave you with silence. n
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C HE E SY GL ORY
Charlie Pritchard · Year 7 · Star of the Sea College

W

e smelt the cheesy perfume of Cheezels
bleeding from underneath the car seat.
These were strictly banned until we got to our
destination. Our parents had very cleverly eaten
before we left, so they were satisfied. My sister
and I, on the other hand, had been certain that we
would last the trip from our grandparent’s house
in Inverloch to home, yet the duration seemed
endless. Hours and hours, perhaps days and days,
to get back home. Not quite, of course, but when
the trip required patience before greedy little
fingers could feel the happy encircling of roughened
cheesy snacks, it felt like an eternity. How could we
pass up those beckoning Cheezels? The scent was
unbearable for our small noses and our starving
tummies. If we wanted to survive this great car trip
we would have to fill our engines with fuel.
I looked out the car window and noticed that
we were only at the local supermarket. We had
stayed strong for twelve minutes, 38 seconds and
7 milliseconds and the box was surprisingly still
intact, though our tummies couldn’t handle the
starvation any longer. Very discreetly my sister and
I bent down with our torsos on top of our laps and
started silently tearing open the cardboard box,
the aroma of the banned snack filling our nostrils.
With our eyes on the rearview mirror making sure
no tormentors could see, we placed the orange,
cheese-covered rings into our hungry mouths. For

me it was an explosion of flavour, like there was a
party in my mouth. Each mouthful was a relief to
my hunger.
Half a box later, our parents were beginning to
get suspicious of the giggles and the cheesy smell.
They began to look around for what they could
smell. My sister very carefully pushed the box
underneath the car seat. One wrong move and we
were gone! This wasn’t a game anymore – this was
a matter of life or death!
My sister pushed the box deeper and I tried to
move my foot strategically in front of it, but
instead, my foot hit the foil, which lead to a huge
‘crunch!’ Our parents’ ears pricked up like a dog
hearing the word, ‘Walk’. All eyes were now upon
me, my sister’s rolling heavenward as she mouthed
the words, ‘Great job, we are dead’.
The car ride didn’t end up being as long and as
tedious as we had expected. We had a karaoke
session, we played ‘Eye Spy’ and we all really
enjoyed talking to each other with no distractions.
Even though there was still a half-full, confiscated
Cheezels box in the glove compartment, we forgot
about it because our hunger was satisfied with the
family time that made up the car ride. Surprisingly,
it was even more fun than powdery fake cheese
snacks! n

Hannah Hartnett
Year 10 ∙ Siena College
____
Recycled Art
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Alexandria Shashkoff
Year 12 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
____
My artwork relates to the theme of
journey through the relation it has
to females and the ‘journey’ women
have had in order to earn rights and
break away from a stereotypical label.
The hand symbol itself represents part
of the feminism movement which is
predominantly seen in social media today.

Mikayla van der Velden
Year 10 ∙ St Peter’s College, Cranbourne
____
‘Exploring the brilliance of the human
mind and the journey one takes to find
the delicate balance of both fitting in and
standing out. The protruding elements
and materials from the figure’s mind
represent the journey of inner thoughts
and aspirations being expressed outwardly
as life carries on and one grows.’
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M Y DA D’S A DODGY A US T R A L I A N
(NO T A T RUE S T ORY )
Damien Pendleton · Year 9 · Catholic Regional College, Melton

1

“What’s wrong with her?” Shazza asks.

i, dad chuck another shrimp on the barbie
for us mate,” I said, as I got ready for the
footy, pulling my greasy Bulldogs jersey over my
mullet.

“Ran outta coolant, she’s hotter than the sun,
Shaz,” Dad replies.

“Sure thing, mate,” said Dad. He was far from
ready himself, wearing a pair of tradie shorts that
were three sizes too small and a blue singlet that
left his gut hanging out.

“Go find some water I guess, but for the meantime
we’re stuck.” Dad looks stressed. He starts to fiddle
with his watch as we search the car, amongst the
rubbish and VB cans that filled the boot we found
a couple of bottles of water.

“O

Shazza came wearing her Magpies jersey and a
pair of short shorts.
“Shrimps ready you lot,” calls Dad.
All of us grab some food and after eating lunch
we all pile into Dad’s V6 commodore. He had
chopped springs to make it lower and painted it
himself using quality export paint.

“So what can we do?”

“Found some water, Dad,” I say, as excited as ever.
“Can’t use all of it on the car though, we need
some, too.” Dad is less worried now and begins to
calm down. After an hour of waiting we decide the
engine had cooled down enough (that and we were
sick of waiting) and went on our way.
4

2
The trip was underway; the sounds of talking
hid the roaring, unhappy engine running past its
means.
“Oi, can you lot shut up for a minute,” yelled Dad,
sensing that something was wrong
“What’s up, Dad?” I asked, puzzled.
“I think the engine’s crook, mate.”
It could not possibly be; the car had never skipped
a beat since we bought it. Dad started to pull to
the side of the road when a loud bang startled us.
Dad started screaming as he fought with the car,
desperately trying to keep it in a straight line It
began to veer into the other lane but somehow he
brought it back to a very sudden stop. I looked
behind me to see a huge trail of smoke. All became
silent. We were lucky that it didn’t roll over. We
would have been a bunch of pancakes.
3
We were in the middle of nowhere, the nearest
town was hours away and worst of all we did not
bring any food with us.
“We’re fresh outa luck,” says Dad,
“We are screwed aren’t we?” I say fearfully as
Dad opens the hood to take a look. To no-one’s
surprise a plume of smoke wafts up, engulfing Dad
momentarily.

The trip was faster than anyone could have
expected, what was a five hour trip felt like 10
minutes due to the constant talking and music. We
arrived at the MCG relieved but unbeknownst to
us we left the tickets in the middle of woop woop
when we broke down. “Alright love where d’ya
put the tickets?” Dad asks mum.
“The tickets, thought you ‘ad ‘em,” Mum replies,
now concerned.
“They’ll probably be in the boot somewhere.”
“We emptied the boot when we were looking for
water, don’t tell me you were stupid enough to
leave them in the boot, Harry,” says Mum, now
angry.
“I thought that you’d have the brains to look at
what you’re dumping!” replied Dad as the veins
on the side of his head began throbbing. By this
point me and Shazza had walked away, neither of
us wanted anything to do with the argument. It
wouldn’t be worth getting involved. We continued
to walk away until the screaming of my parents
was replaced by the noise of the crowd at the
entrance.
5
It took quite a while before my parents stopped
fighting. By this point the game had already began
and we had no way of getting in. That was until
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Dad sweet talked one of the guards to let us in
(pretty sure he asked if he could use the bathroom),
whatever he did, it worked. We found our seats
and watched the game. The game was neck and
neck when we got in, the scores were closer than
best mates. As the game moved on it seemed to
be goal for goal, the Dogs lead first quarter but
the Pies made up ground during the second and
third. Then disaster struck, it seemed that someone
had dobbed us in for whatever dodgy way Dad
had managed to get us into the game. Security
was moving in on us and we were stuck fast, we
couldn’t even pull a runner, they had us from all
sides. In all of my life I have never seen my Dad
so petrified. Apart from one guard on his left that
he ran straight into, I watched as my overweight

Dad somehow jumped the barrier that separated
the oval from the crowd and ran straight for the
team change rooms followed by seven, much fitter
security guards and one of the game’s umpires.
6
Its safe to say that it didn’t end well for Dad. We
managed to quickly get out unnoticed (or so we
thought). We made it back to the car and made the
decision to leave, even though Shazza and I don’t
have our licences and mum lost hers to speeding.
We made it home in one piece, excluding Dad who
spent the night in jail and managed to make the
news for his stupidity. Everything seemed okay
until the police rocked up at the door, with Dad
and a few fines. n

A R IDING A DV E N T UR E
Maggie McCartney · Year 9 · Star of the Sea College

A

ll the trouble began when I got saddled up
on the pony. I’d never ridden one before
and I was so excited to try it for the first time. To
make the experience all the better, it was just me,
Mum, Dad and my older brother. I caught my first
glimpse of the horse and it was love at first sight. I
patted his mane and felt the soft hair through my
fingers; it was a glorious feeling. When I put on
my helmet and the instructor helped me get up, I
was absolutely buzzing with elation. My heart was
pounding as she led me out onto the track. It was
happening – I was finally fulfilling my dream of the
past seven years!

were crisp, green fields and hills for kilometres
ahead, the feeling of fresh, unpolluted air made the
environment feel so natural and absolutely perfect
for my first ever horse ride.

I grinned at my brother who was riding next to me,
the instructor’s guidelines and riding tips barely
heard above the thrill of what we were about to
do. “Ace High Ranch and Riding Club” was the
setting for my dream come true. The surrounding
corrals and paddocks beckoned as the lead rider
led us through the main gate on our way on the
actual ride.

Without warning, my pony stopped. We were
stuck in one spot while the rest of my family
moved steadily ahead of me. I could see my brother
riding way up front and as all younger siblings
do, I wanted to keep up with him. I kicked my
pony multiple times, hoping that he would begin
to move again. After four or five kicks, he took
a small step backwards before bolting forwards,
galloping at a pace which, at the time, felt faster
than the speed of light. Realistically, it probably
wasn’t that fast but my 7-year-old brain didn’t
know much better. When I started to scream and
cry, I think that might have encouraged the horse
to gallop even faster. First the horse wasn’t moving
fast enough, then he started moving too fast – will
I ever be satisfied?

Everything was wonderful. I sat steadily on the
pony, gently kicking my feet into him when I
wanted to go faster. The opening scenery was
enchanting, the beaches near Cape Shank coming
into view, the sea breeze lifting the little bits of
hair that peaked out beyond my helmet. There

Eventually the trainer was able to get the horse
to stop. I continued crying and I did not feel safe
until I was helped off the horse and had both
feet steadily on the ground. That wasn’t the last
time I went riding but now I don’t carry as much
excitement when I’m approaching horses. n
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This work is based around the idea of negative body image, particularly focussed on gender identity, and
how it can affect people’s confidence. Living in a society so focussed on appearance, I wanted to look at the
negative connotations of such high standards of beauty, and how vulnerable it can leave us feeling.
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